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1. INTRODUCTION: THE 
RADAR INTERCEPT 
OFFICER

1.1 OVERVIEW      
The Radar Intercept Officer role comes a long way and precedes the Grumman 
F-14 Tomcat. “RIO” is a title used in the US Navy and US Marines, but it is now 
superseded by the “WSO”1. They were not pilots, but Naval Flight Officers2 (you 
may notice the acronym “NFO” when the RIO is controlling the TACAN).

The WSO title used by the US Air Force is similar, yet is not the one-to-one 
equivalent of the RIO. For instance, initially the Air Force backseater in the F-4 
was a graduated pilot, whereas in the Navy it was a Naval Aviator.
Across the pond, the title changes again. In the UK, the F-4 back seater was the 
“Navigator”, later translated to the Panavia Tornado.

The RIO is seated behind the Pilot of the F-14 Tomcat. He has stick and pedals, 
but their function is not control the aircraft, rather interacting with the avionics. 
He is, de facto, the passenger whilst the pilot steers and manoeuvres the F-14. 
However, this is a very simplistic description; there is much, much more to it. In 
fact, the RIO has, generally speaking, a much tougher job than the pilot in a 
common DCS scenario.

The figure of the Radar Intercept Officer (or similar) was necessary when the 
technologies were not advanced enough to pack advanced avionics in an aircraft
and to provide all the information necessary to the pilot satisfy the task of the 
fighter without requiring his complete attention.

When two aircraft with similar tech faced each other, the aircraft with two 
heads has a drastic advantage: two pair of eyes versus one, the possibility of 
splitting responsibilities and workload, better coordination and situational 
awareness and generally speaking, less information and task overload. This “2v1

1 Weapon System Officer – More info: Wikipedia.
2 Naval Flight Officers – More info: Wikipedia.
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human advantage” is somewhat applicable when our old F-14 fights against more modern 
platforms3.

1.1.1 RESPONSIBILITIES
The Radar Intercept Officer shares part of the workload with the pilot. He can not control 
the aircraft but, conversely, the pilot cannot interact with the radar besides a bunch of ACM
modes4.

Some, but not all, of the duties of the RIO are:

• Handling comms, using the AN/ARC-1595 radio, the ARC-182 VHF/UHF6  and the ICS 
(intercom).

• Navigating and maintaining the Inertial Navigation System (INS) in good conditions;

• Managing the radar, obtain and provide Situational Awareness;

• Commanding the pilot to achieve the desired position for an engagement;

• Actioning the defensive equipment of the aircraft.

Roles and responsibilities vary depending on the situation: in a Beyond Visual Range (BVR) 
engagement, when the target is very far from the F-14, the RIO leads the game by 
instructing the pilot and commanding, for example, speed, altitude, turns and rate of turns.
Moreover, the RIO can launch non-IR guided missiles.

If the engagement evolves into the Within Visual Range arena, then the Pilot takes over and
RIO works as an extension of the Pilot, providing information about hostile aircraft and 
checking speed, altitude and so on.

1.2 FLIGHTCREW COORDINATION      
The doctrine highlights some roles and responsibilities of each crew member. Those pages 
provide a glance at how the flightcrew is imagined and should operate.

In particular, emphasis is placed on duties of the Pilot / Radar Intercept Officer team. The 
responsibilities of each member of the crew are integrated and contribute to the 
performance of the other member. In fact, positive and successful crew interaction can lead 
to a synergy that significantly improves the mission success. Such effective interactions also 

3 A great insight in this regard is provided by Roy Macintyre in this interview   to Aircrew Interview  , 
discussing Tornado F3 vs F-14, F-15 and F-16. At 13’25” starts the discussion of F3 vs F-15. Roy 
points out how the F-3, being inferior in almost any way compared to the F-15, only had the 
advantage of being crewed by a Pilot and a Nav.

4 “Air Combat Manoeuvres” mode. Pre-set radar configurations mostly aimed to Within Visual 
Range / Merge scenarios.

5 The radio located in the pilot’s cockpit. I usually refer to it as the “Forward radio” or “FWD”.
6 The radio located in the RIO’s cockpit. I usually refer to it as the “Aft radio” or “AFT”.
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bring indirect benefits in the form of increased protection from errors through human 
redundancy.
However, a Pilot / RIO team lacking successful interaction can be a major detriment to 
mission success.

1.2.1 CREW MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITIES
According to the doctrine, the Pilot is the aircraft commander and is responsible for the 
aircraft and the well-being of the crew. The RIO acts as an extension of the Pilot, and he is, 
de facto, a safety backup for the front seater.
The Radar Intercept Officer should anticipate developments in flight and offer constructive 
comments and recommendations, focusing on maintaining a high level of safety and the 
most effective flight environment. An example of this, is the usage of checklists, which are 
read by the RIO and verified using a challenge/reply system.
The RIO is also usually responsible for all comms, except in specific tactical situations. 

Although this is the doctrinal view of the roles, nothing forbid us to change any of these 
aspects. DCS, although realistic, is very, very far from being close to a complete 
representation of the reality. Therefore, the crew is encouraged to find their own balance in 
terms of tasks, avionics management and responsibilities using every tool at their disposal 
(e.g. checklists).

1.2.2 MISSION COMMANDER
The role of the Mission Commander is critical, and either RIO or Pilot can assume such role. 
The Mission Commander must be qualified in all phases of the mission and, in real life, the 
role is assigned by the unit commanding officer.
In case the role of Mission Commander falls onto the Radar Intercept Officer, he will be 
responsible for every phase of the mission, with the exception of the aspects related to the 
physical control of the aircraft and associated safety of flight measures.
The Mission Commander is responsible for directing a coordinated plan of action, and its 
execution through the mission.

Again, it is up to the virtual crew to decided who will be the Mission Commander, or if one 
is needed in the first place. In fact, although a coordinating role is always welcomed, for less
simulative environments is almost pointless.
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1.3 DCS: WHY PLAYING AS A RADAR   
INTERCEPT OFFICER?  
The Radar Intercept Officer. The Goose of “Top Gun”. The one that is barely mentioned in 
the film, if not for building the sympathy for the character, before killing it by the hand of a 
noob, reckless, childish pilot. Sounds boring, isn’t it? What if I tell you instead, that he is the 
strategist behind the employment of one of the finest aircraft ever conceived, a fighter 
ahead of its time capable of smashing a target 120 nautical miles away, when most radars 
are lucky if the see anything besides half that range? The Radar Intercept Officer is the 
master that pulls the strings of the Beyond Visual Range game.

Playing as a RIO is closer to a Real-Time Strategy game than a flight simulation. Sure, the 
RIO seats in an aircraft, but he is the one who builds Situational Awareness, finds targets, 
and, if capable enough, he never let them go. He coordinates with other aircraft and 
controllers (when he is not the controller himself!) to deliver his bombs or defend the fleet, 
whatever the mission requires.

Playing as RIO also means being part of a team: no matter how good the RIO is, if the 
workflow and the cooperation with the pilot does not work, the crew will not be as 
productive and successful as it could be. This is especially true during any phase of the 
flight, not only in BVR: the RIO controls the comms, in Air-to-Ground he sets up the 
LANTIRN pod or configures the parameters, and Within Visual Range, he is an additional 
pair of eyes, controls the countermeasures and helps the pilot by providing important 
information on speed and altitude.

No matter the fact that the F-14 is 10, 20 or 30 years or older than some other modules, the
combination of performance, endurance, raw radar power and skill of a competent Pilot 
and RIO can still pose a deadly challenge to any other aircraft.

1. Introduction: The Radar Intercept Officer 9



1.3.1 DCS GAMEPLAY REVOLUTION: MULTI-
CREW
The main difference between the F-14 Tomcat and any other module in DCS available so far,
is the multi-crew. To be entirely correct, the Heatblur’s F-14 is not the first module to enable
to players to operate the same aircraft, but it is definitely the one that made it so easy and 
damn enjoyable!

After a whole single-seat career, there I am with a RIO [..] he makes life worth 
living.
A lot of my Hornet pilots say, screw that, I’d rather take the 500 pounds in gas. 
They’re wrong. [..] Those two eyeballs alone are worth it.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
227).

The following light-hearted passages, by Philip Keeble,  former British F-4 Phantom II pilot, 
give an idea of how integral the role of the “Nav” is, along the pilot, to enable the aircraft as
a weapon delivery platform and as an asset. The Phantom II more similar to the F-14 than it 
may seem at a first glance, and these words are very much applicable to the crews of both 
aircraft fighters.

[the F-4 Phantom II] had the complete package for its day and beyond—an 
excellent air intercept radar, eight missiles, a Gatling gun, two reheats, and a 
navigator. Let us not forget the backseater without whom my life would have 
been a whole lot harder!

PER ARDUA: TRAINING AN RAF PHANTOM CREW (P. 226).

There was a round glass radar screen sat in the middle of my front instrument 
panel; ‘I won’t be needing that’, I voiced at this stage, ‘it must be navigators for
the use of only’. I guessed wrong. This was to be a device that I grew to fear 
and loathe in equal measure for it was the pilot’s radar repeater, it being a ‘B’ 
Scope for the air intercept radar.
[..]
Radars then—never had one, never used one, never been taught a thing about 
them. They might have come in handy for weather avoidance on some previous
flights but to me, they were a black art form. The navigators, on the other 
hand, bless their little cotton socks, knew all about radars and how they 
worked.

PER ARDUA: TRAINING AN RAF PHANTOM CREW (PP. 233-234).

The reader may have the impression that the WSO / Navigator / RIO is the hardest role and 
the central figure of the aircraft. This is not the case: flying the aircraft is always a two-men 
job, and each phase sees the crew working together to reach their objectives.
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The following passages, this time by David Gledhill, former British F-4 Navigator, taken from 
the same book quoted above, give a glimpse of the work and the level of cooperation and 
coordination necessary in the aircraft.

One of the enduring myths is that the navigator had no control over the 
aircraft. [..] control was exercised using voice commands. One of the tenets of 
crew cooperation was that once the navigator called ‘Judy’ to the fighter 
controller [..], the pilot would follow his commands implicitly. Only if the safety 
of the aircraft was in jeopardy would he override the voice commands. Many 
pilots followed the voice commands out of idle curiosity, although they were, 
naturally, too modest to admit this fact.
[..] The commands were not random but followed a strict methodology so that 
the position of the aircraft could be adjusted in three dimensions.

PER ARDUA: TRAINING AN RAF PHANTOM CREW (P. 255).

The approach began from the 2-mile roll out point and at medium level was 
made from below. Commands became much more precise, more dynamic and 
more critical. To control a radar contact inside 1,000 yards, when it may begin 
to drift rapidly towards the edge of the scope, absolute precision was 
demanded of both men. Setting an 8-degree approach path and approaching 
from zero azimuth or directly astern, the navigator controlled the closure 
towards the target. With a computer game, such control has no consequence. 
In a Phantom on a dark night at 1,000 feet over the North Sea, that ‘skating 
blip’ represented 25 tons of airframe flying at 400 knots plus. Crews learned 
precision rapidly. Navigators asked for, and pilots delivered, accuracies of 1 
degree in heading and 5 knots in speed. The height would be held with rock 
steady accuracy because staying alive depended on it.

PER ARDUA: TRAINING AN RAF PHANTOM CREW (P. 262).

The last couple of lines describe a situation that, in DCS, is almost never achieved. Usually, 
because it may be a degree of precision irrelevant to the type of experience the crew is 
looking for. Partially because the lack of physical feedback makes operations as simple as 
maintaining a constant speed much harder than in real life.

That being said, if you are new Weapon Systems Officer / Navigator / Radar Intercept 
Officer, starting by practising in Single Player (see Chapter 21.1), then pairing with a more 
experience Pilot is the simplest and enjoyable way to learn the intricacies of a multi-crew 
module.
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1.4 TACVIEW: THE TOOL YOU DIDN’T   
KNOW YOU NEED  
TacView is a flight analysis tool. It works as a sort of ACMI7 for DCS, allowing players to 
review their sorties and trainings. It is the fundamental tool you need to learn to play as 
Radar Intercept Officer. There will be times, in fact, where the missile won't hit or goes 
dumb or a target disappear apparently for no reason, but the knowledge and the 
experience to understand why simply won't be there yet. This is where TacView shines as a 
learning tool. Later, it will become a trusted tool for debriefing and will play a key role to 
improve knowledge and skill.

The importance of such a tool cannot be stressed enough. If you are not sold yet, let's 
consider the following passages, describing how important the ability of review the pilot’s 
action is critical for improving.
In this case, the discussion is about the “guncam”8, made famous especially by their usage 
and their footage of World War II aerial battles, and pre-dating modern data-collection 
systems:

The use of gun cameras to document aerial kills is nearly as old as fighter 
aviation itself, but the cameras served another purpose as well. While we see 
only the successes on the screen, the cameras also documented the failures 
caused by poor marksmanship and poor positioning. In short, the missed shots 
on gun camera film had a good side. They allowed the pilot to look at his film 
after a flight and learn from it. Perhaps he had been firing from a range outside
the effective reach of his guns. Perhaps he was not “tracking” the target 
smoothly. Perhaps he did not even have the pipper on the target, although in 
the excitement of the moment he had convinced himself that he was perfectly 
aligned.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
103).

Film review, as it was called, showed many pilots that they were using poor 
technique and taking undisciplined shots. This was not a new phenomenon in 
fighter aviation and combat. Almost half the Sidewinders launched by United 
States pilots during Rolling Thunder were fired out of parameters. Other missed
shots resulted from a pilot setting up switches incorrectly, documented by the 
lack of a fire signal, or witness mark, on the film.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
105).

7 Air combat maneuvering instrumentation – More info: Wikipedia.
8 Gun Camera. A camera activated by the usage of weapons such as guns, cannons, or air-to-ground

ordnance. More info – Wikipedia.
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TacView allows the crew to review the action from their own perspective, or to zoom out to 
analyse the bigger picture.

When it comes to the Radar Intercept Officer, TacView gives the opportunity to review all 
the parameters of the geometry and the missile launch, a fraction of a second at the time. 
Those include all the plethora of variables later discussed in this book, such as the Target 
Speed, Altitude, Aspect, Range and so on, but also to monitor the performance of a missile, 
and even notice issues and oddities caused by game bugs or desync when playing in 
multiplayer.

1.4.1 USEFUL BEYOND THE APPEARANCE
This program is so fundamental and useful that I stopped helping players lamenting issues 
with the F-14 if they are unable to provide a TacView track. Although this may sound very 
dismissive towards other players, the reason is simple: there are almost unlimited variables 
constantly changing during an engagement. How can a problem be properly identified 
without the only tool capable of representing all of them?

DCS offers and integrated system to save and re-watch tracks; however, it has been prone to
issues for years. Although it can be useful to capture the actions in the cockpit (the 
"switchology"), gathering details from a track can be quite a complex task.

Figure 1: TacView Advanced.

1.4.2 TACVIEW VERSIONS
TacView is a free product in its most basic edition. However, such version contains all the 
tools you may need to review the action, use different points of view, monitor the 
parameters and eventually learn and improve. It is probably more than enough for a normal
user.
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Figure 2: TacView Advanced.

The advanced version provides more tools, such as charts and others, which are very handy 
when TacView is used to go deeper into issues or trying to understand, for example, the 
behaviour and the capabilities of a missile. 
A comparison list of the features included in each version is available at this page.

Although you probably do not need it initially, I strongly recommend buying a paid version: 
not only they offer more features, but it is a great way to support the development team.

1.5 SRS: NO COMMS, NO FUN      
During the long life of DCS, at least two tools to improve the realism and the management 
of the comms were created: TARS, UniversRadio (not free) and Simple Radio. Both initially 
relied on Teamspeak to handle players and communication protocols. The features provided
allowed to manage multiple players in the same channel but talking on different 
frequencies, thus avoid overlaps. Advanced features, such as the simulation of the range 
degradation and the LOS, had a great impact on realistic missions.
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Figure 3: SRS connected to Hoggit Georgia-At-War's
server.

Whist the development of TARS stopped years ago, UniversRadio remained dependant from
Teamspeak. As the years passed, Teamspeak partially lost its appeal: hosting a server 
required, well, a server, whereas solutions such as Discord could easily provide a means of 
communication to everyone for free, no server needed. This, on top of a few years of issues,
where downgrades were necessary in order to use UniversRadio and other plugins.
In the meantime, Simple Radio became a self-sufficient product: Simple Radio Standalone. 
By dropping Teamspeak and relying on a simple and straightforward server management, 
SRS quickly took over the DCS community a step at the time, as new features were 
developed. Nowadays, despite the introduction of a first, basic, integrated comms solution 
in DCS, SRS is de facto the standard.

1.5.1 USING SRS
The usage of SRS is incredibly easy. For basic usage, you won’t even need the manual 
(IKR?!): install SRS, set up the controls in-game, connect to a server (although most servers 
offer an auto-connect feature) and done!

When it comes to the F-14, Heatblur and the SRS dev team went the extra mile by adding 
an in-game direct support: this means that the RIO can use its pedals as PTTs, exactly as the 
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real RIO would do. Needless to say, the ability of interacting with the controls and having 
both your hands free is fundamental.

If you are still sceptical about SRS put it this way: a good RIO will be constantly 
communicating and updating:

• the Pilot;

• Controllers and services (ATIS, GND, TWR, TMA, AWACS, etc);

• the wingman.

That’s already three separated and independent comms channels that must not overlap. 
Then you have players, there may have multiple controllers, both in the air and on the 
ground. Imagine all these independent entities that may need to communicate only in 
certain occasions, all in a single Discord channel!

Figure 4: SimpleRadio Standalone - Radar Intercept Officer axis PTT.

Cherry on top (one of the many), SRS works greatly along other mods such as DATIS, which 
simplifies the crews’ experience by automatically providing updated information such as 
QNH, active, and so on.

Head here for more information about SRS.
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2. OPERATIONS I: BASIC 
NOTIONS

The content of this Chapter was originally part of a series named "Back to 
Basics". Its purpose is introducing different concepts, tests, observations and 
even anecdotes in an approachable and simplified way, aiming to dilute that 
sense of overwhelmingness that often affect the players approaching the flight 
sims world.

The notions discussed should be clear to the new virtual Radar Intercept Officer 
as they constitute the bedrock of what comes later.
The list of topics discussed includes recurring concepts such as the format of the
coordinates, the effect of the magnetic variations and how a radar works.

2.1 LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE      
Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

The position of an object, a target or a waypoint on the planet can be 
represented in many ways. In DCS, the simplest and most common way to 
define them is by “latlongs”, short for Latitude and Longitude, as they are cross-
faction (imperial vs metric, east vs west), cross-module and they should sound 
familiar already.

By using latitude and longitude, for example, a Ka-50 FAC(A) can share the 
location of a target with an A-10C, although they have very little in common (no 
datalink, different system of measurement, etc.).

Latitude and Longitude can be represented in different ways, and players should
make sure that a common format is used. This is not always a priority: a 
waypoint in the F-14 flight plan can be slightly more to the North or the East 
than its precise original location with little negative effects. If precision ordnance
guided by means of GPS is employed, we better make sure that the target 
location is instead very accurate.
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2.1.1 DMS VS DD VS DDM
Latitude and Longitude, being references on a sphere (not a proper sphere, but let’s keep 
this simple) are the offset in degrees from a common reference meridian and parallel.

The following are three common means of representing latitude and longitude.

DMS – DEGREES, MINUTES AND SECONDS
Classic representation of latlong coordinates, pretty much understandable by everyone. If 
you are wondering what time units of measures do in this discussion, have a look here.

DMS use North/South, East/West explicitly to indicate the direction of the offset from 
Greenwich and the Equator (e.g. 45°45’32.4″N 009°23’39.9″E).

DD – DECIMAL DEGREES
Decimal Degrees are a very simple way to represent coordinates.

DD coordinates can be obtained from DMS by:

1. Carrying over the Degrees;

2. Dividing the Minutes by 60;

3. Dividing the Seconds by 3600.

4. Adding the results of point #2 and #3.

DD uses mathematical operators, plus and minus, to indicate the offset from the common 
references (e.g. 64.041385, -16.181383). This makes DD different and recognizable and, 
since this format can be represented by a simple pair of Float values, a great choice for 
IT/software applications.

Although DCS F-14 Tomcat does not support DD latlong coordinates, this format is widely 
used and common.

DDM – DEGREES, DECIMAL MINUTES
DMS sounds like a combination of the two: it uses Degrees, followed by Minutes and 
Decimal of minutes, rather than seconds. Since DDM and DMS look similar, they can be 
confused quite easily.

DDM is recognizable as the seconds are represented as decimals of minutes rather than 
sexagesimals, and their typical indicator (quotation mark: “ ) is absent.

Converting from DMS to DDM is quite simple:

1. Carry over the Degrees;

2. Carry over the Minutes;

3. Divide the Seconds by 60.
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4. Add the results of point #2 and #3.

2.1.2 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
The following are the coordinates of a TACAN station, displayed using different formats:

DDM = N41°36.36 E041°36.00;

DMS = N41°36’21.6″ E041°36’00”;

DD= 41.606 041.6

The difference between DDM and DMS seems minimal but, as mentioned above, if 
precision is required, then the correct format is necessary. For the sake of testing, I 
calculated the distance between:

DDM N41°36.36” E041°36.00”

DMS N41°36’21.6″ E041°36’00”

The result is ~450m. Albeit a minor distance, imagine updating the INS or dropping 
ordnance with such an error. The former case may cause a greater imprecision than 
expected, the latter may cause unnecessary collateral damage, failing the mission or even 
hitting friendly troops.

2.1.3 COORDINATES IN DCS
Different modules and even different components and devices may support one or more 
formats (such as the PVI-800 and the ABRIS).

The format of the coordinates can be cycled in the F-10 map by pressing, by default, 
[LALT] +[Y]. The default format can be selected in the Options menu (more 
information in the DCS manual, page 46).

The following are the available coordinate formats in DCS:
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• Precise Lat/Long: very precise representation of the coordinates, up to 1/100 of 
second by reporting decimal seconds as well;

• LatLong DMS: discussed above;

• Metric: absolute X/Y coordinates;

• LatLong DDM: discussed above;

• NATO MRGS: acronym for Military Grid Reference System.

2.1.4 DISTANCE APPROXIMATION USING 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
Latitude: each degree is 60nm (~111km). Therefore, one minute of degree is 1 nm. Since 
the most common means of representing latlongs is DDM, we can calculate the distance by 
subtracting the two values, then multiplying the degrees per 60. Note that we are not 
interested in the sign, so we can invert the order, we consider the absolute value anyway.

Example:

• delta: 0°03.12 → 60*0 + 3.12 = 3.12nm

• delta: 5°75.00 → 60*5+75 = 375 nm

Longitude: differs depending on the latitude (meridians converge at the poles). At equator, 
is about the same as the latitude (~60nm, but Earth is not a perfect sphere), and it is zero at
the poles.
The issue is that the planet is not a perfect sphere. However, since the goal is simply having 
a general idea of the order of magnitude we are dealing with, we can assume that the Earth
is a perfect sphere.

Depending on the unit of measurements, we have:

longitude [km]=111∗cos(latitude)

longitude [nm]=60∗cos(latitude )

For example:

LATITUDE LONGITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE

0° 60 nm 50° 39 nm

5° 60 nm 55° 34 nm

10° 59 nm 60° 30 nm

15° 58 nm 65° 25 nm

20° 56 nm 70° 21 nm
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LATITUDE LONGITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE

25° 54 nm 75° 16 nm

30° 52 nm 80° 10 nm

35° 49 nm 85° 5 nm

40° 46 nm 90° 0 nm

45° 42 nm

Once both values are assessed, then the result can be approximated by eyeballing or even 
something as simple as Pythagoras.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Although this is a niche application, understanding the distances is very important. For 
example, the AN/ASN-92 INS, during FIX updates it displays the delta between the position 
computed by the INS and, for example, a TACAN station. Without understanding how much 
the values mean, it is hard to assess whether a delta can be acceptable or not.

DCS Maps locations:

• Caucasus: Kutaisi → N 42°10.700'   E 42°28.676'

• South Atlantic: Port Stanley → S 51°41.152'   W 57°46.580'

• Marianas: Andersen AFB → N 13°35.041'   E 144°55.788'

• Nevada: Groom Lake → N 37°14.066'   W 115°48.281'

• Normandy: Saint Pierre du Mont → N 49°23.539'   W 00°57.445'

• Persian Gulf: Khasab → N 26°10.139'   E 56°14.399'

• Syria: Al Qusayr → N 34°34.173'   E 36°34.279'

2.2 HEADING, BEARING, TRACK AND   
COURSE  

Article on Fly-And-Wire

Some concepts in aviation are sometimes used by the enthusiasts pretty much 
interchangeably (myself included). One of the most common occurrences is mixing and 
confusing Heading, Bearing, Tracking, and Course.
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Figure 6: Heading, Bearing, Track and Course.

• Heading: this is the most commonly used (and misused) term to describe where the
nose of the aircraft is pointing relative to the North, without considering any other 
factor. However, in real conditions (e.g., wind) pointing the nose in a certain 
direction does not necessarily mean that the aircraft is going in that direction.
Another common issue in DCS is understanding which North is the reference.

◦ True Heading: the reference is the True North, the closest point to the axis of 
rotation of the Planet;

◦ Magnetic Heading: the reference is the North of the Earth’s magnetic field. This 
is where a compass points and the origin of the many discussions about the 
Magnetic Variation.

• Bearing is the angle between the aircraft and “something” (another aircraft, a 
geographical feature, etc.), using a defined reference:

◦ Bearing, uses the North as reference. The sketch below shows an AWACS call for
a BRA 075 (the remaining values are omitted as unnecessary). This means that if
our aircraft turns to 075°, it should have the target straight off the nose. In DCS, 
especially when aircraft from different generations are flying together, you’d 
better clarify with your controller if the reference is True or Magnetic North. 
Depending on the map and the year, the difference can be quite wide, which is a
problem especially at short range;

◦ Relative Bearing, uses the nose of the aircraft as reference. “(Relative) Bearing 
090” means that the object is at our 3 o’clock.
The example above shows the BR reading on the F-14 TID. RBRG 345 means 15° 
to the left of the nose.

• Course: this is where we want to go, external factors excluded (wind, declination, 
etc).
Reference the example below, if our destination is 090 from the starting position, 
then that is the Course we should follow to reach it.

• Track: this is where we are actually going, external factors considered.
Following the same example, if the destination is 090 but there is a very strong wind
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coming from the North, then the aircraft may be “pushed” towards the South if the 
Heading is not corrected.

2.3 BAROMETRIC ALTIMETER (Q   
CODES, TA/TL)  
The barometric altimeter uses the atmospheric pressure to provide the current altitude of 
the aircraft. The pressure calibration value can be set manually, usually by operating a small 
knob on the altimeter itself. Such value must be set to compensate for the pressure 
variations induced by the weather.

2.3.1 UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
Depending on factors such as the manufacturer, the country of origin and even the age, the 
altimeter can use a different unit of measurement:

• Millibar/Hectopascal (mb / hPa): standard according to the Système International 
(SI). 1mb = 1hPa;

• Inches of Mercury (inHg): common in American aircraft, such as the F-14;

• Millimetres of Mercury (mmHg): used in Russian/CIS aircraft (e.g. Ka-50).

Note: In FlyAndWire’s   Kneeboard   P  ack  , Ka-50 folder, you can find a simple table I made 
years ago to quickly convert the pressure through different UM.
Back then our ATIS used to provide only inHg.

2.3.2 Q-CODES
Pressure conditions can be expressed in different ways, each resulting in a different altitude 
reading.

A subset of the Q-Codes is used to indicate notable settings:

• QFE: atmospheric pressure above ground level. For example, by setting the QFE of 
an airport, then the altimeter reads zero when the aircraft is WoW (Weight-on-
Wheels), and it shows the altitude above the airfield when in the air. To some 
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extents, it reminds a simple radar altimeter (it can work as a backup if necessary in 
case of damages or malfunctions).
The QFE is not used often in modern times, especially by NATO countries.

• QNH: the most used value in DCS, it allows the altimeter to indicate the current 
local altitude above sea level. This means that the altitude of airfields and 
geographical features from a map or FLIP are immediately applicable as the QNH is 
set correctly.
For example, if the runway of an airfield is located at an elevation of 300m msl, then
the altimeter will mark such altitude when the aircraft is holding before taking-off.

• QNE: atmospheric pressure value at mean sea level using ISA (International 
Standard Atmosphere). It is used to provide a common means of measuring altitude
above the Transition Altitude by setting the altimeter to the Standard Pressure value
(1013.2mb/hPa, 760mmHg, 29.92inHg).

2.3.3 TRANSITION ALTITUDE AND TRANSITION 
LEVEL
Above a certain altitude the altimeter is set to the Standard Pressure (QNE), in order to 
unsure a standard measurement method without the differences induced by local variation 
of pressure. Such threshold altitude is called Transition Altitude. Above TA the altitude is 
stated in Flight Levels. Flight Levels are represented as “FL” plus the hundreds of feet of the 
altitude reading. For example, “FL200” indicates an altitude of 20,000ft (QNE).

When an aircraft is descending from high altitude, as it crosses a specific FL called Transition
Level, it changes its altimeter settings to the local QNH.

Between TA and TL there is a buffer zone called Transition Layer.

Figure 7: Transition Altitude, Layer and Level.

It is immediately understandable how FL improves the safety of a mission or scenario as air 
assets do not have to rely on constant updates of the altimeters to fly using a common 
standard.

Note: remember to use “Altitude” when below the TL and “Flight Level” above TA (similarly 
to how “Angels” is used for the altitude of friendlies and Thousands of feet are used for 
other contacts).
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2.3.4 WHAT HAPPENS IF THE ALTIMETER IS 
NOT SET CORRECTLY?
These are a couple of very simple examples to show why setting the correct altimeter is 
important:

• Imagine flying between two waypoints in low visibility conditions in a fairly 
mountainous area. You have a map, and aware that the highest peak is 3100ft. For 
safety reason, you planned to fly above 3500ft. But you forgot to set the QNH, the 
altimeter reads 3500ft but your actual altitude at the correct local QNH is 2800ft. 
You can immediately imagine how dangerous this situation is.

• Another example is a stack or the simple flow of air traffic over the same area: if 
you QNH is wrong there is a serious risk of colliding with another aircraft. The 
correct QNH/QNE instead should ensure the respect of the safety buffer between 
the allocated altitudes.

Unfortunately, a simple query on Google returns multiple accidents, some with fatalities, 
caused by either faulty altimeters or straight human error.

2.4 MEASURE   OF SPEED (IAS, TAS,   
GS, MACH, ETC.)  
When it comes to aviation, speed can be measured in different ways. 

The following is a brief look at the most common means, especially the ones available to 
the F-14 crew:

1. IAS – Indicated Air Speed
The IAS is driven by the pitot-static9 system, using the difference between total 
pressure and static pressure to, through other relations, offer a meaningful 
representation as a function of speed, rather than pressure.
It is usually measured in knots (nautical miles per hour – KIAS).
Above a certain altitude, the IAS reading in the F-14 is not reliable. Better use the 
Mach indicator10.

2. TAS – True Air Speed
It accounts for the thinner air, by adjusting for the density of the air. Therefore, it 
increases with higher altitude. In other words, it indicates the speed of the aircraft 
relative to the air it is flying through.
To describe the Velocity of an aircraft as a Vector, the norm is the TAS, the direction 

9 Source: Wikipedia – Pitot-Static System.
More info about the F-14 sensors: Home of M.A.T.S – F-14 Sensor Probes .

10 Or at least it was, not sure if it’s a correctly implemented intrinsic imprecision or a bug.
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is the Heading of the aircraft.
It is usually measured in knots (KTAS).

3. GS – Ground Speed
Measured in knots, it is similar to the True Air Speed but it also takes into account 
the effect of the wind (with zero wind, Ground Speed and True Air Speed should 
match).
For example, a wind flying at 10 knots in the same direction as a fighter flying at 400 
KTAS (tailwind), will result in a GS of 410kts. Vice versa, a headwind of 10kts, results 
in a GS of 390kts.
Similarly to IAS and TAS, it is usually represented in knots.

4. Mach Number
The Mach represents the speed of an object relative to the speed of sound. The 
speed of sound varies depending on several parameters (such as the temperature).
The Mach is the prevalent unit of measure above a certain speed (I usually use it 
above M.6).

Figure 8: Pitot static pressure probe
(right) and AoA probe (left).

2.5 RADAR BASICS      
The radar aboard the F-14 supports a number of different radar modes. The two most 
common are Pulse and Pulse Doppler mode.

2.5.1 PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY
The Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) is defined as the number of pulses of a repeating 
signal in a specific time unit, normally measured in pulses per second and is expressed in 
hertz (Hz).
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PRF limits depend on the detection range of the radar and the relative velocity between the
target and the fighter.

• High PRF: greater detection, but has clutter issues. Distance at long range is not 
precisely determined. Generally more resistant to ECM due to the higher energy, 
and not affected by looking down.

• Medium PRF: detection range shorter than HPRF especially at low altitude, even 
when looking up11, but less clutter issues in general as well. The AWG-9 has no 
MPRF.

• Low PRF: precise ranging, more resistant to clutter, but reduced detection range.
LPRF is very affected by clutter when looking down.

2.5.2 F-14 TOMCAT RADAR MODES

The AN/AWG-9, despite being technology from the ‘50s and operative since 1962, has one 
of the biggest antennas ever mounted on a fighter aircraft and sports a powerful 
transmitter. Its detection range is greater than many other more modern fighters.

Pulse Mode
Low PRF (the range buttons above the DDD affect the PRF frequency). Pulse is used in “all-
aspects” scenarios, its reliability vs clutter and defensive manoeuvres makes PSTT the 
strongest “grip” on the target. On the other hand, in real life it is more susceptible to ECM 
and conventional countermeasures (Chaff).

Pulse is a “DDD only” mode, it has no representation on the TID. It can be used for basic 
group mapping and has a detection range of ~50/60 nm for a fighter-size aircraft. Pulse uses
range gates to track the target.

11 Due to the fact that the sidelobe is used by MPFR, and this is affected the most at low altitude. 
The effect is exponential as the altitude decreases.
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Pulse modes available are Pulse Search and P Single Target Track. The former has no 
limitations in terms of azimuth and bars, and can be used as a very basic ground mapping 
radar. The latter focuses the energy of the radar towards a single target, enabling the 
employment of the AIM-7 (via a Continuous Wave antenna) and the AIM-54 in active mode.

Weapons and guidance will be covered in greater detail later in this book.

Pulse Doppler mode
High PRF. Higher detection range, drawbacks are the presence of two detection gaps (see 
AVI-02-R) and decreased look-down performance.

The Pulse Doppler uses the relative difference of velocity (Doppler Effect). This grants higher
detection range but at the same introduces two weak spots: 

• a target moving perpendicularly to the radar falls into the same group of clutter 
filtered by the radar, as they are considered unwanted returns (Mainlobe Clutter 
Filter). This explains the common “notching” manoeuvre used by defending targets;

• a target without Doppler shift, so moving away from the fighter at a similar speed, it
filtered out (Zero Doppler Filter). This is a hardware limitation of the radar.

ELI5!
These blind spots can be intuitively explained by using a daily-life situation: driving a
car on the motorway. Let’s imagine that we can spot better the highest the speed 
difference, as, simplifying, a Pulse Doppler radar would.

You car is moving at a certain speed, that is your speed relative to the ground. The 
cars coming from the other direction, have a substantial difference in terms of 
speed, so they are very visible from our perspective. This is a situation where a 
contact is dead-ahead and “Hot” (low target aspect).

However, the cars moving in the same direction may look almost immobile, relative 
to you. The speed difference, in fact, is minimal if not zero altogether. Therefore, 
from our perspective, they are almost invisible. This is the Zero Doppler blindspot.

Whilst driving, we cross a flyover. A car is moving perpendicularly to the motorway. 
It may appear similar but there is a problem: the speed difference is the same as the
ground, blending in with it. This situation makes it hard to spot from our 
perspective. This is the Mainlobe clutter blindspot.

The radar modes using the Doppler effect to detect contacts are:

1. Pulse Doppler Search (PD SRCH): longest range, displays returns only on the DDD;
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2. Range While Search (RWS): determines bearing, range and altitude of the detected 
contacts. It cannot be used to employ weapons, but it has no bars or range 
limitations. It is the common mode to create and maintain Situational Awareness;

3. Track-While-Scan (TWS): provides the highest number of information by calculating 
the track of the contacts. Simply put, a contact is refreshed every ~2”, and the 
variations in its flight parameters are used to show a vector describing the contact.
This mode is commonly used for launching the AIM-54 Phoenix. However, the 
necessity of refreshing every 2” limits the antenna to two settings, potentially 
limiting the Situational Awareness of the RIO.
The detection range of Track-While-Scan should be slightly shorter than RWS, but 
this is understandable since the WCS needs more hits to display a TWS track.
TWS can track multiple contacts at the same time;

4. Pulse Doppler Single Target Track (PDSTT): provides several information about a 
target, however, as the name implies, the radar is focused on one target only. 
In the real world, until recently, this has been the standard employment method of 
missiles, until the AIM-120 was widely adopted and used (the first kill of the AIM-
120 was scored at the end of 199212). The AIM-7, in fact, requires an STT radar 
mode to be launched.

As a rule of thumb, the more information a radar mode provides, the shorter its range. This 
is due to the need of using additional elements. For example, an additional FM ranging is 
used to determine the range of the contact, reducing the practical reach of RWS and TWS.

Continuous Wave
CW is a now obsolete antenna, but in the ‘60 was still used to guide the AIM-7 Sparrow. The
main difference is that a Pulse radar transmits short pulses and uses the time delay to 
calculate the distance from a target. A Continuous Wave radar use a stream of modulated 
signals and uses the difference between the reflected and the emitted signals frequencies.

CW has no minimum range, has reduced acquiring range compared to Pulse radars, and it is
detected and jammed more easily.

Note: Chaffs and Flares are not physicalized entities in DCS. Countermeasures are, at the
moment, not much different from a die roll: the more countermeasures are used, the 
higher the probability of defeating a threat. This leads to unrealistic situations, such as 
Chaffs deployed 10” before fooling a missile guiding in HPRF, or Chaffs not tangibly 
affecting LPRF radars.

12 Kill scored by Lt. Col. Gary North, 27/12/1992, vs a MiG-25. Coincidentally, the first kill by an 
American F-16. Source.
A video footage of engagement is available on YouTube.
Also, Air engagements of the Gulf War (Wikipedia).
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FUN FACT: BIG NOSE, BIG RADAR
One of the reasons why the F-14 Tomcat was so big, was the necessity to fit such a big radar
system. 
Figure 9 shows a Tornado F-3 near its GEC-Marconi AI.24 Foxhunter radar (I took this picture
at the RAF Museum, London – 22/06/2022). The Foxhound radar weighted about a half of 
the AWG-9, in this sense, more comparable to the F-15’s APG-63.

Figure 9: Radar and Nose. GEC-Marconi AI.24 Foxhunter radar at the RAF
Museum London (26/06/2022).

2.5.3 REAL RADAR PERFORMANCE: QUICK 
LOOK
Radars do not see targets in the same way all the time. Besides the mentioned Doppler 
blind zones, other parameters affect the detection range.

 Note: the first part of this Paragraph uses data from the AN/AWG-10 used on the F-4B 
and Royal Navy F-4s. I could not find detailed information about the AWG-9.
However, for comparison purpose, the AWG-9 system weights 1320 pounds and uses a ⌀
36" antenna. The generated peak power is 10.2kW. The AWG-10 weights 1096 pounds 
and the antenna diameter is 32". It provides in PD mode a peak power of 2kW. Power 
output wise, no radar is as powerful as the AWG-9: the AN/APG-63 output is 5.2kW, the 
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AN/APG-59 (mounted on the early F-4s) output is 1.0kW.
Power, however, is not related to the amplitude of the notch or other aspects of the 
radar. More information on this topic can be found in Chapter 8.8.

The following charts give an idea of how aspect, range, speed and other parameters affect 
the detection. In particular:

the pulse doppler mode provides 85 percent cumulative probability of detection
of headon aspect, five square meter targets at a range of 60 nautical miles in 
vectored (narrow) search, and 37 nautical miles in independent (wide) search 
for all targets regardless of whether the target location requires uplook, co-
altitude or downlook operation.

AN/AWG-10 MCS, B148, 01/12/1964. P.8

RADAR PERFORMANCE CHARTS
The following charts represent the performance of the AWG-10 as a function of the Target 
Aspect Angle. The original subtitle is "85% Probability of Detection vs Target Aspect Angle", 
specifying at what range the radar is reliably capable of detecting a target.
The values are the interceptor headings shown for various target aspect angles versus the 
range in nautical miles.

Radar Performance Chart I

TARGET: MIG INTERCEPTOR: F-4

• Altitude: 35,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.5 Mach.

• Altitude: 35,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.8 Mach;
• Narrow scan.
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Figure 10: F-4 Radar performance chart I.

Radar Performance Chart II

TARGET: BLINDER INTERCEPTOR: F-4

• Altitude: 35,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.5 Mach.

• Altitude: 35,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.8 Mach;
• Narrow scan.
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Radar Performance Chart III – Look Down

TARGET: MIG INTERCEPTOR: F-4

• Altitude: 500 ft;
• Velocity: 0.8 Mach.

• Altitude: 20,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.2 Mach;
• Scan: 1 Bar wide.

Radar Performance Chart IV – Look Down

TARGET: MIG INTERCEPTOR: F-4

• Altitude: 500 ft;
• Velocity: 0.8 Mach.

• Altitude: 35,000 ft;
• Velocity: 1.2 Mach;
• Scan: 1 Bar wide.
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2.6 RADAR ELEVATION AND SCAN   
AZIMUTH  

Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

The number of Bars and the Azimuth angle define how big the chunk of scanned airspace is.
Imagine them as Lego bricks: the length defines the width, and the Bars how high the 
volume is: they are literally bricks stacked one on top of the other. This construct is then 
placed perpendicularly to the aircraft from a top view, and in the middle from a side view. 
The construct can then be slewed around, for example, when tracking a target.

The antenna moves following an “S” like shape: it moves from the left to the right and from 
the right to the left, bar after bar. If only one bar is selected, then the antenna “bounces” 
between left and right with no vertical movement. The angle between the most left and the
most right positions is described the scan azimuth. As you can imagine, the time necessary 
to complete a full scan is heavily influenced by the number of bars and the scan azimuth.

The number of bars does not affect the total time proportionally, as usually a slight overlap 
is present.

For instance, for the AWG-9:

• 1 bar = 2.3°;

• 2 bars = 3.6°;

• 4 bars = 6.3°;

• 8 bars = 11.5°.
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The scan azimuth settings are, instead:

• ±10°;

• ±20°;

• ±40°;

• ±65°.

How these number translate into the physical space?

As discussed a when I made the antenna elevation study, trigonometry can be used to 
approximate how much airspace is covered by different settings of Bars and Azimuth. The 
result do not represent the exact real value that defines the radar scan volume in real life, 
nor, probably, in DCS. It is although a pretty good approximation, very useful to understand 
how the radar works.

Figure 11: Antenna 1 bar pattern.

Figure 12: Antenna 2 bars pattern.

Figure 13: Antenna 4 bars pattern.

Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 show how the antenna moves following the scan pattern 
(not to scale). Speaking for the F-14, the Radar Intercept Officer can monitor the pattern by 
means of the DDD and the Elevation scale.
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Figure 14: 8 bars, narrow
azimuth.

Figure 15: 4 bars, wide azimuth.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 instead, should help to understand how much the Bars and Azimuth
settings impact the volume covered by the radar (topic further evolved in the next Chapter,
2.6.1 ). Depending on the situation, in fact, the radar settings should be properly adjusted, 
to empathise the scan rate, the vertical or the horizontal plane, or again, strike a balance 
between all these parameters.

2.6.1 “SEEING” THE AWG-9 RADAR
The values reported in the link above can be used to plot a simple and approximated sketch 
displaying how much airspace is covered by the radar as a function of the distance.
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Figure 16: AWG-9 Radar Elevation Bars.

In Figure 16 and Figure 17, red represents the smallest set of values (1 Bar, ±10°), green the 
second (2 Bars, ±20°), then indigo (4 Bars, ±40°) and the greatest (8 Bars, ±65°).

It appears immediate how, the farther from the aircraft, the greater the area covered. 

Figure 17: AWG-9 Radar Scan Azimuth.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 are “slices” of the scanned volume to better show how much area is
covered at 25nm and 10nm from the aircraft.

The red square represents 1B, ±10°. The green squares are the two TWS settings, 2B 40° and
4B 20°. The indigo square represents 4B, 80°. The grey square is the widest setting, 8B 130°. 
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Figure 18: Radar volume at 25nm.

The limitations of the TWS radar mode make it a bad radar mode for building SA and it 
should be used only when a Phoenix is about to be launched, to IFF a contact or to evaluate 
a track if necessary.

Note also how the horizontal airspace scanned is much bigger than the vertical airspace. 
This fact, combined with the issues of limit scenarios (such as high altitude Δ and short 
range) make operating the radar in the vertical plane much more difficult than on the 
horizontal.

Figure 19: Radar volume at 10nm.

As expected, at 10nm, the airspace covered by every radar mode is smaller than 25nm, 
although the magnitude of the decrement is somehow surprising.

The widest mode, 8B ±65° seems the most appropriate when looking for a target we know 
it is close, but the problem is that the time needed to complete the scan is not a function of 
the distance (8B ±65° always takes around ~14″). The most appropriate radar mode to use 
depends on the situation, the SA and the experience of the RIO.
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2.7 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM   
OVERVIEW  
The Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a device that allows an aircraft to know its position 
without any external input (such as a GPS). In simple terms, it works by tracking the forces 
affecting the aircraft and applying them to a known position (Fix) previously defined (dead-
reckoning).

The Inertial Navigation System of the Tomcats available in DCS is quite outdated compared 
to modern standards, and it does not take advantage of the technologies made available 
later on, such as digital processing and GPS. This has two direct consequences:

• It does not update the fix automatically;

• It is less precise;

• It is more subject to hard manoeuvres.

One of the tasks of the RIO is making sure that the INS is in “good shape” every time, as a 
wide number of other parts of the avionics depend on it, weapon system included.

Here you can find the video of a “naked” MiG-23 INS.

Note: an in-depth study of the INS mounted aboard the F-14 Tomcat, the AN/ASN-92, is 
available in Chapters 6.11 and 4.6.

2.7.1 THE MAGNETIC VARIATION
The world in DCS is flat, but ED has simulated the effects of the Magnetic Variation around 
the globe, considering both the position and the time setting.
This means that the any aircraft’s navigation equipment is affected by the Geomagnetic 
Field of the planet.

Note:
The Magnetic Variation is often described as Easterly vs Westernly. Easterly is positive, 
Westerly is negative. For example, in the Syria map, the MagVar is about positive 
(easterly) 5°, depending on date and position.
How do you remember which one is positive, and which is negative, and how you use 
them to obtain the Magnetic Variation? There are several ways, a common one is the 
sentence “West is best, East is least”, thus West for adding to the True Heading; East for 
subtracting from the True Heading.
Note that if the Magnetic Variation has a sign (e.g. in the F-14), the absolute value 
should be used, or both East and West should be subtracted, but the sign should be 
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maintained.

Example:
WMV> MH = 123T° – (-10°) = 123T° + 10° = 133M°
WMV> MH = 123T° + |-10°|) = 123T° + 10° = 133M°

vice versa:
EMV> MH = 123T° – (+10°) = 123T° – 10° = 113M°

TRUE NORTH VS MAGNETIC NORTH
In simple terms, the True North (or South) represent a geographical point whereas the 
Magnetic North is where the compass points. As Earth’s magnetic field is not the same 
everywhere, the difference between True and Magnetic, called Magnetic Declination or 
Variation, changes depending on the location of the aircraft.

The F-14 operates in Magnetic, make sure your controller knows that because in some parts
of the world, the MagVar can be easily greater than 10°-15°.

EXCURSUS: ERROR INDUCED BY INACCURATE INS
The INS of the F-14 is obsolete, therefore more prone to drifting and sensible to hard 
manoeuvring. The lack of a system that automatically corrects it means that at some point 
the INS will not represent fairly correctly the position of our aircraft. This is not always a 
problem but, in case the position drifts up to a point where it is not acceptable any more, 
then the RIO must be able to correct the issue.

One of the simplest methods to correct a drifted INS is by means of the TACAN, which will 
thoroughly discussed later. The Magnetic Variation plays and critical role in the success of 
the operation. According to the manual:

During a TACAN FIX, the MAG VAR must be the same as the TACAN station 
magnetic variation, or the update will be in error. Given a TACAN station with a 
range of 100 NM from ownship, a 1°MAG VAR error introduces a 1.74nm error 
into the ownship’s TACAN update.

DCS F-14 MANUAL

The error induced by a wrong MagVar seems trivial, but it becomes more relevant as the 
INS continues to drift. At the end of the day, an error of the magnitude of 1-3 nm is usually 
not a problem, but what does it mean, when you are actually in the cockpit?

Since seeing a situation is better than just imagining it, consider the following examples (it is
worth noting that on a standard flight the INS will not degrade so much, but better be 
prepared!).
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3 NM ON THE GROUND
Nav guidance is pretty much always available on every airfield. The most commonly used is 
the TACAN, but there are others. If TACAN is not available or INS is used to get closer to the 
airfield, then 2-3 nm can be a non-ignorable difference.

The following image showing a trigger with radius 3nm (so  6nm). ⌀

Figure 20: Effects of inaccurate INS: the diameter of the trigger
is 6nm.

Another immediate and more tangible example, now that we have visualized how much 
3nm are on a map, is the case of conducting a Strike or being tasked to CAS friendly units.

In a Strike scenario, a Waypoint may be used to have a general idea of the location of the 
target. A distance of 3nm may compromise timings and the efficiency of the attack 
especially when weather or other conditions may prevent the identification of the target at 
longer range.

Even worse, in a CAS scenario, a Keyhole, or Target not matching the intended location can 
make the use of the LANTIRN very difficult since it is usually slewed to a waypoint and then 
adjusted from there.

The meaning of these issue will become more clear later, as the details of the Air-to-Ground
weapons employment are discussed.

3 NM IN THE AIR
The Datalink is one of the most important tools to build and maintain SA. What does a 3nm 
drift means? We can have a general idea of the tangible effects of the drift by calculating 
the induced bearing angle delta at different ranges (α).
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DISTANCE ERROR SLANT RANGE ANGLE (Α)

5 nm 3 nm 5.830951895 nm 30.96375653° 

10 nm 3 nm 10.44030651 nm 16.69924423° 

20 nm 3 nm 20.22374842 nm 8.53076561° 

50 nm 3 nm 50.08991915 nm 3.433630362° 

NOTE: For simplicity’s sake I considered a rectangle triangle so SR is simple Pythagoras and 
the angle is the arcsin of Error / SR.

Figure 21: Effect of a 3nm error on the target bearing.

In other words, if the Datalink says you have a target on your nose, it may be instead (in this
scenario) on your left or right and, the shorter the range, the bigger the error (up to 30° at 
5nm!). If the Radar Intercept Officer observes this sort of issues, than it is probably time to 
update the INS Fix.

Again, this is an oversimplification of the effects of the INS drift, but it’s an effective mean to
pass the concept that having a properly aligned INS is very important. Long story short, 
check your INS now and then, RIOs!

2.7.2 EFFECT OF TIME ON THE MAGNETIC 
VARIATION
Another criterium that has not been considered yet is time. The Magnetic Variation, in fact, 
changes depending on the geographical position and the current date.
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Figure 22: Trend of the Magnetic Variation between 1961 and 2036.

The sample above shows how the MagVar changes through the years (data are from the 
game itself). The trend is different depending on the location and the delta between each 
survey is different as well. Nevertheless, it is clear how different the outcome of an INS 
correction via TACAN can be if the date is not correct.

Chart 1: Evolution of the MagVar (Sample).

For example, if a mission is set in the Cold War (let’s say early ’70s) and the map in use is 
the Caucasus, the difference in MagVar is a couple of degrees: this is a flat error caused “for 
free” simply because we are using the wrong reference table.

This notion helps the RIO to perform update the INS position update more accurately.

2.8 RADIO FREQUENCIES AND   
MODULATION  
The radios in each DCS module can listen and transmit from and towards different radio 
frequencies.

Different frequencies are grouped into intervals. Some examples are:

• Shortwave   (SW). SW usually include frequencies between the upper Medium 
Frequencies (MF, 300 kHz to 3 MHz) and all the High Frequency band (3MHz to 30 
MHz). In DCS is supported by the Ka-50 and can be used for communicating within 
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the flight (the frequency is fixed and not changeable) with DCS-SRS (SimpleRadio 
Standalone).

• Very High Frequency   (VHF) [30 MHz to 300 MHz]. VHF is one of the most common 
bands used by aircraft in DCS. In requires line-of-sight to operate, so it is blocked by 
natural obstacles such as mountains. It travels further than UHF, to about 100 miles 
(160 km).
Only the radio located in the rear seat of the F-14 (“Aft”, ARC-182 VHF/UHF) 
supports VHF frequencies.

• Ultra High Frequency   (UHF) [300 MHz to 3 GHz]. UHF is the second commonly used 
band. Since the signal attenuation increases with the frequency, UHF can operate 
up to 30-40 miles (48-64 km).
Both the Aft and Forward radio (“Fwd”, AN/ARC-159) support UHF frequencies.

2.8.1 MODULATION
Most radios in DCS support Modulation in Amplitude (AM) and Frequency (FM).

The difference between the two is how the Carrier Wave is modulated.
Simply put, AM modifies the strength of the Carrier Wave, FM operates on the frequency of 
the CW.

AM has usually worse sound quality compared to FM due to its susceptibility to noise, but it
can be transmitted over longer distances. Most importantly, AM is less affected by physical 
barriers.

2.8.2 SPECIAL MENTION: GUARD
A specific set of frequencies are used to broadcast emergencies or distress and other critical
situations.

Those frequencies are:

• 121.500: international aeronautical emergency frequency;

• 243.000: NATO combined distress and emergency frequency.

Both radios aboard the F-14 Tomcat can transmit and receive on a frequency whilst 
monitoring Guard on 243.000:

• AN/ARC-159: MODE set to “Both”;

• AN/ARC-182: MODE set to “T/R&G”.
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Figure 23: AN/ARC-182 radio - Mode selector.

2.9 NON-PRECISION APPROACH –   
QUICK LOOK  
With the introduction of the new clouds, many DCS servers finally see a non-completely 
empty skies. This also means that sometimes the ground is covered by a layer of clouds, 
making the terrain not visible. When the airfield is surrounded by elevated terrain, the 
situation can quickly become tricky.

A number of aircraft in DCS have means to fly safely even in this conditions (e.g. ILS – 
Instrument Landing System), for the others, the solution is using a Non-Precision Approach 
using TACAN, VOR or other navaids.

The usage in DCS is conceptually straightforward: the aircraft should fly through a series of 
checkpoints reported in the chart, and then complete the landing visually.

FLIP CHARTS IN DCS
“FLIP”, short for Flight Information Publications, are detailed maps showing several details 
of the approach to an airport.

There are several sources of those charts in DCS, for instance:

• Alliance of Virtual Squadrons  ;

• 476  th   Virtual Fighter Group  .
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Plate 1: UGKS RWY 27 chart - Courtesy of AVS.

CHARTS USAGE IN DCS
Without those maps, an aircraft may have a really hard time breaking the clouds without 
impacting the terrain, especially if such aircraft is not recent and does not have a moving 
map / GPS aboard.

The following videos can help to better understand the usage of the FLIP charts in DCS:

• FLIP Introduction   – 132nd.DeMonteur. We didn’t plan this discussion, but we had a 
free Saturday morning free. The result is a relaxed discussion about the usage of FLIP
charts in DCS.

• DCS F/A-18C TACAN Approach   – Aussie Hornet. Nice short and direct video showing 
the TACAN approach.
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2.10 FLYING FASTER THAN THE   
SPEED OF SOUND  
Arcade flight video games tends to show that “faster is better”, and an aircraft can flawlessly
accelerate to a speed arbitrarily set by the designers. The acceleration of the aircraft is also 
almost linear, or may be closer to how a car behaves on the ground.

DCS is a simulation that tries to recreate the external effects affecting the aircraft. Contrary 
to the games mentioned above in fact, an aircraft behaves in apparently unexpected ways 
around a specific speed value: Mach 1.

Diving into the details of the types of drag, forces and other phenomenons is well beyond 
the purpose of this book, but knowing what happens around that peculiar value can be very
useful, as sitting at speeds around Mach 1 can cause issues such as increased fuel 
consumption or turbulences that can be easily avoided by reducing speed or, unexpectedly, 
accelerating.

2.10.1 WHAT HAPPENS AROUND MACH 1
The speed of an object can be classified, when compared to the speed of sound, into a 
number of categories.

Note: Each category uses a Greek / Latin-based prefix. Sub-, Trans-, Super- are Latin, 
Hyper- is Greek.

The categories are:

• Subsonic: Mach < 1.0;

• Transonic: Mach = 1.0;

• Supersonic: Mach > 1.0;

• Hypersonic: Mach > 5.0. 

However, the crew and the aircraft can perceive changes before reaching the exact Mach 
1.0 value, and even after such speed. In fact, such Mach speed interval is typically between 
Mach 0.8 and 1.2.

THE TRANSONIC RANGE
In simple words, as the aircraft approaches Mach 1, parts of the airflow surrounding it 
become supersonic. However, at the same time, others parts of the airflow are still 
subsonic. This situation causes instability, increases drag, and even led to complete loss of 
control before this phenomenon was fully understood.

After a certain speed, the airflow becomes completely supersonic, and the drag decreases.
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For aircraft speeds which are very near the speed of sound, the aircraft is said 
to be transonic. Typical speeds for transonic aircraft are greater than 250 mph 
but less than 760 mph, and the Mach number M is nearly equal to one, M ~= 
1 . While the aircraft itself may be traveling less than the speed of sound, the 
air going around the aircraft exceeds the speed of sound at some locations on 
the aircraft.

[..] Drag increases dramatically as an aircraft approaches Mach 1.
[..] The wings of airliners are typically swept in planform to reduce the 
transonic drag. For Mach numbers less than 2.0, the frictional heating of the 
airframe is low enough that light weight aluminum is used for the structure. 

NASA – SPEED REGIMES: HIGH SUBSONIC  

2.10.2 FROM SUBSONIC TO SUPERSONIC IN DCS:
TESTING THE F-14A TOMCAT
The following is a simple example to understand what happens to an aircraft as it flies from 
subsonic to supersonic, through the transonic area. 
Aircraft of choice, of course, the F-14A.

I used the same scenario used to obtain an idea of the differences between the TF30 and 
the G110 (in other words, F-14A vs F-14B). These tests are discussed in Chapter 3.1.2.

LOADOUT ALTITUDE NOTES

CLEAN_LOW 3,000ft Clean + Gun and 7,000lbs of fuel.

CLEAN_HIGH 30,000ft Gun + 4x AIM-54, 2x AIM-7, 2x AIM-
9 + 2x Fuel tanks. Total 14,000lbs of 
fuel.

CAP_LOW 3,000ft Clean + Gun and 7,000lbs of fuel.

CAP_HIGH 30,000ft Gun + 4x AIM-54, 2x AIM-7, 2x AIM-
9 + 2x Fuel tanks. Total 14,000lbs of 
fuel.

Results
Figure 24 shows the results of the 183 data points I calculated.
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Figure 24: F-14A - From subsonic to supersonic.

Two main observations:

1. "Clean" aircraft are the least affected by the transition from subsonic to supersonic. 
However, at higher altitude, the acceleration seems slightly slower between Mach 
~0.95 and Mach ~1.25.

2. When weapons are loaded onto an aircraft, the drag increases and the effects of the 
transonic region are much more pronounced. At low altitude, the aircraft fails to fly 
through Mach 1.2. At high altitude, the change in the curve is clearly visible between
Mach ~0.9 and ~1.2.

Unload!
How can a pilot compensate for the “performance wall” between Mach 0.8 and Mach 1.2, 
especially when the aircraft is heavy or full of weapons? A simple solution can be Unloading
the aircraft by pitching forward, trading altitude for the speed necessary to fly through the 
Transonic speed.
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Figure 25 shows a (quite bad, to be honest) attempt to unload, fly past Mach 1.2, slowly 
pitch up, balancing the speed to regain the altitude lost, and the fly level.

The scenario is the same as above, with an F-14A flying at high altitude (it’s hard to unload 
at ground level!), then climbing again and levelling off at 30,000ft. The “CLEAN” aircraft has 
no weapons (besides the Gun), the “CAP” and “UNLOAD” both carry Gun + 4/2/2 + Fuel 
tanks.

Figure 25: F-14A - Unload!

Surely better pilots will do a much better job, as I probably pitched too aggressively in the 
first part of the test, but the point is conveying the idea.

As you can observe, post levelling off at the original altitude, the F-14A reached the same 
speed as the non-unloading test (“CAP”) about 40”-50” earlier. That’s almost a minute less 
with the engines running at full reheat, which means a lot of fuel saved.
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2.10.3 VIDEO RESOURCES
I found the following three videos very interesting (National Aerospace Library). They are 
quite old, but better made that many other documentaries or educational material made 
nowadays.

• Part I: Approaching the Speed of Sound  ;

• Part II: Transonic Flight  ;

• Part III: Beyond the Speed of Sound  .

2.11 WING SHAPES      
Probably aviation enthusiast, at some point, noticed how different aircraft features wing of 
different size or shape. Some of them are almost non-existent compared to the fuselage 
(looking at you, F-104!), others are bigger and perhaps able to move back and forth (F-14). 
Another, perhaps, have a couple of odd-looking "fins" near the cockpit (Eurofighter).
This short Chapter introduce the general advantages and the disadvantages of the wing 
types and features commonly adopted by fighter aircraft.

2.11.1 BRIEF HISTORY
The following is a very short overview of some common wing configurations through 
history. It is important to note that experiments, tests and less known shapes have always 
been used and theory-crafted, but rarely came to fruition due to lack of key factors such as 
proper understanding of the involved phenomenons or materials.

FROM WWI AND WWII TO THE JET ERA
One of the first common wing shape is the classic rectangle, still in use today for low-speed, 
permissive aircraft.

This shape fell out of favour as the speed of the aircraft increased due to its limitations. As 
the speed increases, in fact, the airflow can become supersonic before the aircraft does, 
creating shock waves and other disrupting effects. This type of wing is unsuitable for 
transonic and supersonic speeds.
Early tests conducted by the Germans, even before the development of their first jet 
aircraft, proved that a swept wing could delay the effect mentioned before, on top on 
reducing drag.

The preferred airfoil design moved from the a thinner, with two or possibly more wings 
(biplane, triplane) of the WWI to a thicker and thus stronger configuration. This move came 
with other advantages, as fuel could now be stored in the wings, and the landing gear 
retracted.
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The jet era saw a return to a thinner airfoil design and new wing shapes. The driving force 
was the necessity of reducing the adverse shock waves over the wing, which cause drag and
reduce lift in subsonic aircraft.

As the WWII mantra "the faster, the better" continued through the 50s, the airfoil became 
even thinner and the wing shapes moved towards delta and swept (with some notable 
exceptions, such as the F-104 – are those even wings?).

VARIABLE SWEEP WING: THE PERFECT SOLUTION?
Straight wings are very efficient in low-speed flight, but lose performance as the speed 
increase. So, why not making the wing capable of pivoting near its root, thus allowing the 
aircraft to change its geometry whilst flying?
This idea became quite popular for a time, and a number of aircraft designed in the late 60s 
adopted the variable sweep solution. Between them, some of the most popular aircraft of 
the era: the F-14 Tomcat, the F-111 Aardvark, the Tornado, the MiG-23 and the Sukhoi Su-
24.
The advantages are quite intuitive: as the name of the game was still "gotta go fast", the 
variable sweep wing allowed optimal high-speed configuration, along the ability of 
maintaining good control at low-speed. The former requirement was necessary for Naval 
aircraft such as the F-14 or the F-111B, along the ability of landing or taking off from short 
or unpaved runways, a necessity in case of all-out war between Soviets and NATO.

As time passes, new material were discovered or introduced and technology advanced, 
providing the engineers with tools to overcome the limitations of the previous technological
generation. Other reasons for moving forward from the variable geometry design are the 
complex design, manufacturing process and maintenance of the sweep wings compared to 
a conventional design. Just take a look at the MiG-23 folding gear mechanism. Beautiful and
very ingenious, but incredibly complex.
Another step forward is the change of philosophy: speed is always good, but nowadays 
being harder to spot is often more important.

INSTABILITY (& STEALTH) IS THE NEW BLACK
Fly-By-Wire is a common word nowadays, but it has been one of the key factor to enable 
the design and the introduction of intrinsically unstable aircraft (among other applications).
Instability can be obtained by designing an aircraft with a centre of gravity towards the end 
of the aircraft, rather than located in the neutral point. This situation allows the aircraft to 
react faster to the inputs, affecting the manoeuvrability. However, controlling such aircraft 
without any assistance may be very hard and fatiguing, if not impossible (see effects such as
the Pilot-induces oscillation).

As the focus shifted towards the "stealth" factor, designs, and wing shapes drastically 
changed again, sometimes departing for the conventional designs. For example, the last of 
the century series, the F-117 Nighthawk, features a high sweep angle wing but rather 
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unconventional appearance aimed to reduce its radar cross-section to an incredible 0.001 
m². For comparison13, the F-15's radar cross-section is 25 m², the F-16's is 5 m².

2.11.2 WING SHAPE EXAMPLES
Important!
Many wing classifications have a number of subcategories. For example, the Delta 
Wing configuration can be tail-less, or the wings can be cropped.
The Pros & Cons here described are very broad and "high level", to introduce the 
general peculiarities of a wing configuration. This is certainly not an engineering 
treatise!

RECTANGULAR

Plate 2: Fieseler Fi 156 Storch - Source Wikipedia.

• Classic shape, common in small aircraft, 
easy to manufacture;

• Good stall characteristics, since the stall 
starts at the wing root, rather than the 
control surfaces, making it very 
controllable.

• Inefficient, especially at higher speeds, in 
terms of weight and drag;

• In military aviation, often surpassed in 
favour of Elliptical, Tapered or other 
configurations.

13 Source: Globalsecurity.org – Radar Cross Section (RCS).
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SWEPT

Plate 3: Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15 - Source Wikipedia.

• Efficient at transonic speed due to 
reduced drag in this region;

• C  ritical Mach Number   drastically 
increased;

• Poor slow-speed characteristics and 
handling more difficult due to the reduced
lift generated by the wings.

DELTA

Plate 4: Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 - Source Wikipedia.

• Efficient through different regimes, good 
instantaneous turn rate compared to 
others;

• large surface area, reducing wing loading;
• usually relatively thin and thus offering 

reduced drag;
• depending on the construction, it can hold

an appreciable amount of fuel, despite 
the reduced thickness;

• More drag generated than, for example, 
swept wings, often requiring a more 
powerful engine to achieve the same 
performance of other configurations;

• peculiar low speed characteristic, 
requiring high angle of attack at take off 
and landing to generate lift.
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VARIABLE

Plate 5: RAF Panavia Tornado GR4 - Source Wikipedia.

• Efficient in any region, due to the 
capability of adjusting the sweep angle;

• both good slow and high speed 
characteristics.

• Incremented mechanical complexity, 
affecting cost and design choices;

• generally heavier construction than other 
configurations.

The discussion about pros and cons of various wing types is fascinating. A starting point can 
be this Wikipedia page about the Wing Configuration, but there are numerous details 
articles all over the internet.

2.12 AZIMUTH TRIANGULATION      
There are maps in DCS without any DME compatible with western aircraft (e.g. TACAN), 
such as parts of the Persian Gulf or the North of the Caucasus. 
Most aircraft from the mid-70s onwards have an Inertial Navigation System (INS – see 
Chapter 2.7) onboard, if not a GPS directly, so navigating is elementary. But what if the INS 
is damaged, no DMEs are available nearby and the scenario does not offer any recognisable 
landmark?

The odds of such a scenario happening are almost zero, so this is a rather light-hearted look 
a how no one will ever use the ADF in DCS.

2.12.1 CROSSING THE STREAMS
Bearings triangulation is a process that allow to determine the position of an object 
knowing the bearings from the object to two known positions. This is a simple technique 
very familiar to hikers, especially before the introduction of the GPS.
For example, a hiker can determine his position on a map by means of a compass, by using 
two clearly recognizable points (such as peaks or other landmarks). Considerations about 
the Magnetic Declination aside, the process can be recapped in:
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• measure the bearing to point A and draw the corresponding line on the map;

• measure the bearing to point B and draw the corresponding line on the map;

• check where the lines intersect. This is your position.

2.12.2 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
Although the scenario mentioned above is a very, very rare occasion in the F-14 and more 
modern aircraft, it can be used in dire straits.

In this scenario, our F-14 was dragged near the Iraq-Iranian border. The safety of the carrier 
is somewhere near the Bahrain (which is missing from the map entirely, but that’s another 
matter). In a furious dogfight, the INS broke down. The crew looks outside, scanning for 
known landmarks.
No luck today.

Figure 26: Scenario - Scanning for landmarks. Nice view!

Since nothing meaningful is distinguishable, the crew can attempt to fly circa towards the 
South, taking the risk of running out of fuel.
The map, however, shows the location of a bunch of VOR/DME station that should be 
somewhat close to the F-14 (Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Scenario - VOR/DME in the assumed area.

The brave RIO14 then tunes his AN/ARC-182 to 115.800 MHz, being it the most Southern, 
switches the mode to “DF” and checks the Morse code identification.

--
.-
....

Confirms the “MAH”. The BDHI reads:

Figure 28: BDHI for VOR/DME 115.800MHz “MAH”

Using the reciprocal of the reading is easier, in this case is 315° (Figure 28). We can plot the 
direction on the F-10 map (Figure 29).

14 The Direction Finder function in the pilot’s radio (AN/ARC-159) is not implemented. Hence only 
the RIO can save the day!
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Figure 29: First VOR/DME plotted on the map.

Unfortunately DCS does not allow to draw multiple lines and bearings on the F-10 map. 
Therefore, unless you have a printed copy, the whole process will be quite imprecise. 

Figure 30: BDHI for VOR/DME 114.000MHz “AWZ”.

The next step is repeating the process with another VOR/DME. 114.00 MHz, “AWZ” looks 
farily close to the previous direction.

Working again with the reciprocal (280° - Figure 30), we plot the result on the map.
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Figure 31: Second VOR/DME plotted on the map.

Unfortunately, DCS does not provide anything more than a ruler in the F-10 map. Moreover,
the aircraft is moving whilst the RIO completes these operations. Therefore, the result is all 
but a precise determination of the position of the aircraft.

Figure 32: Position of the aircraft assessed by using two VOR
stations.
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On the other hand, once the general location has been established, it is easy to find they 
way home.

As mentioned before, the odds of following such a procedure in a fairly modern aircraft are 
incredibly limited but, who knows, it may come handy at some point! Moreover, the whole 
procedure would be much easier if two radios were able to use the ADF function at the 
same time, whereas in the F-14, only the RIO can.

2.13 ANECDOTE: THE   
OVERWHELMING TRIO – AIC, SA, 
COMMS  
Picture me, fresh newbie wannabe Radar Intercept Officer. Contrary to nowadays, in-depth 
documentation was not readily available. Not to mention how long it takes to study and 
digest the documentation.

So, here we are, daring to take on the first mission, not even six months after 
the release of the F-14B.

Tasking: BARCAP, PG map. We cover the north of the Strait of Hormuz, just west
of Qeshm island. The mission is PvE/P. Meaning PvE plus humans role-playing 
and caring about their virtual life and their task (which is the best way to enjoy 
DCS, imo). After the usual few hours of briefing and discussions through the 
week preceding the mission, we go up. We check in with the first human 
controller and proceed as fragged. Second check in, we reach the CAP ACM, 
and establish our pattern.

We soon get the call, two Outlaws. A few minutes later, the RWR warns us 
about something coming from the not-really-friendly area. "Evil" F-14s.

I maintain radar awareness. The bad guys are fast, 40,000ft, hot. The controller
has not escalated, and the redfor Tomcats are still classified as Outlaws.

At some point, we see something coming towards us on the TID (back then the 
AIM-54s were picked up by the AWACS and shared via Datalink). We ask for the
classification: still Outlaw!

We turn cold and dive as the RWR goes off. It's too late. The mission is already 
over.
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Legends say that the classification of those Hostile is still Outlaw…

NEW LESSONS LEARNT
I admit we were pissed. Big time pissed. Planning a mission takes several hours, and seeing 
it finished in barely 30' is not ideal. However, it is a video game, and after a few moments 
we were cool and tried to understand what went wrong.

Comms
I did not own the comms. Since I was new to the platform and to the air-to-air world, plus 
the fact that many players were in the mission, not being a native speaker, lack of 
confidence in myself and my ability, and other reasons, I left the comms to my pilot. Huge 
mistake! He did great, but he did not have the awareness that the avionics in the back seat 
give you! I asked him to raise the classification with the AIC. I should have done it instead.

Lesson: speak up! Better using plain words and get the job done, rather than 
delaying or being silent because you are unsure of the appropriate lexicon. 
Moreover, it’s a video-game!

Situational Awareness
I saw the two now-hostile F-14s flying when they were still very far.
I monitored them as they turned from Flanking to Hot and climbed.
I recognized the attack profile, as they were about to launch, but I did not consider them an 
immediate threat.
I even saw the datalinked AIM-54s coming at us.
Yet I failed to describe the situation to my Pilot and when we turned cold it was too late.

Lesson: learn to build and improve your awareness. The Pilot relies on the RIO in 
this regard. Feeling overwhelmed is normal, but he cannot take action if you do not 
command it, or if he does not understand the situation.

Controllers
AIC (Air Intercept Controller) and GCI (Ground-Controlled Interception controller) have to 
deal with different aircraft, each with their own issues, peculiarities and capabilities (back 
then, there was no NAVGRID, for example). More importantly, they work with different 
player, with different knowledge of their aircraft, DCS and aviation in general. They are also 
humans too (or so they say)!
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Lesson: Controllers may also suffer lacking situational awareness, they may be in 
fewer number than required, thus feeling overwhelmed. Use your awareness to 
complement the information from the controller. Use contract to dictate the 
escalation of the classification. Don't be a spectator: help them to help you by 
working together.

THE RISE OF JUDY
In late 2019, the TV series "Better Call Saul" was quite popular. Playing on the wording of 
the brevity "Judy", I decided to close the incident by all having a good laugh on it: since the 
AIC did not escalate the classification of the enemy fighters, preventing us from actively 
engaging them, next time we’ll call Judy and do it ourselves!

Figure 33: Better Call Judy!

For the curious, this is the definition of the brevity Judy:

[A/A] Aircrew has taken control of the intercept and only requires situation 
awareness information; controller will minimize radio transmissions.

ATP 1-02.1/MCRP 3-30B.1/NTTP 6-02.1/AFTTP 3-2.5 – 2020

2.14 NOTES ON DCS VEHICLE   
DAMAGE MODEL  
Note: The following tests were initially part of the overview of the Mk-20 Rockeye, but I 
decided to move them to a dedicated Chapter as the tone became more generalised.
The discussion about the Mk-20s can be found in Paragraph 13.2.2 .
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The damage model of the vehicles and ships in DCS looks very bland prima facie. Non-aerial 
vehicles show only an "HP" bar on top of their icon in the F10 map, but do not demonstrate 
anything more complex than that. In fact, even a simple damage model such as the one 
used in arcade games such as War Thunder (ground) would be a drastic improvement, not 
to mention something closer to "Gunner Heat PC".

Although some improvements were promised, the damage system has already a very 
elementary progression system and resistance to penetration and damage. Different 
weapons deal damage in different ways and this is easily proved: for example, try bombing 
an armoured ship with non-penetrating weapons versus ordnance more appropriate.

2.14.1 SHIPS
An interesting observation can be made about the  ships’ damage model. Although it is 
based on a "Hit points" system, at least some of them, have a few more features. This is 
easily tested by dropping Mk-20s and verifying how many bomblets are necessary to sink a 
boat, and which capabilities are lost due to the inflicted damage.

In the example here discussed, I noticed that hitting the stern rather than mid-ship or the 
bow, results in less damage inflicted.
More tests show the effect against other military ships such as the Moskva Cruiser. Two Mk-
20s were dropped in pairs following the heading of the moving Moskva. The Cruiser lost 
about 30% of its HP following the attack.

Figure 34: Effect of two Mk-20 Rockeyes versus the Moskva Cruiser. Note the bomblets still
falling and impacting the ship.

A Corvette such as the Grisha suffers more damages following the same attack procedure, 
down to 50% HP.

When an unarmoured ship is targeted, such as a tanker, it is immediately destroyed (Figure
35).
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Figure 35: Effect of two Mk-20 Rockeyes versus a tanker.

If you want to know how many of them hit a target, check the Mission Debriefing screen. 
Figure 36 shows the number of bombets that hit a “La Combattante II” class frigate using a 
single Rockeye.
Figure 37 instead shows the number of hits using four Mk-20s, rippled in pairs to hit the 
moving target. In this case, the ship was sunk. 
Figure 38 instead shows another delivery of four Rockeyes with conspicuous impacts, but 
the ship, albeit down to 20% of its original HP, was still afloat.

Figure 36: DCS mission debriefing page (single Mk-20).

Figure 37: DCS mission debriefing page. Four Mk-20 and ship sunk.

Figure 38: DCS mission debriefing page. Four Mk-20, but the ship still floats.

Figure 39: "La Combattante II" hit by several bomblets but still floating.
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2.14.2 GROUND VEHICLES
Lastly, I tested against ground vehicles, which have a simpler damage model.

Damage on ground vehicles still have some effect. The most visible is the ability to fire at all.
There may be more effects not immediately visible (e.g. precision).

Normal operation. Employing primary and secondary 
weapon.

Not firing, the turret still moves.

Figure 40 shows the effect of two Mk-20 Rockeye delivered in pairs over three targets: a 
BMP-3, a T-55 and a T-90. "Soft-skinned" vehicles such as the BMP are easily destroyed. The 
T-55 was killed too, but the T-90 was still operative, albeit at half HP.

Figure 40: Effect of two Mk-20 Rockeyes versus different targets.

DCS needs a serious overhaul of the damage model (and path finding too). It would have 
much more depth and complexity to the game, and probably make even Combined Arms a 
module worth playing as tank drivers. At the moment, it is an interesting combination of RTS 
and direct control, but really shines only when players act as human JTACs from vehicles and 
controlling basic movements and artillery.
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3. AVIONICS I: FIRST 
LOOK

This chapter gives a quick look at the F-14 Tomcat in DCS, its cockpit and 
avionics, and the different aircraft flyable and included in the module.

3.1 F-14 TOMCAT: REAL LIFE   
AND DCS  
Four versions of the F-14 are available in DCS. At the moment of writing, the F-
14A “Late” and the F-14B are flyable but, eventually, four models will be 
playable15:

1. F-14A-95-GR, IIAF / IRIAF16 (Late 70s to Early 80s);

2. F-14A-135-GR “Early” (Late 70s to Early/Mid 90s)17;

3. F-14A-135-GR “Late” (Late 80s / Early 90s to Late 90s / Early 2000s);

4. F-14B (Late 80s / Early 90s to Late 90s / Early 2000s).

The main difference between the F-14A and the F-14B (formerly F-14A+) is the 
pair of engines thrusting the aircraft. The B is powered by two General Electrics 
F110-GE-400, the Tomcat-A by two Pratt & Whitney TF30-P-414A.

The TF30 was converted from an airline engine and painfully underpowered18. It 
was meant as a temporary solution until a better replacement could be found. 
Its performance meant that CV and land take-offs were conducted in full 
afterburner. This procedure was later amended when the F110 was introduced 
to use military power, which is also safer in case of engine failure to reduce the 
thrust asymmetry.  

On the other hand, in certain conditions, the TF30 was capable of delivering 
excellent performance: in fact, it powered the F-111 “Aardvark”,  giving the 

15 Periods are described in the F-14 Tomcat module’s FAQ – Source: ED Forum.
16 Imperial Iranian Air Force.   Now   Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force  , since the revolution 

of 1979. Iran received the F-14 starting January 1976.
17 Representing the F-14 from the late ‘70s to the early ‘80s. Source: gyrovague – 

r/hoggit.
18 From former F-14A RIO “Spanky” AMA on reddit. Source: /r/hoggit
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aircraft remarkable low-level speed, but it suffered when faced with the fast throttle 
changes and the high AoA19 manoeuvres required to a fighter jet, due to tendency of stalling
in such conditions.
Nevertheless, eventually the top speed was limited to Mach 1.88:

I think the 1.88 limit was for directional stability with an engine out. Lose a 
motor at that speed and the rudders and SAS would be overwhelmed.
You’d lose the jet, perhaps catastrophically.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
154).

Besides the engines, the three F-14A show differences in terms of avionics:

• F-14A IRIAF: AN/ALR-45 RWR, no TCS, no LINK4, no ICLS/ACLS, no LANTIRN pod, 
older weapons (no AIM-9M, no AIM-7 F, M, MH, P; no AIM-54A Mk60 or AIM-54C 
Mk47);

• F-14A Early: AN/ALR-45 RWR and AN/ALR-50 MWR;

• F-14A Late (same as B, besides the engines): AN/ALR-67.

More information can be found in the F-14 FAQ page in Eagle Dynamics’ forum.

3.1.1 THE IRANIAN F-14 TOMCAT
The first F-14 delivered to Iran date January 1976, and their were different from the ones in 
service in US Navy20:

• AWG-9: slightly different computing performance (allegedly);

• no IRST: briefly used by the US Navy themselves due its poor performance, the plan 
was waiting for the new TCS (equipped on the F-14A “Late” and the F-14B in DCS). It 
was introduced in 1980 but, by then, the revolution had already happened.

• ECM: the suite installed was downgraded (still to be determined what effect it will 
have in DCS – if it will have any effect in the first place);

• engines: the Pratt & Whitney TF30-PW-414 were installed. They less prone to stall 
compared to the earlier -412.

• armament: AIM-9P, AIM-54A and AIM-7E-4.

• others: Iranian Tomcats lacked the KY-28 and the carrier-optimised ILS system.

19 Angle of Attack  : is the angle between a reference line on a body (often the chord line of an airfoil) 
and the vector representing the relative motion between the body and the fluid through which it 
is moving.

20 Main source: Iranian F-14 Tomcat Units in Combat – Tom Cooper and Farzad Bishop (Osprey 
Publishing).
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Note: the features of the Iranian F-14s in DCS, when the aircraft is implemented, may 
differ from the specs above.

3.1.2 TF30 VS F110 IN DCS
The TF30 was the original, yet unintended, engine the F-14 program had to adopt. 
Notorious for its issues and limitations, it was definitely not the most beloved by the crews.

The Tom deserved better than the TF30 – they should court-martial those who 
said it’d be good enough.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
154).

When it comes to DCS, the difference between the two engines is well described by the 
manual:

The main difference between the TF30 and F110 engines (apart from lesser 
thrust in the TF30s) is that the TF30s are more sensitive to the quality of the 
airflow entering the compressor face. In general it is wise to avoid anything less
than military power or afterburner while in high angle of attack maneuvers as 
well as avoiding large rudder inputs or asymmetric engine throttle settings. 
That said, the TF30s in the HB F-14A module have been extensively tuned using 
available data and SME expertise, resulting in an accurate modelling of an 
engine undeserving of its bad reputation. One “advantage” of the TF30’s 
mechanical fuel control is its high speed thrust, resulting in higher top speeds 
than the F110 can achieve. If flown within normal parameters, the TF30 
engines behave well if a tad underpowered compared to the F110s.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

TF30 LOW ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE – PRACTICAL 
TESTS

Note: a recent DCS patch21 as introduced the long-awaited performance adjustments to 
the F-14A and F-14B. Before this patch, the F-14A struggled to get past Mach 1, along 
suffering from other issues. This was acknowledged by the devs, and the worked hard to
prepare this beefy FM update.

The TF30 has the peculiar behaviour of “happily chewing all the air it can get” (quoting a 
friend). It will therefore push more as more air it gets. The result is an impressive 
performance in some scenarios.

21 Open Beta 2.7.7.14727. Patch Notes.
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The following are two simple tests to have an idea of the top speed of a few DCS aircraft at 
low level. The tests are conducted at 3,000ft, with 10,000 lbs of internal fuel (when 
possible, otherwise 7,000 lbs) and with the aircraft payload default from the editor. The 
modus operandi is simple: spawn the aircraft, activate the Altitude Hold autopilot, smash 
the throttles, wait 3’30” and collect the speed value.
The goal is not have a precise measurement, rather an idea of the TF30 performs down 
below, so that pilots can adjust and take advantage of its strengths.

Test I: Top Speed
The first test is a simple measurement of the top speed. These are the results:

Note: I initially gathered the IAS value rather than the TAS, so I later converted it to TAS 
and then Mach using this   tool  . 

AIRCRAFT FUEL IAS MACH

AV-8B 7000 lbs 597 0.956

F-16C 7000 lbs 772 1.236

Viggen 10000 lbs 841 1.347

Mirage 2000C 7000 lbs 792 1.268

F/A-18C 10000 lbs 688 1.101

Su-27 10000 lbs 784 1.256

F-15C 10000 lbs 785 1.257

MiG-29A 7000 lbs 841 1.347

F-14A 10000 lbs 898 1.437

F-14B 10000 lbs 767 1.228

The top speed of the F-14A is incredible! Other interesting observations include:

• the MiG-29A was running on fuel fumes at the end of the test;

• the Su-27 blew up shortly after the end of the test. As Betty complained about 
reaching the max speed, the nose oscillated with increase amplitude and frequency 
until the aircraft exploded;
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Figure 41: Test - Aircraft top speed.

Test II: Acceleration To Max Speed
The test above highlights the incredible top speed of the F-14A. However, a great top speed 
is not that useful if it takes a day to get there. 

The second test aims to provide a better overview of the acceleration characteristics of the 
F-14A and F-14B compared to two other popular modules: the F-16C and the F/A-18C.

The scenario is the same used in the previous test, values are collected every 15”.

TIME F-14A F-14B F-16C F/A-18C

0” 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657

15” 0.868 0.875 0.999 0.819

30” 1.077 1.054 1.146 1.014

45” 1.192 1.147 1.188 1.062

1’00” 1.248 1.19 1.205 1.083

1’15” 1.295 1.21 1.214 1.092

1’30” 1.334 1.222 1.219 1.097

1’45” 1.37 1.227 1.221 1.098

2’00” 1.404 1.228 1.225 1.1
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2’15” 1.424 1.23 1.23 1.1

2’30” 1.431 1.23 1.233 1.1

2’45” 1.436 1.228 1.236 1.1

3’00” 1.437 1.228 1.24 1.1

3’15” 1.437 1.228 1.247 1.1

3’30” 1.437 1.228 1.251 1.1

Figure 42 better highlights the different acceleration from 430 kts TAS to the max speed of 
each aircraft. The F-14A and F-14B show a similar pattern through the ingress into the 
transonic region (0.8 < VF14 < 1.2, measured in Mach), but diverge as the aircraft become 
supersonic.

In fact, as the F-14A exits the transonic region, it starts another accelerating phase, 
culminating with the max speed of ~M1.4.

Test III: Acceleration From Low Speed
The previous two tests confirm the assumptions about the TF30 vs the 110: the more air it 
gets, the happier it is. However, what happens when the F-14A is slow, because of the 
situation or a mistake made by the pilot?
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To better appreciate the acceleration from low speed, I modified the scenario and 
introduced for new aircraft, spawning at 3,000ft with the same payload and fuel as the 
previous, but starting from 250 kts. I then recorded the speed every 5”.

The test is the least accurate as the Altitude Hold autopilot in the F-14 is hard to latch in 
those situations. However, slowing down the time to ¼ or less helps to maintain a good 
profile and get acceptable readings. As per the previous tests, the goal is getting a better 
idea, not finding the exact values.

TIME F-14A F-14B F-16C F/A-18C

0” 0.382 0.382 0.382 0.382

5” 0.438 0.501 0.5 0.469

10” 0.525 0.625 0.631 0.57

15” 0.62 0.744 0.761 0.678

20” 0.729 0.857 0.884 0.797

25” 0.839 0.953 0.988 0.894

30” 0.923 1.014 1.053 0.962

Figure 43 allows to better appreciate the drawbacks of the TF30: not only it is affected by 
rapid throttle changes much more than the F110, it is also less powerful, and this can be a 
problem when the speed drops.
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Figure 43: Test - Aircraft acceleration from low speed (Mach vs Time).

Conclusions
The TF30 and the F110 both has pros and cons. The former pushes the F-14 much faster in 
the end, but its performance when the initial speed is low is really subpar. The latter is a 
“smoother” engine overall, not as temperamental, and delivers more thrust when it is 
needed the most (accelerating from low speed).
Per sé, the TF30 is not a bad engine, but the pilot has to be extra careful, and manage the 
speed with greater care.

3.1.3 AN/ALR-45/50 VS AN/ALR-67
The two sets of devices are the primary means to create Situational Awareness passively. 
The rely, in fact, on the radar emissions of other aircraft, radar stations, active missiles and 
so on.

Note: The documentation about the AN/ALR-45 and AN/ALR-50 is not available in the 
manual at the moment of writing. This paragraph and Chapter 6.8.3 will be expanded 
later.

The difference between the devices is brilliantly summarised by Cobra on ED’s forum:
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The Heatblur F-14B is equipped with the ALR-67 – a standard modern RWR 
used by the US Navy in the ’90s. It combines over 30 years of experience in 
signal processing, computing, and intelligence and it represents the third 
generation of the radar warning receivers.
On the other hand, the standard equipment on the F-14A since it entered the 
fleet was the ALR-45 radar warning receiver with the ALR-50 missile warning 
receiver. This set was introduced to the fleet in the early ‘70s, and it 
represented the dusk of the first generation of the radar warning receivers. 
While the capabilities of the ALR-45/50 were sufficient for the end of the 
Vietnam War Era, they became annoyingly inadequate in the ‘90s.
Compared with the ALR-67, ALR-45/50 isn’t a full-digital RWR. The receiver 
wavelength spectrum is narrower (2-18 GHz) compared to the ALR-67 (0.5-20 
GHz). The system is unable to perform threat identification or prioritization. 
Registered emissions are presented on a circular display as strobes, with the 
length of each strobe representing the strength of the signal. In addition to 
that, the RIO has a set of warning lights for selected threats: SA-2, SA-3, SA-4, 
SA-6, AI (airborne interceptor) and AAA. They are lit when a corresponding 
threat is detected.
With the ALR-45/50, the information provided to the crew is limited and raw. It 
requires more experienced crew and more attention during a mission to build a 
similar level of situational awareness when compared with the ALR-67. On the 
other hand, a skilled RIO can benefit from being able to read raw signal 
readings and for example, estimate the distance to the threat from the length 
of the strobe.

COBRA847, EAGLE DYNAMICS FORUM  

3.1.4 THE F-14 RETIREMENT: LOST 
CAPABILITIES
The retirement of the F-14 Tomcat left a partial gap in the ability of the US Navy to fulfil 
some missions with the same performances. For example, the Fleet Defence task fell onto 
the Hornets' shoulder, but several criticised its lack of endurance, raw power and the 
shorter range of the AMRAAM. On the other hand, the main threat and adversary of the US 
Navy collapsed at the beginning of the 1990s (moreover, the Hornet improved, and it is still 
improving, as it matures).

Many former F-14 crews, several later repurposed as Hornet or other pilots and WSOs, 
remember the advantages in terms of speed, endurance and, in case of the late F-14B and 
F-14D, capability, of the Tomcat.

For example, episode 11 of “  The F-14 Tomcast”  , talks about the incredible capability of the 
F-14D, and has a couple of examples of the strenghts of the F-14 vs other assets.
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In particular, at 1h14', the F-14D showed superior capability over the Hornets by being able 
to operate in very difficult situations, whilst the Hornets had to go back to the Carrier.
No spoilers, watch the video! :)

On the way up, my new B-model remained in locked combat spread, mil power,
while our strike lead in his F/A-18C required full burner to make the climb to our
27,000-foot roll-in point. 
[..] In the debrief we learned that we had both been shot at by SA-3 missiles [..] 
the assembled strike participants watched with mouths open as a little coffin 
appeared around the strike lead’s Hornet, while “our” simulated missile ran out
of gas before catching the Screaming Cat!

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (PP.
137-138).

3.2 FIRST LOOK AT THE COCKPIT      
The first impression of the back seat can be intimidating: a big round display, a smaller one, 
all surrounded by buttons, knobs, and switches. An effective way to simplify it, is breaking it 
down into macro-parts, then in smaller sections and eventually in the single bits of the 
avionics.

The first iteration is simple:

• Left (Red): Radio and TACAN, plus the mechanical controls for the Antenna and the 
weapons configuration. In also includes the main manual data input to the WCS 
(CAP);

• Centre (Green): comprising the two displays, the stick and the surrounding controls.
This is where most of the software controls of the radar are located, and the stick is 
one of the main interfaces to the avionics;

• Right (Blue): Datalink and defensive systems (such as RWR, Countermeasures, IFF).
The stick is controlled with the right hand, so this part of the cockpit is usually set at
the beginning of the flight and then left mostly undisturbed. 

When you are looking for a specific function, start from this model, then move to the next 
level (division in consoles and panels), and eventually, you should be able to find what you 
are looking for.
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Figure 44: First look at the RIO's office.

Once you have a general idea of where you can find what, you can jump a level deeper.

The following subdivision wraps together instruments with somewhat similar functions 
(such as DECM and Countermeasures). 

This is still a very superficial look at the avionics, some controls are omitted if not directly 
clickable (such as the Push-To-Talk controls on the pedals or the Countermeasures dispense 
switches placed above the DDD).

Figure 45: Cockpit layout - Details.

Starting from the bottom-left, in clockwise order we find panels containing:
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1. Comms + TACAN: ARC-182 VHF/UHF, the TACAN controls, the intercom (ICS) panel;

2. Sensors: controls for slewing the antenna, along bars and azimuth (how “tall” and 
“wide” the radar volume is). The panel also contains controls for the Television 
Camera Set (TCS);

3. CAP: The Computer Address Panel is the main input method, it consists in a keypad, 
along a selection menu that resembles an analogue version of an MFD, with 
different pages selectable via a knob;

4. Armament: this panel contains most of the functions used in Air-to-Ground 
missions, on top of payload jettison controls and some switches dedicated to the 
AIM-7 and the AIM-54;

5. ALT + SPD: in this area the gauges showing the current barometric altitude and 
speed are located. There is also an attitude indicator and the repeater of the radio 
frequency selected by the pilot;

6. DDD: this is where most of the radar settings are located, such as radar mode, filters
and the main AWG-9 radar display (Detail Data Display);

7. TID: the Tactical Information Display, or “fishbowl” is a large display showing 
multiple information depending on the mode selected and the inputs from the CAP. 
It also show the images from the TCS and the LANTIRN, and displays Datalinked 
targets.
The pilot can repeat its content in the front seat;

8. HCU: the Hand Control Unit allows the RIO to mark targets, obtain information 
about contacts from the DDD and contacts and waypoints from the TID, and much 
more. It can also be used to move the TCS;

9. RWR + BDHI: The Radar Warning Receiver display is located there, along the Bearing
Distance Heading Indicator. This area also includes a clock and a fuel quantity 
totalizer, along the canopy ejection handle.
Below this panel, not indicated in the representation, there is the Cautionary 
advisory panel, showing issues such as the AWG-9 Cooling not activated;

10. ECMD: the display shows navigational information in the F-14s equipped with 
AN/ALR-67. For the others, it displays information about the AN/ALR-45;

11. RWR + ECM + CM: this area includes the controls for the Radar Warning Receiver, 
the Defensive ECM and the conventional countermeasures (Chaffs, Flares and 
Jammer. Jammers are not implemented in DCS at the moment);

12. Datalink: the set of lights in the top part of this panel display messages sent via 
Datalink. It is mostly non-functional, due to DCS limitations.
The bottom part includes the Datalink frequency and mode, along other settings;

13. Lights: this is where the controls for the internal lights are located;
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14. IFF: most of the IFF functionalities are not implemented in DCS. However, some are 
thanks to DCS-SRS. The IFF is configurable by means of this panel.

3.3 BACKSEAT RUN-THROUGH      
This chapter is a short overview of the avionics, highlighting in a few words the purpose and
whether a new player can skip the system for the moment. Eventually, a complete Radar 
Intercept Office, should know every switch and button of the aircraft!

Additional details of the most important parts of the avionics are discussed in Chapter 4.

Notes: The title of each part links to Heatblur’s manual.
The red boxes indicate some useful control that, if possible, should be assigned to the 
controllers.

3.3.1 LEFT PANELS AND CONTROLS
The controls located in this section of the cockpit are discussed from the bottom-up.

Figure 46: Cockpit run-through - Left panel.
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Figure 47: KY-28 Control Panel.

KY-28   CONTROL PANEL      
This panel controls the comms 
encryption. Its normal mode of 
operation in DCS is P/OFF, thus 
disabled. The radio encryption can
be used in conjunction with SRS 
(SimpleRadio Standalone).

Usage: The KY-28 was widely used during the Vietnam conflict until the 80s. It is 
considered by many unsuccessful as it introduced delays, reduced the performance of 
the radio and degraded the quality of the transmission.
Definitely one of the panels used less often.

Figure 48: Radar Beacon Control Panel.

RADAR BEACON   CONTROL  
PANEL  

Used to enable the ACLS 
(Automatic Carrier Landing 
System). Its function is controlled 
by the Pilot in the front seat.

Usage: The AN/APN-154 radar beacon requires LINK4 datalink.

Figure 49: ICS Control Panel.

ICS CONTROL PANEL  
This panel contains most of the 
controls related to the ICS 
(Intercommunications System).
This is the primary means of 
communication between Pilot and 
RIO.

Usage: The recommended and default setting is COLD MIC. HOT MIC used to suffer from 
comms lag, and also broadcasts every background noise picked by the microphone.
If you can’t use pedals as PTTs, switching to HOT MIC can free you from the necessity of 
holding the ICS PTT during particularly demanding phases.

Figure 50: Communication / TACAN Command Panel.

COMMUNICATION / TACAN
COMMAND PANEL  

This panel contains a series of 
controls affecting comms and 
TACAN.
Note that the KY-58 is not 
implemented in DCS (KY MODE 
switch).
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Usage: The most important parts of this panel are the XMTR SEL switch, which controls 
the output of the Radio PTT (the other PTT is the ICS) and the TACAN CMD, which 
toggles the TACAN control between the Pilot and the Radar Intercept Officer.
The XMTR is fundamental to quickly jump between various agencies (e.g. GCI / AIC) and 
the wingmen.

XMTR SEL [UHF1] / [UHF2]

Figure 51: TACAN Control Panel.

TACAN   CONTROL PANEL      
TACAN interface for the RIO, 
although there is only one of such 
devices in the F-14.
Who controls the TACAN is defined
by the TACAN CMD button in the 
Communication/TACAN Command
Panel (see Figure 50).

Usage: The TACAN functionalities are discussed more in depth later in the book.

Figure 52: Liquid Cooling Control Panel.

LIQUID COOLING CONTROL
PANEL  

 This switch controls the cooling 
circuits of either the AWG-9, the 
AIM-54, or both. Its location 
makes it hard to read with the 
ejection lever in the default 
position.

Usage: This three-way switch should be set according to the loadout: if AIM-54 Phoenix 
are used, the switch should be set in the forward position, otherwise the aft position.

Notes: the real AIM-54C is sealed and should not require external cooling.
I’m not sure whether this is implemented or not.

Figure 53: AN/ARC-182 V/UHF 2 Radio.

AN/ARC-182 V/UHF 2 RADIO  
Both crew members can use both 
radios through dedicated PTT or 
Mic input selector. Compared to 
the pilot's radio, this support VHF 
frequencies and ADF.

Usage: During the startup, the radio is activated, and the RIO can select if the Guard 
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frequency (243.000) should be monitored as well (T/R or T/R+G).
Although both "Forward" and "Aft" radio provides ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) in 
real life, in DCS only the Aft has it. This task thus falls on the RIO.
Both radios can display radio presets (configured in the Mission Editor) or the frequency 
selected.

Figure 54: Computer Address Panel.

COMPUTER ADDRESS
PANEL  

One of the main interfaces 
between the Radar Intercept 
Officer and the avionics, the CAP is
discussed more in-depth in 
Chapter 4.1.1 .
It is composed by a dual-function 
Keyboard (both standard numpad 
and function selector), plus a sort 
of manually-scrolled MFD: the 
pages are selected by the knob 
located at the bottom of the CAP, 
and the function of interested by 
means of the two columns of 
round button.

Usage: As understandable, the CAP usage depends on the information or function 
required in the current phase of the flight.
As a rule of thumb, it since there is no way to "undo" the inputs and that it is quite easy 
to corrupt the avionics in almost non-recoverable means when in flight, I strongly advise 
pressing CLEAR button should be pressed every time the Keyboard is used. After a while,
it becomes a habit, part of the natural input process.

Ideally all of it?
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Figure 55: Sensor Control Panel.

SENSOR CONTR  OL   PANEL      
This panel is fundamental for the 
daily job of the Radar Intercept 
Officer. The top six controls set 
how the radar operates. From the 
top-right, clockwise:

• STAB: controls if the elevation 
uses the horizon or the aircraft
as reference (ground 
stabilization). It can be 
overridden by the WCS in 
certain radar modes (e.g. PD 
modes such as Track-While-
Scan);

• AZ CTR: controls the horizontal
orientation of the antenna 
(azimuth);

• EL CTR: controls the elevation 
angle of the antenna;

• EL BARS: sets the number of bars. More bars equal wider volume (vertically);

• AZ SCAN: set the azimuth width;

• VSL: sets the Vertical Scan Lock mode, HI or LO. Useful at short range or to pre-set 
the radar before handling its control over to the Pilot.

The other controls are less used. Part control the TCS (Television Camera Set), such as the 
TCS TRIM, to adjust its default position or how the relation between radar and TCS work 
(SLAVE), the FOV or the acquisition method (ACQ).

The bottom row of controls the recording tape (AVTR – Airborne Video Tape Recorder). 
The controls are implemented but have no actual function.

AZ CTR [CCW] / [CW] + Re-centre
EL CTR [CCW] / [CW] + Re-centre
AZ SCAN [CCW] / [CW]
EL BARS [CCW] / [CW]
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Figure 56: Eject Command Lever.

EJECT COMMAND LEVER  
If the Pilot starts the ejection, both
crew members are ejected 
(understandable, I guess!).
This lever controls the effect of the
RIO initiating the ejection 
sequence.

• Forward (PILOT mode): only 
the RIO will be ejected;

• Aft (MCO mode): both crew 
members are ejected.

Before proceeding to the next console, note the 2-way switch that regulates the oxygen 
flow in the RIO mask. It is located behind (or to the left, depending on the point of view) of 
the ICS Control Panel.
It is fundamental to avoid the symptoms of   hypoxia  .

Figure 57: Oxygen valve switch.

3.3.2 ARMAMENT PANEL
The Armament Panel includes several controls, some related to Air-to-Ground operations, 
other Air-to-Air, on top of the stations jettison and emergency jettison.
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Figure 58: Cockpit run-through - Armament panel.

For the purpose of this chapter, the Panel is separated into three blocks:

1. Air-to-Ground delivery settings;

2. Jettison and Stations selections;

3. Air-to-Air settings.

The Armament Panel is introduced in the F-14 Manual by Heatblur at this page.
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AIR-TO-GROUND DELIVERY SETTINGS

Figure 59: Armament Options.

ARMAMENT OPTIONS
The top-right area of the console 
includes most of the Air-to-Ground
related controls, from the fuze 
settings, to the weapon in use and 
the delivery type.
The details of the settings are 
discussed later in Chapter 12 and 
subsequent. However, two points 
should be evident:

• the pilot has no control on 
which Air-to-Ground weapon 
is dropped, and its settings;

• the ripple options do not 
provide a distance 
measurement, so the RIO has 
to calculate it himself, if 
necessary (there are dedicated
tables for the purpose).

Note: there is an option in the special options of the module to enable the display of 
the selected weapon on the TID. This can be useful for any crew, especially pilots 
relying on Jester.
This feature is not present in the real Tactical Information Display.
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Figure 60: Stations selection and jettison.

STATIONS SELECTION AND
JETTISON

The left part of the Console 
contains a set of switches, one for 
each station (but only one for 
station #1 and #8), and station #2 
and #7 (fuel tanks) have a 
separated location on the left side.
The switches enable the station 
for delivery or jettison.
Payload jettison can be doe 
selectively or all in one go in case 
of emergency.

Usage: If defending from a serious threat or no AAR (Air-to-Air refuelling) is planned, the
fuel tanks can be jettisoned, drastically reducing the drag. The same is applicable for 
other ordnance, especially bombs, if attacked by a fighter or other threat.
When jettisoning the payload, the pylons can be sometimes jettisoned too. Being this a 
game, and no cost or maintenance time is required to refit them, this is usually a good 
idea. Note that I am uncertain whether the jettison of the pylons affects drag and 
weight.
This topic is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.5.

Figure 61: A/A settings.

AIR-TO-AIR SETTINGS
The bottom-right corner of the 
console hosts the Air-to-Air 
controls. Some of the most 
important commands are located 
here, such as the LAUNCH button 
(the backlighting is activate when 
the crew has launch authority), 
the NEXT LAUNCH button to 
control the priority queue auto-
generated by the WCS.

Careful when playing with the NEXT LAUNCH options: if the track is lost, the WCS takes 
over again and changes the order again. It can easily lead to a  blue-on-blue without 
proper geometry or deconfliction.
The MSL SPD GATE is not modelled as it is beyond the fidelity of the air-to-air missiles in 
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DCS, at the moment.22

In real-life, these are the effects of the selector switch:
• WIDE: only used with the AIM-7 and there is no radar lock with the target. The PD 

frequency sweeps the entire missile radar frequency range;
• NAR: used with the AIM-7, but only the Sparrow's frequency range are swept;
• NOSE, NOSE QTR, TAIL QTR and TAIL are used to inform the WCS that the target is 

locked on a position matching the switch.
The MSL OPTIONS three-way switch is partially implemented. In real life, these are the 
related functions:

• SP PD: used only with the AIM-7F, causing it to operate in PD mode;
• NORM: default position for both AIM-54 and AIM-7. The sparrow in CW 

(Continuous Wave) mode;
• PH ACT: used only with the AIM-54 missile, it causes the WCS to switch from 

semiactive guidance to active guidance, and commands the AIM-54's radar to 
operate in short-range mode.

In DCS, only the PH ACT function partially works, and can command the WCS to send the
activation command to the AIM-54 after it is launched. 

LAUNCH [PRESS]
NEXT LAUNCH [PRESS]

3.3.3 TOP PANELS
This part of the cockpit includes most of the controls necessary to change the logic of the 
radar, whereas the precedent (Chapter 3.3.1 ) actioned the physical position of the antenna.

Figure 62: Cockpit run-through - Top Panels.

22 Source – Naquaii via PM. Thanks mate!
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The DDD (Detail Data Display), conveniently placed in the centre, provide a handy means of 
separating and regrouping the controls:

• Left side: different parameters and ECM controls;

• Centre: DDD and related controls;

• Right side: IR, missile settings and radar modes.

TOP PANELS: LEFT SIDE

Figure 63: Top Panels, Left side.

Some of the controls in this panel are not implemented, namely the ones related to the 
ECM.

The most frequently used switches are the TGTS switch, which controls “when” the AIM-54 
is commanded active by the WCS, and the MLC switch, that controls whether the Mainlobe 
Clutter Filter is active, deactivated or automatically controlled by the WCS.
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TOP PANELS: CENTRE

Figure 64: Top Panels, Centre.

The Detail Data Display (DDD) dominates the console.
Most of the controls are related to the radar Pulse modes:

• top row sets the range;

• the knobs control how radar returns are displayed on the DDD.

TOP PANELS: RIGHT
The three knobs located in the top-right corner were used for the IRST mounted in the 
earlier versions of the F-14. They are not functional with the TCS mounted in the F-14B and 
in the available versions of the F-14A (at the moment of writing).

The two CHAN controls select the operating frequency of the AWG-9 and missiles and are 
not implemented either.

The collection of buttons below select the radar modes.
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Figure 65: Top Panels, Right side.

Not every mode is selected automatically by the RIO. Notable examples:

• a broken PSTT lock reverts to Pulse Search;

• the WCS switches automatically from Track-While-Scan Manual to Track-While-Scan 
Auto when an AIM-54 is employed.

The rotary-drum in the bottom left corner of the console shows which radar mode is 
currently in use.

3.3.4 CENTRE-BOTTOM CONTROLS
This part is located right below the Tactical Information Display (TID), and includes a set of 
parameters for the “bowl”, on top of the Hand Control Unit (HCU) and related settings and 
controls.

The TID is covered in greater depth in Chapter 4.1.2 .
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Figure 66: Cockpit run-through - Centre-bottom controls.

TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY SETTINGS  
The knobs control the TID mode and the maximum displayed range.

The top row helps to declutter the TID.

Figure 67: TID settings.

Note: disabling the  representation of the LINK4-originated contacts help to hook the 
correct target, rather than the datalinked one.
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TID MODE [GND STAB]
TID MODE [ATTK]
RANGE [all]

HAND CONTROL UNIT (HCU)  
Along the HCU controls, this is where the WCS is activated. If you see a green light around 
the WCS XMIT switch, it does not mean that the radar is emitting (it happens to everyone..).

Figure 68: HCU controls.

The four vertical buttons define whether the HCU controls the TV, the radar, the DDD cursor
or the TID.

HCU FUNCTIONS [RDR]
HCU FUNCTIONS [TID CURSOR]
HCU ELEV THUMBWHEEL [CCW, CW, recentre]
HCU TRIGGER [HALF and FULL ACTION]
HCU OFFSET [press]

3.3.5 RIGHT-SIDE CONSOLE
This area contains a great number of controls, less often used by the RIO, as his right hand 
controls the HCU, whereas the left is free to interact with the antenna settings and other 
controls.
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Figure 69: Cockpit run-through - Right-side panels.

For example, this area includes controls for the:

• IFF;

• RWR;

• Countermeasures programs and settings;

• Electronic Countermeasures status;

• LINK4 Datalink;

• Cockpit illumination.

This overview starts from the bottom, then proceeds towards the top.

The tile of the Panel links directly to the manual of the F-14 Tomcat by Heatblur.
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Figure 70: IFF Transponder Control Panel.

IFF TRANSPONDER
CONTROL PANEL  

Most of this panel is not used.
If you use SRS and LotATC instead, 
it can be used to activate the IFF 
and set the squawk code.

Usage: More information can be found in Chapter 21.4.

Figure 71: AN/ALE-39 Programmer.

AN/ALE-39 PROGRAMMER  
This panel allows to set different 
combinations of countermeasures 
for the AN/ALE39. 
The details of the CM to set in the 
first four thumbwheels from the 
right can be found in the 
kneeboard.

Usage: The programmer is used when a different configuration of countermeasures is 
loaded onto the aircraft, or to modify the release programs. Besides the former, I usually
leave the Chaffs and only increase the Flare release program length to the maximum in 
air-to-ground operations. This ensures the release works automatically for longer, 
relieving the crew of a minor task in a potentially very delicate phase of a mission.
Note that Jammers are not implemented at the moment, so the crew can focus on only 
two countermeasure types.
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Figure 72: Interior Light Control Panel.

INTERIOR LIGHT CONTROL
PANEL  

Straightforward, this is where the 
Radar Intercept Officer sets the 
internal lightning of the cockpit.

Note: Although unrelated to the Panel, the flash light is a very handy tool to look 
around when the pit is cold, or to better see the areas not properly illuminated.

Figure 73: AN/ALE-39 Control Panel.

AN/ALE-39 CONTROL
PANEL  

This panel sets what 
countermeasure is controlled by 
the Pilot (FLARE MODE), if the 
AN/ALE-39 is slaved to the 
AN/ALR-67 (PWR/MODE) and 
allows the RIO to start a release 
program.

Note: the PWR/MODE switch set to AUTO(CHAFF)/MAN is quite handy when merged, 
in the rare case where a radar-guided missile is employed. At longer ranges instead, it 
tends to only bleed faster through the limited amount of available chaffs.

CHAFF [SGL]
FLARE [SGL]
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Figure 74: Data Link Reply and Antenna Control Panel
and Data Link Control Panel.

DATA LINK CONTROL
PANEL   AND DATA LINK  
REPLY AND ANTENNA

CONTROL PANEL  
These panels allow to configure 
the LINK4A and LINK4C datalink 
modes, frequency and CV modes.

Usage: The LINK4 datalink is an old, non-secure, method of sharing information (even 
conceived as a means to remove or reduce voice comms). The F-14 supports two 
modes, LINK4A and LINK4C, selectable via the 3-way switch located in the top-right 
corner. "A" is the most common mode, enables communication and data-sharing 
between AWACS, Carrier and so on. The frequency always starts with the number 3, and
the three other digits can be selected via the wheels on the top.
"C" is a fighter-to-fighter datalink, more limited, but enables features such a dedicated 
INS Fix update method.
The MODE switch has two positions:

• CAINS/WAYPT: used to receive INS alignment and other date when operating from 
a carrier;

• TAC: normal airborne mode. The switch moves automatically to this position if 
there are issues during the Carrier alignment.

Figure 75: DECM Control Panel.

DECM CONTROL PANEL  
The implementation of the ECM in
DCS is very limited, and has, at the
moment, only the effect of 
partially reducing the range at 
which the aircraft can be locked.

Usage: Set to STBY during startup, then REC or RPT as required during the mission.

Figure 76: AN/ALR-67 Radar Warning Receiver Panel.

RADAR WARNING
RECEIVER PANEL  

Figure 76 shows the control panel 
of the AN/ALR-67, mounted in the 
F-14B and the F-14A-135 (Late).

Usage: Besides turning the device on and setting the volume and filter, the panel 
provides an Offset function. This is a useful way to temporarily separate and better 
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visualize the threats identified by the RWR.

Figure 77: Digital Data Indicator (DDI).

DIGITAL DATA INDICATOR
(DDI)  

This panel contains a wide number
of backlighted indicators. The vast 
majority of them are related to 
datalink functions unfortunately 
not implemented.

3.3.6 ADDITIONAL GAUGES, DISPLAYS AND 
CONTROLS
On top of the consoles and panels discussed before, the cockpit hosts a number of 
additional gauges, indicators, displays and controls. Most of them are present in both 
cockpits, either helping both crew members to monitor the other (for instance, checking 
the radio frequency set), or to provide Situational Awareness to both at the same time (e.g. 
the Radar Warning Receiver display, or the barometric altimeter).

Figure 78: Cockpit run-through - Additional gauges, displays and controls.

This overview covers the panels from left to right.
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Figure 79: Left Instrument Panel.

LEFT INSTRUMENT PANEL  
Along the Right Instrument Panel, 
this is a part of the cockpit the RIO 
should monitor. In contains:

• the standby attitude indicator 
(SAI);

• barometric altimeter;

• airspeed Mach indicator;

• UHF-1 remote indicator. 

Figure 80: Right Instrument Panel.

RIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL  
The other side of the cockpit 
sports another set of fundamental 
indicators:

• total fuel quantity repeater;
• BDHI – Bearing Distance 

Heading Indicator;
• AN/ALR-67 display;

• Threat and Master Caution lights.

There is also a clock but it is basically invisible without Track IR, VR, or other head-tracking 
devices.

The Canopy Jettison Handle allows the Radar Intercept Officer to blow the canopy before 
ejecting, a step required in certain emergency conditions.

Figure 81: ECMD.

ELECTRONIC
COUNTERMEASURES

DISPLAY (ECMD)  
This display is used for 
navigational purposes. 
It is also used by the F-14A-135 
(Early) and -95, equipped with the 
AN/ALR-45 (we’ll know more once 
those two versions of the F-14 are 
released).
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Figure 82: Caution-Advisory Panel.

CAUTION-ADVISORY PANEL  
Contrary to the DDI, located in the 
Right Console and discussed in 
Chapter 3.3.5, the Caution-
Advisory Panel refers statuses and 
messages pertinent to the aircraft.

Note: It is good habit, especially  
when new to the role, to have a 
look at this panel at the end of 
startup. It reminds the RIO to 
activate settings such as the 
Cooling for the AWG-9 / AIM-54.

3.4 IN-COCKPIT VISUAL   
REFERENCES  
When flying as Radar Intercept Officer is important to understand where the contacts are 
located around the aircraft, especially in certain phases of the engagement, such as when 
approaching the merge or the “visual range” and when scanning for ground targets.
This ability, if properly used, allows:

1. quicker and more precise correlation between the radar or the LANTIRN pod and the
world outside. Decreases the risk of “tunnel vision” and the sense of disorientation 
when raising the head from the TID and DDD;

2. increases the SA as, for example, smoke plumes can be visually spot in the expected 
direction of the target, reducing the reaction times;

3. In case the radar lock is broken, the RIO can padlock the target and talk the pilot 
through.

Peculiar features of the cockpit can be associated to specific angles, both in terms of 
altitude and azimuth. However, this references may be vastly affected by variables such as 
the height of the seat, the zoom level (the more you zoom out, the greater the fisheye 
distortion).
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3.4.1 ***ELEVATION
The altitude reference is the most subject to imprecision due to the factors mentioned 
above. Figure 83 shows the elevation difference using references ~1.5nm from the F-14.

Figure 83: Visual references - Elevation.

This paragraph is on hold until this question is answered by the devs.

3.4.2 AZIMUTH
The azimuth references, in Figure 84, are more reliable as the cockpit is warped along with 
the outside world when zooming in and out. Besides, it should less (or not) affect VR 
players.
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Figure 85: Azimuth - 3/9 o'clock.

The RIO’s cockpit has plenty of points that can be used to memorize the angles, some of 
them are highlighter in Figure 86.

Note how the distortion caused by the zoom level increases past 45°-50°, to the point that 
the angles cannot be correlated any more by means of the same references (see Figure 86 
and Figure 87).
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Figure 87: Azimuth - Visual references 3/9 o'clock.

3.5 F-14B FUEL CONSUMPTION   
MODEL  
The following is an extract from the 3-parts study I made in early 2020 aimed to understand
the fuel consumption of the F-14 at different altitudes and speeds.

The flight model and other parameters have been updated through the years, so this model 
is not spot on any more, but it still gives a glimpse of how the GE 110 has been portraited in
DCS by Heatblur.

The following are the three parts of the study:

• Part I: Modus Operandi

• Part II: AoA, Flaps and Consistency

• Part III: CAP Loadout

The original plan was to use the Drag Index of the stores to generalize the study, but I soon 
realized that this was not a feasible option. For that reason, I created a single model, based 
on the standard CAP loadout:

• 4x AIM-54;

• 2x AIM-7;

• 2x AIM-9;

• 2x Fuel tanks and full gun.
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3.5.1 F-14B FUEL MODEL: NOTES
The values have been collected using a simple ad hoc firmware I wrote for my TFT. The 
values are fed via DCS-BIOS.

Figure 88: F-14 details displayed on the TFT (via
DCS-BIOS).

Additional details about how the values have been collected can be found in Part I and Part 
II of the study, linked above.

The values collected include:

• Fuel Flow (FF): per engine;

• Units of AoA: exported via DCS-BIOS;

• Left and Right Elevators: the values may differ slightly due to the wind;

• Wing sweep: from 20° to 68°;

• Degrees of AoA, RPM, PITCH and IAS: collected from the DCS, not from the avionics;

• Manoeuvring Flaps (MF): status of the automatic auxiliary flaps, either 0% or 100% 
(the latter means extended).

I collected data between 5,000ft and 35,000ft with 5,000ft steps; starting at a Ground speed
of 230kts, up to 600kts. In some occasions I decided to do not collect some data; for 
instance, at 35,000kts a GS of 230kts (IAS ~130kts) is unsustainable and prone to stalling.
I added both normal charts and the same values plotted with the manoeuvring flaps speed, 
sometimes switching to logarithmic scale. The manoeuvring flaps value displayed is the 
speed at which the flaps are retracted.

DEGREES OF AOA AND UNITS OF AOA
We are familiar with what the AoA23 is but the F-14’s Angle of Attack indicator works in 
Units of AoA.

23 More information: Wikipedia – Angle of Attack.
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In this model I am reporting both the Units of AoA and the Degrees of AoA (UAoA and °AoA 
from now on), the latter is taken from the bar displayed in the external views, along other 
information (RPM, Pitch, IAS, etc).

I haven’t found many sources describing the relation between UAoA and °AoA, then I run 
into this Jabbers’ comment (source):

Plate 6: AoA to AoA Units (source: Jabbers).

In the following example, the °AoA reported by DCS is 3.2°; the UAoA provided by DCS-BIOS 
is 6.82 and the UAoA calculated by means of the formula above is 7.53.
This is the in-game AoA Indicator:

Figure 89: AoA Units indicator in the F-14B cockpit.

The fact that the °AoA values do not come from the avionics itself may explain why they do 
not match the equation. That being said, whenever you find a UAoA value in this model, it 
comes from DCS-BIOS.

The UAoA is a very important indicator because, according to the manual:

The indicator has markers on the right for climb (5), cruise (8.5), and stall (29), 
and a reference bar for on-speed approach (15).

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

This model can show if the conditions for optimal cruise match, depending on the payload, 
Drag Index and so on.
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3.5.2 FUEL MODEL RESULT
Note: Higher-resolution charts are available on the website (Part III).

GROUND SPEED VS FUEL FLOW

Figure 90: F-14B Fuel Model: GS vs FF.

Figure 91: F-14B Fuel Model: GS vs FF + MF.
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MACH VS FUEL FLOW
Not every Mach interval is available for each series. The second chart shows the missing 
values plotted by Google Drive and the manoeuvring flaps status (columns).

Figure 92: F-14B Fuel Model: Mach vs FF.

Figure 93: F-14B Fuel Model: Mach vs FF + MF.

IAS VS FUEL FLOW
Same as before, some values are missing and are automatically plotted by GD in the second 
chart, along with the manoeuvring flaps status.
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Figure 94: F-14B Fuel Model: IAS vs FF.

Figure 95: F-14B Fuel Model: IAS vs FF + MF.

3.5.3 CONSIDERATIONS
Generally speaking, the fuel consumption is fairly linear and predictable for altitudes 
between 5000ft and 15000ft (taking into account that the values gathered change 
depending on of many external factors, such as the wind).
Starting at 20000ft, the behaviour changes. At low speed, the trend is similar to 15,000ft 
and lower, but reached a speed of ~Mach .63 the fuel consumption decreases, reaches the 
lowest at Mach circa .70 and then raises again. It then exponentially increases until the AB 
comes into action, at that point the increase in fuel consumption over the speed gain is 
minimal.
On top of that, the Wings Sweep angle behaves in a completely different way depending on 
the altitude. Two trends can be clearly defined: 5000ft→15000ft and 20000ft→35000ft. 
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Interestingly, no matter the altitude, the wings are fully reversed as the speed gets closer to 
Mach 1.00.

CRUISING AT 8.5 UAOA
8.5 UAoA is marked on the UAoA indicator as the “Cruise value”. The following are the 
charts of Speed vs Fuel Consumption, with the speeds closer to UAoA 8.5 plotted as 
columns.

NOTE: Values close to 8.5 UAoA are sometimes reached twice, usually as the manoeuvring 
flaps are retracted. I considered only the first occurrence in the following charts.

Figure 96: F-14B Fuel Model: GS vs Fuel Consumption + UAoA 8.5.
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Figure 97: F-14B Fuel Model: Mach vs Fuel Consumption + UAoA 8.5

Figure 98: F-14B Fuel Model: Mach vs Fuel Consumption + UAoA 8.5 -
Detail.

UAoA 8.5 seems to be a fairly good reference value where the fuel consumption is fairly 
low. The only exception is 35,000ft where the fuel usage is lower at ~Mach .70.

3.5.4 RAW VALUES
All the values collected, along with charts and others, are available   in this spreadsheet  .

As I mentioned, these values come directly from DCS and are subject to a certain degree of 
tolerance due to a number of factors (such as the Wind). Moreover, Heatblur has intensively
worked to improve the Flight Model in the last couple of years, so there may be differences 
between these values and the current representation of the F-14B in DCS.
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3.5.5 PARENTHESIS: TOO SLOW OR TOO FAST?
You may have noticed how in many cases, when the speed is very low, the fuel consumption
is much higher than when the Tomcat flies a few knots faster.

The effect is well described by John Trotti in his book about the F-4 in Vietnam:

Flaps-up stall speed for the Phantom at that weight and external stores 
configuration was about 175 knots, rising to close to 180 knots because of the 
extra weight at the completion of refueling.
At a refueling speed of 200 knots, we were not perilously close to stall, but 
there were other problems. In the first place, the plane was on the "backside of 
the power curve," which is to say that below a particular airspeed it actually 
took more power to fly slower because of increased drag. There are a whole 
bunch of interwoven physical principles involved, such as rapidly increasing 
induced drag, and spanwise flow and airflow separation, but for a quick 
visualization of things, consider that in order to maintain lift while flying slower,
the aircraft must be cocked up to a higher and higher angle relative to its 
direction of flight.

TROTTI, JOHN. PHANTOM OVER VIETNAM (PP. 82-83)

Another way to look at the problem whilst simplifying is removing most of the physical 
effects and considering only the basic parameters: thrust, lift, weight and drag.
Imagine exacerbating the scenario: the aircraft flies vertical, with zero horizontal speed at 
constant altitude: it would take an incredible amount of thrust to maintain that status, as 
the weight pulls the fighter downwards! Instead, as the aircraft pitches and gains forward 
momentum and speed, the angle of attack decreases and the induced drag24 with it, and the
amount of required thrust diminishes.

In the F-14 this reasoning is not always applicable across the model, as the manoeuvring 
flaps and the variable-swept wings introduce new variables to the equation.
Nevertheless, at some point, all the physical effect and variables harmonize into a sweet 
spot that balance fuel consumption and speed: this point represents where the maximum 
endurance can be achieved.
After this sweet spot, the amount of thrust required to increase and maintain speed 
increases dramatically, until the throttles are fully pushed forward, the reheat is engaged, 
and the aircraft simply cannot accelerate more. In this situation, a different type of drag 
joins the fray: the parasitic drag25.

24 The Angle of Attack has a remarkable impact on the induced drag, which is caused by the 
downward deflection of the air moving around the wing.
As the horizontal speed increases, the wings need to “move away” less air in order to create the 
same lift.
More information: Wikipedia – Induced drag.

25 This form of aerodynamic drag affects any object moving through a liquid. More information: 
Wikipedia – Parasitic drag.
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The parasitic drag, simplifying, is caused by the friction of the surfaces as they fly through 
the air (you have probably studied the types of drag in mid-school). The peculiarity of this 
type of drag is that it tends to increase exponentially as the aircraft flies faster.

The sum of the two types of drags create a Total drag, which curve looks somewhat similar 
to the following:

Figure 99: Drag curve of lifting body in steady flight.

Note: after writing this Chapter I found a short video made by   PilotEd   on YouTube, 
explaining in a very short video (4 minutes) the various types of drag.
I definitely recommend watching it.
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4. AVIONICS II: 
FUNDAMENTALS

After a first introduction to the cockpit and the notions that constitute the 
bedrock of the RIO knowledge, we now go much deeper into the detail of the 
tools more often used during a mission. These are the “bread & butter” or the 
Radar Intercept Officer.

This is, also, where a certain degree of study and effort is required, especially to 
new players. Don't be discouraged, though, as eventually the hard work is 
rewarded!

I’d hate to see an epitaph on a fighter pilot’s tombstone that says, ‘I told you I
needed training.’ - Maj Lloyd “Boots” Boothby

4.1 OVERVIEW      
The following is a quick overview of some of the devices and equipments 
commonly used by the RIO. This is a quick overview that aims to provide the RIO
the necessary information to perform a quick startup.
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4.1.1 COMPUTER ADDRESS PANEL (CAP)
This is one of the main input devices used by the Radar Intercept Officer to carry out his 
duties. 
The CAP is divided in a Keyboard (top) and a Message Matrix Drum, which resembles an 
analogue version of an MFD. The Category selector knob defines the page, whereas the 10 
buttons, five per side, define the mode. When a mode is selected, the button is highlighted 
through a coloured arrow.

The Keypad absolves the double purpose of “numpad” and function selector. For example, 
[1] is both the number one and selected the Latitude.

The usual workflow of the CAP is simple:

1. Press Clear, to avoid any unwanted input;

2. Select the wanted mode by means of the 10 buttons (for example, in Category Nav, 
the top-left button selects “Own Aircraft” (OWN A/C);

3. Press [8] to show the current True Heading of the F-14 on the TID.

For example, when inputting data, such as when aligning the INS or creating a waypoint:

1. Press Clear, to avoid any unwanted input;

2. Select the appropriate Mode;

3. The Keypad now selects functions: Press [1] to select the Latitude;

4. Keypad now works as a numpad: input the desired Latitude.

The process is the same for the Altitude or the Longitude, for example.
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Figure 100: Computer Address Panel

More functions and features of the CAP will be discussed later in this book but, generally 
speaking, the displayed values differ depending on the mode selected or the data hooked 
on the TID (e.g., a contact or a waypoint).

4.1.2 TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY (TID)
The TID, or “fishbowl”, is usually the first thing that catches the eye of the new Radar 
Intercept Officer. The successor of the TID is the Programmable Tactical Information Display 
(PTID), but such device is not present in DCS.

In this familiarization look at the TID, the attention is focused on the first line: this is where 
most of the information are presented to the RIO.

The example in Figure 101 shows both data readouts and values inserted by the RIO:

• when the RIO is inserting data, such values, along with the selected function, are 
displayed in the top-centre of the screen (first row);

• the Latitude and the Longitude of the F-14 appear in the second row, but the RIO 
can quickly display different data by selecting the related function on the CAP.
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Figure 101: Detail of the data readout and buffer register.

The TID provides details about the antenna elevation angle and the height of the scanned 
volume.

When a contact is hooked, the Closure Rate (VC) is displayed on the right-hand side.

The TID displays the situations in three ways:

1. Ground Stabilized mode (GND STAB): similar to a “god’s eye view”, or the F-10 map 
in DCS;

2. Aircraft Stabilized mode (A/C STAB): the displayed information and tracks are 
relative to the F-14. The Tomcat appears in the bottom of the display

3. Attack mode (ATTK): Similar to Aircraft Stabilized, but it also shows symbology 
useful during the employment of the weapons.

4. Not a TID mode per se, but the display can also show images capture by the TCS or 
the LANTIRN, depending on the presence of the latter and specific settings.

Figure 102: The TID dominates the cockpit.

4.1.3 BEARING DISTANCE HEADING INDICATOR 
(BDHI)
The BDHI looks like a compass, but it provides a great deal of functions and features over a 
simple compass.

The compass rose rotates to indicate the Magnetic North, the other arrows can indicate the 
direction to the selected TACAN station and the direction towards the selected UHF/ADF 
station.
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Behind the arrows, between the centre of the BDHI and the compass rose, three vertical 
numbers appear, indicating the slant range to the TACAN station selected.

Figure 103: Bearing Distance Heading Indicator.

The functions explained above already hint at the purpose of the device: navigation, 
whether conventional, TACAN or ADF. The TACAN slant range indicator is especially useful to
monitor the TACAN Yardstick, if set up.

4.1.4 AN/ASN-92 CARRIER AIRCRAFT INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEM (CAINS)
The INS aboard the F-14 Tomcat portrayed in DCS is the AN/ASN-92. This CAINS is the same 
installed on the upgraded versions of the A-6 Intruder, namely the A-6E.

As mentioned before, it measures and coherently applies the forces acting on the aircraft to
an initial fix point.

The way the Fix point is defined changes depending on where the aircraft is stationed. 
Understandably, aligning in an airfield is different from aligning on the moving surface of a 
carrier. The INS can be aligned in several ways, the most common are Ground (GND) and 
Carrier (CV). For the purpose of this chapter, only Ground alignment is considered, the 
others will be discussed later. 

GROUND ALIGNMENT
This mode requires the RIO to input latitude, longitude and altitude into the WCS via the 
CAP in the initial phases of the alignment (90” - 120”). This is done by following the 
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procedure discussed before, using either the coordinates of the home base or the ones 
available in the kneeboard. 

Before starting, check with the pilot and ask him to verify that the Parking Brake is 
activated.

Latitude
1. Press Clear to avoid unwanted input;

2. Press [1] on the CAP to selected Latitude;

3. Type the coordinate by means of CAP numpad, using the appropriate sign (N/S);

4. Verify the inserted value and, if satisfied, press [Enter] on the CAP.

Longitude
1. Press Clear to avoid unwanted input;

2. Press [6] on the CAP to selected Longitude;

3. Type the coordinate by means of CAP numpad, using the appropriate sign (W/E);

4. Verify the inserted value and, if satisfied, press [Enter] on the CAP.

Altitude
1. Press Clear to avoid unwanted input;

2. Press [4] on the CAP to selected Altitude;

3. Type the coordinate by means of CAP numpad;

4. Verify the inserted value and, if satisfied, press [Enter] on the CAP.

The process is completed in a few minutes. Note that the INS can be pre-aligned in the 
Mission Editor, taking the time necessary to complete the alignment down to a couple of 
minutes.

The top part of the Tactical Information Display shows a “progress bar” and a counter of the
elapsed minutes in decimal format. The more the caret (the sort of “v” displayed on the 
progress bar) is allowed to move to the right, the more precise the alignment is. The 
meaning of the marks will be discussed in detail later.

Figure 104: INS Ground alignment completed.
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When the alignment is completed the caret assumes a rhomboidal shape with a dot in the 
middle. Now the NAV MODE knob placed near the top-left corner of the TID Panel can be 
set to INS. On the TID, the symbol “IN” (short for INS) appears near the bottom-right area. 

Figure 104 shows the situation when the Ground alignment is completed:

1. the coordinates typed by the RIO are displayed on the data readout;

2. the caret has a rhomboidal shape, with a dot in the centre;

3. “ASH” means that the INS was pre-aligned;

4. “INS” can now be selected using the NAV MODE knob;

5. The steady and green “READY” light indicates that the procedure was complete 
succesfully.

Tip!
According to the real aircraft documentation, the INS accuracy is improved by 
prolonging the alignment in the READY state.

SETTING THE MANUAL MAGVAR
The Magnetic Variation is computed by the AWG-9. However, a manual value is inserted in 
the WCS by using the CAP. This value can be found in the kneeboard. 

1. Select the NAV CAP Category;

2. Select the last button from the right column, corresponding to MAG VAR (HDG);

3. Press Clear to avoid unwanted input;

4. Press [8] on the CAP to selected Heading;

5. Type the MagVar value by means of CAP numpad;

6. Verify the inserted value and, if satisfied, press [Enter] on the CAP.

STORED HEADING ALIGNMENT
The stored heading mode uses a previous alignment (called reference alignment) to 
accelerate the alignment of the system. This feature is intended for quick reaction response,
and for this purpose, the aircraft is parked and tied down in alert position. The previously 
stored reference alignment is then used to align the INS in less than two minutes but with 
the characteristics of a full-term reference alignment.
The ASH acronym (Automatic Stored Heading – see Figure 104) indicates that the stored 
alignment is available.
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MORE INFO ON THE TOPIC
The manual goes deep into the details of the AN/ALS-92 and the components playing a 
critical role in assuring a reliable and precise navigation. Although some of these details will 
be discussed later, thoroughly reading the related chapter of the manual is highly 
recommended.

This book instead, provides a more in-depth look about the Inertial Navigation System and 
its components in Chapter 6.11.

4.2 QUICK STARTUP PROCEDURE      
Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

The following is a “straight-to-the-point” cold startup procedure. It is not the fastest, nor the
most realistic, but it gets the job done, and it is structure in a way that minimizes mistakes.

From a high-level point of view, the procedure follows these steps:

1. action what is critical and, coincidentally, out of the field of view (ejection seat, 
oxygen) parts;

2. warm up the TID and start the INS alignment;

3. whilst the INS alignment is being performed, set whatever is necessary going panel 
by panel in clock-wise order, starting from the bottom-left corner;

4. At the end of the alignment, the only two remaining steps should be setting the 
MagVar and the NAVGRID.

4.2.1 STEP-BY STEP GROUND STARTUP
Before starting, a few notes:

1. before using the keypad of the Computer Address Panel, press the CLEAR button. 
This device is not very user-friendly, if you are not cautions you may change the 
aircraft position. Or worse;

2. When the INS alignment is completed, use HALF-ACTION on the HCU. This 
operation resets the current selection;

3. The current position of the aircraft is listed in the Kneeboard. Current Latitude, 
Longitude and Altitude have to be inserted in the CAP during the first 90” – 120” of 
the alignment.
The parking break should be activated during the alignment.

4. The startup procedure takes for granted that DCS-SRS is used. The Push-To-Talk 
(PTT) for the ICS is actioned by the left foot. The right foot controls the other radios 
depending on the status of the XMTR Sel switch in the Communication/TACAN 
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Command Panel.
This topic will be discussed later in detail;

5. The LANTIRN is assumed not mounted in this scenario.

1. Activate the Oxygen switch (Fig. 108);
2. Activate the Ejection seat (Fig. 105);
3. Optional: Check the ICS and comms with the

pilot;
4. Set the WCS to Stand-by (note the green 

light). It will come to life in a few seconds 
(Fig. 106);

5. When the TID is alive, start the ground 
alignment by rotating the NAV MODE knob 
to GND (Fig. 107);

6. Enter the coordinates of your location, 
reported in the kneeboard.

7. Set TACAN channel, mode to T/R;
8. Set Aft radio frequency, mode to TR+G;
9. Set the Liquid Cooling as needed (Fig. 108);
10. Set the Ejection lever as needed (Fig. 108);
11. Optional: pre-set the radar bars and 

azimuth;
12. Uncage the Stand-by Attitude Indicator 

(SAI);
13. Set the QNH (from the mission, briefing, or 

ATIS). 
Hold the mode switch for 3” to remove the 
flag;

14. Optional: pre-set the DDD;
15. Turn on the RWR;
16. Set the DECM to Stand-by;
17. In the AN/ALE-39 Control Panel, set 

PWR/MODE to MAN. The Countermeasures 
actioned by the pilot can be defined by the 
FLARE MODE switch. Default (and typically) 
it is set to PILOT and he controls the Flares;

18. Turn on and set the Datalink frequency.
A list of datalink agents is available in the 
kneeboard (such as AWACS or the Carrier);

19. Turn on the IFF and set the squawk code 
assigned by the briefing or the ATC.
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20. Once the INS is aligned, turn the NAV MODE
knob to INS;

21. From the CAP, set the MagVar, and create 
the necessary waypoints;

22. In case the NAVGRID is used, make sure that
the TID mode is Ground Stabilized;

23. Check the warning panel to Verify that no 
issues are outstanding.

24. Post departure, verify the computed 
magnetic variation and take action if 
necessary (COMP Panel, in front seat).

Figure 105: Ejection seat switch, located  behind and above the RIO’s  headrest.

Figure 106: Detail of the HCU. Note the WCS XMIT switch.
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Figure 107: DDD. Highlighted are the NAV MODE knob, the barometric altimeter and the SAI.

Figure 108: Left-side controls. Note the Oxygen switch, the Cooling switch and the Ejection lever.

Figure 109: Right-side controls
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4.3 BASIC NAVIGATION      
The ability of getting from the Carrier or the airfield to the target and back is fundamental 
for any operation. Although the precision and the reliability of the avionics are obsolete for 
modern day's standards, they are remarkably good.

This Chapter introduces the INS as the primary means of getting to the destination, starting 
from the creation and the selection of a waypoint (although both topics are covered in the 
manual). Fortunately, the F-14 Tomcat makes both operations elementary.
The most basic form of navigating with the Tomcat, in fact, consists in creating and selecting
the various waypoints defined either from a mission briefing, or at spawn in a server.

Chapter 18 and subsequent, go much deeper into the topic, mentioning other means of 
navigation, common navaids, effect of wind on navigation and other subjects.

4.3.1 AVIONICS: RECAP
The cockpit overview discussed in Chapter 3.3 showed the location of the most commonly 
used parts of the avionics when it comes to navigation. The following is a short recap of 
them, along the most common usage.

BEARING DISTANCE HEADING INDICATOR
For more information about the BDHI, check Chapter 4.1.3.

Figure 110: Navigation tools: BDHI.

Shows the magnetic heading of the F-14, the ADF bearing and the TACAN range and 
bearing.
It is quite handy to monitor the F-14 magnetic heading and the yardstick distance.
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TACTICAL INTERFACE DISPLAY AND COMPUTER 
ADDRESS PANEL

Note
For more information about these two devices, visit Chapter 4.1.2 for the Tactical 
Interface Display, and Chapter 4.1.1 for the Computer Address Panel.

Figure 111: Navigation tools: TID.

The TID provides a plethora of information. Navigation-wise, when the Own Aircraft is 
selected via CAP (or, usually, when no other objects are hooked), the RIO can select a good 
deal of information to be displayed. The information shown is usually directly correlated to 
the relative CAP button: for example, [LAT] and [LONG] show information about the 
latitude and the longitude of the Tomcat.
When a waypoint is selected, it becomes a new "direct object". The aforementioned 
latitude and longitude are not correlated to the F-14 any more, but they are the WP's. 
Similarly, [RNG] shows the range to the target, but also the Time-To-Target.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES DISPLAY (ECMD)

Figure 112: Navigation tools: ECMD.

The ECMD has limited use in the F-14B implemented in DCS and the F-14A-135-GR. In the F-
14A-135-GR "Early"and the F-14A-95-GR instead, the display is used to relay  information 
about the AN/ALR-45 ECM.
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The features common to the four F-14 Tomcats include useful indications for navigating, 
such as the magnetic bearing, wind information, true and ground speed (TAS and GS) and so
on.

STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATOR (SAI)

Figure 113: Navigation tools: SAI.

The Tactical Information Display in Attack Aircraft Stabilized mode displays the attitude of 
the F-14 along the usual attack information. However, when other modes are selected, the 
Radar Intercept Officer can rely on this simple attitude indicator that works both as a 
backup and an additional display. 

GARMIN NS 430 GPS

Figure 114: Navigation tools: NS 430.

The NS 430 is a module unrelated to the F-14. However, it can be used as an overlay (the 3D
integration is not available, unfortunately).
This GPS nav is discussed in detail in Chapter 21.3.
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4.3.2 INFORMATION DISPLAY RECAP TABLE
DISPLAY

NAVIGATION OUTPUT PILOT RIO

ADF Bearing HSD, BDHI ECMD, BDHI

Corrected Pressure Altitude HUD, Altimeter TID

Bearing to Destination HSD ECMD, TID

Commanded Course to Destination  HSD ECMD

Commanded Heading to 
Destination

 HSD, VDI ECMD

Commanded Altitude and Airspeed VDI

Groundspeed HSD ECMD, TID

Ground Track HSD TID

Latitude and Longitude HSD (TID repeat) TID

Magnetic Heading HUD, VDI, HSD, BDHI ECMD, BDHI, TID

Magnetic Variation HSD (TID repeat) TID

Range to Destination HSD ECMD, TID

Roll and Pitch HUD, VDI, SAI, HSD SAI, TID, DDD

Steering Error to Destination VDI, HSD ECMD

TACAN Deviation HUD, VDI, HSD ECMD

TACAN Range and Bearing HUD, BDHI ECMD, BDHI

Time to Go HSD (TID repeat) TID

True Airspeed HSD, Airspeed Mach
indicator

ECMD, TID

True Heading HSD (TID repeat) TID

Vertical Speed HUD, VSI

Wind Speed and Direction HSD ECMD, TID
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4.4 STEERPOINTS CREATION AND   
SETTINGS  
Waypoints are the simplest means of navigating. The Radar Intercept Officer selects them 
via the knob located on the top-right part of the Tactical Information Display. 
The RIO is also tasked to create the waypoints and has a few options at his disposal.

This Chapter introduces a few means of creating waypoints, and some interesting, although 
rarely used, features.

4.4.1 F-14 AND STEERPOINTS: LESS THAN A 
DOZEN?
The Tomcat provides a limited number of steerpoints:

• 1-3: navigation waypoints;

• FP: fixed point;

• IP: initial point;

• ST: surface target;

• HB: home base;

• Defended point;

• Hostile area;

• Manual.

Only the waypoints from 1 to HB are selectable via the knob located in the top-right corner 
of the TID as navigation waypoints.
Manual (MAN) is an additional option for TARPS operations. However, if the TARPS is not 
installed, this option points to the DEF PT steerpoint.

For basic operations, any steerpoint can be used for navigation. However, some have 
specific functionalities mentioned later in this book. For example, the Surface Target (ST) 
waypoint can be automatically created via the DDD in Pulse Mode. This feature allows the 
RIO to mark on the TID the position of a ship, a recognisable ground feature, even an 
aircraft, from its radar return.

If the crew needs additional waypoints, then the RIO can copy latitude and longitude from 
his mission datacard over a waypoint not necessary any more. Not an elegant solution, but 
it is effective.
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Figure 115: TID – Waypoint selection  (“DEST”) and Steering indicator drum.

DATALINKED WAYPOINTS
A number of waypoints can be provided by an external asset via the LINK4 datalink. A 
simple example is the position of the carrier when the F-14 is tuned to its frequency.

In real life, multiple waypoints and even commands can be sent via datalink, but this 
functionality is almost inexistent in DCS. However, a number of waypoints can be defined 
via the Mission Editor26. These waypoints are:

• DLWP1, DLWP2, DLWP3: Datalinked Waypoint 1 to 3;

• DLST: Datalinked Surface Target;

• DLFP: Datalinked Fixed Point.

Figure 116: Carrier datalinked homebase waypoint.

26 More information are available in the Chapter “DCS Specific Functions” in Heatblur’s F-14 Manual 
– Link.
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WAYPOINTS SYMBOLOGY
Figure 116 shows three waypoints:

• Nav waypoint #1: the westernmost of the three, distinguishable by the two parallel 
“backslashes”. The “1” on its left identifies which Nav waypoint it is (ergo, WP2 
displays a “2” and WP3 displays a “3”).

• Homebase waypoint: the waypoint on the North-East compared to the others, 
identified by a pentagram with parallel sizes and the cusp pointing southwards and 
the a zero on its left.

• Datalinked homebase waypoint: to the South-East, it has the same shape of the non-
datalinked homebase, but a forward-slash slashes it obliquely.

A complete list of the symbols representing waypoints, and the rest of the TID symbology, is
available in the F-14 DCS manual.

4.4.2 CAP AND KEYPAD
The most common and simple method to create a Waypoint. It uses the Keypad located in 
the Computer Address Panel to input the details of the waypoint. Latitude and Longitude 
are basic parameters, others, such as the Altitude (or elevation in this case), are optional.

The CAP mode for entering waypoint is NAV. Then:

1. [1] from the Keypad to input the Latitude;

2. [6] from the Keypad to input the Longitude;

3. [4] from the Keypad to input the Elevation;

At any moment, any of this information can be changed. Make sure you have selected the 
waypoint first, since by default you would be changing the "Own Aircraft" data. The 
destination of the current input can be double-checked by means of the TID Data Readout 
drum.

Examples of usage of this method are the preparation of the flightplan from a Mission 
Datacard, a hasty defined Initial Point or the keyhole Echo point.

4.4.3 POSITION MARKING VIA DDD
A waypoint can be created from the Detail Data Display. This method is useful if the AWG-9 
is being used for ground mapping: the radar, in fact, is incredibly good at finding ships over 
the sea, or simply identifiable geographical features such as the coastline. It can also be 
used to mark an aerial contact from a Pulse mode to the TID, and other applications.

The following is the procedure to create a waypoint from the DDD:
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To mark a pulse radar contact on the TID, follow these steps:
1. Select the SURF TGT button.
2. Establish the location via a radar fix.
3. Select the DDD CURSOR and use the pulse system for radar mapping.
4. Designate the point of interest by placing the cursor over that point.
5. Selecting full action.
6. Select RDR FIX.
7. Press FIX ENABLE.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
This scenario shows the western part of Cyprus. The RIO has locked, utilizing the DDD, the 
"horn" of land protruding from the island about 15nm N-NW of Famagusta. A similar 
approach can be used to mark the position of a Ship or other features.

By applying the steps mentioned above, the position has been translated into a waypoint 
visible on the TID (Figure 117).

Figure 117: DDD position marking - Example.
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4.4.4 TID HOOKED POSITION
The Tactical Information Display can be used to create a waypoint "on the fly" by selecting 
any position on the TID (full-action on the Hand Control Unit) and press the desired 
waypoint button CAP (NAV mode). The relative waypoint will be positioned at the hooked 
position.

Albeit rarely used, this feature of the TID can be very handy to create a reference point such
as anchors, delimiting the boundaries of a CAP, even marking where a particular target 
appeared and so on.

The same process can be used to move a waypoint: select the desired waypoint via the CAP,
then press full-action on the HCU over the desired position.
Alternatively, hook a location using full-action, then press the related waypoint button in 
the CAP.

4.4.5 WAYPOINTS OPTIONS
Any steerpoint, no matter how it was created, has a few peculiar features and options, and 
can be manipulated by means of the Hand Control Unit and the Computer Address Panel. 
Some of those can be surprisingly useful.

CAP WAYPOINTS: BEARING AND RANGE
This feature is little known, but the Tactical Information Display is capable of positioning a 
waypoint based on range and bearing from the F-14.

The following example shows the application of the bearing and range options.
Figure 118 represents the simple scenario in use: an F-14 flying NW, and a couple of 
waypoints dead ahead at a certain distance.

Figure 118: Waypoint BRG and RNG - Scenario.
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The first example is the application of the Range option.
Figure 119 shows the RIO entering a range of 20nm, after hooking WP1. When RIO presses 
Enter on the CAP, the waypoint is place 20nm in front of the aircraft (Figure 120).

Note also how, as the Range button is depressed, the TID shows the Range in nautical miles 
to the waypoint, and the estimated time to reach it.

Figure 119: Waypoint range - Example. Figure 120: Waypoint range - Example.

The second example shows the setting the of the Bearing. Similarly to the precedent step, 
depressing the Bearing button immediately enables the range and magnetic bearing 
readouts on the Tactical Information Display.

Setting a bearing of 90° (Figure 121) places the waypoint due East (Figure 122).

Figure 121: Waypoint bearing - Example. Figure 122: Waypoint bearing - Example.

Example: STP Bearing and Range for Air-to-air Intercept
A definitely unusual way to use bearing the distance to place a waypoint, is tracking a target
via a Controller BRA and without using the radar. Using two waypoints, the crew can 
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approximate the bearing of the contact, and work the geometry from there.
Not really practical, but definitely clever.

WAYPOINTS SPEED AND DIRECTION – “DRAWING” ON 
THE TID
One of the features added post-launch is the possibility of "drawing" on the TID by assigning
speed and heading to waypoints27.

This feature was used by the Radar Intercept Officers to highlight useful information, such 
as the coastline (as mentioned by "Bio" Baranek during Operation Earnest Will).

Any number up to 9999 can be used as input for the Speed, and the maximum readout 
value is 4095. However, the length is unchanged past ~1800.
The heading, intuitively, commands the direction the line is pointing to.

Besides drawing, this feature can be used to eyeball distances and mark the Magnetic North
in certain situations, such as CAS: something similar to the "North Arrow" of the LITENING II
pod in the F/A-18C. The TID in Ground Stabilized mode, in fact, references the True North 
(see Chapter 6.3.2).

Distance Reference
When the scale of the Tactical Information Display is set to 100nm and a steerpoint has its 
maximum length set, the line protruding from the steerpoint corresponds to circa 18nm.

The following table shows the approximated ratio between the TID scale and the 
approximated length of the steerpoint's speed line.

TID SCALE 25 nm 50 nm 100 nm 200 nm 400 nm

SP’S LENGTH N/A 8.8 nm 17.5 nm 35 nm 68 nm

Figure 123: Distance reference example.

A mnemonic rule of thumb can be as simple as:

27 DCS Open Beta patch 2.5.6.60645, 27/01/2021. Changelog.
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SP's SPD: 1800 kts
TID Scale: 100 nm
→ 1800 / 100 = 18 nm

Example I: Magnetic North
The relation between displays, BDHI and the steerpoint's orientation changes with vC so, 
unless meaningfully different (id est operating where Earth's magnetic field changes 
drastically over short distances), I would use vM to calculate the Magnetic North.

This simple trick improves the positional procedure of the F-14 at a glance when the 
MagVar is considerable (Figure 124).

Figure 124: Marking Magnetic North.

Example II: Highlighting Terrain
This simple example shows how speed and heading can be used to mimic the contour of the
Syrian coastline.
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Figure 125: Waypoints Speed and Heading - "Drawing" on the TID.

4.4.6 DELETING A WAYPOINT
Waypoints, similarly to radar contacts displayed on the Tactical Information Display, can be 
deleted by selecting the option "SYM DELETE" (CAP button #10), under the "TGT DATA" 
menu.

4.5 PAYLOAD SELECTION AND   
JETTISON  
The Armament Panel hosts the controls for jettison payload. This operation is performed, 
for example:

• in case of damage;

• if external fuel tanks empty and no means or intention to refuel;

• when recovering on a carrier and the F-14 is above the max trap weight.

Some controls are used both during the jettison operation, and to select the ordnance to 
release in air-to-ground missions.
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Figure 126: Jettison options and Stations selection.

The F-14 can jettison in different ways, and even the pilot can do it if necessary. The Radar 
Intercept Officer, however, as a finer control over the operation.

Figure 126 shows the controls related to the station selection and jettison:

• JETT OPTIONS controls whether the weapon or the pylon is jettisoned as well:

◦ WPNS jettisons only the ordnance;

◦ MER/TER (Multiple Ejector Rack/Triple Ejector Rack) jettisons the rack as well.

• TANK JETT allows to select the Fuel Tanks pylons for jettison.

• Switches #1 to #8 select the related pylon for jettison (minus the Fuel Tanks).

• SEL JETT controls the jettison mode. Press and hold to activate the function:

◦ JETT is the normal mode;

◦ AUX is the backup mode, note that the guard must the lifted before being able to
action the switch.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
• To enable jettison, both standard and auxiliary, the Master Arm must be set to the 

On position by the Pilot;

• The switches for Pylons #1 and #8 must be moved upwards to enable jettison;

• Auxiliary mode can only eject air-to-ground stores. It drops them by actuating the 
normal release hooks. Therefore, the aircraft needs to fly straight and level as the 
stores are not ejected forcefully but instead just released and cleared using gravity.
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Figure 127: F-14A jettisoning AIM-7s and racks.

• The Radar Intercept Officer has a fuel totalizer, showing the sum of the fuel quantity 
stored onboard (internal and external). The pilot has a more detailed breakdown, 
and can display the actual amount of fuel stored in the external fuel tanks, for 
example.

• Jettisoning the fuel tanks when empty and the crew can't or do not want to perform 
and air-to-air refuelling, tangibly reduce the drag.
I have not tested the effect of releasing the racks, drag-wise.

Figure 128: PIlot's Fuel Quantity Indicator and QTY SEL switch.
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4.6 MUST KNOW: TOMCAT CARRIER   
OPERATIONS  
Note: This Chapter was initially meant to be included of the "Back to Basics" series, but 
it turned out to be too complex for such a part. It is however a fundamental topic, thus 
its new location in this section of the book.
To make it simpler and more accessible, I removed most of the technical details. Please 
refer to Chapters 6.11 and 6.12 for a more in-depth look at the issue and the Inertial 
Navigation System.

Chapter 6.11 et seq, scratched the surface of the complex topic that is the AN/ASN-92 
Inertial Navigation System: the primary means of navigation (and much more!) mounted 
aboard the F-14A and F-14B.

Figure 129: Big Carrier. Banana for scale.

This Chapter, instead, goes less into the details of the avionics, but presents a problem 
whose understanding and resolution is fundamental to any Tomcat crew, no matter the 
type of experience they are looking for. 
The writing of this Chapter actually follows the more in-depth study of the INS, and it has 
been encouraged by the fix of a bug affecting the function here explained, something that 
makes of the resolution of the issue discussion much, much simpler.

4.6.1 CARRIER OPERATIONS
Simply put, the Carrier is a big piece of metal, and it affects how certain components of the 
avionics work, in particular the device that provide correct information about the heading 
of the aircraft. Therefore, the crew must recognise the problem and fix it, to avoid 
potentially grave issues during the mission.
This is done via the "HDG pushbutton” located in the Compass Control Panel (or simply 
"COMP" panel), which is part of the Right Side Console. The thing gets a bit tricky because 
the button must be actuated in specific conditions: unaccelerated, stable flight.
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Figure 130: The Compass Control Panel located in the front seat.

SPOTTING THE DE-SYNC
The issue is identifiable in several ways. RIOs checks the values of the computed magnetic 
variation (vC) versus the manual magnetic variation (vM) routinely, especially when 
operating from the carrier, or if the MV/Nav Mode (usually “IN”) acronyms alternate on the 
TID. Generally speaking, during long flights when there is not really much action, a couple of
checks at the INS are always a good idea.
There is a third way to check, but it is slightly more complex: the Sync indicator in the COMP
panel in the front seat tends to move away from the centre when a discrepancy is present. 
However, in order to “enable” the indicator in the first place, the pilot has to fly steadily, at 
constant speed and altitude.

Thus, the simplest way to check the difference between vC and vM is from the back seat. 
This one of the most basic tasks of the RIO, and it is part of the startup sequence.
By means of the CAP “CATEGORY” knob, select “NAV” then the “MAG VAR (HDG)” function. 
The values of vM and vC will alternate on the top-left of the TID.
Compare the two values: they should be quite close. If not, there is a series of steps that 
can be followed and are described in the in-depth discussion about the INS (Chapter 6.13).
However, in this specific example, the value of vC should be off due to the effects of the CV.

FIXING THE PROBLEM
Now that the crew is aware of the issue, fixing it is rather simple and there are two ways to 
do it.
The first is the “natural” synchronisation that occurs when the aircraft is flying steady, at 
constant speed and altitude. The sync ratio is about 9° per minute, and the process is 
interrupted every time the attitude or the speed of the aircraft is perturbed.
A much better alternative is using the HDG pushbutton located in the COMP panel 
(unfortunately buggen until recently). The process still requires the pilot to fly the 
aforementioned stable profile and, as soon as the Sync indicator dislodges itself from the 
centred position, the pilot presses and holds the HDG pushbutton. In a matter of a few 
seconds, the problem is solved, and the RIO can verify that the discrepancy between vC and
vM should now be a matter of a couple of degrees.
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Quite an improvement, considering that the initial difference can easily be in the order of 
tens of degrees!

Figure 131 shows the difference between the avionics pre-re-sync and post (initial situation 
wrapped in white rectangles). 
The sync indicator is off-centre when the Tomcat is flying at in an attitude-stable, 
unaccelerated flight.

Figure 131: AHRS re-sync - Before and after.

CARRIER DEPARTURE: EXAMPLE
Players depart from Carriers following different patterns. Some refer to modern or less 
modern US Navy standards, others YOLO up in the sky.
Personally, depending on the pilot, this is usually the procedure what I follow:

• Line up on the cat, conduct pre-departure cross-checks. Manly waive at the coloured
pixels outside (or the emptiness – If you don’t own the Super Carrier module);

• Post departure, make a 10°-20° turn for clearance, just in case some goes wrong, so 
the carrier does not run over you;

• Turn parallel to BRC and stabilize at 500ft, 300kts;

• Maintain speed and attitude until DME is about 7nm (TACAN is quite handy for this).

Figure 132: Carrier departure.

Assuming it takes a couple of miles to depart, perform the clearing turn and stabilize, the 
crew has more than enough time to re-sync the AHRS before reaching the 7 nm DME 
boundary.
Time-wise, circa 90" are required to fly such distance at a speed of 300 kts. Since the now-
fixed fast erection AHRS function takes less than 10" to complete, performing the re-sync 
should not constitute a problem.
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4.6.2 LAZINESS KILLS (DRAMA TIME!)
Let’s say you want to avoid sorting out your AHRS post departure from a CV. What can 
happen? Considering that most players never fixed the situation anyway, why should you do
it? The following examples show what can happen if the AHRS is not synchronised post 
departure.

EXAMPLE I: NON-INS NAVIGATION
This example is the least common, since the INS is used most of the time, and NAVAIDs can 
help to navigate using the aircraft as the point of view.
There are occasions where the INS is not used, such as:

• navigating using dead reckoning and pilotage;

• following IFR / nav charts;

• following specific navigation instructions from controllers (e.g. vector to base, in a 
map such as the Syria, where TACAN stations are not very common).

To make the matter as straightforward as possible, the scenario sees a Section of Tomcats 
departing from a carrier towards their objective, located due North of the CV. For even 
greater simplicity, we assume that the map displays Magnetic Heading, rather than True.

If the desynchronisation is null, the F-14s will fly to their objective without any issue (Figure
133).

Figure 133: Example – Mission plan.
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Figure 134: Example - Desync 2° and 18°.

The trouble starts when the de-sync is very conspicuous. Considering what is discussed in 
this Chapter, a heading error of almost 20° is not impossible, on the contrary. Figure 134 
shows where an error of 18° (no AHRS re-sync) and 2° (usually greater than the AHRS re-
sync). Note that I did not take into consideration the sign of the difference.

After only 100 nm (about 12' flying at ~500 kts), the positional error induced by not re-
synchronising the AHRS is massive: more than 30 nm (Figure 135)!

Now imagine that the mission is supporting friendly troops disembarking and assaulting 
Ayia Napa from the sea (the Eastmost corner of land in Figure  135). How much time is 
wasted trying to find the correct tasked area, especially in low-visibility conditions? 
We can also assume that the airports of Larnaca and Kingsfield (the two just West of Ayia 
Napa) are protected by air defences, leading the F-14s to expose themselves to unnecessary
risks, possibly failing the mission, just because they did not sort out a well-known issue.

Figure 135: Example – Positional error over 100nm.

If you have read "Bio" Baranek's most recent book, "Tomcat RIO", there is a passage where 
he explains one case where they did not re-synchronised the AHRS, leading to severe 
navigation issue (albeit nowhere near as dramatic as the made-up situation described 
above). The quote and the chat I had with Bio are reported in Chapter 6.13.
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EXAMPLE II: AIR-TO-AIR

Note: most of the mentioned concepts are discussed in-depth later in the book.
Do not worry if you can't fully understand them now!

Air-to-Air is the aspect of a mission more affected by having wrong indications on the BDHI 
and other displays when information is transmitted via radio. The following scenario shows 
the difference between having the AHRS synchronised or not.

Modus operandi:

• one target, hot, a few tens of miles away;

• as soon as the bogey dope is answered, I turned to match the heading;

• once steadied, I took a screenshot.

Caveats
1. The contact is moving, it takes a few seconds to turn and stabilized on the 
indicated heading, so the measured angle is not 100% correct. It is still precise 
enough to be able to get some conclusions.
2. The second point to clarify is the fact that the BRA provided by the AI AWACS is 
True, rather than Magnetic. The doctrinal documentation and former personnel, say
that position references are indicated as Magnetic values, at least until 2017 (P-
825/17, 2-7). This means that every value provided by the AI must be adjusted by 
adding or removing the MagVar.
Remember that, if the magnetic variation is positive (East), then the magvar should 
be added to obtain the TH:

TH = MH + EMV

Vice versa, if the magnetic variation is negative (West) it should be added. A word 
of caution here, since the displayed value already has a sign, either you use the 
absolute value and apply addition/subtraction or described, or always subtract but 
keep in mind the sign.

Example:
WMV> MH = 123T° – (-10°) = 123T° + 10° = 133M°
WMV> MH = 123T° + |-10°|) = 123T° + 10° = 133M°

vice versa:
EMV> MH = 123T° – (+10°) = 123T° – 10° = 113M°

Another way to look at it, is considering the sign a “substitute” for E/W, and then 
apply the usual mnemonic rules (“East is least” → Subtract when East). 
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Figure 136 shows a common scenario: the F-14 departs and immediately turns to intercept 
a target. 
The AI AWACS calls:

BRAA (T)272, 45, 5000, hot

Translated into Magnetic, it gives 267° (mV is 4.9). The pilot turns towards such heading and
finds… nothing. The closest target is circa 20° off to the left, almost at 1 o'clock. In terms of 
horizontal distance between the expected position and the radar return, we are talking of 
about 20 nm.
The angle δ represents the displacement caused by the error in vC. In fact, 4.9+12.8 = 17.7, 
to which more drift should be added whilst the F-14 manoeuvred to put the target on the 
nose.
In this case, the scenario is elementary: just one aircraft is slowly approaching the carrier. 
Imagine coordinating with other aircraft against multiple threats!

Figure 136: Air-to-Air – De-synchronised AHRS. Source image.

Figure 137 shows the very same scenario, post AHRS re-sync. New bogey dope request to 
the AWACS:

BRAA (T)272, 28, 5000, hot 

 The pilot turns to place the target on the nose, and this time the difference between the 
communicated heading and the radar situation is very close, just a couple of degrees, 
mostly caused by the aircraft drifting whilst the F-14 was manoeuvring.
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Figure 137: Air-to-Air -Synchronised AHRS. Source image.

Figure 138: Air-to-Air – AHRS status comparison.

The difference between the two scenario is clearly shown in Figure 138. In both situations, 
we followed the AI AWACS' directions, and in both cases the contact should have been on 
the F-14's nose. However, the difference is absolutely staggering and can really create 
unnecessary headaches in any situation more complex than the one described. For 
example, problems coordinating with other assets, correlations, targeting and so on.

4.6.3 CONCLUSIONS: A MUCH LESS GRIM 
PICTURE
The reality, especially when the topic is Navigation, is much, much rosy. The F-14, in fact, 
carries an incredibly effective Inertial Navigation System, the AN/ASN-92. When it comes to 
INS navigation using waypoints, the AN/ANS-92 offsets entirely the issue discussed in this 
Article, albeit it is affected by drift and other positional isssues.

In fact, the waypoints are stored as geographical coordinates, and the INS is used as 
reference, whilst the AHRS is mostly used, in normal navigation, to show the magnetic 
course and heading information. Moreover, when the magnetic heading is calculated, it is 
applied to the computed magnetic variation. However, vC partially comes from the AHRS 
and, eventually, the error is applied twice, annulling it28.

28 Source: Naquaii and Grover – Heatblur devs.
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Datalinked information seems to follow a similar pattern. They as well are not affected by 
the de-sync of the AHRS. In fact, both waypoints and information passed via LINK4 are much
more susceptible to another issue: INS positional drift (see Chapter 6.14).
Therefore, the de-sync of the AHRS is a problem mostly when trying to navigate using dead 
reckoning and pilotage, where the wrong value displayed on the compass can really throw 
the aircraft off course.

Figure 139 shows a number of waypoints and radar contacts displayed before and shortly 
after the AHRS re-sync: almost nothing changes besides the contacts being very slightly 
closer. However, the Magnetic Heading readout witnesses the huge difference before a 
desynchronised AHRS (right, MH 274, vC -10.7°), and the re-synced one (left, MH 256, vC 
+7.0°). 
Note that the re-sync process was already undergoing when I pressed the pushbutton. The 
initial vC at departure was -12.9°.

Figure 139: AHRS re-sync - Radar contacts.

There is another reason to rejoice: the natural tendency of the AHRS to re-sync itself when 
the F-14 is flying at constant speed and attitude.

The example shown in Figure 140 is similar to the one discussed above in Example I. The 
goal is departing from a Carrier and head to Paphos International Airport. Planning on the F-
10 map showed a True Heading from between the two points equal to T279°, with +4.9 vM.

Figure 140: Non-INS navigation – AHRS re-sync.

Departure went as usual, from Cat 2 with a turn ~15° to port, followed by a turn to the 
expected magnetic heading of ~274° whilst climbing to FL200. This is where things get 
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interesting: as I activated the altitude hold AP and then settled the throttle, the AHRS re-
synchronisation started. Albeit much slower than using the HDG Pushbutton, it allowed me 
to slowly adjust my heading to maintain 274°. In other words, all I did is maintaining 274° 
and correcting when necessary. Eventually, as Figure 141 shows, the AHRS completed the 
re-sync, and I was flying on the correct course. 

Figure 141: Non-INS navigation – AHRS re-sync: details.

As immediately understandable, the problem is the lateral drift. However, good news 
because the INS was not affected by the de-sync, and further air-to-air instructions would 
not be affected, as the indicated heading is now within acceptable limits. This is probably 
why many players never fully realised this phenomenon. 
However, imagine a new player trying to maintain formation with my aircraft, thus moving 
back and forward, up and down: his AHRS will not re-sync, leaving the Section with an 
incorrect reference method to correlate contacts and communicate.

4.6.4 VIDEO
I put together a short video showing the issue and how to fix it. Seeing how the de-synch 
affects the Tomcat, and how easy is addressing it, can make quite an impact.

You can find the video here.
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Figure 142: Compass de-sync issue - Short video.
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5. OPERATIONS II: 
PRINCIPLES OF 
INTERCEPT GEOMETRY

Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

The study of the details of the avionics can be approached in two ways:

1. by introducing every device and panel, and then moving to the theory 
and its practical usage;

2. by introducing the theory first, so when the practical usage of a device is
discussed, it can be done in light of the theoretical background, giving a 
deeper purpose to the device itself.

The brilliant F-14 Manual, and most manuals, follow the first approach. This 
book instead follows the second. This provides the reader an alternative 
approach; follow the one that fits you better!

“Radar Intercept Officer”. The now surpassed name carries one of the purposes 
of the job in itself. However, “intercepting a bandit” means more than simply 
pointing the aircraft and shooting.

The road to understand what lies under the surface of an air-to-air intercept is 
long and challenging, and it starts with a steep climb: a solid dose of Maths and 
theory.

5.1 RATE OF CLOSURE (V  C)  
Closure rate (VC ) is a concept every Pilot or RIO should be familiar with; it is the
only parameter always present on the TID besides the antenna elevation angle 
and height.

Any fairly modern fighter aircraft shows it, but it is a variable often not 
understood or underappreciated.

The closure rate represents, in elementary terms, the rate at which the distance 
between the two aircraft is decreasing (closing) or increasing (opening).
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A more appropriate definition can be found in the familiar P-825:

Rate of Closure (VC) – Sum of the components of fighter and bandit velocities 
that contribute to downrange travel.

CNATRA P-825/17, 5-2

VC tells a lot about an engagement. For example, a high closure rate probably indicates that 
the contact is hot (or has low TA). A minimal rate (to the point of becoming negative) 
probably means that the target is cold or even running away.

5.1.1 MATHEMATICAL DEMONSTRATION
The closure rate depends on several parameters, and both aircraft can affect it. Not only 
speed and heading have an impact on the value of VC, but the value that describes the 
relation between the two aircraft as a drastic effect on the rate of closure. This value is the 
bearing from one aircraft to the other.

The closure rate is determined as the difference of the two velocities (remember that 
Velocity ≠ Speed; the former is a vector, the latter a scalar, although they are often mixed 
and I’m very guilty of that).

V C=V CF 14
−V C TGT

VC = Closure Rate
VCF14 = Closure component of the F-14

VCTGT = Closure component of the 
Target

Each velocity can be calculated by using simple trigonometry (in order to keep the 
discussion short, I am skipping the steps used to determine the following formulas. They are
quite straightforward, feel free to Google them yourself):

V CF 14
=V F14∗cos(BRG−HDGF 14)

V CTGT
=V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

Finally resulting in:

V C=V F14∗cos(BRG−HDGF 14)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

VC = Closure Rate
VF14 = Velocity F-14
VTGT = Velocity TGT

BRG = Bearing F-14 ↔ TGT
HDGF-14 = Heading F-14
HDGTGT = Heading Target

Let’s see a first example, using two generic aircraft, AC1 and AC2. It will be later used for 
further analysis:
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Figure 143: Closure Rate. Example.

5.1.2 VC OVER TIME
Considering two aircraft flying at constant speed and heading, we may notice that VC 
changes. As long as the relative positioning of the aircraft changes, then VC will 
consequentially change. However, recalling the study about the Intercept Geometry, we 
know that there is a specific scenario where this does not happen: Collision course. The 
explanation is straightforward: when two aircraft are on a Collision Course, the ATA does not
change; hence the target does not drift. Since we are already assuming that the other 
parameters (speed and heading) are constant, we then have that VC is constant as well.

The following scenario instead shows two aircraft, one chasing the other. However, the 
pursuer is slower than its target. Let’s see how the closure rate changes if the status quo is 
unaltered.

HDGT HDGAC1 VAC1 HDGAC2 VAC2 BRG VC

T0 45° 250 kts 330° 300 kts 75° 294 kts

T1 65° 261 kts

T2 50° 197 kts

T3 24° 97 kts

T4 354° -117 kts
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Figure 144: VC scenario phase by
phase.

Figure 145: VC negative when BRG ≤
~14°.

Since the aircraft are not following a Collision Course, the angle is changing no matter the 
other parameters, ergo affecting VC.

5.1.3 CONCLUSIONS: PRACTICAL USAGE
The closure rate is a topic discussed here multiple times. There are a few practical 
applications of this value or, even better, of the changes over time of VC.

For example:

• Improve your Situational Awareness: the closure rate can reveal important 
information about a target, such as his aspect. Along the mission intel, it can help to
identify if the contact is, for example, a fighter or a bomber (a B52 hardly goes 
supersonic);

• Bandit jinking or manoeuvring: variations in the VC tell a lot about the target. 
Besides the point mentioned above, the RIO can identify a target jinking or 
manoeuvring (e.g. defending) even before the change is reflected by the track 
displayed on the TID. This can make the difference between a trashed and a 
connecting shot;

• Controlling the fight: the RIO can actively and intentionally manipulate the closure 
rate, for example to slow down an approaching hostile or kinetically defeat a 
missile. The equation above shows how important the Bearing and how varying the 
Bearing immediately affect the VC. A virtual RIO should now be more aware of the 
effects of a manoeuvre such as Cranking.
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5.2 FUNDAMENTAL ANGLES AND   
RELATIONS  
The relation between any two aircraft in the airspace can be described by means of angles 
and mathematical and geometrical relations.

Although intimidating, the following acronyms recur all over this book and constitute the 
bread & butter of the RIO (in terms of theory). They all should be committed to memory.

• FH, Fighter Heading. “Heading of the fighter which, if extended through space, 
defines the fighter’s flight path”.

• FFP, Fighter Flight Path, “The logical extension of the direction of the fighter’s 
travel through space on its current FH”.

• BH, Bandit Heading. “Heading of the intercepted aircraft”.

• BFP, Bandit Flight Path, “the logical extension of the bandit’s travel through space
on the current BH”.

• BR, Bandit Reciprocal Heading or Bandit Recip, it “is 180 degrees in the opposite 
direction from BH”.

• BB, Bandit Bearing. “Line of sight (LOS) bearing between the fighter’s position 
and the bandit’s position. BB is independent of both FH and BH”.

• SR, Slant Range. “Direct LOS distance between fighter and bandit”.

• Rate of Closure (ROC or VC), “Sum of the components of fighter and bandit 
velocities that contribute to downrange travel”.

• Range Rate of Closure (RROC), “[..] is the speed at which the contact moves down
the attack display”.

• Lateral Separation (LS) “is the horizontal distance from the fighter to the BFP”. It is
expressed in thousands of feet and is calculated as Target Aspect * Slant Range * 
100.

• Vertical Separation (VD), “is the perpendicular distance the fighter is located 
above or below the bandit’s flight path”. It is calculated as the LS. VD = Elevation *
SR * 100.

• Antenna Train Angle (ATA) is defined as “the position left or right of the fighter’s 
nose on the radar attack display”.

• Target Aspect (TA) is defined as “The bandit’s perspective pertinent to the 
fighter”. “The angle from the bearing line of the fighter to the nose of the target”.

• Aspect Angle (AA) is the supplementary angle of the TA. “The angle from the 
bearing line of the fighter to the tail of the target”.

• Cut: “The angle from fighter heading to bogey reciprocal.” (FH to BR).
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• DTG (or HCA) (Degrees To Go or Heading Cross Angle): “is the shortest number of 
degrees the fighter needs to turn to parallel the bogey’s flight path, or turn to the 
bogey’s heading.”

• DOP: “is the direction the bogey would pass from one side of the fighter’s flight 
path to the other.”

Figure 146: Intercept Geometry: Fundamental notions.

5.2.1 RELATIONS, FORMULAS AND SYNONYMS
• Cut = Fighter Heading (FH) to Bogey Reciprocal (BR)

    Cut = FH to BR

• Target Aspect (TA) = Bogey Reciprocal to Bogey Bearing
    TA = BR to BB

• Collision Bearing (CB) when co-speed = ½ Cut
    CB = ½ Cut
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• Collision Bearing = Collision Antenna Train Angle (CATA)
    CB = CATA

• Lateral Separation or Lateral Displacement
    LS = TA x SR x 100

• Vertical Separation or Vertical Displacement
    VD = Elev x SR x 100

• Angle Off (AO) = Antenna Train Angle
    AO = ATA

• Degrees to Go (DTG) = Fighter Heading to Bogey Heading
    DTG = FH to BH

• Degrees to Go (DTG) = Heading Crossing Angle (HCA)
 If SR → 0, TA and ATA increase.

5.2.2 ADDITIONAL RELATIONS
Note: The following relations are taken from the official documentation but they are not 
always applicable “out of the box”. They are meant to be used by the RIO for assessing 
the parameters in his head.

This passage clarifies the potential issue:

[..] The computations require little mathematics beyond simple arithmetic. 
However, certain angular values are labelled either left or right with reference 
to either the fighter or enemy aircraft’s compass heading. The determination of
Left-Right labels for Target Aspect, Antenna Train Angle, and Cut may be 
accomplished by a simple rule. Unfortunately, this rule does not hold true for all
conditions, due to the discontinuity of compass values at a heading of North 
(3600). Under this condition the problem of reference labelling (RIGHT or LEFT) 
of values quickly becomes non-trivial for the neophyte RIO.

NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 71-C-0219-1 P7

In some cases, the modulo would have been better, in others, “mentally checking” 
directions and labels is simply more efficient.

Usually the RIO starts the intercept knowing at least the first three of the following 
parameters (ATA is obtained from the TID as soon as there is radar contact):

VALUE NAME ABBREVIATION SOURCE

Fighter Heading FH BDHI

Bogey Bearing BB GCI / AIC
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VALUE NAME ABBREVIATION SOURCE

Bogey Bearing BH TID or GCI / AIC

Antenna Train Angle (or Angle Off) ATA / AO TID

Starting from those values, other parameters can be easily calculated:

VALUE NAME ABBREVIATION FORMULA

Bogey Reciprocal BR BH + 180° (if BH < 180°)
BH – 180° (if BH > 180°)

Target Aspect TA |BR – BB|
TA is labelled Left (L) or Right (R) if BB 
is Left or Right of BR.

Collision Course CC BB + TA (if TA is Right)
BB – TA (if TA is Left) 

Cut (Cut) |FH – BR|
Cut is labelled Left (L) or Right (R) if 
BR is Left or Right of FH. 

Degrees To Go DTG 180° – Cut
Cut label is not considered 

Antenna Train Angle ATA |FH – BB|
Labelled Left (L) if BB < FH
Labelled Right (R) if BB > FH
Note: ATA is displayed on the TID but 
this formula is useful when there is 
no radar contact. 

Bogey Bearing BB BB = FH – ATA (if ATA is Left)
BB = FH + ATA (if ATA is Right)
Note: useful if no tactical controller is
available. 

These relations are fundamental, but manually calculating them is rarely necessary as some 
information can be obtained by means of the avionics or the AIC/GCI. Nevertheless, since 
there can be exceptions, the RIO should be able to calculate every parameter with the data 
he can extrapolate.

These are to simple scenarios where the RIO has to calculate those parameters on his own:

1. Lack of controller: if a controller is not present, the BB has to be calculated, or 
different formulas used;
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2. Ground (or Air) Controlled Intercept: the RIO must be able to perform most of the
intercept guided by the GCI/AIC (and even without radar contact). This means 
calculating the necessary parameters using information from the tactical control.

5.2.3 CONSIDERATIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

CONCEPT OF POSITIONAL ADVANTAGE
The concept of Positional Advantage gives more purpose and clarifies the reason behind the
manipulation of the geometry. The position of the fighters compared to the bandit is 
advantageous when the former has the initiative and can force it on the opponent.

In Beyond Visual Range scenarios, the Positional Advantage increases as the Target Aspect 
decreases because a lower TA benefits the missile employment. Imagine, for example, firing
a missile to a target opening versus to a target closing: if the target is running away, the 
missile may run out of energy and never pose a real threat to the target. Post-employing 
instead, the fighters may crank to increase the separation by increasing the TA; hence 
improving safety and gaining Positional Advantage in case the next step is a conversion.

On a wider scale, Positional Advantage is represented by, for example, the positioning of the
fighters relative to hostile strikers and the friendly objective they are trying to hit. If the 
fighters are located somewhat between the two, then they have the advantage, as they can 
intercept the enemy before they can drop their ordnance. Instead, if the fighters are placed 
on the flanks or chasing, then they are at a disadvantage, as they made not be able to stop 
the impending attack at all.

When it comes to the merge, the Positional Advantage is represented by speed advantage, 
angles and turning room. The P-825/17 13-14 defines three scenarios that help to explain 
the differences:

1. Neutral: when TA = ATA. The fighters are approaching towards the forward quarter;

2. Advantage: when TA > ATA. The fighters are approaching closer to the beam, a 
favourable position for a conversion turn;

3. Disadvantage: when TA < ATA. The fighters are approaching head-on, and the nose 
of the hostile (and its weapons) are pointing towards the fighters.

ASPECT ANGLE VS TARGET ASPECT
This is an incredibly common source of confusion.

Target Aspect and Aspect Angle are supplementary angles created by the intersection of the
BFP with the CB. By definition, they are inversely proportional and therefore they are not 
interchangeable. The only occasion when they are equal is the case of the CB being the 
bisector of the aforementioned angle, therefore TA = AA = 90°.
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Therefore, Aspect Angle (AA) = 180 – Target Aspect (TA), and they maintain the same 
direction (or label).

Figure 147: Aspect Angle vs Target Aspect

CUT, DTG AND HCA
The Heading Cross Angle is the angle between the FH and the BH and is equal in value to 
the familiar DTG, as they are opposite angles. This means that the supplementary angle of 
both the HCA and the DTG is the Cut.

Additional observation: if the F-14 wants to turn perpendicular to the BFP, the turn radius is 
equal to 90° – Cut (labelled α in the sketch above, I not found the official labelling yet).

When FFP and BFP intersect in front of the aircraft (lead pursuit and TA and ATA are 
opposite in sign), the triangle formed by TA, ATA and DTG is known as the Intercept Triangle.
The relations between the angle and the postulates of the Euclidean geometry allow to 
calculate any angle once two or them are known (or sides are known, but this requires basic
trigonometry). In a co-speed scenario, the triangle is isosceles, so TA = ATA with opposite 
sign.

PURSUIT
There are three type of pursuit: lead, pure, lag. The difference is dictated by where the flight
paths intersect relative to the target:

Figure 148: Pursuit.

• Lead: the FFP intersects the BFP in front of the bandit.
This is the typical intercept when collision course is established and is used primary 
to increase closure and decrease range and for forward-position employment of 
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ARH/SARH missiles. It is also used in order to obtain a valid gun solution from the 
rear quarter.

• Pure: the FFP intersects the BFP on the bandit’s position.
This is the primary means for positioning In LAR for a rear-quarter employment of IR
missiles. It is also a form of collision when both actors are following pure pursuit or 
when the fighter has a speed advantage over the bandit.

• Lag: the FFP intersects the BFP behind the bandit.
It is used primarily to decrease closure and increase range (opposite of Lead 
pursuit) or to extend range in the rear quarter for an IR missile solution.

LEXICON NOTES: OVERTAKE, JINKING, POSITION 
ADVANTAGE

• Overtake: descriptive definition of the Overtake (VC) used in the AREO report (but
not exclusively there). If closing (e.g. VF-14 > VTGT dead ahead; or VC reading > 0)
it can be omitted. The rate of closure is discussed later;

• Jinking: the contact changes heading, airspeed and/or altitude during the course 
of the intercept. The contact can jink into the F-14 (decreasing TA) or away;

• Position advantage: Position Advantage is described as “the fighter’s ability to 
attack a bandit or to defend a target in a beyond visual range (BVR) engagement.”.
It is a recurring concept of the intercept geometry.

5.3 CRANKING      
The Crank manoeuvre, so often mentioned, consists in placing the target at a minimum of 
50 ATA and has the primary effect of reducing the closure rate hence decreasing the rate at 
which the distance between the fighter changes.

At the same time, it increases the chances of kinetically defeating any hostile missile flying 
towards the F-14, as the fighter decreases its TA relative to the bandit: the relation between
VC and TA is similar (if you flip the scenario, by cranking the fighter changes its TA relative to
the target).

The following is the appropriate definition:

CRANK [direction]:  [A/A] Maneuver in the direction indicated. Implies 
illuminating target at or near radar GIMBAL limits.

ATP 1-02.1/MCRP 3-30B.1/NTTP 6-02.1/AFTTP 3-2.5 – 2020. P.14
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5.3.1 PRACTICAL APPLICATION
“Crank” it is an informative/directive call, consisting in a turn into a specified direction that 
aims to place the target at minimum 50° ATA (Antenna Train Angle) whilst maintaining the 
target into the gimbals limit. It is usually executed after a missile employment.

The immediate benefit of the Crank is understandable: by turning, the closure rate 
decreases, de facto increasing the time needed for a hostile aircraft of missile to intercept 
or reach our aircraft. This has two consequent benefits: kinetically defeating an incoming 
missile (or dragging it as much as possible, exponentially decreasing its effectiveness) and 
maintaining enough manoeuvring space for a follow-up shot before reaching MAR.

EXAMPLE I
Figure 149 is from a training session. Following an Employment at 35nm, I called a Crank 
Right (the direction closer to the friendly airspace in this scenario).

Figure 149: "Crank" - Example I.

As you can see the angle between the target and our heading is greater than 50°. This limits
the closure rate, degrades the performance of any in-flight and not spotted hostile missile 
and, in this scenario, also limits the penetration into hostile airspace of our F-14 section.

EXAMPLE II
Figure 150 is from another training session. Both F-14s are flying at a relative constant 
speed (Buster, ~M.9).

The closure rate at launch is 1060 kts. Post launch, the Red F-14 Cranks. This simple 
manoeuvre reduces the closure rate speed to 900 kts, a 15% reduction just by a Cranking.
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Figure 150: Cranking - Example II: AIM-54 employment.

Figure 151: Cranking - Example II: left F-14 is cranking.
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Figure 152: Cranking - Example II: left F-14 pitbull, out west, safe from the incoming AIM-54.
The F-14s to the right are instead in trouble.

Moreover, the Red defeated the AIM-54 kinetically by the time they were Skateing. The Blue
F-14 instead tried to Defend, but eventually got hit by the Red’s AIM-54.

The Tacview charts in Figure 153 29 clearly show how the Blue AIM-54 wasted more energy 
chasing the Red F-14 than viceversa.

Figure 153: Cranking - Example II. TacView analysis.

29 High-res version available here.
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5.4 COLLISION COURSE AND DRIFT      

5.4.1 DRIFT
The effect of the contact moving on the display is called “Drift“. It has two main causes:

1. the fighter manoeuvring: Turn Drift;

Figure 154: Example in
Aircraft Stabilized mode.

2. the absence of collision course: Intercept Drift.
The following image shows the evolution of a contact not on collision. As you can 
see it is “shifting” towards the left side of the Display. This is even more evident on 
a B-Scope, rather than the TID, as the contact leaves a curved trail as it approaches 
the bottom part of the display.

Figure 155: Example: no collision.

This sketch represents a target on collision. Its position is consistent and on the B-
Scope it appears as a contact moving vertically but not horizontally.

Figure 156: Example: collision course.

Turn Drift and Intercept Drift combined are called Displayed Drift. Understanding 
the Drift and compensating for it is a basic requirement for any RIO interested in a 
more simulative experience.
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5.4.2 COLLISION COURSE
Collision Course is another topic I discussed profusely already, so I will not spend too much 
on it. To recap it, if on collision course:

• the target does not drift;

• if co-speed, CB = Cut / 2;

• if co-speed, |TA| = |ATA| but opposite in sign.

If not on collision course:

• the target always drifts away from the Collision Bearing (CB);

• eventually the fighter will fly in front of the bandit (bad!) or vice versa (good at 
shorter ranges);

• if co-speed, CB doubles as the SR halves;

• if co-speed, for every degree the target drifts in ATA, the TA changes by the same 
amount.

CB WHEN NOT CO-SPEED
When co-speed, |TA|=|ATA| but opposite in sign and CB = Cut / 2. This relation is quite 
handy but not always applicable. What happens when the fighter and the bandit are not co-
speed?

The following example should (hopefully) clarify what happens when the aircraft are not co-
speed. I started by considering the formula that defines the speed (Distance/Time). In a set 
and common time quantum, they will cover different distances. Therefore, if the collision 
course has to happen (and in some cases it will not happen), the angles must change. The 
faster the F-14, the more we have to turn towards the bandit. By doing so, DTG becomes 
wider and therefore Cut shrinks. CB therefore will become closer to FFP rather than the BR.

Figure 157: Non co-speed collision course: scenarios.

1. Image I shows a typical collision course (Note: in my infinite wisdom and luck I 
managed to randomly draw a sketch with TA=ATA=37.5° so I truncated them to 37°).
As per the precedent definition, Cut / 2 = TA = ATA = 37.5°.

2. Image II shows instead a very fast F-14 on collision with a slower aircraft (a bomber, 
perhaps). If the same TA and ATA of the previous example are maintained, the F-14 
will fly at the previous CP (Collision Point) much earlier than the bandit. Therefore, 
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the angles must be adjusted and the fighter must reduce the lead pursuit (in theory 
for S → ∞, the pursuit becomes pure).

3. Image III shows a scenario opposite to the previous: the bandit is faster than the 
fighter, so the FFP and BFP intersect each other further away from the position of 
the bandit.
Moreover, if the bandit’s speed is much higher than the fighter’s, the collision will 
not happen at all.

Observations
• TA does not change, unless the bandit is actively manoeuvring;

• Note how in Example II, Cut / 2 > ATA whereas the third example shows the 
opposite result.

• I was curious about how the trend of the relation between ATA and Cut/2 changes 
as DGT increase:

Figure 158: Non co-speed collision course: relations.

This chart represents what happens in the examples above. DGT decreasing implies an 
increasing Cut but the ATA increases much faster.

This short discussion confirms the rule of thumb: the greater the ΔV, the smaller the ATA. If 
the fighter and the bandit are on a collision course and the controller directs “Gate” to 
expedite the intercept, then the RIO should know already how the target will change on the
display (the intercept drift soon appears) and how to manoeuvre to compensate for the 
increasing speed of the F-14 (turn towards the target, decreasing the ATA).

Moreover, knowing that drift occurs when there is no collision and that the drift will always 
be away from CB, then it is understandable how, for every degree of drift, the TA increases 
by 1°. In a co-speed situation this information is directly applicable, as CB and TA are 
immediately calculated even on the F-14 either by means of the BDHI or from the TID AS.
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6. AVIONICS III: 
SYSTEMS IN DETAIL

After the first brief look at the very basic devices need to perform and follow a 
simplified startup, this chapter adds more details to the most used parts of the 
avionics.
However, it is not a substitute to the F-14 Manual written by Heatblur, rather a 
recap of the main points plus additional considerations and practical examples.

6.1 COMMS AND   
COORDINATION  
The Radar Intercept Officer is usually in charge of the comms. This is a “crew 
contract” that can be discussed and changed by the crew.

6.1.1 AN/ARC-159 AND AN/ARC-182
The two radios operated by the crew have similar functionalities, but differ 
slightly in appearance. Crew members can monitor the frequency or the 
channel selected by the other by means of repeaters.

There are two main difference between the “Forward” and the “Aft” radio:

1. Frequencies: the AN/ARC-159 located in the front cockpit is UHF only, 
whereas the AN/ARC-182 placed in the rear cockpit is both VHF and UHF.

2. The Automatic Direction Finding function is implemented only in the 
RIO’s seat (“DF” – Direction Finder; set using the MODE knob).

6.1.2 AN/ARN-84 TACTICAL AIR 
NAVIGATION SYSTEM (TACAN)

Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

TACAN is an acronym after Tactical Air Navigation system. Its primary job is 
easing navigation by proving range and bearing to a known point.
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The TACAN station can be located anywhere, from an airfield to a Carrier, from a tanker to a 
fighter; with some specific differences depending on the host. Details about the AN/ARN-84
TACAN System installed on the F-14 are available in the manual).

TACAN SWITCHOLOGY IN THE F-14
The F-14 has identical TACAN Control Panels for the RIO and the Pilot, and its use is quite 
straightforward (see the manual for more detailed information):

• the channel is set by means of the two knobs (CHAN). The outer and the inner 
knobs control units and tens;

• the X/Y mode is set by its relative 2-way switch;

• the TACAN transceiver mode is controlled by the 5-position knob.

Albeit two TACAN Control Panels are installed (red), only one actually controls the TACAN. 
Which one is controlling it, is determined by means of the TACAN CMD button (green).

Figure 159: TACAN controls in both cockpits. Pilot (top) and RIO (bottom).

The usual operating mode is T/R (Transmit and Receive) and it can be set to A/A for Air-to-
Air employment. REC (Receiving mode) is a passive, non-emitting mode (it displays the 
bearing but not the range). BCN (Beacon) mode is not implemented.
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A TACAN station is identified by a number and X or Y. Ground stations usually use X and 
airborne Y. For instance, to get bearing and distance to Kutaisi Airport, set 44X T/R. The 
TACAN for Carriers can be chanced in the mission editor; usually we use 76X (T/R) for the 
Stennis. A Tanker TACAN channel is again definable in the mission editor. For instance, it can
be 39Y (A/A).

Note that T/R and A/A are not defined in the declaration of the TACAN channel, they are 
implied.

The Bearing, Distance, Heading Indicator (BDHI) is present in both cockpits and is a very 
useful means of monitoring the information coming from the TACAN, whilst having the HSD 
free for other tasks (for instance, navigating to a waypoint).

Figure 160: TACAN steering and distance on the BDHI.

In the picture above, the range to the station is highlighted with the green box, the TACAN 
bearing needle with a red line.

GROUND-BASED TACAN STATIONS
In DCS, most of the military airfield located in NATO-“friendly” nations (or nations that have 
used this technology) have TACAN stations. For instance, the Georgian part of the Caucasus 
map, some airfields in Iran, Oman, Qatar and UAE in the Persian Gulf map and, of course, 
many airfields in the Nevada map, all have TACAN Stations (I haven’t checked the Normandy
but being it a map set in WW2, it shouldn’t have any).

Ground based TACAN stations are very handy when it comes to RTB. They don’t suffer from 
INS drift and are instead a great means of fixing a drifted INS. Therefore, the position of the 
airfield is usually very precise and reliable.

This is applicable to Carriers as well. In this situation, the TACAN is critical because the CV is 
moving and there are no geographical reference points, unless you are operating near the 
coast.
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AIRBORNE TACAN STATIONS
A TACAN transceiver can be installed on an aircraft to serve different purposes. One of the 
most common examples is the AAR (Air-to-Air Refuelling).

The TACAN should be in A/A mode when operating with other airborne assets.

Tankers
The purpose of the TACAN installed on Tankers is to allow an aircraft low on fuel to quickly 
determine the position of the Tanker and join it for topping-up the tanks. The concept is not
really different from the CV usage: determining the position of a moving station by means 
of distance and bearing from it.

Fighter-to-Fighter
The TACAN transceiver is commonly installed on any fairly modern (or upgraded), western 
aircraft. In DCS, this means almost any western module, such as F-14B, F/A-18C, F-16C, F-5E,
A-10C and so on.

The TACAN mounted on such aeroplanes can both receive and transmit signals and can be 
used to provide a positional reference to both the leader and the wingman (Yardstick). On 
the other hand, the fighter-mounted TACAN cannot be used to determine the bearing to 
another fighter, only the range is provided.

The Yardstick is different from the other modes, and it requires that the Leader and 
Wingmen channels are separated by 63.

Example:

Leader: 59Y

Wingman: 122Y

If the settings are correct, the distance between the two aircraft is displayed on the HSD in 
TACAN mode and on the BDHI. In Yardstick mode, the TACAN needle will spin continuously, 
showing that the bearing cannot be determined.

Tip! 
A habit I immediately picked up is setting the Yardstick in the front TACAN. The rear 
TACAN instead is adjusted as needed between airfields, carrier, tanker or even for 
uses such as the INS position update. Both the RIO and the Pilot have a switch that 
selects which TACAN is operating.
By leaving the forward on the same frequency for the whole channel, the Pilot does 
not have to remove his hands from the controls. The RIO instead can simply set the 
necessary channel and action the switch to take over the TACAN.
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6.1.3 NAVIGATION COMMAND AND CONTROL 
GRID (NAVGRID)

Article on Fly-And-  Wire  

The Navigation Command and Control Grid (NAVGRID) is a feature introduced a few months
post launch that allows the F-14 to determine its location using a known position (YY) as 
reference. In DCS, it can be used to take advantage of the Bullseye reference point.

The F-14 manual provides most of the information needed to use the NAVGRID. It is 
straightforward, although its operation requires a bit of eyeballing (or waiting for 
information on the top of the TID to scroll or CAP).

NAVGRID: SETTINGS AND POSITIONING
To activate the NAVGRID, switch the TID to Ground Stabilized mode and activate it from the 
CAP. Now three parameters can be set:

• Width, by means of [ALT / 4]

• Number of Sectors, by means of [NBR / 2]

• Orientation, by means of [HDG / 8]

Width and Number of Sectors are self-explanatory, the Orientation is slightly more complex:
it refers, in fact, to the heading of the bisector of the NAVGRID cone. Simply put, if the 
Width is 180°, to have the NAVGRID looking towards the North, the Orientation must be 0°.

A habit I immediately picked up is positioning the NAVGRID so that it has two arms 
perpendicular to each other, with one pointing towards a cardinal point. I also try to 
position the NAVGRID to cover the area where the mission is operated, plus another sector 
on its sides. Therefore, for example, if I am operating N-W of the YY, then I want to cover 
from N-E to the W, having one arm pointing North and another towards the West. I also try 
to use settings having sectors with the same width every time, usually 30°, so I don’t have 
to re-train my brain every time.
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Figure 161: NAVGRID example.

The screenshot in Figure 161 was taken during a training session. The NAVGRID is displayed 
following one of the common settings:

• Width: 150°;

• Number of Sectors: 5 Sectors;

• Orientation 315°.

If I wanted more coverage to the East, I could have simply set the Orientation to 345°, for 
instance.

NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS
There are some occasions where such settings do not work or can make the RIO’s life 
straight harder. For instance, if the YY is badly placed or very far from the area (a few 
hundred miles), in this case, using a very narrow cone is a better option.

Another exception is actually the opposite of the scenario just presented: the YY is in the 
middle of the area. In this case, better place the YY towards the most probable direction 
from which the hostile aircraft should appear and use the Voice Code (on top of hooking) to
get data about targets not covered by the YY.

The NAVGRID is a great tool but shows its age (as most of the avionics of the F-14B), 
nevertheless it is fairly flexible and works great with a bit of ingenuity.

ORIENTING THE NAVGRID
As we know, the TID is oriented towards the True North. Thus, if the magnetic variation is 
meaningful, it can create an additional and easily avoidable error.

The simplest workaround is setting up the NAVGRID as desired, then add the value of the 
magnetic variation.
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Since the computed magnetic variation changes very frequently, I prefer to use the manual 
magnetic variation vM.

REFERENCE KNEEBOARD PAGE
The Kneeboard Pack available on FlyAndWire contains a page showing a combination of 
different settings, useful when you are new to the NAVGRID and still confused about its 
orientation.

Figure 162: NAVGRID reference page from FlyAndWire kneeboard pack.

6.2 AN/AWG-9 WCS: DETAIL DATA   
DISPLAY  
The DDD displays different measures depending on the radar mode or the function used 
(i.e. Pulse, AN/APX-76 and Pulse Doppler).

The DDD in Pulse mode is a b-scope, showing Azimuth as the abscissa, and range as the 
ordinate. This mode is really handy for intercepts and angle considerations as it is basically a
top-down view clearly showing a potential drift.
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The DDD in Pulse Doppler mode shows the Azimuth as the abscissa, but the closing rate but
versus the ground, rather than the F-14. What does it mean?

As mentioned, PD mode removes the F-14 as a factor in terms of speed. Understanding how
this works is fundamental, as the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode does not provide all the 
information the RIO may need or want at a glance. Not to mention when the target is 
beyond “RWS-range”, and PD SRCH is the only radar mode providing data.

Note: The DDD does not provide a variety of information as the TID does. Contrary to 
this device, in fact, it cannot show different values or information on demand. 
Therefore, if the RIO is limited to the DDD by malfunctions or radar (i.e. contacts are 
displayed only in PD SRCH), combining the DDD with other devices can drastically 
augment the SA. This is also a good practice to better understand the situation at a 
glance, without cycling through the TID readouts by means of the CAP.
For example, noting which bar returns a contact can help to assess if a contact is higher 
or lower than the F-14, and if the situation changes over time. Of course, due to the 
range, even 1B is very tall, but it is still a good indication (you can use my Antenna 
Elevation model “backwards” to get ΔALT from range and angle). Speaking of range, an 
empirical and rough way to determine it is switching from PD SRCH to RWS. If the target 
is shows in PD SRCH but not in RWS, then it may be further away than a certain range, 
depending on the aircraft. This last information can be sometimes obtained by means of 
the RWR if the target is a fighter. 

6.2.1 DDD IN PULSE DOPPLER MODE
When a Pulse Doppler radar mode is selected, the display switches the Range on the 
ordinate with the Relative closure, maintaining the Azimuth on the abscissa.

This mode is less intuitive than Pulse, but it greatly complements the TID in Aircraft 
Stabilized mode, providing the RIO with the information that the TID does not immediately 
show.

THE ASPECT SWITCH
Recently implemented, the Aspect switch not only affects how the DDD presents 
information, but also affects directly how the radar operates:

“In the pulse doppler search modes it controls the rate processing windows of 
the radar, NOSE sets 600 knots opening to 1,800 knots closing, BEAM sets 
1,200 knots closing to 1,200 knots opening and TAIL sets 1,800 knots opening 
to 600 knots closing.” 

DCS F-14 MANUAL  
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The effect on the DDD is simple and it is shown in Figure 163 30: the central mark on the left 
side in “Beam” represents 0 kts. The marks above and below indicate either +600 kts or -
600 kts. If “Nose” or “Tail” are selected, the scale is moved a notch above or below, but the 
interval between each mark is always 600 kts.

Figure 163: Effect of the Aspect switch on the DDD.

MAINLOBE CLUTTER TRACE
When the Mainlobe Clutter filter switch is used to turn the homonymous Filter off, ground 
returns are not removed any more, and they can appear on the DDD.

This is how the Aspect switch affects where the trace is displayed:

Figure 164: Aspect switch effect on the mainlobe clutter trace.

In very simple terms, the MLC trace shows where the relative speed is zero, so it normally 
“follows the zero around” as the switch is operated.

30 The same image, in higher resolution, is available here.
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ZERO DOPPLER FILTER: IS IT CURVED OR IS IT FLAT?
The MLC trace is not flat, and the reason is immediate. What about the area filtered by the 
Zero Doppler filter?

Since the ZDF “surrounds” VF14 and is not related to the contact per sé, it is always 
positioned at -VF14 ± 100 kts. Unfortunately, this means that the ZD filtered area fluctuates 
following the speed of the fighter. The RIO should be always aware of the speed of the F-14,
to immediately understand what happens if a target suddenly disappears from the scope.

The following video tries to visualize the effects of the ZDF on the DDD by showing multiple 
aircraft, either flying true or parallel stern, that appear and disappear due to the effect of 
the Zero Doppler Filter.

The dummies start at a speed of 250 kts, whereas the F-14 starts at 450 kts. The contacts 
then accelerate to 650 kts and then slow down again to 250 kts. Therefore, the targets 
spawn at 200 closing, reach 200 opening, and then slow down again, passing the ZDF twice 
in the process.

Two properties are worth noting:

• the area on the DDD where the contacts fade: as mentioned, it is flat;

• drift: pay attention to how the targets drift as the speed changes. The angles affect 
the relative speed, and consequently what is filtered by the ZDF.

6.2.2 USING THE DETAIL DATA DISPLAY IN 
PULSE DOPPLER MODE
In Search mode or, better, in non-STT modes, the DDD complements the TID providing 
additional information. This is especially true in the case of the Aircraft stabilized mode.

Since the vector displayed in such mode is the subtraction of the velocity vectors, it does 
not change depending on the position of the target. Moreover, due to how the track is 
calculated, it is sometimes hard to spot changes in heading or speed, which immediately 
affect the closure rate and are giveaways (especially the heading) of a target trying to 
defend, either preventively or actively.

In Ground Stabilized mode, when the NAVGRID is on the aircraft is patrolling and building or
maintaining Situational Awareness, the DDD provides information that Range While Search 
does not provide, since this mode does not build any track (not mention when the contacts 
are so far away that PD SRCH is the only meaningful mode).

Displaying the relative closure rate, it can provide some details useful to the RIO to better 
understand the situation. For example, a non-drifting target (although the drift is harder to 
appreciate in PD than P mode), with high closure may indicate that a bogey placed us on 
collision course, and it is intercepting us. Similarly, if the relative closure drops, it may 
indicate that the target is manoeuvring (perhaps a CAP now turning cold).
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Another fundamental feature is the ability to understand when a target is about to notch or 
if it is trying to hide in the ZDF area. These details are not available directly to a RIO that 
relies only on the TID AS (at least not in such as direct way as by means of the DDD).

A POTENTIAL DRAWBACK: CLUTTER
A drawback of the DDD in Pulse Doppler mode is the potential clutter generated by a vast 
number of contacts filling the scope. The RIO can work the antenna elevation angle, 
azimuth and bars, but the lack of a range filter (present instead in Pulse mode) sometime 
make the DDD less immediate to understand. 

The question sounds simple: since there are six buttons whose function is limiting the range
of Pulse Search, why not limiting the range of Pulse Doppler Search as well, at least visually?
There are probably multiple answers. Besides design choices and spare processing, a reason
may be the fact that PDSRCH does not provide ranging information, ergo it “sees” much 
farther than any other radar mode, at the cost of not knowing the range of the target (but 
this value can be somewhat deduced).

MATHEMATICAL EXPLANATION

Note: The Closure Rate, VC has been discussed in Chapter 5.1. Make sure you checked it 
before proceeding.

The formula I used to determine the Closure rate in the simple scenarios about to be 
discussed (all co-altitude) is the following:

V C=V F14∗cos(BRG−HDGF 14)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

VC = Closure Rate
VF14 = Velocity F-14
VTGT = Velocity TGT

BRG = Bearing F-14 ↔ TGT
HDGF-14 = Heading F-14
HDGTGT = Heading Target

As mentioned, the DDD does not display VC on the ordinate, but the Relative Closure (it 
does display a mark on the right side). This is explained in the manual:

“[…] the radar itself only reads relative airspeed which is then modified by 
subtracting own airspeed for display on the DDD.”

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

This means that the displayed contact will have a relative rate equal to:

V C=V F14∗cos(BRG−HDGF 14)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)−V F 14
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VC = Closure Rate
VCF14 = Closure component of the F-14
VF14 = Velocity F-14
VTGT = Velocity TGT

BRG = Bearing F-14 ↔ TGT
HDGF-14 = Heading F-14
HDGTGT = Heading Target

This equation allows the RIO to understand the displayed values. 

6.2.3 PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
The following scenarios aim to better give some ideas about how the DDD can be used and 
which are some of the information provided. At the moment, the DDD does not provide all 
the information displayed on the manual (such as the AGC Trace).

Each scenario sees a contact on the nose (FH = BR) and a second contact, with the same 
speed and heading, but with an offset on the azimuth.

I also approximated the Notch gate (±133 kts around V0 and the Zero Doppler Filter ±100 
kts). Moreover, I added the representation of the vector as it is calculated in the TID in 
Aircraft Stabilized mode. In these scenarios, the “height” of the vector, when the speed of 
the F-14 is not considered, matches the VREL value.

On FlyAndWire, the Examples come with an empirical demonstration, which is not 
necessary here. You can look   them   up on the website  .

EXAMPLE I31

A simple example, the two aircraft fly parallel and the heading of one is the reciprocal of the
other.

Figure 165: DDD Practical example I.

EXAMPLE II32

This example changes the heading of the Green and Red aircraft. VC is immediately 
affected, along the representation of the contacts on the DDD.

31 Example I high-res image available here.
32 Example II high-res image available   here  .
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Figure 166: DDD Practical example II.

EXAMPLE III33

The most complex example, both aircraft are invisible: Red is in the mainlobe clutter filtered
area; Green is filtered by the Zero Doppler Filter.

Figure 167: DDD Practical example III.

TEST THE SCENARIOS YOURSELF
The mission, with all the scenarios covered in this article, is available here. Keep in mind it is
not perfect and the angles are eyeballed, but it should give you a ready-to-go scenario to 
play with the DDD.

VIDEO
I created a brief video to showcase the Zero Doppler Filter and how contacts are 
represented on the DDD in Pulse Doppler mode.

33 Example III high-res image available here.
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Figure 168: Video - DDD & ZDF.

6.2.4 DDD IN PULSE RADAR MODE
The Detail Data Display in Pulse radar mode is drastically different from the DDD in Pulse 
Doppler mode. Although it retains the azimuth on the abscissa, the ordinate becomes the 
range. This means that the DDD now resembles a god’s eye view, somewhat close to the TID
in Ground Stabilized mode but from the perspective of the Tomcat’s AWG-9 radar. The only 
difference, of course, is that the representation of the radar cone is expanded into a line, 
causing a distortion that may appear confusing initially (mostly evident then using the DDD 
in Pulse mode for rudimentary Ground Mapping. See Figure 248).

The range of the scale can be controlled by set series of six cylindrical buttons on the top of 
the display, increasing from 5nm to 200nm. These buttons also control the range of the IFF 
(see Chapter 6.5 and act on the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of the radar itself and 
enables pulse compression if the range is set to 20nm or greater.
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Figure 169: DDD. Not the six cylindrical Pulse Range pushbuttons.

Three useful knobs when the radar is operating in Pulse mode are:

1. Pulse Video: increases the video intensity on the DDD. It is a visual effect of the DDD,
it does not affect the radar;

2. Pulse Gain: changes the Gain of the radar. Left in full clockwise position enables the 
automatic control by the WCS. I personally set it to full counter-clockwise position 
(more on this later);

3. Erase: affects how long the return is displayed on the DDD. Works for both Pulse and
Pulse Doppler mode.

TIPS!
The “Pulse Gain” knob enables the RIO to perform a few tricks surprising even for more 
modern radars. One of this is the ability to find, lock and engage a target in a “look-down 
shoot-down” scenario while the target is notching, something very hard to achieve in Pulse 
Doppler mode (it requires to switch the MLC filter off, but this causes the radar to display 
lots of false returns).

This is done by setting the Gain to the minimum (full CCW) and compensating for the 
reduced returns by increasing the Pulse Video (Erase helps too). Not targets should be quite
visible even in the scenario described. Using the HCU, the RIO can lock from the DDD and 
engage with an AIM-7 or an AIM-54 (weapons are discussed in Chapter 7). The main 
drawback is the possible reduced maximum range.

I usually set the knobs ready to operate in this mode during the startup as there are no 
working keybinds available at the moment for a rotary encoder. They are actionable only 
through an axis.
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Video demonstration

Figure 170: Pulse Radar, Gain and WCS - Click to open the video.

The following video is very old, the second part shows the old implementation of the WCS 
and it is not applicable anymore.
I have shown the video to a Scott "Weird" Altorfer, curious about the actual effectiveness of 
this technique in real life:

In theory and over water, it worked pretty much as you demonstrated in the 
video; a look down P search could work and a lock achieved. But, over land or if
the radar was not feeling up to it, that day, a P search or lock was unlikely. 
BTW, it was through similar tuning that I would us P search to pick my way 
through cells of thunderstorms.

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER – F-14 RIO

Unfortunately, the current weather simulation does not allow the radar to spot clouds 
formations. Perhaps it will in the future, when the weather system overhaul is completed.

 He then continued:

The video made me very jealous.  I wish we had had training that realistic 
available.  The simulator was not nearly as easy, requiring a person to run the 
bodies, so we had to schedule  times and go to the physical building.  Plus, the 
graphics showing the profiles ... we had nothing like them.  And of course, my 
squadrons were in Japan and Ft. Worth, so the nearest Sim was in Oceana.

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER – F-14 RIO 

I can't but agree on how lucky we are to have simulations such as DCS (and BMS). Thirty 
years ago, this level of fidelity in a commercial product was inconceivable.
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6.2.5 DRIFT ASSESSMENT
Due to how the DDD in Pulse mode works, it is a very helpful tool during an intercept. The 
DDD in Pulse Doppler mode in fact, does not show Azimuth vs Range, but Azimuth vs 
Relative Closure. Therefore, assessing the Drift (discussed in Chapter 5.4.1) is not always 
immediate.

Figure 171: Collision Bearing displayed on the DDD
in Pulse radar mode. 

In Pulse mode instead, assessing the Drift is immediate (see Figure 171): the contact’s 
return on the DDD moves “straight down” towards the bottom of the DDD as the range 
decreases, without any changes in Azimuth. In fact, the lack of drift means that the F-14 
Tomcat and the contact are on a collision course.

6.3 AN/AWG-9 WCS: TACTICAL   
INFORMATION DISPLAY  
The Tactical Information Display (TID) is the first tool new RIO usually familiarize with. 
Compared to older aircraft, it shows all sorts of information, from the time necessary to 
reach a waypoint, to the details of the F-14 or a specific track or Datalinked contact.

6.3.1 A WELCOMED UPDATE!
Since the release of DCS: F-14 Tomcat, the TID was stuck to one single readout row (in fact, 
many of the screenshots you find in this book show only such line). Since patch 2.7.6.12852 
Open Beta34 we finally have two readout rows, showing even the Target Aspect. 

34 Patch released on 17/09/2021. Patch notes here.
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Two readout rows are incredible helpful: the RIO has now access to all the information 
required to quickly communicate the position and monitor a contact at the same time.

Figure 172: TID with two readout rows.

The addition of the TA greatly simplifies the task of the RIO by cutting the amount of mental
Maths and allowing him to focus more on the gameplan.

6.3.2 TID IN GROUND STABILIZED MODE
The Tactical Information Display mode is selectable by a dedicated knob placed under and 
to the left of the TID Control Panel.

Quoting the manual:

Velocity vector emanating from center dot of tracks when velocity vector 
display is selected.
Vector direction represents track heading and length represents track speed so 
that the max indicated speed (1 800 knots) is 1.5 inches on the TID.
In TID ground stabilized mode the vector direction represents track true 
heading and the vector length represents track ground speed.
In TID aircraft stabilized and attack modes the vector direction represents track 
relative heading (to own aircraft) and the vector length represents track speed 
relative to own aircraft.

DCS-F14 MANUAL

To better understand what the manual means, I created a simple mission and observed the 
results.

This scenario is very simple. The speed of each aircraft is 200kts, each flying at 10,000ft. Our
F-14 is flying at 430kts. Figure 173 shows the mission editor setup35.

35 An higher resolution version of the Mission Editor is available here.
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Figure 173: TID in Ground Stabilized mode. Testing Scenario.

Figure 174 is a capture of the DDD36. 

Figure 174: TID in Ground Stabilized mode. View of the DDD.

GROUND STABILIZED MODE
The Ground Stab mode is the easiest display to understand. It’s a “Bird’s eye” or “God’s eye”
view as sometimes is called. It resembles some sort of RTS game and each vector clearly 
indicates the direction and the speed of the aircraft (i.e. If the aircraft were faster, their 
vectors would be longer). Our aircraft doesn’t play any role in this view, it doesn’t affect the 
representation of the contacts.

36 An higher resolution version of the DDD is available here.
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Figure 175: TID in Ground Stabilized mode. Testing scenario.

The Ground Stab view is very handy to better understand the AO and establish and improve 
the Situation Awareness: the top part of the TID is always North and the Vectors are not 
relative to our aircraft, this makes the situation clear and understandable at a glance.

OFFSET
A neat function of the TID is the Offset (Controls → F-14B RIO → “HCU Offset”): if a part of 
an area we are interested in is, for instance, placed on the limits of the TV screen or out of 
such limits entirely, we can hook a more favourable position and press the Offset button to 
recentre the TID there.

REFERENCES: TRUE OR MAGNETIC?
The TID in Ground Stabilized mode uses True North references. This means that the top of 
the screen may not point where the BDHI and other display show.

Consider the example in Figure 176. The yellow line protruding from the F-14's position has 
been added manually to ease the determination of where the Tomcat's nose is pointing.
WP1 and WP2 are two waypoints placed perfectly in line with the F-14 in the Mission Editor.
Both their speed are set to 1800, with heading 180.
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Figure 176: TID in Ground Stabilized mode: True or Magnetic?

The TID readouts tell us we are flying towards the Magnetic North, with a computed 
magnetic variation of +18°. However, the waypoints are pointing straight down, and the 
nose is offset by a similar amount (after a turn, vC increased, hence the vM acronym, and 
Iceman was constantly adjusting the turn to maintain North).
Keep this in mind when operating the TID, as it affects the NAVGRID as well.

More information about waypoints' SPD and HDG functions can be found in Chapter 4.4.

6.3.3 TID IN AIRCRAFT STABILIZED MODE
Similarly to the TID in Ground Stabilized mode, the Aircraft Stabilized mode shows vectors 
providing conveying additional information to the RIO depending on the radar mode, 
presence of LINK4 DL and so on.

The manual describes the vector as (full quote in Chapter 6.3.2 ):

In TID aircraft stabilized and attack modes the vector direction represents track 
relative heading (to own aircraft) and the vector length represents track speed 
relative to own aircraft. 

DCS-MANUAL  

The question now is understanding what relative means and what information the RIO can 
obtain from this mode.

A CONFUSING PERSPECTIVE
The first time I looked at the TID AS I wondered what the purpose of this mode was: it does 
not display the aspect, nor where the course of the target. Moreover, the vector can be 
incredibly confusing. Consider the following example, taken from the original article:
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Figure 177: TID in Ground Aircraft mode. Scenario.

If this were Ground Stabilized mode, the situation would be immediately understandable: 
the target on the left is heading towards the South whereas the target on the right is flying 
south-east. The left target also appears to be faster than the other.

Figure 178: The scenario in the mission editor.

However, this is the (old) Aircraft Stabilized mode, and the displayed vector is computed as 
the geometrical subtraction of Euclidean vectors37. This mathematical operation is typically 
studied quite early at school, the simplest solution is by means of geometry38.

Starting from the example above, where I simply placed a couple of aircraft randomly, I 
wrote down speed and heading of the two contacts and the F-14, from the TacView track:

37 Euclidean Vectors – Wikipedia.
38 Vectors: addition and subtraction – Wikihow.
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Figure 179: Scenario - Speed and Heading of the aircraft.

I then applied the aforementioned rules for the resolution of the subtraction of Euclidean 
vectors to the scenario.

1. In primis I drew vectors proportional to the gathered data:

Figure 180: Scenario – Vectors plotted.

2. Then I applied the geometrical rule:

Figure 181: Scenario - Vectors plotted vs the TID
in Aircraft Stabilized mode.

In the original article I wrote two years ago I added five additional examples. If you are 
interested, head here to have a look.

6.3.4 THE DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR: 
RELATIVE MOTION
When the TID operates in Ground Stabilized mode, the direction of each vector represents 
the direction of travelling of each aircraft, relative to the North. In other words, if a vector is
point straight downwards, then the aircraft is flying due South. If the vector is pointing 
towards the bottom-right corner, the contact is flying South-East.
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In Aircraft Stabilized mode, the direction is relative to our aircraft, the F-14 Tomcat. The 
direction still represents the motion of the contact, but following a different point of view. 
In this case, in fact, the contact will progress on the display following the direction of their 
vector: if a vector is pointing straight downwards, then the contact is flying parallel, and it 
will move on the screen along the line drawn by the vector (if the target is closing and not 
opening, of course). If the vector is pointing towards what is South-East in GND STAB, then 
the target will continue to move along that line, drifting out of the TID from its current 
position, towards the right. If the crew looks outside during this transition, they will see the 
contact moving from the forward quarter towards 3 o'clock.
Figure 183 should better clarify the concept.

These observations have a notable unique case, discussed in the next Chapter: 6.3.6 -
Collision Course and TID in AS mode.

Fun fact: truth be told, I noticed and geometrically demonstrated the collision 
course case before noticing how the vectors indicated the relative motion on the 
Display. It'd have been easier if I noticed this aspect before. *shrug*

6.3.5 THE NORM OF THE VECTOR: CLOSING 
VELOCITY (VC)
Now that the direction of the vector is explained, what about the norm?
Well, the norm is rather simple: it's the Closure Rate (VC). Chapter 5.1 introduced the 
concept but, as a refresher, this is the formula used to determine the rate of closure:

V C=V F 14∗cos(BRG−HDGF 14)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

In practical terms, it simply means that, the longer the vector, the higher the closure rate. 
The vector represents a maximum length of 1800kts when its length is 1.5 inches.

Eyeballing the length is mostly a matter of practice and experience. Most of the time, a 
precise VC number is not necessary, but a good understanding of the meaning of the norm 
of the vector is critical. This value, in fact, can then be correlated to the DDD to enable a 
reliable PDSTT lock, for example.
With time and experience, a good RIO can even acceptably understand the situation by 
correlating the data from RWS and the DDD, to monitor multiple contact with a separation 
too high to be covered by TWS.

This is a simple sketch that helped me when I tried to understand the TID for the first time:

We noticed how the length of the VV can help to determine more accurately 
the speed and the aspect of the target. The problem is, how do know how long 
is the vector?
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To answer this question, I create a simple scenario (Figure 182): an F-14 is 
coming head-on at 200kts. The speed of our F-14 is 200kts as well. I then print-
screened the result, created a sketch of the target icon in Libreoffice Draw, 
rescaled it to make sure that the VV was exactly 4cm (therefore 1mm = 10kts) 
and measured the other dimensions.

The flat, top, part of the “T” is 3.52cm. Therefore, it corresponds to 
approximately 350kts. The vertical, shorter, part of the “T” is 170kts. As 
expected, the stem of the “T” is 40mm, ergo 400kts.

FLYANDWIRE.COM, SEPT. 2019  

Figure 182: Understanding the TID AS Vector's norm - Sketch.

6.3.6 COLLISION COURSE AND TID IN AS MODE
A major breakthrough in the understanding of the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode came a 
year after the original article, when I realized that the vector in such mode can be used to 
determine the Collision Antenna Train Angle (or Collision Bearing). Thanks again to the 
Euclidean Geometry, this feature of this mode allows to solve the important problem of the 
determination of the CATA when the F-14 and the contact are not flying at the same speed.

Recalling the fundamentals of the Intercept Geometry, CB can, in fact, be determined, in a 
co-speed scenario, as:

CB=
Cut

2

However, in non co-speed scenario, this relation is not applicable any more and determining
the CB becomes less immediate. Out of curiosity, I put together a model to determine such 
value in this scenario, but it is not immediate or usable in a (virtual) operative situation.

Here is where the Tactical Information Display in Aircraft Stabilized mode blows your mind: 
to place the target on a Collision Course, the RIO simply has to manoeuvre to have the 
Vector pointing towards the symbol that represents the F-14 at the bottom of the display!
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EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
[..] the triangle built by the dashed lines when the F-14 and the bandit are on a Collision 
Course was very similar to the triangle created by the subtraction of the Euclidean vectors 
that originates the displayed vector.

Figure 183: TID AS - Green vector is
on a collision course.

I then focus on the case highlighted in green: 

Figure 184: TID AS - Geometrical demonstration.

I noticed how the triangle defined by DA-A’, DA-B, AB and VVF14, VVCT, TID Vector looked 
proportional and, since FFP || VVF14, Thales’ theorem is applicable (it should be Thales’s 
theorem, it has been a while since my first year in high school!) and the angles A’ and the 
one between VVF14 and VVCT are congruent.

Using the first criterion of similarity of triangles, we can now conclude that, when the two 
triangles are geometrically similar, we are in a very specific condition that corresponds to 
the Collision Course.
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After what has been discussed so far, understanding the meaning of the vector is quite 
simple. However, using the vector to build a mental picture of the scenario is not that easy. 
Two factors should be taken into account:

1. The Vector is not directly related to the position in the airspace of the F-14 and the 
contact;

2. Speed and Heading of the two aircraft are the two defining parameters.

The GIF39 in Figure 185 should give a better glimpse at how the Vector changes depending 
on Speed and Heading. These are the details of the three scenarios, from left to right:

SCENARIO VF14 VTGT

Left 200 kts 400 kts

Middle 300 kts 300 kts

Right 400 kts 200 kts

Figure 185: Animated GIF showing how speeds affect the vector.

To further highlight the behaviour of the vectors, we can display all of them, until a 
circumference is drawn:

Figure 186: Area drawn by the vectors.

In Figure 187, the cross represents the pivoting point: 

39 If the GIF is not animated or not displayed correctly, follow this link.
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Figure 187: Area drawn by the vectors.

Understanding these peculiar cases can help the RIO to create a mental image of the 
situation just by a glancing look at the TID:

1. If VF14 > VTGT the vector never points upwards. Therefore, the ZDF should never 
cut the contact (as long as ΔV is outside ±100 kts);

2. If VF14 = VTGT the vector never points upwards, instead it “disappears” when True /
Parallel Stern;

3. If VF14 < VTGT the vector points upwards as the TA increases. The peak is TA = 180°;

4. The wider and closer to be horizontal the vector appears, the faster the target is, 
and the Cut is closer to 90°;

5. A slower manoeuvring target will affect less the vector less than a faster one. This 
makes the situation easier to identify but, at the same time, it makes spotting 
changes in aspect less easy to see without relying on the TID readout;

6. The vector does not depend on the position of the aircraft in the airspace, so 
identifying ZDF but especially a Notching target is not immediate;

7. A Zero-Cut scenario is very easy to identify, Collision course as well.

6.4 HAND CONTROLLED UNIT (HCU)      
The HCU is a joystick-like controller placed in the middle of the cockpit, right below the 
Tactical Information Display. It is used for several purposes, selectable from the buttons 
placed on the left of the stick.

The principal functions are:

1. Interact with the TID: the HCU moves the cursor when half-action is activated, and 
selects with full action. When the TID is in Ground Stabilized mode, the HCU can be 
used to move the point of view by means of the Offset function. This is extremely 
helpful especially in conjunction with the NAVGRID, as it tends drive the view away 
from the fighter.
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2. Lock targets from the DDD in STT: switching from TWS to Pulse STT or Pulse Doppler 
STT directly, through the radar mode functions placed on the right of the DDD, is not
a reliable operation. However, the RIO can lock directly from the DDD using the 
same half/full-action process used on the TID;

Less used functions are the slew of the TCS or the radar antenna directly, using the 
Manual Rapid Lock-On mode.

6.4.1 MRL – MANUAL RAPID LOCK-ON
Close range mode, allows to use the HCU to manually set the antenna elevation and the 
azimuth. The range is limited to 5nm.

MRL is not an intuitive function, and usually ACM modes are faster and easier to employ.

Figure 188: Manual Rapid Lock-on mode.

Figure 188 shows an example of MRL employment.

Scenario: a target is set 2 miles in front of the F-14. Same speed, same altitude. By 
activating the MRL, the antenna switches to Supersearch in a vertical scan pattern.

The elevation of the MRL cues should be referenced by means of the EL indicator because 
the DDD displays Range vs AMZ. In the example, if the cues are superimposed to the target, 
the target mark disappears because by moving the MRL cue lower, the antenna elevation 
decreases.

6.5 AN/APX-76 IFF INTERROGATOR      
The antenna of the AN/APX-76 IFF Interrogator is located on the gimbals of the AWG-9 
antenna gimbal platform. The IFF antenna is a separate radar system, independent of the 
AWG-9. It can therefore detect targets not spotted by the AWG-9. If this is the case, the IFF 
return will not have the radar echo mark inside it.
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The AN/APX-76 can be used to complement the AWG-9 in specific situations.

6.5.1 “PULSE” GLANCE
The IFF is displayed on the DDD in Range vs Azimuth. It can be combined with the PD mode 
(Closure rate vs Azimuth) to better understand the situation and increase the SA. The IFF 
range can be modified through the same range buttons used by the Pulse radar.

IFF and PD modes share the Azimuth on the abscissa, and it can be used to identify each 
target both in range and closure rate, as displayed in Plate 5.1. Note the radar return to the 
middle of the IFF mark.

Figure 189: IFF returns on the DDD.

Since the IFF uses a separated antenna, it can reveal targets that are currently hidden in the 
Main lobe clutter, or in the Zero-Doppler filter; hence the "Pulse-like glance".

6.6 TELEVISION CAMERA SET (TCS)      
The TCS has multiple uses depending on the operative situation.
In air-to-air, it allows, for example:

• to visually ID a locked target;

• to find a target visually and lock it;

• to launch a missile, by controlling some of the radar parameters.

This Chapter briefly introduces the controls related to the Television Camera Set and 
discusses its employment in an air-to-air scenario.
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6.6.1 LIMITATIONS
The TCS, contrary to an attachable external pod such as the LANTIRN, has quite limited 
freedom of movement.

Field of view:

• WFOX (Wide FOV): 1.42° with default magnification (4x);

• NFOX (Narrow FOV): 0.44° when magnified (10x).

Gimbal limits:

• Upwards: +11°

• Downwards and other directions: ±15°.

Figure 190: F-14B – The LANTIRN pod and the Television Camera Set.

Note: The textures of the TCS are currently missing, but should be fixed soon.

6.6.2 CONTROLS
The TCS has three main sets of controls: FOV, ACQ and SLAVE, located in the Sensors Control
Panel:

• FOV is a 2-way switch, it controls the Field of View (Wide or Narrow).

• ACQ is a 3-way switch that controls how the lock is acquired:

1. AUTO SRCH: the TCS moves in a small pattern; it locks automatically.

2. MANUAL: the TCS locks only to a target if controlled by the HCU.

3. AUTO: the target locks to whatever enter its field of view.

• AUTO SRCH is enabled by holding full-action with the HCU to IR/TV mode.

• SLAVE is a 3-way position switch which defines which sensor (Radar or TCS) is slaved
to the other.

1. RDR: The Radar is slaved to the TCS line of sight.

2. INDEPL: Radar and TCS act independently.
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3. TCS: The TCS is slaved to the RADAR.

Default setting is TCS slaved to the Radar. WVR, when the identification is not required or 
flying at a low level, the TCS can automatically slave to any aircraft, helicopter, missile, or 
any other heat source flying through its field of view, or it’s scanning pattern. IROT turns on 
if a positive track is seen by the TCS.

Set A/A mode, SLAVE to RDR before locking with the TCS, otherwise the cue on the HUD is 
not shown.

Figure 191 and 192 show a successful TCS lock, the STEERING filed shows OPTTRK (Optical 
Track).

Figure 191: TCS Tracking - Rear Seat. Figure 192: TCS Tracking - Front Seat.

6.6.3 TELLY-GUIDED MISSILES
The Television Camera Set allows to guide the missiles, at least partially.
From the manual:

The resulting submode entered is equivalent to an STT mode where the TCS is 
instead used to track the targets angle rather than the radar itself. The radar is 
still used to track range and rate, on the DDD the IROT lights instead of the ANT
ROT, IROT relating to ir tracking which has been replaced by the TCS in the F-
14B.
This mode can be used to guide missiles, active and cw modes if in pulse and in 
PD if in pulse doppler. If the SLAVE switch is set to INDEP from this mode the 
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system reverts to true pulse STT or pulse doppler STT depending on current 
mode.

DCS   F-14   MANUAL      

However the guiding functionality is not completely functioning and implemented:

The missing functionality is the ability to still have a radar lock when the radar 
is slaved to the TCS. Basically either if you switch to radar slaved with an 
already present lock on the same target with both systems or if you find a 
target with the TCS and then, in radar slaved, lock it using the HCU. In this case 
the HCU only controls range/rate and the azimuth is locked to TCS track.
This results in a slaved STT that uses radar only for range and/or rate and the 
TCS for elevation and angles. The advantage of this is that the TCS can then 
keep the radar on target even if jammed or otherwise unable to lock and as 
soon as that condition disappears the RIO can quickly relock that target. IRL 
this also helps against certain jamming techniques that try to fool the radar in 
respect to angles.

NAQUAII – HEATBLUR DEV TEAM.

When a “TCS lock” is obtained, the IROT indicator lits and, if the radar has found something 
interesting to lock, RDROT follows up. Note the radar mode in the WCS MODE panel drum 
showing OPTTRK (Figure 191 and 193).

Although straightforward, this mode may lock onto your own missile depending on the 
relative position of the target.

This mode makes the F-14 de facto immune to defensive manoeuvres such as beaming into 
notching, or countermeasures. However, the Television Camera Set is not a proper Forward-
Looking Infrared device, therefore conditions such as low visibility and clouds may affect it 
more (clouds affect FLIR too).

When an AIM-7 Sparrow is launched in this mode, the TCS uses a difference guidance 
mode, depending on the radar mode selected:

This mode can be used to guide missiles, active and cw modes if in pulse and in 
PD if in pulse doppler. If the SLAVE switch is set to INDEP from this mode the 
system reverts to true pulse STT or pulse doppler STT depending on current 
mode.

DCS F-14 MANUAL
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Figure 193: TCS optical tracking.

6.6.4 TCS: AIR-TO-GROUND EMPLOYMENT
The Telly is used in the air-to-ground employment of the F-14 primarily as a target or 
landmark designator. More information about this topic can be found in Chapter 17, and 
practical examples in Chapter 17.4.

6.7 AN/ALE-39 AND LAU-138      
These two devices, albeit very different, are the basic defensive mechanism of the F-14 
against conventional air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles.

When activated, "chaffing" would send thousands of tiny metallic fibres - 60 
per cent glass, 40 per cent aluminium, and the thickness of a human hair - into 
the air. They were designed to reflect and interfere with enemy radar signals, 
confusing both the systems and their operations.
The flares would be pumped out if targeted by heat-seeking missiles; they 
burned off at an intense temperature, hopefully providing a more attractive 
target than their jet engines.

JOHN NICHOL – TORNADO: IN THE EYE OF THE STORM. PAGE 19.

6.7.1 LAU-138
The LAU-138 is a chaff adapter and is the main cause of confusion when approaching the F-
14B countermeasures system for the first time. The LAU-138 in fact is a rail that replaces the
LAU-7 Sidewinder launch rail and contains 160 Chaffs. A total of two LAU-138 Sidewinders 
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can mounted on station 1A and 8A (one per station). Additional AIM-9s do not use the LAU-
138 rail but the original LAU-7. Therefore, in normal operations, we will be carrying 
160×2=320 additional Chaffs.

Now, before you start jubilating and drooling thinking about the idea that no radar missile 
will ever kill you again, there’s a caveat: the LAU-138 indeed contains 160 Chaffs but that 
cartridge is smaller than the cartridges mounted in the AN/ALE-39 dispenser and in fact 
every activation releases 4 chaffs. This means that a single LAU-138 provides 160/4=40 
Chaffs. Just to make everything even less intuitive, the LAU-138s are controlled together so 
two LAU-138 do not provide a total of 80 activations, but only 40.

6.7.2 AN/ALE-39 COUNTERMEASURES 
DISPENSING SET
The original countermeasure dispenser set mounted on the F-14B is the AN/ALE-39. The 
AN/ALE-39 can be seen under the tail of the F-14, near the arresting hook and it looks like 
two boxes placed one in front of the other. Each box contains a maximum of 30 chaffs, 
flares or jammers, divided in two sections of 10 and 20 cartridges. Each section can contain 
different countermeasures and they are identified as R10, R20, L10, L20; R stands for Right 
and L for Left but in the Tomcat they are placed longitudinally: the Left is the Front 
dispenser and the Right is the Rear so it’s quite easy to remember.

The AN/ALE-39 should not be rearmed by the usual loadout panel (it can actually break the 
countermeasure system) but by asking the Ground Crew to load a different setting (F10 → 
Ground Crew → Set AN/ALE-39 Loadout). Since the Jammers are not implemented in DCS, 
the options available run from “60 Chaffs / 0 Flares” to “0 Chaffs / 60 Flares” in steps of 10.
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Figure 194: Setting the AN/ALE-
39.

Problem: what is set where? Since the AN/ALE-39 Programmer needs to know what is 
loaded in each of its sections and it does not recognize automatically the contents of the 
dispensers, how do we find out? The answer is in the Kneeboard.

The CMS column of the Kneeboard page shown in the image contains the settings required 
by AN/ALE-39 to operate correctly and also indicates if the LAU-138 is present. For instance,
if you load Chaffs in R10 but select “F” for that slot in the AN/ALE-39 Programmer, every 
time you start a Flares dispense program you will actually drop a Chaff.

Selecting a combination of Chaffs and Flares in the Ground Crew menu is not enough 
though and at the moment we have to request an additional R&R in order to apply the new 
cartridges. You don’t have to change anything there if you don’t want, just open “Rearm & 
Refuel” and press OK (I imagine this will be changed at some point). Next step is pressing 
and holding the RESET switch in the AN/ALE-39 panel for at least 5 seconds and finally 
update the counters.
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Figure 195: Chaffs from the AN/ALE-39 and LAU-138.

The AN/ALE-39 releases only one Chaff whereas the LAU-138s dispense one set of mini-
Chaffs from each rail.

A video showing how to program the AN/ALE-39 is available here:

Figure 196: Video - Setting countermeasures: AN/ALE-39 and LAU-138.

BASIC PROGRAMMING
The AN/ALE-39 is not as advanced as the more recent AN/ALE-47 mounted on the F/A-18C.

The Default configuration is 0 Chaffs / 60 Flares and the LAU-138s provide additional 40 
Chaffs, for a total of 40C /60F. Depending on the mission and tasking you may want to 
change the ratio of Chaffs and Flares contained into the AN/ALE-39 dispensers: CAS, CAP, 
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BFM or BVR all favour different countermeasure types and programs. Make sure to plan 
ahead and adjust your settings accordingly!

Countermeasures release
Without going too much into the details, these are the three ways to dispense Chaffs and 
Flares:

1. Pilot: the DLC releases countermeasures according to the status of the FLARE MODE
switch (single Flare, single Chaff) when the flaps are up;

2. RIO: the two hat switches located on top of the DDD;

3. RIO: the AN/ALE-39 panel.

Flares
Flares in DCS can be used primarily in two ways:

• Ground attack run: a single release every few seconds, in order to fool enemy IR 
threats. The shortest interval available is 2″ since there is no option for 1″ releases. 
Quantity-wise, the flares should cover your entire run, which can take from 10″ to 
20″ depending on ordnance, ingress and egress and other factors. My default 
setting is 8/2, so a total of 8 flares dropped for 16″, but of course this setting is 
often adjusted to the mission itself.

• Defeating an IR Threat: if an IR SAM or MANPAD is fired, a quick burst of Flares can 
be released in order to defeat the missile. Unfortunately the AN/ALR-39 does not 
provide any ad hoc program.
Setting the Flare release to Multi so multiple flares can be dropped by the RIO at 
the same time is a solution, although it means that the pilot will controls Chaffs 
only. The alternative is “smashing” the Single Flare release button. Ideally, a burst of
5-7 flares within 2-3 seconds should defeat the threat. Easier said than done 
sometimes since the F-14 has no Missile Warning Receiver.

Figure 197: Flares salvo vs MANPAD.
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Figure 198: Flares program vs MANDPAD.

CHAFF
Chaffs are used to defeat Radar-guided threats. They are controlled by the RIO and the Pilot 
if the FLARE MODE switch is not set to “Pilot” but they can also be slaved to the AN/ALR-67 
Radar Warning Receiver by means of the PRW/MODE switch. On paper this is great but in 
reality that’s not really the case: what that function does is triggering a Chaff program as a 
threat is detected (SAM or Air-to-air missile); it also has a cooldown timer of 30″. In other 
words, it pops some chaffs when the SAM has just left the launcher and that’s pretty much 
it.

Curious about how realistic this option was, and if Tomcat crews were allowed room to 
"playing", I asked a former F-14A Radar Intercept Officer: Scott "Weird" Altorfer.

We were, or at least we were not prohibited. Big difference between naval air 
and the ship drivers and especially bubble heads: they could do only what their 
SOPs allowed, while we could do anything the SOP didn't prohibit. However, in 
my experience, chaff was almost worthless. The only time it might pull a radar 
off was during a notch transition, at range. At the merge, there was no way a 
little puff of threads would pull a radar off of the aluminum tennis court. I also 
pumped it out during (simulated) missile defenses, but realistically only to make
myself feel better about getting shot in the first place.

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER – F-14 RIO 

Radar SAMs and Air-to-Air missiles cannot be usually defeated by simply popping Chaffs so 
additional manoeuvres are required such as notching and turning to bleed off the limited 
energy of the missile. A combined use of manoeuvres and Chaffs is the best way to defeat a 
Radar guided Missile.

SAMs differs greatly depending on how old their technology is. Older SAMs can be defeated 
by releasing a bunch of Chaffs and appropriate manoeuvring. The default program or 
R/.5/1/2 (4-6 Chaffs, each every 0.5s, 1 repetition) works fine for defeating threats such as 
SA-2 and SA-3 as long as the pilot is also “Defending”.
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More modern SAMs require much more effort on top of the release of a bigger “cloud” of 
Chaffs in a shorter period of time. This effect cannot be achieved with the AN/ALE-39 
because the maximum amount of cartridges that can be dispensed at the same time is 6 (by
setting B QTY to Random, 4-6 Chaffs are dispensed) and the minimum interval between 
salvos is 2″. Therefore we might need to activate the program manually more than once. On
the other hand the pair of LAU-138s dispense twice the amount of Chaffs compared to the 
AN/ALE-39 but I haven’t tested if there are tangible benefits.

MERGED!
In WVR (Within Visual Range) engagements everything happens much faster than at longer 
range (BVR). In this occasions the Auto Chaff can really help; granted, Radar missiles when 
merged are not as common as IR missiles, but an automated system that takes care of the 
delivery of Chaffs can definitely help.

Unfortunately the AN/ARL-39 cannot be used to create a joint Chaff-Flare profile. The idea 
of continuously dispense Flares to disrupt IR threats can be tempting but it makes us 
incredibly visible.

6.8 F-14 RADAR WARNING   
RECEIVERS  
The AN/ALR-45 Radar Warning Receiver and the AN/ALR-50 Missile Warning Receiver are 
defensive devices installed in the earlier versions of the F-14A. They are completely 
outdated by modern standards, replaced by AN/ALR-67 and more modern versions.

6.8.1 WORKING PRINCIPLES OF THE RWR
The signals detected by specific antennas placed in determined points of the aircraft (this 
leads to some drawbacks in the F-14, see Chapter 6.8.2 ) are analysed and compared to a 
threat library, in some case upgradable (AN/ALR-67) sometimes hardcoded (AN/ALR-45 and 
AN/ALR-50).

The emitting radar is recognized by analysing the Carrier Frequencies used by a specific the 
Fire Control Radar, since each FCR used a determined Carrier.

Most Radar Warning Receivers can also understand the changes in PRF (Pulse Repetition 
Frequency – see Chapter 2.5.1 ) and other parameters, and provide an appropriate 
feedback to the crew.
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6.8.2 RWR IN THE F-14 TOMCAT
Simply put, a number of antennas are placed on the aircraft. Depending on the aircraft they 
can or cannot cover the entire “space” around it. If the antennas do not cover the entire 
area, then there can be a blindspot and a threat (such as an ARH missile) coming from that 
direction may hit the target without triggering the RWR.

To understand even better the AN/ALR-67, let’s consider th  is   video  , released in mid 2018 by 
Heatblur during the development of the F-14.

As you can see, since the antennas are placed on moving parts, when the F-14 is 
manoeuvring, those sensors moves as well, resulting in wrong indications on the RWR.

The position of the antenna is not the only factor. As usual, Heatblur outdone themselves by
recreating a realistic simulation of the RWR. This post by IronMike, quoted below, describes 
how realistic is the representation of the AN/ALR-67 mounted on the F-14B:

    The procedures/logic:
Four sensors/antennas for the radar bands of tracking radars and airborne 
radars.

• Each antenna FOV is ~180° (or slightly more), and almost a perfect cone.
• The sensitivity at the edges of the cone is significantly lower than in the centre.
• When we get a message from DCS about being radiated, we simulate the signal it

produces in each sensor. This includes factors such as the distance from the 
emitter (attenuation), the angle of arrival for each antenna, noise and other 
random signal amplitude fluctuations.

• From this moment we treat the signal as if we didn’t know about the true 
parameters of the emitter, and we only use the information from the emulated 
sensors (the previous step).

• We take the amplitude of the signal from each sensor, apply signal-to-noise cuts, 
combine and reconstruct the threat direction.

• Then, the reconstructed direction together with the signal signature is compared 
with the list of threats already being displayed. If we find one that correlates, we
update its direction. Otherwise, we create a new threat and inform about it with 
the ‘new guy’ sound.

Some consequences of the procedure described above and a bunch of other 
features:

• No blind spots. However, if directly above or below, the threat has to be 
significantly closer (compared to the horizontal plane) to pass the SNR threshold.

• The direction is reconstructed in the 2D plane (the local aircraft frame of 
reference). For threats significantly outside that plane, their reconstructed 
direction may be inaccurate, and it usually shifts towards the 12, 3, 6, or 9 
o’clock from the true position.
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• The direction reconstruction accuracy improves as the distance from the emitter 
decreases. For the scan modes of the emitter (RWS/TWS), it’s somewhere 
around 10-15° RMS.

• For the emitters in scan modes, a misassociation of a known-threat with a new 
signal can happen, and it occurs quite often, especially at long ranges. It can 
result in:

◦ ghosts (fake threats) appearing on the display – more probable if you or the 
threat do some manoeuvres;

◦ merging a group of two or more threats of the same type into one threat. For 
example, a group of two Su-27 flying in close formation, both scanning with 
their radars, can appear on the screen as one ’29’ until they get closer.

• A malfunction/damage of one antenna/sensor doesn’t make you completely blind
in that direction, as the two adjacent antennas should still cover that area. 
However, the lack of that sensor makes the direction reconstruction procedure 
very inaccurate, and it’s very likely that some threats will be displaced by more 
than 90°.

    Compared with the default RWR from DCS:

• An entirely new dedicated code, written from the grounds up.
• Antenna/electronics emulation.
• Threat reconstruction using the emulated signals.
• Enhance information obtained from the engine with more details (radar modes, 

missile guidance, noise etc.).
• No blind spots.
• Imperfect like a real device should be, and not a god’s eye.

◦ Some weak radars can appear late.
◦ The directions will be inaccurate.
◦ It will be harder to estimate the number of threats of one type when they 

form a group.
◦ You’ll receive launch warnings not only when you are the target of the missile.

For example when flying in a close formation with your buddy; if an enemy 
launches a weapon such as AIM-7 or SA-6 at your buddy, you may receive a 
launch warning from that threat as well.

• Detailed failures/damages.

Another thing to consider with the RWR is that the antennas move with the control 
surfaces, which means that this will roll your RWR picture, just as when you are 
manoeuvring the aircraft, the RWR picture will roll with it (and might display erroneous 
contacts). This requires additional pilot skill to take RWR readings at the proper (level) 
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moment in the manoeuvre in order to keep up an accurate SA as well as an eye to spot 
wrong readings in between.

IRONMIKE – HEATBLUR TEAM  

Figure 199: Note the RWR sensor on the stabilizer.

6.8.3 AN/ALR-45 AND AN/ALR-50
Note: At the moment the 45 and the 50 are not implemented. Some information are 
available in Chapter 3.1.3 .

Figure 200: Preview of the AN/ALR-45. Source: Heatblur's Facebook page.
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6.8.4 AN/ALR-67
The AN/ALR-67 is the RWR installed in the F-14A “Late” and the F-14B. Compared to the 
AN/ALR-45 and -50 (see Figure 200), it is much more advanced.

Figure 201: AN/ALR-67.

By means of an upgradable “threat library”, the ‘67 can determine which source is 
illuminating the F-14, categorize it, and assess the level of threat. The RWR displays the 
sources in circles, moving from the inner and least lethal, to the outermost.

The RWR can be forced to display only a certain type of source, which is useful in case of 
complex scenarios, or to prioritize a specific type of threat. The available options are:

• NORM: Normal operation mode, indicated by an ‘N’ (as in Figure 201);

• AI: Airborne Interceptor;

• AAA: Anti-aircraft Artillery;

• UNK: Unknown threats;

• FRIEND: prioritization similar to Normal, but also displays known friendly sources.

Another useful function when the situation is chaotic or multiple new emitters appear 
overlapped at the same time is Offset. This mode is indicated by an ‘O’. 
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Figure 202: AN/ALR-67 – Norm + Offset mode.

Figure 202 shows the offset mode and also how the RWR is prioritizing the threats. HK was 
actually blinking, and it represented a Hawk battery engaging hostile aircraft. The 
representation is also augmented by audio cues. 

A neat summary of the audio cues from the AN/ALR-67 is available at this page 
(A huge thanks to OpenFlightSchool.de for allowing me to use their page!).

6.9 AN/ALQ-100 AND -126 DEFENSIVE  
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES 
(DECM)  
Note: Electronic Countermeasures in DCS are not properly represented yet. The F-14, for
example, appears immune to ECM at the moment of writing (waiting for the 
implementation of the AGC trace, perhaps?).

The AN/ALQ-126 is the result of an upgrade program for the AN/ALQ-100. The latter was 
the product itself of the efforts to make the older AN/ALQ-51 more robust and capable by 
acting on the range, azimuth and elevation assessment of fire control radars.

From the manual:

Available techniques for jamming are amongst others, mainlobe blanking, 
inverse con-scan, range-gate pull-off and swept square modes.
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In real life these two systems differ greatly with the AN/ALR-126 being by far 
the most effective system. In DCS both are modelled as a simple noise jammers 
due to engine limitations but controlled by the DECM logic as to when it’s on or 
off and thus work the same.

DCS F-14   MANUAL      

The AN/ALQ-100 was used on the A-4 Skyhawk and the A-7 Corsair II as well. The AN/ALQ-
126 greatly enhances the deception capabilities of the AN/ALQ-100.

Figure 203: AN/ALE-67 and Threat Advisory and Master Caution
Lights.

Figure 203 shows some of the lights active on the Threat Advisory and Master Caution 
Lights panel40. 
RCV and XMIT are related to the DECM: the first means that the AN/ALQ-126 is receiving a 
threat identification signal; the latter that the device is transmitting. The next four lights are 
threats identification lights:

• SAM and AAA turn on when a lock-on is detected from a SAM or AAA radar. The 
indicators flash when a launch or engagement is detected;

• CW indicates that a Continuous Wave emitter was detected;

• AI indicates the lock by an airborne interceptor radar.

6.9.1 EFFECTS OF ECM IN DCS
The implementation in DCS of conventional Countermeasures, Electronic Countermeasures 
and Counter-Countermeasures is very simple. CM are nothing different from a roll of a dice 

40 Complete list available in the Manual.
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and have no physical representation in the game engine. Likewise, Electronic 
Countermeasures are just a shadow of their real-life counterparts. Most of them are, in fact,
nothing more than noise jammers, and the AN/ALQ-100 / 126 are no different.

The ECM still have a few effects. For example, an AI MiG-31 would normally engage the F-14
at 70-80 nautical miles whereas when “Music On”, the range drops to around 50 nm.

Active ECM is also targeted by Home-On-Jam capable missiles (most of them, more or less. 
For example the AIM-7F, AIM-7M and AIM-7MH are all HOJ-capable).

6.9.2 USAGE OF THE DECM IN-GAME
The usage in-game is straightforward: the idea is reducing the employment range of the 
hostile aircraft by activating the DECM at range, so they cannot gather information about 
the F-14 or employ a missile without “burning through” the ECM first41. This effect 
strengthens the range-advantage of the F-14, thanks to the AWG-9 / AIM-54 combination.
However, after a successful launch, it is usually better to switch to “Music Off” as many 
missiles have the mentioned Home-On-Jam capability. Moreover, some potential threats 
such as the F-15C can launch a missile directly as HOJ: it won’t have range information, but 
the missile will follow the source until it runs out of energy or impact.

Figure 204: AN/ALQ-67 control panel.

The three most common settings (besides off, default at Cold start) are:

• STBY: begins the pre-warming of the system, taking approximately 5 minutes to 
complete. Setting the DECM to Stand by at startup or FENCE IN ensure that the 
device is ready to operate when needed.

• REC: the system is enabled in Receive-only mode. The device analyses the threats 
and also a threat audio.

• RPT: enables full functionality, providing the same functions of Receive mode on top 
of jamming. As mentioned, in DCS all jammers are noise generators.

41 Apparently ECMs are effective beyond  22 nm, but I have not found a reliable source yet.
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If you are looking for more information about the DECM mounted in the F-14 and how 
Electronic Countermeasures work in general, have a look at this post by 352nd_Hoss on 
Eagle Dynamics’ forum.

6.10 LINK4 DATALINK      
LINK4 is a non-secure, non-jamming resistant, datalink system.  Old but reliable, it installed 
in the 50s. Other more modern aircraft in DCS, such as the F/A-18C and F-16, use the 
LINK16 datalink system.

Initially, LINK4 was not available in DCS, hence Heatblur had to implement it:

Right now, player F-14s can get+share contacts via E-2 or carrier, acting as 
ATDS (Airborne Tactical Datalink System) or NTDS (Naval ...) hosts respectively 
(using Link 4A, in a sort of star configuration with all messages going via the 
master host and all participants acting as slaves), or direct fighter-to-fighter 
(Link 4C), but not both links concurrently.
There is no official Link-4 datalink support in DCS itself, only low-level APIs to 
transmit and receive arbitrary data in multiplayer, so our Link-4 is proprietary 
and not standardized in any way. 

GYROVAGUE 

In DCS, LINK4 is available in the modes:

• LINK4A: aircraft receive information from a main host, it is used for Carrier INS 
Alignment during the startup procedure, it allows the F-14 to hook contacts and 
waypoints provided by the host and, if the host is a carrier, to perform automatic 
carrier landings.
Up to eight target tracks can be shared by the host to the fighter, ordered by priority.
Such a low number means that, in any minimally complex mission, the best tool to 
create SA for the crew is the AWG-9.

• LINK4C: this is a fighter-to-fighter datalink. It allows to share up to 4 contacts plus 
the position of the fighter to a maximum of other four other Tomcats. This is an 
excellent tool for the occasions where no AWACS is available or it is out of range, or 
the LINK4A is saturated.
LINK4C also allows to perform a fighter-to-fighter INS Fix update (discussed in 
Chapter 6.14.3).
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Figure 205: Datalink control panels.

6.11 AN/ASN−92 INS: COMPONENTS   
AND NAVIGATIONAL MODES  
Note: the DCS F-14 Manual by Heatblur extensively discusses the topic. Every Radar 
Intercept Officer should study these few pages as they provide a wider overview of the 
topic, and the basic steps to troubleshoot the Inertial Navigation System.
Note II: Heatblur released an excellent post on Eagle Dynamics’ forum in 2018 about the
INS. It deserves a thorough look! 

Chapter 2.7 introduced the basic concept behind the INS and the Magnetic Variation.
However, there is much more going on under the hood, and the relation between the 
navigation components of the avionics and carrier operations is more complex than it may 
look.

This Chapter originates from a discussion with LynxOfTheSky (LynxOfTheSky#2969): he was 
looking deeper into the INS, and later sent me his findings. I found the observations about 
the AHRS quite interesting, sparking the desire to go deeper into the topic.
This Chapter introduces the main components of the Inertial Navigation System, what they 
do, and how they help the crew to complete their mission. Moreover, it attempts to provide
more information useful in specific situations, such as the mentioned Carrier Operations, 
failures, and in general, which display or device is reliable in case the INS becomes 
unavailable.
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Some of the conclusions may sound indeed surprising, and may affect your daily operations 
in the DCS' skies.

6.11.1 INS: MEET THE TEAM
The primary navigation system is the inertial navigation system (AN/ASN−92) that consists 
of the following components: 

• Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU);

• Power Supply Unit (PSU);

• Pilot and RIO navigation controls and displays.

Additionally, the inertial navigation system operates with the AWG-9 Weapon Control 
System (WCS) computer and the Computer Signal Data Converter (CSDC).
Other associated equipment includes:

• Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS);

• Central Air Data Computer (CADC);

• Radar Altimeter;

• Instrument Landing System (ILS);

• TACAN.

AN/ASN−92 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The INS is a dead−reckoning system, capable of deriving speed as a function of aircraft 
accelerations.

For this purpose, two accelerometers are used to quantify the acceleration in the horizontal
place. The results are the two velocity components (X and Y) weighted for the Earth's 
rotational velocity42 and integration inputs.
In the Inertial Measurement Unit, the velocities X and Y can be resolved through a wander 
angle, allowing the velocities to be expressed in the Earth-references North/East/Down 
system. Increments of latitude and longitude are provided by further integration of the 
North and East axes.
This process allows to provide the precise knowledge of the position of the aircraft at all 
times, along its direction and velocity.

42 Definition: “an effect whereby a mass moving in a rotating system experiences a force (the Coriolis 
force ) acting perpendicular to the direction of motion and to the axis of rotation. On the earth, the
effect tends to deflect moving objects to the right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the 
southern and is important in the formation of cyclonic weather systems.” - Oxford Languages.
For more information: Wikipedia – Coriolis Force.
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COMPUTER SIGNAL DATA CONVERTER (CSDC)

Figure 206: Computer Signal Data Converter (CSDC) - Inputs.

The CSDC is composed by two analogue/digital converters (one analogue to digital and one 
digital to analogue) and a miniature general-purpose computer. 
The CSDC is tasked to perform the inertial navigation computations after the INS alignment 
is completed. It is also the interface between the various navigation subsystems and the 
auxiliary equipment.

Figure 207: Computer Signal Data Converter (CSDC) - Main outputs.
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The Wander Angle
The CSDC calculates a value of wander angle from matrices representing two coordinate 
systems, the IMU, and the Earth’s coordinate system. This matrix represents the cosine of 
each system. The CSDC computes the angular relationship of the two systems during 
alignment, producing a very accurate value of wander angle, the difference between fighter 
reference line heading and true north.

ATTITUDE AND HEADING REFERENCE SET (AHRS)
The AHRS provides backup pitch and roll information to the CSDC and to the WCS computer 
in case the attitude information from the inertial navigation system are not provided.
The AHRS constantly supplies the prime magnetic heading value to the CSDC and to the 
BDHI for its analogue display, and heading heading reference to the autopilot.

The Bearing Distance Heading Indicator is the only analogue cockpit display showing the 
magnetic heading. The other displays located in the cockpit are digital, and receive their 
input from the AHRS through the CSDC (ECMD, TID, HSD, VDI and HUD). Consequently, in 
case of Computer Signal Data Converter failure, the only alternative display of (magnetic) 
heading is the BDHI.

AHRS Basic Components
The basic components of the Attitude and Heading Reference Set include:

• a two-gyro platform, composed by a vertical and a directional displacement gyro;

• an electronic control amplified;

• a compass controller.

Moreover, associated with the AHRS, there are the Magnetic Azimuth Detector (MAD) and 
an electronic compensator.

The platform consists of gyros, level sensors, gimbals, and related electronics. It is capable 
of unlimited roll, but it has a hard limit of 82° in pitch.
In case of IMU failure, the CSDC selects the attitude information from the AHRS 
automatically, and use them for both display and autopilot control.

The directional gyro usage depends on the selected mode (see Paragraph 6.11.3 for more 
information).

• In SLAVED mode, it is used to smooth the flux valve heading signal;

• in DG mode, it provides a direct heading reference.

The BDHI, the CSDC and the WCS use the resulting heading transmitted by the AHRS.

Additional Notes
• When the INS is in navigation mode, the true heading provided by the Inertial 

Measurement Unit  is used. A backup value of the magnetic variation is calculated by 
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adding or subtracting the magnetic variation to the true heading value provided by 
the IMU.
In normal operations instead, the magnetic heading used for all magnetic displays is 
provided by the AHRS.

• The AHRS lacks an all-attitude capability, and it will precess43 if the pitch attitude 
exceeds ±82°.
In sustained turns at slow rates (less than 6° per minute), a gradual precession in roll, 
pitch and heading can also be expected.
Large roll and pitch precession errors can be corrected by flying straight and level at a 
constant speed, and pressing and holding the HDG pushbutton on the Compass 
Controller Panel (front seat) for at least 3 minutes. Allow a cooldown period of one 
minute before repeating the operation.

• In the event of IMU failure, the Digital Flight Control System (DFCS) uses the AHRS as 
a backup for the INS data to provide autopilot capability.44.

• If an undetected AHRS failure occurs the Mv acronym will appear on the TID, 
signalling that an erroneous value of MAG VAR will be computed.
Error events and troubleshooting are discussed in Chapter 6.13.

Magnetic Azimuth Detector
The magnetic heading value used by the aircraft is provided by the Magnetic Azimuth 
Detector. The MAD is interfaced with two components, a gyro and the electronic control 
amplified, which jointly work to stabilize and amplify the magnetic heading signals.

The MAD is in the left vertical tail section of the F-14 Tomcat, and it is commonly referred to
as the flux value.

43 Precession: “Precession is a change in the orientation of the rotational axis of a rotating body”.
Source: Wikipedia – Precession.

44 The F-14A and F-14B available in DCS do not feature a Digital Flight Control System. It was part of 
the F-14B(U) and the F-14D versions. The latter flew for the first time in 1995, and the application 
routine was scheduled to be completed in 2001. Source – Home Of M.A.T.S.
I left the paragraph in the list out of pure interest, and in case, one day, we will finally get either an
upgraded F-14B or the F-14D. 
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The Magnetic Azimuth Detector has a few important peculiarities, as highlighted by Super 
Grover45:

[..] the magnetic flux valve (Magnetic Azimuth Detector – MAD) in the vertical 
tail. It's fixed. It feeds the AHRS with the relative direction of the magnetic 
North. When you roll or pitch, it becomes sensitive to the vertical component of
Earth's magnetic field. This means – it becomes erroneous. That's why the 
directional gyro slaves to the MAD only in horizontal flight. At least in theory. In
practice – you fly constant speed in a nose up attitude or with some hardly 
noticed bank for long enough, your directional gyro will slave to a slightly 
erroneous magnetic North.

[..] If your directional gyro/synchro is shifted, it may result in erroneous 
interpretation of the TACAN direction on all instruments. You might have the 
carrier straight in front of your nose, but the BDHI will show the TACAN a few 
degrees to your left or right. However, the radial (bearing) reading would be 
correct; it would be just your magnetic heading wrong.

[..] The magnetic flux valve alone is even simpler than a normal compass we 
know from the GA aircraft. In opposition to a normal compass, it is not 
balanced so will show the magnetic north only in horizontal flight. On the other
hand, it is unaffected by acceleration errors because it has no moving parts.
It doesn't have to be balanced, because, in normal operations, it is gyro 
stabilized.

When in a level flight at high AoA (let's say 15 units), flying east or west, the 
magnetic flux valve behaves like a whiskey compass would behave when 
decelerating: it turns South. However, when flying north or south, it would turn 
much less or might even not turn at all. It is because in a nose up attitude, the 
flux valve is tilted back against the horizon, just like a whiskey compass when 
decelerating.

As I wrote above, the magnetic flux valve output isn't presented directly to the 
crew – in normal operations, it is gyro stabilized in the AHRS. When flying low 
AoA, it should show more or less the correct magnetic heading. When you 
decelerate and fly high AoA, it will slowly align with the erroneous magnetic 
heading from the magnetic flux valve.

In our F-14, we simulate the magnetic field declination and inclination, the 
magnetic flux valve, the AHRS gyro stabilization and the AHRS slaving rates.

SUPER GROVER – HEATBLUR.

45 Source: Eagle Dynamics Forum.
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INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT (IMU)
The core of the Inertial Navigation System is the IMN. It consists of a three-axis, four-gimbal,
all-attitude unit containing accelerometers, gyro and the associated electronics.
Each part of the IMU has its purpose:

• the basic internal measurements necessary for the primary navigation computations
are provided by the accelerometers;

• ensuring that the accelerometers are maintained in their proper orientation through
all aircraft manoeuvres is the job of the four-gimbal structure.

To ensure proper functionality, the x-axis and y-axis accelerometers sense the local gravity 
and torque of the gyros, until the accelerometers outputs are zero. This ensures the IMU is 
levelled to the local vertical.

The WCS computer then uses the x- and y-accelerometer outputs whilst the CSDC processes
the gyro-torquing computations, to calculate the wander angle and fine levelling.

WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEM (WCS) COMPUTER
Depending on the current navigation mode, the WCS uses input navigation data and 
selected store to perform the required navigational computations.
The WCS also performs an additional set of navigation computations:

1. Own−aircraft ground speed and ground track;

2. Range, bearing, command course, command heading, and time−to−go to selected 
destination positions;

3. Heading (true and magnetic);

4. Wind speed and direction (both true and magnetic);

5. Backup present position;

6. Magnetic variation (MagVar).

6.11.2 NAVIGATIONAL MODES
The navigation mode can be selected via the NAV MODE knob, located in the top-left corner
of the Tactical Information Display.

Figure 208: NAV MODE knob.
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Listed below is a general summary of navigation mode data sources used for general 
navigation:

INS MODE
After the completion of the alignment, the primary navigational mode selected by the 
Radar Intercept Officer is INS.
The prime sensor is the IMU, supplying velocity pulses to the CSDC which in turn computes 
all inertial outputs. The IMU also provides data about roll and pitch.
The IMU and the CSDC provide, when the INS Nav mode is selected:

1. Aircraft latitude and longitude;

2. Aircraft magnetic or true heading (depending on CAP prefix pushbutton selected);

3. System altitude (barometric damped inertial altitude);

4. Platform wander angle;

5. Velocity components (x, y, z);

6. Vertical acceleration.

The magnetic heading of the aircraft is derived from the AHRS. This input is used by the 
WCS to update the computed data, by weighting them against its calculations made in true 
north coordinates for steering and other purposes.
The wind parameters are calculated from the difference between the inertial velocities and 
the air mass velocities.

IMU/AM MODE
The first backup mode available is the IMU/Air Mass mode. The RIO can select this mode, or
it can be entered automatically if the CSDC determines that inertial velocity data from the 
IMU is unreliable (quantizer fail).
To provide general navigation functions in this mode, the true airspeed provided by the 
CADC and the stored or entered wind parameters are combined to provide ground speed 
and true heading. Pitch and roll data is provided by the IMU.

Note that if an aligned platform exists with no NAV COMP failure and the RIO switches to 
IMU/AM, the READY light will flash, indicating that if the switch is not returned to INS within
5”; the INS mode cannot be re-entered without performing a new alignment.

If an IMU reset is required, the procedure is the following:

1. switch NAV MODE to OFF for a few seconds;

2. switch NAV MODE to IMU;

3. fly straight and level for 5 minutes;

4. verify the IM acronym.
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AHRS/AM MODE
The most degraded navigational mode available is AHRS/Air Mass. Similarly to IMU/AM, it is
either selected by the Radar Intercept Officer or can be entered automatically when the 
CSDC detects a total INS failure.
To provide basic navigation information, the heading is derived by the magnetic heading 
plus the entered or stored magnetic variation. True Air Speed, barometric altitude and 
altitude rate are provided by the CSDC, and the entered or stored wind parameters are 
used. Pitch and roll data is provided by the AHRS. 
Note that if the IMU fails, the navigation mode switches automatically to AHRS, but the 
STBY and READY lights remain on until the "AHRS/AM" Nav mode is manually selected.

Figure 209: Compass Controller Panel (front seat).

The AHRS/AM supports three additional submodes, controlled by the Pilot by means of the 
Compass Controller Panel (Figure 209). This panel is discussed more in-depth in Paragraph
6.11.3.

1. SLAVED: Default mode used when reliable magnetic heading reference is available. 
The directional gyro is slaved to the magnetic north reference (flux value).

2. DG: Used when the magnetic reference is unreliable. The gyro is not slaved, but it is 
compensated for drift.

3. COMP: In this mode, HUD, VDI, HSD and ECMD use the manual magnetic variation 
value (vM) automatically. Direct magnetic north reference with no gyro damping.

FUNDAMENTAL!
If you have not set vM (perhaps because you have spawned the F-14 hot), switching
to COMP will not work. Since the player has not initialised vM, the F-14 will use vC, 
thus showing unexpected results. Thus, remember to re-insert vM before switching
to COMP!
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NAV MODES: NOTA BENE
It is important to note that the RIO may switch from either INS mode to AHRS/AM, or from 
IMU/AM to AHRS/AM modes in flight comparison purposes without introducing a 
degradation, since the AHRS is a separated system. However, this operation cannot be done 
between the INS mode and the IMU/AM mode because the IMU is used in both cases, and 
a permanent degradation of the IMU alignment will be introduced.

OTHER POSITIONS
On top of the mentioned INS, IMU/AM and AHRS/AM; the other positions of the NAV 
MODE knob allow to:

• OFF: disconnect power to the IMU;

• ALIGN: starts the INS alignment program, using one of the following methods (note 
that each of them requires different inputs and parameters):

◦ GND: "feet-dry" alignment method. The aircraft latitude and longitude are 
required for initialization;

◦ CVA: mode used when operating from an aircraft carrier. It may or may not take 
advantage of the data provided by the ship's inertial navigation system (SINS). If 
these parameters are not provided, then the RIO has to input the ship's latitude 
and longitude, true heading and speed;

◦ CAT: allows the continuation of the alignment with the aircraft on the catapult 
and with the handbrake released;

Important!
If the ship is turning, do not switch the NAV MODE knob to INS, even if the fine 
alignment has been completed. Otherwise, the resulting alignment quality will be 
greatly affected.
The handset alignment is not affected by this scenario.

6.11.3 COMPASS CONTROLLER PANEL (FRONT 
SEAT)
The following is a more in-depth look at the Compass Controller Panel.
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Figure 210: COMP panel (front seat).

NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION

SYNC IND Indicator is deactivated in DG and COMP modes. In 
SLAVED mode, it indicates the synchronization between 
AHRS directional gyro and magnetic azimuth detector. 

N−S Hemisphere select 
switch

Used in DG and SLAVED modes, it allows the selection of 
the hemisphere (N or S) in which the aircraft is operating. 
The correct value must be preselected to provide accurate
Earth−rate corrections.

LAT correction control Knob used in DG and SLAVED modes: the latitude between
0° and 90° must be pre-selected to allow for earth rate 
corrections.

COMP−SLAVED−DG
mode switch

• COMP – This position is used if the directional gyro 
malfunctions, and for emergencies only. The compass 
heading is obtained directly from the magnetic detector, 
without stabilization by the platform directional gyro. The 
digital displays (HUD, VDI, HSD, and ECMD) use manual 
magnetic variation (vM) automatically in this mode.

• SLAVED – Standard operational position. The magnetic 
heading is provided from the Magnetic Azimuth Detector 
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(MAD).
• DG – This mode does not use the Magnetic Azimuth 

Detector (MAD). The directional gyro mode uses the 
selected gyro heading.

HDG pushbutton This knob has a pushbutton function. The action depends 
on the selected mode:

• In SLAVED mode, the pushbutton synchronizes the 
directional gyro with the magnetic azimuth detector and 
sets magnetic heading on the BDHI. The pushbutton must 
be depressed and held until the synchronization indicator 
needle is bracketing the null mark. Note that the 
synchronization cannot be accomplished if the aircraft is 
accelerating or decelerating by more than 75 kts per 
minute.

• In DG mode, the pushbutton set the selected heading on 
the BDHI. Depressed the knob and rotate it CW or CCW to 
set the desired value.

• In COMP mode, the pushbutton has no function.

To obtain a fast pitch and roll erection (for up to 
12°/minute minimum), depress and hold the pushbutton 
for up to three minutes. Allows at least 1 minute before 
repeating the 3-minute cycle.

AHRS advisory light The green light located in the Caution-Advisory Indicators 
panel46 turns on when the attitude or the heading 
information provided by the AHRS is unreliable.

Figure 211: Bottom part of the Caution-Advisory Indicators panel, with the AHRS light
illuminated.

6.11.4 MAGNETIC VARIATION SOURCES
The MagVar used in the computation can be either the vC or the vM depending on what the
crew selects:

46 More information – HB DCS F-14 Manual.
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CONDITION MAG VAR SOURCE

COMP mode selected by the pilot. Manual MAG VAR (vM)

RIO enters manual MAG VAR after 
selecting AHRS navigation mode.

Manual MAG VAR (vM)

RIO updates MAG VAR after IMU or AHRS 
failure.

Manual MAG VAR (vM)

All other conditions. Current or last value computed MAG VAR 
(vC)

The computed MagVar value (vC) will continue to be the reference MagVar source if the 
RIO switches to AHRS/AM and does not enter (or re-enter in case no changes are 
required) a manual MagVar value.

The AWG-9 continuously calculates the value of the computed magnetic variation by 
comparing the true heading provided by the IMU with the magnetic heading from the 
AHRS. The difference between the two values is stored as the computed MagVar (vC).

6.11.5 PARENTHESIS: MAGVAR VS DDD, TDI AND 
BDHI
The Tactical Information Display provides a great deal of information about a hooked 
contact. As we know, the WCS does not know the magnetic variation value at the contact's 
location and for this reason, it provides its True Course.
The TID can provide both the True and Magnetic heading of the F-14, along other variables.
For this reason, the intercept computations made by the crew in "old style" intercepts use 
the parameters provided by the AWACS (which uses Magnetic values). If the Radar Intercept
Officer wants to mimic the same procedure, as will be done later for the sake of exercising, 
he has to compensate for the Magnetic Variation.
Although sometimes negligible when the MagVar is in the order of a couple of degrees, it 
some cases it really affects the computation. For example, in the Nevada map in DCS, the 
magnetic variation reaches a value of 11.8° (default date, 21/06/2016). Thus, the F-14's 
magnetic heading read from the BDHI needs to be adjusted.

ENTERING TID AND DDD
A common procedure is hooking the contact from the TID, obtaining its course. The F-14's 
heading value is obtained from the BDHI.
The following example shows the F-14 flying parallel and towards the Reciprocal heading for
the contact ("Zero Cut"), carefully placed in the mission editor (Figure 212):
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Figure 212: MagVar, TID and BDHI.

The target's course from the TID reads 180, the BDHI says about 346-347. If the same type 
of values were being used (both True or both Magnetic), the values would differ by 180°. 
However, they differ by 180° plus the magnetic variation (11.8° in this case, although the vC 
may differ).
Note that reading from the BDHI induces a certain degree of imprecision. If precision is 
required, the TID offers several readings concerning the F-14. For example, Figure 213 
shows the value of the Magnetic Heading when the details of the Magnetic Variation are 
displayed (CAP → NAV).

Figure 213: Nevada – vC, vM and F-14’s MH.

As studied previously, the Tactical Information Display in Aircraft Stabilized mode provides 
information using the F-14 as reference. Flying towards the reciprocal should show the 
contact's vector pointing straight towards the bottom of the display.
The same Figure 212 shows how, despite the notable magnetic variation, the contact's 
vector is still pointing straight downwards.

A similar behaviour occurs on the Detail Data Display. This device shows "raw" radar 
returns, and in Pulse mode it displays azimuth vs range. If the target is on a collision course, 
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it's "descent" towards the bottom of the display is characterised by the lack of drift. In other
words, the azimuth will not change despite, the non-ignorable magnetic variation in this 
map (Figure 214).

Figure 214: MagVar and DDD - Collision course.

6.12 AN/ASN−92 INS: EFFECTS OF   
CARRIER OPERATIONS  

Important!
The original writing of this Chapter ended with me wondering what I was missing 
because the HDG Pushbutton was not behaving as expected.
After I had the chance of discussing the problem directly with Grover and the 
Heatblur teams, it turns out that a nasty bug was affecting my tests! Found it and 
fixed it, it works correctly, with impressive efficiency.
I have removed the mentioned part of the Chapter but, if you are curious to see 
how it looked like before, it is still available on my website here, moved at the end 
of the article.

The "new" HDG Pushbutton works so well that, due to the importance and the 
impact of such an issue, I decided to add a new Chapter to the book (4.6).
The new part is located in the section “Avionics II: Fundamentals”, before the in-
depth discussion about the AN/ASN-92 INS, to address the problem of the AHRS de-
synchronisation in a much simpler and more immediate way.

An aircraft carrier is a massive chunk of metal that can drastically affect the Magnetic 
Variation calculated by the avionics (vC). The vast majority of the players have probably 
noticed this effect already. This is an expected behaviour, and the calculated MagVar is 
slowly adjusted as the flight progresses.
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The following is a useful explanation by Super Grover47:

VC is the magnetic variation calculated inside INS/AWG-9 – the program takes 
the magnetic North from the AHRS and the true North from the IMU/INS, 
compares the two, and the difference is the vC. However, on a carrier deck, the 
magnetic North reading can be severely affected by different sources of the 
magnetic field, and hence the difference can get beyond that 2°.

Once airborne, the vC should slowly recover. Or alternatively, to speed up the 
syncing process, the pilot can press and hold the HDG pushbutton on the 
compass panel. One thing to remember – the aircraft must be in a straight 
unaccelerated flight, otherwise the acceleration gate wouldn't let the sync 
happen.

SUPER GROVER – HEATBLUR

After all we discussed the INS and its components, the question is: how can the 
discrepancies between vC and vM be attenuated post departure? After all, the sooner the 
avionics is synchronized and up and running, the fewer errors affect the computations.

Chapter 6.11 poured more details into the INS topic (albeit it is still scratching the surface). 
One of the most interesting points, is the clarification of "who does what" when it comes to 
the navigation in the moments immediately following a carrier departure.
This short chapter shows the somewhat dramatic effect of a non-synchronized vC.

6.12.1 VC SYNCHRONIZATION OVER TIME: 
PRACTICAL EXAMPLES AND TESTS
This scenario is set in the Syria map. Default year, no wind, a single F-14A-135-GR spawned 
hot on the catapult. The computed Magnetic Variation vC is circa -13° at spawn, whereas 
the manually inserted Magnetic Variation vM is 4.9°.
From this initial setup, I took off a first time, managed to fly levelled at about 300kts until vC
matched vM then departed again, but this time I immediately turned and manoeuvred. 
Only after a few minutes I adopted a straight, levelled flight.

The following values are taken from the game itself, and show how different is the impacted
on the process of determining vC.

Eventually, the question will be: is the standard departure (300kts, 500ft for about 7nm) 
enough to allow a proper computation of vC?

47 Source – ED Forum.
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TEST I: STANDARD DEPARTURE
To generate the chart in Figure 215, I collected 36 data points, from a carrier departure, 
until the value of the computed magnetic variation stabilized.

During the process, I flew the F-14 almost perfectly stable at 300 kts, but at a lower altitude 
than a standard departure (~ 100 ft).

Figure 215: Computed MagVar - Synchronization following a standard departure.

Speed and altitude were stable from circa 45", and after that moment, I was hands-off.

Note how vC did not decrease immediately, rather remained stable until, at about 1'20", it 
started to align to vM. The most surprising aspect is the perfectly linear ratio of increase of 
vC, all the way until vM.
Eventually, the computed MagVar stabilized +0.8° over the manually defined MagVar.

If we consider vC stabilized as it reached the value of 5.7° (3'11"), we can calculate the 
distance covered by the F-14. At an average speed of 300kts, the distance covered is equal 
to circa 15nm, which is more than double the distance the standard departure should 
require.

TEST II: IMMEDIATE MANOEUVRES
The second scenario is based on 55 data points.
Right after the departure, I pulled and banked hard, accelerating. I then constantly turned 
and manoeuvred, leaving only a few seconds of straight, levelled flight, yet not at a constant
speed.
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After 4'46", I stabilized the aircraft at about IAS 400 kts, at an altitude of 3000 ft. The 
purpose is showing how an immediate set of manoeuvres de facto stops or avoid the 
synchronization altogether. The process resumes later, when the aircraft is in a stable, 
unaccelerated fight.

Figure 216: Computed MagVar - Manoeuvring post departure.

The moment when the F-14 Tomcat was stable is very evident from the chart: whilst 
manoeuvring, the vC suffered all sorts of disturbances. Curiously, the spike at 53" coincided 
with a hard turn. However, almost as soon as the aircraft stabilized, the computed magnetic 
variation started to move closer and closer to the manual value.

It is interesting to note how the ratio is very similar to the previous example, no matter the 
number of manoeuvres pulled before.

Eventually, however, vC stabilized at a value more distant from vM than the previous 
example: 2.1° higher.

TEST III: CONSTANT CLIMB
This test aimed to understand the behaviour of the computed magnetic variation during a 
climb. I repeated the test twice: first maintaining the True Air Speed / Ground Speed 
constant, the second maintaining the Indicated Air Speed. Both tests provided the same 
conclusion: the synchronization does not occur.
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TAS TEST IAS TEST

TIME VC ALT NOTE TIME VC ALT NOTE

00:00 -13.1 80 Depart. 00:00 -13.0 80 Depart.

00:32 -13.1 450 00:24 -12.6 100

01:12 -13.1 850 Climb 01:08 -12.5 650 Climb

01:30 -13.1 2100 01:26 -12.5 1900

02:00 -13.1 4100 01:56 -12.5 3800

02:30 -13.1 6200 02:26 -12.5 5800

03:00 -13.1 8100 02:56 -12.5 7700

03:30 -13.1 10000 03:30 -12.5 9500

04:00 -13.1 12000 03:56 -12.6 11100

Both tests saw an initial shallower climb post departure, and a steeper climb (“Climb” in the
Notes column). I stopped monitoring after 4 minutes.

TEST IV: “HIGH ALTITUDE”
Another quick test involved checking the synchronization after a climb. After the desired 
altitude was reached, as long as the rest of the next few minutes of the journey were flown 
maintaining the Tomcat in a stable and unaccelerated flight, the synchronization proceeded 
without issues.

6.12.2 COMP PANEL: THE “HDG” PUSHBUTTON
The last two tests deserve a few more words. The objective is using the HDG Pushbutton, 
located in the COMP panel in the front seat, which was discussed in Paragraph 6.11.3. One 
of its functions is to synchronize the directional gyro with the magnetic azimuth detector 
and sets magnetic heading on the BDHI.

In these tests, I used it to accelerate the synchronization. I tried both holding the button 
until the SYNC indicator aligned, and "tapping" it: holding it for a few seconds, and then 
releasing.
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Figure 217: The SYNC indicator aligning over time.

TEST V: THE HDG PUSHBUTTON

Note: as mentioned above, this function was affected by a bug, and it is now fixed.

The HDG Pushbutton's function is to fast-erect the AHRS. Compared to the speed at which 
the AHRS re-synchronises in stable flight conditions, it is night and day.

Figure 218: AHRS re-sync - No action vs HDG Pushbutton.

Note that I collected data for the HDG PB dataset only for the first 35"/40". I have reported 
the latest vC value until the end of the chart to better appreciate the differences.

The speed at which the re-sync happens has two immediate advantages:

• The procedure is much quicker, and the Tomcat can proceed as planned sooner;
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• The pilot has to maintain a stable, unaccelerated attitude for a much shorter period; 
thus making his life much simpler.

Considering the staggering difference between the two methods, using the HDG 
Pushbutton is definitely the recommended way to operate.

6.12.3 VISUALIZING THE DESYNC EFFECT
The following screenshots are taken from Test V explained in the previous Paragraph. Note 
how, although the heading of the F-14 is unchanged, the heading indicated by the avionics 
varies dramatically.

The Altitude is maintained constant thanks to the autopilot, and it is monitored via the Info 
Bar48.

As previously discussed, different display show information gathered from different parts of 
the INS. If nothing is changed by the Pilot or the RIO (i.e. the Comp-Slaved-Dg Mode Switch,
see Figure 210).

Figure 219: vC desync effect - VDI.

48 Default: [LCtrl] + [Y]
Multiple keystrokes toggle between Visible, IAS and TAS.
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Figure 220: vC desync effect - BDHI.

Note: in one of my tests, I used the HDG AP as well. I guessed the F-14 would have 
steered, following the indications of the various components of the INS.
However, it did not, at least according to the Info Bar.
Curious, isn't it? It is something worth investigating at some point…

VIDEO!
I put together a short video to better visualize the effects of the synchronization on the 
instrumentation. You can find it here:
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Figure 221: AN/ASN-92 Video - Click on the image to open.

6.12.4 CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
To wrap this Chapter up, a few observations:

• the new autopilot implementation allows a simple and immediate synchronization. 
Since the process is susceptible to changes in speed and altitude, this feature helps 
new pilots to maintain the flight parameters as stable as possible;

• the synchronization does not start as soon as the aircraft leaves the deck. A period 
of 30"-40" is usually need to start the process;

• even after manoeuvring, if the aircraft is flown straight, levelled an unaccelerated, 
the synchronization kicks in automatically (sans failures);

• the synch ratio, if the process is  unperturbed, is about 10°;

• it seems that the sooner the synchronization is started, the closer the computed 
magnetic variation is to the manual magnetic variation. However, a vastly higher 
number of tests are required to verify this observation.
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Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream… VAMPIRE! VAMPIRE!

6.13 AN/ASN−92 INS: KNOWN ISSUES   
AND BASIC TROUBLESHOOTING  
The most common issue affecting the INS and its operation by the crew is the Drift. This 
problem has usually a very marginal impact, and be corrected in different ways. For this 
reason, this issue I wrote a dedicated Chapter (6.14) about the INS positional fix update.

However, other and more potentially serious issues can occur. This Chapter shows two 
situations and the checklists to follow to understand them and fix them.

6.13.1 PARENTHESIS: INS, VC AND POSITIONAL 
IMPRECISION – A CHAT WITH F-14 RADAR 
INTERCEPT OFFICERS
In my long quest of understanding the F-14 and its avionics, I stumbled upon the 
imprecisions caused by Carrier Operations. It is indeed one of the very first things a virtual 
RIO notices when operating from a Carrier the first times. I was almost shocked by how 
great the difference between the actual heading indication provided by VID, BDHI and so 
on,  and the real one could be. The spontaneous question soon arises: how was this 
problem dealt with in real life?No one can answer this question better than former F-14 
RIOs!

I had a chat with Scott “Weird” Altorfer (VF-154 and VF-201, 1993-1998), and it looks like I 
overestimated the problem:

[..] in the real world, we simply did not care that much about the levels of 
precision you describe, probably because everything pretty much worked most 
of the time, and if it didn't, we had a wingman and a GPS.
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[..] If my INS dumped mid flight, I'd break out my little book of tests, run them 
on the way home, and write a gripe in maintenance control.
If my compass was off up to 10 degrees, I might not even notice!  Radio navaids
meant a needle points to them; landmarks on the ground don't move, and the 
boat was always steaming around, anyway, so finding her was both an art and 
a science.

[..] For my TARPS missions over Iraq, I had my route programmed into both the 
Garmin and the INS. If they agreed, great, if not, I'd use the GPS.

SCOTT “WEIRD” ALTORFER – F-14A RIO

I then had another conversation with Dave   "Bio"   Baranek  , since he flew the Tomcat in the 
glorious early days, before the advent of the GPS.

Although "state of the art" when designed, the [Tomcat's navigation systems] 
seemed out of date and barely adequate just a few years later. But to get right 
to the point: in my experience it wasn't as bad [..] Most of my F-14 flying was 
pre-GPS. But in my recollection, heading info was accurate unless you had a 
system failure -- which was rare.
[...] As we flew ahead of the carrier after launch, the pilot pushed the HDG 
Pushbutton and that made everything line up. This was routine. In fact, 
forgetting to do this was the basis for a brief episode in Tomcat RIO:

(The situation was my pilot Hooter and I were discussing a navigation error 
during a flight) “I forgot to synch the compass,” he said. Pilots usually did that 
right after takeoff as they flew away from the enormous metal mass of the 
carrier. Don’t ask me to explain magnetic fields and their effect on our swing-
wing jet fighter’s compass, I just know that when Hooter pushed the Synch 
button our displays shifted by 20 degrees. We were 60 miles south of our 
station! The INS was fine, as things turned out. 
(In the end, this instance and another led us to realize we'd become 
complacent.)

But that was the only time in my 2,500 hours flying Tomcats that I had this 
problem. Of course, it wasn't an issue when we started up ashore. On the other
hand, the INS could drift or outright fail, and I mention that several times in the
book, but I actually mention the possibility of it failing, and how we took steps 
to be prepared for that. It didn't actually fail that often.

In any case, heading on the BDHI was accurate to one degree unless we had a 
real problem [..].
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DAVE “BIO” BARANEK – F-14 RADAR INTERCEPT OFFICER

Both comments are fascinating. From one hand, we can assess the revolutionary impact the
Global Positioning System had in the military, before it landed in our daily lives. They are 
also witness of the ingenuity of people that found a way to improve their life by means of a 
simple commercial device. On the other, are a testament to the precision of a technology 
developed more than 60 years ago that, failures aside, was capable of precisely guide a 
fighter jet to their objectives.
Translating this into DCS is not immediate: different players look for different gaming 
experiences, some issues are not existing or can be deactivated (id est random failures - 
they are arguably enjoyable). Nevertheless, these conversations give us a couple of ideas for
more realistic ops:

• the usage of the GPS (NS 430). Although probably not worth the purchase only for 
the F-14, it is definitely a nice addition in a post '90s mission. It enables more 
complex and precise flight plans and map-scale navigation;

• the AN/ASN-92. As discussed in the previous chapter, the re-sync of the AHRS 
happens automatically, but it is a factor to be aware of. Although the question about
the functionality of the HDG Pushbutton in DCS remains (I have raised it with the 
devs already), the Radar Intercept Officer, even the Casual player, should be aware 
of this problem and work with his pilot to solve it post departure from a Carrier.

6.13.2 “STANDBY” AND “READY” LIGHTS
These two lights are located above the NAV MODE knob, in the top-left corner of the 
Tactical Information Display (see Figure 222, STBY is top and READY is bottom).
They are sometimes barely visible when the cockpit is illuminated by direct sunlight, but are
fundamental to understand the status of the navigational systems.

Figure 222: TID - "Standby" and "Ready" lights.

The following table helps the Radar Intercept Officer to troubleshoot the most common 
issues by means of the two lights.

LIGHT
STATUS

INTERPRETATION ACTION REQUIRED

STANDBY ON • Normal display for first 45 • None
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LIGHT
STATUS

INTERPRETATION ACTION REQUIRED

READY ON seconds after initialization of 
the alignment.

• A failure in IMU, NAV COMP, 
NPS or AHRS prevents the 
system from performing 
satisfactorily in the selected 
mode due.

• Select another mode.

STANDBY ON
READY OFF

• Normal status during alignment
after initialization. 

• Normal status during erection 
of IMU when IMU/AM is 
selected before to completion 
of coarse align.

• NAV Mode switch should be 
left in selected position to 
obtain the NAV system 
alignment.

• NAV Mode switch should be 
left in selected position. Until 
lMU is erected, the AHRS/AM 
mode will be provided 
automatically.

STANDBY and
READY Flashing

Suspended alignment prevents
the initialization of the 
alignment.

Check brake pressure and set 
parking brake.

STANDBY Flashing
READY OFF

Suspended alignment. Set parking brake to continue 
the alignment.

STANDBY OFF
READY ON

• The alignment satisfies the 
minimum  requirements to 
enable weapons launch.

• IMU/AM or INS are available 
with AHRS/AM selected.

• NAV Mode switch should be 
left in the selected position for 
improved alignment or switch 
to INS.

• Select available NAV Mode.

STANDBY OFF
READY OFF

The NAV system is off or the 
system operating satisfactorily 
in the selected mode.

None.

STANDBY OFF
READY Flashing
(after 5 seconds

both OFF)

Status displayed only when the
IMU/AM mode is selected and 
platform is aligned. The RIO 
has 5 seconds to select 
another NAV Mode, or 
alignment will be lost and the 
INS will not be available.

Select another mode to avoid 
the loss of the alignment.
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LIGHT
STATUS

INTERPRETATION ACTION REQUIRED

READY Flashing
STANDBY OFF

With parking brake off, 
alignment suspended past 
mission alert criteria (second 
tick).

Set parking brake, select INS or
select the desired mode of 
operation.

6.13.3 THE  “MV” ACRONYM ON THE TID
The MV acronym can appear on the TID for multiple reason. One is an undetected failure of 
the AHRS that can cause an incorrect value of MagVar to be computed. More commonly, 
MV appears when vM and vC differs by 5° or more. The computed MagVar and the manual 
MagVar are, in fact, continuously compared, and if the case above manifests, the IN 
acronym appears alternated with MV (note that IM may be substituted, rather than IN, 
depending on the selected navigation mode).

During carrier operations, this phenomenon is expected: the aircraft carrier can affect the 
computed magnetic variation, as discussed in Chapter 6.12.

The following table provides a checklist useful to identify and action the problem.

STP CONDITION ACTION RESULTS

1 The MV acronym is 
displayed alternately 
with NAV mode in flight
with no AHRS, IMU or 
NAVCOMP failure lights 
illuminated.

RIO manually enter new
(and corrected) MAG 
AR.

MV acronym should be 
cleared.

2 The conditions in step 1
persist after the actions 
in step 1 are performed.

The Pilot should 
compare the heading 
on VDI HUD with the 
heading on VDI or HUD 
with standby compass 
while in SLAVED 
COMPASS mode, INS or 
IMU/AM NAV mode, 
and level unaccelerated 
flight. 

If comparison agrees, 
the problem may be the
IMU. Continue to step 3
to verify this.
Skip to step 5 
otherwise.

3 The IMU is the 
suspected source of the
wrong vC.

The Pilot switches to 
COMP mode in the 
AHRS compass 

If the comparisons 
agrees, the IMU 
heading is erroneous.
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STP CONDITION ACTION RESULTS

controller (see Figure
209) and compares  VDI
and HUD headings with 
standby compass.

4 IMU heading is 
erroneous.

The RIO selects 
AHRS/AM Nav Mode, 
and enters the  correct 
MagVar.

MV acronym should be 
cleared.

5 The VDI/HUD headings 
did not initially agree 
with the standby 
compass in step 2. In 
this case, the AHRS is 
the problem source for 
vC error.

The Pilot synchronizes 
the AHRS by depressing 
the HDG pushbutton.
If the synchronization is 
not possible, switch to 
COMP mode. 

If the Pilot has switched
to COMP mode, all 
computer and CRT 
display functions will 
now use the true 
heading provided by 
the IMU with the 
manual MagVar 
applied.
The BDHI now receives 
information from the 
Magnetic Azimuth 
Detector (MAD). The 
output may or may not 
be correct depending 
on what has failed in 
the AHRS.
The MV acronym may 
or may not be cleared.

6.14 AN/ASN−92 INS: POSITIONAL FIX   
UPDATE  
The Inertial Navigational System, discussed in Chapter 2.7 and 4.1.4 , relies on an initial Fix 
then updated as the flight progresses. 

However, the AN/ASN-92 is an outdated analogue device, it does not rely on an external 
device to update the position of the aircraft, and it is more prone to drifting compared to a 
modern INS. Therefore, one of the main tasks of the RIO is to check the status of the device 
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and update the position of the aircraft if necessary, especially if the F-14 was subject to 
high-G manoeuvres or after a prolonged flight (2-3 hours or more).

Being able to check the precision of the INS alignment and restore its status is fundamental 
for navigation, Air-to-Air engagements and Air-to-Ground bombs employment.

There are several ways to update the fix, this chapter covers the most common, plus others 
less “orthodox”.

6.14.1 TACAN UPDATE
The manual states that:

To perform a nav fix by TACAN, requires that a pre-stored waypoint shares 
identical LAT and LONG values with the TACAN station that will be used for the 
fix. [..]

During a TACAN FIX, the MAG VAR must be the same as the TACAN station 
magnetic variation, or the update will be in error. Given a TACAN station with a 
range of 100 NM from ownship, a 1°MAG VAR error introduces a 1.74nm error 
into the ownship’s TACAN update. 

DCS F-14   MANUAL      

Therefore, the following information are required in order to perform an accurate INS 
TACAN Update:

• TACAN Station Magnetic variation;

• TACAN Station Latitude, Longitude and Elevation.

Armed with such data, we can proceed and perform a TACAN Update:

1. Select a TACAN channel whose latitude and longitude correspond to an update 
point.

2. Hook desired update point (WAYPT 1, FIX PT, HOME BASE, etc.).
3. CATEGORY switch – NAV.
4. TACAN FIX button – Depress.
5. Observe present position delta readout.
6. If delta is unsatisfactory, deselect TACAN FIX and repeat steps 2 through 7.
7. FIX ENABLE button – Depress.

DCS F-14 MANUAL

The delta readout is hard to estimate sometimes due to a number of reasons (see the last 
paragraph) but if every step has been followed correctly, the station is reasonably close and 
the magnetic variation difference is not terrible, the outcome should be fairly precise.
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Remember to set the Elevation of the TACAN station WP before doing the fix. The Aircraft-
TCN Station range is slant but the altitude of the aircraft and the elevation of the station are 
both taken into account. Therefore, if the station elevation is not set, the Δ will be higher 
and will cause a less precise fix.

TACAN LIMITATIONS AND TOLERANCES
From the discussion on ED’s forum about the bug I run into recently (it’s an odd interaction 
between the Active Pause and the INS rather than a problem of the F-14 module) I learnt 
new details about the TACAN. I knew that its tolerances are modelled, quoting Grover:

    the bearing accuracy of digital readout of the AN/ARN-84(V) – the TACAN – is
between 0.5° (for signals stronger than -82 dBm) and 2.0° (below -90 dBm). 
And we model that in our TACAN receiver.

EFFECT OF MAGVAR ON THE UPDATE
The Magnetic Variation has been discussed already in Chapter 2.7.1 . This is a test showing 
the tangible effect of an incorrect MagVar during a TACAN Update.

Example I: VC/VM INS Fix differences
In this scenario I re-aligned the INS using different settings of Magnetic Variation: I spawned
my F-14 in the air, around 50nm W of Kutaisi (44X) and set one WP over the TACAN station 
of Kutaisi. I then re-aligned my INS and noted the Deltas.

The goal is quantifying the difference between the different MagVars by comparing the 
Deltas. As the aircraft has just spawned, the INS should be quite correct so the Delta 
displayed as the TCN Fix is activated should be very close to zero. The column DIFF [nm] is 
the result of Δ[0°] minus Δ[TCN Fix].

Date is default (21/06/2016), Heading 088°T. Manual MagVar=6.6°.

DIST
[NM]

VM VC USED FIX
ΔLAT

FIX
ΔLONG

ΔMV DIFF
[NM]

50.3 6.6° 5.4° VC N00°01.2 E000°00.0 1.2° 1.0

48.4 4.4° 5.4° VM N00°02.3 E000°00.1 2.2° 2.3

47.4 6.6° 5.4° VM N00°00.3 E000°00.2 0.0° 0.36

46.8 0.0° 5.4° VM N00°05.6 E000°00.1 6.6° 5.6
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Figure 223: Correct MagVar results in a very accurate INS TCN Update.

Example II: “DCS” position vs INS position
The second test is similar to the first one, but this time I re-aligned the INS using VC and VM
and compared the coordinates from the TID to the aircraft position provided by the F-10 
map.

Figure 224: MagVar and TCN
Update - VC.

Figure 225: MagVar and
TCN Update - VM.

VC = 5.1°, VM = 6.6°. Curious how, although I used the same scenario, the VC is different.

MAGVAR F14 LAT F14
LONG

F10 LAT F10
LONG

DIST
[NM]

VC N42°13.4 E041°22.7 N42°14.841 E041°22.707 1.44 

VM N42°14.7 E041°26.0 N42°14.655 E041°25.881 0.1 

Conclusions
After these tests and experiments the question is: do we really need such precision?

The answer to that question, the vast majority of times, is no, we do not. It is no 
coincidence that, for example, bombs delivery always require line of sight in the F-14A and 
B: the INS is simply not precise enough to drop on a set of coordinates. Therefore, even a 
spot-on INS, although nice to have, it is not fundamental. On the other hand, if the INS is 
degraded and requires a correction, then better do it properly. Since the INS naturally drifts 
other time, a precise Fix means that the correction will last longer.

A good compromise, valid for the vast majority of the situations, is checking the VC and 
compare it to the MagVar reference table. If such difference is grater than 1.5° or 2°, then 
using the manual MagVar may be worth it, especially if the distance from the station is 
greater than 30nm-40nm.
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6.14.2 INS VISUAL UPDATE
The procedure, per se, is quite straightforward:

    To perform a visual fix, fly over a prestored waypoint and press the VIS FIX 
button. Estimate your timing, because the aircraft nose and fuselage can 
obscure the fix point during overflight. It is also difficult to estimate when 
directly overhead a waypoint if the aircraft altitude is greater than 10.000 feet. 
The delta for the visual fix is displayed on the TID. Enter the delta by pressing 
FIX ENABLE.

1. Hook desired update point (WAY PT, HB, IP, etc.).
2. Select NAV category on CAP.
3. Overfly the selected prestored point and when over the point, depress the 

VIS FIX button on the cap.
4. If the delta is not satisfactory, press VIS FIX again to clear the delta and 

repeat from step 1.
5. If a satisfactory delta is displayed, depress the FIX ENABLE button; this 

causes the delta correction of own-aircraft position to be inserted into the 
computer.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

This method is much simpler than the TACAN Fix: there are no considerations about the 
Magnetic Variation or the distance from the TACAN station. On the other hand, the 
outcome heavily depends on how precisely the crew can fly over a defined point.

Choosing the waypoint
This issue is similar to the main problem of the CPTR IP delivery: how to get an easily 
identifiable point, both visually and on the F10 map (or other source of precise latlong 
coordinates)?

A simple option and a good introductory exercise is the visual fix over an airfield. Although 
sometimes redundant due to the presence of TACAN stations, it’s a very handy exercise to 
get the crew up to speed with the procedure. I usually fly over the runway perpendicularly 
to it, so it’s fairly easy when the F-14 is over the runway by using the wings as reference 
(both mag and true direction of the runway are available from any airdrom chart). The same
concept can be applied to any fairly straight main road.

When using other ground features or peculiar buildings as waypoints, the problem is 
understanding when the aircraft is exactly above such point. A good practice is flying over 
the waypoint, look for a reference point at 090°/270° (or other easily notable angle) and do 
a dry-run to visually capture the position of the reference. Then do another pass and when 
the reference is in the correct position, update the aircraft position.
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If the reference waypoint is hard to spot (better if it’s not!), try using the TCS. Although 
fairly limited, it can be very useful to adjust the heading.

Figure 226: INS Visual Update - Looking for a good geographical reference.

This is a simple example of Visual Fix in the southern part of the map, too far from any 
TACAN station. I looked for something easily identifiable and I spotted this peculiar shape, 
as shown49 in Figure 226.

I created a waypoint in the of the eastern peninsula and my goal is using the northern 
peninsula as reference point. I created the waypoint approximately 180° from my reference 
point, therefore by flying east-west, I should have the reference at 3′.

49 The image is available at higher resolution here.
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Figure 227: INS Visual Update - Trying to match the reference!

Figure 227 is a screenshot50 of the moment I updated the aircraft position. In order to have 
the same point of view during both the dry-run and the alignment run, I kept the air intake 
fairly aligned with the IFF panel and used the area between the Flares Salvo and the 
AN/ALE-39 as “marker”.

Figure 228 is the view from the F10 map51. I missed my waypoint by a couple millimetres (in 
the picture – the waypoint was a little bit more to the west) but I was quite happy anyway. I 
also measured the distance between the aircraft and the end of the peninsula to provide a 
quick visual scale of the map. As you can see, that value is only 0.05nm so the Visual Update
in this case has been quite successful.

Keep in mind that the F-14B INS is not a “JDAM-level” precise tool, so don’t try to be precise
down to a millilitre because it’s pointless. Nevertheless, even if this method is not very 
accurate, it can fairly quickly solve the problem of a badly drifted INS. 

50 The screenshot is available at higher resolution here.
51 The image is available at higher resolution here.
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Figure 228: Visual INS Update - Difference between the F-14 and the expected reference
point.

A couple of notes
• The waypoint should be created as usual and the necessary data can be found in 

the F10 map;

• When dealing with heading & bearing, remember to compensate for the magnetic 
variation;

• The Pilot can increase the chances of success by flying fairly low (in the screenshot 
above I was approximately 1500ft AGL) and slow, in order to give the RIO a little bit 
more to fix the reference;

• The Pilot should also be an active part of the process, suggesting visual references 
and locations for the waypoint. After all, he has to fly there.

6.14.3 FIGHTER-TO-FIGHTER NAVIGATION 
UPDATE
This method allows an F-14 to update its position by receiving a set of coordinates from 
another F-14. This simplifies the nav update of a group of F-14 by having only one aircraft 
performing an accurate INS fix and then share it to others.

The procedure is simple:

Net aircraft that use fighter-to-fighter data link can update their navigation 
system in the FF/DL mode. To update LAT/LONG hook the net aircraft symbol of 
an aircraft that is in close proximity and select F/F NAV UPDATE on the CAP. This
will enter the hooked aircraft’s coordinates into the INS as own-aircraft 
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coordinates. To update the nav system on an aircraft that is not close, first 
obtain a radar STT on that aircraft, hook the STT-ed aircraft on the TID and 
then press F/F NAV UPDATE on the CAP.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

Once set, press the usual FIX ENABLE to download the INS fix. This method uses the Fighter-
to-Fighter Datalink mode (LINK4C – Brevity: DOLLY) so make sure that this DL mode is 
selected and the frequency matches.

From the test I conducted with the 108th vSq, this method is not only easy and quick, it’s 
also precise. With no radar lock, the position Δ is not taken into account, therefore the INS 
will be exactly the same as the donor. If the aircraft are flying in close formation, this is not a
problem. For nav updates at longer distances, I recommend using the radar as described by 
the manual.

Remember that if the aircraft position of the donor is heavily degraded, this procedure can 
cause more harm than good.

6.14.4 INS RADAR FIX UPDATE
The radar fix is a tricky procedure depending on the map in use. It uses the ground returns 
in Pulse radar mode to identify a peculiar and recognizable geographical spot. On such 
position a waypoint is also created, and the difference, in terms of Δ latlong, is the 
correction we are looking for.

Besides finding the geographical reference, the procedure is straightforward:

1.   TID CURSOR/CAP - Hook Desired Navigation Point for Update.
2.   PULSE SRCH button – Depress.
3.   On sensor control panel: STAB switch - IN. EL BARS switch - 1. AZ SCAN 
switch - As Desired.
4.   RDR FIX button – Depress.
5.   DDD CURSOR button – Depress.
6.   Action switch - Half Action (first detent).
7.   Cursor is displayed on DDD.
8.   Manipulate hand control DDD cursor over desired ground map point.
9.   Action switch - Full Action and Release. (This will cause the DDD cursor to 
remain at the selected position.
10.   Observe the delta for LAT and LONG on TID.
11.   If readouts are unsatisfactory, deselect RDR FIX and repeat steps 4 
through 12.
12.   FIX ENABLE button – Depress.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  
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It is important to set the full details of the waypoint (the latlong can be taken from the F10 
map).

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
Setup: the F-14 is flying at 15,000ft, the waypoint was created over the small island of 
Arward, just a couple of kilometres from Tartus, in the Syria map.

Radar is set to Pulse Search, 1 Bar (see Chapter 6.2.1 for more information). If the INS is not 
completely off the chart, using the distance from the waypoint can be a useful tool to pre-
set the antenna elevation angle at a meaningful angle. This helps the process as 1 Bar is 
quite narrow, depending on the range.

In this case, I used my in-game Kneeboard page to find the angle: the range from the 
waypoint is approximately 25nm, and the F-14 is flying at 15,000, so the angle is ~5.6°.

Figure 229: Radar fix update - setup.

Now we can slew the antenna and focus on the returns on the DDD.

Figure 230, shows the DDD in Pulse mode returning the coast. The little return under the 
HCU DDD-mode pointer is the island. Remember that the DDD provides a “bent” 
representation of the topography, in this case, the coasts. This makes working using hills or 
peaks much harder than islands or coast-line peculiar shapes.
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Figure 230: Radar fix update - DDD mode.

The next step is checking the delta:

• the left value is the ΔLATITUDE, it displays “LN” or “LS” depending on whether the 
delta is more to the North or South;

• the value on the right is the ΔLONGITUDE. Similarly to the ΔLATITUDE, it adjusts 
from the “side”, displaying “LE” and “LW”.

The closer the delta values are to zero, the less the INS has drifted. Figure 231 shows the 
deltas for this example.

Figure 231: Radar fix update - Delta values.

When the suggested delta is deemed satisfactory, pressing FIX ENABLE updates the INS and 
the position of the F-14 is updated.
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Compared to other INS Fix Update techniques, this is one of the less precise. However, if 
nothing else is available, then it is still a valid solution.

Unfortunately, due to how the Pulse radar works and the lack of a proper air-to-ground 
radar, finding a recognisable point may not be an easy task. Luckily, water tends to not 
providing any return, so it is very easy to highlight a lonely island, a coastal feature (or even 
a ship!) in Pulse Search.

Figure 232: Radar fix update - The geographical reference point.

6.14.5 “UNORTHODOX” METHODS
The following are three methods to update the INS that probably no one ever used in real 
life. However, if necessity calls, they can be used and solve an turn a forced RTB into an 
ongoing mission.

Unorthodox method I: LANTIRN
The LANTIRN pod has its own independent GPS and its reading can be used to obtain a 
constant and precise indication of the position of the aircraft. The RIO simply has to input 
such data in the CAP, Own Aircraft, and confirm the new set of coordinates.

Since the F-14 is moving, the latlong values must be set according to the future position of 
the F-14 and ENTER must be pressed as soon as the values match.

If well timed and coordinated with the pilot, this method allows to correct the F-14 position 
in no longer than a few seconds.
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Figure 233: Figure 61: View of the LANTIRN pod. The latlong of the F-14
are in the top-left corner.

Unorthodox method II: LINK4A DL and CV
The Carrier appears as a Datalinked Homebase Waypoint on the TID when the Datalink is 
tuned to the CV’s frequency. Since the CV is a TCN station as well, my first idea was using 
the TCN fix procedure along with the CV DL HB WP as the TCN station WP but unfortunately
it doesn’t work.

The waypoint can still be used in two ways, although none of them is as precise as my initial
idea would have been. The procedure is simple: another WP can be created over the 
position of the CV and quickly used to perform either Visual or TCN update. Considering the
intrinsic imprecision of the analog INS of the F-14 and the fact that the CV doesn’t move 
fast at all (the movement can be compensated by placing the WP at a distance proportional 
to the speed of the CV, if necessary), this method can be used to achieve decent results, 
especially in the case of heavily degraded INS, and if no standard methods are applicable.

Figure 234: The position of the Carrier, marked by a Datalink waypoint.
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Unorthodox method III: NS 430
I bought the NS 430 module during a sales back when it was available only for the Mi-8. It is 
now available for almost any module, in a couple of which in its original 3D version, as a 2D 
overlay for the others (warning, the 2D overlay had or still has issues with VR, as far as I 
know).

You have probably understood already where I’m going, after the discussion about the 
LANTIRN: the plan is using the GPS data from the NS430 to update the F-14 position.

Figure 235: The NS 430 GPS.

On top of that, the NS 430 is a useful navigation tool, it provides a moving map and other 
information and functions. I don’t feel the need of it between TCN and INS, but it can be a 
handy backup tool indeed.

The NS 430 is discussed in more detail in Chapter 21.3.

6.15 ***F-14 TOMCAT AND   
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES  
Note:
Heatblur is still working on the implementation of the effects of ECM on the F-14 
Tomcat. The manual offers a glimpse of the features and the new tools the Radar 
Intercept Officer will, hopefully, be able to play with when the new effects are 
introduced.

For us Prowler ECMOs the AWG-9 was one hard radar to jam. But more 
important than the gadget itself was the knob-twisting RIO you were dealing 
with.
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PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
228).

According to many sources, the F-14 Tomcat was, at the time of its introduction and for 
several years, a really tough costumer when it came to jamming it.
From the first tests conducted versus noise jamming targets (notable the one conducted on 
the 12th of April 1973 – See chapter 7.4.2 ), to the Iran vs Iraq war and the exercises against
the EA-6 Prowlers, the ability of the F-14 and its crew to break the hostile electronic 
countermeasures.

"During the whole war, I never heard of the AWG-9 radar being successfully 
jammed. There were a handful of cases of radar lock-on being broken by close-
range manoeuvring or by MiG-25s using their high speed to outrun an F-14, but
the Iraqis (using French equipment) and the Soviets never managed to jam our 
radars. They expended considerable effort trying to do so, using different 
systems."
"They tried deception, barrage, spot and overload jamming, but they weren't 
successful. Our radars had a high basic working frequency and excellent 
frequency agility, so it was easy to move the radar away from the jamming 
signals and reject those which didn't match the precise search form pattern of 
our AWG-9. On several occasions, they tried overwhelming us by combining all 
these methods. I once detected 11 jets closing simultaneously on me using 
jamming, but this posed no great problem, as my AWG-9 could handle twice as 
many targets simultaneously. And my RIO and I solved the jamming within 
seconds."

TOM COOPER, FARZAD BISHOP – IRANIAN F-14 IN COMBAT. PAGE 83-84.

6.16 ***RECONNAISSANCE TOMCAT      
Note: 
The main instrument the Tomcat can use to operate as a reconnaissance asset is the 
TARPS pod. However, this is not available yet in DCS. Thus, this Chapter is a placeholder 
and the discussion will be expanded as the pod will become available.

[..] Norman Schwarzkopf was determined his air forces would prevail. Since 
dawn that 17 January, his F-14 Tomcats equipped with TARPS - Tactical Air 
Reconnaissance Pod System - had been surveyed the targets hit during the 
night.
They came back with hundreds of pictures of the extensive damage caused 
during the first wave.
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JOHN NICHOL – TORNADO, IN THE EYE OF THE STORM, PAGE 175.

One of the F-14's greatest tools was the TARPS. The Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance Pod 
System allowed the Tomcat to perform reconnaissance missions, using the camera hosted in
the TARPS pod.
The real TARPS is huge, more than 5m long and weighting almost 850 kg, and very 
sophisticated, sporting a number of high-resolution cameras. Its controls are interfaced with
the F-14's avionics.

Heatblur has not introduced the TARPS in DCS yet, but the devs have stated that it will be a 
simplified integration, probably due to how poorly the recon / intelligence aspect is 
developed in DCS. However, even the simple ability of augmenting the navigation 
instruments and taking high-res screenshots framed in a particular way would create a new 
niche and add even more value to the F-14s.
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7. WEAPONS I: AIR TO 
AIR

The primary role of the F-14 has been, for the majority of its life, related to the 
sky.

The F-14 was introduced in 1974 and flew in Vietnam in the very last few 
moments of the war in April 1975. Back then, and for the next 20-odd years, the
US Navy fielded a variety of aircraft along the Tomcat dedicated or more 
effective air-to-ground aircraft, although the F-14 was always capable to 
perform air-to-ground basic duties. Some were later decommissioned and 
others were introduced along the way, such as the A-6 Intruder (recently 
announced by Heatblur) and the A-7 Corsair II (being developed by FlyingIron 
Simulations) or the F/A-18. 

"Here be Phoenixes"

PARENTHESIS: EL CLÁSICO IN DCS – F-15 VS F-14
The F-15 Eagle and the F-14 Tomcat are always compared, and the debate on 
which one is “better” never settles. However, this comparison dues not bring 
justice to any of the two. When it comes to DCS, in fact, the two aircraft works 
best together, each providing what the other aircraft can’t.

F-14 and F-15 were introduced in the same period, around the mid 70s, but are 
drastically different. The F-15 is a land-based fighter, born and raised for only 
one task: air superiority. It uses more modern technologies than the F-14 and, 
although affected by a few initial issues, it was later upgraded into one of the 
most successful aircraft ever produced.

The F-14 has a different story.  In order to be both fast but able to perform safe 
carrier landings, it was designed with variable geometry. Such capability 
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requires a more rugged airframe and landing gear, eventually increasing the weight, a non-
ideal feature considering how underpowered its TF30s were.

Somewhat similarly to the A-10 and its GAU-8, the F-14 was conceived around the 
requirement of a long-range bomber interceptor and air superiority fighter. The AN/AWG-9, 
developed in the 50s and operative since the 1962, was able to engage up to 6 targets at 
the same time at unthinkable ranges when compared to the main contemporary air-to-air 
missile of the period: the AIM-7 Sparrow. Moreover, thanks to the active radar mounted in 
the AIM-54 Phoenix, the F-14 was able to execute launch-and-leave tactics if required 
(although not common. Moreover, the Phoenix was not a cleared for employment vs 
fighters until mid/late ‘80s).
The F-15, despite being more advanced, was unable to engage multiple aircraft at the same 
time until the AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) was 
introduced seventeen years later, in 1991, due to the lack of an active radar in the AIM-7 
Sparrow.

The F-15 can be considered a true 4th generation fighter. The F-14 instead can be disputed, 
and it can be more reasonably considered a 3.5 or a very early 4th gen, somewhat in-
between the old conception of fighter jet of the 3rd generation, and the digital fest of the 
4th generation, something that the F-14 did not fully see (albeit in limited numbers) until 
the introduction of the F-14D.

Another aspect not often discussed but very relevant, especially during short range 
exercises, is the weight. The F-14 is a carrier-based aircraft, requiring an especially sturdy 
landing gear and other measures. These, on top of the additional weight of the second seat,
the avionics and design choices lead to a considerable total weight.
The following tables shows the weights of the aircraft available in DCS:

AIRCRAFT WEIGHT ENGINES

F-14A-135-GR 42086 lbs Pratt & Whitney TF30

F-14B 44040 lbs General Electric F110

F-15C 29498 lbs Pratt & Whitney F100

F-15E (AI) 37637 lbs General Electric F110

Unfortunately no high-fidelity F-15A is available in DCS, and the C is only FC3-level. The 
closest version under development is the F-15E, from RAZBAM. Although similar and based 
on the same aircraft, there are still differences. It looks like that El Clásico in DCS has to way 
to another valiant third party dev!

7.1.1 F-14 TOMCAT: AIR-TO-AIR WEAPONS
The F-14 carries three main Air-to-Air weapons:
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1. AIM-9 “Sidewinder”: IR homing missile (“FOX-2”);

2. AIM-7 “Sparrow”: Semi-Active Radar Homing Missile (SARH - “FOX-1”);

3. AIM-54 “Phoenix”: Active Radar Homing Missile (ARH - “FOX-3”).

Each of them has different seeker type, guidance, range and it is used in scenarios.

The following Chapters go into the details of each weapon, covering the usage in DCS along 
the technical details (most of the information are taken from the P-825/02).

7.2 AIM-9 “SIDEWINDER”      
“The AIM-9 Sidewinder is a short-range, all-aspect, heat-seeking missile. The 
Sidewinder has  proven itself to be the weapon of choice because of its 
simplicity, reliability, and high probability  of kill. Throughout its history, the 
Sidewinder has seen vast improvements in its basic design.  However, it 
remains limited to the in-close, visual combat arena.”

P-825/02 P.97

The AIM-9 Sidewinder is one of the oldest missiles still in service, since the AIM-7 is being 
phased out, and the AIM-54 have been decommissioned. It achieved its first kill in 1958, 
when a Taiwanese (Chinese Nationalist back then) used it in the Formosa Straits conflict 
against a Communist Chinese.

On 28/09/1958, during the same conflict, an AIM-9 hit its target (a MiG-17) but did not 
explode, became lodged there and was later recovered and sent to the Soviets, which used 
it to develop their Vympel K-13 (AA-2 “Atoll”)52.

Through the years, the Sidewinder receiver numerous upgrades, such as a new seeker head,
warhead combination and achieved all-aspect capability.

52 Source – Wikipedia: K-13 (missile) and P-825/02 p.97.
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7.2.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS53

Plate 7: AIM-9 Sidewinder Missile [Source: P-825/02]

Minimum Range 1000 ft Diameter 5”

Gyro tracking 24° / s Weight 185 lbs

Thrust 2880 lbs Length 9’5”

Velocity 2.0+ Mach Turning 45 G’s

Seeker FOV 3.5° Gimbal Limits ±40°

Fuse Contact and Proximity.

Guidance Infrared (IR) cooled by compressed nitrogen and contains indium 
antimonide (InSb), which makes it very sensitive to IR emissions.

Control The missile is guided by the deflection of the 4 forward fins that 
are pneumatically controlled  by a gas generator ignited at launch.
A thermal battery provides power for 60 seconds time of flight. 

Warhead Annular blast fragmentation (ABF) warhead, consisting of high 
explosive encased by titanium rods and a zirconium disk. The 
titanium rods penetrate an  aircraft's skin and the zirconium disk 
fragments will set fire to any combustible material. 

Rocket Motor Mk-36 rocket motor producing 2880 punds of thrust for a 5” burn 
time, capable of accelerating the AIM-9 to 2.0 Mach.
The "smokeless" motor is actually 95% smoke free, leaving only a 
thin wisp of smoke in its trail,  which would be imperceptible to 
the enemy. 

53 For AIM-9M.
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AIM-9 SIDEWINDER IN DCS
The F-14 Tomcat is able to employ a variety of versions of the AIM-9 Sidewinder, some of 
them are not implemented in the game yet, such as the AIM-9D.

• AIM-9P: mid-70s version with improved rocket motor, it derives from the AIM-9J/N.
Later versions of the AIM-9P had limited all-aspect capability.
Also by the Iranians F-14s, it is not yet available in-game for the Tomcat;

• AIM-9L: introduced in 1977, it takes full advantage of the Sidewinder Expanded 
Acquisition Mode (SEAM) introduced with the AIM-9G.
It was the first all-aspect AIM-9.

• AIM-9M: introduced in 1982, is an overall improvement over the AIM-9L. Although 
very similar, it features a new “smokeless” motor and better countermeasure 
resistance.
The AIM-9M is the responsible for all the 10 kills scored with Sidewinders in the 
Gulf War54.

In DCS, up to four AIM-9 Sidewinders can be carried: two on pylon 8, two on pylon 1. On 
pylon 8A and 1A, the AIM-9 is mounted on the LAU-138, discussed in Chapter 6.7.1 . Pylon 
8B and 1B use the LAU-7 missile rail launcher55.

The AIM-9 is competence of the Pilot only, the RIO cannot launch it from the rear seat.

7.3 AIM-7 “SPARROW”      
“The AIM-7 Sparrow is a medium range, all-aspect, all-weather, semi-active 
radar guided  missile. In addition to its air intercept role, Sparrow variants have
been utilized as air-to-surface  and surface-to-air weapons since the missile's 
inception in 1946. Unlike many of its  predecessors, the current Sparrow (AIM-
7M) is a reliable and highly lethal weapon.”

P-825/02 P.101

The AIM-7 Sparrow had a long and complex history. Developed as a beam-rider, it was 
meant to be used primarily against bombers, a target rarely seen in the skies of the 
Vietnam. This and other reasons (such as the climate conditions), earning it a bad 
reputation.

Later developments greatly improved the performance and the effectiveness of the missile. 
For example, the AIM-7M entered service in 1982 and scored a hit rate of 68.2%, with a kill 

54 Source: Air Power Australia – The Sidewinder Story.
55 More information about the LAU-7, here.
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rate of 59.1%, in the 1991 Gulf War. The AIM-7D/E/E-2 in Vietnam, instead, achieved a hit 
rate of 15.8%, with a kill rate of 9.2%56.

While the AIM-9 Sidewinder is usually described as the best short-range air-to-
air missile of the war, Iranian experience with the AIM-7 matched that of US 
pilots in Vietnam, who found that the weapon sometimes functioned well, but 
on other occasions was totally useless. But unlike American pilots, the Iranians 
never used the AIM-7 in dogfights. It was employed exclusively in medium-
range engagements, being fired from a forward aspect at a range of 12 km 
(seven miles). While most pilots remained unimpressed with the AIM-7, careful 
handling and precise pre-flight checks assured a kill probability of more than 20
per cent - twice that achieved in Vietnam.

TOM COOPER, FARZAD BISHOP - IRANIAN F-14 IN COMBAT. PAGE 80.

7.3.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS57 

Plate 8: AIM-7 Sparrow Missile [Source: P-825/02]

Length 12 ft Diameter 8”

Wingspan 40” Weight 510 lbs

Motor Burn Time 3.5” / 12.5” Warhead 85 lbs

Kill Radius 40 ft Kill Radius 25 G’s

Minimum Range 1000 ft Velocity 2.5 Mach

Max. Target 89,000 ft Launch time 1.5”

56 Source: Wikipedia – AIM-7 Sparrow.
57 For the AIM-7M.
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Altitude

Fuse Contact and Proximity.

Guidance Semi-Active Radar Homing. The AIM-7 guides on the reflected 
energy of the target using a forward-looking planar-array antenna.
It receives guidance information via a rear facing antenna on the 
end of the missile.

Control The forward wings are controlled by an open-loop hydraulic 
system that is pressurized  upon trigger squeeze. Once the 
hydraulic fluid is used, it is vented out of the missile. When the  
fluid has been exhausted, the missile can no longer manoeuvrer. 

Warhead 85 lbs annular blast fragmentation, exploding in a thousand of 
steel fragments. The hot gases propelling these fragments also 
serve to ignite all combustible material.

Rocket Motor Mk-56 solid propellant rocket motor. The initial boost lasts 3.5”, 
propelling the missile to its cruising speed of 2.5 Mach over the 
launch aircraft’s speed, then sustains the thrust for an attritional 
12.5”.

AIM-7 SPARROW IN DCS
The AIM-7 is considered a poor missile, as players are used to the performance of the AIM-
54 and the AIM-120 (or non-NATO equivalents) in non-realistic or non restricted servers.

In the appropriate time-frame instead, is still a valid missile, although inferior to similar non-
NATO solutions.

The Sparrow implemented for the F-14 has been for a prolonged period different from the 
version used in other modules made by Eagle Dynamics. Recently, some technical blockers 
have been solved58, and the F-14 is using the same implementations used by the Hornet and
the F-15.

Since the F-14 has been operative for over 30 years, its AIM-7s have seen several upgrades. 
The versions available in DCS are:

• AIM-7E-4: supported by the F-14, but not available in-game yet (22/06/2022).

• AIM-7F: entered service in 1976, it had a dual-stage rocket motor, solid-state 
electronics and larger warhead. It has a much better effective range than the AIM-
7E and it is the first AIM-7 to support Pulse Doppler guidance;

• AIM-7M: entered service in 1982 with a new monopulse seeker, better EMC 
resistance and other features. Its combat record during the Gulf War drastically 
changed how the AIM-7 was perceived by the general public and military 
enthusiasts;

58 Source: Cobra – ED Forum.
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• AIM-7MH: similar to the AIM-7, it features several improvements such as Home-
On-Jam (HOJ)59.

• AIM-7P: recently added60, the AIM-7P is a late variant, featuring a new radar fuse 
and improved guidance, on top of a new uplink for mid-course guidance.
The AIM-7P was produced since 1987.

The AIM-7 is often launched by the Radar Intercept Officer in Beyond Visual Range 
scenarios. At closer ranges, when tally or dogfighting, it is employed by the Pilot61.

AIM-7 SPARROW GUIDANCE
The AIM-7 Sparrow can be boresighted or launched in STT mode, both PSTT and PDSTT.

The default launch method uses a Continuous Wave antenna to guide the missile (for both 
boresight and STT). Since the introduction of the AIM-7F, the Sparrow can be guided using 
the Pulse Doppler illumination, hence increasing its potential range and reliability against 
Chaffs (in theory, in DCS it is another matter), whilst introducing two weak points in the 
form of notching (MLC) and absence of Doppler shift (ZDF).
To select PD guidance, the RIO actions the MSL OPTIONS switch show in Figure 236, 
selecting “SP PD”.

When the AIM-7 Sparrow is employed in boresight, the CW antenna is used and the missile 
homes on the strongest target return in the flood area.

Important!
Unfortunately, the switch, presently, is not fully implemented. The reason is the 
missile guidance logic in DCS. In fact, tracking or not works as a flag: as long as the 
F-14 tells the game that a target is being tracked, then the missile is guiding62. 
Therefore, there is no point in using that part of the MSL OPTIONS switch right 
now, as it has to effect on the guidance.
However, since the tracking depends on having a radar lock, the player is left with 
the option of choosing between PSTT and PDSTT. Since Pulse can be effortlessly 
used even in look-down situations and PDSTT suffers from ZDF, Pulse mode seems 
like the most efficient radar mode at the moment.

59 In DCS, the missile home automatically on the source of the jamming.
60 DCS Open Beta patch 22/06/2022, v. 2.7.15.25026. Patch notes.
61 Subject to crew contracts. See Chapter 1.2.
62 Source: a chat with Naquaii, Heatblur dev, 10/06/2022 – thanks mate!
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Figure 236: Missile Options switch.

7.4 AIM-54 “PHOENIX”      
“The AIM-54 Phoenix is a medium to long range, all aspect, all weather missile,
with both semi-active and active radar guidance systems. The Phoenix was 
designed primarily for long  range battlegroup defense against bomber-sized 
aircraft, but has also proven effective against  cruise missiles and fighter-sized 
aircraft.”

P-825/02 P.103

The AIM-54 Phoenix is a huge, 1000 lbs missile, capable of reaching and destroying targets 
over 100 nautical miles distant. It is a powerful but flexible weapon, effective even a short 
range although this is where, doctrinal and historically, the AIM-7 was employed.

Initially, the usage of the Phoenix was reserved to bombers and other high-priority targets. 
From mid to late 1980s63, it was cleared for usage against fighters.

The Iranian F-14 employed the AIM-54A regularly, with great results, although those reports
are sometimes contested out of the Persian country.

Similar to the AIM-7, the AIM-54 Phoenix is usually competence of the Radar Intercept 
Officer64.

I always thought of the Phoenix as a crazed little Kamikaze hanging under your 
belly. Or six of them.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
113).

63 Source: Grim Reapers’ interview to Dave “Bio” Baranek. Timestamp (16’10”).
64 Subject to crew contracts. See Chapter Error: Reference source not found.
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7.4.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS65

Plate 9: AIM-54 Phoenix Missile [Source: P-825/02]

Length 13 ft Diameter 15”

Wingspan 36 in Weight 985 lbs

Motor Burn Time 27” Warhead 133 lbs

Kill Radius 50 ft Launch time66 3”

Fuse Contact and proximity.

Guidance Active and Semi-Active Radar Homing (ARH, SARH).
In ARH, it follows the radar illuminating the target in TWS. Once 
launched, it goes through an initial and midcourse guidance 
similar to that of an AIM-7. Terminal guidance is provided by the 
AIM-54’s active radar illuminating the target before impact.

Control Relies on hydraulics for control of the flight control  surfaces, but 
the system is a closed loop. Therefore, operational time is limited 
only by the  operational time of the battery.

Warhead 133 lbs, continuous-rod, high explosive. Produces a ring of steel 
lethal at 50 ft, designed to cut off pieces of the target such as the 
wings of the tail.

Rocket Motor Solid propellant, single stage motor with burn time of 47”.

65 For the AIM-54 Mk47.
66 Depends on the employment method (such as PSTT vs PDSTT). This topic will be thoroughly 

discussed later.
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7.4.2 AIM-54 & AWG-9 – DEVELOPMENT 
TIMELINE AND TESTS
The following is a condensed timeline, from “An Outsider’s View on the Phoenix AWG-9 
Weapon System”, written in 1977 by Stephen Thornton Long. The same source is used in 
Chapter 7.4.3 ).

It gives an overview of the main development steps and tests of the AIM-54 Phoenix and 
AWG-9 Weapons Control System.

NOVEMBER 1966 First live separation test from an F-111B.

17 MARCH 1967 The Phoenix hits its target in its first guided launch from 
an F-111B.

DECEMBER 1968 F-111B program is cancelled by the US Navy.

JANUARY 1969 The capabilities of the Hughes AWG-9 WCS are to be 
expanded to include the AIM-7 Sparrow, late AIM-9 
Sidewinder and fixed gun.

MARCH 1969 Two drones successfully attacked at the same time by a 
F-111B.

OCTOBER 1971 F-14A No.4 arrives at the facilities to be outfitted with 
the AWG-9 and Phoenix system.

JUNE 1972 First launch of the Phoenix from an F-14A. The target 
was flying above 70,000ft; the F-14 at 40,000ft at a 
speed of Mach 1.2.
The Phoenix, launched at a distance between 35 and 40 
nm, passed 20ft from the target (within Phoenix’s 
warhead radius).
“Look-down” capability was tested as well, when a 
Phoenix launched from 10,000ft hit a target flying at 
800ft.

OCTOBER 1972 The F-14 enters Navy service.

20 DECEMBER 1972 The F-14 successfully hits four drones at the same time. 
The F-14 was at 30,000ft, the five drones between 
20,000ft and 25,000ft.
The AWG-9 detected them farther than 60nm, and the 
six Phoenixes were launched from about 30nm in the 
span of 45 seconds.
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APRIL 1973 So far, the overall success of the Phoenix in testing 
environments is 76%, with a success ratio of 86% of the 
F-14 Tomcat.

12 APRIL 1973 Scored the longest known air-to-air guided missile 
intercept. The F-14 intercepted a simulated Tupolev T-22 
Backfire. The target was flying at 52,000ft at a speed of 
Mach 1.55; the F-14 at Mach 1.45 at 45,000ft.
The AWG-9 detected the Tupolev in Track-While-Scan at 
132nm.
The Phoenix was launched at 110 nm, the missile 
reached an altitude of 103,500ft (~31.5km), before 
passing 5ft from the target (!) at 75nm.
The simulated bomber was also using an on-off blinking 
noise jammer but failed to jam the AIM-54 Phoenix.

21 NOVEMBER 1973 Six AIM-54 Phoenix are launched near-simultaneously at 
drones flying at a range in excess of 50nm. One missile 
suffered a hardware failure.

DECEMBER 1974 In a test, a drone pulled a 6g, 174° turn in four seconds 
in an attempt to break the radar lock of the Phoenix and 
the AWG-9 WCS. The AIM-54A responded with a 16g 
manoeuvre and scored a lethal hit (see Figure 237).
Out of the first 76 Phoenix launched by the F-14, the 
success ratio was 88%.

NOVEMBER 1975 Out of 124 Phoenix missiles fire in tests, 80 were 
launched by the F-14, with a success rate of 85%.
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Figure 237: Very realistic representation of the December 1974 AIM-54 test.

The caption of the original image reproduced in Figure 237 reads:

While not intended as a dogfight missile, Phoenix has greater capability against
maneuvering targets than any other air-to-air missile.
For example, in the illustrated launch mission, a QF-86 drone attempted to 
break AWG-9 and Phoenix track by violently maneuvering in the vertical plane 
16 seconds after missile launch. The drone pulled 5g’s going into a 6200 foot 
dive and 6g’s coming out. Phoenix scored a lethal hit on the drone just as it 
pulled out of the dive. In other evasively maneuvering target launches, Phoenix 
has pulled as many as 16g’s to hit the target.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

7.4.3 AIM-54 PHOENIX MODES OF OPERATION
The AIM-54 has four modes of operation:

1. sample data semi-active;

2. continuous semi-active;

3. active;

4. home-on-jam.

SAMPLE DATA SEMI-ACTIVE
Mode used by Track-While-Scan to support the Phoenix. Up to six Phoenix can be launched 
and independently guided in this mode.
There are three guidance phases in this mode:
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1. Programmed guidance: the AIM-54 performs a timed vertical manoeuvre in 
response to pre-launch commands. Two effects:

◦ the manoeuvre allows the missile to avoid the main beam of the radar;

◦ it provides the trajectory shaping that increase the missile’s aerodynamic range.

2. Mid-Course guidance: the WCS sends information directly to the missile. It then 
directs its antenna and controls its receiver to receive the semi-active signal and 
target echo from a designated target as the radar scans it. The Phoenix then derives 
guidance commands from the sampled return and guides on the target with fixed 
guidance gain.

3. Terminal Active Guidance: the receiver transfers to a different frequency, 
commanded by the WCS, evaluates the spectrum to avoid interfering signals, 
radiates its own RF signal to illuminate the target, continually tracking the target 
echoes and guides with proportional guidance gain to intercept the target.

Note: according to the source, the switch from mid-course to terminal guidance occurs 
about 10nm (16 km) from the target. Maybe this is where HB found the initial 
implementation of the A-Pole, later changed as a function of the position of Size switch, 
after being suggested by their SME.

CONTINUOUS SEMI-ACTIVE MODE
This guidance mode also comprises three phases:

1. Programmed guidance: same as in the Sampled data semi-active mode;

2. Mid-Course guidance: the Phoenix receives more messages from the WCS than in 
Sampled data semi-active mode. The AIM-54 uses the content of the messages to 
position the antenna and turn the received on, continuously tracking semi-active 
target echoes with the receiver except during message transmission, deriving 
continuous guidance signals and guiding with fixed guidance gain,

3. Terminal guidance: the missile continuously tracks the target as in the mid-course 
phase, but uses proportional guidance. In this mode one missile is fired optimally 
but up to six missiles can be fired at the same target.

ACTIVE MODE
In this mode, the Phoenix is launched with its receiver commanded in active mode, but it 
receives prelaunch commands when available. The missile transmitter is radiating shortly 
after launch.
The missile guidance uses angle-rate memory technique, where the average of the steering 
signals developed during a clear period are used for tracking and guidance during the 
following eclipse periods.
The aircraft can launch and leave the missile in this mode.
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HOME-ON-JAM MODE
Home-on-jamming allows the Phoenix to passively track noisy electronic countermeasures 
(ECM) targets on both its active and semi-active frequencies.
The missile guidance locks on the jamming noise. When the jamming is turned off, the 
missile attempts to reacquire the target in either its active or semi-active modes.

The crews of the two F-14As which covered Dowran’s last raid into Iraq had 
been ordered to remain on the Iranian side of the border, but when the F-4E 
flown by Dowran’s wingman, Maj Mahmoud Eskandari – which had been 
damaged by a 57 mm shell hit near the cockpit – was almost cut off by two 
flights of Iraqi interceptors, the Tomcat pilots could not hold back. Disobeying 
their orders, they raced into Iraq and shot down three fighters with two AIM-
54s fired from more than 50 miles away.

BISHOP, FARZAD; COOPER, TOM. IRANIAN F-4 PHANTOM II UNITS IN COMBAT – PAGE 125

7.4.4 AIM-54 EMPLOYMENT IN REAL LIFE: US 
NAVY AND IRIAF
The US Navy never managed to score a kill with the AIM-54 Phoenix. Initially reserved for 
specific targets, the AIM-7 was the dedicated weapon employed versus hostile fighters. This
changed in mid/late 80s.
On the 5th of January 1999, during Operation Southern Watch, two F-14D launched against 
an Iraqi MiG-25. Both missed. The following video, The F-14 Tomcast Episode 22, discusses 
the event leading to the unsuccessful employment of the Phoenix.

Plate 10: The F-14 Tomcast Ep. 22 - Combat Phoenix Shot (Click to open the video).
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The third AIM-54 launched in anger by the US Navy was fired a few months later, the 9th of 
September 1999, targeting a MiG-23 that turned cold after the launch.

When used by the Imperial Iranian Air Force, renamed Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force 
after the 1979 revolution, the Phoenix gained its fame of very successful missile during the 
Iran-Iraq war in the 80s. Although the numbers are still debated, the number of kills varies 
from 30 to 80.

It remains unclear exactly how many air-to-air kills were scored by the IRIAF F-
14s between 7 September 1980 and 7 July 1988, as Air Force records were 
repeatedly tampered with during and after the war [..]
Post-war, a conference that was held in Tehran [..] concluded that the IRIAF had
fired a total of 71 AIM-54As and had lost ten more rounds when the F-14 
carrying them [was lost]. This figure may be correct, although the conference 
also determined that the F-14 had scored just 30 kills during the war, [..] 16 
were confirmed as having been achieved by the AIM-54As.
[..] This conclusion was reached despite firm evidence existing for 130 
confirmed and 23 probably kills by IRIAF F-14As. Of those, at least 40 were 
scored with AIM-54s, two or three with guns, around 15 with AIM-7s, and the 
rest with AIM-9s. In one instance, four Iraqi fighters were shot down by a single
Phoenix, and there were two cases of two Iraqi fighters being destroyed by the 
same missile.

TOM COOPER, FARZAD BISHOP - IRANIAN F-14 IN COMBAT. PAGE 82.

The appendix of the book quoted above, Iranian F-14 in Combat, written by Tom Cooper 
and Farzad Bishop, includes a list of 159 confirmed kills

sourced from active or retired F-14, F-4 and F-5 pilots, retired Iraqi MiG-21, Su-
20/22 and Mirage F-1EQ pilots, official Iranian records, US Navy documents [..] 
and third-hand sources as press releases or "war communiqués". The list also 
includes 34 probable/possible or unconfirmed kills [..].

TOM COOPER, FARZAD BISHOP - IRANIAN F-14 IN COMBAT. PAGE 85.

Without counting the possible / probable kills and the assigned kill without complete 
information, the total amount of kills scored by the AIM-54A Phoenix is 57.

7.4.5 THE AIM-54 PHOENIX IN DCS
The Phoenix has seen a lot of work done by Heatblur through the years to ensure a realistic 
representation of the missile. Understandably, not all the minute details of the AIM-54 are 
available to the devs opted for recreating a thorough simulation. The details are available in 
this whitepaper.
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A BIT OF HISTORY
The AIM-54 in DCS went through an incredible number of changes and improvements. This 
paragraph briefly recaps the story of the missile, as a testament to the hard work of the 
devs, but also in case you run into old DCS docs and videos, and see something that it is not 
applicable nowadays.

2019: Initial Implementation
When the F-14 first entered the EA, the number of features and peculiarities the devs could 
implement were limited. This led to a number of workarounds. For instance, the guidance 
only marginally followed Heatblur’s code until the activation, then it was left entirely to 
ED67. This created a series of issues in the terminal phase (e.g. abrupt manoeuvres leading 
to high-G spikes and a lot of wasted energy, degrading the performance of the missile), and 
the activation itself was automatic (similarly to an AIM-120), rather than commanded by 
the WCS.

It was soon announced that ED was granting access to a new missile API68, potentially 
granting the devs more access to the missile behaviour, guidance and so on.

The first partial implementation of the new API was released one year later69. At the 
moment, the API is not completely integrated yet, forcing the developers to implement new
workaround. Nevertheless, the API allowed Heatblur to create a much more realistic 
reproduction of the WCS and the AIM-54.

Examples of these workarounds are the employment of the AIM-54 in PSTT70 and the 
guidance of the missile to the extrapolated track created when the radar loses a contact 
targeted by a Phoenix.

2019 AIM-54 Probability of Kill Study
This is a long study, completed in August 2019 and divided in four parts, aimed to better 
understand the characteristics of the AIM-54 in DCS. 

1. Introduction;
2. Low altitude;
3. Altitude considerations;
4. Medium and Long range.

I empirically determined the parameters granting the highest Probability of Kill (PK) by 
employing taking into consideration a total of 3360 AIM-54C Mk47 and AIM-54A Mk60 
(tests are not included in the total).

67 Source: gyrovague. /r/hoggit.
68 Source: Cobra. ED Forum. 06/10/2019.
69 Source: IronMike. ED Forum. 04/11/2020.
70 Source: Naquaii. ED Forum, following post and here. 05/05/2021.
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This is vastly obsolete now. Back then, the absolute king was the AIM-54A Mk60, and 
the AIM-54C was de facto pointless, slower but with a bit better seeker than the AIM-
54A Mk47.

2022: A Step Closer to a Proper Implementation
Coming September 2022, the AIM-54 Phoenix is now closer to its real behaviour. The AIM-
54C Mk60 was introduced, but the most significant change touches the guidance.

The AIM-54A has always been a mediocre weapon when employed against aware and agile 
targets, such as fighters. Listening to the tales of former crews, it is really easy to be 
impresses by how poorly the A was considered. Albeit DCS is a simulation only marginally 
close to reality, due to how poor the representation of missiles, CM and ECM and SA is, the 
new updates to the Phoenix start to give a hint or two to why the AIM-54C was considered 
such a superior weapon.

A quick look at a TacView post update immediately show where the issue is: in Track-While-
Scan, the most common employment mode, the missile is updated as the radar refreshes 
the track. This sort of almost-but-non-bang-bang71 behaviour causes the missile to bleed 
more energy and react much slowly to changes in course and altitude when the target is not
on the nose. The 70s TWS and the AIM-54A are now a combination only efficient versus less
manoeuvrable or unaware targets, either due to poor SA or avionics, a situation the Iranians
greatly exploited against the Iraqi in the 80s conflict.

The AIM-54C is now instead the go-to missile versus any type of target, due to its improved 
guidance, Inertial Navigation System and the ability to switching to active when the lock is 
lost. 
Moreover, the AIM-54C now features the Mk60 engine, with shorter burst but greater 
impulse, thus negating the kinematic advantage of the AIM-54A Mk60.

Still a Long Way to Reality
The AIM-54 in DCS is unfortunately still plague by many issues, mostly due to how simplistic
the radar and guidance simulation is in this game. For example, dual guidance is not 
available; hence the missile cannot rely on the F-14's radar for guidance if its seeker cannot 
find the target. Other issues, for example, prevent the proper usage PSTT, and so on.

Albeit DCS looks like a great simulation, there is still a lot of work required (and probably a 
proper series of API, starting from the missiles and ECMs) before reaching its goal. Quoting 
the homepage:

71 “Bang-bang” for the new AIM-54 can be misleading but, in my opinion, successfully conveys the 
message. LGB Paveway II’s bang-bang guidance turns the surfaces all in to correct the trajectory, 
thus bleeding energy. The new AIM-54A guidance updates the missile at every TWS sweep (every 
~2"). Therefore, it has to compensate for the missing adjustments, potentially commanding hard 
turns, rather than smooth, because it needs to catch up, potentially causing the loss of a 
considerable amount of energy.
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Our dream is to offer the most authentic and realistic simulation of military 
aircraft, tanks, ground vehicles and ships possible.

DCS WEBSITE  

AVAILABLE VERSIONS
Three versions of the AIM-54 are available to the players in DCS:

• AIM-54A Mk47: oldest version implemented in DCS, it has an analogue seeker and 
Mk47 rocket motor. It looks white in-game;

• AIM-54A Mk60: similar to the AIM-54A Mk47, but featuring the more powerful 
Mk60 rocket motor, albeit burning for a shorter period. As the A Mk47, it looks 
white in-game;

• AIM-54C Mk47: upgraded version of the Phoenix, featuring digital seeker with 
better countermeasure resistance and improved guidance. The Mk47 used by the 
AIM-54C produces less smoke.

• AIM-54C Mk60: upgraded version of the Phoenix, using the Mk60 rocket motor.

On top of the guidance, the new AIM-54C has better countermeasures resistance, quite 
comparable to the AIM-120B.

Forced Drawbacks and Fake Advantages: Real life and DCS
DCS is unfortunately incapable of providing all the tools the devs need to implement all the 
features of the AIM-54 have in real life. The status quo prevents them to achieve a greater 
degree of realism. For example, dual guidance is not supported, thus the AIM-54 cannot 
take full advantage of the support of the AWG-9 if its seeker cannot find the target. This is 
just one of the many limitations DCS imposes on the devs and the weapon systems. Other 
examples are the AIM-7 guidance, and the status of the AIM-54 launched in PSTT.

On the other hand, the AIM-54A was such a poor missile, compared to modern standards, 
that really required the AWG-9 to continuously illuminate the target over time to increase 
the odds of success. Not doing so, would probably cause the missiles to be trashed. In DCS 
instead, the A can be used to execute "launch and leave" tactics without drawbacks 
(discussed later in this book).

Moreover, the new AIM-54C introduced recently are perfectly capable of being activated 
and left to their own devices, both in real life and DCS, whereas activating the A and leave, 
would have thrashed them in reality.

DCS giveth, DCS taketh.
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7.4.6 GUIDANCE: AIM-54A VS AIM-54C
Note: The following is a brief look at the new implementation of the AIM-54, merely a 
week after the release. I want to wait until a more finalised version before commit a 
hefty amount of time to create a proper, detailed study.
These are “hot takes”, written shortly after the tests. I will add more details and 
observations as we get to know the new missile better.

MODUS OPERANDI
The two criteria I used are the speed and the range at the impact. The total number of 
samples for Part I is about one hundred, plus two or three times that number in side tests. I 
would have preferred a much higher number of samples before drawing the preliminary 
conclusions, along the apex of the parabolic trajectory, but those numbers require TacView, 
whereas the speed at impact and the range at impact come straight from DCS. Hence, they 
are quicker to collect.

There are at least two sets of datapoints per scenario to minimise measuring errors. Still not
enough, but there are no blatant discrepancies.

Targets are non-manoeuvering, and not dispensing CMs.

Now, preamissa’s off, let’s get to the observations:

AIM-54A TWS VS AIM-54A STT
In general, TWS provides slightly greater speed at impact, especially at long range. The 
advantage is minuscule, though. On the other hand, STT hits further. An interesting 
observation is the fact that TWS A, post activation, when TA is not irrelevant, arrives within 
the last few miles with an offset, then it “slides” onto the target almost sideways. Possible 
explanation: since the target is drifting, TA is increasing exponentially over time and the 
frequency of the TWS guidance is not high enough to provide accurate final steering before 
the handover to the seeker’s missile. Curiously, the terminal speed for the TWS is still higher
than STT. I guess that STT corrects more whilst the missile is in the air, thus bleeding slightly 
more speed. This cost is offset by the more precise positioning at the handover, which 
should improve the odds if the target, now aware, tries to defend turning cold.

AIM-54C TWS VS AIM-54C STT
Not really much to say here, the numbers are quite similar overall. The advantage, hopefully
at some point, would be having the target less aware of the missile incoming. It’d be great if
ED could make the activation parametric: Small TGT SIZE would be quite cool with the new 
C logic (as we know already, at the moment is hardcoded to 10nm, at least for the AI).
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AIM-54A MK47 VS AIM-54C MK47
This is an interesting one. In general, the A arrives faster in TWS, the C arrives earlier. 
Another case of tighter control equal a bit more energy lost, but more efficient endgame, 
perhaps. The only peculiar case in SET VIII, where the target was flying an S-shape patterns. 
This feels like a case where fewer corrections were actually useful, since the A noticeably 
bled much less speed, thus hitting earlier. This seems to be confirmed by the A TWS vs STT 
case, where A STT is much closer to C STT.

This is almost meme material and reminds me of the Tomcast episode where they said that 
the AWG-9 may not even notice that a target notched for a few seconds, due to how it 
worked, lol

Finally, the A tends to arrive “more vertical” and at a much higher number of Gs, sometimes
almost perpendicular to the target, especially in TWS. It may be due to the guidance being 
less accurate?

Figure 238: Set VIII - Scenario.

Figure 239: AIM-54A Mk47 – Trajectory.
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Figure 240: AIM-54C Mk47 – Trajectory.

AIM-54C MK47 VS AIM-54C MK60

Notes: The “real” Mk60 is a procurement to diversify the supplier. From my 
understanding, it wasn’t necessarily as powerful as depicted in the older simulation of 
the missile, at most of the stock was used rather quickly for different reasons.

The old Mk60 was a beast. In my 2019 model it blew away every other version: who cares 
of a X% greater chaff resistance, when the missile is coming 1 mach faster? Nowadays, it’s 
very different, but there are some interesting results.

In primis, it consistently hit farther. An in-depth analysis of the trajectory is necessary to 
explain this. Perhaps it doesn’t loft as high, thus going “straight” earlier. This may be 
confirmed by the fact that the speed at the impact is lower consistently, besides in some 
cases: at higher altitude and longer range, the Mk60 has greater speed at impact. When it 
happens, however, the difference in terms of range is not as pronounced as in the other 
cases. Intriguing.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
I had a problem of ghost tracks in a scenario where multiple targets were in the air (SET V, 
IIRC). It didn’t happen when I used TWS Manual to highlight only the target I wanted, or 
told the WCS to disregard the others.

The issue of the STT track disappearing from the DDD and appearing as lost on the TID at 
high ATA is still present.

I didn’t consider the A Mk60 initially, but the results are quite interesting, and I may re-do 
the tests for that version as well, but definitely include them for the following parts of the 
study.
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CONCLUSION
It’s too early to take solid and numbers-backed conclusions, but the feeling is that the 
missile is much slower, but bleeds incredibly less speed than before. Thus, if the Phoenix 
can be launched faster, the difference in terms of terminal speed won’t be as pronounced. It
will just take longer to get there. Before, a target turning would defeat an AIM-54 coming 
much faster just by slightly turning. This is not the case any more.

7.4.7 ENERGY: MK47 VS MK60
Note: The same considerations about this brief look into the missile are applicable here. 
More observation may come in the future.

The scenario I used is simple, but different from the previous. In fact, even the lowest TA / 
ATA scenario used Part I was not a parallel head-on. Since the idea was assessing the 
guidance, an offset was always induced, albeit minimal in some cases. In this case, instead, 
both TA and ATA equal zero.

The first set used sees both aircraft at 25,000ft at similar speed (0.9 vs 0.8). A common 
situation in a long mission, where fuel is a fundamental asset. Before the recent patch, the 
Mk60 had no issues in this scenario although, of course, it benefitted by higher speed and 
altitude.

The second set sees the F-14 flying higher, at FL350, and faster, M1.2. The results are 
fascinating.

For simplicity’s sake, I used only TWS, and compared A vs C for both motors.

A TWO-SPEEDS BEAST
The results of the first test are almost as expected. The geometry allows the A to perform 
very well, in conjunction with its lighter weight. A peculiar behaviour is appreciable 
between 40 and 60 nautical miles SR: the impact speed of the missile actually increased, 
before winding down after 65nm.

The Charlie version is heavier but with a much improved seeker, and it had no real reasons 
to shine in this test, as the target is a straight-flying drone.

Compared to the AIM-54A, it does not share the same increase in speed between 40 and 60
nm, and it seems to suffer noticeably both at low and high ranges. In particular, between 
15nm and 30nm, with a quite absurd drop at 20nm.

The second set included the AIM-54A Mk47 TWS, the C47 TWS and the A 60 TWS. The 
results are unexpected. Rather than a simple positive offset, they are drastically different. In
fact, the Phoenix is an entirely different beast when launched fast and high, although I 
deliberately decided not be too extreme (35,000ft M1.2 is reachable even with a fairly 
heavy Tomcat by unloading to gain speed and trading it for altitude).
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The difference at short range is staggering: at 15nm, the “slow” A Mk47 reaches M2.3, the 
fast and higher reaches 3.1. Most importantly, the huge performance gap at 20nm is 
missing. It is probably due to the fact that at 15nm and 20nm, the Phoenix does not loft, but
it does loft at 25nm+. Thus, at 20nm the missile has exhausted its motor, but has no altitude
to trade for speed.

An interesting characteristic of the Mk60 motor is that it provides the AIM-54 a greater 
speed in the endgame, right before “falling”. At short range, it is slightly less performing 
than the Mk47 in terms of top speed, but as the next paragraph will show, those missiles 
impact the target earlier than the Mk47s.

Other interesting observations touch the ability of the new AIM-54 to retain energy, at least 
against low TA targets. Especially when employed fast and high, the performance is very 
similar no matter the range. In this profile, even against distant targets, the motor is still 
pushing almost until the end of the first, steeper, part of the climb, thus allowing the 
Phoenix to trade a considerable amount of energy for altitude.

Again at long range, when the AIM-54 start its dive it accelerates further if its altitude is 
above ~50,000ft.

These considerations highlight a fundamental aspect of the new missile: investing in speed 
and altitude is worth it. The old Mk60 was so powerful that it benefitted proportionally less
of the energy investment, whereas the new missile is a whole different beast if pushed fast 
enough. Getting high is important now and, as mentioned, a subsequent series of climbs 
and unloads help to get high and fast relatively quickly.

Figure 241: New AIM-54: TAS (impact) vs Launch Range. High-res here.
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IMPACT DISTANCE
The chart in Figure  shows the impact distance relative to the distance travelled against the 
range. The dashed series are the “high and fast” ones.

This chart is less intuitive than the previous, so here is a short explanation: if the percentage
is high, it means that the F-14 has got quite close to the target at the impact. Obviously, the 
F-14 can crank or manoeuvre post A-Pole, but in this case, it is not. The point is conveying 
how investing more energy into the missile pays dividends. Looking at the dashed lines, in 
fact, the percentage is lower; thus the impact happened relatively far away, no matter the 
fact that the Tomcat flew at Mach 1.2 the whole time. Translated into a more 
understandable scenario, it means that the investment in energy allows the missile to arrive
faster and farther. This benefits the missile’s endgame, plus creates greater separation 
between the target and the fighter, allowing room for a recommit for example, and, in 
general, more flexibility.

Figure 242: New AIM-54: Impact range / Travel Distance (%) vs Launch Range. Lower is better.
High-res here.

FOOD FOR THOUGHTS & CONCLUSIONS
Before wrapping up this brief look, two more points:

• Cooperation with MRM carriers: although the 20-25nm gap can be filled by the AIM-
7 Sparrow properly assisted, playing along MRM carriers will bring more benefits. As
we have seen, the new AIM-54 is still a beast at long range if shot following new 
parameters (most of them still have to be discovered and refined), but the medium 
range sees it falling behind. I have not studied the missile acceleration yet, but the 
older implementation was already lagging behind missiles such as the AIM-120. 
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Therefore, if you play in a modern setting, this is where F-16 or F/A-18 can come in 
and cooperate. In previous time settings, capable SARH missile carriers such as the 
Mirage 2000 can fit nicely too.

• Imagining the new LAR: The lack of datapoints prevent the determination of a 
proper LAR, but crossing the observations of Part I with the new data, we can 
imagine two different LAR diagrams, one for each mission (potentially, two more, 
one for each motor). The LAR of the AIM-54A will probably be more elongated and 
narrow, since the guidance is not as accurate and, probably, getting closer to the 
beam may affect it more than the new, “fancy”, Charlie. On the other hand, the C is 
heavier, it does not provide the same results against low TA targets, but guidance 
and features help it more in unfavourable conditions.

At the end of the day, the missile is now generally closer to its real counterpart when real 
data and DCS are compared. There is always room for improvements, of course: this is not 
the final version, and there are still some limitations plaguing the Phoenix and the AWG-9 
even outside the mere missile performance (e.g. lack of dual guidance, the activation of the 
seeker hardcoded at 10nm, et cetera).

7.4.8 AIM-54 EMPLOYMENT
The AIM-54 Phoenix is an Active Radar Homing missile. Since the implementation of the 
new missile API, it can be launched in different ways:

[..]Here is a brief summary of what these changes include:

• TWS with range >10NM: LTE 3s, loft, SARH/DL, missile goes active at 16 
seconds time-to-impact

• PDSTT with range >10NM: LTE 3s, loft, SARH/DL, missile does not go active 
(SARH/DL all the way to target)

• TWS or PDSTT with range <10NM, or PH ACT selected: LTE 3s, no loft, active 
directly after launch

• PSTT or BRSIT or (ACM cover up with no track or PSTT or PDSTT): LTE 1s 
(unless STT and angle >15deg then 3s), no loft, active immediately

COBRA  847   – ED FORUM      

The September 2022 patch provided much greater depth and further marked the 
differences between the A and the C.

Generally speaking, the behaviour of the missile is still close to what posted in 2019. 
However, there are still some issues, mostly due to the immaturity of the missile API. For 
example, the AIM-54C guided in PDSTT is active at 10nm72. This warns the target (and "M" 
should appear on most modern RWR).

72 You may have noticed that this value recourses often when discussing the activation of a missile. 
In fact, this is hard-coded in DCS.
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“ACTIVE” AIM-54
The Phoenix can be launched with its seeker already active as it leaves the weapon rail. The 
WCS criteria dictating whether the missile is active off the rail or not are listed above, but 
the Radar Intercept Officer can force such status by actioning the Mission Options switch 
located in the Weapon Panel (Figure 236).

The AIM-54 can still take advantage of the radar in this scenario:

If launched in active mode the range drops to about 10 NM for a fighter sized 
target, varying slightly with target size. Notable though that the missile will 
revert to SARH mode if no target is detected if selected for active launch in a 
SARH mode.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

VIDEO RESOURCES
The following videos show a few scenarios and the behaviour of the AIM-54:

• Single Target Track (Pulse and Pulse Doppler)  ;

• Track-While-Scan and Situational Awareness  . Plus the related article on FlyAndWire.

7.5 M61 “VULCAN”      
The M-61 Vulcan can be used in both air-to-air and air-to-ground. It is a 6-barrelled, 20mm 
automatic cannon, capable of firing 4000 or 6000 rounds per minute, with the possibility of 
setting different burst lengths (50, 100, 200 rounds).

It is a veteran of the western armies, an it is used by the US, some NATO members and 
others.

The F-14 carries a maximum of 676 rounds, weighting 520 lbs73.

Similarly to the AIM-9 Sparrow, the gun is complete competence of the Pilot.

73 Value from the DCS Mission Editor.
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8. AVIONICS IV: RADAR 
MANAGEMENT

This chapter introduces some common practical uses and issues often 
encountered during a mission and expands the concepts mentioned in Chapter
6.

Most of the observations are personal and are suggestions about how to deal 
with such issues. The Radar Intercept Officer will then find his own way of 
dealing with those and will create his own workflow.

8.1 ANTENNA ELEVATION   
ANGLE  
One of the very first issues a new RIO has to learn to deal with is where the 
antenna should be set in order to illuminate a contact of interest.

Considering the airspace from the perspective of the RIO, three parameters 
must be met to find the contact mentioned above:

1. Distance;

2. Azimuth;

3. Altitude.

The Distance is not applicable to Pulse Doppler radar modes, only to the Pulse 
radar. The RIO can set the maximum range if the range is unknown. This is 
usually a non-issue.

The Azimuth is usually simple, especially when the target is Datalinked or a 
bearing or clock-reference is provided.

The Altitude, instead, can be a tough problem for a new RIO. The problem lies in
the fact that the radar scan volume is much wider than taller and, especially at 
short range, the ratio between the covered airspace and the number of bars is 
not convenient. In other words, it can take a relative long time to scan a fraction
of the airspace.

The solution is changing the antenna elevation to an angle so that the contact is 
contained within the boundaries of the airspace scanned by the radar.
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8.1.1 THE MEANING OF “BARS”
Chapter 2.6 introduced the radar by describing the path followed by the antenna as an ‘S’. 
The more Bars are selected by the RIO, the more horizontal sweeps are made (each at a 
decreasing angle), before starting again from the top.

Each Bar increments the scanned volume on the vertical axis by a few degrees:

• 1 Bar = 2.3°;

• 2 Bars = 3.6°;

• 4 Bars = 6.3°;

• 8 Bars = 11.5°.

The Bars overlap slightly (otherwise, 2 Bars would be equal to 4.6°, for instance). This 
means that a contact can be swept by two Bars one after the other.

When multiple Bars are scanned, the “EL indicator” (discussed more in-depth later, in 
Chapter 8.4.2), placed just on the left of the DDD, moves downwards depending on the Bar 
being scanned. When it reaches the end, it starts again from the angle equivalent to the top
Bar.

8.1.2 DETERMINING THE ELEVATION ANGLE
There are multiple ways to determine the Elevation to set depending on the altitude of the 
F-14 and the target. The following are three examples:

1. Trigonometry: and deriving Antenna Elevation Table;

2. Mnemonic Formula: simple and immediate, one of the most commonly used 
techniques;

3. Experience: eventually, most of the settings are driven by your “guts”, and the 
precedent means will be used only for the rare occasions where finer adjustments 
are helpful (see the INS Fix Update using the radar – Chapter 6.14.4).

TRIGONOMETRY
One of the very first articles on FlyAndWire covered this topic, following different 
approaches. Eventually, the Simplest turned out to be the approximation of the angles 
through simple trigonometry.

Determining the height of the scanned volume is immediate.

Figure 243: Determining the airspace covered by the bars.
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Figure 243 shows how that value is calculated.
β represents half of the angle covered by a defined amount of Bars. In this example, 4 Bars. 
The height is immediately calculate using:

a=b∗tan(β )

with the range (b) in feet.

Using a similar method, the elevation angle knowing the difference in altitude between the 
F-14 and the contact of interested can be immediately calculated:

Figure 244: Determining the antenna elevation angle.

Given δ as the angle to be determined, all is required is the range and the altitude 
difference:

Elevation Angle=δ =arctan
a
b

The results can then be group in a table and added to a Kneeboard page74 or other quick-
reference document.

Note: since it is based on Maths, this model is applicable to any aircraft.

MNEMONIC FORMULA
The formula discussed in Chapter 8.1.2 can hardly be calculated during a mission. Another 
formula, instead, provides a good approximation of the elevation angle, using a similar 
principle:

Elevation Angle=
ΔALT

SR∗100

Similarly to the precedent formula, it relies on the Altitude difference and the range to 
determine the Angle, but removes the arctangent, making it much simple to use.

74 The Antenna Elevation Angle model is part of the FlyAndWire Kneeboard Pack.
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A further simplification consists in removing the “100” and simply drop the last two figures 
of  ΔALT.

Example I
ALT F−14=25,000 ft
ALT TGT=15,000 ft
ΔALT=10,000 ft
SR=25 nm

ElevationAngle=
ΔALT

SR∗100= 10,000
25∗100=100

25 =4 °

Example II
ALT F−14=30,000 ft
ALT TGT=15,000 ft
ΔALT=15,000 ft
SR=15 nm

ElevationAngle=
ΔALT

SR∗100= 15,000
15∗100=150

15 =10°

ALTF14 = Altitude F-14
ALTTGT = Altitude Target

SR = Slant Range
ΔALT = Altitude difference between F-14
and Target

EXPERIENCE
Eventually, as the Radar Intercept Officer becomes more confident in his role, he will be 
able to use his “guts” to determine the angle, by simply eyeballing the altitude difference 
and knowing the approximate range.

There are also a few radar settings the RIO can use to find a target, especially at short range 
an in look-down situations.
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Figure 245: Radar coverage using "tall & narrow" settings.

One of those “tricks” consists of setting the radar in a “tall and narrow” mode, by reducing 
the Azimuth and increasing the Bars. To counter possible defensive manoeuvres, the RIO 
can switch to PSRCH, whilst reducing the radar Gain to the minimum to attenuate the 
ground returns.

Figure 245 shows the scanned volume for ±10° 8 Bars and ±20° 8 Bars at 25 nm. If the target
is Datalinked, then finding the target becomes very simple for the RIO.

This is an example of how the RIO should not stick to some radar setting all the time, but 
should be able to adapt to the situation, using every possible tool to his advantage.

8.2 PULSE RADAR MODES      
Introduced in Chapter 2.5.2  Pulse radar is a Low PRF radar mode used primarily in ACM 
mode and to spot contacts hiding in the Pulse Doppler blind zones. It can also be used to 
conduct intercepts  as it allows to visually determine the drift very easily from the DDD.

Compared to HPRF radar modes, it has a reduced detection range but a PSTT lock is 
considered, in DCS, an almost unbreakable “Iron Grip”.

8.2.1 PULSE RADAR: MODES, RANGE, GUIDANCE
Two Pulse radar modes are available to the RIO75:

MODE FUNCTION WEAPONS
CAPABILITY

RANG
E

Pulse Search Medium range search and Boresight missiles. 60nm

75 Source: DCS-F14 Manual.
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detection, secondary air-to-
ground.

Pulse STT Short to medium range single
target track and missile launch.

Gun and missiles, AIM-7 in
CW and AIM-54 in active

launch.

50nm

As a Radar Intercept Officer, Pulse Single Target Track (PSTT) is the most common method of
weapons employment (via a Continuous Wave antenna in case of the AIM-7). 
Pulse Search (PSRCH) instead, can be used in several phases of the flight: it makes 
understanding the drift very intuitive.

A few tips and the basic usage of the Pulse radar have been discussed in Chapter 6.2.1: DDD
in Pulse Doppler mode.

8.2.2 BASIC GROUND MAPPING
The AWG-9 in Pulse mode can be employed is an elemental ground mapping radar by 
means of Pulse mode. It can be successfully used to highlight the coastline and ground 
features that stand out from the horizon.

Figure 246: Ship lock - HUD. Figure 247: Ship lock - TCS.

Ships can be detected from about 80nm and also be locked as a locked and targeted as 
shown in Figure 247. As any other target, the locked ship is visible both on the TCS and on 
the HUD of the pilot.

This can be used for different purposes such as recce of recover in case of TCN failure or 
other technical issues.

The Ground mapping features of the AWG-9 are a consequence of the Pulse radar mode not
filtering ground returns. It is a very basic form of ground radar and works best over the sea 
surface to highlight the coastline.
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Figure 248: Basic ground mapping example.

Figure 246 shows a ship located a dozen miles from the F-14 and the outline of the coast. 
The map in the top-right corner is the F10 view of the situation whereas the bottom-left is 
the same view but distorted to resemble what is displayed on the DDD. 

Despite not being a real ground mapping radar and suffering from excessive clutter when 
feet-dry, the Ground mapping can be useful to increment the spatial awareness in a 
degraded or zero-visibility conditions flight.

In a mountainous area, focusing on the peaks can spotted easily by adjusting the antenna 
elevation. Such peaks also offer an easily identifiable visual reference for the Pilot.

HAVING SOME FUN: BLIND VALLEY RUN
Flying as RIO may sometimes not sounding as exciting as the front seat. Sometimes instead, 
it’s a helluva lot of fun. 
This video shows a for-fun flight down in a valley in zero-visibility conditions, along the 
related article.
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Figure 249: 4Fun Video - Blind Valley Run.

8.3 PULSE DOPPLER RADAR MODES      
The manual reports the following details for the Pulse Doppler radar mode (Detection-range
approximation for a 5m²-target):

MODE FUNCTION WEAPONS
CAPABILITY

RNG

Pulse Doppler
Search

Long range search and
detection.

 

Boresight missiles.

110 nm

Range While
Search

Long range search, detection
and ranging.

90 nm

Track-While-
Scan

Long range search, detection,
multiple target track and missile

guidance.

AIM-54, multiple target
capability.

90 nm

Pulse Doppler
STT

Long range single target track
and missile guidance.

Gun and all missiles. AIM-7
in PD and CW and AIM-54

in PD and active.

90 nm
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Pulse Doppler radar is the primary radar mode used by the RIO. It allows the F-14 to spot 
contacts further than any other aircraft in DCS, at the moment.

Even in real-life, the F-14 was used as a sort of an AWACS by the Iranians during the Iran – 
Iraq war:

Iran has been flying American-built F-14 Tomcat fighters as radar surveillance 
and control planes to guide F-4 Phantom fighter-bombers attacking ships in the
Persian Gulf, according to Middle Eastern diplomats and American officials.

[..] The diplomats and officials said Iran was using the F-14's, which have 
advanced radar systems, as ''mini- Awacs,'' or reconnaissance planes to spot 
ships in the gulf and to guide the F-4's, which carry far less effective radar, 
toward those ships.

[..] The radar of the F-14, according to naval officers, can pick up aircraft at 
distances of more than 100 nautical miles and can spot a ship. The ship 
appears only as a ''blip'' on the radar screen and cannot be identified as to size 
or type, they said.

[..] The pilot and radar operator aboard the two-seat F-14 can transmit by 
radio headings and other information directly to pilots in the F-4's [..].

NEW YORK TIME  S   – 07/07/1984      

8.3.1 WHICH MODE WHEN
Pulse Doppler Search stands out compared to the other PD modes for two main reasons:

1. it displays targets only on the DDD, rather than the DDD and the TID;

2. it has the greatest range, due to the lack of ranging information.

This mode is helpful to have a general idea of the situation at incredible ranges where often 
not even an AWACS is able to see. The drawback is that all the RIO’s got, is the DDD. This 
topic has been discussed already in Chapter 6.2.1.

The other three radar modes have similar detection range, but vastly different usage:

• Single Target Tracking is, as the name suggests, a radar mode fully dedicated to the 
tracking and possible employment of a missile vs a contact. Its main drawback is 
degraded Situational Awareness caused by the fact that the radar is fully focused on 
a single contact;

• Track-While-Scan made the AWG-9 famous for its ability of engaging up to six targets
at the same time, also enabling the Tomcat to perform launch-and-leave tactics. 
Other aircraft, such as the F-15, acquired this capability with the AIM-120 a couple 
of decades later.
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TWS can track up to 24 contacts, but only 18 can be displayed at the same time.
Its main drawback is the reduced airspace volume scanned, due to the necessity of 
refreshing contacts every 2”. TWS is in fact limited to two combinations of Azimuth 
and Bars: ±20 4B or ±40 2B.
TWS is used when the AIM-54 Phoenix is employed (see Chapter 7.4), allowing the 
F-14 to engage multiple targets without warning them until the missile activates its 
internal active radar. This radar mode can also be used to employ the AIM-7 sparrow
in Pulse Doppler mode rather than Continuous Wave (see Chapter 7.3), giving it a 
longer range and more resistance to ECM and Jamming. The drawback is the 
susceptibility to the two big blind spots that affect a HPRF Pulse Doppler radar: ZDF 
and MLC (see Chapter 2.5.2).

Figure 250: Track-While-Scan - Missile guidance sequence.

• Range While Search is the go-to radar mode for creating and maintaining Situation 
Awareness. It cannot create tracks, but it is not limited to any combination of 
Azimuth and Bars, and can display up to 48 contacts on the TID. Therefore, it can be 
maintained “fully opened” to monitor an impressive amount of airspace, at the cost 
of a minor reduction in range.
RWS is usually used until the aircraft is committed and starts the intercept. In this 
phase the leader usually switches to TWS to get more information about the target, 
but the wingman maintains his radar to RWS to cover a wide area of space until 
“Meld” is called (see Chapter 9.7.7) - this modus operandi is a contract that can be 
changed and depends on the situation.

8.4 ESTIMATE CONTACT’S ALTITUDE      
Chapter 8.1 discussed how the antenna can be adjusted to spot a target given its altitude.  
However, what if the radar mode in use does not provide the altitude? Is such cases, how 
can the Radar Intercept Officer know the altitude to correlate or communicate the target’s 
position, or switch from a search radar mode to TWS? What if the TID is not functioning due
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to failures or damage?
The same question can be expanded to include those aircraft that let the crew know the 
antenna angle in use, but do not provide the target’s altitude reading. 

The AWG-9 WCS features a number of search radar modes: Range While Search provides 
the target’s altitude in a set of intervals displayed on the TID, but Pulse Search and Pulse 
Doppler Search rely solely on the DDD.
This chapter is a quick look at how the RIO can estimate the altitude of a contact returned 
by the radar.

8.4.1 LOOK-DOWN, FLY-SAFE
Scenario: our F-14 is flying at 35,000ft, radar fully opened, nothing in RWS nor PSRCH. In PD 
SRCH, however, the DDD shows a return (Figure 251).

Figure 251: Estimate altitude - Scenario.

 In primis, a consideration: at 35,000ft the odds of having other contacts drastically higher 
and still unnoticed is quite low. Therefore, lowering the antenna angle or apply proper 
sanitization techniques (Chapter 8.6) is highly recommended. In fact, dealing with lower-
altitude targets is a common occurrence, and it is especially important to spot the "leakers" 
before they can attack our aircraft unseen from below.
This technique works in DCS (especially in simulative scenarios, where the means of 
"cheating awareness" are limited) and it worked in real life too:

On 15 November 1981 the IrAF Mirages managed to shoot down two F-14As by
approaching at low altitude before climbing and attacking from below – well 
outside the envelope of the Tomcat’s radars and weapons. This prompted the 
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IRIAF to task F-5Es with flying additional low-altitude CAPs in order to cover 
possible Iraqi ingress routes toward F-14s.

TAGHVAEE, BABAK. IRANIAN TIGERS AT WAR (MIDDLE EAST@WAR).

Back to the scenario, the question therefore is: how high is the contact?

Although Range While Search shows the altitude bracket of the target, if more precision or 
the antenna angle is require, or Pulse / Pulse Doppler Search is used, no direct indication of 
the target’s altitude is displayed. The avionics, however, has an often overlooked tool that 
can help the Radar Intercept Officer to answer the question.

8.4.2 THE “EL INDICATOR”
This very handy tool shows two values:

1. the elevation of the antenna as it goes through the scan pattern;

2. the elevation of the sensor in use (normally the radar, but if IR/TV is selected, the 
TCS).

The first point is what the RIO needs to determine the altitude of the target. The Elevation 
Indicator is mentioned in the documentation (P-825/02 – see Chapter 10.10.2), it is also the 
intuitive way of determining the altitude of a contact when the radar operates in Search 
mode (either Pulse or Pulse Doppler).
I looked for confirmation of this means of employment to Scott "Weird" Altorfer:

Yes, the elevation indicator and some RIO rounding math to figure out the delta
altitude.

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER – F-14A RIO

Note that the RIO may not need the altitude per sé, rather the corresponding antenna 
elevation to better point the antenna in TWS, and circumvent its limitations.

If the latter is the case, then the Radar Intercept Officer just has to apply the same angle 
displayed in the left meter when switching to TWS, with a caveat: the angle displayed on the
left does not match the manual setting, not even when the RIO set 0°, 1 Bar:

Figure 252: EL Indicator - RDR and Sensor settings.
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Note: the reason behind this discrepancy in unknown to me at the moment. The read 
value is -0.49° (via DCS-BIOS) when the manual setting is 0°, 1 Bar.
It can be due to the fact that the RDR reading represent the bottom of the bar, rather 
than the bisector of the volume. However, 1 Bar is 2.3° ("half bar" = 1.15°), and 0.5° 
does not sound related.
In fact, I create a test scenario, with my F-14 flying at 15,000ft, two other 20nm in front 
flying at ±2,000ft. According to my chart, ±0.9° is necessary to see both aircraft; 
however, I was able to see only the lower one, flying at 13,000ft. This means that the EL 
Indicator is actually correct, and the volume is slightly pointing downwards.
Moreover, the angle is not constant, and changes depending on the manual setting. 
I am investigating this further.

Figure (253) shows the detail of the "EL Indicator": t he right-hand meter shows that the 
elevation setting is now circa -2°, whereas the left-hand meter tells where the antenna is at 
the moment. The reading is a bit more than -3.5°, let’s say circa -3.7°. Due to the previous 
considerations, let’s grind 0.5° from it, obtaining -3.2°.

Figure 253: Estimate altitude - "EL Indicator".

Once the correct elevation is known, the rest is the opposite of that was discussed in 
Chapter 8.1: the altitude of the F-14 is known, the elevation angle is known; finding the 
target's altitude is straightforward.

8.4.3 ALTITUDE ESTIMATION USING MATHS
Using the same nomenclature used in Figure 243, we have:

a=b∗tan(β )

where a is the altitude difference, b the range and β the elevation angle.

The range in PD SRCH is unknown, but we can approximate it: we know the target is 
probably a fighter, otherwise it would be displayed in RWS. Fighters, even the smallest, are 
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usually displayed when closer than ~80nm. Saying that the range is about 90nm is usually a 
good bet. Moreover, a further target may not be displayed at all, and the further we are, the
less the imprecisions impact the outcome. On top of that, the mission briefing can help to 
assess the type of aircraft: if the mission is set in the early 80s, chances are that most of 
REDFOR is using MiG-23 or MiG-21, and not big Sukhoi Su-27, for example.

Therefore, in this scenario:

a=b∗tan(β )=90 tan (3.7)=5.03 nm

5.03 nm, which in feet is equal to 30600 ft. Since the F-14 is flying at 35,000ft, it means that 
the contact is flying quite low to the ground, probably between 30,000ft ±5,000ft.

Let’s verify in-game.
Figure 254 shows the details of the contact. The range was 105 nm. The altitude is within 
the bracket, so it’s not too bad.

Figure 254: Estimate altitude - Contact's details.

OBSERVATIONS
To recap, it is worth noting that the EL Indicator tells which bar is spotting the contact, not 
the contact’s altitude, and the wider the range, the “taller” each bar is, so the imprecision is
greater. 
Therefore, using maths to solve the dilemma sounds rather pointless, as the magnitude of 
the estimation is not irrelevant at all.

8.4.4 ALTITUDE ESTIMATION VIA KNEEBOARD 
CHART
As the previous and “rigorous” attempt as demonstrated, estimating the altitude via the 
Bars set is not a precise operation. 
Therefore, since a very accurate altitude value is not obtainable, why not minimize the time 
spent by using a different tool? The first option would be by reversing the mnemonic 
formula equation discussed in Chapter 8.1.2. However, a much quicker one is looking at the 
Antenna Elevation chart contained in the Kneeboard Pack (note that the version below is 
extended, for the sake of this example).
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Figure 255: Antenna Elevation extended chart.

Using figure 255 and the parameters discussed above (range 90 nm, elevation angle 3.7° → 
3.2°), we find that altitude difference should be about 30,000ft ± 5,000ft. The problem, 
again, is the fact that 8 bars, at 80nm, cover 55,000ft in vertical volume. Considering that 
the bars overlap and that the range is higher than 80 nm, it is easy to understand why 
±5000 ft is the bare minimum altitude interval to consider.

8.4.5 A MORE REALISTIC SCENARIO
If the example just described is very theoretical, there is a more concrete, yet niche, 
application.

Pulse Search radar can be used as a follow-up means to monitor a target that successfully 
defended from an AIM-54, or it is simply beaming, when feet-dry.
Depending on the intentions of the crew and other factors, a PSTT lock is often a viable 
option. However, in case the crew wants to avoid alerting the target and "pretend" that the 
defensive manoeuvre is successful, then the STT lock should be avoided.
Pulse Search provides ATA and Range, but the altitude cannot be established without a solid
lock. This is where the EL Indicator can be used to estimate the altitude and communicate 
with the controller and/or wingman, in order to increase the awareness of the flight.
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Figure 256: Estimate Altitude - PSRCH example.

Rather than the clunky mathematical procedure, the RIO can eyeball the angle as the 
antenna sweeps through, take a peek at the elevation chart, and assess the altitude.
Since the range is provided by the DDD, the estimation is quick and fairly precise.

The angle looks to be slightly more than 5°. Considering what was said about the default 
antenna elevation, let’s consider it to be ~4.5°. The range is slightly short of 40 nm. The F-14
is flying at 25,000ft.
Let’s check the chart.

Figure 257: Estimate Altitude - Chart: Example
#2.

A close approximation is 18000ft ± a certain buffer (at this range, probably about 2,500ft).
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Checking in-game gives the following result:

Figure 258: Estimate Altitude - F10 view.

Figure 258 shows the result: the target is flying 18,000ft lower, therefore at about 7,000ft. A
quick check in-game shows it flying at 5,000ft.
The result is fairly acceptable to have an idea of where the target is.

At the end of the day, the odds of using this procedure to find the target’s altitude are very 
rare (I probably used it 3 times top in the last 3 years). Nevertheless, understanding that the
avionics provides a great deal of information, no matter how unintuitive they look at the 
first glance, it is essential to become better virtual Radar Intercept Officers.

8.5 DCS, REALITY AND ERAS: PULSE   
VS PULSE DOPPLER  
Note: most of the concept mentioned in this part are discussed in-depth in Chapter 9 
and subsequent.

A comment from Dave “Bio” Baranek, former F-14 Radar Intercept Officer and author highly
recommended books such as “Topgun Days” and “Topgun RIO”, caught my attention whilst 
researching and studying the radar modes available in the Tomcat.
The quote is the following, written by Bio on Fight’s On:

As for the simulated AWG-9 in DCS compared to the real AWG-9: I’ve “flown” 
the Heatblur F-14B a little, and can say the cockpit is very realistic. I know 
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Heatblur spoke with several pilots and RIOs about many details, but I can’t 
comment on whether it has the same number of TWS false contacts – I just 
don’t know. I’ve seen some DCS RIOs use RWS, and if it works for them that is 
great. In my time, we knew about RWS (of course!) but I didn’t know any RIOs 
who used it. On the other hand, in the real F-14 I occasionally used PD Search, 
but only in limited circumstances and I don’t know if other RIOs ever used it.

DAVE “BIO” BARANEK, FIGHT’S ON! - 26/08/2020

As any other virtual Radar Intercept Officer, I wondered why. On one hand, Pulse Radar 
provides semi-immunity to almost any defensive manoeuvre made by the target. It allows 
assessing the drift, useful to understand when Collision Course is established. It also 
provides the Antenna Train Angle at a glance.

On the other, Pulse-Doppler search modes, namely Range While Search, use the Tactical 
Information Display to visualize data. The contacts are displayed, albeit without a track, and 
can be seen by the pilot via the TID repeater function in the front seat, along datalinked 
targets. The NAVGRID can also be displayed, making the correlation and understanding the 
picture much simpler.

So, why did Bio prefer the Low-PRF, Pulse Radar mode? Well, I asked him. This is a quote 
from his answer:

I talked to another RIO about RWS in the F-14D and he said they used it, too. 
But the difference was the processing: in my experience with the AWG-9 of the 
1980s, RWS showed many false targets, and in a dynamic situation I didn't 
have the time or brain-power to try to determine which were real aircraft

DAVE “BIO” BARANEK – 09/01/2022

This answer makes perfect sense, and in a way, it makes me wish every module were able to
depict all these issues with radars, clutter, ECM, countermeasures and so on, rather than 
having perfectly spot on RWR devices. These issues will emphasise the ability of the crew to
work with what they have, both pros and cons. Credits where it is due, the F-14 is probably 
the only module representing most of the imprecisions affecting the radar, datalink, RWR 
and so on.

When it comes to DCS, Range While Search is very reliable. Contrary to TWS, it can be fully 
adjusted in volume, and it can usually discern different close targets, whereas TWS often 
can't, eventually representing the contacts as a single target. Eventually, it is the experience 
of the Radar Intercept Officer that suggests which radar mode works best given the 
conditions and the situational awareness level.

Another F-14 RIO had different modus operandi. Scott "Weird" Altorfer operated between 
1993 and 1998 on the F-14A:
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I flew As only, and spent all my time at range in PD search and TWS. Mostly, I 
fought with myself to let things settle out and not touch things while the slow 
computer lagged and caught up. That was the worst part of the AWG-9: it 
needed some artistry to run well. It needed TLC and interpretation to work. 

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER – F-14A RIO

As external observers and video game players, we are indeed lucky to have a perfectly 
working AWG-9 every time we depart!

8.6 AIRSPACE SANITIZATION &   
MATING  
This concept will recur often in the next few chapters. The Sanitization consists in a 
complete check of the airspace before focusing the antenna on a specific target. 
Recommended radar settings for the T-45 Goshawk are RWS/140°/6B.

The Radar Mating is another important concept: the idea is dividing the airspace in two 
vertical areas, slightly overlapping. The advantages are intuitive, such as faster sweep of the 
airspace, each Area is Responsibility of an aircraft (AoR) and each aircraft will sanitize its 
own AoR.

In the T-45 (CNATRA P-825, 14-13), the mating is done with the aforementioned radar 
settings by placing the cursor at 25nm and adjusting the elevation. The first aircraft will then
cover between 40,000ft and 25,000ft and the second between 25,000ft and ground.

8.6.1 A “NEW” WAY
Following patch 2.7.7.1472776, the TID shows, in the F-14B and the F-14A “Late”, the 
altitude of the two boundaries when the cursor is activated (HCU Trigger – Half action).
The older versions of the F-14A lack this capability, and the sanitization can be done using 
more rudimentary and empirical means (discussed in Chapter 8.6.2 ).

76 Released on 20/10/2021, complete Patch Notes available here – DCS website.
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Figure 259: 4 Bars - Radar scan patter boundaries on the TID.

Since the “new” TID displays the elevation coverage of the radar scan pattern, mating the 
radars is now a straightforward operation:

• define the radar scan volume settings;

• define the volume covered by each aircraft, making sure to leave an overlapped 
buffer area;

• use the TID dashed lines as reference;

• adjust the elevation as needed.

8.6.2 OLD WORKAROUNDS...
Note: the interpretation of Sanitization and radar Mating ahead is personal and it is an 
attempt to mitigate the limitations of the avionics of the F-14A and F-14B.
To have a better understanding of the doctrinal definitions of Sanitization and Radar 
Mating, I strongly suggest to check the P-825/17.
Note II: I have not updated this Chapter yet, post the patch mentioned in the chapter 
above.

The closest thing to a modern MFD is the combination CAP-TID. It reports the higher and 
lower limit of the airspace covered by the radar. Following a procedure vaguely similar to 
the navy’s, we can find a value in-between the Leader’s lower limit and the Wingman’s 
higher limit. Such value should be the altitude of the aircraft minus/plus a certain offset to 
allow for a certain degree of overlapping.

Figure 260 shows a sketch displaying (approximated) the airspace covered by means of the 
procedure just described.
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Figure 260: Radar mating - Test 4 Bars.

The area covered by 4B is insufficient to ensure efficient coverage of the areas above and 
below the pair at short range. Since we lack the 6B option (it would have been great in this 
case), we can try with 8B (Figure 261).

Figure 261: Radar mating - Test 8 Bars.

The 8B setting is wide enough to cover the airspace but, unless the terrain offers ample 
masking possibilities, it is probably too focused on the short range whereas, usually, most of
the threats should be within 5000ft-30000ft.

There is another problem that this solution does not solve: at 25000ft it is fairly balanced, 
but if the F-14s are cruising at 35000ft of 15000ft, the situation changes.
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Figure 262: Radar mating - Different altitude.

8.6.3 SOLVING THE ISSUE
The Kneeboard pack on FlyAndWire has a page dedicated to solving the radar mating issue 
by proposing different antenna elevation angles. Since I was at it, two other suggestions are 
added to improve the scan rate in specific scenarios, because 14” in areas where terrain 
masking is a potential issue may be too long. The focus, in this case, is the more casual part 
of the community.

However, besides adjusting the angles, the TID itself can be used to propose an 
approximated mating by setting the range to the minimum and mating on the lower 
boundary of the radar volume for the leader, and the top boundary of the radar for the 
wingman. Depending on the altitude and other factors this solution may not always work.

Eventually, a good answer comes from the experience: a knowledgeable wingman Radar 
Intercept Officer should be able to adjust his radar to cover his AoR in the best way 
according to the terrain, the altitude and the scenario.

8.7 RADAR MANAGEMENT   
EXAMPLES  
Managing the radar is one the basic tasks of the Radar Intercept Officer. However, there is 
no  simple, unique and always applicable way to do it. The number of variables are too 
many to be  taken into account, and the vary between the type of server and mission the 
crew is playing, to the details of the picture, the task, the step of the Timeline and the 
behaviour of the target. Therefore, what follows is just a series of advices that should not 
blindly applied.
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8.7.1 HIGH-LEVEL RADAR MANAGEMENT
Figure 263 shows a very high-level and simplified flow to manage the Pulse Doppler radar. It
can be easily expanded by including Pulse Search but, especially for new Radar Intercept 
Officer, this should do.
In this scenario, PD SRCH and RWS should be used to create and maintain Situational 
Awareness by increasing the scanned area (azimuth and bars). Chapter 8.6 introduces 
techniques useful to divide the airspace in AoR (Areas of Responsibilities), maximising the 
efficiency of the radars. RWS can be left for TWS to gather more information (e.h. IFF), if the
IFF interrogator is not able to provide a proper return without the return hooked from the 
TID.
TWS is used for standard employment of the AIM-54 Phoenix as ARH missiles. The wingman
should wait for the call from the Leader (“Meld” – see Chapter 9.7.7) before leaving such 
mode.

Figure 263: High-level radar management flow chart.

8.7.2 RADAR MANAGEMENT VS DEFENDING 
TARGET
The workflow against a manoeuvring target is too complex and intertwined for a flow chart. 
This is one of the most complex scenarios for a RIO. It all starts with the initial scenario: in 
other words, what is the F-14 doing? For example it may be:

1. Supporting an AIM-54 PDSTT shot;

2. Supporting an AIM-54 TWS shot;
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3. Closing in for an AIM-7 shot.

SCENARIO I: SUPPORTING AN AIM-54 (PDSTT)
This scenario exposes the guidance to both the Pulse Doppler radar blindspots (discussed in
Chapter 2.5.2): ZDF and MLCF.

The MLC filtering can be disabled manually post launch if the F-14 dives enough to have the 
radar looking-up. The second problem is the ZDF: if the target turns cold, chances are that it
may approach the area filtered by the ZDF. If that’s the case, the RIO should promptly 
command the pilot to adjust speed and/or geometry to avoid this situation.

If the range is fairly short (20-25nm), the RIO can take advantage of the PH ACT switch to 
activate the seeker of the AIM-54 immediately, resulting in a sort of “double guidance” until
the missile takes over at ~10nm.

SCENARIO II: SUPPORTING AN AIM-54 (TWS)
The second situation is similar to the precent, but the WCS, in case of a Track-While-Scan, is 
capable of maintaining the guidance towards an extrapolated track. Such track is also use to
determine when the AIM-54 should be activated by the WCS.

However, at the moment, the implementation in DCS is not reliable and the WCS is not 
always capable of maintaining guidance until A-Pole. However, together with the MLCF/ZDF 
avoidance described already, the RIO should be able to maintain the soft lock until the AIM-
54 is activated.

If the target is aware, or the chances of it becoming aware of the F-14 before the A-Pole are 
quite high, the RIO can use the TGT SIZE switch to manipulate the A-Pole itself. Usually, the 
closer the target is to the missile when the Phoenix’s seeker is activate the better, but 
changing that value can make the ‘54 less predictable (e.g. a target trying to notch may end 
up overcorrecting vs a ‘54 activated earlier).

SCENARIO III: CLOSING IN FOR AN AIM-7
The AIM-7 has the advantage of being employable both in PSTT (via a CW antenna) and in 
PDSTT. An aware hostile may try to notch the AWG-9 by turning towards the beam and 
reducing its altitude. When properly done, this manoeuvre is hard to defeat as in DCS is 
much more effective than in real life. Going forward this will hopefully change77.

The first issue is usually spotting a diving target, no matter the aspect. In this scenario, a 
“tall and narrow” volume tangibly helps (see Figure 245). The Azimuth can be correlated 
using the Datalink (if present) and 8 Bars still cover a good amount of airspace. The radar 
mode can be either PD SRCH or PSRCH. The first case is subjected to the two well-known 

77 Kind of a “known for a fact” notion. Also, comment of IronMike on the matter, ED   Forum   (my 
reaction to his post, btw).
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blindspots, the latter suffers from the ground returns, although lowering the gain and 
increasing the Pulse Video partially offset the problem.

A LOOK FROM THE OTHER SIDE
Chapter 8.8 briefly covers the basic defensive manoeuvres from the perspective of the F-14 
Tomcat. The chapter clarifies the involved notions and maths, reports the observations of a 
former pilot and a navigator, and hopefully better clarifies the dynamics of these 
manoeuvres.

Knowing how to defend, in fact, helps to understand how a defending aircraft can be 
defeated.
We can put it this way:

If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a 
hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory 
gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself,
you will succumb in every battle.

 SUN TZU, THE ART OF WAR

8.8 NOTES ON NOTCHING AND   
DEFENSIVE MANOEUVRES  
Note: this Chapter was initially conceived as part of the Back to Basics series: an easy 
and concise brainstorm on the topic of notching and radars. However, I later expanded 
it, and it is better appreciable after discussing the basics concept of the intercept 
geometry. Nevertheless, it maintains the same simplified and immediate approach to 
the topic.

The first and simplest way to defeat a missile is avoiding getting shot. For this purpose, 
devices such as ECMs are useful, even with the convoluted and simplistic implementation 
they see in DCS. However, sometimes this is not enough, and manoeuvres such as 
"Cranking" (see Chapter 5.3) start to play a greater role.
In some other cases, such as at shorter range or when the fighter wants to affect the 
opponent's SA, cranking is not sufficient any more, and a more drastic form or kinetic 
defence enters the fray: “notching”.

Amateurs and veteran players alike are quite familiar with the word "notching". Whether 
via video games, books, interview, or official documents, the "notching" is sometimes 
looked as the Messiah of the defensive manoeuvres: the one that will defeat any missile 
and bring peace to the RWR.
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This "fame" leads to the occasional misuse of the word, either as a descriptor of aspect or 
manoeuvre, and sometimes it is used erroneously, or for the wrong reasons. This Chapter 
aims to clarify the manoeuvre, in a simple and concise way.

Important!
As mentioned several times in this book, the representation of radars, missiles, 
Radar Warning Receivers and other components in DCS is unrealistic and often 
heavily work-in-progress. In particular and coherent with this Chapter, radars in DCS
are far too susceptible to notching, especially modern ones, to the extent that, at 
the moment of writing, even the most modern missile is easily fooled by a 
momentary pass into the notch. The unrealistic precision of most radar warning 
receivers (the Tomcat is one of the few exceptions) make defeating missiles a 
surprisingly easy task. Therefore, this discussion is more academic than practical, as 
the missile API and other mentioned components of DCS are still being tweaked.

RADAR MODES AND NOTCHING
Notching is known to affect only radars taking advantage of the Doppler effect. As 
mentioned in the first few chapters of this book, the goal of the defending aircraft is to 
"hide" in the filter tasked to remove the ground returns from the radar: the Main lobe 
clutter filter.

Pulse and Continuous Wave radars are not directly affected by the manoeuvre, as the 
principles used are different, but the kinetic effect on the missile (due to the high Target 
Aspect) can still be relevant enough to defeat it, especially if supported by conventional 
countermeasures.
This topic is discussed more in-depth in Chapter (see Chapter 2.5).

8.8.1 CLARIFICATION: BEAMING VS NOTCHING
Nota Bene!
If you google “notching” or “beaming” you find a plethora of results, some are 
blatantly wrong, some quite similar. Others are outdated, as the lexicon evolved.
The definitions and considerations that follow are supported by the usual material I 
base my studies on. 

The first point to clarify is the definition of "notching", along its closely connected buddy: 
"beaming".

ETYMOLOGY
The terms beaming may find its origin in the naval jargon: Abeam.
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Notching instead is derived by the term used to describe a specific aspected of the Doppler 
radars. Simply put, the unwanted returns from the ground (clutter) are in a specific region 
which, when filtered, create a “notch” in the otherwise contiguous accepted region (it’s a 
stopband filter).

DEFINITIONS

Beaming
The P-825/02 defines the “beam” in multiple passages. These are two of them:

“Bogey with 90 degrees target aspect ± some”

2002 – P-825/02 P.158

“Target maneuvering stabilized within 70 to 110 degrees aspect; generally 
given with cardinal directions; east west north south”

2002 – P-825/02 P.162

“[A/A] CONTACT stabilized within 70 to 110 degrees of aspect.”

2020 – ATP 1-02.1/MCRP 3-30B.1/NTTP 6-02.1/AFTTP 3-2.5 P.5

Notching
The definition of the Notch manoeuvre is a bit simplistic. We will see why later:

“All-aspect missile defensive maneuver to place threat radar/missile in the 
beam”

2002 – P-825/02 P.170

“[A/A] [A/S] [S/A] Aircraft is in a defensive position. Maneuver(ing) with 
reference to a threat.”

2020 – ATP 1-02.1/MCRP 3-30B.1/NTTP 6-02.1/AFTTP 3-2.5 P.33

The different between the two words is quite clear: beaming refers to the aspect of the 
target aircraft, whereas notching is an active defensive manoeuvre. In a sense, we can say 
that an aircraft can beam without notching, but can't notch without beaming.
Although marginal, the difference can impact the Radar Intercept Officer's workflow.

SIDE NOTE: CRANKING VS NOTCHING
Cranking is a common manoeuvre discussed in Chapter 5.3. By definition, it aims to place 
the target at the sides of the radar cone: 
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“[A/A] Maneuver in the direction indicated. Implies illuminating target at or 
near radar GIMBAL limits.”

2020 – ATP 1-02.1/MCRP 3-30B.1/NTTP 6-02.1/AFTTP 3-2.5 P.14

Crank is an informative/directive call that informs the section/division which 
direction the fighter element is turning. [..] The crank is performed by placing 
the contact 50 degrees ATA in the shortest direction.
Just like with the SSO, crank also should be done in the shortest direction, 
regardless of hot or cold TA.

P-825/17, 13-9

Notching is somewhat similar manoeuvre, but aims for 90° of ATA. The introduction of an 
offset impact in primis the closure rate, and in a greater magnitude as the angle increases. It
comes at the expense of radar awareness.

Besides this shared goal, there are few commonalities. Dismissing the discussion about the 
vertical plane for a moment, notching is an active defensive action that abuses a certain 
drawback inherent to Doppler radars. Cranking instead is usually often used to minimize VC 
post employment whilst supporting the missile, reducing the target's WEZ at the same time.

A quick overview of the differences between the two manoeuvres from a mathematical 
point of view is available at the end of the next paragraph.

8.8.2 A MATTER OF MATHS
A poor understanding of the geometry behind the notching can cause the defensive 
manoeuvre to become a death trap. Flying perpendicularly to the attacking aircraft works, 
but only in one case. Moreover, notching is not a static manoeuvre if protracted over time, 
but it requires almost constant correction.

NOTCHING THE RADAR
The first problem is explained by the fact that the target aircraft should aim to defeat the 
attacker's radar. The second, by lack of understanding of the dynamic of the manoeuvre 
over time.

As usual, maths help to clarify the phenomenon. The rate of closure (VC) is calculated as:

V C=V ATT∗cos(BRG−HDGATT)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

In order to hide into the filter that removes the ground returns, the defending aircraft 
should traverse at the same speed as the ground. Therefore the closure rate should match 
the attacking aircraft’s component:

V C=V ATT
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To simplify things, let’s start with the simplest scenario by focusing on a target right in front 
of the attacker, then moving to a more general approach.

Target Dead-Ahead: 0ATA
In this case, there is an important caveat: the direct object here is the radar, not the aircraft.
The heading of the attacking aircraft does not matter, and it will always match the bearing 
between the two aircraft. 

Since HDGATT and BRG coincide, we have:

cos(BRG−HDGATT)=cos(0 °)=1

For that reason, the equation can be rewritten as:

V C=V ATT −V TGT∗cos (BRG−HDGTGT)

To solve the equation described above, we need to remove its the second part. To do that, 
we need to find the cases where cos(x)=0. To no one's surprise, the cosine is zero at π/2 and
-π/2. In other terms, when the angle between BRG and HDGTGT is either 90° or -90°.

General case
When the ATA is not zero (or not necessarily zero), the target is not dead ahead and the 
attacking aircraft's closure component is not equal to the speed of the aircraft. As discussed 
above, the second part of the equation is always zero when the target is notching:

V C=V ATT∗cos(BRG−HDGATT)

This new equation solves the case discussed above (the cosine returns 1 every time), but 
takes into account the majority of cases, when the defending aircraft is not located right in 
front of the attacker.
Borrowing an example from Figure 265, considering the defending aircraft position NW of 
the attacker, the closure rate is equal to:

V C=V ATT∗cos(BRG−HDGATT)−V TGT∗cos(BRG−HDGTGT)

V C=V ATT∗cos(315)−V TGT∗cos(270)

V C=V ATT∗0.7071

Which is less than the “full speed” of the attacking aircraft.

 If we step back from reality and imagine planning all the bearings from the attacker to a 
defined slant range, we end up in a circle (Figure 264). Intuitively, as long as the defending 
aircraft flies tangent to the circle for a given bearing, it should be able to hide itself in the 
clutter filter.
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Figure 264: "Notching circle".

In reality, the radar of a common fighter does not have the ability of covering 360° (for 
example, the total coverage for the F-14 is 130°), and therefore we have an arc, rather than 
a complete circle. Nevertheless, the circle proves the point that not only the contact on the 
nose can notch, but the bearing, per sé, does not matter.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

Figure 265: Notching & angles - Practical test.

Figure 265 shows the scenario used in this example. The attacking aircraft is the southern, 
the defending is located North-West of the attacker, bearing 315°, and it is flying 45° at a 
range of ~21nm.

Let's see what the radar sees.

Important!
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Modern radars are much less susceptible to notching than the ancient AWG-9. 
Medium PRF and the usage of digital devices are very effective in this regard. This is 
not surprisingly as, for example, the AN/APG-73 used by the F/A-18C Hornet in DCS 
is operative since the early 90s: 30 years after the AWG-9.
That being said, chances are that, if you repeat this experiment flying the F-16C or 
the F/A-18C, the target won't disappear at all.

Pulse Search, 50nm
Pulse Search is a LPRF mode that sees all. Often even too much. The target is clearly visible 
at circa 50L ATA, SR 20nm (Figure 266).

Figure 266: Notching example - LPRF PSRCH.

RWS, MLC Filter Auto
The standard operating mode for HPRF radar modes sees the MLC filter set to Auto. In this 
case, the target disappears (Figure 267).

Figure 267: Notching example - HPRF RWS. MLC Auto.
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RWS, MLC Filter Off
When the MLC filter is manually deactivated, the target appears again. Being co-alt and 
feet-wet, no clutter is displayed on the scope (Figure 268).

Figure 268: Notching example - HPRF RWS. MLC Off.

Note: in real life, the closure does not have to be exactly VATT, precise down to the very 
knot. In fact, for the F-14 Tomcat, the gap is broad: ±133 kts. On the other hand, there 
are techniques to mitigate and counter the notching, on top of the fact that the effect in 
DCS is much more pronounced than in real life.

8.8.3 NOTCHING OVER TIME
As demonstrated, the attacker's heading, considered as an instantaneous value, does not 
matter. As long as the position along the three axis is the same, the radar scan volume will 
see the defending aircraft in the same way. What is important, however, is realizing what 
will happen in the next instants.

Manoeuvring, and thus affecting the geometry of the engagement, is one of the many 
options the attack can use to defeat the targeted aircraft. It does not provide an immediate 
result but can break a notch in the span of a few seconds.

Figure 269: Notching over time.
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Figure 269 approximates the pattern the manoeuvre assumes when protracted over time. If
no correction is made (left sketch), the defending aircraft is hidden in the notch only when 
on the attacker's nose. The situation is represented by the dashed lines.
On the contrary, if the defending aircraft wants to hide for a prolonged period into the 
notch, it has to adjust the manoeuvre and maintain a precise angle (right sketch). However, 
it is noticeable as the matter becomes harder as the range decreases.

NOTCHING AND GEOMETRY
So far, it seemed that the attacking aircraft had little options against a notching target, 
besides playing with the avionics. Albeit the attacker cannot change the geometry 
instantaneously (something similar to the effects of TA and ATA discussed in the intercept 
geometry), they can still force the hand of the defender.

Figure 270: Notching -  Changing geometry.

Figure 270 shows the evolution of the trajectory over time of a defending aircraft 
stubbornly maintaining itself in the notch. As unrealistic as it seems, it allows appreciating 
the changes the actions of the attacking aircraft force the defender to adopt.
Considering Figure 271, the original trajectory is represented by a grey dashed line. The new
trajectory as a solid blue line.
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Figure 271: Notching - Forcing new trajectories.

Note: the discussion continues in Paragraph Error: Reference source not found, focusing 
on the limitations of the F-14 Tomcat and the AWG-9.

NOTCHING THE AIRCRAFT VS NOTCHING THE MISSILE
When the defending aircraft is under attack by a fighter capable of employing Active Radar 
Homing, an interesting question comes to mind: should the defender notch the fighter or 
the incoming missile?
The answer depends on many factors, such as:

• the awareness of the defending aircraft: does the pilot know that a missile is in the 
air and from which direction is it coming?

• what type of aircraft is the attacker flying, and what type of missile threat is 
expected?

• what is the attacker doing: cranking, pressing in pure/lead pursuit?

• the status of the missile: is it active already? 

There is no simple solution to the questions, due to the number of the parameters involved.

If the missile launch is spotted and the range is short, an ARH missile may be active already. 
In this case, the defending aircraft should focus on the missile. If the range is longer, 
breaking the attacking radar's lock may eventually trash the missile. Either way, the concept 
to remember is that the angle to notch the missile and the aircraft are different, and it is 
inversely proportional to the range.
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Figure 272: Notching fighter vs missile.

Figure 272 is a simple sketch to better convey the point. The blue triangle represents the 
defending aircraft subject to a missile launch. The faded part represents the heading it 
should follow to notch the attacking fighter. However, if an ARH missile is already incoming 
and active, such heading won't help the defender to notch and defeat the missile.

CONSIDERATIONS
Notching a missile in DCS is risky, but sometimes doable depending on the aircraft used. The
RWRs of F-16C and F/A-18C are spot-on, unrealistically simplifying the life of the defending 
aircraft. This is not the case of the F-14 Tomcat.

If you find yourself in a situation where you are notching a reasonably high-PK incoming 
missile, then something has gone wrong. For example:

• If a hostile fighter as surprised you, how could it happen? Low situational 
awareness? Poor sanitization and radar management? Insufficient comms and 
coordination with the wingman or the Controller?

• If you end up to close to the target post missile launch, how come? No MAR defined 
or Timeline respected?

There are situations where not being targeted is a hardly achievable objective. When facing 
other long-range-capable aircraft, the room for manoeuvring becomes very tight but, by 
employing section and individual tactics and using the strengths of the aircraft, you should 
not end up in the situation where the only way to survive is notching the missile (for 
example, most long-range launches are kinetically defeated by a crank).
Another example, is when the tasking requires pressing on, or it is time-sensitive, and there 
is no room to fall back and reattack, perhaps when a strike package is coming behind the 
fighters.

So, why notching can be useful? For many reasons. To name a few: it can break a lock for a 
few seconds, preventing a long-range shot to connect; it degrades the attacker's situational 
awareness; allows the defender to "hide" and reposition to bugout or reengage from a 
different direction, especially in conjunction with a change of altitude.

8.8.4 NOTCHING IN THE F-14
"Notching" works by taking advantage of the relative speed equal to the ground to filter out
the aircraft. Since the relative speed of the ground is zero, the aircraft has to match it. 
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However, a particular sometimes unnoticed, is that the goal of the defending aircraft is not 
notching the attacking aircraft, but its radar.
Also, depending on the era setting in use, the attacking aircraft can benefit from the support
of the datalink, thus making the manoeuvre less effective, unless both radars are notched at
the same time (very rare occasion).
However, notching for a few seconds is a common way to break a lock and trash a 
supported incoming missile. This technique works even against early AIM-120 and the AIM-
54 if timed correctly: right off the launch vs the AMRAAM, and before the A-Pole for the 
AIM-54 (although there are some caveats, as every RIO knows).

NOTCH AND DCS: RADAR WARNING RECEIVER
In DCS, notching quite simple78 and often an instant in the notch and the lock is broken, 
whereas in real life there are techniques and technologies somewhat reducing this effect. 
This is especially true for both the AI, and the players of modern aircraft such as the F-16 
and the F/A-18C, thanks to their RWRs precise down to the degree.

When it comes to the F-14 instead, the RWR is not as reliable. As discussed in Chapter 6.8 in
fact, the receiving sensors are located onto moving surfaces and therefore the reading is 
affected every time the Tomcat is manoeuvring.

THE UBIQUITOUS TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY
If the INS is in good shape and the LINK4 datalink is available, the Tomcat can use the 
Tactical Information Display to almost perfectly notch the attacker. The idea is simple: hook 
the fighter and maintain the Antenna Train Angle to 90°.

As discussed before, this implies a constant easy turn into the target, but it is very effective 
even versus the AI. Its only drawback is the quality of the INS. In Chapter 2.7.1 we discussed
how the effect of the drift is inversely proportional to the range (due to basic trigonometry).
Therefore, this solution works best with accurate INS and at longer ranges. The common 
negative vertical displacement seals the deal.

Practical Example I
Consider the following example: the F-14 vs a Su-27 AI (Ace). The Flaker is fully armed. An E-
3 provides SA via LINK4A to the Tomcat.

Note: the original test I made started at 50nm, but it evolved too quickly. By re-doing it 
at 90nm, the notching curvature is more appreciable, as the tactical advantage of 
disappearing and reappearing from another angle.
Note II: the E-3 was set as invisible, so the Flanker had only one target in this scenario: 
our F-14.

78 A sentiment shared by many. 
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Figure 273: Notching vs AI - First turn.

Figure 273 shows the beginning of the engagement. Initially, the Flanker can follow the F-14
through the turn, but as the Antenna Train Angle sets to 90R, the Flanker loses the F-14.
Both aircraft spawned with the same speed. The Su-27 accelerates and climbs almost 
immediately, only to slow down and level off as the action progresses.

Figure 274 shows the next phase: the Flanker is oblivious of the presence of the F-14, and 
only when aggressively targeted, it re-builds its Situational Awareness (Figure 275).

Figure 274: Notching vs AI - AI loses awareness.
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Figure 275: Notching vs AI – The AI "wakes up" only when locked in STT.

The Su-27 is not supported by any AWACS. When an A-50 is added to the scenario, the 
Flanker does not lose awareness, and flies straight towards the Tomcat. However, a couple 
of tests confirmed it is incapable of employing radar guided missiles or are defeated almost 
immediately if the ATA is relaxed and then reset to 90°.

Unfortunately, in most casual servers, the AWACS are omnipresent, leaving little room for 
capable crews to take advantage of their superior awareness. However, the fact that the 
threat posed by radar guided missiles is somewhat reduced can be useful.

Figure 276: Notching vs AI - View from the TID repeater. Note the ATA.

Practical Example II
The attacking aircraft in this case is an F/A-18C Hornet (Ace). Similar setup, with both 
spawning at 15,000ft, but the scenario started head-on at 50nm.
I turned at ~45nm, dived to 10,000ft and successfully disappeared from the Hornet's radar. I
then eased the manoeuvre and the AI spotted me again as the ATA hit 95° at ~25nm.
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Figure 277: Notching vs AI - Example II, TacView.

Notching an unsupported AI is elementary. Doing the same against a human is not so easy. 
However, if the manoeuvre succeeds, the defending aircraft can turn hot and re-engage the 
attacker, thus reverting the roles.

Figure 278: Notching vs AI - Example II, TID repeater.

Conclusions
These tests also highlights how the geometry is another great tool to reacquire a notching 
target: in a sort of role reversal of TA and ATA, the defending aircraft cannot prevent the 
attacker to manoeuvre, therefore affecting the radar angle and potentially reacquire 
awareness of the target.

Lastly, note that LINK4C can help to achieve similar results, but maintaining awareness on a 
target for prolonged time may not feasible, or may expose the aircraft to danger.
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8.8.5 TRACK-WHILE-SCAN UPS AND DOWNS: “IT 
LOOKS LIKE IT MISSED A FRAME!”
The Track-While-Scan radar mode implemented in the F-14 is primitive and as numerous 
limitations. In simple terms, it peeks at the target now and then (~2"), and builds a track 
depending on what has changed in the meantime. The drawbacks are the low refresh rate, 
its definition is far from brilliant (symptoms is that close returns are displayed as a single 
track) and others.
However, it has an unexpected advantage: it takes a few sweeps for a track to be deemed 
lost. Funnily enough, this is something that affected real life too, as this passage of Episode 
15   of the excellent "  The   F-14 Tomcast  "   shows at 58’.

Plate 11: The F-14 Tomcast, Episode 15.

When "Crunch" said "it looks like it missed a frame", beside spitting my coffee, I had a good 
laugh because that is precisely what happened several times whist flying: a target tries to 
notch, enters the notch, stays there for a few seconds, then leaves it. At that point, he AWG-
9 is like "oh, there it is again!", and re-builds the track whilst maintaining the support for an 
AIM-54.

In fact, quick "in and out" from the notch help to reduce the SA of the attacking aircraft and 
breaks SARH support most of the time. The AWG-9 TWS instead suffers from these 
manoeuvres, only if they are protracted.
A quick test shows how, in order to lose the track, the AWG-9 needs to be "blinded" for 
about 7” seconds.
It depends on which bar is illuminating the target. For example, tested TWS ±40 2B at 25nm,
both bars were able to return the target. In this scenario, the interval between the last hit 
on the DDD and the extrapolated track indicator was 7", and 4 sweeps were completed.
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On a more serious note, two situations that occurred to me are:

• TWS manual, I forgot to adjust the radar boundaries, or the target is suddenly diving.
The radar sweep is lost, but a quick-reacting RIO can adjust the antenna.
This was a potential problem especially when TWS-Auto did not exist (it was 
implemented later, post launch).

• A target is entering the MLC: the radar misses a refresh, if "Erase" is low the RIO 
spots the track moving towards the MLC region on the DDD and quickly command 
the MLC off, preventing the track from being lost.

Note how the DDD same refresh rate, but changes in VC are more easily identifiable, whilst 
the TID shows a fading track only when it is too late.

8.8.6 THE VERTICAL SIDE
The usage of vertical plane whilst notching is an interesting debate in DCS. Some do not 
bulge from their level, others hit the deck.
I have three experiences to share:

F/A-18 Pilot
The first is a former Commonwealth Hornet pilot79. His advice for DCS was to always 
introduce some vertical displacement. Since going higher does not make any sense, the 
defending aircraft should go lower. Hitting the deck is often counterproductive, but forcing 
the attacking aircraft to look down exposes its radar to ground clutter. In this sense, 
notching implies a negative change of altitude.

Tornado F-3 Nav
The second chat is with a former Tornado F3 Nav. His view, when it comes to DCS, is simple: 
look-down does not affect Pulse Doppler radars, however, a vertical displacement, when 
notching, has two benefits. The first is making the re-acquisition harder, as the attacker has 
to guess both where (in azimuth) and how low the defending aircraft is. The second point is 
that by descending, the defending aircraft can quickly reacquire some of the speed lost in 
the break.

F-14A Radar Intercept Officer
I later had a chat with Scott "Weird" Altorfer. I discussed the two previous points with him, 
focusing on three aspects:

• introduction of clutter;

• positional change / gain advantage;

• energy reacquisition.

79 I had a chat with him in 2012. I don't remember if he was Australian or Canadian (shameful, 
innit?).
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To which he replied:

All three notching answers are correct, although the clutter one was the least 
important. Our ALR-45/50 was pretty weak, so we notched preemptively based 
on our range and the anticipated threat aircraft's envelopes.

SCOTT "WEIRD" ALTORFER (FORMER F-14A RIO)

OBSERVATIONS
These advices strictly refer to DCS. Out of experience, introducing a vertical displacement 
almost always helps against every opponent, except when fighting another F-14 with a good
RIO in the backseat. In this case, the F-14 will always find you, and the only way to 
disappear is using the terrain. The alternative is making the opponent focus entirely on you 
(inducing tunnel vision), whilst your wingman moves to an advantageous position and 
engages.

The vertical plane was used in real life in a few occasions. One of them is Op. Desert Storm, 
where F-15 Eagles faced old MiG-25 Foxbats and other soviet-era aircraft.
In a few occasions, the Foxbats manoeuvred, chaffed and reduced altitude to introduce 
further ground clutter, and successfully breaking the Eagle pilots' radar locks.

8.8.7 CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
This is a brief recap of some of the most interesting points concerning basic defensive 
manoeuvres.

• Notching is not directly related to the spatial position of the aircraft. Do not expect 
to notch an attacker only when you are on its nose.

• The Antenna Train Angle is the bearing from the defending aircraft to the attacker, 
and matches the theoretical radar’s bearing if there were no physical restrictions 
(gimbals!). Therefore, to obtain an accurate notch, the ATA reading (usually) 
provided by the avionics can be used to great success.

• Be aware of the changes in terms of geometry, but also altitude, of the attacker. 
Those changes to not impact a successful notch instantaneously, but they will surely 
do over time.

• Notching is not a manoeuvre that can be used for prolonged time for several 
reasons. In fact, the discussion about the intercept geometry also stresses this point.
If a fighter is notching, it can't have radar awareness of the thread. Moreover, as the 
range decreases the correct angle becomes harder to properly match. Lastly, albeit 
notching reduces VC to VATT, the defending aircraft is not opening. Eventually, the 
attacker will catch up and may eventually outmanoeuvre or visually tally the 
defending aircraft.
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• A common question refers to ZDF and Notch in the F-14. A notching aircraft is 
filtered by the Zero Doppler Filter. It can theoretically fall into both only if VATT < 
100kts, which is quite unrealistic for a fighter.
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9. OPERATIONS III: 
BEYOND VISUAL RANGE 
–  INTRODUCTION

One of the Grumman F-14 Tomcat primary tasks at its conception was Fleet Air 
Defence: the ability of intercepting hostile long-range bombers and threats at 
very long range. The Beyond Visual Range (BVR) employment is therefore a 
scenario any Radar Intercept Officer must thrive into.

As discussed, the combination AWG-9 WCS and AIM-54 Phoenix suffer from 
several drawbacks; issues any hostile with acceptable Situational Awareness can
exploit. However, a competent F-14 crew can still pose as a serious threat 
against any opposition, whether the hostile is an older MiG or a much newer F-
16.

The BVR game is usually won even before the missile leaves the rail. A successful
BVR setup allows to, for example:

• maximise the PK of the missiles used;

• maintain Situation Awareness during every phase of the engagement;

• achieve an advantageous firing position leads to a much greater chance 
to score a hit, and lowers the odds to be hit in return;

• improve the possibility of maintaining the initiative (e.g. follow-up shot, 
degrading the target’s SA, etc.);

• transition to WVR

• properly coordinate with the AIC / GCI and other flights;

• ensure proper sorting (no missiles are aimed to the same targets, unless 
specifically requested);

This chapter provides a first introduction to the BVR, adapting the doctrinal and 
available documentation to a gaming environment such as DCS. Chapter [[xxx]] 
instead provides a more detailed overview of such documentation, leaving it 
unaltered for the most part.

By covering both approaches, the aim is satisfying both the new Radar Intercept 
Officers, who perhaps prefers something ready-to-go and immediately 
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applicable, without the cumbersome necessary or being familiar with the Intercept 
Geometry in order to apply the discussed concepts.

9.1.1 BREVITIES
The "Brevities" are a series of words with specific meanings with multiple purposes. Fox 
example:

• standardization: albeit some differences are contemplated between different 
branches of the US military and NATO, they are equal for the most part;

• simplification and efficiency: a pre-defined word can convey a complex message in a 
few syllables. This makes comms shorter and more accurate.

 In this and the following chapters, many brevities will be used. A recap of them, organized 
by topic, can be found in Appendices parts of this book, Chapter 21.6.

9.2 HOT AND COLD SIDES OF THE   
TID  
Following the introduction of basic concepts such as Lateral Separation, Drift and Closure 
Rate in Chapter 5, this is a more in-depth look at the relation between TA, SR and the 
information provided by the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode.

The P-825 defines the “Hot” and the “Cold” sides of the attack display:

The hot side of the display is the portion of the attack display where the fighter 
should place the contact to increase the rate at which LS is being removed. This
represents a turn toward bandit flight path.
The cold side is the direction the fighter should turn to place the contact to slow
down, stop or reverse the removal of LS. In other words, this is a turn away 
from bandit flight path.

P-825/17, 6-17

A non-marginal apostille is the fact that the line that divides the Hot and the Cold sides is 
the collision bearing.

This subdivision allows the RIO to immediately understand how the TA will evolve if the 
status quo is maintained, and to plan ahead or act immediately if necessary.

On modern attack display, it looks like this (I rarely use images taken from other documents 
to avoid any possible issue with copyright et similia):
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Plate 12: “Hot” and “Cold” on a modern Attack
Display (CNATRA P-825, 6-17. ©US Navy).

The question, as usual, is how we can apply these concepts to the avionics of the F-14A and 
B.

9.2.1 TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY
Using the TID in AS, we know that a contact’s vector is generated relatively to the headings 
and velocities of the F-14 and the contact.

Let’s consider the following simple scenario. For simplicity’s sake, we consider the two 
protagonists as co-speed and co-altitude. Figure 279 shos, on the left, TID GS, on the right 
TID AS. The two aircraft are, at the moment, on a Collision course.

Figure 279: TID in Ground and Aircraft Stabilized -
contact representation.

I am now trying to replicate the sides’ definition of Attack Display of the T-45 onto the TID: 
the green area is the WVR limit (10nm), the golden dotted and dashed line is the Collision 
Bearing. The question is, which part is Hot and which part is Cold? 
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Figure 280: Hot vs Cold - defining the sides. 

In order to make the situation more clear, I extended BFP, FFP and added markings to track 
the position of the aircraft as time passes.

Figure 281: Hot vs Cold - adding details. 

The scenario on the left in Figure 281, sees the F-14 and the contact on a Collision Course, 
as FFP and BFP intersect at the same moment.
On the right, the top contact is flying in the area between the Collision Bearing and the FFP, 
the bottom contact if flying between the side of the TID and the Collision Bearing.

The changes in the TA and ATA are visible, but to further highlight them, I connected the 
different positions in space and time with grey lines increasingly darkening (Figure 282).

Figure 282: Hot vs Cold - adding "dynamism" to highlight the
conclusions.
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It is now immediately clear how placing the target between the FFP and the Collision 
increases the TA and therefore reduces the loss of LS. Viceversa, the bottom scenario sees 
the TA decreasing, further accelerating the drop of LS.

9.2.2 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
I put together a short video showing a similar scenario by means of the TID and Tacview.

Three contacts are flying at different distances and following different courses. The one in 
the middle is flying on a Collision Course. I recorded the changes in the various parameters 
as the SR decreased (these values are calculated from TacView).

The complete set of data is available here.

Figure 283: Hot vs Cold - practical example.

The Southern contact flies past the F-14 at some point so the TA is initially decreasing, 
reaching zero and then increasing again, but in the opposite direction.

The speed at which the TA changes depends on Vc and it is inversely proportional to the SR. 
This means that the lower the SR, the quicker the TA changes: this is intuitive and the 
extreme case is the merge, where the TA can turn from hot to cold and vice versa in a 
fraction of a second.
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Figure 284: SR vs TA.

Note: the lack of “smoothness” is caused by the fact that TacView reports TA as integer, 
whereas ATA is a float value.

Figure 285: SR vs ATA.

The Middle target is on Collision, in fact the TA does not change at all until the SR is very low
(we did not actually hit the other aircraft, just flew in his wake80). The Northern contact 
shows how the TA increases whilst the ATA decreases. This means that the target flew in 
front of the F-14.

The Southern contact behaves in the opposite way: the F-14 flew in front of the contact 
(which is something that should be avoided) so the aspect moved from a side to the other.

This video shows the whole scenario from the point of view of the RIO. I overlaid the 
TacView track to provide an additional perspective.

80 Airflow disturbance cause by an aircraft passing through the air. More information: Wikipedia – 
Wake turbulence.
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9.2.3 CONCLUSIONS
Understanding the information provided by the TID is fundamental to increase SA and 
rapidly plan the course of actions required to achieve the intended objective.

This is relevant when discussing the Intercept Geometry, but also in almost any phase of the
air combat: for instance, understanding the aspect of the target can improve the 
performance of a missile and knowing how to manipulate the LS at a glance can help the 
RIO to position the aircraft in an advantageous position.

9.3 DEFINITIONS      
Explanations of some terms and acronyms used in this article, plus others you may run into 
at some point. I added the source of the definitions. Some meanings may vary depending 
on the age of the document and the military branch (id est navy vs air force).

Important!
The following list includes some Brevities. Note that the meaning of many words 
have changed through the years. This and the following Chapters use the meaning 
described in the documentation they are taken from, which can be grossly 
outdated.
A much more complete and updated list of the Brevity Code can be found in the 
Appendix of this book, in Chapter 21.6.

• DR = Decision Range: “The minimum range at which a fighter can execute the briefed
notch maneuver, remain there for a pre-briefed period of time in an attempt to 
defeat spikes, and then execute an abort maneuver. This maneuver will kinematically 
defeat any missiles shot at the fighter and momentarily keep the fighter outside the 
threat’s maximum stern weapons employment zone (WEZ) once the abort maneuver
is completed. This definition does not address an adversary’s capability to eventually 
enter a stern WEZ by continuing to run down the fighter.” (Korean AF BEM A1-41)

• FR = “FR (factor range)—During merge tactics, the minimum acceptable distance 
between the group being merged with and the next nearest group. Groups outside 
of this range are unlikely to affect the merge with the targeted group. FR should 
allow engaging and killing the targeted group, egressing tail aspect to the second 
group, and remaining outside that group’s maximum stern WEZ. FR is driven by 
threat weapons capability, fighter weapons capability, closure, and proficiency.” 
(AFTTP 3-1.1)

• MAR = “Minimum abort range (MAR) – The range at which an aircraft can execute a 
maximum performance out/abort manoeuvre and kinematically defeat any missiles 
and remain outside an adversary’s WEZ.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)
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• DOR = “DOR (desired out range)/MOR (minimum out range)—Range from the closest
bandit where an aircraft’s “out” will defeat any bandit’s weapons in the air or still on 
the jet and preserve enough distance to make an “in” decision with sufficient time to
reengage the same group with launch-and-decide tactics. This also gives trailing 
elements a “clean” picture, reducing identification problems when targeting.” (AFTTP
3-1.1)

• LAR = “is a three dimensional volume of space around a hostile aircraft into which 
the fighter must fly in order to have a chance to successfully employ its weapons. 
The fighter will maneuver in altitude, airspeed, and heading in order to achieve the 
best weapon solution for his opponent. The LAR is largest (i.e., longest RMAX) with 0 
TA, at high airspeed and high altitude and is smallest (i.e.,shortest RMAX) in the rear 
quarter at low altitude and low airspeed. Missiles like altitude, airspeed, and closure 
to achieve maximum kinematics.” (P-825 12-1)

• Skate = “Informative or directive call to execute launch-and-leave tactics and be out 
no later than desired out range (DOR)/minimum out range (MOR).” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• Short Skate = “Informative or directive call to execute launch-and-leave tactics and 
be out no later than minimum abort range (MAR)/decision range (DR).” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• Banzai = “Informative/directive call to execute launch and decide tactics.” (AFTTP 3-
1.1)

• Out (w/direction)= “Informative call indicating a turn to a cold aspect relative to the 
known threat.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• Abort (w/direction)= “Abort is maximum performance, 135 degree overbank, nose 
slicing turn to put the threat at the6 o’clock position and accelerating to .7 IMN” (P-
825 14-45)

• Crank (w/direction) = “[A/A] Maneuver in the direction indicated. Implies 
illuminating target at or near radar GIMBAL limits.” (AFTTP 3-2.5)

• Notch (w/direction) = “Directive (informative) for an all-aspect missile defensive 
maneuver to place threat radar/missile near the beam.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• Pump (w/direction) = [AF] “A briefed maneuver to low aspect to stop closure on the 
threat or geographical boundary with the intent to reengage.” (Korean AF BEM A1-
41)

• Bugout (w/direction) = [AF] “Separation from that particular engagement / attack / 
operation; no intent to reengage/return.”

• Extend (w/direction) = [AF] “Short-term maneuver to gain energy, distance, or 
separation normally with the intent of reengaging.”

• A-Pole = “The distance from the launching aircraft to the target when a missile 
begins active guidance.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)
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• E-Pole = “The range from a threat aircraft that an abort maneuver must be 
accomplished to kinematically defeat any missile the bandit could have launched or 
is launching.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• F-Pole = “F-Pole is the separation between the launch aircraft and the target at 
missile endgame/impact.” (AFTTP 3-1.1)

• M-Pole = (not applicable to the AIM-54 Phoenix) Fighter-Target range when the 
missiles activates its seeker (MPRF).

• N-Pole = Notch-Pole.

• WEZ = Weapons Engagement Zone. “The three-dimensional volume of airspace 
around a fighter into which the hostile aircraft must fly to employ weapons.” (P-825 
15-2)

• Group = “defined as two or more contacts within 5 NM range, 5 NM azimuth and 
within 5,000 feet in elevation”. (P-825/17 14-15)

Figure 286: LAR and WEZ.

9.4 CREW COMMS      
Creating a flawlessly-working, synergic duo is not an easy task. In fact, crew coordination is 
probably one of the most difficult aspects of flying the F-14. The proficiency of the crew is 
what makes the F-14 an old yet formidable aircraft.

The comms between RIO and Pilot can be in plan English (or any other language common to
the crew members) but by means brevities and codewords, the process becomes faster and
more accurate.
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9.4.1 REAL LIFE COMMS IN A COMBAT 
ENVIRONMENT
The crew comms, as well as the air combat itself, is always evolving. Modern comms are 
quite different from the ones used 40 years ago, they sound more “polished”, more refined. 
So let’s hear how a real life engagement in the F-14 looked like. The following is the famous 
Second Gulf of Sidra incident, where two F-14 downed two MiG-23s.

The video is available on YouTube here.

Speaking of new standards, you may have noticed how using Angels for both the F-14 and 
the MiG may cause issues or delays (timestamp: 4’22”). Nowadays, Angels are used for 
friendlies, Altitude in feet for others.

9.4.2 SPEAKING.. BRITISH?
Most of the following brevities and pro-words are from the usual CNATRA P-825/17 3-4, 
some are very similar to the ones I found in the brilliant book “The Phantom in Focus” 
written by David Gledhill.

MANOEUVRING
Note that Left/Right used to be “Port/Starboard” due to the naval environment.

• Easy Left/Right: commanding a half-standard Left / Right turn using 15 Angles of 
Bank (AoB);

• Standard Left/Right: commanding a standard Left / Right turn using 30 AoB;

• Hard Left/Right: commanding a Left / Right turn using Mil power;

• Break Left/Right: max performance turn (same as ACM);

• Harder / Ease: increase or reduce the bank by 15°;

• Hold: pilot maintains current AoB;

• Steady Up / Steady HDG: rollout at the current heading or indicated heading;

• Reverse / Reverse Hard: immediate roll in the opposite direction with the same AoB.

ALTITUDE
• Go Up: set a 1,000ft rate of climb;

• Go Down: set a 1,000ft rate of descent;

• Descend ALT: descend to the specified altitude;

• Climb ALT: climb to the specified altitude;

• Level Off / +ALT: the pilot levels off at the current altitude; an altitude can be 
indicated as well.
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AIRSPEED
• Set SPD: set speed as indicated.

• Gate: set max power (afterburner included);

• Buster: set max continuous speed (no afterburner);

• Liner: set power for max endurance;

• Idle: set minimum power, pilot extends air brakes;

• Hold Speed: pilot maintains speed.

ENGAGEMENT AND GEOMETRY
• Center the T: the pilot places the steering (inverted) T on the target.

• Cold or Cold Left/Right: turn away from the target (do not confuse it with the 
Aspect);

• Hot or Hot Left/Right: turn towards the target (do not confuse it with the Aspect);

• Put them XX Left/Right: pilot places the target at the XX° ATA (Antenna Train Angle);

• Go Pure (pursuit): put the target on the nose;

• Lead ’em: pilot places and holds the contact 30° in lead pursuit;

• Lag ’em: pilot places and holds the contact 30° in lag pursuit.

HOME RULES
The crew can add as many conventions and shortcuts they want. For example, as means to 
leave the control of the radar to the pilot, I use:

[ICS] “Your radar”

 The pilots I usually fly with answer with:

[ICS] “My radar”

This also works when the Pilot has control of the radar but I want it back (for example, 
when the radar return is appearing on the DDD).
This is borrowed from real life dual controls aircraft.

9.4.3 AREO REPORT
The CNATRA P-825 (3-5) suggests a very handy formalism to communicate to the pilot the 
status of a target, called AREO report:

1. Azimuth: in degrees, Left or Right. If < 5° then is "On the Nose“;

2. Range: in nautical miles;
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3. Elevation: in degrees, high or low;

4. Overtake (Vc): closure rate (optional).

The example of the complete call is:

SNFO (ICS): “On the nose, 4miles, 3high, 585 over” 

Note: (SNFO: Senior Naval Flight Officer)

The F-14 RIO may have difficulties providing the altitude difference in degrees (this is not 
the first time we have to find workarounds for the limitations of the platform) so the two 
simplest options are using the Altitude of the target or the Δ Altitude. Whatever you 
choose, make sure the Pilot knows what reference you are using. The Azimuth can be 
confusing if read from the TID, on the other hand, it is easy to understand the offset by 
means of such value. Range and Vc instead, are available on the TID.

9.5 INTERCEPT CONTROL OVERVIEW      
The goal of this Chapter is introducing common terms and concepts that will often reappear
during the discussion of the Air Intercepts. In particular, concepts such as the Controller 
(AIC, GCI), type of control and comms format (Bullseye, BRAA) and other definitions will be 
discussed.

Important!
This part used modern brevity definitions (2020). Brevity evolved through the years,
and they can very between American military branches and NATO. Depending on 
the source and the year when the source used was created, they may vary so be 
aware of this, and don’t get confused. An example is the staggering difference 
between the content of basic documents such as the CNATRA P-825/17 versus the 
older P-825/02. This Chapter relies mostly on the 2017 edition of such document.
If you are looking for a more concrete evidence of this evolution, compare the 
videos from the two Gulf of Sidra incidents (1981 and 1989) and any Red Flag or 
similar. They can be found on YouTube.

Notes:
A comprehensive and updated list of brevities and their meaning can be found in 
chapter 21.6. A visual representation of the AWACS labelling, is available in Chapter
.
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9.5.1 WHO IS THE CONTROLLER?
The terms "Controller" is an umbrella that includes both airborne and ground agencies 
tasked to provide information and situational awareness to the aircraft.

Two common acronyms in this regard are:

• AIC, for Airborne Intercept Controller (or Control);

• GCI, for Ground-Controlled Interception.

The duties of the Controller vary. They must be knowledgable and familiar with the 
characteristics and the performance of the aircraft they control, along with the procedures 
and the "jargon" necessary to vector and pass information to the aircraft.

The AIC operates from dedicated aircraft. Two familiar sights even in DCS are the E-2D 
Hawkeye and the E-3A Sentry.

Figure 287: E-2D and E-3A in DCS.

Note: since most of the material used in this book comes from the US Navy, the term 
AIC appears more often, along the simple “Controller” term.

9.5.2 CONTROL METHODOLOGY
The Controller transmits information following two patterns:

• broadcast: involves the entire area network, the format used is always BULLSEYE: 
intuitively, if the situation involves multiple assets, a common and unique reference 
point must be used. Likewise, the comms are structured in a way that make them 
applicable to the multiple assets.
This is “planning” phase, in a sense, where the intercept is planned and during the 
first step of the execution. Is the pilot that plans and executes the intercept, whilst 
the CIC81 provides information as needed;

81 Combat Information Centre.
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• tactical: refers to the fighter, format can be both BULLSEYE, especially initially, and 
then BRAA.
The responsibility shifts towards the fighter group, but the controller still provides 
instructions and information;

• close control: This is the tightest form of control, where the AIC / GCI is responsible 
for the entirety of the intercept.
Note that, historically, this has not always been possible, due to different limitations 
in terms of available assets (e.g. radar stations). A notable example is the refresh 
rate of certain radar installation taking a few seconds to update, thus impacting the 
precision of the close control82.

The Aircrew in some occasions can request a specific format, usually the methodology 
switches as the control becomes closer and more detailed, thus moving from the area 
(broadcast) to the single fighter (tactical).
The talking priority changes along the control methodology: initially the Controller has the 
highest priority, then it switches to the Leader of the intercepting Section. This concept is 
covered in the more detailed study about the timeline, starting from Chapter 11.

COMMS STRUCTURE
Tactical BRAA and Bullseye format are quite similar, the key difference is the scope.

Bullseye
• Bearing from the Bullseye (magnetic);

• Range from the Bullseye;

• Altitude;

• Track as cardinal direction.

The F-14 can superimpose the NAVGRID to the Bullseye to facilitate the coordination with 
other assets (see Paragraph 6.1.3).

Tactical BRAA
• Bearing from the fighter (magnetic);

• Range from the fighter (slant range, in nautical miles);

• Altitude (in thousands of feet);

• Aspect relative to the fighter.

BRAA is more "personal" than Bullseye, as it uses the fighter itself as the reference point. Its
purpose is providing the group situational awareness to the contact in object.

82 Source is an interview on Aircrew Interview or other channels. I will add the proper quote once I 
find the correct video again.
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BASIC TERMINOLOGY
The list of the terms used to convey information by the AIC and the fighters is vast. The 
following is a very short example, aiming to introduce the lexicon used in the following 
Chapter.

These are only a few of the terms used describing AIC comms. Refer to the aforementioned 
Chapter 21.6 for a more comprehensive list.

• The PICTURE is a means of establishing a common tactical air image, describing the 
spatial relationship of GROUPS.
A LEADING EDGE PICTURE includes the GROUPS the fighter expect to target during 
the intercept.

• A GROUP is a means used by higher-level Command and Control to describe other 
air assets, unknown or enemy aircraft. A group is any number of CONTACTs within 
3nm in azimuth and range of each other.

• A CONTACT is an individual radar return within a GROUP. SINGLE CONTACT is the 
assumed STRENGTH for all GROUPs. More CONTACTS are specified (e.g. "Single 
GROUP, two CONTACTS").

The message then conveys additional information, such as the geographical location, track 
or aspect, and fill-ins.

The comms format uses the common structure:

Sender | Recipient | Message

Example: Picture
Figure 288 shows a simple Picture call from the controller with two groups, one trailing and 
one leading, with different number of contacts.

Controller > “Knight, Two Groups, Range 25, Track East. 
Lead Group Bullseye 180/25, Thirty Thousand, Hostile
Trail Group Bullseye 225/35,  Twentyfive Thousand, Hostile, Two Contacts.”

Figure 288: Picture example.
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Example: Leading Edge Picture
Leading Edge includes FOLLOW ON at the end, which is the shortest distance, parallel to the
threat axis from the LEADING EDGE to the FOLLOW ON layer of factor GROUP.
The Controller’s call would sound like (Figure 289):

Controller > “Knight, Six Groups, Leading Edge Two Groups, Azimuth 30, Track 
East.
North Group Bullsye 120/50, Twentyfive Thousand, Hostile.
South Group Bullseye 140/80,  Twentyfive Thousand, Hostile.
Follow on 40.”

Figure 289: Leading Edge example.

A more in-depth discussion about Picture, Groups and comms is available in the Appendix83.

9.5.3 DEPTH, COMMS AND CONTROL
Important discussion points concerning the Picture are: "how big it is" and "how far you 
go"? In a complex multiplayer mission, there can be several assets and aircraft, on both 
sides. Specific terms are used to define intercept criteria. They are pre-briefed and 
constitute a Contract between fighters and the Controller.

As mentioned, the Leading Edge is defined depending on which GROUP the fighters expect 
to target on an intercept. The F-14's AIM-54 give it the ability to target aircraft more than a 
hundred miles away, but it does not mean it should.
Entering, the Targeting Depth. This is the range, from the Leading Edge Picture of a target 
group, within which a fighter can expect to target. Beyond this, the AIC has targeting 
responsibility.
This is meaningful to simplify and shorten comms. If a targeted group is trailed tens of miles
by another and the tactic in use is "launch and leave" (launching and turning away), then 
the very far group is not a concern.
There are other ranges involved in the intercept, the comms and the control, some of them 
discussed later in this Chapter.

83 Only after Draft V.
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Note that, being a game, only what you find meaningful for your DCS experience should be 
used.
There are also discrepancies and lexicon / meaning variation between different US services, 
and between different "eras". As the procedures evolve in real life, more documents 
become declassified. However, a set of procedures from the end of the last century may be 
drastically different from one declassified a few years ago.

9.6 SIMPLIFIED TIMELINE:   
INTRODUCTION  

Important!
This timeline and related observations were drawn using the data collected about 
the missile in 2019. In 09/2022 the missile behaviour has changed drastically. A 
review of the timeline is being worked on.

Rather than beginning by explaining each phase of this structure in depth, I start by giving a 
brief overview in very simple terms, then increasing the profundity the analysis and 
eventually getting into the details of the decision-making process and comms in Part III 
(which is, spoiler alert, five times the length of this introduction).

Note: For the purpose of this Chapter, the intercept (in terms of geometry) is be a 
simple turn into the hostile, resulting into a zero-TA scenario (Target Aspect angle) but 
for simplicity’s sake, the LS (Lateral Separation) will not change.
This article is written from the point of view of a Section in DCS: DCS is a sim, not reality 
and fighters rarely fly alone in an operative environment. 

The Timeline is a reference. It is not set in stone, its values can and must be changed 
according to the situation. Each step of the timeline is 5nm long and, at the speed of 600kts,
it means that 30″ separate one phase from another. Each distance is also considered as NLT 
(No Later Than).

This is the flow of the Timeline, divided in three logical sections, explained in the simplest 
possible manner:

I • the picture is built, SA improved;
• the Section declare its intention of engaging a specific target;

II • the Section defines a plan;
• their radars are focused on the target;
• at a pre-contracted distance, the missiles are released.

III • the Section follows the plan and, depending on their situation and the 
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outcome of the launch, define the next step.

Each block of the list can be further broken down. The following analysis does not yet reach 
the details of comms and criteria but should provide a better understanding of each phase 
of the timeline.

SECTION I: PRE-COMMIT, COMMIT, CORRELATION
The Timeline begins with the radars configured to ensure the sanitization of the 
airspace, and the FENCE-IN checklist executed.
The Picture provided by the Controller (in DCS usually a human or AI AWACS) provides
information about the airspace surrounding the aircraft. The reference used is the YY.
Depending on the mission goals, the information provided and other parameters, the 
Section can Commit to the tactical picture. Such parameters are, for instance, the 
range, the angle and separation, fuel status (Tiger) and so on.
When the commit criteria are met and the aircraft Commit, the target is Correlated to 
the radar of the fighter, if necessary by leaving the sanitized radar profile (this 
situation explains why I sketched the third radar profile when I discussed the radar 
mating and sanitization). Then, by means of the pro-word Declare, he requests the 
identification on the target pointed by the BRAA. If the Controller returns a BRAA that 
match the aircraft’s (within 3nm and 3°) and the target is declared Hostile, then the 
Timeline can proceed. 
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SECTION II: TARGET, MELD AND SORT, EMPLOYMENT
Following the Correlation, the fighter broadcasts his intention to Target the correlated 
aircraft/group. At this point the intercept geometry should be evaluated (not covered 
in this article).
Now that the target is confirmed as hostile and the intentions of the aircraft to engage
are confirmed and acknowledged, the attention goes to the organization of the 
Section.
Meld signals that the radars are now to be focused on the target rather than the 
sanitization. The Meld call includes the BRAA of the target. Ideally the target should 
be in the centre of radar cone in TWS or locked in STT.
After the Meld, if the target Group strength is greater than one, the targets are 
Sorted. Default sorting techniques usually suffice the requirements for this step.
The last step of this section is the Employment: when the aircraft reaches the 
predefined distance for the release of the missile, the contracted flow is executed.
When preset criteria are met (such as target lost or missile timeout), the situation is 
re-evaluated. 

SECTION III: DECIDE
The assessment of the tactical situation, taking into considerations sensors and SA, 
leads to the decision to Abort or continue with the same of different tactic. 

This explanation should have given the general idea, the bigger picture, of the flow of the 
Timeline. Having a general understanding of what the Timeline involves is very important 
going forward to the details of each phase in the next article.

NAVY TIMELINE
The following is the Navy timeline from the employment of MRM (from the usual CNATRA 
P-825). Part III of the series will go into the details of the timeline and the draft I made for 
the F-14 and the employment of the AIM-54 Phoenix, based on the result of the AIM-54 PK 
Model mentioned in Chapter Error: Reference source not found.
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Figure 290: BVR Timeline: Navy on the left, a first F-14 draft on the right.

9.7 SIMPLIFIED TIMELINE IN DETAIL      
After the quick overview of the Timeline in Chapter 9.6, let’s now give a more in-depth look 
at the phases that constitute the timeline.

Again, the Timeline is a reference, it aims to organise and structure the engagement. I found
that the following, simplified, approached, stripped of the discussion about the geometry, 
works very well as an out-of-the-box, ready-to-use procedure, no matter the simulative 
level you enjoy.

9.7.1 PRE-COMMIT [50+ NM]
Usually the Timeline starts with a Picture call to the Controller (AIC):

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, picture►
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Single Group, Mary 11 22 33 thousand, ►
tracking South, hostile.

At this point, the sensors are follow the Sanitizing settings, covering as much as the 
airspace as possible. The target should appear on the radar, if needed by turning into 
the target, in order to build SA (Point and Assess).
The Controller can also assign a specific target group to the Section and the Section 
later commits to it.
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9.7.2 COMMIT [50+ NM]
The Section now evaluates if a number of criteria are met:

• Mission objectives and tasking;
• Intercept geometry criteria (not covered in this article);
• Range from the target (Minimum Recommit Range – MRR): NLT expected 

Employment + 15nm).
When the Section Commits, it leaves the assigned CAP route and proceeds to 
intercept the target. Fighters Commit to a Picture, not an individual group. The 
Section should commit to any hostile approaching the limit of the timeline with 
aspect Flank/Hot.
The formation usually changes to Combat Spread.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Commit►
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Check Master Arm►

(In reality the crew checks tapes as well but it is irrelevant in DCS).
During this process the wingman should not communicate (besides acknowledging, if 
necessary, on Fwd) but can and has to step-in in case any assumption is wrong, sees a 
group non communicated by the Controller or possesses information that can 
increase the SA.
Past the Commit, the Controller names the picture and labels the groups whenever 
possible.
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9.7.3 CORRELATION [50+ NM]
Once the LRIO (Lead aircraft RIO) obtains radar contact, he Correlates with the 
Controller.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, contact BRAA 11 22 33 thousand, ►
Declare.
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Single Group, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand, ►
hot, hostile.

At this stage, the Leader should evaluate the intercept geometry then manoeuvre.
By Navy doctrine, the fighter should climb or descend to be 1,000ft below the target.
The F-14 RIO must also consider several factors:

• Analogue avionics: specifically the INS. A drifted INS can create wrong returns 
and readings on the TID, resulting in a wrong correlation.

• Magnetic/True BRG: the Magnetic Variation must be taken into account if the 
BRAA call is passed in True (Magnetic is the standard).

• BRG/Relative BRG: the Bearing reading provided by the TID is relative to the 
nose of the aircraft. If the picture is fairly simple, the RIO can estimate by means 
of the analogue avionics ± MagVar.

Considering that the tolerance for the Correlation is 3nm and 3°, the crew must be 
very careful in this phase, especially in case of complex scenarios.

Figure 291: Timeline: Pre-Commit, Commit and
Correlation.
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9.7.4 TARGETING [45+ NM]
Targeting means taking responsibility for that Group/multiple Groups from the 
AWACS.
Target is directive call to target specific group; Targeted is informative call that 
somebody already targeted specific group.
The Target with the highest Priority is defined as the highest threat in the tactical 
picture. This evaluation depends on a number of parameters such as the mission task 
(e.g. by prioritizing Strikers over Screening or Escorting aircraft).
Other criteria are:

1. Closest;
2. Hottest;
3. Highest;
4. Known Threat.

Not all Groups can be targeted at the same time, untargeted Groups can be directed 
to be monitored by the AWACS.
Next, the Flow Range is evaluated. The Flow Range is usually no less than the Meld 
range and is defined as the minimum distance between two groups to allow the 
Section to complete the Timeline versus the targeted group.
The Flow Range is not considered versus a single group scenarios and is always 
considered versus 2+ groups.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted group, Mary 11 22 33 thousand.►

Or:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted group.►

Whereas in a 2vsN scenario:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted lead group.►

The Controller monitors the untargeted groups, providing SA if the situation changes.
The Section leader can also Target wingmen to different Groups which needs to be 
engaged or monitored at the same time:

    Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Two, Target West Group, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand.►
    Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Two, Targeted West Group.►

The wingmen usually call Split formation in order to fly their own path to take care of 
their targets.
The Section can also realease if Targeted Group meets the Drop Criteria:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre, Out South, Dropping North Group.►
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, roger, Monitoring Group►
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This allows, for instance, to have only one friendly unit targeting a hostile group.

DROP AND RESET
To avoid being pulled too far and waste fuel, the Section should turn away and 
resume its previous tasking. Drop Criteria are:

• Outside 20nm, TA>60°;
• Inside 20nm, TA>95°;
• Inside 10nm, Drop is not an option as this range is considered WVR.

Those range values are doctrinal for MRM employment. Due to the range and speed 
of the AIM-54, 20nm can be substituted with this datasheet Engagement Range 
(35nm). See Decide and following sections for further information.
The Reset is a set of manoeuvres defined to ensure the safety of the Section as it 
turns its back to the target. Its details are covered in the Post-Decide paragraph.

9.7.5 SECTION PLAN [40-45 NM]
An addition to the doctrinal Timeline, a short briefing at Section level can be useful:

Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre, plan skate South, shoot 40nm, one each.►
Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Two.►

This is de facto the new timeline contract. It is useful when flying with less 
experienced players, the tactical situation is rapidly evolving or, for instance, if the 
Section wants to take advantage of the impressive range of the AIM-54.
If this part is skipped, the plan is defined later, post the Assess and Decide phase.

9.7.6 TACTICAL RANGE CALL [45 NM]
This call is used to inform all other aircraft that the Section is at a specific point of the 
timeline and engaging the Targeted group. The Tactical control switches from YY to 
BRAA.
The fighter with the Targeted group in the AoR will communicate by means of the Aft 
radio. For instance, if the target is low and in the AoR of the wingman:

Spectre 1-2 [Aft]  Spectre, Group north, 45nm.►
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9.7.7 MELD [40 NM]
Meld signals the end of the sanitization and both fighters in the Sections will focus 
their radars on the target.
Per sé is a simple operation but the limitations of the AWG-9 WCS can induce some 
delays and errors. In primis, TWS radar sweep takes always 2″. In cases of poor SA, 
this can delay the acquiring operations. In case of high altitude delta, the aircraft with 
good radar return may pass the antenna elevation angle to the other member of the 
section. In fact, since the fighters are sanitizing the same amount of azimuth volume, 
but different altitudes, the most important part of the meld call is the altitude.

Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre, meld, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand►

If the target is in the Wingman’s AoA, he will call the meld as follows:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Spectre, meld, BRAA 33 22 11 thousand►

When melding into a group that is a stack, the altitude should be removed from the 
meld call. In this scenario, selecting the appropriate radar parameters is fundamental.

9.7.8 SORT [40 NM]
The Sort phase assigns a target to each member of the Section. The Sort is usually a 
standard contract:

AZIMUTH RANGE ELEVATION

LEADER Left Lead High

WINGMAN Right Tail Low

If a fighter has STT lock, the altitude can be communicated to the other member, so 
he can sort “around” the call.
If the fighters have different SA, the rule of thumb is:

“he who sees two, shoots two; he who sees one shoots none.” 

P-825/17

The fighter who only sees one should hold their shot, and the fighter that sees two 
will employ out of TWS on both contacts.
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9.7.9 EMPLOYMENT AND CRANK [35 NM]
The section will fire and crank together. As mentioned, the standard Sort contract is 
used by default:

• versus a single target, the Leader uses TWS whilst the Wingman STT;
• versus a two-ship group, the Leader employs TWS on the left target, Wingman 

STT on the right;
• versus a three-ship group, the Leader employs TWS on the left and centre 

target, Wingman STT on the right target.
In order to maximize the chances of a successful launch two conditions should be 
met:

• the radar has the appropriate mode selected and a stable track (TWS) or lock 
(STT);

• the target is IN LAR (Launch Acceptability Region) and the cross-check list has 
been completed (weapon selected, AA mode, Master Arm).

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, Fox-3►
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre 1-1, Crank left►

In case multiple missiles are launched to separate tracks at the same time, the call is:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, Fox-3, two ships►

If another missile is fired to a target whilst the first missile is still flying, the call is:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, second Fox-3►

The Crank is an informative/directive call. Consists in a manoeuvre aiming to increase 
the lateral separation with the target. The crank manoeuvre is performed whether the
Section launches or not.
If, due to the geometry, the Wingman risks losing the target (ergo, the antenna 
reaches its limits and can’t illuminate the target any more if the turn continues), he 
should call:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Spectre 1-2, Gimbals►

The Leader than must manoeuvre to prevent the loss of lock. If the LRIO is about to 
lose the target for the same reason, he has to immediately call Gimbals in the ICS.
In order to be effective, the introduced separation should be ~50° of ATA (Antenna 
Train Angle, topic I plan to cover when I’ll discuss the Intercept Geometry). Fighter 
velocity vector must have more of a cross-range component than a downrange 
component, this is fairly easy to assess by means of the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode
(discussed in Chapter 6.3.3 ).
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9.7.10 ASSESS
Whilst Cranking, the Section assess the situation, until the missile status changes, DOR
and later MAR are reached, leading to the Decide phase.
Appropriate calls should be made when the missile status changes:

• at missile timeout;
• if the missile is trashed;
• if the missile is active.

Timeout means that the missile has reached its intended target (it does not imply a 
kill). The relative call is includes the who the missile was shot to, the group they are 
part of and the altitude:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, timeout, single only, group north, 33 ►
thousand.

If a missile is Trashed, it means it has been defeated by ECM, target manoeuvring or 
other issues.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, shot trashed.►

Pitbull informs that the missile has activated its internal radar and it does not require 
support from the mother aircraft any more (I haven’t tested if maintaining the lock 
helps the missile though). This means that the aircraft is now able to manoeuvre 
freely.
The current implementation of the F-14B should display a timer (Time To Impact) and 
an indication of the status of the missile but it is quite unreliable. Is the WCS that 
gives the “Go Active” command to the AIM-54, and the TTI timer of an active missile 
should blink.
The Section should also evaluate their sensors and SA:

• RWR: Spike / Nails / Naked;
• Radar: Clean;
• Visual: Tally / No Joy.

The Section can also ask the Controller to provide the Separation from the target 
group:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, separation Group north.►
Darkstar [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Group north separation 11 22 33 ►
thousand, hot, hostile.
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Figure 292: Timeline: Target, Meld, Employment, Assess.
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9.7.11 DECIDE
As the Crank is established and the situation assessed, the Leader must consider the 
next step. Proceeding into a merge has more risks but going out may compromise the 
success of the mission. 

F-14 and Merge: Considerations
The CNATRA P-825, 14-36, proposes a series of criteria to assess whether the Section
is winning or not and how the flow proceeds towards the Merge if the Section is 
winning. As a rule of thumb, as F-14 playing in a modern environment we should 
avoid merging (if not for training purposes) because the adversaries usually have the 
advantage at shorter ranges due their more modern weapons and devices (AIM-9X, 
AIM-120C, HMS and so on). The avionics of the F-14B is based on technology from 
the ’60s: even a good and advantageous situation can be flipped in an instant by an 
AIM-9X, thanks to its incredible off-boresight capability on top of the HMS.
Against similar-era aircraft instead, the F-14 is a very dangerous opponent due to its 
weapons, flight characteristics and sheer power.

Without going too much into the details, the main criteria to decide whether merging 
or not are:

• Timeline adherence: if the weapons have been employed at the correct step of 
the timeline with the appropriate sort;

• Target awareness: if the bandit show that it is targeting us it is about to target 
the Section (TA<30° or TA<60° and Section is Spiked).

Depending on such considerations, the Plan is developed (note that the Section Plan 
block seen previously may have already defined the standard contract, although it is 
not part of the doctrinal Timeline).

• Skate (Launch and Leave): descriptive call to support the missile to timeout and 
then leave without merging. The Section should leave before DOR (Desired Out 
Range).
Abort (+ Direction) is the call to execute aggressive leave (maximum 
performance turn), Out (+ Direction) is the call to turn to a Cold aspect relative 
to the target.
Skate is used as a mean to maintain the distance, launch and then reset.

• Banzai (Launch and Decide): directive call to execute Launch and Defend tactics. 
It means that the fighters will support the missile until its timeout, then proceed
to merge.
Short Skate (Launch and Leave): it is defined as the directive/informative to 
execute Launch and Leave before MAR (Minimum Abort Range). As for Skate, it 
doesn’t involve the merge with the target.
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LAUNCH AND DECIDE
Whilst Launch and Leave tactics usually imply a reset, leaving open the opportunity of 
recommitting (albeit at different ranges), Banzai signals the intention of the Section to 
Commit to the Merge.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Banzai.►

If the Section is spiked they should defend right after the missile timeout. The 
defending manoeuvre consists in beaming and releasing chaffs.

Merging and Radar modes 
According to CNATRA P-825, this should happen NLT 8nm and radar should be set to 
RWS/140/6B/20NM (SRR – Short Range Radar). Merging in the F-14 can be a 
different experience, I plan to going into its details when the new WCS is completed 
and released by Heatblur, covering aspects such as the use of the AIM-54 at short 
range. The Phoenix in fact is fired active off the rail making it completely fire and 
forget but it is also a very heavy missile. Moreover, the radar suffers again from the 
lack of 6B and the absence of MPRF, leaving the inexperienced RIO wondering what 
is the best AWG-9 setting to push. This, on top of the several radar modes usable by 
the Pilot.

When Spiked, the Section defends. The Leader does not call Spike, he just directs the 
defensive action.

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Two, spiked;►
Spectre 1-2 [Aft]  Spectre 1-2, timeout, right man, Group north.►

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, defend East;►
Spectre 1-1 [ICS]  Heading 075.►

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, timeout, left man, Group north.►

Then, when the section is Naked, the Section should turn 110°-130° into the target 
and prepare to switch to SRM:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Two, naked.►

    Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, in left;►
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    Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Heading 340.►

If the Section is still Spiked after Notching for more than 10″, it should Abort.

LAUNCH AND LEAVE
The main difference between Skate and Short Stake is the Leave distance from the 
target. Skate should Abort/Out before DOR (Desired Out Range) whereas Short Skate 
should leave before MAR (Minimum Abort Range).
Out and Abort have similar meaning but Abort is a high-G, maximum performance 
turn.

Spectre 1-2 [Aft]  Spectre 1-2, timeout, trail man, Group north.►

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Abort right;►
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Heading 63;►
Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, timeout, lead man, Group north.►

Figure 293: "Short Skate" AIM-54 launch.

9.7.12 SIMPLIFIED TIMELINE, FLOW AND 
RANGES: DATASHEET
This is how the simplified Timeline appears when applied to DCS’ F-14 scenario. Ranges may
vary according to a wide number of parameters (such as the mission task, payload, fuel 
status and so on).

Please note that I haven’t drawn the flow post Launch and Decide.
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Figure 294: Simplified Timeline – Datasheet.

9.7.13 POST DECIDE: WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Unless the Section opted for L&D then Merge, they should be leaving either using Out or 
Abort. When the Section is leaving, it follows a series of manoeuvres defined to ensure the 
safety of the aircraft and the crew. By Resetting, the Section should:

• turn hard, placing the target Cold at TA>50°;

• monitor for 5″ if range > 20nm, 10″ if range <20nm;

• execute high-performance turn to place the target at the Section 6′, then unload and 
extend. Set Buster to obtain SPDSection ≥ SPDTarget + 0.1 IMN (Indicated Mach 
Number). Radar should be set to SRR;
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• direct the Controller to monitor the previously targeted Group.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Reset South, Darkstar Monitor Group.►

If the former target later matches the Commit Criteria, the Section can Commit on it again. 
CNATRA P-825 suggests that, in case of Abort and having the target at the Section’s 6′, and 
in order to Employ again following the doctrinal Timeline, a spacing of 30nm should be 
adopted (2nm to turn in and 3nm to gain SA before Meld range).

The ranges I proposed for the F-14 are much longer (Meld: 40nm, Employment: 35nm) but 
such ranges can be even too wide, depending on the situation. Following some tests (but 
ultimately depending on a number of parameters), the F-14 firing an AIM-54 can Employ at 
30nm and leave at DOR as the missile goes Pitbull. Then, if Skating, can Reset to 40nm and 
turn, assess and build SA whilst turning, Meld at 35nm and Employ again at 30nm, 
fundamentally creating a sort of an “Employment ring”. This situation can continue until, for
example, the target meets the Drop Criteria or the flow turns into L&D.

Figure 295: Engagement flow: Reset and Recommit.

Another outcome of the first employment is much simpler and immediate if the range and 
the situation does not allow for a prolonged manoeuvre: Reset the radar (SRR), Assess 
Spikes and Turn In. At that point the Leader Employs on any Leaker in the scanned area.

Executing Banzai rather than Short Skate depends on the AMR satisfied and the Abort 
criteria met.
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Figure 296: Engagement flow: Assess and Turn In.

The two above are just examples. The point is understanding that there are options: the 
ultimate goal is being able to see them, assess the situation, evaluate the options and 
execute them.

9.8 SIMPLIFIED INTERCEPT      
I put together a short video related to this article, as seeing the procedure from the point of
view of the RIO makes it easier to understand.
You can find the video on YouTube, here.

9.8.1 BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
After discussing Drift, TA, ATA and related concepts I had an interesting conversation about 
the possibility of using these concepts to perform an intercept, without spending a lengthy 
amount of time studying the Intercept Geometry. In particular, how they can help to 
understand and improve the performance in a BVR scenario. A pattern I noticed: new 
players especially have the tendency of putting the target on the nose, go pure pursuit, and 
chase the squirrel. This often leads, however, to the non-ideal situation of having the target 
drifting hard, the missile employed has to correct its trajectory and, by doing so, it bleeds a 
lot of energy.

This simplified intercept takes advantage of the benefits brought by the Collision Course 
over a simpler Pure Pursuit, mentioning the cues and the functions available to immediately
set up such course.
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TOOLS AND FUNCTIONS
The following are three useful means to identify and achieve a collision setup.

• TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode. Discussed in Chapter 6.3.3 , Collision Course is 
achieved when the vector points towards the F-14 symbol at the bottom-centre of 
the display;

• DDD in Pulse mode. Discussed in Chapter 6.2.4 , a successful Collision Course is 
recognizable by the lack of Drift;

• Collision Steering function. A handy function that, technically, should solve most of 
our issues. Unfortunately at the moment it seems inconsistent but, even when fixed 
and working, it has a couple of drawbacks:

◦ if used in STT, this mode can alert the target of our intentions;

◦ if used in TWSA (Track-While-Scan Auto), it suffers due to the number of ghost 
tracks that can confuse the calculation of the centroid, on top of the WCS itself 
that tries to include as many non-friendly contacts as possible.

◦ on the other hand, when used correctly, it will absolve the RIO of having to track 
collision

This function can be activated by means of a dedicated button placed on the right of the 
TID.

9.8.2 PURE PURSUIT OBSESSION
Before diving into the geometry, a parenthesis about the most common “road” used to 
close the distance between the fighter and the target, especially by new players: Pure 
Pursuit.

New players especially have the tendency of using the pure pursuit almost constantly. 
Generally speaking, out of the three typical pursuit techniques (Lead, Pure, Lag) it is 
probably the one that works more often and it is simpler to set up and control: lock a target,
place it in the middle of the HUD and follow it to the bitter end. But how does flying a pure 
pursuit impacts the intercept?

In primis it is not a cutoff. Therefore, if the target is a bomber or an AG aircraft, by the time 
we reach it, it may be too late as we are not placing the fighter between the hostile and its 
target, rather “spectating” as we get closer. It also has the tendency of placing the fighter 
towards a TA equal to beam or flank if the initial TA is greater than 30°-35° (the SR is 
another important parameter).

9.8.3 THE “CASUAL” INTERCEPT
By means of the concepts discussed so far we can come up with an incredibly simple 
intercept procedure that requires nothing more than a glance at the TID. Let’s start with a 
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simple scenario, the same often used to introduce the intercept geometry (such as in the 
ubiquitous CNATRA P-825): the fighter and the target fly co-speed and co-altitude.

Therefore, the necessary steps are:

• Match altitude;

• Match speed;

• Manoeuvre to have TA = ATA;

And the objectives are:

• Monitor drift;

• Manoeuvre to have the Vector in TID AS pointing towards the F-14.

This allows you to fly until you “run into” the target (as per definition of collision course) or 
get close enough to VID or turn behind the target.

Each of the required parameters can be adjusted in just a few seconds.

• Matching Altitude
This is very straightforward, the only parameter that may have an effect is the QNH 
(unless the intercept happens at ground level where masking or collision can be 
factors).

• Matching Speed
Altitude and Speed can be obtained from the TID. Target’s speed can be provided by 
the controller (although usually by means of brevities). If GS is what you have, 
remember that the ECMD provides TAS and GS.

• TA = ATA
When flying co-speed and co-altitude, the modules of the Target Aspect Angle and 
the Antenna Train Angle are equal. Thanks to the TID AS, there is no need of any 
calculation, what matters is where the target is presented on the TID. In fact, when 
the Vector points towards the F-14, the drift is null and collision course is achieved.
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9.8.4 PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Figure 297: Simplified intercept: Initial
situation.

Figure 298: Simplified intercept: Vector
points towards the F-14.

Figure 299: Simplified intercept: Getting
closer.

Figure 300: Simplified intercept: Tally on
target.

This is not a precise intercept as my F-14 flew about 1.5nm in front of the target, as Iceman 
does not allow fine adjustments in terms of degrees. Nevertheless, it shows how the 
collision can be achieved in a very simple means even by now knowing much on the matter 
(so, no evaluations of TA, Cut, DGT/HCA and so on).
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Figure 301: Simplified Intercept: TacView evaluation.

I highlighted the corrections. The original heading is in red, green for the first correction, 
light blue for the second and yellow for the final heading. 

Note how the corrections were less pronounced the more I got closer to a satisfying picture 
on the TID. Without going a bit deeper into the intercept geometry this is the simplest way 
to reach our objective.

Figure 302: Simplified intercept: heading corrections.

9.8.5 COLLISION TO EMPLOYMENT: DOES IT 
HELP?
The elephant in the room is whether this intercept satisfies the requirement of achieving a 
positional advantage, which usually means firing a missile with decent PK on top of other 
things. Let’s review the fist scenario seen above when employing an AIM-7 and an AIM-54.

Note: High-res versions of the images displayed above are available here.
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Figure 303: AIM-54A Mk60 launched from CB at 35nm.

Figure 304: AIM-54A Mk60 launched from CB at 45nm.

Figure 305: AIM-7M launched from CB.

The answer is… well, not amazing (the scenario flown does not help either). This method in 
fact does not do anything to achieve an advantage in terms of position: if you happen to 
have the target with TA ≤ 35° (close to hot), then the missile will be employed in “good” 
conditions. Otherwise, it may have to perform sustained or hard corrections, which have 
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the tendency of bleeding off a lot of the missile’s energy (especially in the case of the AIM-
54).

In fact, learning how to manipulate the Lateral Separation and obtaining spatial advantage is
probably the hardest (at least initially) yet most interesting aspect of the Intercept 
Geometry. This does not mean that there is no simpler solution. As we did before, we can 
use a bit of ingenuity to correct the situation and place the aircraft in a more favourable 
position for missile employment.

9.8.6 DETERMINING THE TARGET ASPECT
In primis let’s clarify what the ideal situation is, from the point of view of the missile: the 
missile, in fact, performs better as the TA tends to zero as no corrections are required. On 
the other hand, creating a spatial offset is always recommended as manoeuvring space = 
options, and options are good. For the sake of this test, let’s say that we want to employ 
with TA close to the “Hot boundary”, therefore 30°TA, or 150°AA.

This leads to two other questions:

1. How is the TA determined?

There are a number of answers to this question, even Maths work but the simplest are:

◦ Bearing Distance Heading Indicator (BDHI);

◦ Eyeballing by means of the TID GS;

◦ Asking the controller.

2. How can the TA be manipulated, in a simple manner?

As for the previous question, there are a number of solutions, but the simplest is probably 
cranking: therefore, placing the targets on the gimbal limits (therefore in the Hot side of the
TID AS) and keeping it there until the TA satisfies our requirements. This is not always 
applicable of course, as it depends on the scenario, but usually it works quite well and it is 
simple to achieve, with the benefit of maintaining SA on the target. If necessary the target 
can be even placed at 5-7 o’clock to further increase the impact on the TA but it can be a 
dangerous game as the fighter loses SA of the target.

9.8.7 AN APPROXIMATIVE SOLUTION
The approach just discussed is similar to the one used during the transition between BVR 
and WVR, but at a greater distance.

The following two examples show the AIM-54A Mk60 fired at 35nm and 45nm:
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Figure 306: AIM-54A Mk60 launched post crank at 35nm.

Figure 307: AIM-54A Mk60 launched post crank at 45nm.

How much energy has the missile gained? Since there was little time to manoeuvre in an 
optimal position (and reducing the TA even more), due to the distance and speed of the 
target, not much. The missile hits the target whilst flying only M.3 faster. Interestingly, the 
missiles employed post-crank have reached the target a few seconds sooner, which is also 
important as the missile has to be sustained until pitbull.

The outcome can be improved by, for example, going Gate (in these examples I accelerated 
during the crank but decelerated prior to employment to minimize the impact of the energy
on the results). Another means is having a human pilot, as Iceman turns in literally ages, 
wasting time and space.

9.8.8 PURE PURSUIT: OBSERVATIONS
Out of curiosity, I also replicated this scenario using a Pure pursuit right from the start. The 
outcome is definitely unexpected: I had issues as the contact was notching the AWG-9 first, 
then the AIM-54 as well. I also tried by means of PSTT to minimize the problem, but PSTT 
does not control the loft, severely impacting the performance over greater distances.
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Figure 308: AIM-54A Mk60 launched following pure pursuit at 35nm.

Figure 309: AIM-54A Mk60 launched following pure pursuit at 45nm.

Figure 310: AIM-54A Mk60 launched following pure pursuit at 35nm (STT lock).

I run a couple of additional tests and the results either match the performance of the 
Collision (as TA tends to zero) or a straight out worse (especially as TA > 45°). It does make 
sense if you think about it: collision “cuts” the flight path of the target, pure follows the 
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target but, in order to do so, it requires constant corrections as the target is constantly 
drifting.

This last image is the comparison between the three employments:

Figure 311: AIM-54A Mk60 at 35nm: “Crank” vs Collision vs Pure pursuit.

Interesting, isn’t it?

9.8.9 CONCLUSION
The examples shown above of “Casual” intercept do not provide results as controlled and 
precise as the actual procedures. You may have noticed in fact how these approaches result 
into different “impact” angles every time, require numerous adjustments and do not place 
the fighter in the optimal conditions for a missile employment, not to mention any stern 
conversion turn.

However, there are some pros in this empirical way of doing the intercept. In primis it is 
very easy to use: just place the target’s vector towards the F-14 in TID AS and that’s pretty 
much it, and this was the main objective of the Challenge. Therefore, it does not require 
specific, lengthy and detailed study.

It also helps to improve the SA: just consider how AI hostile fighters have the tendency of 
placing their target on collision; now you can tell if they are placing your aircraft on collision 
just by glancing at the TID AS.

This procedure has also shown a very simple mean to manipulate the geometry by placing 
the target at the limits of the radar and accelerating.
Lastly, this is a valid alternative to the common Pure pursuit.

9.9 SIMPLIFIED STERN CONVERSION      
Sometimes the fighter is tasked to perform a different operation, such as VID, or the fighter 
is out of non FOX-2 missiles, and want to improve the odds of an IR missile. Perhaps again, it
is simply rejoining a tanker. In these cases, a simple conversion towards the rear of the 
contact will do.
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Although the avionics of the F-14 is surprisingly intuitive, the immediate drawback of this 
technique when compared to the Simplified Intercept is the lack of “no-brainer”, “point-
here-and-go” indications. However, the TID in AS mode provides all the necessary tools to 
obtain the information the crew needs to approximate the manoeuvre.

A rough gameplan is the following:

1. the distance of the target can be approximated via the TID or DDD, down to ~10nm 
SR;

2. the fighter manoeuvres to adjust the approach, placing the target in a favourable 
position before the beginning of the conversion;

3. the fighter turns to zero Cut;

4. the crew estimates the lateral separation, to gauge how hard the turn will be;

5. the fighter turns into the target, with a “steady up” in the target’s rear quarter.

9.9.1 DISTANCE AND ANGLES APPROXIMATION
The TID in AS mode tells the Radar Intercept Officer where the target will be in the near 
future, from the perspective of the F-14. Details such as the hooked contact’s range are 
provided by the two readout lines on the display, or can be eyeballed.

The idea is manoeuvring to place the target at 12-13 nm in an area half-left or half-right 
from the fighter’s perspective. The TID BR readout will show something close to 315-320 if 
the target is on the left of the nose, and 40-45 if the target is on the right of the nose. This is
a basic operation to perform using the LAUNCH ZONE option in the TID Control Panel to 
make the vector longer and more visible.

By setting the radar to ±40°, the position we want to place the contact is even more easily 
identifiable. However, for newer or Jester-stuck players, TWS Auto is sometimes preferable 
(eventually you will probably use it less often, as TWS Manual offers more control). TWS 
Auto, as the name suggests, automatically adjusts the radar parameters, thus proposing a 
narrower and taller scan volume (4B ±20°). For this reason, I left the radar doing its things in
this example.
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Figure 312: Simplified stern conversion - Scenario.

In this specific case, the target is almost on collision course already, thus the required 
correction is less dramatic than other cases. 
The WCS is automatically setting the TWS Auto to 4B ±20°.

Figure 313: Simplified stern conversion - Contact at 20nm.

9.9.2 ZERO CUT
The next step is achieving Zero Cut at about 10nm, at an angle similar to the one described 
above.
The Cut concept is described in the Intercept Geometry study (see Chapter 5.2). If you are 
new to it, or it sounds too complex, consider that the fighter’s goal is to fly towards the 
reciprocal of the contact. For example, if the contact is flying due South (180°), then the 
fighter will fly due North (360°).
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Figure 314: Simplified stern conversion – Zero Cut, TWS wide and narrow on the
Tactical Information Display in Aircraft Stabilised mode.

The following image illustrates how the situation above would appear from a god’s eye 
point of view:

Figure 315: Figure 280: Simplified stern conversion – Zero Cut, TWS wide and narrow in "real life".

Glimpse of the Future
After the heavily simplified approaches to Timeline, Intercept and Conversion, 
diving into the study of the Intercept Geometry is strongly recommended.
Albeit more complex, it will answer questions many common questions. For 
example, the reason we want the contact to be at 10 nm, about 40° left or right, is 
to satisfy the requirement of Lateral Separation for a textbook stern conversion 
turn: the LS is calculated as TA * SR * 100, and it should be equal to 40,000ft if the 
textbook definition is followed. The parameters mentioned above are close to the 
required 40,000ft of LS at 10nm.
By flying Zero Cut, the Lateral Separation is “locked” through the rest of the 
intercept, although the angles (TA and ATA) are changing. Thus, the plan is to 
capture the desired Lateral Separation right before proceeding to turn towards the 
target’s Rear Quarter. 
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In order to place the contact in the desired position, start the turn to the Reciprocal 
Heading before hitting 10nm; at about 12-13nm usually works. Otherwise, the manoeuvre 
may be completed well within the 10nm mark.
Note that if TA is particularly high, the turn to zero cut may be quite hard. This is the main 
drawback of a technique that relies on visual approximations rather than maths. A more 
thorough approach, using the fundamentals of the Intercept Geometry, corrects this 
situation before approaching the conversion turn.

Figure 316: Simplified stern conversion - Contact at 10nm, zero cut.

Figure 316 shows the situation before the conversion turn. Textbook-wise, the amount of 
lateral separation is excessive (44,850ft rather than 40,000ft), but for this simplified 
approach it will do.

A quick means to gauge if the conversion has to be hotter or colder is the value of the 
Target Aspect (or the Antenna Train Angle, present on the DDD as well). Without going too 
much into the details, the key value is 40 L/R at 10nm. If it is greater, then the pilot has to 
turn harder towards the contact. Vice versa, if less than 40°, the pilot should slightly ease 
off the manoeuvre.

9.9.3 THE CONVERSION TURN
The radar track may be lost during the last few seconds before the conversion turn. 
However, if the parameters (sort of) match the intended values, the turn becomes a classic 
“easy-to-hard“: the turn starts quite “easy”, then, halfway through the turn, the ratio 
increases, and it is eventually adjusted as soon as Tally is called.

The pilot must be cautious and practice the turn; otherwise there is a concrete of pulling 
too hard. If the error occurs in the initial half of the manoeuvre, the result can be an 
overshot, or a rollout parallel to the target, rather than in its rear quarter.
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Figure 317: Simplified stern conversion - Tally!

In this example, I used TWS Auto until the turn, switched to the front seat, flipped the ACM 
cover and locked the target in VSL LOW almost at the end of the manoeuvre.

It was my very first attempt, with a bit of practice (and a real human RIO in the back seat – I 
disabled Jester first thing), the precision of the manoeuvre is noticeably increased.

9.9.4 SCENARIO AND TACVIEW
I placed the bogey and the F-14 quite randomly in the recently released South Atlantic Map.
As expected, the geometry displayed by the TID in AS mode does not match the map.
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Figure 318: Simplified stern conversion - Scenario in the DCS Editor.

The Tacview track in Figure 319shows the different stages of the intercept and the 
conversion turn.

Figure 319: Simplified stern conversion – Tacview, top-down view.

The green line, interpose by the dashes, mark the initial approach and the turn to zero Cut. 
The conversion is not a precise half-circle, but it starts easy, and it gets progressively harder, 
with final adjustments post Tally.
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Figure 320: Simplified stern conversion – Tacview, conversion turn.

9.9.5 VIDEO
I recorded a brief video showing how simple the application of this procedure is, starting 
from the mission editor, down to the conversion into the target's rear-quarter itself.
To open the video, click on the image or on this link.

Figure 321: Video - Simplified Stern Conversion Turn (link).

9.9.6 CONCLUSIONS
The simplified conversion is more of an exercise than a practical manoeuvre, but it can 
come handy in specific situations. More importantly, it offers a first look at something 
deeper and more complex than the Simplified Intercept. In fact, it shows how information 
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such as Headings and Angles can be used to manoeuvre the F-14 in a favourable position for
an ad hoc task.

9.10 REAL-LIFE EMPLOYMENT   
RANGES  
In an episode of “10   Percent   True  ”, hosting James “Puck” Howe, former CO of the VF-31, the
employment range of the AIM-54 were discussed when employed in the F-14D (starting at 
15’20”).

The most interesting aspect of the discussion is the consideration about the awareness of 
the target. In fact, Puck mentions how long-range, 60+ nm shot, did not require much to be 
defeated, and this is consistent with DCS. An early shot at 50nm was easily defeated by the 
target introducing a 25° offset.

Puck continues, mentioning that in TOPGUN, the usage of the AIM-54 Phoenix was 
restricted between 30nm to 40nm. They avoided shooting inside 30nm. Post launch, they 
waited for the target to manoeuvre, expecting former Soviet tactics, then the follow-up 
employment would be within 20nm.

The range between 20nm to 30nm was considered a "dead-zone" for the AIM-54 Phoenix. 
The 20nm shot with the Phoenix was, ad verbatim "a great shot", thanks to the motor 
burning for about 30", and burning all the way to the target.

The idea was shooting them before 30nm, thus before the contact realised it was targeted. 
Inside the 30nm they probably recognised they were targeted, they would start to 
manoeuvre sharply, defeating any Phoenix shot in that situation.

In contrast, the AMRAAM had more margin against manoeuvring targets, also thanks to 
more radar modes to the shooter.

Figure 322: "Puck's" AIM-54 Employment ranges.
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10. OPERATIONS IV: 
INTERCEPT GEOMETRY –
A STUDY

The simplified structures presented in Chapter 9, the Timeline and the Intercept 
there are meant to be used “out-of-the-box”, without going to much into the 
details of the theory beneath. Not everyone is, in fact, interested in long 
discussions about finer the details necessary to follow the doctrinal 
explanations.

This Chapter resumes where Chapter Error: Reference source not found left, 
after the introduction of the fundamental notions related to the Intercept 
Geometry.

Long Story Short
The study of the Intercept Geometry on FlyAndWire spans from the 50s 
to the modern intercepts (some articles are still WIP). However, only the
chapters relevant to the F-14 will be discussed in this book.
Those include:

•   Modern intercepts, based on the P-825/17;
•   ‘2000s intercepts, based on the P-825/02.

Also note that the available documentation is “beginner-level”. The 
notions discussed are introductory. On top of the fact that they are 
public, this clearly proves that this are hardly techniques used in the 
front lines. Nevertheless, they provide a good insight to the intercept 
procedures and help shaping the forma mentis of the virtual Radar 
Intercept Officer.

10.1 INTRODUCTION      
This overview is long and quite detailed. It covers most of the relevant aspects 
from two versions of the P-825: the most recent, from 2017 and a previous 
version from 2002. I am not using the version from 2008 since it sits somewhat 
in-between the two others.
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The 2017 version takes advantage of the new avionics used by the T-45 Goshawk, such as 
the HAFU displayed on the Attack Display. Such indicator shows many important details at a 
glance, and does not require any mental calculation.

The 2002 versions, which is very similar, content-wise, to an F-4 syllabus from the 70s, is 
based on the T-39 Sabreliner and pushes heavily on the ability of the RIO to execute Maths 
quickly and reliably, and commit to memory several tables and information.  The different 
approach makes completely sense, as more automation equals to less attention and stress 
required from the crew, and more energy dedicated to maintaining Situational Awareness 
and fulfilling the task of the mission.

OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study is showing how what has been learnt so far and the new notions 
can be used in a practical scenario. The goal is not blindly applying the procedures, but 
rather understanding how the Radar Intercept Officer can manoeuvre his aircraft to obtain 
an advantage.

For example, the effects of the geometry on the angles and, therefore, to the performance 
of our own to the hostile’s missiles. Not to mention the effects on the avionics and the 
ability of employing a missile in the first place, due to the huge blind spots affecting the 
AWG-9.

WHY STUDYING BOTH THE OLD AND THE NEW?
Although the newer doctrine is closer to an F/A-18C Hornet then the F-14 Tomcat, in terms 
of DCS, it offers finalized and “polished” structures such as the Timeline, that in the older 
doctrine are either not mentioned, or are not as clear in their presentation. 

However, the F-14 has something that makes it unique: it was operative in one of the most 
interesting periods in terms of air combat, and the doctrine applicable spans since the 
Vietnam84 up until the war in Afghanistan. Therefore, there was a time where the AIM-54 
was not used against fighters, and here is where concepts such as the Lead Collision 
become relevant to optimize the performance of an AIM-7; until the era of the Active Radar 
Homing missiles dominated, and tactics such as Skate became feasible.

Since DCS is a sandbox, each player can choose the time setting and a scenario he prefers, it
is worth looking at both sides of the employment history.
If you are wondering why no doctrine preceding the 2000s is included, answer is very 
simple: the available documentation  is extremely similar, both in topics and techniques, to 
what the P-825/02 covers85.

84 Source: Wikipedia – American Withdrawal from Saigon (1975).
85 I used a syllabus for the F-4 from 1972 for the comparison.
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10.2 TARGET ASPECT AND LATERAL   
SEPARATION  
Out of many concepts related to the Intercept Geometry, the Lateral Separation is probably 
the most important variable at this stage of our learning process.

The Lateral Separation is calculated as Target Aspect * Slant Range * 100, thus it is directly 
dependant from the value of the Target Aspect, and that’s where we start from.

10.2.1 THE TARGET ASPECT
Defined as the bandit’s perspective pertinent to the fighter, there are several ways to 
calculate this variable. Two of the most common can be visualized on the BDHI. However, 
the RIO should be able to calculate the TA mentally rather than re-creating the scenario on 
the BDHI every time.

Unfortunately, this is not the only value the RIO has to calculate and monitor and feeling 
overwhelmed is very easy especially when approaching these concepts for the first time, 
but practice definitely help (or, at least that’s my experience). Eventually, calculating TA and 
LS becomes a matter of a bunch of seconds:

     High aircraft speeds bring the two aircraft into close proximity within a 
maximum of 2 to 3 minutes, and usually less. The RIO must learn to calculate 
rapidly, and with little error. An error, once made, seldom can be fully corrected 
within the time remaining to intercept. Rapid closure, numerous calculations, 
and the need to continually manipulate the radar, essentially prohibit recording
calculated values. The RIO must hold the results in his memory as he progresses
through the list of operations. The outcome is a high information-processing 
rate for the RIO’s mental processes.

    NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 71-C-0219-1 P10

Two formulas are used to calculate the Target Aspect. They are actually identical as both use
the BR (or Cut) as the starting point and the BB (or ATA) as the finishing point.

The context in which this formulas are applied is the typical Lead Pursuit where BB, FFP and 
BFP create the familiar intercept triangle, featuring TA, ATA and DTG as internal angles.

1. Cut to ATA = TA (L or R)

This formula works best on the DDD or other B-scope attack display. Problem is, the 
TID is not one of them and the information displayed on the DDD are functions of VC 
in non-Pulse modes, making the drift hard to identify.

2. BR to BB = TA (L or R)
This formula is should be used when the BRAA is passed. It is very simple as the BR is 
immediate (the documentation stresses the importance of being able to calculate 
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the BR in a second), then it is just a matter of “moving to” the BB. If no tactical 
control is available, then BB can be calculated as FH ± ATA (add if ATA Right, subtract 
if Left).

Figure 323: Intercept Geometry: fundamental
angles.

What does “to” mean? 
“to” is not a mathematical operator of course, it literally means “jumping” between two 
values, logically measuring the direction as mathematically we would do by means of 
the modulo.
Consider the application of the second Formula to this scenario:
BR = 355°;
BB = 030°.
The simplest solution is to mentally visualize the BDHI and assess how many degrees 
there are between BR and BB: 5° from 355° to 360° then 30° more for a total of 35°. This
exercise is also useful to visualize the label (Left or Right) of the TA. In this scenario we 
moved from Left to Right so TA is 35R.
If we invert BR and BB instead, we still have 35°, but we would be moving from 30° to 
355°,
therefore from Right to Left. The TA in this case is 35L.
After some practice, this becomes second nature.

At the end of the day, use the procedure you prefer. I usually follow the doctrine and use BR
→ BB if a controller is available (and therefore BRAA is routinely provided unless “JUDY” is 
called), otherwise Cut → ATA which is very easy to visualize both mentally and on the BDHI.
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The BDHI is invaluable when first approaching the long list of parameters that can affect the 
geometry, use it!

10.2.2 DETERMINING THE BANDIT RECIPROCAL: 
THE +2/-2 RULE
This is a simple but useful trick to calculate the BR. The Bandit Reciprocal can be in fact 
mathematically obtained by using the modulo but when calculating the result in your head, 
using the modulo may not be the fastest way.

Since ±180° are added depending on the BH, the +2/-2 rule can be effectively used:

If 20° < HDG < 180°: add 2 to the hundreds, subtract 2 from the tens;

If HDG > 190°: subtract 2 from the hundreds, add 2 to the tens.

As you can see, it’s simply a more structured way to add or subtract 200 and compensate 
for the remaining 20 degrees.

Examples:

• HDG 347 → “3” – 2 and “4” + 2. “7” is carried over. Reciprocal: 1 6 7

• HDG 125 → “1” + 2 and “2” – 2. “5” is carried over. Reciprocal: 3 0 5

• HDG 220 → “2” – 2 and “2” + 2. “0” is carried over. Reciprocal: 0 4 0

• HDG 021 → “0” + 2 and “2” – 2. “1” is carried over. Reciprocal: 2 0 1

Alternative means of calculating the BR are, for example, the already discussed BDHI or 
memorizing a table with Headings and Reciprocals, similarly to what we all did back at the 
elementary school.

10.2.3 UNDISCUSSED SCENARIOS
The sources I used and mentioned in Part I take for granted that in this phase the intercept 
triangle is present and built as usual by ATA, TA and DTG (angles). What if, instead, the 
standard intercept triangle is not applicable due to how FFP and BFP are oriented?

To answer this question, I put together a bunch of different scenarios and checked whether 
the formulas can be applied or the geometry changed in such a way that new formulas are 
required.

Note that I represented Target Aspect, Cut and DTG as per their definition (out of simplicity, 
in some cases I drew the opposite angle):

• TA: the angle between BB and BR;

• Cut: the angle between FFP and the BR;

• Degrees To Go: the angle between FFP and BFP.
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Figure 324: Intercept Geometry: undiscussed scenarios.

As you may have noticed already, the conundrum is understanding where the intersection 
between FFP and BFP is located: unless fighter and bandit are flying parallel, in fact, the two
paths will always intersect at one point.

Scenario II, included for reference, is the standard Lead Pursuit (whether collision course is 
established, or it does not matter in this context).
Applying the first formula, we find that TA = Cut – ATA.

Scenario I see the BFP intersecting the FFP behind the fighter.

The angles involved are Cut, TA and α, the supplementary angle of the ATA.

TA = 180° – Cut – α

α is equal to: 180° – ATA

Thus: TA = 180° – Cut – 180° + ATA = ATA – Cut

Observation I: although Scenario I and II provide different results Maths-wise, in 
practical terms there is no difference as the absolute value of the difference is 
considered when determining the TA.

Scenario III resembles a Lag Pursuit and the usual intercept triangle is again not applicable. 
We notice that the triangle’s angles are AA, Cut and ATA:

TA = 180° – AA

AA in this case is equal to: 180° – Cut – ATA
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Thus: TA = 180° – 180° + Cut + ATA = Cut + ATA

The result is different from the previous scenarios as in this case Cut and ATA are added up 
rather than subtracted.

 Observation II: if Lag Pursuit is established, ATA and Cut are discordant*. This 
makes understanding the current geometry immediate and can affect how the RIO 
decides to manage the TA and eventually the Lateral Separation.
*: this is a purely empirical observation. If you find examples where this is not applicable, please let me know!

For completeness’ sake, let’s have a look at what happens in two more 
peculiar scenarios:

Scenario IV: Pure Pursuit. Pure pursuit does not often happen during 
the intercept, but it is the typical case originated by a “Hot-to-Hot” 
situation, or TA = ATA = 0.

This scenario is quite simple since BB = FH, the simplest solution is 
using BR → FH.

Observation III: in this scenario, TA = Cut – ATA with ATA = 0, therefore TA = Cut (in 
fact, the TA is the opposite angle of the Cut).

Note that Pure Pursuit should be maintained by adjusting FH, otherwise the situation falls 
into either Scenario II or Scenario III.

This scenario can be useful to quickly assess the aspect of the target at the beginning of the 
BVR Timeline (Point and Assess).

Remember also that the TA does not change instantaneously when the ATA changes.

Scenario V: Parallel Flight. Fighter and bandit can fly following parallel flight paths, 
therefore DTG = 180° or DTG = 0° depending on the directions:

• When DTG = 0° and FH = BH, the scenario is called True Stern;

• When DTG = 0° and FH ≠ BH , the scenario is called Parallel Stern;

• When DTG = 180° and FH = BR, the scenario is called True Head-On;

• When DTG = 180° and FH ≠ BR , the scenario is called Parallel Head-On.
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Figure 326: Intercept Geometry: parallel
flight.

Observation IV: no matter the scenario, TA can be always calculated by using 
Formula 2, BR to BB; whereas the relations between TA, ATA and DTG may change 
depending on the geometry.

10.2.4 PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
The considerations and observations made so far can help to understand how the TA 
changes as the intercept progresses, especially in case CB is not established.

Let’s now have a look at a few practical examples. I used both Formula 1 (DTG to Cut to TA) 
and Formula 2 (BR to BB), plus a variant of the first formula skipping the determination of 
DTG.

Higher resolution images for these examples are available here.

Figure 327: Target Aspect: Example I.
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Figure 328: Target Aspect: Example II.

Figure 329: Target Aspect: Example III.

Figure 330: Target Aspect: Example IV.
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Figure 331: Target Aspect: Example V.

Figure 332: Target Aspect: Example VI.

Figure 333: Target Aspect: Example VII.
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10.2.5 LATERAL SEPARATION: AXIS
MUNDI
The Lateral Separation (LS), sometimes called Lateral Displacement
(LD) is one of the most important concepts of the Intercept
Geometry. Defined as the distance from the Fighter Flight Path to the
Bandit Flight Path, the LS puts into relation two other fundamental
basic concepts: Target Aspect (TA) and Slant Range (SR).

The LS can be expressed in feet of nautical miles, and it is calculated
as:

[ft] > LS = TA * SR * 100

[nm] > LS = TA * SR / 60

Besides the geometrical concept, what is the meaning of the lateral separation? Simply put, 
it expresses the manoeuvring space available to the fighter, in relation to the target.

As mentioned above, the Lateral Separation is drastically affected by the TA: variations of 
the Antenna Train Angle or the Slant Range do not affect the LS immediately, whereas if the 
bandit turns and therefore the TA changes, it impacts the LS instantaneously.

Consider the following examples:

SR=50nm, TA=35° → LS = 175,000 SR=50nm, TA=35° → LS = 175,000 

SR=30nm, TA=35° → LS = 105,000 SR=50nm, TA=10° → LS = 50,000 

SR=10nm, TA=35° → LS = 35,000 SR=50nm, TA=0° → LS = 0 

It is clear how the Slant Range can’t change in a bunch of seconds whereas the Target 
Aspect can, and by doing so, it drastically affects the Lateral Separation. This effect is 
fundamental as an aware bandit may try to deny the fighter’s intercept by, for example, 
jinking, turning cold or head-on.

The following sketch further emphasises this concept.
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Figure 335: Lateral Separation:
"opposite" view.

Since the Lateral Separation describes the turning space available to the fighter, it should be
more clear now how important it is and, intuitively, we can foresee already how a big chunk 
of the Intercept Geometry relies on the ability to manage and manipulate the two 
components of the LS: Target Aspect and Slant Range.

The “goal” LS and how it is managed change depending on the objectives of the mission, 
tasking, commit directive from a controller, ROE and VID requirements and so on.

MANAGING LATERAL SEPARATION
Before diving into the doctrinal techniques used to manage the LS, let’s have a quick look at 
the relation between LS and other actors.

Notes: each of the sources I used as reference approach the management of Lateral 
Separation slightly differently, and sometimes set different goals in terms of separation. 
The rest of the article is based on the P-825/17.
The following LS management observations are fundamentally a series of applications of
the basic concepts of Euclidean geometry and trigonometry.
The differences and “quirks” pertinent to each technique are discussed in the following 
parts of the series.
Note also that the relations are based on the fact that the intercept is co-speed, co-
altitude, conditions that rarely happen in DCS. On the other hand, this scenario 
simplifies the relations and the calculations required to determine collision and LS.
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10.2.6 RELATION BETWEEN CUT, DTG, ATA AND 
LS
The CNATRA P-825 shows how different types of Cut vs Collision affect Lateral Separation 
and Target Aspect over time.

# CATEGORY TYPE OF CUT LS TA

1 Cut Into Cut > Collision Decreases Decreases

2 Cut Into Cut = Collision Decreases Unchanged

3 Cut Into Cut < Collision Decreases Increases

4 Cut equal to BR Cut = 0 Unchanged Increases

5 Cut Away Cut Away / Zero Cut Increases Increases

The three categories are easily explained: a Cut into decreases the Lateral Separation (BFP 
and FFP intersect), a Cut away increases the LS (the fighter moves away from the BFP), the 
Cut equal to BR, maintains LS.

These five relations provide simple means to manipulate the Lateral Separation in order to 
achieve the desired objective.

The following sketches describe the relations mentioned above:

#1 – Cut Into: Cut greater than Collision
  LS and TA reduced over time►

• FFP well in front of the bandit;
• This is the only Cut that reduces TA;
• The bandit is place in the Hot side of 

the display.

Figure 336: Cut greater than collision.
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#2 – Cut Into: Cut equal to Collision
  TA unchanged, LS decreases►

• As TA remains unchanged, the LS 
decreases due to the SR;

• TA = ATA but opposite in sign;
• If co-altitude, the aircraft will 

(theoretically) collide mid-air;
• This is the most efficient geometry to 

close with the bandit;
• Bandit’s vector in TID AS points 

towards the F-14.
Figure 337: Cut equal to Collision.

#3 – Cut Into: Cut less than Collision
  LS is reduced whilst TA increases►

• Pure and Lag pursuit are always less 
than collision;

• There can be Lead pursuit if within 
Pure and collision;

• Useful when approaching WVR (if 
bandit unaware of the fighter);

• The Target is placed in the first part of
the Cold side of the TID.

#4 – Cut equal to Bandit Reciprocal
  TA doubles as range halves►

• This is not a type of pursuit;
• FFP and BFP are parallel;
• It is the only occasion when the 

bandit’s TID AS vector is 
perpendicular to the bottom edge of 
the screen.

Figure 339: Cut equal to BR.
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#5 – Cut Away
  Only way to increase LS►

• It is not a type of pursuit (since LS is 
being generated);

• It is used by the fighter when LS 
needs to be increased.

Figure 340: Cut Away.

A FAMILIAR TOOL: TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY IN 
AIRCRAFT STABILIZED MODE
These considerations are immediately understandable when applied in the scenarios 
described by the P-825, but what happens on the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode when the 
fighter and the bandit are not co-speed?

Figure 341: TID: Cut greater than collision. Figure 342: TID: Cut equal to collision.

Figure 343: TID: Cut less than collision. Figure 344: TID: Cut equal to BR.
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Figure 345: TID: Cut away.

Whist putting together these examples I collected data relative to the TA and the SR after 
30″ and 60″. I ran the first series of tests with the fighter flying faster than the bandit and 
then I repeated the test collecting a second series with the aircraft flying co-speed (GS).

Modus operandi. Notes:
• I set up the flight paths from the ME, so they are not perfectly accurate but close 

enough (ref. collision and FFP = BR);

• The F-14 spawned in exactly the same position every time, I only changed FH and 
speed;

• Values are taken from TacView, I used RBRG from the target to the fighter as it is 
more precise (float) than the AA provided (int);

• LS is expressed in a thousand of feet.

These are the results of the first test: 

Figure 346: Different speeds - Test results.

The second test saw both aircraft flying at the same speed: 
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Figure 347: Same speeds - Test results.

The numbers confirm what stated in the Navy docs but seeing them makes them more 
understandable (please note that values can change depending on a plethora of factors: 
fighter GS, bandit GS, FH, BH, etc).

OBSERVATIONS
• Case 1: Cut > CB. In this scenario, both TA and SR decrease over time, and it is the 

quickest way to reduce LS. The SR does not decrease as much as in the other cases as
the FH points almost away from the bandit, rather than towards the bandit itself;

• Case 2: Collision. This is a well-known situation, where the loss of LS is mostly due to 
the decrease of the SR;

• Case 3: Cut < CB. In this scenario the TA is increasing (eventually the F-14 will fly at 
the 3/9 of the bandit, rather than on its nose). This reduces the loss of LS caused by 
the decreasing SR;

• Case 4: Cut = BR. Besides a small error positioning the aircraft, the LS is almost 
unchanged. There is, in fact, a balance between the decreasing SR and the increasing
TA. Moreover, as range halves, the TA doubles. This is an important consequence, 
since, for example, we can use Cut = BR as a mean to maintain the desired LS until it 
is time to perform a conversion turn;

• Case 5: Cut Away. This scenario is the simplest to imagine: the F-14 is flying away 
from the bandit and therefore the ratio at which the TA is generated drastically 
increases and, at the same time, slows down the SR decrements, resulting in an 
increase of LS. This manoeuvre can therefore be used ante conversion to generate 
enough room for the turn.

10.3 MODERN GAMEPLANS      
This Chapter introduces the Gameplans used to manipulate the Lateral Separation to allow 
the F-14 to complete the intercept using manoeuvres such as the Horizontal Stern 
Conversion Turn.
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The primary reference is the CNATRA P-825, reviewed in 2017. This is the most recent 
version available to the public, hence the title.

10.3.1 HORIZONTAL STERN CONVERSION TURN 
AND THE 40K FT OF LS GOAL
After the lengthy discussions about the basic concepts related to the Intercept Geometry, 
we are finally able to put some of those into practice.

The Horizontal Stern Conversion Turn is the final manoeuvre of a basic form of intercept, 
and it is used to place the fighter in the rear quarter (RQ) of a non-aware or non-
manoeuvring target, In LAR for a Short Range Missile (SRM) employment, whilst also 
enabling the crew to visually identify (VID) the target during the turn (if weather conditions 
allow so).

It is also a handy means of rejoining a tanker, and a simple way to practice the intercept.

10.3.2 GATES
If Timelines use the range as a means of tracking the progression, the intercept uses 
“Gates”. Gates are sets of SR and TA (and therefore, LS) that the fighter should ideally fly 
through in order to ensure the correct positioning during the intercept.

For a Horizontal Stern Conversion Turn the last gate is LS = 40,000ft at SR = 10nm (and 
therefore, TA = 40). This is, in fact, where we want to be prior to turn into the bandit’s six 
o’clock (if you visualize it in your mind, it means behind slightly off to the side, ready to 
perform a sort of “U Turn” behind the target).

Depending on the status of the bandit, the RIO has to come up with a plan (Gameplan) that 
eventually satisfies the goal mentioned above.

Revising VC 
Albeit intuitive and already discussed in the past, for completeness’ sake I set up a quick 
scenario to determine the difference in terms of VC induced by horizontal offset: two F-
14 flying one true head-on, the second parallel head-on towards their relative targets, 
with 6.5nm (~40,000ft) of Lateral Separation at 20,000ft; every aircraft is flying at 
350kts.

True Head-On 
1.  VC = 700kts at any range, until the last mile, due to imprecision in positioning 

the aircraft in the editor;
Parallel Head-On 

1.  VC = 689kts at 37.5 nm (ATA 10)
2.  VC = 683kts at 30 nm (ATA 13)
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3.  VC = 662kts at 20 nm (ATA 19)
4.  VC = 540kts at 10 nm (ATA 41)
5.  VC = 373kts at 7.5 nm (ATA 62); then the target passed the gimbal limits.

These values should give a good idea of how ATA and VC change depending on the SR.

10.3.3 TARGET ASPECT AND GAMEPLAN
The gameplan adopted primarily depends on the Target Aspect:

• Low TA: 0 < TA < 15
TA < 10 is considered very low and, consequently, the Lateral Separation will be 
narrow as well. At 30nm and 15° TA, LS is 45,000ft. VC will be close to the sum of the 
velocities.

• Medium TA: 15 < TA < 35
At 30nm, the LS in this interval stretches between 45,000ft and 105,000ft, the VC 
down to 450-500kts. In order to meet the 40k goal, the LS must be reduced before 
the 10nm Gate.

• High TA: 35 < TA < 45
LS is around 120,000ft and the amount of LS to be removed to hit the Gate at 10nm 
is considerable. VC should be around 480kts.

• Very High TA: TA > 45
This case is extreme, the amount of LS is really substantial, the gameplan aimed to 
reduce it should be implemented as soon as possible if the fighter wants to meet the 
10nm Gate.

Figure 348: Modern gameplans.

As mentioned before, the P-825/17 uses 40,000 ft of Lateral Separation as the Gate at which
the fighter starts the stern conversion turn towards the RQ of the target.

A LS < 40,000ft will result in the fighter exceeding the conversion, ending up at 5 / 7 o’clock 
of the target.
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A LS greater than 40,000ft may satisfy the positioning aspect only on one axis, ergo lagging 
behind the bandit, but the fighter may be out of the envelope of its weapons due to the 
additional time and space required to complete the conversion.

The following is a table useful to visualize the LS computations needed to meet the goal of 
40k ft of LS all the way down to the last gate at 10nm:

Figure 349: Modern gameplans - SR vs TA.

Following this table, the pairs or SR and TA meeting the LS goal are:

1. 15 TA at 30nm;

2. 20 TA at 20nm;

3. 30 TA at 15nm.

This scenario can be visualized very easily: the fact that TA and SR are inversely proportional
means that the fighter is “drifting” to the side as it is getting closer to the bandit, thus 
creating room for the conversion turn. To simplify, imagine a triangle rectangle built by the 
BFP and the LS as catheti, where the hypotenuse approximates the FFP until the last Gate.

It goes without saying that this is not the scenario we want if the goal is employing an AIM-
7 or an AIM-54, as their performance peak vs targets with low TA and high VC. Both 
conditions are met as the FFP gets closer and closer to the BR and the TA is low (this 
scenario will be discussed more in-depth later).

An important note: don’t get overly fixated over the LS, especially in an aircraft like 
the F-14, where approximations and minor imprecisions are intrinsic and expected:

•   Creating and maintaining a good level of SA is more important than knowing 
the exact value of LS at any given moment;

•   Task fixation is very dangerous and can easily become saturation. Avoid it!
Practising how to manipulate the TA to increase, decrease or maintain the LS is 
important and very helpful, especially if you are new to this.
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10.3.4 DETAILS OF THE MODERN GAMEPLANS
The following is a quick look at the Gameplans suggested by the P-825/17 to ensure that 
the gate 40k at 10nm is met. Note that in all these examples the bandit is not aware or 
“cooperating”: it is not jinking, countering the manoeuvres of the fighter or denying LS.

Sketches: Modus Operandi 
The sketches of the Tactical Information Display in Aircraft Stabilized mode and the 
Detail Data Display both for Pulse and Pulse Doppler modes are not meant to be 
extremely precise or to scale.
In particular, I did not calculate VC as a function of the ATA for the DDD in PD mode: I 
placed the target image depending on the VC at that moment, compared to the others 
rather than its value.
The images depicting the TID AS have a set of dashed lines every 15°, whereas the 
others represents the settings of the AWG-9 (±10°, ±20°, ±40°, ±65°).
I plan to put together a video about the gameplans here discussed and other concepts 
later on.

THE FIRST TURN
When the Simplified BVR Timeline was discussed in Chapter 9.7, I stripped it of as many 
aspects related to the Geometry as possible. Now it is time to put such parts back, a piece 
at the time.

Post commit, the fighter turns towards the target (Point and Assess). Point and Assess 
involves placing the target in the F-14’s radar scan zone (on the nose) and determining the 
Target Aspect, calculating the Lateral Separation and evaluate how to satisfy the goal of 40k 
ft of LS.

Depending on the TA, the fighter can now turn to generate LS, turn to zero cut to preserve 
LS or turn to collision to remove undesired LS.

After the first turn and assessing the TA, the RIO decides the next step. There are a number 
of techniques used to manipulate the LS, the following are described in the P-825/17.

10.3.5 LOW TA / NO LS GAMEPLAN
Having the target dead-on and pointing straight towards the fighter is typical follow-up after
a forward-quarter ARH/SARH employment.

The fighter wants to manoeuvre and build LS to meet the usual LS goal of 40k ft at 10nm. 
Intuitively and thanks to the precedent discussions, we know that turning away from the 
bandit has the effect of increasing the Target Aspect, and subsequently the Lateral 
Separation, on top of decreasing the VC (remember the previous part of the series, the 
“Cut-away“).
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This plan, named “Kick and Build” takes advantage of these considerations to satisfy the 
goal.

• The RIO places the contact at 50ATA cold, this builds separation;

• When the goal is met, the fighter turns to the Bandit Reciprocal. This stabilizes and 
maintains the LS;

• At 10nm, TA is increased to 40.

In other words, the goal is transforming a True Head-On situation into a Parallel Head-On 
situation.

Notes:

The F-14 can place the target to the gimbal limits if necessary, increasing the 50ATA angle 
suggested by the P-825/17.

Remembering what was discussed in Chapter 10.2, the first turn is a Cut Away in order to 
increase LS up to the desired 40,000ft, a further turn to TA to FH = BR to maintain such 
separation and lastly a turn to Cut < CB (Pure pursuit) to converge at the target’s 6 o’clock.

Figure 350: Low TA gameplan – progression.

1. Phase I: Detect and Correlate. The contact appears on the radar, and it is correlated 
with the controller;

2. Phase II: Point and assess. The fighter places the target on the nose, the amount of 
LS is determined;

3. Phase III: Turn to place the target at 50 ATA cold, by turning away from the target, LS 
is generated. The RIO should monitor the drift as the contact may drift out of the 
radar scan volume;

4. Phase IV: Turn to BR. When the LS goal is met, the RIO commands the pilot to turn to
the Bandit Reciprocal. As discussed in the previous parts, this manoeuvre captures 
the LS.

Note: following gameplans will combine Phase I and Phase II into a single step.
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Figure 351: Low TA gameplan – DDD.

Observations: this scenario, re-created in Figure 350 Left and Right and Figure 351 Left is 
quite intuitive. The last image on the Right is more complex to understand as the DDD with 
the radar in Pulse Doppler mode displays Azimuth vs VC rather than Azimuth vs Range, as 
the DDD in Pulse mode does. In Phase I, the ATA is greater than zero, therefore VC ≠ VF14 + 
VTGT. On the contrary, when the target is on the nose and TA ~ 0, VC = VF14 + VTGT and the
contact image is located towards the top part of the display. In Phase III, the more the 
fighter turns and moves away, the more VC decrements until, in Phase IV, the target is place 
parallel again, and the VC is closer to the value displayed in Phase II.

10.3.6 MEDIUM TA (15 < TA < 35)
With TA between 15 and 35, the fighter has more than 40k ft of LS at 30nm (40k ft of LS at 
30nm is about TA 15). The goal is therefore to remove the excess of LS (at 30nm, between 
5k and 65k).

• Rather than aim for the 40k ft of LS goal, the fighter should turn to BR and let TA 
reach 40;

• When TA = 40, then the fighter should place the bandit on collision until 10nm.

If the scenario is co-speed, the turn to place the contact on collision is quite simple: since 
the bandit will be drifting during the turn, the rule of thump is that the bandit drifts 1° 
every 20° of FH change. The turn to capture 40 TA should be of about 80°, and it should be 
started when the contact is 36TA, usually corresponding to 36ATA.

If not co-speed, the RIO should assess and command the turn depending on ΔV. Whatever 
the case, the TID in AS helps to set up the collision quite quickly.
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Figure 352: Medium TA gameplan.

1. Phase I: Point and Assess, TA and LS is determined (30 nm);

2. Phase II: since the TA is close to the goal yet not enough, the RIO can command the 
pilot to turn to BR and let the TA increase;

3. Phase III: when the TA reaches 40°, the RIO commands the pilot to put the bandit on 
collision until 10nm.

Notes: the gameplan for medium TA is simpler than the previous. Since the TA is close to 40,
the simplest solution is flying Zero Cut until the drift causes the Target Aspect to increase 
and meet the desired amount (40 TA). Then the goal is to maintain 40 TA until 10nm (equal 
to 40k ft of LS) by using the Collision Course. This last part of the manoeuvre is represented 
in the box in Figure 352 Left.

From the point of view of the TID AS (Figure 353 Left), the bandit will be drifting away from 
CB, until the TA goal is met. Then, when collision is established, the drift stops.

The manoeuvre to place the contact on collision covers about 80°: 40° to turn into the 
target, 40° to place the target on the opposite ATA.

In order to make the image simpler to understand, I tried to add some “dynamism” to it 
(Figure 353 Right).
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Figure 353: Medium TA gameplan - progression.

10.3.7 HIGH TA (35 < TA < 45)
Target Aspect between 35 and 45 at 30nm forces the RIO to place the target on collision 
immediately, at about 40 ATA and hold the contact there until 10 nm, if co-speed. If it is not,
remembering the previous part of this series, the RIO should adjust the pursuit angle (“Cut 
less than collision”) to capture the 40k ft of LS goal at 10nm.

Figure 354: High TA gameplan - progression.

 Notes

This scenario is by far the simplest. The TA is already close to the target, and it just has to be
corrected and captured by means of Collision (Figure 354 Left).

The TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode displays a target on collision with its vector pointing 
towards the F-14 (Figure 354 Right).
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The DDD in Pulse mode is another simple means to determine the successful Collision by 
monitoring the drift (Figure 355 Left).

Figure 355: High TA gameplan - DDD.

10.3.8 VERY HIGH TA (TA > 45)
Due to the high TA, the fighter is close to lose the positional advantage. The usual co-speed 
intercept triangle may not be sufficient any more, especially if TA > 50. This situation falls 
into the scenario “Cut greater than collision” discussed in Part III, where the fighter is 
aiming to reduce as much LS as possible. To do so, the fighter should:

• Turn to place the banding 50-60 ATA hot with 0.1IMN speed advantage;

• When 40 TA is reached, turn to collision and match speed (leading to a stable TA, 
until 10nm).

If the fighter cannot meet the goal of 40k ft of LS at 10nm, there is an alternative 
manoeuvre available. It is covered in the next paragraph.

Figure 356: Very High TA gameplan - progression.

• Phase I: Point and Assess, the RIO determines the geometry;

• Phase II: the RIO commands a hard turn to place the bandit at 50 ATA (Hot) plus 0.1 
IMN speed increase. The goal is removing LS by primarily reducing the TA;
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• Phase III: when the TA reaches 40°, the excess speed is removed and the bandit is 
placed on Collision to capture the TA until 10nm.

Notes

This scenario is potentially simpler in DCS but can easily become more complex to handle: 
outside the training environment focus of the P-825/17, the RIO can command Gate to the 
pilot, or even place the target at 60 ATA Hot, very close to the gimbal limits. These 
manoeuvres have a number of potential unwanted side effects. For example the bandit can 
become aware of the fighter, turn away and leave the volume scanned by the AWG-9. The 
fighter can also reach the goal of 40TA too fast and not react quick enough, having then to 
increase LS again. Moreover, the speed excess may not be removed, making the next phase 
of the intercept more complex than necessary.

Figure 357: Very High TA gameplan - DDD.

10.3.9 RECAP
(This table is the same available in the P-825/17, 7-23.)

30NM TA
ASSESS-

MENT 

INITIAL LS FIRST
TURN 

SECOND
TURN 

THIRD
TURN 

0  - 10 0 – 30,000 ft 50 ATA cold BR Collision at 40
ATA Hot

20 60,000 ft BR Collision at 40
ATA Hot

Nose-on at 10nm

30 90,000 ft BR Collision at 40
ATA Hot

Nose-on at 10nm

40 120,000 ft Collision at 40
ATA Hot

Nose-on at
10nm

≥ 45 135,000+ ft 50-60 ATA Hot
with 0.1 IMN

Collision at 40
ATA Hot and

Nose-on at 10nm
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30NM TA
ASSESS-

MENT 

INITIAL LS FIRST
TURN 

SECOND
TURN 

THIRD
TURN 

speed advantage remove speed
advantage

It is worth mentioning that the values used in this article are defined for a different 
airframe and weapon system than the F-14. Considering that the minimum commit 
range for the F-14 for the basic timeline discussed earlier was Employment range + 
15nm = 50nm, this table should be re-addressed according to the employment ranges of
the F-14.

I noticed three recurring manoeuvres or steps used by the gameplans here discussed. 
Highlighting them that can help to understand the procedures:

1. “Point and Assess” is the first step. By placing the bandit on the nose, ATA = 0, so TA 
is simply BR → FH, as discussed in the previous parts of this series, so the gameplan 
can be determined in a matter of a couple of seconds;

2. Zero Cut or parallel head-on. When FH = BR, the Lateral Separation does not change;

3. Collision Course. When on collision, the Target Aspect does not change.

Point #2 and #3 mean that when one of the two goals is achieved, then the fighter can 
capture that value and aim to meet the other. Therefore the game becomes trying to match 
one of the two parameters (LS or TA), then letting the second evolve until it satisfy the Gate 
goal.

10.4 MODERN INTERCEPT: DT, CT,   
TIMELINE  
The Gameplans discussed in the Chapter 10.3 guide the fighter from an initial position, 
relative to the bandit, where its Target Aspect generally between 0 and 60, down to the last 
Gate at 10nm, where ideally 40,000 ft of Lateral Separation are achieved.

This article introduces the last step, namely the turn from the last Gate to the Rear Quarter 
of the bandit: the Counterturn (CT); on top of a contingency manoeuvre used to generate 
or remove LS in case the fighter was not able to meet the usual goal of 40k ft of LS at 10nm. 
This manoeuvre is the Displacement Turn.
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10.4.1 DISPLACEMENT TURN: THE MUCH-
NEEDED TURNING ROOM
The Displacement Turn (DT) is a contingency manoeuvre in case the goal of 40k LS at 10nm 
is not achieved. Failing to meet the 40k LS goal leads to the non-ideal situation where the 
fighter may lack the manoeuvring space to re-orient itself behind the target. This situation 
may, since the LS may be even zero, cause an unaware bandit may become aware of the 
fighter. It can also make a tasked VID difficult or cause a merge to start in a less favourable 
position.

The Displacement Turn is a technique not used any more besides correcting a situation that 
should not happen in the first place. The DT sets three main objectives:

1. To create LS ideally close to 40k to enable the standard counter turn;

2. To ensure that radar contact is maintained through the manoeuvre, down to the 
employment;

3. To ensure that the fighter remains in control of the bandit TA at the intercept.

THE RULE OF 40
The so-called “Rule of 40” is used to measure the correction required to generate enough 
LS.

TARGET ASPECT LS AT 10NM DISPLACEMENT ATA
(40 ATA COLD-TA)

0 0 ft 40 ATA, either side

10 L/R 10,000 ft 30 ATA L/R

20 L/R 20,000 ft 20 ATA L/R

30 L/R 30,000 ft 10 ATA L/R

40 L/R 40,000 ft 0 ATA

50 L/R 50,000 ft 10 ATA L/R

It is named “Rule of 40” because ideally, when co-speed and co-altitude and at 10nm, to 
have 40,000ft of LS, ATA = TA (but opposite in sign) and both should be equal to 40.

The idea is simple: add the difference between the “goal TA” (40) and the current TA to the 
ATA in the opposite direction, in order to generate room for the turn.
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Figure 358: The Rule of 40.

In other terms, the DT is a hard manoeuvre that uses “Cut Away” or “Cut Into” depending 
on the TA, to generate a quantity of LS sufficient to enable the turn into the bandit’s 6 
o’clock.

For example, with TA = 30, LS = 30,000 rather than 40k. Therefore, turning to have 10 ATA 
(towards the cold side, so away from the target), should generate enough room to allow the
Conversion.

Another example, with TA = 10, LS = 10,000. The fighter needs to generate an additional 
30,000 of LS by turning to place the target at 30 ATA cold.

Realistically, the Lateral Separation generated is about 25,000 ft, starting from 0 TA and 
coming nose-on at 5nm.

This procedure sets the maximum ATA to 40 to ensure that the bandit is constantly 
inside the radar scanned volume even if it begins to manoeuvre. In theory, the 
maximum generated LS can be greater by placing the bandit at the radar gimbal limits (~
±65°). Although this is possible, it is also not advisable: if the targets turns, it can leave 
the volume scanned by the AWG-9.

10.4.2 LAST STEP: COUNTERTURN
The gameplans described in Part IV end at the usual goal of 40k ft of LS at 10nm. The last 
step is the manoeuvre that places the fighter in the Rear Quarter (RQ / Stern) of the bandit: 
the Counterturn.

This manoeuvre is somewhat similar to the precedent Gameplans executed in BVR as it 
follows a number of Gates to guide the fighter into its final positioning.

Note: this part is quite concise, so I opted to quote the P-825/17 directly when 
appropriate, rather than summarizing an already on-point dissertation.
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1. 10nm Gate
At 10nm with 40k LS and 40TA, VC should be approximately 530. The fighter turns to 
Pure Pursuit and, if the 40k of LS goal is met, it should roll out behind the bandit at a 
distance between 0.5 to 1.5 nm, In LAR for a SRM employment.
The closer the fighter is to the final position (bandit’s RQ), the harder the turn 
becomes.

2. 5nm Gate
The fighter is still nose-on, TA increases as range decreases. At 5nm there should be 
approximately 60 TA and 500 VC. The turn should be hard and nose-on.

3. 4nm Gate
Same trend as at 5nm, but the TA should be close to 70 and VC to 450.

4. 3nm Gate
The manoeuvre continues with the fighter still nose-on. TA should be close to 80 and 
VC to 400.

5. 2nm, 90TA, 90 DTG Gate
The fighter is now crossing the perpendicular to the bandit (FFP  BFP), therefore TA ⊥
= 90 and VC close to 300. The turn becomes harder and the nose-on setup is 
unchanged.

6. 1.5nm, 150TA Gate
Now the fighter is In LAR for SRM employment. If the contact is classified as hostile, 
the fighter should employ.
The fighter starts a counter-roll, exiting the hard turn towards wing-level.

7. 1nm, Wing Level, 180TA Gate
The fighter should be now at 6 o’clock of the target, at 1nm, plus 1,000ft of lookup 
(VD will be discussed later).
This is the ideal outcome of the intercept.
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Figure 359: Counterturn progression.

Note: Target Aspect and Slant Range are proportional.

The DDD sketched in Figure 360 shows the fighter placing the bandit on collision (Gameplan
for High TA; 35°-45°).

At 10 nm, the fighter turns to Pure Pursuit and the bandit is maintained at the centre of the 
radar scan volume until the completion of the manoeuvre.

Figure 360: Counterturn - DDD.

CORRECTING THE COUNTERTURN
Matching the Gates described in the CT documentation is not always simple and when they 
are not closely followed there is a chance of overshooting. P-825/17 shows a table with 
relations between Range, TA and VC and suggests committing it to memory. Be aware of the
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fact that such a table may not be applicable directly to the F-14 and DCS and that the 
aircraft speeds may change (doctrine assumes a co-speed intercept), resulting in a different 
VC, especially at the entry point at 10nm.

Nevertheless, memorizing the trend is important, as it is important to converge to the 
suggested TA and VC as the range decreases. At shorter ranges and high TA, in fact, ΔV 
becomes relative.

Counterturn assessment checklist

Essentially, the CT assessment can be boiled down to:
•   Assess Range and TA during the CT and compare it to the checkpoints;
•   Compare VC to Range and check TA;
•   If VC is higher than called for at range, the CT is hot;
•   If VC is lower than checkpoint at range, the CT is cold.

Example: VC is 450 kts at beyond 5 NM, the CT is COLD
1.   The corrective action is to pull 20-30 degrees of lead;
2.   “Lead him” to pilot;
3.   Conversely, if approaching 5 NM and VC is much higher than 500 kts, the CT
is HOT; “Lag him” to cool off.

P-825/17, P9-3

RANGE TA (IDEAL) VC (APPROXIMATED)

10 40 580

7 50 530

5 60 500

4 70 450

3 80 400

2 90 300

1.5 150 (FOX-2) 150

1 180 (Ideal) 0
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Figure 361: Counterturn - TA vs VC plotted on a chart.

The idea is to evaluate if the VC matches the table above and Heat Up (be more aggressive, 
increasing the ATA) or Cool Off (induce drift to unload the closure, max 20ATA) if required.

The process is intuitive, to Heat Up the target should be place at 20-30 ATA Hot, therefore 
increasing the turn towards the target, switching temporary from Pure to Lead. Vice versa, 
to Cool Off, the correction is in the opposite direction (from Pure to Lag). The problem in 
both cases is to avoid overcorrections, especially when Cooling Off, or the risk is lagging too 
much behind the bandit.

The most important Gate at this stage is the 2nm, 90 DTG:

1.   as meeting this goal means rolling out behind the target, In LAR for SRM 
employment;
2.   the 300 VC check reminds to remove the speed advantage;
3.   this is the last occasion to turn from Pure pursuit to Lead, past this point the
fighter cannot generate an energy sustaining turn rate sufficient to pull lead;
4.   this is the final opportunity to use the geometry to solve range and VC 
issues; after this point, the intercept is a tail chase.

P-825/17

Point #3 is more related to the aircraft subject of the documentation (T-45 Goshawk). The F-
14 is more performing in most circumstances, so it can still pull off hard turns although this 
is not the point: the point is following a procedure and orderly execute the CT to avoid 
distracting corrections and bleeding energy / overshooting, which can possibly expose the 
fighter to unnecessary risks.

Counterturn post Displacement Turn

If the Counterturn starts after a Displacement Turn, the initial setup (40k ft of LS) may not 
be as accurate. In this scenario, the Gates defined for the Counterturn can be used to 
monitor and adjust the manoeuvre.
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10.4.3 STERN CONVERSION: INTERCEPT 
PROGRESSION AND TIMELINE
The intercept resulting in the stern conversion turn follows the same skeleton as the 
Simplified BVR Timeline.

The following is a short overview of the intercept progression and timeline.

COMMITTING
The Picture is the first, pre-commit, step, it can be provided by the Controller post check-in 
or requested by the Leader.

Knight 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Knight 1-1, request picture►
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Group, Mary 11 22 33 thousand, tracking ►
South, hostile.

Post-commit, after sanitization, commit criteria checked and the control switched to Tactical
(Bullseye → BRAA), the section turns towards the bandit (Point and Assess).

Notes: both tactical control and Point and Assess help the RIO to evaluate the Geometry 
as ATA = 0, so TA = BR → FH, as discussed previously. During the intercept, the RIO can 
use the accurate information from the controller to almost instantly calculate the TA by 
using BR → BB.

Correlation and Declaration are fundamental to ensure that the section is “looking” at the 
correct Group, on top of verifying the ROE and the current declaration of the Group and the
labelling.

Then the geometry is analysed, TA and LS are calculated and the Gameplan defined.

RECOGNIZING THE 40K LS GOAL
Once the gameplan is set and whilst being executed, the RIO must monitor and understand 
when 40,000ft of Lateral Separation are achieved. 
The gates mentioned in Chapter 10.3.3 can be used as reference.

To capture the 40k LS goal, follow one of the following options:

• the fighter turns to zero-cut (BR) after building 40k LS;

• the fighter turns to zero-cut (BR) and maintains 40k LS to 10nm;

• the fighter continues to reduce LS to 40k by means of collision (40 TA) until 10nm.

TA and LS should be continually assessed and the RIO should act if the plan in place is not 
providing the expected results.
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DISPLACEMENT TURN
If the goal of 40,000ft of Lateral Separation at 10nm is not met, the crew can try to 
introduce or remove LS before the counterturn.

The five steps to accomplish the DT are:

1. Determine TA;

2. Determine Distance from the displacement range (10nm);

3. Determine the ATA necessary to generate LS (displacement point);

4. Command the pilot to turn to the assessed displacement heading;

5. Once displaced, monitor the ROC Gates (discussed above in this article). When the 
pilot is tally, he will continue the CT visually.

The comms suggested by the documentation to instruct the pilot are:

Knight 1-1 RIO [ICS]  “Left/Right Hard, put him XX L/R”►

Then, once within 10° of the displacement point:

Knight 1-1 RIO [ICS]  “10 to go”►

Note: The pilot of the F-14 can only estimate the angles, so the RIO may want to provide
the final “Steady Up” heading. There are exceptions to this rule however, as the RIO can,
for example, display the steering marker to Collision rather than having it pointing to 
Lead.

STERN CONVERSION TURN
If the manoeuvre has been completed correctly, the fighter should be now in the rear 
quarter (RQ) of the bandit with:

1. 1,000 ft look up (if introduced);

2. 0.5 to 1.5 nm of range;

3. STT;

4. Tally (preferred).

COMPLETE TIMELINE
The following is the complete Timeline for the Stern Conversion Turn, from the P-825/17. 
The same considerations outlined during the study of the BVR Timeline are applicable to 
this Timeline: for example, the weapon systems are different, the aircraft have different 
performance and the avionics of the F-14 is much older than the one considered in that 
document. Nevertheless, it is a good tool to organize and structure the intercept.
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Plate 13: Stern conversion turn complete Timeline (Source: P-825/17 7-12 )

10.5 MODERN INTERCEPT: DEMO   
VIDEOS  
I recorded three videos, playing as both RIO and Pilot, to demonstrate some applications of 
the modern intercept techniques described by the P-825/17.
As understandable, playing both roles at the same time is not easy, so there are 
imprecisions.

Notes I: although such procedure are rarely applicable as described (as often 
mentioned, the scenarios are all co-speed and co-altitude; something that hardly 
happens in DCS), they are still a good source of information, and follow the intercept is a
good test for the RIO.
Note also that the videos were recorded much earlier than the patch that introduced 
the Target Aspect and the second readout row on the TID. Therefore, the most complex 
part of the intercept is the continuous mental Maths necessary to calculate the Target 
Aspect after every change in terms or geometry.

Notes II: 
1.   I modified the gameplans to fit the aircraft and the situation, often starting the 

gameplan at 40nm rather than 30nm (more manageable when flying as both Pilot and 
RIO);
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2.   The goal is the geometry, due to time and room constraints, when flying as 
Pilot I used my Virpil T-50 hanging on my left (and I’m right-handed). Counterturns 
especially are quite imprecise because of that;

3.   I put together Demo I rather quickly, I spent more time making Demo II and 
Demo III.

Notes III: these videos pre-dates the new introduction of the second readout row on the
TID. Therefore, most of the effort from the RIO goes into the determination of the TA, 
necessary to then calculate the LS.

10.5.1 DEMO I: STERN CONVERSION TURN FROM 
OFFSET

Figure 362: Demo I - Stern conversion from offset.

LINK
The video is available here.

PROGRESSION
• The scenario starts with the bandit almost on the nose, to simulate the Commit into 

Point and Assess;

• TA is evaluated when the bandit is dead-on (DO) as TA = BR to FH = 25R;

• Close to 30nm, the gameplan is assessed:

1. First turn to BR, to let the TA build;

2. Second turn to Collision, 40ATA Hot.
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• The second turn is executed too late (ATA = 40, rather than 36), on top of VF14 > 
VBANDIT, resulting in a collision with TA = 50R.

• The Lateral Separation at 10nm with 50TA is 50,000 ft, 10k in excess that should 
have been corrected during the collision phase or with a DT.

• The Conversion Turn into the bandit’s RQ happens as expected: initially easy, later 
harder; but the ΔV must be taken into account to avoid overshooting;

• The turn allows for a perfect ID of the bandit both visually and by means of the TCS 
(in the video I relied only on the TCS). In this scenario the bandit is classified as 
Hostile and SRM are employed.

ANALYSIS
Breakdown of the Tacview track:

Figure 363: Modern intercept – TacView video I.

1. Phase I: “Point and Assess”
I started with the hostile directly dead ahead to simulate the Point and Assess 
phase. This helps to determine the geometry and the gameplan.

2. Phase II: Turn to BR
Since the TA was determined to be ~25, the suggested gameplan is to turn to BR 
(Bandit Reciprocal) and let the TA increase.
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3. Phase III: Turn to Collision
When the TA is close to 40°, it can be captured by turning to Collision. The 
manoeuvre should start when the TA is close to 36°, otherwise the TA would be 
greater than 40 when the turn is completed.

4. Phase IV: Counterturn
At 10nm, I started the counterturn to place the F-14 in the RQ (Rear Quarter) of the 
target. The flown F-14 was faster than the target.

10.5.2 DEMO I: STERN CONVERSION TURN FROM 
0TA
This scenario sees the F-14 flying towards a friendly Tanker for an early morning AAR. Due 
to the reduced visibility and to simulate safety measures, I decided that the objective is to 
place the F-14 a couple of miles at 7 o’clock of the Tanker, behind the observation area.
The initial Target Aspect in this case is zero, therefore separation must be created to enable 
the fighter to be in a suitable position for the stern conversion turn. 

Figure 364: Demo II - Stern conversion from zero Target Aspect.

LINK
The video is available here.

ANALYSIS
Breakdown of the Tacview track:
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Figure 365: Modern intercept – TacView video II.

1. Phase I: “Point and Assess”
The target is dead ahead. The True Head-On situation is confirmed by FH = BR and 
ATA = 0.

2. Phase II: Make room!
The doctrine suggests a turn to 50ATA at 30nm, I preferred a 40 ATA at 40nm, since it
is more manageable whilst flying both seats. The goal is always the same, to 
increase the TA and the LS enough to enable the stern conversion turn.

3. Phase III: Turn to BR
The LS is very close to the desired 40,000ft, so I turned to the Bandit Reciprocal 
heading to capture it.

4. Phase IV: Counterturn
I set the fictional objective to place the F-14 at the Tanker’s 7 o’clock. A standard CT 
would result in the fighter too close to the Tanker. There are a number of ways to 
achieve the objective, such as by power management, using the vertical or, like in 
this case, delaying the turn to Pure Pursuit and start by using Lag Pursuit.

10.5.3 DEMO III: COMPLEX SCENARIO
The last and most complex scenario, I decided to include an AI AWACS to receive Picture 
and BRAA information during the flight. Eventually I decided to stick to the Picture, as asking
every time is quite unrealistic and distracting.
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The scenario starts with the F-14, tasking CAP, receiving the Picture from the controller and 
Committing. The goal is to VID a bogey.

Figure 366: Demo III - Complex scenario.

LINK
The video is available here.

ANALYSIS
Breakdown of the Tacview track:
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Figure 367: Modern intercept – TacView video III.

1. Phase I: CAP
The F-14 is following is flying its CAP track and Commits to a Group in the Picture.
Correlation and additional comms are skipped since they are not supported (the AI 
AWACS is probably one of the worst features of the game).

2. Phase II: “Point and Assess”
The bogey is placed on the nose, geometry is evaluated. TA results ~45°. This phase 
should have been shorter and the delay ended up increasing the TA. This is an 
unforeseen yet valuable lesson.

3. Phase III: Decreasing TA and LS
Gameplan is computed and the bogey is placed at 50 ATA with speed advantage.

4. Phase IV: Turning to Collision
As the bogey was approaching the radar’s gimbal limits, the F-14 hit the goal of 40 
TA. In order to capture it, I turned to CB.

5. Phase V: Counterturn
Delays in the operations (mostly due to playing as both crewman) caused the CT to 
start quite late. Nevertheless, the goal was visually identifying the bogey and the 
objective was met.
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10.5.4 CONSIDERATIONS
I noticed a few things whilst putting together this short videos:

• The speed difference (ΔV) plays an important role when applying doctrinal rules 
meant to be used in a co-speed situation. It has two major effects:

1. The Counterturn requires careful energy management (but the vertical can 
always be used). The RIO should monitor the CT Gates during the turn.

2. Collision Bearing, calculated as Cut / 2 when co-speed, must take into account 
ΔV. Rule of thumb: if VF14 > VTGT, then CB < CBCO-SPD.

• The GCI/AIC is the primary source of the BH. The WCS does not know the position of
the targeted aircraft, and therefore it displays only the True course. If no human 
controller is available, the MagVar can be approximated and taken into account to 
provide the Magnetic BH and BR. This, of course, reduces the accuracy of the 
calculations.

• The RIO should compute parameters and values quickly and effectively. Delays may 
affect the intercept, as the parameters (TA, LS) change constantly unless flying Zero-
Cut or on Collision.

• There are three “situations” that can help the RIO once recognized:

1. Point and Assess: in this situation ATA = 0, therefore BB = FH and the TA is very 
simple to calculate as BR → FH;

2. Collision Course: when on Collision, Target Aspect is captured and does not 
change. The RIO can aim to CB and then hold until the LS reaches the desired 
value;

3. Zero-Cut: or FH = BR. This captures the LS. The RIO can match the goal LS, then 
turn to BR and hold the heading until the CT.

• The geometry can hardly be perfect, especially when conducted by older aircraft. 
For example, to simplify the mental processing, rounding is used. This and other 
causes may affect the gameplan so the RIO has to check the parameters of the 
geometry now and then, even when flying with no changes (in terms of angles) for 
prolonged periods.

10.6 TRANSITION TO WITHIN VISUAL   
RANGE  
The limit that defines the boundaries of the Within Visual Range scenario is usually set to 
10nm. There are a number of situations that can force the Section to accept the merge:
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1. Drop and Reset (see Chapter 9.7.4) are criteria used to interrupt the engagement of 
a Targeted contact/Group and return to the previous position. If the hostile contact 
is too close, aborting may not be the safest option.

2. A Hostile can pop-up at close range using terrain masking, or there can be a leaker 
from a different CAP area or again, it can be a contact that slipped through due to 
bad or poorly executed radar sanitization (see Chapter 8.6).

3. The Section is in a position that satisfies a number of criteria mentioned below 
(“Winning vs Losing“). Navy doctrine suggest that Banzai plan is the default option 
when such criteria are met.

In a standard timeline scenario, post employment the Section cranks, assesses the situation 
and Decides.

Tips!
As mentioned, the US Navy doctrine sets Banzai as the default plan if certain criteria
are met but, of course, it depends on you, the SOP and contracts of your 
vWing/vSquadron or group of friends. Where I fly we consider Skate as the default 
contract, as we train against F-16C and F/A-18C, both very capable at medium to 
short range and more modern (HMS and AIM-9X are a deadly combination). Even 
an AIM-120C “maddoged” towards the F-14 whilst they try to run away can be a 
serious threat. If the F-14 is used in a more appropriate setting (mid ’70s to 2000s), 
the fight is much more “fair” (although there is no such thing in war) and Banzai 
becomes a much more appealing option.
At the end of the day, it is up to you.

10.6.1 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
This simplified sketch shows some possibilities post the first employment (ranges of course 
depend on the parameters such as altitude, Vc, F-14 speed on so on):

1. Employ at 35nm: plan skate, Out at A-Pole;

2. Employ at 22nm: plan skate (short-skate), Abort at A-Pole;

3. Accept the merge: plan banzai.
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Figure 368: Transition to WVR: Banzai!

DECISIONS, DECISIONS, DECISIONS
The Decide phase, described by the CNATRA P-825, 13-10, mentions the criteria that, if met,
should lead the Section to press into the merge:

• Timeline adherence: if the fighters have employed to the sorted target at the ranges 
described by the timeline (or different contract);

• Bandit awareness: if the bandit shows indications of targeting the Section. This is 
defined as TA≤30° or TA≤60° if the target is spiked.

By crossing these criteria, a “win/lose” table can be produced:

TA≤30° or Spiked?

YES NO

On Timeline YES Winning WINNING

NO Losing Winning

Table 1: Abort Criteria - Winning vs Losing.

The whole table can be summarised as:

• Losing: Bad;

• Winning: Good;

• WINNING: Very Good!

On a more serious note, the table highlights how being on timeline and not spiked is the 
best scenario.

There are more considerations to do on the tactical level, tasking, mission objectives and so 
on, but that table should give a good idea of the concept of gaining advantage, maintaining 
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advantage, killing the target and avoiding the merge if the position is unfavourable (for the 
purpose of this article we assume that the goal is merging).

Accepting the merge does not mean charging straight into the target. Considering a 
scenario where the aircraft is pitbull and plan is Banzai, there are a number of possible 
“approaches” to the target: air combat is very dynamic and fast, never set on a strategy but 
be ready to adapt and react. This requires a good level of SA.

As mentioned above, an important factor is establishing if the target is aware or not. The TA 
is one of the key parameters used to establish the SA of the target. TA>30° and naked or 
TA>60° means that the target is not aware of the Section (in theory), as the Section is either 
outside the radar cone, or beyond the gimbal limits. This means that the target has reduced
SA.

Figure 369: Transition to WVR – Lots of options!

10.6.2 UNAWARE HOSTILE GROUP SCENARIO
CNATRA P-825/17 describes very well the procedure if the target is unaware at page 13-11. 
Summarizing and simplifying it, the aim is decreasing the Lateral Separation, place the 
target on a Collision Course and then merge.

The first step is placing the target at 50-60 ATA:
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Figure 370: Placing the target to 60 ATA.

If the TA does not decrease, the target should be maintained at 60 ATA and the aircraft 
should accelerate to VCONTACT + 0.1IMN.

If the TA instead decreases, it should be reduced to 45-35 by placing the target on Collision.

In both cases, follow-on shots should be employed.

Figure 371: TA reduced to 35-45.

The simplest way to achieve and maintain 35-45 TA when on collision course is flying co-
speed and co-altitude and using the ATA as reference.

Maintaining the target on a Collision course is very important as placing the target in the 
“Hot” side of the TID results in the aircraft flying in front of the target’s nose (which is 
extremely dangerous). Placing the target in the “Cold” side of the TID may delay the merge 
and increase the time to kill: protracting the situation impacts the SA, the fuel consumption 
and may expose the Section to threats (in primis, the target regaining SA).
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Figure 372: Target on Collision Course.

10.6.3 UNAWARE BOGEY GROUP SCENARIO
Bogey usually does not allow weapon employment until other criteria are met and the 
contact is escalated to Hostile.

This situation follows the same techniques discussed in the previous scenario, but without 
the employment of weapons until a VID is executed to satisfy the ROE.

10.6.4 AWARE HOSTILE GROUP SCENARIO
This situation is the most dangerous for the Section as they may be actively targeted. This 
scenario includes any TA<30 or TA<60 and Spiked. The Section should actively defend as 
soon as the employed missile goes timeout or pitpull by placing the target to the beam by 
means of a hard turn at the same level, and chaffing.

Post defending, if the aircraft were naked when defended, or they were spiked but, after 
defending, are naked, they can resume immediately and pitch in to the target. If the aircraft 
was spiked it is still spiked through the defensive manoeuvre, they should wait 10″ and then
force the merge, as maintaining the status quo gives only more advantage to the hostile (for
instance by allowing a stern conversion turn into the aircraft).
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Figure 373: Aware hostile group scenario.

When pitching into the target (by turning 110°-130°) out of the defence, the radar modes 
should be decided depending on the range from the target. P-825 suggests two “stances” 
depending on the distance:

1. if SR > 5nm, select SRM and set the radar to RWS/20nm/140/6B, cursor to 8-10nm 
and brack the bandit’s last known altitude.

2. If inside 5nm, WACQ mode should be selected. WACT stands for “Wide Angle 
Acquisition Mode”.

In order to simplify the comms between the RIO and the Pilot, a new Brevity is introduced: 
Bricks.

“Bricks” is both a directive and a descriptive call. The call directs the pilot to 
disregard the assigned in heading and place the contact on the nose. The call 
describes that radar SA has been regained.

P-825/17

10.6.5 AWG-9 MANAGEMENT: PERSONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS
The settings suggested by the P-825/17 cannot be directly applied to the F-14 as the 
described radar mode does not exists in the Tomcat.

These are some ideas and considerations out of my experience as virtual RIO in the F-14 
(note that at the moment of writing, the WCS and the AIM-54 have not been overhauled 
yet).
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• SR > 5nm: the closest radar mode for the AWG-9 to the suggested RWS/140/6B is 
RWS/130/8B, which takes circa 14″ to complete the scan. Personally, I prefer 
PSRCH/20nm/80/4B (or tighter and taller, depending on the situation): the full 
sweep takes longer than the 2″ of the TWS scan pattern (see Chapter 2.6), but it 
covers a wider area and I lock in STT directly from the DDD. If the weapon selected is
an AIM-54, then I may flip the MSL OPT 3-way switch to PH ACT. Remember that if 
SR < 10nm and in the forward hemisphere, the Phoenix missile is commanded active
automatically by the WCS and relies on the SARH guidance only if the target is not 
“seen” by the missile’s seeker. Considering the speed of the AIM-54 (although it 
accelerates slower than an AIM-120C), the F-14 can launch, crank and almost 
immediately defend (for example a break into beaming or split-S, depending on the 
situation) with reasonable chances to hit or force the target to defend. The AIM-54 
can also be launched in TWS but such mode is limited to a 2″ sweep, it is slower 
since it has to build a track, does not allow a follow up shot with an AIM-7, and PD 
modes cannot be STABbed OUT (disabling the ground stabilization, making handling 
the antenna much easier, especially at wide Δ Altitude).
That being said, the variables in this scenario are so many that there is no rules can 
be set in stone: there is only practice, training and ability to adapt to the situation.

• Inside 5nm: the Wide Angle Acquisition mode is not present in the F-14. I usually 
push VSL LOW (if the target if pretty much in front on the F-14), leave the 
management of the radar to the pilot and prepare to visually acquire the target, 
operate the countermeasures and check IFF and distance when something is locked. 
Before doing that, I try to pay attention at the discrepancies between the INS and 
the DL, so I can correct what is displayed on the TID and better guide the pilot.

10.7 INTERCEPTS IN THE ‘2000      
The documentation available almost 20 years ago is somewhat similar to the P-825/17 
discussed before. There are some differences, for example the aircraft used as reference for 
the documentation is the North American T-39N Sabreliner. This also affects the amount of 
turning room necessary for a conversion. In fact, the LS goal is now 20,000ft whereas before
(or, better, nowadays, is 40,000ft). The fact that the documentation clearly writes that:

“we pushed the T-39N to the edge of the envelope […] the T-39N will need more
lateral displacement than high performance fighters“

P-825/02

and raises the question of whether the LS goal depends on the training aircraft used (T-45 vs
T-39) or the doctrine changed during the years.
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Similarly to the modern documentation, the P-825/02 discuss the elementary Stern 
Conversion Turn. It does not suggest any gameplan however, reducing the flow to Collision 
Course into a Displacement Turn, necessary to create the room for the Counterturn. In this 
respect, it goes more deep into the topics of the Collision, Displacement Turn and 
Counterturn, using the b-scope as the primary tool and suggesting different formulas and 
procedure to calculate all the variables involved into a successful intercept: Target Aspect, 
Angle Off (ATA), Collision Course Corrections, and so on. The aim of this article is to briefly 
present such concepts (for more details, refer to the actual documentation).

This approach is definitely simpler than the gameplans discussed in the previous parts. I 
cannot say if following (and classified) steps of the training process do propose 
gameplans similar to the P-825/17, but using Collision → DT → CT is a viable solution for
any aircraft using now obsolete avionics, such as the F-14 we have in the game (hey 
devs, I’m still waiting for the F-4J here!). There can be a number of reasons for that: for 
example a modern attack display provides information such as FH, BH, TA, Bullseye 
references and so on all in one place. A RIO instead has to glance at the TID, use the BH 
from the AIC / CGI to calculate the BR and then process the TA… and there are more 
calculations to do!

10.7.1 DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS
The P-825/02 defines some concepts in a slightly different way compared to the P-825/17 
and other sources.

DRIFT
Topic already discussed in-depth, remember that when the bandit is not on Collision, it will 
drift away from the CB.
The amount of drift can be quantified as the amount of degrees of change in ATA per 
nautical mile of SR.

• Intercept: on CB, collision course is established.

• Visible: 0.5° azimuth change per nm of SR;

• Moderate: 1° azimuth change per nm of SR;

• Sharp: 2° azimuth change per nm of SR;

• Flat: 3° azimuth change per nm of SR.

VARIATION OF ATA
A very important relation mentioned in the first parts of this series is the behaviour of the 
ATA vs SR:
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Provided there is no change in bogey or fighter heading, angle off can be 
predicted by utilizing the following formula: As the range halves, the degrees 
the bogey is off Collision bearing will double.

P-825/02

10.7.2 COLLISION COURSE CORRECTIONS (CCC)
The following are two formulas used to correct the collision course (CCC). The key to 
understand those formulas is simple: they are both applied in a co-speed scenario.

FORMULA I
This formula is based on the simple fact that, when co-speed and on Collision, TA = ATA (but 
opposite in sign). Figure 374 clarifies the relation:

BR → BB → CC

Figure 374: CCC formula I.

This formula can be immediately verified by applying the usual relation: CBCOSPD = Cut / 2. 
From this value, we can then determine the BB. In this example, the resulting BB matches 
the expected value.

Observation
The formula above is not new to us. Be careful though as the relation Cut = TA + ATA
is not always applicable: TA and ATA must be, in fact, opposite in sign, otherwise the
relation changes and Cut = |TA – ATA|. In other words, as long as the standard 
intercept triangle is applicable, the relation does not change.
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FORMULA II
The second formula is used to adjust the CC and correct the imprecisions of the GCI 
controller’s BB as they are less accurate than the radar scope information.

The idea is to calculate the ATA from the scope (we have the TID) and compare it with the 
Cut. The goal is making the ATA equal to the TA but opposite in sign.

Cut → ATA → CC

Cut → ATA = ATA → CC

Quoting the P-825/02:

This method is referred to as “bouncing the ball.” To determine the CCC, bounce
the ball from cut to ATA, then bounce it in the same direction and distance to 
discover the CCC. 

P-825/02, P. 49

I usually find the explanations on the doctrinal docs too detailed or not detailed enough but
in this case is simple and spot on so, rather than spending time re-drawing the scenario, I 
will simply take them from the P-825/02.

Plate 14: CCC formula II (source P-825/02).

Observation
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This formula can be computed directly from the previous: Cut = TA + ATA. Because 
CB = Cut / 2 when aircraft fly co-speed, we can resolve the equation for CB. 
Moreover, in such scenario TA = ATA but opposite in sign.

10.7.3 DISPLACEMENT TURN
The Displacement Turn (DT) is used to create the turning room necessary to the fighter 
before turning to the bandit’s RQ.

The DT is conceptually different in this version of the doctrine: in the most recent 
documentation it was a contingency manoeuvre, used to compensate what de facto is a 
mistake. In this older version instead is part of the intercept itself.

P-825/02 considers 20,000ft of Lateral Separation an adequate quantity of turning room. 
The following passage is interesting (and partially quoted before):

    Following extensive, and often dangerous, flight testing, we pushed the T-
39N to the edge of the envelope and concluded that 20,000 feet (roughly 3 1/2 
nm) is the ideal amount of turning room for the reattack intercept. As you can 
imagine, the T-39N will need more lateral displacement than high performance 
fighters.

P-825/02

This paragraph opens the question: what is the criteria behind the choice of creating 40,000
ft, 20,000 ft or other amounts of Lateral Separation? Is it the aircraft (T-45 vs T-39)? The 
desire to avoid flying hot (TA < 30) towards the target, to perhaps exploit its lack of SA? Or 
something else again?

As always when I discussed the procedures, feel free to adopt the range that fits better the 
module you fly and your group’s SOP.

Figure 375: Displacement turns.

OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
The Displacement Turn has three objectives:

1. Break collision course;
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2. Set FFP to: gain, maintain or slow the rate of loss of LS as required;

3. Establish the bandit at approximately the same distance from CB (post displacement)
no matter the TA. This is done so the drift rate after displacement is constant for all 
TA situations.

Post DT, the fighter can be oriented in three ways. Recalling Part III, the possible ways are: 
Cut Into, Cut Away, Zero Cut.

1. Cut Away: if the Target Aspect was producing less Lateral Separation than the goal 
(20,000 ft), the FFP should be pointing away from the BFP to increase the LS;

Figure 376: Cut away.

2. Zero Cut: if the LS was already satisfying the goal, then the FFP should be parallel to 
BFP (Zero-Cut captures the LS).
Note: since aircraft does not turn instantaneously some LS can be lost during the 
turn. Therefore, the fighter nose should be pointed slightly away from BFP after the 
DT;

Figure 377: Zero cut.

3. Cut Into: if the LS was more than the 20,000 ft of LS goal, then the FFP should be 
pointing slightly towards the bandit. This reduces the LS at a slower pace than 
Collision.

Figure 378: Cut into.
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DT PROGRESSION
1. Determine the Target Aspect: the initial step. The P-825/02 suggests to use the 

relation Cut → ATA = TA but, if the contact is lost, use BR → BB = TA.
Note that these formulas have been discussed in the previous chapters of this series;

2. Determine the correct Displacement Range: remembering the formula used to 
calculate the Lateral Separation (LS = SR * TA * 100), in order to achieve 20,000ft of 
LS, the DT should start at 10nm. Rule of thumb:

◦ TA ≤ 20°  displace at 10nm►

◦ TA ≥ 25°  displace at 8nm►

3. Determine the correct Displacement Point (ATA): left or right of the fighter’s nose, 
depending on the calculated TA;

4. Command Pilot to use the appropriate hard turn: “Right (or Left) hard for 
displacement.”

The documentation aims to place the bandit at approximately 25° from CB. To 
help the RIO with the calculations, the P-825/02 suggests that, quoting:
“it is necessary that the weapons officer memorize the following table such 
that displacement points and ranges can be instantly recalled.“

P-825/02

DISP TA DISP
RNG

DISP
PNT

DISP TA DISP
RNG

DISP
PNT

0° L 10 nm 50° L 0° R 10 nm 50° R

5° L 10 nm 45° L 5° R 10 nm 45° R

10° L 10 nm 40° L 10° R 10 nm 40° R

15° L 10 nm 35° L 15° R 10 nm 35° R

20° L 10 nm 30° L 20° R 10 nm 30° R

25° L 8 nm 25° L 25° R 8 nm 25° R

30° L 8 nm 20° L 30° R 8 nm 20° R

35° L 8 nm 15° L 35° R 8 nm 15° R

40° L 8 nm 10° L 40° R 8 nm 10° R

45° L 8 nm 5° L 45° R 8 nm 5° R

50° L 8 nm DA86 50° R 8 nm DA

86 DA = Dead Ahead.
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DISP TA DISP
RNG

DISP
PNT

DISP TA DISP
RNG

DISP
PNT

55° L 8 nm 5° R 55° R 8 nm 5° L

60° L 8 nm 10° R 60° R 8 nm 10° L

65° L 8 nm 15° R 65° R 8 nm 15° L

70° L 8 nm 20° R 70° R 8 nm 20° L

Table 2: Displacement Turn.

Tips to memorize the table:

• DT are normally 50°, if the bandit was previously on CB;

• DT are normally on the same side of the nose (scope) as the direction of TA, except 
when TA > 50°;

• TA + Displacement Point = 50.

The documentations detail the effect of the geometry in Cut Into, Cut Away and Zero-Cut 
scenarios. These have been discussed here already so I will skip them at this time. However, 
there is a particular scenario that should be considered: the case of TA rounding to zero 
degrees. For example, TA 2R must be displaced to 50R ATA for two reasons:

1. a turn to 50L ATA would cross in front of the bandit (the turn will make the fighter 
quite visible);

2. recalling the LS formula, a turn towards the wrong ATA sign (e.g. 50L ATA) would 
result in a loss of a few thousands of feet, possibly affecting the next phase of the 
intercept.

REVIEW OF THE DT PRINCIPLES
1. To wrap it up, this is a list of the principles governing the Displacement Turn:

2. The DT is used to gain, preserve or slow the loss of LS;

3. The amount of LS available is a function of SR and TA;

4. The amount of LS available is unaffected by the existence (or lack of) collision 
intercept.

5. DT aims to reposition the bandit 25° away from CB;

6. DT is not necessarily a 50° turn. The bandit is repositioned ~50° from the original ATA
only if collision was present;

7. When TA < 50°:

◦ Right TA is displaced to the right side of the scope;

◦ Left TA to the left side of the scope.
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The following table is the result of the computation of the principles mentioned above:

TA DISP RNG DISP PNT NEW DTG RESULT
DT ON LS

DEGREES
OFF CB

0° 10 50° 230 Gain 25

5° 10 45° 220 Gain 25

10° 10 40° 210 Gain 25

15° 10 35° 200 Gain 25

20° 10 30° 190 Preserve 25

25° 8 25° 180 Preserve 25

30° 8 20° 170 Slow Loss 25

35° 8 15° 160 Slow Loss 25

40° 8 10° 150 Slow Loss 25

45° 8 5° 140 Slow Loss 25

50° 8 DA 130 Slow Loss 25

55° 8 5° 120 Slow Loss 25

60° 8 10° 110 Slow Loss 25

65° 8 15° 100 Slow Loss 25

70° 8 20° 90 Slow Loss 25

Table 3: Displacement Turn recap.

Observation: Differences between 2000s and Modern DT
Modern Intercept doctrine sees the DT as a contingency manoeuvre. The “bulk” of 
the LS manipulation (gameplans) is performed from the Commit to the last 10nm. 
The documentation from the beginning of the new millennia instead relies on 
Collision Course (therefore marginal LS manipulation) and DT is the main means of 
manipulating the LS before the Counterturn.
The determination of DT is different as well (i.e. the P-825/17 uses the “Rule of 
40“).
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10.7.4 COUNTERTURN
The Counterturn (CT) is the last part of the intercept; it is the manoeuvre that places the 
fighter into the bandit’s RQ. It is executed after the DT, which should have placed the target 
approximately 25° off CB. The target will therefore drift away (intercept drift) from the 
fighter’s nose. This outwards drift is countered by manoeuvring in the opposite direction, 
ergo inducing turn drift and thereby maintining the bandit at the desired ATA.

Note that the maximum drift rates occur when the bandit is on or close to the fighter’s 
nose.

Figure 379: Counterturn.

DRIFT
The Drift has been discussed multiple times in the past so I will not spend more time here, 
since the concepts of Turn Drift and Intercept Drift apply no matter the avionics or the 
documentation.

However, the Drift is vert important when discussing the Counterturn. During such 
manoeuvre in fact, the bandit will drift on the scope and the goal of the CT is “drawing” an 
appropriate Drift Curve.
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Figure 380: The fighter is in a right turn, with 10R ATA. As long as the fighter can keep the
bogey at 10R ATA, the turn drift is equal to the intercept drift.

IDEAL DRIFT PATTERN AND COUNTERTURN SEQUENCE
Counterturns can be divided in three main categories, depending on the available LS (and 
therefore from the TA and the SR).

Low Target Aspect (TA 0°-15°)
Low Target Aspect means that Lateral Separation must be created by turning away from the 
bandit (Cut-Away). The bandit should be held at a constant ATA to allow LS to be gained.

At some point the ATA cannot be held constant whilst in performing a standard turn (or 
less). This point should be near 180DTG in the CT. Past this position, the nose of the fighter 
should be pointing towards the BFP, effectively reducing the Lateral Separation. The fighter 
should, if necessary to maintain the ATA, harden the turn to a hard as possible turn.

Finally, when the bandit is, ideally, on the fighter’s nose at 90 DTG, the drift rate is at the 
highest and the fighter should then attempt to roll out in the bandit’s RQ (½ nm – 1½ nm 
from the bandit), in range for a SRM shot.

Figure 381: Low Target Aspect (TA 0°-15°).

Medium Target Aspect (TA 20°-25°)
Since the LS already satisfies the goal of 20,000ft, the DT in this scenario does not change 
the position of the fighter relative to the bandit.
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The initial drift is countered by an easy turn (the RIO should monitor and command to hold, 
ease or harden the turn). At 90 DTG, 2nm SR, the bandit should be on the nose. By turning 
Harder, the fighter aims to roll out at the bandit’s RQ, within ½ nm – 1½ nm from it.

Figure 382: Medium Target Aspect (TA 20°-25°).

High Target Aspect (TA > 30°)
In this scenario the LS is too much and the DT drives the fighter towards the bandit. The 
initial drift is countered by a standard turn, rather than easy. The drift should be constant 
and inwards, and the bandit will be on the nose before the 90 DTG position. As usual, the 
objective is rolling out in the bandit’s RQ, within ½ nm – 1½ nm.

Figure 383: High Target Aspect (TA > 30°).

COUNTERTURN SEQUENCE CHART
As usual, the following table should be commit to memory, at least according to the 
doctrine:

TA DISP
RNG

DISP TA CQ SEQUENCE AFTER DR

0° 10 nm 50° Easy – Standard – Hard as possible
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TA DISP
RNG

DISP TA CQ SEQUENCE AFTER DR

5° 10 nm 45° Easy – Standard – Hard as possible

10° 10 nm 40° Easy – Standard – Hard as possible

15° 10 nm 35° Easy – Standard – Hard as possible

20° 10 nm 30° Easy – Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

25° 8 nm 25° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

30° 8 nm 20° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

35° 8 nm 15° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

40° 8 nm 10° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

45° 8 nm 5° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible

50° 8 nm 0° Standard – Hard – Hard as possible (?)

There are a couple of rules of thumb that can help memorizing the process:

• Similarly to the DT, 20° acts as the “threshold” between higher range actions;

• Understandably, the closer the fighter is to the bandit (lower SR), the harder the 
manoeuvre has to be.

“HOT” AND “COLD” CT
This is a concept we have enountered a few times already (Chapter 9.2) and the difference 
between the two is intuitive: Hot refers to a low TA / LS situation whereas Cold refers to a 
high TA / LS situation. Usually, Cold is more desirable than Hot.

Applied to Counterturns, Hot and Cold allow us to differentiate two situations:

• Cold Counterturn: the result is the fighter lagging behind the bandit, due to the LS 
not reduced enough, and in the correct position (RQ) but perhaps even too far for a 
SRM employment. At this stage the solution is adding throttle to reduce the SR;

Figure 384: Cold counterturn.
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• Hot Counterturn: the result is the fighter crossing the BFP in front of the bandit 
(dangerous!) with great risk of overshooting. It happens when the bandit is brought 
to the fighter’s nose too quickly.

Figure 385: Hot counterturn.

DISPLACEMENT TURN VARIATIONS
Since a proper DT is critical to a proper CT, the following table can be used to recognized 
imperfect situations and adjust them:

DT PROBLEM TYPE DRIFT CORRECTION

Overdisplace > 5° Cold Redisplace immediately

Overdisplace < 5° Cold Start Counterturn

Underdisplaced > 5° Hot Redisplace immediately

Underdisplaced < 5° Hot Left drift to proper ATA

10.7.5 RECOVERING FROM ERRORS IN CT: 
COMPASS RECOVERY AND RQ DRIFT CONTROL
A wrong assessment of the parameters of the Displacement Turn and the Counterturn can 
result in errors such as the fighter overshooting the target. The following are two 
techniques that can be used to try and salvage the situation.

Note: remember the radar limitations when using these techniques, especially ZDF.

COMPASS RECOVERY
This manoeuvre is used to salvage an intercept when the contact is lost due to extremely 
hot CT (overshoot).
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Figure 386: Compass recovery.

This situation can origin when the target is in the hot side for too long, the 90 DTG is not 
recognized properly and the bandit is placed on the nose too soon, when VC is still too high.
The result is the bandit drifting off the scope. The recovery procedure is simple, but 
unfortunately not always reliable:

• Command a “Hard as possible” turn to a heading 30° beyond BH;

• Call “Lost contact” to the Controller

• Anticipate radar contact on the nose, drifting towards BH;

• If no contact is acquired after 5″, proceed to a standard turn towards BH.

REAR QUARTER (RQ) DRIFT CONTROL
The RQ Drift Control is another useful manoeuvre to salvage the intercept. It can be 
executed both with and without radar contact.

RQ Drift Control – Without Radar Contact
If the bandit is allowed to drift and go off the scope, the procedure to
execute is simple. Note that this requires a Controller (the AI AWACS as
nowhere near an acceptable substitute unfortunately).

• Increase the turn rate until 45 DTG;

• Call “Lost contact” to the Controller – simultaneously with Step #1;

• Listen for BB from the Controller;

• Steady up heading half-way between BB and BH, once in RQ (45
DTG).

The rationale behind turning between BH and BB rather than towards one of
the two is simple: by turning between BH and BB, the fighter is is Lead Pursuit and thereby 
allows to reduce the range and control the drift.

When the Controller sends an updated BB, the fighter corrects again until BB = BH, which 
signals that FFP = BFP.
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RQ Drift Control – With Radar Contact
Once set in the RQ with low VC, the fighter should keep the bandit on the nose. The drift is 
minimal and the only undesirable event is crossing the BFP, resulting in a marginal 
overshoot. This is known as “Fighter weave“.

Figure
388:

Fighter
wave.

10.8 INTERCEPT PROGRESSION   
(‘2000)  
Note: most of the content of this article and the following have been discussed already. 
The second part of the P-825/02 is, in fact, a re-elaborated presentation aiming to 
provide more structure to the concepts. For that reason, I decided to summarize the 
topics as much as possible, sometimes using simple bullet lists or tables.

INITIAL PHASE
To clarify the goal and the flow of the Intercept Progression, better quote the 
documentation directly. Remember that these are IQT / Basic procedures, so the game plan 
is never too complex (at least at this stage):

First of all, the term reattack refers to the breaking-off of a collision intercept 
after either employing a forward quarter, radar missile (“attack”) or having 
forgone the beyond visual range (BVR) missile shot, proceeding to displacement
and executing a counterturn to arrive in the rear quarter with a second shot 
opportunity (“reattack”). The pursuit intercept is executed in the same way as 
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the reattack except it is done entirely in PLS, holding the radar lock (STT) until 
just before the rear quarter shot.

P-825/02; P.85

The initial phase of the intercept sees the RIO using the information provided by the GCI to 
determine the Target Aspect and calculate the collision course. Once the collision course 
has been established and verified, the aircrew will make a contact call. If the CB is not 
established, CCC (Collision Course Correction) is required. The CCC procedure can be 
stopped due to timeline (see next Phase).

MID PHASE
This phase is dedicated to planning and observation.

At 15nm, the AREO report starts, essential to help the pilot to visualize the intercept. The 
RIO continues to monitor the collision. Two miles before the DT (Displacement Turn) range 
(10nm or 12nm), the Target Aspect value should be finalized. The RIO also has the task to 
appropriately describe the displacement point and counterturn fitting the gameplan. Note 
that displacement range and displacement points are based only on Target Aspect.

2nm before DT range, CCC is chased, any drift is noted (it must be taken into account during 
DT and CT) and the altitude difference is analysed.

The DT is not commanded by the RIO through angles, rather using:

RIO  Left/Right hard for Displacement►

Then, to command the roll-out, the usual

RIO  Steady Up!►

FINAL PHASE
At DT, the focus shifts from proper TA analysis to drift control:

• When TA 0-15 → no inward drift can be accepted prior to passing 180 DTG (ergo 
FH=BR) in the CT;

• When TA ≥ 20 → no more LS can be gained, the bogey can be allowed to drift on the 
nose.

The goal is arriving in a “window” where the bogey is on the nose with 90 DTG (FFP  BFP) ⟂
and the RIO should use the appropriate commands during the turn to keep the bogey as 
close as possible to the nose.

Radar Lock
Ideally, radar lock should be obtained before rolling out in the RQ. The suggested criteria for
locking up the bandit are:
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1. Through the 90 DTG position;

2. Hard turn or less;

3. Drift stabilized;

4. Good spotlight.

“Passing the Dot”
When VC < 100 kts, the control of the intercept can be passed to the pilot.
The criteria for this step are:

• Bandit locked (STT);

• In range (½ to 1½ nm);

• Pitch ±8° (dot inside the ASE circle);

• Azimuth ±8° (dot inside the ASE circle);

• VC between 0 and 100 kts;

• Drift stabilized;

• Hard turn or less.

INTERCEPT SEQUENCE
The last paragraph of the Intercept Progression discussed in the P-825/05 is quite 
interesting (p. 88):

“[..] the weapons officer must manage the dual tasks of stabilizing and 
controlling a very dynamic situation while physically manipulating the radar. 
These tasks are delineated below. The left-hand column represents the actions 
required to control the geometry while the right-hand column lists the tasks 
associated with operating the radar and making the necessary commentary. It 
should be re-emphasized that a logical, disciplined approach is the only way to 
satisfactorily control the numerous variables of the airborne intercept.“

    CNATRA P-825/2; P.88

I am reporting the aforementioned table in its entirety.

Search Mode Sequence
• Check level antenna prior to first run;
• Adjust video and gain controls for optimum scope presentation.

RANGE INTERCEPT
PROCEDURES

RADAR FUNCTIONS

At range  •  GCI info (BH & BB).  •  Move antenna using 
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 •  Compute BR, TA and 
CC.
 •  Check RMI87;
 •  Confirm Cut/CC;
 •  BRA upon contact.

proper search 
instruments;
 •  Select proper range 
and sector scan;
 •  Attempt STT.

15 – 10 nm  •  Check MB calls from 
GCI for drift that requires
CCC.
 •  Confirm Cut on RMI.
 •  Confirm bogey on CB, 
make CCC if necessary;
 •  Evaluate and give 
game-plan Concerning 
DT and CT;
 •  Stop CCC 2nm prior to
DT;
 •  Begin climb / descent 
do 1000ft above or 
below bogey altitude88 
(with radar contact).  Do 
not cross bogey altitude 
without tally!

 •  Continue to move the 
antenna by appropriate 
increments (no STT);
 •  Adjust video and gain 
if required;
 •  Give AREO reports if 
painting bogey;
 •  Move antenna to fine 
tune to spotlight (no 
STT);
 •  Note bogey 
elevation / altitude.

10 / 8 nm  •  Displace bogey to 
desired ATA.

 •  Execute desired CT.

8 – 1 nm  •  Execute desired CT.
 •  Fine tune bogey 
altitude and climb or 
descend with tally;
 •  Note range 
approaching 90 DTG for 
possible use of 
BUSTER89;
 •  Control drift and 
stabilize RQ.
 •  Shoot when 
parameters are met.

 •  Give Directive 
commentary in CT to 
control drift. Spotlight or
continue search as 
required.
 •  Give abbreviated 
AREO.
 •  Anticipate larger EL 
strobe movement
 •  Lock bogey when lock
criteria are met (if 
required);

87 Radio Magnetic Indicator. Example.
88  VD will be discussed for all intercept techniques in a separated chapter.
89 This indication refers to the aircraft in use in real training (T-39). 
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 •  Select Sidewinder 
with good STT.

10.8.1 GCI INTERCEPT PROGRESSION
Although rare in DCS, there can be occasions where the intercept has to be completed using
only the information provided by the GCI. This eventuality, of course, excludes the scenario 
where the Controller is an AI.

Examples of those eventualities are:

1. Radar degradation or failure;

2. The need to suppress radar signals from the fighter that may set of the enemy’s RWR
/ RHAW;

3. Electronic jamming emissions that degrade the fighter’s radar picture.

As mentioned, the scenario discussed in this chapter is a rare occasion. In primis a capable 
human controller is needed, moreover Point #1 is not applicable as very rarely random 
failures are enabled outside training (the only situation I can think of is the case of damaged
induced by pulling too many Gs). Point #3, jamming, is not implemented yet outside a very 
basic and rudimentary form, so it is de facto a non factor at the moment of writing this 
article.

Point #2 instead is definitely be more applicable, but the ubiquitous datalink usually 
compensate for the non-XMIT radar.

Nevertheless, this is a very interesting topic, and it is worth having a look at how an 
intercept can be performed without the use of the radar, even in a superficial way.

10.8.2 INTERCEPT FLOW
1. Collision Course

The bandit can be placed on Collision Course independently of the status of the 
radar. The formula used is BR → BB → CH.
However, the drift is not directly assessable, so the evaluation is made using the GCI 
calls and re-employing the same formula to correct the collision.

2. Displacement Turn
When the drift is stabilized, at a range that depends on the Target Aspect, the DT is 
executed using the methodology discussed in the normal DT.

3. GCI Counterturn
This last step is potentially the most complex as the normal cues of VC and intercept 
drift are not present. The CT should follow the pattern for the ideal curve, a function 
of the current Target Aspect.
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4. GCI Rear Quarter Drift Control
The goal at this stage is to prevent the fighter wave. This is accomplished by using no 
more than standard turn, as post 45 DTG, and with bandit within 20° of the nose, the
drift decreases rapidly.

10.8.3 LEAD COLLISION INTERCEPTS (ATTACK-
REATTACKS)
So far, a great deal of space has been occupied discussing RQ missile employment. However,
the vast majority of the missiles launched are closer to the front quarter. This is even more 
true in DCS, as the AI sees everything, AWACS are everywhere and the ROE are often a 
simple Friendly vs Hostiles. However, if you are lucky enough to fly in a squadron or wing 
that put emphasis in realism you may be required to intercept with the purpose of VID first, 
rather than simply shoot a bleep on your radar screen out of the sky.

When the latter is not the case, missiles are usually employed from the FQ. A technique 
used to improve the odds of the missile to hit the target is discussed below and covers the 
employment of the AIM-7, the main missile employed by the US until the AMRAAM 
superseded it.

Although the documentation does not consider the scenario of an AIM-54 employed in 
STT, hence behaving as a SARH missile, the Lead Collision is still very much applicable 
and useful to preserve the energy of the missile. The only difference is the speed of the 
missile itself: being so fast, the angles suggested for the AIM-7 may not be the most 
suitable, but it is still better than employing from CC. 

FACTORS AFFECTING SUCCESS
The AIM-7 is employed with the radar in STT mode, to provide the necessary continuous 
wave guidance to the missile. The F-14 can also employ the AIM-7 in Pulse Doppler mode, if
the RIO decides so.

Factors that can improve the odds of a missile are many, the most important is the Rate Of 
Closure. The VC is higher when the Target Aspect is lower and this facilitates the job of the 
radar, as it uses Doppler frequency shift for their targeting. The VC also determines the 
maximum range and the probability of kill (PK) of the missile.

LEAD COLLISION
In order to increase the VC the fighter can make the missile fly faster, fly the aircraft faster 
or lower the TA. The documentation covers only the last point, but the first two are both 
connected and intuitive.
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TA manipulation is a topic already discussed, but there is a new concept to introduce: the 
Lead Collision. LC is a form of Pure pursuit that facilitates the missile’s job by making it fly its
own Collision Course towards the target. The scenario is similar to a fast fighter vs a slower 
target and the geometry must be changed accordingly. In particular:

• TA > fighter’s ATA;

• the target is inside the CB and will drift away, resulting in the TA increasing over time;

• the missile is on CC with the target.

The idea is manoeuvring to achieve Lead Collision right before RMAX in the quickest way 
possible, so that the missile will be on collision with the target at or inside RMAX.

LEAD ANGLE OFF (OR LEAD ATA)
Due to ΔV > 0, the intercept isosceles does not exist. This is the same situation that occurs 
when VF14 ≠ VTGT, a situation not covered by the documentation, but we tried to partially 
address it ourselves.

In this scenario, the ATA is called “lead” when the fighter is in the correct position for firing 
the AIM-7. The WCS will also provide the necessary steering information to the aircrew for 
this ATA. The crew can use the usual ASE Circle to steer to the correct position.
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Figure 390: Symbology for PSTT and PDSTT radar modes.

EFFECT OF LC ON TA AND ATA
Lead Collision implies, in co-speed scenario, that TA ≠ ATA, hence introducing drift. The Lead
Angle Off is displayed by the ASE circle but, for the AIM-7, it is generally close to ½ the 
Target Aspect at RMAX, when 0 < TA < 47°.

The lower TA means higher VC, and therefore higher PK.

The following table shows the reference values of TA and Lead ATA:

TA STOP CC LEAD ATA FOX-1
RANGE

MIN DT

0° 14 nm DA 12 nm 8 nm

5° 14 nm 2½° 12 nm 8 nm

10° 14 nm 5° 12 nm 8 nm

15° 14 nm 7½° 12 nm 8 nm
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TA STOP CC LEAD ATA FOX-1
RANGE

MIN DT

20° 14 nm 10° 12 nm 8 nm

25° 12 nm 12½° 10 nm 6 nm

30° 12 nm 15° 10 nm 6 nm

35° 12 nm 17½° 10 nm 6 nm

40° 12 nm 20° 10 nm 6 nm

45° 12 nm 22½° 10 nm 6 nm

Table 4: Minimum displacement range.

LEAD ANGLE & DOT RELATIONSHIP
The dot in the ASE represents the correct Lead ATA or Lead Angle Off (with 3° of tolerance). 
The dot is six times more sensitive, so the ASE circle is +18°.

The dot is aircraft stabilized, indicating which attitude to position the nose to achieve the 
correct solution.

A peculiarity of the dot is an “ATA-dot” prior to Lead Range, telling the crew where to turn 
for collision. At Lead Range it becomes a lead computing “Steer to dot”, in order to 
manoeuvre the aircraft in firing parameters.

The turn to LC is usually standard if greater than 5°, otherwise it is an easy turn. Commands 
will be “Left/Right for lead” and “Steady Up“. In the training scenarios described by the P-
825/02, when the conditions are met, is the student that hands over the control to the front
seat by means of the call “Your Dot“. The pilot will then call the Fox-1 launch.

In DCS, the last part of the LC can be settled with a crew contract. Nevertheless “leaving the 
dot” to the pilot allows him to quickly manoeuvre the aircraft in the best position for the 
employment.

CONDITIONS OF LAUNCH
The following table cover the four conditions that may exist when the target is taken to 
lead.

CONDITION SHOT? ACTION

Target ATA within ±3° of Lead 
ATA & dot in circle

Valid Call “your dot” and shoot the AIM-7

Target ATA within ±3° of Lead 
ATA & dot out of circle

Invalid 1. Wait until min Displacement 
Range;
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2. If dot above or below ASE circle, 
call for “Nose high/low for the 
dot“.

Target ATA outside ±3° of Lead 
ATA & dot in circle

Invalid Re-lead the target to get within ±3°

Target ATA outside ±3° of Lead 
ATA & dot outside circle

Invalid Re-lead the target to get within ±3°

SIDEWINDER REATTACK
Post Fox-1, the fighter may displace immediately and with no delays.

The reattack follows the same modus operandi described before. However, a new concept is
introduced, the “Minimum Displacement Range“: if a fighter waits for the dot to drift into 
the ASE, the DT may be delayed until this new range. If the DT is delayed past this range, the
fighter will have to compensate for the consequent “hot” approach. As a rule of thumb, 
over-displace 5° per 1nm of delay to cool the intercept. Then, when passing through 90 
DTG, the pilot is commanded to “Select Sidewinder” and the shot can be taken using again 
the same criteria discussed before.

Note: the reference Minimum Displacement Range values (Min DT) are displayed in the 
Table “Minimum displacement range.”

Note: I decided against the inclusion of the “Unknown Procedures into this book. 
Although they are definitely an interesting reading, they are something too niche, even 
for this document.

10.9 FLEET CONVERSION   
PROCEDURES (‘2000)  
Note: The Fleet Conversion procedures have been already discusses in some form in the 
previous parts of this series, so I will mention only some parts of them. They have, in 
fact, many points in common with the modern doctrine. 
However, the point of view of the P-825/02 is much closer, in terms of modus operandi, 
to the F-14 than the P-825/17.

Let’s start by the definition of “conversion“:
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The conversion is a long-range (30 nm) set-up where the bogey is taken off 
collision in order to manipulate the given TA.

    P-825/02; IP-19, P.132

Previously the goal was different, namely to place the bandit on a Collision Course to 
decrease range whilst maintaining the TA. These procedures instead allow the fighter to 
optimize the Target Aspect or the Lateral Separation for a particular situation.

The documentation provides a list of circumstances where TA or LS displacements are 
appropriate. The following is the complete list as it gives a good idea of the purpose of the 
Conversion procedures:

1.   Sun position, terrain, and other environmental considerations;
2.   Lack of one or the other type of missile;
3.   Section tactics and restrictions;
4.   Enemy tactics and formations;
5.   Position of home-base, a defended force, or the defended point;
6.   Requirement to visually identify the bogey.

CNATRA P-825/02; IP-19, P.132

This list immediately raises some interesting points. For example:

• Focus: be aware of the surroundings (i.e. terrain) implies not only maintaining good 
SA, but also avoiding the habit of going “tunnel-vision” on the display;

• Proactivity: use your knowledge to fulfil the task, not as a monolithic, rigid, checklist;

• Initiative and flexibility (e.g. lack of a missile): relying on only a type of ordnance 
(looking at you, 6/0/2!)

10.9.1 AIM-7 SPARROW ATTACK

HEAD-ON / ADVANTAGES OF LOW TA
The AIM-7 Sparrow has the highest PK from Head-On (0° TA), which also allows for 
maximum range of the FOX-1. Moreover, no Lead turn is required but the lack of Lateral 
Separation along other factors may leave the fighter in a vulnerable position.
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Figure 391: Head-On / Advantages of Low TA.

FORWARD QUARTER / DISADVANTAGES OF HIGH TA
When the TA is between 30° and 60°, the Lateral Separation is sufficient to enable a more 
effective Sidewinder reattack, but the PK of the AIM-7 is much lower.

Besides this aspect, other disadvantages can be noted:

1. Lower VC → shorter RMAX;

2. LC requires a larger turn;

3. The Doppler differential between target and ground return is poor, so it can 
potentially be masked in the ground return;

4. Greater TA and LS (→ poor position advantage) allows the bandit to penetrate much 
closer to the defended force;

5. Chaff-type countermeasures by the bandit are more affective closer to the beam.

These considerations mean that, in a real-world situation:

    […] the fighter will most likely seek a low target aspect situation rather than 
accept whatever initial TA is presented. The knowledge of how to manipulate 
TA gives the fighter a flexible gameplan […]

P-825/2; IP-19, P.134
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SPATIAL PICTURE
The ability of visualizing the position of the fighter relative to the BFP is a fundamental skill 
to achieve a successful conversion intercept. The following sketch shows how the spatial 
picture may be visualized.

The BFP is paralleled by an LS line representing the goal LS at lead. The bandit is pictured 
with a line radiating outwards representing the goal TA ( → the desired amount of TA at 
lead). The resulting representation can be broken down into four areas:

1. I / II: insufficient TA, insufficient LS;

2. III: sufficient LS, insufficient TA;

3. IV: excessive TA and excessive LS.

LATERAL SEPARATION
The calculation of the LS in this scenario is different from the usual formula as it is a 
prediction of the LS that the fighter will have at Lead range:

LS = TA * RNGLEAD

RNGLEAD is the Range at which Lead turn normally occurs. A couple of examples:

1. TA = 10; Lead turn at 12 nm → LS = 12k;

2. TA = 25; Lead turn at 10 nm → LS = 25k;

Also note that all TAs > 22 will equate to an LS that is equal to the TA.

Area I / II : Insufficient TA, insufficient LS
When the intercept is in Area I, the fighter wants TA on the opposite side from what is has 
at the start of the intercept.
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Once the fighter crosses the BFP, the Area I problems turn into Area II problems. No matter 
where the fighter starts, the amount of LS in Area II is between 0° and the Goal. Therefore, 
since there is not enough LS or TA available, the fighter needs to Cut Away from the BFP, 
increasing the two. The Cut places the BB on the opposite side of the BR with respect to the
FH.

Area III : Sufficient LS, insufficient TA
This scenario sees the fighter outside the goal LS line, but with insufficient TA to turn 
immediately to collision. The fighter should turn to 180° DTG heading ( = Zero Cut). This 
condition captures the LS but allows the Target Aspect to build.

The heading is maintained until the goal TA is satisfied, then the fighter should turn to 
attack heading, creating a collision intercept.

Area IV : Excessive LS, excessive TA
To solve this situation, the fighter has to turn generating a Cut Into greater than Collision, in 
the direction of the BFP.

CONTINUATION
After assessing the situation and determining TA and LS, the fighter employs techniques of 
TA manipulation very similar to the ones already discussed; using known relations such as:

• “as the range halves, the degrees off CB will double“

• on CC, “as the range halves, LS is reduced by half“

I don’t plan to cover those again, and if you are interested in the whole thing, I strongly 
recommend you to get a copy of the P-825/02.

10.9.2 FLOW REVIEW
Before wrapping it up, a brief review of the goals and the flow of these procedures:

1. The objective is achieving an LS / TA goal, starting from 30nm, to enable a Fox-1 
employment;

2. The bandit is taken off CC to manipulate the TA;

3. The picture is analysed and the gameplan is determined and the fighter rolls for the 
initial Cut;

4. If the fighter is 1° off the desired goal, it has to perform a Reconversion. In other 
words, it has to rapidly react and manipulate the TA to satisfy the LS / TA goal.

5. Post Fox-1 the fighter press on and displaces to enable a Fox-2 employment from the 
RQ.
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10.9.3 “JINKING” BOGEYS
Most of the available documentation is very basic: the scenarios discussed are usually 
extremely simple, religiously following co-speed and co-altitude setups and almost always 
cooperative bogeys (meaning, not defending).

The P-825/02 adds some much needed details to the basic scenarios, introducing the 
concept of “jinking” bogey.

A Jinking bogey is defined as:

a bogey that changes heading, airspeed, and/or altitude during the course of 
the intercept.

CNATRA P-825/02, P. 143 

Unfortunately, the P-825/02 discusses only superficially the case of a jinking bogeys at this 
stage, and it is limited to a jink in heading (which hardly happens in DCS).

Nevertheless, the effects and the steps that the fighter has to follow to contain the 
manoeuvre are indeed very interesting.

HEADING JINK: SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
As discussed before, the DP (displacement point) places the bandit about 25° off CB after 
DT, resulting in a controlled and expected drift ratio no matter the initial TA.

However, if the bandit jinks in any direction, the TA changes, and consequently the LS. The 
ATA does not change immediately. In a re-attack scenario, post FOX-1, the DT will be 
incorrect if the bandit jinks.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn:

1. Heading jinks cause immediate TA change;

2. The jink can be recognized on the radar scope due to similar symptoms of an over or 
underdisplacement;

3. If the bandit jinks into the target, TA is decreased, the bogey is closer to CB and the 
rate of outward drift is less than expected.
The actions required are similar, in principle, to those used to correct an 
underdisplacement;

4. If the bandit jinks away from the target, TA is increased, the bogey is further away 
from CB and the rate of outward drift is greater than expected.
The actions required are similar, in principle, to those needed to correct an 
overdisplacement.
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TECHNIQUES
The following table summarizes the effects of a jinking bogey and suggests the actions 
required to counter it:

BOGEY’S ACTION INDICATION FIGHTER’S
REACTION

Jink into fighter drift (hot) Less rapid outward out to
cool off CT

Redisplace further

Jink away from the fighter More rapid outward drift
(cold)

Harden turn to heat up the
CT

ROC AND RANGE RATE OF CLOSURE (RROC)
The closure rate is an intuitive and immediate aid to determine the direction of the bandit’s 
jink: if the bandit jinks towards the fighter, the TA is immediately affected and decreases. At 
the same time, the VC noticeably increases. Vice versa, if the bandit jinks away from the F-
14, the TA increases and the VC decreases along it, as the bandit is getting closer to the 
beam (if not cold).

The Range Rate of Closure is another valuable aid: if the progression down the scope slows 
down, then the RIO can assume that the bandit is jinking away. Similarly to the previous 
situation, if the rate increases, then the bandit might be jinking into the fighter.

In the F-14 this is clearly noticeable in Pulse mode on the DDD, less so on the TID (but the 
TID provides additional / different information).

THE BIG FOUR

NOTE: The following paragraph is straight on point, so I took it as it is from the 
documentation – p.145.

Four indicators can be used to determine a heading jink:
•   VC
•   Heading or TA vector
•   Drift
•   RROC
These indicators are arranged in descending order of occurrence.
While it may seem easy at first to just rely on ROC to identify a jink, it will lead 
to problems in the advanced phase. Remember, ROC will not be available in 
search. The same range/ROC gates used to deal with hot/cold situations in 
Unknowns are useful to detect bogey heading jinks.
Turn commands in the rear quarter after the jink should be limited to a hard 
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turn or less. The bogey should be kept within 20° the nose (since the new bogey
heading is unknown now). A jink into means more DTG. A jink away means less 
DTG.

P-825/02 P.145

10.9.4 FLEET CONVERSION PROCEDURES: 
CONCLUSIONS
The Fleet Conversion procedures remind very much the moderns techniques for Lateral 
Separation and Target Aspect manipulation already discussed. The most glaring difference is
that the 2017 documentation does not mention the Fox-1 employment, and it is entirely 
focused on the stern conversion turn. I guess that there are at least two reasons for that:

1. The AIM-7 is being phased out (I haven’t found any reliable source, Wikipedia is 
vague, apparently it is still stocked but not in active use since 2018 – give me a shout
if you find an official statement, please!);

2. AIM-120 employment techniques are probably covered later in the doctrine, but not
in the declassified, initial, documentation;

3. As a sidenote, the Lead Collision intercept with AIM-7 Sparrow attach is still present 
in the P-825/08 and it is still followed on by the AIM-9 employment.

That being said, these techniques are still critical as they help us to understand the factors 
that are involved in a missile employment and how the flow can evolve after the first 
employment (having a gameplan defined post “timeout” is critical!).

They are also still actual because in DCS, any time period or aircraft can be simulated: 
remember that the AIM-120 became operative quite recently (1991) and only after the 
major conflicts of the last century, and even after the end of the Cold War. This means that 
any F/A-18C and F-15C or other aircraft flying in any of those scenarios will be armed with 
AIM-9 and AIM-7.

Several notions previously discussed have been touched in this Chapter: drift, angles, VC 
and many others. In fact, the documentation concludes the paragraph by saying:

The conversion intercept is a long-range set-up which requires the application 
of all previously learned material. A solid understanding of conversion 
procedures will greatly improve the spatial picture.

    CNATRA P-825/02, P. 145

The second sentence explains why it is worth having a look at these procedures, although 
they are be hardly applicable directly to DCS, at least in a less simulative environment. So, 
the reason why we do this, is to learn and improve our ability to build and maintain 
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Situational Awareness; as this is really the most important parameter in a fight: the more 
situations and relations we discuss, the better the RIO can handle different scenarios. 
Particularly important are the “giveaway signs” of a variation of the flight parameters of the 
bandit (i.e. jink), allowing the RIO to react promptly and respond.

10.10ADVANCED INTERCEPTS (‘2000)      
Besides a brief mention in the discussion about the Fleet Conversion Procedures, the 
scenarios described so far have seen the target being “cooperative“, flying a maintaining 
constant heading, speed and altitude.

The real life, and DCS for us, are quite different, and hardly an aircraft flies combat scenarios
in such conditions.

This paragraph combines most of the techniques and notions discussed so far and applies 
them to bandits jinking and evading.

Unfortunately, the documentation still barely scratches its surface of this topic, as the 
focus is on controlling the intercept without going into the details of the nuisances of 
this potentially very complex (and interesting) scenario.

The following is the structure suggested to the trainee to achieve the objective of 
controlling the intercept. It is divided in three stages, functions of the range.

STAGE TASK

Stage I
Range ≥ 20nm (Fox-3)

• Control the intercept;
• Determine TA, convert it to < 20°, if possible;
• If shot parameters are met, employ Fox-3.

Stage II
Range 20nm to Lead 
(Fox-3 to Fox-1)

• Control the intercept;
• Recognize and react to jinking target (in HDG, ALT, SPD);
• Employ AIM-7 within parameters.

Stage III
Range inside Lead (Fox-1 
to Fox-2)

• Control the intercept;
• Attempt normal CT after reacting to jinks or react 

aggressively to jink and attempt FQ (forward-quarter) 
close-aboard merge when no turning room is available;

• Employ AIM-9 within parameters (RQ or FQ).

STAGES DETAILS
The following part breaks down the three stages and adds additional details to each of 
them.
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Important!
Several passages of this chapter are strictly related to the real-life simulator or the 
aircraft used for training (T-39). I tried to adapt the useful notions to the use in DCS but 
for the original content, please refer to page 151 of the P-825/02. For example, one of 
the concerns when the bogey is higher than the T-39, is that the T-39 tends to bleed 
speed very fast when climbing, something we usually do not worry about in the F-14 
(within certain parameters, of course).
Also note that if you have read the Simplified BVR Timeline discussed in Chapter 9.7, the
déjà vu feeling is expected!
Although no clear indication of the Timeline is given, the basics are there already, and 
this trend becomes even more clear in the P-825/08 and eventually the P-825/17.

10.10.1 STAGE I: FOX-3
At long range, determining the TA allows to control the intercept. Depending on the range, 
converting less than 25 TA may satisfy the Fox-3 employment parameters.

GAMEPLAN
The first step is determining the Target Aspect by analysing the drift or by menas of other 
techniques. Then, if SR > 20nm and the TA is > 90 (beaming towards cold aspect), the fighter
should reset and break-off the intercept. The call used is:

[callsign] is re-setting to the [cardinal direction], GCI monitor group, BRAA [___]

If the bogey turns hot again, the fighter can “Recommit“.

If the bogey is manoeuvring and reaches 90 TA, the recommendation is to continue to 
analyse the drift and avoid resetting a bogey doing a 360 and pressing downrange, as this 
can erode valuable intercept range and potentially the room to employ one or more 
missiles.

WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT
The documentation recommends the following parameters when employing a SARH missile 
(AIM-120 or AIM-54):

1. Target locked up (STT) with good track presentation;

2. Bogey confirmed hostile by GCI;

3. Target SR > 20 nm;

4. TA < 20°, and dot within steering circle. Lead point = ½ TA in the opposite direction.
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10.10.2 STAGE II: FOX-3 TO FOX-1
The focus of Stage II is again on the target aspect, but also to the recognition and counter of
the bogey jinks, culminating in the employment of an AIM-7.

RECOGNIZING JINKS
ALTITUDE The documentation suggests that the only tool available to the 

fighter is the “El Strobe”, the Elevation Strobe or Elevation 
Indicator. This is present aboard the F-14 as well, but the RIO can
use the TID to immediately determine the altitude of a contact.

AIRSPEED The tools used to determine the airspeed jinks are multiple and
include the VC, changes in the velocity vector (both TID AS and 
GS), TID readout, drift and RROC.

HEADING The Effect of heading jinks can be found in the velocity vector in 
both TID AS and GS, drift, VC and RRCO.
Note that Heading and Airspeed jinks use the same indicators 
and this can cause confusion, especially the TID AS. In TID GS 
instead, the length of the VV won’t change, just its heading in 
case of Heading jinks.

REACTION TO JINKS

ALTITUDE No reaction if range > 15 nm.
If range < 15 nm, RIO commands climb or dive but not closer 
than 1,000ft (to avoid crossing the bogey’s altitude).
This manoeuvre ensures that the target will be inside the radar 
limits during the CT.

AIRSPEED Slow bogey: the fighter has tactical speed advantage. Preserve 
it as long as the head work allows.
Fast bogey: depends. Documentation suggests that matching 
speed is logical, but waiting until DT is acceptable as well but:

    “[…] the key is not forgetting to put the speed on at
all and winding up with no shot and an opening 
contact.”

P-825/02

HEADING At range, the RIO recalculates the TA and re-establishes CC or 
executes the gameplan for the new TA.
For TA > 50, a conversion to preserve the Fox-1 parameters may 
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be required.
Post F-1 range, the fighter must aggressively react to the initial 
heading jink, then access subsequent jinks and react accordingly.
If TA > 60, the fighter is not in the bogey’s radar any more, and it 
will be relying on GCI information. The fighter may place the 
bogey on the nose to monitor the defensive manoeuvre: it may 
be turning cold and run away or try to place the fighter on the 
nose.
The specific reaction to a jink depends on the scenario, fighter 
mission/mindset, and ROE.

10.10.3 STAGE III: FOX-1 TO FOX-2
CT are executed as usual, although more complex scenarios may occur: 

FAST OR SLOW BOGEY
Target’s speed post Fox-1 range may change. The issue in this case is obtaining the target’s 
speed through jamming and possible failures, when the bogey is off CH post displacement 
after Fox-1, although this hardly applies to DCS.

If the bogey has speed advantage, the fighter can set buster after Fox-1 to match airspeed, 
and the scenario evolves in the co-speed CT discussed in the previous parts. If the bogey 
jinks into the fighter, the RIO must recognise the situation and aggressively attempt to cool 
off the situation, hence creating the turning room that enables the CT. The time available is 
less in the latter scenario, and if subsequent jinks happen, there may be no time to bring 
the bogey to the nose for a Fox-2. Remaining at “base speed” leaves more time to assess 
the turning room and react to a jink. If the room is not sufficient, remaining at “base speed”
grants more time to manoeuvre for a FQ Fox-2, and the speed will be closer to corner speed
if a merge subsequently starts.

If the bogey is fast and jinks away in the CT, the fighter should match airspeed as soon as 
the jink is recognized whilst placing the target towards the nose to pull lead as required.

If the bogey is slow, maintain speed advantage, besides heading jinks, VC is lower and drift 
differences from co-speed will not be significant until later in the CT.

HIGH/FAST BOGEY
The main point raised by the documentation are about the tendency of the T-39 to bleed 
speed in a climb. If a bogey is fast and ΔALT > 3,000ft, then the VD must be considered.

Besides that, the suggestion is to under displace the bogey (10° for 20TA and higher) to 
establish enough LS. Eventually, the decision about how to heat up or cool down the CT is 
up to the RIO.
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LOW/SLOW BOGEY
The main issue in this scenario is the difficulty in slowing down during a steep dive and the 
suggestion is to cool off the curve (5°-10° cooler than the reference) to avoid becoming hot.

Over displacing the target by 10° to establish a cold CT is another possible option. As in the 
previous scenario, ultimately it is up to the RIO.

FORWARD QUARTER FOX-2
The danger of fixating on the CT vs a bandit trying to place the fighter on the nose is that 
the bandit may eventually roll out in the fighter’s RQ. Therefore, after the first attempt to 
cool off the initial heading jink, the fighter must drop the CT and employ a FQ Fox-2 (ROE 
met), and then continue to a forward quarter merge.

The decision of when, quoting, “the fighter can or cannot make it around the corner” is 
made by assessing parameters such as TA, VC, drift, RROC and applying a trend analysis. If 
the fighter is late in the CT, the probability of employing Fox-2 is low but, by placing the 
target towards the fighter’s nose, at lest a neutral to offensive position is maintained.

WEAPON EMPLOYMENT
The FQ FOX-2 can be employed against an uncooperative bogey that denies turning room to
the fighter. If post reaction to the bandit jinking into the fighter, still no room is available, 
the decision can be made of, quoting, ““shoot him in the face“. The following procedure 
should be followed:

• Expeditiously bring the target to the nose; give multiple AREO calls; try to get a tally;

• Manoeuvre to place the dot within the ASE circle (select AIM-9);

• Within 5 and 5½nm, say “Your Dot / VID” and get a tally if not done yet;

• Determine and coordinate the merge gameplan (crew coordination).

(Note: The documentation adds more points, some of which are strictly related to the 
safety of flight in a training environment. Such as a 1,000ft flight bubble and so on.)

BUG OUT
Post merged, the bug out manoeuvre is used to maximise the range between the fighter 
and the threat, especially when the separation is minimal and DTG close to 180. The fighter 
should “neutralize the fight” by:

• check-turn 30° into BFP;

• unload to < 1 G;

• apply full power;

• place the bandit at 6′;
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• then reset radar and inform the Controller.

This manoeuvre is so defensive that opens a RQ shot opportunity from the bandit, so be 
aware of the possible consequences.

Quoting the documentation:

“In other words, the fighter would be writing its own death certificate.”

CNATRA P-825/2; P.155

If the fighter is defensive and bugging-out is not an option, then the only alternative is to 
continue defensively and hoping that the bandit makes a mistake.

ESCORT VID
The fighter may be tasked with identifying and escorting an unknown aircraft.

If VID and Escort is required, FQ VID is not desirable, and CT is the best option. If the 
necessary turning room is denied, then VID must be performed at the merge or pre/post 
merge.

COMMUNICATION
Throughout the three stages of the advanced intercepts, BRA and AERO calls remain the 
same, with BRA used down to FOX-1 range.

In addition, any jink should be announced globally, according to the documentation. 
Whatever the case in DCS, updating the pilot on the manoeuvres and the situation of the 
bandit is critical, especially as the range decreases from BVR to WVR.

10.10.4 CONCLUSIONS
This concludes the overview of the P-825/02. This last article gathered the concepts 
discussed so far into a single flow, from a BVR ARH employment, to an SARH employment, 
down into the WVR arena. Finally, we had a glimpse at some of the techniques and 
procedures used to counter a jinking bandit; a situation very common in DCS, no matter the 
type of experience you are looking for.

If the 2017 version of the P-825 gave us a very modern introductory overview at the 
intercept, the 2002 version created a bridge between the “pen-and-paper old way” and the 
digitalized modernity. Both documents provided interesting concepts, both can be applied 
at least partially. What matters, is that hopefully they helped shaping the mindset of the 
new Radar Intercept Officer, providing that background behind the numbers that makes the 
difference when von Moltke the Elder90 is proven right once again.

90 Well know for his famous quote: “no plan survives contact with the enemy”.
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11. OPERATIONS V: BVR
TIMELINE REVIEW

Important!
This timeline and related observations were drawn using the data 
collected about the missile in 2019. In 09/2022 the missile behaviour 
has changed drastically. A review of the timeline is being worked on.

Now that the basic concepts of the geometry have been discussed, what has 
changed? The timeline is pretty much the same, in terms of concepts, ranges 
and contents. What has changed (or should have) is the perception and the 
understanding of the intercept: the Simplified Timeline saw the fighter 
committing, pointing at the target and doing a number of operations based 
mostly on the range. No considerations were given to the Aspect of the target, 
on how to position the F-14 in order to improve the performance of the missiles
and so on.

Armed with the new enlightening knowledge of the geometry, we can now see 
how flawed that approach is:

• in primis, no tools are provided to counter a jinking bogey. Although the 
study so far as barely scratched the surface of the problem (and it does 
not go much deeper than that), the more profound understanding of the 
geometry allows the RIO to recognize and counter such a situation.

• such Timeline does not consider the missile employment besides the FOX-
3, usually leading to a Skate, depriving the fighter of a possible FOX-1 shot
into a Banzai.

• little to none considerations are made about the transition into within 
visual range in such a way that the fighter starts the merge with a 
positional advantage.
The Simplified Timeline offers little help as well, as the fighter adjusting 
for every movement of the jinking bogey will only end up in a sort of 
“fighter wave” situation (Figure 388).

This Chapter merges the structure of the timeline, with the complexity of the 
geometry. Since in the simulated air combat of DCS there are no two identical 
situations, the goal is providing suggestions and observations that the RIO can 
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follow if he deems necessary, to achieve the fighter’s objective (for example: destroying a 
hostile, intercepting a bogey and performing a VID of the aircraft).

11.1 AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE BVR   
TIMELINE  
Note: To simplify the jump from the Simplified Timeline to this new approach, I 
maintained the same radio comms and observations when possible.
The notions and acronyms just mention should ring more than a bell, since they have 
been discussed multiple times in Chapter 10.

Before diving into the topic of this Chapter, a couple of observations about the radar 
management. This is subject to the RIO’s preferences, but when there is not much going on 
I have the radar fully open (as I often call it, the “sanitization mode”) and I monitor and 
estimate the TA of the different groups in the picture, especially the ones close to the 
briefed commit criteria. This helps in two ways:

1. Situational Awareness is increased: for example, the RIO can be immediately aware of
pop-up Outlaw groups or CAPping bandits leaving their track to engage;

2. The AWG-9 often sees further than the AWACS, and new groups may not appear via 
the LINK4A, which is easily saturated. This helps to translate a picture from the 
Controller into what is seen on the TID in GS and the NAVGRID activated.

11.1.1 PRE-BRIEFED INFORMATION AND 
PURPOSE
A number of contracts and steps should be pre-briefed, depending on the purpose of the 
timeline applied.

Pre-defining contracts reduce the requested comms, standardizes the procedure, makes is 
quicker to execute and clarifies them.

IN-COCKPIT CONTRACTS
• who shoots AIM-7 / AIM-54 and in which situation: radar missiles can be launched 

by the Radar Intercept Officer but, for example, as the fighter transitions into Within 
Visual Range, the responsibility of launching the AIM-7 can be assigned to the Pilot;

• usually the RIO handles the comms in-cockpit, but they are subject to crew-
contracts.
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INTRA-SECTION CONTRACTS
• radar mating: the fighters should define how the mating and sanitization should be 

executed. The AWG-9 WCS in the F-14 has no “modern cursor”, so the definition of 
angles / Areas of Responsibility may take some time;

• formation to switch to at Commit: typically the Section switches to Combat Spread, 
separated by ~1nm;

• comms and tactical lead depending on the Areas of Responsibility;

• default employment range;

• default sort and “no sort”.

SECTION – CONTROLLER CONTRACTS
• group criteria: what defines a group, by default is 5nm, 5000 feet;

• targeting depth value;

• tactical range call.

11.2 FROM “PICTURE” TO “CRANK”      
Most timelines share the initial steps, where the picture is received, situational awareness is
built and maintained by using techniques such as the Sanitization (see Chapter 8.6) and 
comms. For that reason, and to avoid repetitions, I placed under the same umbrella the 
following steps:

1. Pre-Commit and Picture – 11.2.2;

2. Commit – 11.2.3; 

3. Correlation – 11.2.4.

Post Correlation is where the Radar Intercept Officer acts to successfully complete his task, 
depending on parameters such as the mission objectives, the type of threat, the ROE and 
others. 
Note that the doctrinal documentation covers a couple of basic examples: 

• the stern conversion turn; 

• launch-and-decide / launch-and-leave; 

• a more aggressive FOX-3 into FOX-1, with a FOX-2 re-attack (I dubbed it “FOX 3/1/2” 
going forward). 

In every case, the bandit is cooperative (ergo, not defending. The case of a jinking bandit is 
barely touched).
Therefore, the considerations and the conclusions of Chapter 11.2.5 are the product of tests
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and experience in DCS, most of the time in simulative scenarios. Since the variables in an 
engagement are endless, I will suggest some possibilities. It is up to the RIO experience, 
knowledge and Situational Awareness to use the best tools available to him.

After such considerations, the two other common steps to most BVR Timelines are:

4. Targeting – 11.2.6;

5. Drop, Reset and Recommit – 11.2.7;

6. Airspace Sanitization – Error: Reference source not found.

11.2.1 OLD VS NEW: FOX 3/1/2 VS LAUNCH-AND-
LEAVE / LAUNCH-AND-DECIDE
The first difference between the two is “when”: the first intercept is discussed in the P-
825/02 and P-825/08; the second in the P-825/17. Whether this is a change in doctrine (the 
AIM-7 is being phased out) or a simple change in the training iter, I cannot tell. It also 
resembles the training of the mid 70s for the F-4, sans the FOX-3 employment.

The FOX 3/1/2 is less flexible than the Launch-and-Leave / Launch-and-decide. The FOX-1 
launch is included in case that:

The Fox-3 shot may not be successful (missile failure, break lock, jamming, 
chaff, etc.) In order to be prepared for this possibility in VT-86, you will follow 
your Fox-3 with an AIM-7 shot, stern conversion, and AIM-9.

P-825/08, 19-6

Launch-and-Leave / Launch-and-decide, already mentioned in the Simplified Timeline 
discussion (Chapter 9.7.11), provide a more structured template. Calling “Banzai”, for 
example, entails a number of pre-briefed steps known to the players, simplifying the job of 
the fighters and the Controller.

WHICH ONE IS “BETTER”?
Simple answer: none. In primis because non is applicable out of the box as described; in 
secundis because, as DCS players, we can take what sounds interesting from any source and 
see if it works for us. For example, if the setting is pre-90s, then the F-14 is the only fighter 
able to employ an Active Radar Homing missile91, and we can take advantage of that: we 
can use a launch-and-decide timeline, defend post pitbull, then turn hot again and use the 
Lead-Collision to FOX-1 employment technique discussed in the previous timeline, then 
close in for a FOX-2 from the stern as the target is probably still trying to regain SA after 
defending.

91 The AIM-120 was introduced in 1991; the R-77 in the late 90s / 2000s.
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TIMELINE
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11.2.2 PRE-COMMIT / PICTURE
When the fighter arrives at the pre-briefed position, it calls the Controller and asks for
a Picture.

Note: Pictures can be broadcasted by the Controller to the Flights he is controlling. 
Note that a human AIC/GCI should not control more than a limited number of flights,
usually only the ones assigned to his specific “piece of sky”. There should also be 
controllers dedicated to the initial check-ins and a Senior director overseeing the 
others. This ensures the best distribution of the workload and quick coordination 
between assets and controllers.
If you think about it, a single Controller giving a Picture to aircraft distributed on a 
third of a DCS map makes very little sense.

The Picture request (or broadcasted) follows this format:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, request picture.►
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Group Alpha, Mary 11 22 33 thousand, ►
tracking South, hostile.

The RIO should take note of the group naming and labelling, with relative descriptors 
and fill-ins. This allows him to immediately recall as much information as possible 
about a Group in case, at a certain point, it meets the Commit Criteria discussed 
below.
Ideally, the RIO should be able to spot the Groups pertaining to the Picture on the TID 
(either or both LINK4 and RWS) and the classification should prompt him to think 
about the next step.

LABELLING
Labelling is, simply put, assigning a name to the Groups of interest in the picture. By 
using a label, the comms are vastly reduced, as BRAA are not needed any more to 
define the Group in the various steps of the intercept.
The label is attached to the Groups by either the Controller or the fighter after the 
picture is built:

Generally, geographic labels make the most sense to all players. For 
example, if GCI describes two groups, one of which is directly north of the 
other, and they have not labelled them, then you should label them in your 
commit or targeting call.

P-825/08 19-2
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Moreover, labelling:

[...]  saves you time and brain-bytes.

P-825/08 19-2

However, remember that the label assigned to a Group will not make sense to 
another fighter operating in a different area.

Note that the controller should:

[...] label the PICTURE based on which GROUPs are expected to be targeted 
in the upcoming fighter attack (e.g., fighter recommit). For example, avoid a
label with a depth component (e.g., VIC or CHAMPAGNE) if the fighters do 
not intend to target in depth.

ATP 3-52.4/MCRP 3-20F.10/NTTP 6-02.9/AFTTP 3-2.8 14/02/2020, PAGE 42

This would greatly help the understanding and the memorisation of the Picture, even 
when the situation is very complex.

COMMS PRIORITY
At this stage of the intercept, the AIC has the priority, followed by each fighter in the 
flight: AIC, #1, #2, #3, #4.
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11.2.3 COMMIT [50+ NM]
If, at any time, one of the Groups meets the Commit Criteria or due to the actions of 
the Controller, the section Commits. Note that, depending on the Area of 
Responsibility, the Wingman may have to raise the situation to the Lead.

Important!
Commit is considered NLT (No Later Then). Failing to commit (or being 
Commited, depending on the presence of a Controller) puts the fighter in a 
disadvantageous position.

COMMIT CRITERIA
The Commit Criteria are defined during the mission planning, and determined based 
on the overall mission objective.
The factors considered in the Commit Criteria are:

(a) Range based (e.g., predetermined range from fighters or a defended 
asset). 
(b) Location based (e.g., enemy assets affecting a strike route).
(c) Threat based (e.g., only COMMIT against certain aircraft types).
(d) Weapon employment based (e.g., allow fighters to employ at their first 
available employment range).

ATP 3-52.4/MCRP 3-20F.10/NTTP 6-02.9/AFTTP 3-2.8 14/02/2020, PAGE 46

Generally speaking, the Commit should occur with enough range to perform all the 
intercept tasks required to have the AIM-54 Phoenix activated by the WCS.
Post Commit, the Section becomes the primary source of SA, and the AIC/GCI 
switches to Tactical Control, providing information that the Section may not be able to
obtain.

Important!
Remember that fighters Commit to a Picture, not an individual group. The 
Section, in fact, commits to the representation of the airspace provided by the 
Controller or other agency, but should Target only one group. Once the targeted 
group is destroyed, the Section can move to the next Group.

Note: Commit Authority
This is something hardly found in non-simulative DCS groups, but can be interesting 
to any player. ATP 3-52.4/MCRP 3-20F.10/NTTP 6-02.9/AFTTP 3-2.8, 14/02/2020 at 
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Page 46 describes more in-depth the hierarchy. In shorter terms, the Commit 
Authority can be granted to Mission Commander (MC), Package Commander (PC)  
and Controller. The goal is ensuring that the fighters remain on Timeline against 
threats.
Variations:

•   if only MC and PC have Commit Authority, they will Commit if the Commit 
Criteria are met. The Controllers can recommend Commit.

•   if the Controller has Commit Authority, they will direct Commit when the 
Commit Criteria are met. MC and PC can only recommend Commit.

•   if the Commit is directed by the fighter, the Controller transitions from pre-
commit comms to tactical control or using a Leading-Edge picture (a Picture based 
on which Groups the fighters are expected to target on an intercept).

COMMIT COMMS AND FOLLOW-UP
Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Commit►
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Check Master Arm►

A series of automatic events should happen:
1. The next formation should be pre-briefed, to minimize superfluous comms. 

Generally, it transitions to combat spread;
2. The radar should be used to sanitize the airspace as briefed;
3. The Section “Points and Assesses” the Group.

During this process, the wingman should not communicate (besides acknowledging, if
necessary, on Fwd) but can and has to step in in case any assumption is wrong, sees a 
group non communicated by the Controller or possesses information that can 
increase the SA. This does may not apply if the Group is part of his AoR (for example, 
a low-flying Group). An ad hoc contract should be discussed in the briefing.

POINT AND ASSESS: PROS AND CONS
Different versions of the documentation instruct the trainee to execute the Point and 
Assess procedure. This step helps the flow of the intercept by:

• clarifies the scenario, simplifying the radar management and making spotting 
the target quicker. This is very helpful to new RIOs.

• simplifying the calculation of the Target Aspect (remember that DA Target 
means Zero ATA, so TA = Cut. Hence, TA = BR → FH. See Figure 325);

• simplifies the next step, Correlation, by allowing the RIO to use the heading 
marked by the BDHI in the BRA (Chapter 11.2.4).

At the same time, an expert Radar Intercept Officer may not need the benefit of Point 
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and Assess, and prefers to immediately turn to lead or lag the contact according to 
the considerations expressed later (Chapter 11.2.5).
Note also that a recent patch introduced the Target Aspect value in the second 
readout line of the TID, so the need for mental maths at this stage is drastically 
reduced. However, this point is relevant if the aircraft flown does not possess such 
indication.
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11.2.4 CORRELATION [50+ NM]
The correlation happens when the fighters point their radar towards the area where 
the contacts are located. The Section then calls for the contacts using the Bullseye or 
BRAA calls (the F-14 can use the NAVGRID in place of the Bullseye, and BRAA if no 
bullseye is defined). The controller then replies with declaration information about 
those contacts.
The brevity used to request the ID of the targeted group is “Declare”.

A DECLARE call is an interrogative call (i.e., request for information) made 
by either the fighters or controller.

DECLARE Request Example 2
“CHALICE, HORNET 1, DECLARE EAST GROUP.”
DECLARE Response.
1.   Controllers will always respond to a DECLARE request with BULLSEYE, 
altitude, track direction, declaration, and fill-ins. 
2.   DECLARE responses may include: BOGEY, FRIENDLY, NEUTRAL, BANDIT, 
HOSTILE, FURBALL, UNABLE, or CLEAN (VANISHED can be used in training).

ATP 3-52.4/MCRP 3-20F.10/NTTP 6-02.9/AFTTP 3-2.8 14/02/2020, PAGE 49

Comms example:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, contact BRAA 11 22 33 thousand, ►
Declare.
Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, Group north, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand, ►
hot, hostile.

Note that as part of the Correlation fill-ins, the Controller can add Targeted (+ by 
whom) and Untargeted.
Example:

Fighter: “MIKE, EAGLE 11, DECLARE NORTH GROUP.”
Controller: “EAGLE 11, NORTH GROUP, BULLSEYE 285/35, TWENTY 
THOUSAND, TRACK EAST, HOSTILE, TARGETED BY HORNET 2.”

ATP 3-52.4/MCRP 3-20F.10/NTTP 6-02.9/AFTTP 3-2.8 14/02/2020, PAGE 26

If the fighter’s “Declare” request aims to a friendly instead, the Controller answer with 
the usual structure plus “Skip it”.
Example:

Darkstar  Spectre 1-1, Darkstar, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand, track west, skip ►
it.
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To avoid any misunderstanding, the Correlation should always include the positional 
details of the correlated group.

The F-14 in DCS in much older than Viper, Hornet and contemporary modules, hence 
suppers for a number of factors that can potentially affect the precision of the calls. 
For example, a drifted INS. The RIO should also be aware of the difference between 
Magnetic and True readouts and comms (for example, the TID displays the True 
Course of a hooked target). The difference between Bearing and Relative Bearing 
should also be kept very well in mind.
The doctrine suggests that the tolerance for the Correlation is 3nm and 3°, the crew 
must be cautious in this phase, especially in case of complex scenarios. “Point and 
Assess” helps to minimize the bearing errors, but it is a step that can be skipped, as 
discussed in Chapter 11.2.3.

Note: By Navy training doctrine, the fighter should climb or descend to be 1,000ft 
below the target92.

COMMS PRIORITY
Post-Commit, the Comm priority changes, assigning higher priority to the Flight leader 
and the Section leader: #1, #3, AIC, #2, #4.

92 Source: P-825/17. Different sources threat the altitude difference in different ways. Keep in mind, 
this is training material.
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11.2.5 GAMEPLAN CONSIDERATIONS
So far, the Section has Committed to the picture, it is aware of the Classification of a 
specific Group and the nose of the aircraft is point towards them. The discussion 
about the Simplified Timeline stopped any geometrical consideration at this stage. 
The Lead RIO, instead, should now evaluate a number of parameters and weight its 
options, before proceeding.
The following are some variables, in no particular order, that should be taken into 
account by the RIO before deciding the next step. Most of them can be pre-briefed 
and be part of contracts.

 Variable I: Task
What is the task of the Section? CAP, AI, OCA, something else? Each task comes 
with pre-briefed objectives and restrictions that may influence the manoeuvring 
freedom of the Section; hence the geometry.

 Variable II: Classification
Is the Group an outlaw, a bogey, a bandit or a hostile? Flying head-on towards a 
bogey may turn the Section into the Hostile (this is true especially if the REDFOR is
human and following their own realistic rules), so the Lead RIO may want to 
create LS, turn to zero-cut to maintain and aim for a stern conversion turn.
If the Group is declared hostile then, depending on the other variables, the Lead 
RIO may want to determine the TA, and manoeuvre to establish it at around 30°-
35° (ideally not less than 30°), turn to collision to capture it and then be ready to 
Lead for  missile employment at the pre-briefed range.

 Variable III: Threat
Is the Section operating in a modern scenario, with aircraft technologically more 
advanced than the F-14? What are the expected threats? Ranges (MAR, DR, etc), 
sort (default or others) gameplan (skate, rather than banzai, depending on 
defined conditions), and so on, should be planned accordingly.

 Variable IV: Rules of Engagement
What do the ROE entail? Is a VID required? The Section should be fired against 
first before being allowed to answer, a-la Gulf of Sidra 198193?
If VID is required, then reducing too much the TA may not be the ideal solution. 
Although the TCS allows a good VID at reasonable FOX-1 range for low aspect, 
introducing and maintaining an appropriate LS is usually the safest option.

 Variable V: Desired Outcome
Should the possible threat be destroyed or just pushed back, to enable other 
friendly assets to operate and bug out? In such case, for long range AIM-54 
employments, the TA should be reduced as much as possible, minimising the TA 
by using a Cut into, greater than Collision (Figure 10.2.6), even 90 Cut if necessary,

93 Two F-14 intercepted two Libyan Su-22 Fitter. They opened fire and destroyed the hostile aircraft 
only after being fired upon. More information: Wikipedia – Gulf of Sidra incident (1981).
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and employing at range.
 Additional Variables: Fuel, AoR, Intel, etc

For example, the fighters shouldn’t Commit if the fuel is insufficient, same if a 
Group is close to the boundaries of the Area or Responsibility of the Section, and 
heading out of it.
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11.2.6 TARGETING [45+ NM]
Targeting means taking responsibility for that Group/multiple Groups from the 
AWACS.
The pro-word has two meanings:

1. Directive: Target is a Directive call to target a specific group; 
2. Informative: Targeted is an informative call that somebody already targeted a 

specific group.
The Target with the highest Priority is defined as the highest threat in the tactical 
picture. This evaluation depends on a number of parameters such as the mission task 
(e.g. by prioritizing Strikers over Screening or Escorting aircraft).
Other criteria are:

1. Closest;
2. Hottest;
3. Highest;
4. Known Threat.

Not all Groups can be targeted at the same time, untargeted Groups can be directed 
to be monitored by the AWACS.

Next, the Flow Range is evaluated. The Flow Range is usually no less than the Meld 
range and is defined as the minimum distance between two groups to allow the 
Section to complete the Timeline versus the targeted group.
The Flow Range is not considered versus a single group scenarios and is always 
considered versus 2+ groups.

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted group, Mary 11 22 33 thousand.►

Or:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted group.►

Whereas in a 2vsN scenario:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre, Targeted lead group.►

The Controller monitors the untargeted groups, providing SA if the situation changes.
The Section leader can also Target wingmen to different Groups which needs to be 
engaged or monitored at the same time:

    Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Two, Target West Group, BRAA 11 22 33 thousand.►
    Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Two, Targeted West Group.►

The wingmen usually call Split formation in order to fly their own path to take care of 
their targets.
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Note: the sources aim to discuss only the scenario where the fighters can only kill 
one group at the same time. Scenarios where the Section target and kills multiple 
groups are more advanced and not covered.
However, DCS is game and nothing prevents you from introducing a contract or pre-
briefed structure to deal with such occasions. In fact, if the range and the Situational 
Awareness allow, the Section can immediately target the follow-on group and 
employ on timeline.
That being said, remember that the Timeline is a template used for sequential, not 
simultaneous, engagement. If the necessity arises, the Section can Split into singles, 
following two separated Timelines (see Chapter 11.2.15).
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11.2.7 DROP, RESET AND RECOMMIT

DROP AND RESET
If the target is no longer a threat, it is turning away and pursuing requires wasting too 
much fuel or the kill requires too long, the Section can terminate the intercept and 
Reset.
The most common criteria involve the evaluation of the Target Aspect: 
understandably, if the target turns cold and rushes for its friendly lines, perhaps 
baiting the Section over hostile SAMs.

Note: Unfortunately the Artificial Intelligence is DCS, especially if unscripted or not 
controlled by a human player, it is not capable of using advanced tactics.
In real life, in fact, many aerial battles started with aircraft baiting the opposition, 
either dragging them towards friendly SAMs, or executing the manoeuvre 
erroneously, and ending up caught in the fight. This is exemplified by the MiG-25 
used as ambushers, whilst MiG-21s were used as baits (Lebanon). Even a Predator 
was used as a bait for a MiG-25, but it ended up splashed by the Foxbat94.
The vanilla AI in DCS is not up to the task of representing a valid and realistic 
opponent, at the moment.

Comms examples
Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, dropping group BRAA 111-22, ►
flanking west;  resetting north.

Or

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Darkstar, Spectre 1-1, resetting north, monitor group ►
BRAA 111-22, flanking west.

“Drop” is used to announce that the fighter has no sensor awareness on the group 
any more, and the responsibility goes back to Darkstar (“Monitor”).

Further Reset Criteria
The following are the Drop criteria suggested by the doctrine for MRM employment, 
suggested by the P-825/17:

• Outside 20nm, TA>60°;
• Inside 20nm, TA>95°;
• Inside 10nm, Drop is not an option as this range is considered WVR.

Due to the range and speed of the AIM-54, 20nm can be substituted with this 

94 Source: Wikipedia – Mi  koyan-Gurevich MiG-25  
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datasheet by the Engagement Range (35nm). 

Contact Monitoring Post Reset
The manoeuvre by the targeted Group may be temporary, and the hostile may turn 
hot immediately, as soon as they notice the Section resetting. For that reason, the 
fighters maintain awareness on the Group using three techniques (P-825/08, 17-8. 
The concepts are very similar to the geometry discussed in Chapter 10.2.6):

• Cut-Off (similar to Lead Pursuit). This is a Cut into manoeuvre, so the range 
decreases rapidly, and the offensive posture is maintained.

• Nose-On (similar to Pure Pursuit). When the bandit is on the nose, the closure is 
not as high as in the Cut-Off scenario, but the posture is still offensive.

• Stiff-Arm (similar to Lag Pursuit). A more passive posture, it is best for preserving
or building range.

The choice of the monitoring technique is critical. As discussed previously, the Target 
Aspect, and therefore where the hostile is pointing its nose and weapons, can change 
almost instantly.

Do not be suckered into resetting on a bogey that is doing a 360 and then 
pressing downrange, as it will take away some of your intercept range and, 
potentially, one or more of your missile shots. 

P-825/02, PAGE 152

RECOMMIT
If the group meet the commit criteria again, the Section can recommit. This happens, 
for example, if the Group turns hot again post reset.
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11.2.8 GEOMETRY ASSESSMENT
The Radar Intercept Officer should have worked out the geometry pre Targeting 
(Chapter 11.2.6). The first goal of this timeline is enabling a FOX-3 missile launch.
As discussed in Chapter Error: Reference source not found, even the powerful AIM-54 
Phoenix tangibly benefits from a forward quarter launch. Therefore, the TA should be 
ideally between ±20°, although a True Head-On approach is not recommended.
Two points should be prioritized (825/17 14-24):

1. the geometry should manoeuvre the Section away from untargeted groups;
2. the shortest direction should be preferred.

Figure 394: Timeline - Geometry assessment.

The RIO should then:
1. Assess the Target Aspect;
2. Manoeuvre to increase or decrease the target aspect using the many techniques

discussed in Chapter 10;
3. Once the TA satisfies the launch parameters, the Target Aspect should be 

captured by turning to Collision Course;
4. Although not necessary, turning to Lead Collision (LC) at the employment range 

benefits even the AIM-54. If in doubt, consider Cutting into < CB for half of the 
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Antenna Train Angle95.

11.2.9 SORTING CONSIDERATIONS
The Sort phase assigns a target to each member of the Section. Working out the 
sorting contract (if not pre-briefed, or a change is deemed necessary) can be done 
during the Airspace Sanitization (Chapter 11.2.10).

AZIMUTH RANGE ELEVATION

LEADER Left Lead High

WINGMAN Right Tail Low

COMMS “side/side” “close/far” “high/low”

Usually, the sort plan tends to mirror the Section. For example, the Lead F-14 takes 
the Lead of the Targeted group, and so on. Whatever the plan, it does not matter as 
long as the execution matches the brief.

NO SORT
This situation occurs when, for a number of reasons (e.g. aircraft in the targeted 
Group are flying very close, or one is masking the other, or perhaps there is only one 
contact) only one radar return is displayed on the radar.
If the fighters have different SA, the rule of thumb is:

“he who sees two, shoots two; he who sees one shoots none.” 

P-825/17

The fighter who only sees one should hold their shot and focus on the SA (usually the 
wingman), and the fighter that sees two will employ out of TWS on both contacts.
However, an appropriate contract do deal with this situation can be pre-briefed, and 
other factors can be taken into account (such as the task and mission objectives, along
more practical considerations (if potentially wasting a missile worth the destruction of
the target).

95 This ratio between Antenna Train Angle and Lead Collision decently approximates the AIM-7 
Sparrow.
I have not tested or calculated a better angle for the AIM-54 yet. I’m still waiting for the new API 
to be fully developed and integrated.
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11.2.10 AIRSPACE SANITIZATION [45+ NM]
Note: Different sources indicate this step in different ways. The common point they 
stress, is how important is acquiring SA of the targeted Group and the surroundings 
to ensure that no unknown threat is threatening the fighters before they Meld.

Sanitization techniques have been discussed in Chapter 8.6.

Post Targeting, the fighters sanitize the airspace, to ensure that no untargeted hostile 
aircraft are inside the Flow Range, potentially endangering the Section.
The sanitization increases the Situational Awareness of the targeted Group, so it is a 
good moment to work out the Sorting as well.

11.2.11 TACTICAL (TAC) RANGE CALL [45 
NM]
In order to maintain the Simplified Timeline accessible and flexible, this part was not 
used. However, it is important to ensure the coordination between assets and update 
the Controller about the status of the fighters in relation to their Timeline.
The range is pre-briefed (45nm by default). The call can be transmitted by either the 
Controller or one of the fighters.

Spectre 1-2 [Aft]  Spectre, Group north, 45nm.►

Note: different sources use and explain the TAC call in different ways.
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11.2.12 MELD [40 – 45 NM]
Meld signals the end of the sanitization, and both fighters in the Sections will focus 
their radars on the target. Meld occurs 5-10nm prior to the employment, depending 
on the situation, to ensure that every fighter has time to find its target (sorting whilst 
sanitizing speeds up the process).

Note: Meld, although conceptually similar in the sources, is discussed differently and
with different level of details. In particular, the 825/08 includes the Sort contract in 
the Meld call, speeding up the overall process.

At this stage, the Lead Radar Intercept Officer can communicate the sort technique 
used based on the picture displayed on the radar:

1. near/far;
2. side/side;
3. high/low.

If the new sort contract is not specified, the briefed contract is used.

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
Post Sanitization, the airspace is divided in AoRs. Both Lead RIO and Wingman RIO 
must be aware and check in which AoR the targeted Group is:

The Meld is simply putting both radars in the same piece of sky after a good
sanitization of each AOR. Wingman may call meld if the picture falls in 
wing’s AOR and they assume tactical control until sort. If the wingman does 
call the meld, they should expect to call the sort also unless lead quickly 
sees the picture and calls for the sort first.

P-825/08, 19-11

This means that the Wingman RIO is not sitting idle, waiting for instructions, but he is 
active part of the process, if not the protagonist.

MELD COMMS
Meld is a directive call to cease radar sanitization and focus radar energies into the 
targeted group. Meld can be augmented by a series of additional details: Alt (min), 
sort contract (A/R) and BRAA (if able):

Minimum description
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  “Spectre, meld, hits 21”►
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Perfect description
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  “Spectre, meld, hits 21, side/side”►

Extra description
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  “Spectre, meld, 360/40, hits 21”►

When melding into a group that is a stack, the altitude should be removed from the 
meld call. In this scenario, selecting the appropriate radar parameters is fundamental.

MELD, SORT AND THE F-14 LIMITATIONS IN DCS
The AWG-9 WCS can induce some delays and errors. In primis, TWS radar sweep 
always takes ~2″. In cases of poor SA, this can delay the acquiring operations. In case 
of high altitude delta, the aircraft with good radar return may pass the antenna 
elevation angle to the other member of the section. In fact, since the fighters are 
sanitizing the same amount of azimuth volume, but different altitudes, the most 
important part of the meld call is the altitude.
One of the most common issues with the Meld and Sort is the inability of the AWG-9 
to discern two contacts very close to each other in TWS. This situation falls into the 
No Sort scenario (Chapter 11.2.9).

11.2.13 SORT AND LOCK [40NM]
Before employing, each fighter finds its target, usually starting from the wingman. 
Two comms are used:

• “locked”: if the fighter is not sure about which aircraft he locked;
• “sorted”: if the fighter is sure and has sorted as briefed.

Examples
If the fighter is not sure:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  “Spectre 2, locked, 7000”►

If the fighter is sure:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  “Spectre 2, sorted, far, 7000”►

“locked” and “far/right/etc” are not used at the same time because the descriptor 
implies a good sort.
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11.2.14 FOX-3 EMPLOYMENT AND CRANK 
[35 NM]
Note: The doctrine calls for a Leader in TWS, and the wingman in STT. However, this 
scenario is hardly used in DCS because in STT the AIM-54 either behaves as a SARH 
or it is active off the rail. For that reason, going forward, both aircraft are considered 
in TWS post Meld.

The section will fire and crank together. 

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, Fox-3►
Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre 1-1, Crank left►

In case multiple missiles are launched to separate tracks at the same time, the call is:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, Fox-3, two ships►

If another missile is fired to a target whilst the first missile is still flying, the call is:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1-1, second Fox-3►

Figure 395: Timeline - Lead Collision, Employment and Crank.
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CRANK
Crank is a hard turn (4 – 5 Gs) away from the target to affect his WEZ by diminish the 
effectiveness of his weapons, which have to travel further and correct their trajectory, 
whilst simultaneously reducing the VC.
If, due to the geometry, the Wingman risks losing the target (ergo, the antenna 
reaches its limits and can’t illuminate the target any more if the turn continues), he 
should call:

Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Spectre 1-2, Gimbals►

The Leader then must manoeuvre to prevent the loss of lock. If the LRIO is about to 
lose the target for the same reason, he has to immediately call Gimbals in the ICS.
In order to be effective, the introduced separation should be ~50° of ATA96.
Fighter velocity vector must have more of a cross-range component than a downrange
component, this is fairly easy to assess by means of the TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode
(discussed in Chapter 6.3.3 ).
After the crank, once steady, reference the heading:

Spectre 1-1 [Aft]  Spectre 1, Fox-3, Group north, 23-thousand, Crank left, ►
Reference 325

“Reference” can be used to communicate the intended new heading.

Reference + Heading: Directive to assume stated heading

MULTI-SERVICE TACTICAL BREVITY CODES, B-8

COMMS PRIORITY
At this stage, the Comm priority is entirely to the flight, following the same structure 
used in the previous step: #1, #3, #2, #4, AIC.

96 Take into consideration the gameplan: if the plan is turning for a FOX-1 employment and the target
has no weapons able to pose a threat to the Section, than the angle may be reduced.
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11.2.15 POST EMPLOYMENT: SPLIT, KILL, 
LEAD CHANGES
The following considerations apply to the scenario post FOX-3.

SPLIT
An informative call that a flight member is leaving formation to engage a 
threat; visual may not be maintained. 

MULTI-SERVICE TACTICAL BREVITY CODES, A-9

Split is a useful manoeuvre for the wingman, meant to give him the necessary 
freedom to accomplish the objective. The cause can be, for example, the manoeuvres 
of the target that forces the wingman to either maintain the formation and pass the 
contact back to the Controller or leave the formation.
The comms flow includes (825/08, 19-16):

1. Floating: target has reached 45°ATA and the wingman must turn to maintain 
radar SA;

2. Split: at visual limits, request permission to leave formation to prosecute the 
attack. The Flight lead should follow this with a “press” or “negative” call;

3. Crossing: Crossing Lead’s 6 o’clock to maintain radar SA/STT.

Bottom line:

Split to kill or split to live. Otherwise, stay together!

P-825/08, 19-16

KILL / LEAD CHANGES
If the target of a member of the Section kills its intended target, it is important to 
move to the following step, which is usually supporting the other aircraft if it is still 
engaged (in this example, the Lead kills its target, the wingman is still engaged).
Following the Kill call, the wingman replies with the BRAA of his target:

Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre 1, Kill, Group north, 15000►
Spectre 1-2 [Fwd]  Spectre 2, Engaged BRAA 295/15, 10000►

The Lead aircraft can reply with “Press”:

Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre 1, Press►

This exchange communicates to the Lead that the wingman cannot support him and 
kill his target. “Press” allows the wingman to continue whilst the Lead tries to support 
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him.
The Lead can take back its role at any time by calling:

Spectre 1-1 [Fwd]  Spectre 1 has the lead►

11.3 CONTINUATION: FOX 3/1/2   
TIMELINE  
This example follows the procedure described in the P-825/02 and the P-825/08. 
It consists of:

1. FOX-3 employment;

2. turn to Lead Collision, FOX-1 employment;

3. stern conversion and FOX-2 employment.

This example starts where the Chapter 11.2 left, post FOX-3 employment and Crank. The 
goal now is assessing the situation and manoeuvring to place the Target Aspect within an 
interval compatible with the employment of the AIM-7 Sparrow (FOX-1).
Post FOX-1, the situation is assessed again, and the Section prepares for a stern conversion 
turn using a Displacement Turn, followed by a Counterturn. When the geometry is 
appropriate, an AIM-9 Sidewinder (FOX-2) is fired to the target.

Although hardly applicable in its integrity, this timeline is a great exercise that touches the 
majority of the concepts described in the basic intercept geometry: Target Aspect and 
Lateral Separation management, missile employment, transition from BVR to WVR and so 
on.
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RESUMING THE TIMELINE

11.3.1 GEOMETRY: ASSESSMENT
Cranking is a “Cut-away” manoeuvre, and hence it generates lateral separation even if 
the slant range is decreasing by increasing the Target Aspect. However, if left unchecked,
the Target Aspect can drastically increase, creating less than optimal conditions for the 
following FOX-1 employment (see Chapter 10.9.1).

Since the plan is converging again towards the target to fire another missile, the Target 
Aspect should not increase past 45° – 50°, otherwise the manoeuvre to recover the TA 
may drag the contact out of the radar volume.
Whatever the case, the fist Cut should be aggressive, to immediately correct the 
geometry: reducing the Cut later is simpler than trying to predict the correct turn from 
the Crank.
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11.3.2 SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 
ASSESSMENT
On top of controlling the intercept and act by commanding the appropriate 
manoeuvres, the RIO must also ensure that his level of Situational Awareness is high. In 
particular, the target may jink or the fighter maybe under potential threat. If that’s the 
case, the Section may have to answer in an appropriate fashion.

If the conditions to press are not present, the Section can Abort. The suggested abort 
criteria were discussed in Chapter 10.6.1  (summarized in Table 1).

The single most important criterium is being “Spiked” or “Naked”: if the fighters are 
spiked, then the threat probably have sensors awareness and may be engaging the 
Section (if it has not already with an ARH missile).

Notching
Crank is the first step of the mechanism that serves both the purpose of maintaining 
SA, guiding the missile and preventively defend from hostile actions.
“Notching” is a manoeuvre that aims to place the threat on the beam and also 
involves an altitude loss: beaming places the fighter in the MLC filter and the altitude 
loss prevents the threat to disable the filter and introduces ground clutter.

Abort
Abort is the maximum G manoeuvre, with full afterburner, to stay outside the WEZ  
the threat. The goal is creating maximum separation.
Crank, Notching and Abort are somewhat connected as they can happen one after the
other.
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11.3.3 GEOMETRY: CONTROLLING THE TARGET
ASPECT
The AIM-7 Sparrow does not share the powerful rocket motor of the AIM-54, so its 
employment requires shorter ranges and a more accurate control of the intercept and 
the angles.

Tip!
If the fighter is cranking and ATA is 45R at pitbull, an immediate correction is 
placing the target at 45L, hence correcting for the same amount in the opposite 
direction (90° in total – if ATA = 50L, then the quick correction would be 50R).
This manoeuvre is probably insufficient, but stops the increasing TA whilst giving
time to the RIO to work the correct CB and sanitize the area.

A SIZEABLE RANGE PROBLEM
When the AIM-54 reaches the A-Pole, it is activated by the WCS. The distance at which 
the missile is activated is defined by the Target Size switch located in the DDD:

• Small: 6 nm;

• Norm: 10 nm;

• Large: 13 nm.

If the switch is set to small, the RIO has less time to work the geometry to reduce the TA 
before the missile is activated by the WCS and vice versa for Large.

Example
A simple test shows that an AIM-54A Mk47 launched on timeline at M1.0 at 20,000ft, 
followed by a crank is activated by the WCS at ~23nm from the target. Setting the Target 
to Small or Large change the A-Pole by ±2 nm circa.
Such range is usually sufficient to Cut into aggressively to decrease the TA to < 20°.

Saving the Day
If the RIO is late for whatever reason, he can:

1. Cut more aggressively, commanding Buster;

2. Skip the FOX-1 employment and prepare for a DT / CT for a FOX-2 employment, 
either from the FQ or the RQ post CT.
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Figure 396: Timeline - Crank to FOX-1.
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11.3.4 FOX-1 EMPLOYMENT [10 – 12 NM]
When the Target Aspect is satisfying, the RIO commands a turn to Lead Collision (see 
Chapter 10.8.3) and employs. 

The AIM-7 Sparrow can be launched in different modes, using a CW antenna via PSTT or 
using PD STT mode, as described in Chapter 7.3.

Before locking, the Section should re-sanitize the area using Search mode. The operation
also allow the RIO to quickly lock from the DDD, an operation much more reliable than 
switching from TWS to STT directly.

STT ASE CIRCLE
Both Single-Target-Tracking modes display the ASE circle when a lock is established 
(Figure 390). The visual indications allow to employ the AIM-7 Sparrow in the optimal 
way by allowing the pilot to manoeuvre to place the indicator in the middle of the ASE 
circle.

Alternatively, the RIO can approximate the Lead Collision by calculating the value of the 
Lead ATA.

A recap of the FOX-1 employment and the minimum Displacement Turn used in the next
phase is available in Table 4.
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11.3.5 DISPLACEMENT TURN [8 – 10 NM]
Post FOX-1 employment, it is time to assess the geometry again. To properly set up a 
FOX-2 shot from the RQ, in fact, the fighter needs to increment the Lateral Separation 
removed during the FOX-1 setup. This is done by executing a Displacement Turn 
between 6nm and 8nm depending on the Target Aspect.

Note: the displacement turn aims to create 20,000ft of LS or 40,000ft of LS 
depending on the source used. Since this Timeline is explained in the P-825/02 and 
the P-825/08, the value of 20,000ft of LS is the goal to achieve.

The Displacement Turn was extensively discussed in Chapter 10.7.3. It consists, 
fundamentally, in a Cut whose side depends on the amount of Lateral Separation 
available at that moment. Table 2 and Table 3 recap the manoeuvre that the Radar 
Intercept Office must command in order to create enough room for the following 
Counterturn.
Failing to create enough room may hinder the RQ FOX-2 employment, but can also 
start a merge with the fighter in a non-advantageous position.

Figure 397: Timeline - FOX-1 to DT/CT to FOX-2.
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11.3.6 COUNTERTURN AND FOX-2 
EMPLOYMENT
The Counterturn (CT) consists in a hook-like manoeuvre to place the fighter behind 
the target, using the space created by the Displacement Turn.
The flow of the manoeuvre depends heavily on the Target aspect, but it should 
terminate nevertheless within ½ nm and 1½ nm from the bandit.
Note: the Counterturn was discussed more in-depth in Chapter 10.4.2 

FORWARD-QUARTER FOX-2 EMPLOYMENT
The AIM-9 Sidewinder, depending on the version, can be launched from the Forward-
Quarter. This technique is more dangerous than a conversion, as it exposes the fighter
much more to the target. However, it is a valid option to keep in mind if DT and CT fail 
to position the aircraft to a more advantageous position.
Suggested parameters for proper employment:

• check the TA and the LAR (max TA is usually ~80);
• target locked in STT, AIM-9 selected, dot in the ASE circle;
• target range between 1.5 nm and 5nm.

Another occasion where the FQ FOX-2 can prove useful is versus a non-cooperative 
target which tries to place the fighters in pure pursuit or nose-on. 

REAR-QUARTER FOX-2 EMPLOYMENT
Launching the AIM-9 Sidewinder from the rear of the target increases its performance
(or enables the missile usage, depending on the version).
Suggested parameters for proper employment:

• target locked in STT, AIM-9 selected, dot inside the ASE circle (pitch and azimuth 
±8°);

• target range between ½ nm and 1½n m;
• closure between 0 and 100 kts, no opening;
• hard turn or less;
• drift stabilized (slight inward drift is acceptable).

COMMS PRIORITY
The precedent priority structure is maintained at the merge: #1, #3, #2, #4, AIC.
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11.3.7 F-3/2/1: COMPLETE FLOW
Figure 398 recaps and shows the complete flow (not to scale). Note that some options, such
as the FQ FOX-2 employment, have been omitted to avoid cluttering the template.

Compared to the Simplified Timeline study discussed in Chapter 9.7, it is extremely diverse. 
Besides the fact that it is a different procedure altogether, the impact of the Geometry is 
evident. The fighter does not simply point and assess and press, but have a much, much 
better understanding of what the targeted Group is doing. On top of that, the fighters have 
now a more clear and profound understanding of how different manoeuvres impact the 
intercept: for example, Cut Into or Away to manipulate the Target Aspect, or Collision 
Course to capture it.

Plate 15 shows a modern Air Intercept Timeline (2020). Note how, as the years pass and the
procedure change, they become more and more different from what was discussed in 
Chapter 10.7, and based on 2002 documentation.
On the other hand, the differences between a ‘70s F-4 syllabus and the same public 2002 
documentation are very limited.

COMMS PRIORITY
Post merge, the comm priority changes, becoming closer to the Pre-Commit step. The AIC 
has the highest priority, followed by the leaders, and then the wingmen: AIC, #1, #3, #2, #4.
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Figure 398: Timeline - FOX 3/1/2 complete flow.
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Plate 15: Air-to-Air Timeline (2020). Source CNATRA.

11.4 DCS TIMELINES: SUGGESTIONS   
FROM REAL CREWS  
Notes: this Chapter is the redacted and reformatted output of a brilliant discussion I had
with fighter crews. Some of the considerations match the conclusion I arrived to and 
used to put together the Simplified Timeline in 2019 (Chapter 9.6). 
Having no background in anything related to military aviation. Therefore, my modus 
operandi was rather simple:

- understand the kinetic properties of the AIM-54;
- calculate the MAR, at that time vs AIM-120;
- calculate DOR to fit a second shot.

The approach for DCS suggested by the crews instead takes a much deeper, yet perfectly
understandable, approach. It splits the Timeline into a defensive and an offensive series 
of considerations, then merges them and adds with tactical observations.
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11.4.1 TIMELINE ORGANISATION
A Timeline composed by two parts:

1. offensive section;

2. defensive section.

Each part may draw different considerations. The results are used to determine the 
Timeline.

DEFENSIVE CONSIDERATIONS

PHASE EXAMPLE

Assess threat capabilities: determine 
the range at which the hostiles can 
be a threat based on the weapons at 
its disposal.

Adversary: Su-27 “Flanker”, shooting a R27ER.

The First Launch Opportunity (FLO) is
assessed. It represents the start of 
the adversaries’ WEZ.

R27ER: 60” battery life.
Rule of thumb: 1nm every 2”, ~30nm. ±2nm 
FLO.

Hostile’s F-Pole for is approximated 
as half of the range and both aircraft 
crank.

F-Pole: 30nm / 2 = ~15 nm
Note that the R27ER can’t handle a crank at 
those ranges, but this assessment serves to 
stay out of its kinematics even with different 
geometry.

Minimum Out Range (MOR)97 is the 
adversary’s F-Pole ± 2nm. The goal of
the MOR is defeating the FLO.
If the fighter goes Out at MOR, it still 
has room for recommit.

MOR = 15nm + a couple of miles.
Thus 15nm / 18nm depending on how close 
we want to get.

Minimum Abort Range (MAR) 
determination. 
MAR keeps the fighter out of the 
threat’s stern WEZ. 

The example is applicable also at different 
distances: a 17nm shot won’t F-Pole at 15nm, 
but at about 8-9 nm. MAR prevents the crew 
to get this close.
In this case, it can be set to 10-13 nm. This 
value depends on factors such as the 
manoeuvrability of the fighter (how tight it 
can turn), the altitude, and so on.

97 Note that this definitions change between platforms and services (e.g. US Navy vs USAAF vs 
others).
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OFFENSIVE  CONSIDERATIONS

PHASE EXAMPLE

The offensive part relies on the 
specific tactic: launch and leave or 
launch and decide.

The missile range is mostly decided by the 
battery life rather than kinematics98.
For example, an AIM-120 can get to 50nm, but
kinematically, it may go farther.

F-Pole is determined using the same 
rules of thumbs.

Assuming a crank, F-Pole = ~25 nm.

A-Pole is the activation range of the 
missile’s seeker. It is approximated as
the F-Pole plus the missile seeker 
activation range (MSAR99).

Considering a 35nm shot, F-Pole = ~18 nm.
AIM-120 MSAR = 8 nm → A-Pole = 25 nm.

“Out” considerations. The 
determined A-Pole suggests when 
the fighter can leave.
As a rule of thumb, the A-Pole starts 
to collapse a bit as the range 
decreases.

A-Pole at 25nm gives plenty of room for a 
recommit. The next shot would be taken at 
22nm (assuming great recommit mechanics).
Due to the collapse of the A-Pole, the second 
activation should be at close to 15-18nm.

11.4.2 OBSERVATIONS
Putting everything together, the timeline sees “detect and shoot” at 50nm, and missile 
times out at ~25nm. Even if the hostile shoots back at 30nm, there are still 8-10nm before 
any reaction is necessary besides crank.

This values also have to take into consideration the capability of the aircraft in use. With an 
F-16, shooting at 50nm is rather hard due to the characteristics of the radar. Therefore, 
shooting at, for example, 35nm is more feasible, but also more dangerous.
A 35nm shot sees a F-Pole at 18nm, which is close to when defending at MOR is considered.

If Minimum Out Range is missed, this is not a FLO launch, and it can be bypassed to MAR, if 
the MAR numbers allow.

The Desired Out Range (DOR) is really a number that is decided, assuming everything is 
done right, to allows recommitting with whatever criteria desired.
For example, if the initial shot is at 50nm, DOR may be set to 30nm. Since the missile should
be active by then, and it completely negates the bandit's shot (see examples above). This 
DOR value allows for two recommits, if done right.

98 Presently, AIM-120 battery life is 100”, AIM-54 is 200”.
99 Note that this is not an “official” acronym. It is used here for simplicity’s sake.
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The tactics should be defined depending on the goal, and then work the shots from there 
based on the missile’s kinematic characteristics.
For example, a first AIM-54 Phoenix shot can be 60nm because it allows more room before 
getting into the defensive. The kinematics are not really worse100, and most of the time it is 
defeated by, assuming no things such as notching, chaff or track extrapolation issues, the 
target turning cold. Depending on tasking and mission, this can be a first win as a cold 
bandit is a non-factor until it turns around again, on top of wasting fuel and energy, losing 
awareness, and so on.

COMMS AND LEADING THE FLIGHT/ELEMENT
Issue: understanding the level of knowledge of the members of the flight. The Flight leader 
(#1) should be the person with higher level, the second should be the Element leader (#3).

The Intent is briefed only to the Element leader (#3), he makes sure that his Element follows
the intent, going over the next steps and the parameters discussed. The less experienced 
Pilot (#4) won't necessarily understand all, but he should remember:

• the MAR numbers;

• the MOR numbers;

• and the Shoot numbers.

Besides that, his task is to shoot the indicated target, and stay with his Element lead. It is 
the Element leader that updates geometry, and the wingman follows.

Other points to remark are, for example:

• how to take a good shot;

• make sure and how to crank;

• when you go out, and the out mechanics;

• when you recommit, and the recommit mechanics.

In other words, what he has to do with his fighter jet, to make tactics work. With time, 
practice and effort, this ensures that the less knoledgeable members become proficient.

EXAMPLE
Adjusting on the fly is primarily a Flight lead or Element lead discussion. If necessary, they 
will tell the wingman directly what to do in plain English. They should not shy from literally 
instructing a less experienced pilot about their radar, how they are going to fly the next 
recommit and so on:

"ok dude, set your radar up, slew it to the left, get your cursor out at 25 miles, 
make sure the elevation reads 10-30"

100 The AIM-54 overhaul released in 09/2022 actually favours long-range shots.
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" in a minute we are going to turn hard left, I want you to roll out at headin XXX, 
and the first thing you see lock and shoot"

If the wingman is experienced and capable of following, the instructions would be as simple
as:

"Hot Left, Target Group X"

11.4.3 TACTICS: SKATE AND BANZAI
The initial question is: "what make you decided between L&L and L&D?". Or, from a 
different perspective, "why are you here?".

For example, if the task is defending something for a specific amount of time, the default 
tactic is probably Launch and Leave, maximising the grind leafs and how much the fighters 
can "back pedal", until they can't back pedal any more, and then fully swap to maximum 
aggression and banzai, to clean up whatever is left before the can destroy the defended 
target. Or die trying.

Thus, the fundamental question becomes "what is more valuable"? The defended target or 
the fighter?
If the fighter is more valuable, then the aggression is increased to a level that maximises the
risk. Id est, if the fighter is more important, then no banzai. Maybe only a short skate, or 
maybe only a banzai if the situation can be turned and numerical advantage is achieved.
If the target is more valuable, then the aggression can be smartly increased from less risky 
to more risky tactics. Eventually, in the short hairs, the fighters will banzai whatever is out 
there. “1v8? No problem! Let's go and fight until the gun is dry”.

These considerations tie to the timeline: if the fighters are doing defensive tactics, the 
concern is about how many leafs are remaining, and trying to clean up things without 
having to banzai if unnecessary. Thus, fighters may have to pick lower PK shots to buy time 
because a target that turns is a target that is not getting closer, equals more time.
The trick is recognising when a picture allows swapping to more aggressive actions without 
buying too much risk.

EXAMPLE: 4V4
Scenario: 3 out of 4 targets turned cold. The 4th is continuing hot. #3 and #4 can banzai the 
hot contact, whilst #1 and #2 pitch hot and get ready to shoot the cold contacts if they turn 
around.

For more offensive tactics, the risk can be reduced by taking more aggressive tactics early 
(i.e. banzai from the initial commit), and assess how that changes the situation if you are 
not necessarily defending.
In the timeline presented above, the fighters would still shoot at the max range assessed to 
be effective, the reason is, they can assess the effects of the shot before having to defend. 
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In other words, if the missile launched at 50nm timeouts at 25nm, the fighters are not even 
threatened by an R27ER at that point. The hostile might have a missile in the air, but the 
fighters still have 8nm before having to consider defending.
Thus, the first set of missiles times out, perhaps killing 2 out of 4 threats. If that's the case, 
the fighters can banzai to the merge, but before doing that, second round of missiles go in, 
so that as they cross the 10nm, the hostiles are either defending the second set of missiles, 
since in a single commit we got two shots in, or they are running very cold.

The situation now should be that either someone got very lucky and dodged 2-3 missiles, or
the hostiles are either running away or have been hit.

The corollary is, that set a range, for example 25 nm, the fighters should assess at such 
distance that, if not bandits are dead, than that is an opportunity to immediately swap to a 
short skate, take the second set of missiles off, then go Out at first active indications or NLT 
MAR. At that point, let the dust settle, and figure out the plan from there, whether it is 
getting a follow on, or moving into more high-risk stuff like pitching elements back inside a 
stern WEZ, or trying to get separation and somebody unobserved.

If the fighters, in this banzai example, were to hold their shots waiting for a higher PK, they 
would lose the ability to get two rounds of shots in, before having to decide.
With an AIM-54 Phoenix, if the first shot is bumped up to 60-70 nm, the fighters may get 
two AIM-54s out and still have a 15nm AIM-7 Sparrow (or another Phoenix).

Another aspect, which is a DCSism, is to never expect a PK > 50%. Sometimes you do worse, 
sometimes you do better, but at the best of times this is the most you can expect.
If you build that PK assumption into your gameplan, it allows you to consider what happens 
when shots miss. Because they will.
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12. AVIONICS IV: AIR TO
GROUND

Although born as a Fleet Defender / Air Superiority Fighter, the F-14 shined as 
an Air-to-Ground platform. 

Although the F-14D is the best version for the role, the F-14A and F-14B are 
exceptional options for both strike and CAS.

This chapter introduces some of the features of the F-14 in this scenario.

When we were testing the very first jets [..] as part of the test 
program I dropped the first bomb that ever came off a Tomcat. 
Actually “came off” is not quite accurate. We hadn’t done the 
separation testing that is normal today. I punched off the bomb and
it just hung under the jet like a puppy.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE,
BABY..! (P. 18).

12.1 ATTACK MODES      
Most of the controls related to ground attack and ordnance delivery are held in 
the Armament Panel. This part of the Radar Intercept Officer cockpit is located 
near the left knee of the NFO. 

The top-right knob selects the Attack Mode. There are five options available but 
the most commonly used are Computer Target and Computer Pilot. The other 
options are the backup Manual mode, the not yet implemented D/L Bomb 
mode and the Computer Pilot mode.

Computer Target and Computer Pilot are similar to the more commonly known 
CCRP and CCIP. How do you remember which one is what?

CCRP → Computer TARGET → R=Release;

CCIP → Computer PILOT → I=Impact.

I get it, it’s not a fancy way to remember it but it’s easy and it works.

Both modes provide a reference for ordnance delivery to the pilot and, as the 
acronyms suggest, the former shows a cue that guides the pilot to the point 
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where he will release the ordnance (the AWG-9 is used to calculate distances so turn it on); 
the latter shows where the bomb should impact the ground. Details of these two methods 
can be found in the manual.

COMPUTER INITIAL POINT
This mode is not used as commonly as Pilot and Target modes.

The IP Mode procedure is quite simple: the RIO inputs an IP waypoint then the WCS is fed 
with distance, bearing and Δ Elevation relative to the target. When the pilot has visual of 
the IP location he moves the Target Designator over the IP itself (therefore it is important 
that the IP is something easily recognizable) and the WCS recalculates the release point 
according to the provided data.
This delivery method is quite imprecise per sé, and depends very much on the accuracy of 
the offset data provided when delivery dumb ordnance. It is, however, an excellent means 
to drop guided bombs. In fact, it also fulfils 5 out of the 9 lines of the 9-line CAS Brief:

1. IP/BP;

2. Distance;

3. Bearing;

4. Target Elevation;

5. Target Description;

6. Target Location;

7. Mark type;

8. Friendlies location;

9. Egress;

9-Line CAS Procedures are discussed in Chapter 14.

Setting up Computer IP
These are the steps to set up an IP Mode attack:

• Select IP and insert its latlongs coordinates;

• CAP to Special then IP to TGT;

• Press BRG and input bearing;

• Press RNG and input range in nm;

• Press ATL and input the elevation difference of the TGT relative to the IP;

• ATTACK MODE knob, select Computer IP.

The rest is in the hands of the pilot (i.e. moving the target designator over the position of 
the IP and set up the attack run).
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Figure 399: Initial Point attack
mode.

12.1.1 WEAPON SETTINGS

FUZES
Fuze settings define how a bomb triggers. Every bomb in DCS is assumed to have both 
mechanical and electrical fuze so both must be set. The Mechanical fuze must be set 
correctly depending on the ordnance and allows for some interesting tricks. The options 
available are Nose and Nose/Tail (Tail is available on certain DCS modules but not on the F-
14).
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As shown in Figure 400, since the retarded bombs can behave as the conventional non-
retarded ones, mounting them instead of the plain Mk-82 is a better option in order to 
increase flexibility.

The Electrical Fuze is usually set as Instantaneous (INST) for general usage but other options
are supported. For instance, the following is the delivery of a standard Mk-82 with two 
different fuze options set: on the left the INST fuze, on the right two subsequent shots of 
the DLY2 fuze. In the first case the bomb explodes as soon as it hits the ground, in the 
second the bomb hits the ground but it detonates a split second later. 

Delayed Fuzes are not commonly used in DCS but can be useful when the target must be 
penetrated before the detonation, such as in case of bunkers101. The INST fuze instead 
would detonate the bomb on the top of the bunker with minimal or reduced effects on the 
target.

DRAG
You must have noticed that Mk-81, Mk-82 and Mk-83 have both L and H versions in the 
Weapons Wheel in the top-left corner of the Weapons panel. These settings tell the WCS if 
the version of the bomb loaded is either Low-drag or High-drag. For instance, Mk-82AIR and
Mk-82 SnakeEye are High-drag whereas the “plain” Mk-82 is a Low-drag.

If you intend to use Mk-82 SE as non-retarded bombs, remember to change the setting from
“Mk-82 H” to “Mk-82 L” otherwise the impact or release point will be incorrectly calculated.

RIPPLE: DISTANCE AND INTERVAL
The principle used to calculate the Ripple distance depending on the interval it’s fairly 
simple Math since free-falling bombs follow a ballistic trajectory. To calculate the spacing in 
feet, in real life this formula is used:

101 Penetration improved with patch 2.7.6.12852OB.
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Interval [ms]=
Desired Spacing [ ft ]

Spacing Factor
∗100

The Spacing Factor is a constant contained in a number of tables calculated depending on 
parameters such as ordnance type, speed, flight path angle, release altitude, and so on. 

Chapter 24 includes two tables showing pre-calculated Ripple Interval values for the Mk-82 
Low Drag (LD), and the Mk-82 High Drag (HD – such as the Mk-82 AIR).

STEP/RIPPLE, SINGLE / PAIRS
These two settings originate four possible combinations and the effects are very well 
explained in the manual:

SINGLE PAIRS

STEP Releases one store with each 
depression of the bomb release 
button on the pilot stick.

As with STP and SGL but each 
depression of the bomb release 
button on the pilot stick releases 
a pair of stores. Only works for 
paired stations, 1 with 8, 3 with 6 
and 4 with 5. 

RIPPLE Used with all attack modes, each 
depression of the bomb release 
button on the pilot stick releases 
set amount of stores set by the 
QTY (quantity) wheels with the 
interval set by the INTERVAL 
wheels (in milliseconds). 

As RPL and SGL but each release 
pulse releases a pair of stores, 
QTY still sets total amount of 
stores to be released. 

Chapter 17.4 contains a series of examples of bombing using different techniques (such as 
dive-toss or pop-up), showcasing the three compute modes mentioned in this Chapter: 
Computer Pilot, Target and IP.

12.2 TELEVISION CAMERA SET (TCS)   
IN AIR-TO-GROUND  
Available only in the F-14B and the F-14A, the Television Camera Set is a surprisingly 
capable tool in the hands of a competent and ingenious crew.

Its primary function is the visual identification of the target or a specific landmark, 
measures required to enable Computer Target and Computer IP, due to the imprecision of 
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the INS.
Both modes are managed by the Pilot. He has the task of horizontally aligning the aircraft 
along the cue displayed on the HUD, and correct the elevation of the marker by means of 
two dedicated controls. Once the target or the landmark are visually acquired, the pilot 
locks the position and the avionics does the rest. This operation is not strictly necessary: in 
fact, the pilot can manoeuvre the whole aircraft and superimpose the cue to the target and 
lock.

Whilst the pilot controls the TCS and lock for a CPTR TGT release, the RIO can monitor what 
the pilot sees on the TID, and obtain the distance to the target via the DDD.
The radar tracks the position on the ground, and the DDD displays the position. Since Pulse 
mode is used, the b-scope shows azimuth vs range.

Figure 402: TCS locked to the ground by the pilot in Computer Target mode.

Note: more information about the Pilot's operations are available in the manual102, 
whereas practical examples are discussed in Chapter 17.4.

102 Heatblur’s F-14 Manual  : Weapons and Weapons Employment Overview → Air-to-Ground 
Weapons → Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery.
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12.2.1 TOTALLY IMPROPER USE OF THE TCS
The TCS can be used in some definitely improper ways. An ingenious Radar Intercept Officer,
in fact, can take control of the TCS and use it to scan for targets or point the pilot towards it.
The TCS in fact, despite its limitations, can be used to lock a position on the ground, causing 
the appearance of the marker already briefly introduced in Chapter 6.6, which is a very 
handy tool to show the pilot where the target is. Compared to the pilot use of the Television
Camera Set, the more important difference is the ability of moving the camera across both 
axis, rather than only on the vertical plane.

Moreover, the Radar Intercept Officer can immediately obtain the distance from the locked 
target or any position in the field of view of the camera. The range is only approximated, 
but it can give a good idea of how far the Tomcat is from a specific location. Note that this 
procedure works even when the pilot is actioning the Television Camera Set.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
In this simple scenario, the target is a group of BMPs in a town on the coast. The pilot may 
have issues spotting them, as to benefit from the detail and the zoom level of the TCS, he 
would have to manoeuvre the aircraft all over the place. However, the RIO, although 
constricted by the limited field of view of the device, can find the targets and lock them.

Figure 403: TCS locking ground targets.

This is what the pilot sees from the front seat: 
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Figure 404: TCS locking ground targets - Pilot's perspective.

Now all he has to do, is switching to Air to Ground, manoeuvre the aircraft, adjust the 
elevation of the CPTR TGT marker and proceed.

12.3 EFFECTS OF WIND AND DRIFTED   
OR UNRELIABLE INS  
Since the avionics of the F-14 is not precise enough to bomb using a waypoint, it already 
relies heavily on the visual acquisition of either the target, or a visual landmark or specific 
point. This means that an INS drifted is not a problem per se; however, other issues 
affecting the navigational system may indeed cause issues or prevent the attack entirely.
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Note: the scenario used is the same discussed later in Chapter 17.4.
The delivery mode considered is Computer Target (CPTR TGT).

12.3.1 EFFECTS OF THE WIND
The AWG-15 is capable of compensative for the effects of the wind, no matter which one is 
the strongest component (crosswind or headwind/tailwind).
During normal operations, the CPTR TGT mode shows a vertical line (Bomb Fall Line) located
in the centre of the HUD. In case of wind, a lateral offset is introduced, but the line is still 
perpendicular to the ground.

Figure 405 shows the standard location of the bomb fall line, and Figure 406 show the same
scenario but with a ~20 kts crosswind applied.

Figure 405: CPTR TGT - No wind. Figure 406: CPTR TGT - 20 kts crosswind.

This topic is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 14.3.

12.3.2 EFFECTS OF DRIFTED OR “CORRUPTED” 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

DRIFTED INS
As mentioned, a drifted INS is not a problem since the target is visually acquired. Figure 407 
shows the default scenario. WP1 is quite close to the target area.
Figure 408 shows how I move the F-14 westwards a dozen miles, but the acquisition of the 
target via CPTR TGT and the bombing procedures were not affected.
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Figure 407: CPTR TGT - No drift. Figure 408: CPTR TGT - Drift induced.

CORRUPTED INS
A different scenario occurs when the INS is "corrupted", where for corrupted I mean that 
the avionics is incapable of providing the correct attitude of the Tomcat, or other vital 
information.

A positional drift can be easily fixed, but if components such as the AHRS fail or a mistake by
the RIO cause them to provide incorrect data, then the delivery of the ordnance can 
become impossible.

Figure 409 shows an example where I purposely changed some F-14 parameters in the CAP 
whilst flying. This operation resulted in a computed magnetic variation (vC) of over 30° and 
the bomb fall line you see in the image.

Figure 409: CPTR TGT - "Corrupted" INS.

Unfortunately, the F-14 Tomcat has no "Ctrl+Z" function, and although most operations and 
errors can be fixed, correcting them may require some time. That's why good practices such
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as pressing the "Clear" button on the CAP before typing anything in the keyboard, or using 
"Half-Action" on the HCU, can prevent most human errors.

12.4 THE LANTIRN POD      
Delivering dumb bombs is not a precise hobby, albeit the advent of computer-assisted cues 
and solutions eased the job of the crews. However, only the advent of guided bombs 
complete the jump from "quantity" to "quality".

Considering the following passages:

On April 3, 1965, U.S. Air Force and Navy pilots began a campaign to drop the 
Thanh Hoa rail and highway bridge near Hanoi. [..] On that day, forty-six F–
105s based in Thailand attacked the bridgewith Bullpups and 750-pound 
bombs. Those Bullpups that guided successfully “bounced off” the bridge, and 
the standard bombs fared no better.Over the next three years, another 869 
missions were flown against the bridge, with similar results, at the cost of 
eleven aircraft.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (PP.
122-123).

On the morning of May 13, 1972, a strike force of Wolfpack F–4Ds, led by Capt. 
D. L. Smith, attacked the Thanh Hoa rail and highway bridge with nine laser-
guided Fat Alberts, fifteen 2,000-pound LGBs, and forty-eight unguided MK–82 
general purpose 500-pound bombs. In one clean, precise strike they did what 
hundreds of previous attacks had been unable to do—drop the Thanh 
Hoabridge. [..]
In a short time, the term “surgical strike” bubbled up in Pentagon and media 
accounts of the war as LGBs dropped thirteen more bridges in less than a 
month. 

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
126).

The laser-guided bomb control capability is granted to F-14 Tomcat by the LANTIRN pod.

The AN/AAQ-25 LANTIRN Targeting System (LTS) costs 3 million US dollars each, factor that 
reduced its spread (only 75 were bought for fleet use)103.

LANTIRN is an acronym that stands for Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for 
Night. The employment of the LANTIRN is surprisingly simple, in-cockpit it appears as an 
additional joystick placed on the left of the RIO.

103 Source: Osprey – US Navy F-14 Tomcat Units of Operation Iraqi Freedom. Page 10.
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The system [LANTIRN] performed even better than our F-15E benchmark, due 
to superior displays and controls in our version.

PARSONS, DAVE; HALL, GEORGE; LAWSON, BOB. GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT: BYE-BYE, BABY..! (P.
199).

12.4.1 SELF-LASING
The LANTIRN allows the F-14 to self-guide its GBUs onto the target.

The easiest way to use the LANTIRN is by means of slewing the pod on reference WP 
created near the target area (or the keyhole itself), then adjusting it onto the target (usually 
by talk-on by the JTAC or FAC(A)). Since the latlong precision of the F-14 is less than the 
LANTIRN’s, a finer adjustment is almost always required.

Once the target has been acquired and confirmed, the Pilot has to follow the pod’s delivery 
guidance. The RIO can switch from CPTR PLT or CPTR TGT to MANUAL, so the Pilot doesn’t 
have unnecessary and potentially confusing guidance cues on his HUD.

12.4.2 BUDDY-LASING AND LANTIRN
There are a number of reasons to rely on an external source of guidance for the GBUs whilst
carrying the LANTIRN pod. For instance:

• Release altitude: the LANTIRN cannot be operated over a certain altitude (not 
modelled in DCS) and threats in the AO may force the F-14 to fly above that altitude;

• Quality of the image: the low definition makes identifying a target a challenge 
sometimes. If collateral damage and/or positive ID is a requirement, then guidance 
from the ground or asset with better sensors can solve the problem;

• Weather: a thick cloud cover may prevent the self-lasing. A JTAC from the ground can 
mark the target for the F-14;

Delivering a laser-guided bomb with the LANTIRN is very similar to the self-lasing scenario. 
It is although even easier because illuminating the target is not even necessary and the 
LANTIRN is only used for the steering guidance it provides.

Since the LANTIRN can’t detect and lock onto another asset’s laser, the easiest way to use 
the LANTIRN is by creating a WP over the target coordinates. This, however, introduces a 
series of possible unwanted events and increases the chances of mistakes: wrong latlong 
coordinates can be passed or typed into the CAP, the presence of the mark cannot be 
confirmed and this is an intrinsically unsafe situation.

An alternative is delivering by means of CPTR PLT, TGT or IP, via talk-on.
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12.4.3 LANTIRN SET UP
The LANTIRN has never been completely integrated with the F-14 avionics. The video feed is
displayed on the TID (replacing the TCS) and most of the controls are mounted on a left-
handed stick, placed on the left of the RIO.

Prior to its employment, it must be warmed-up by means of the Power Switch knob placed 
in the top-left corner of the LANTIRN Control Panel. The procedure takes a few minutes so 
make sure to take this into account. When the LANTIRN has completed this phase, the 
Mode switch signals “STBY“. By pressing it, after a few seconds, the LANTIRN switches to 
“OPER“. Only at this stage the pod is finally ready for employment.

To toggle between TCS/FLIR and the LANTIRN feed on the TID id done by pressing the Video 
button on the bottom-right of the panel. Finally, in order to guide your ordnance, the Laser 
must be armed. The procedure is really simple, just make sure you are taking into account 
the time required to complete the warm-up.

The LANTIRN can save only point into its memory.

Besides the “standard” abilities (zoom, Black/White hot, slewing to a WP, declutter and so 
on), the LANTIRN has three interesting features: in primis it can save only one point into its 
memory. This means you can save

12.4.4 ORDNANCE PREPARATION
As we have seen when discussing the employment of the Iron Bombs, certain preparations 
are required on the Armament Panel, beside having the LANTIRN ready to go. Since most of 
the settings are in common with non-guided ordnance I won’t go too much into the details 
here but, just to recap:

• select the ordnance on the WPN TYPE drum;

• set the appropriate fuzing (both mechanical and electrical must be set);
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• select the stations.

CHECK THE LASER CODE!
In order to guide a bomb, the laser code of the ordnance and the marker must match. The 
code used by the F-14’s LANTIRN and the code used by most of the spotters can be changed
any time but the F-14 must be “weight-on-wheels” in order to change the code of the 
bombs. Make sure to check it and change it to have it matching the briefing before 
departing.

12.4.5 VIDEO DISCUSSION
An old introductory video to the LANTIRN, taken from a live discussion, is available here.

Figure 411: Live Stream -   I  ntroduction to the LANTIRN pod  .
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13. WEAPONS II: AIR TO 
GROUND ORDNANCE

Despite being primarily designed as an air superioty fighter and an 
interceptor the F-14 was from the very start cleared and tested to 
carry all of the modern American general purpose bombs (GP) of 
the Mk-80 series. In addition it was also cleared to carry the Mk-20 
Rockeye cluster bomb and the 5” Zuni folding-fin aircraft rocket 
(FFAR).

As the F-14’s combat role changed to include the precision ground 
attack mission it was also cleared to carry several of the guided 
bomb unit (GBU) versions of the Mk-80 series bombs, more 
specifically, some of the laser guided versions.

DCS F-14 MANUAL  

Outdated when compared to other Air-to-Ground or multirole platforms 
available in DCS, such as the A-10C Warthog or the F/A-18C Hornet, the F-14 is 
still a formidable ground-pounding platform. The combination of speed, 
endurance and payload allows it to reach its target sooner and stay on station 
longer than other aircraft.

The penalising factors of the F-14 are:

• lack of modern INS/GPS: as discussed in Chapter 12, it forces the crew to 
visually confirm its target before releasing; whereas modern aircraft can 
use their flightplan as reference;

• LANTIRN pod: advanced when introduced, it is outdated compared to the
modern LIGHTENING II and others.

No matter those issues, the F-14 (especially the D), shined in the Air to Ground 
role.

The Air-to-Ground ordnance available to the Tomcat in DCS spans from general 
purpose bombs to rockets and guided bombs, cluster bombs, on top of tactical 
decoys and flares for illumination.
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13.1 GENERAL CLASSIFICATION AND   
EXAMPLES  
Through the history of aviation, all sorts of ordnance have been used. From the literally 
“hand-dropped” bombs, to machineguns, cannons, guided missiles and more.

The following is a short list with a few examples of common weapons available in an Air-to-
Ground mission.

Note: calibre, amount of explosive, fuzes, penetration, particular features and other 
parameters can change the usage of a weapon (think at the GAU-8, for example).

TYPE USAGE EXAMPLES WEAPON & AIRCRAFT

Guns • Suppression;
• Unarmoured targets. 

• 20mm M61 Vulcan (1959): F-14 
Tomcat, F-4 Phantom II.

• 27mm Mauser BK-27 (1977): Panavia 
Tornado, Eurofighter Typhoon.

• 30mm DEFA (1954): Dassault Mystére,
Mirage F1, Mirage 2000.

Unguided
Rockets

• Suppression;
• Unarmoured or lightly 

armoured targets;

• 70mm (2.75”) Hydra 70: AH-64 
Apache, AV-8B Harrier II, A-129 
Mangusta.

• 127mm (5”) ZUNI FFAR (1957): A-4 
Skyhawk, F-4 Phantom II, F-14 
Tomcat.

• S-8 80mm (1984): Ka-50 Hokum, Su-
25 Frogfoot, Mi-8 Hip.

• S-13 130mm (1983): Ka-50 Hokum, 
MiG-23 Flogger, Mi-24 Hind.

Guided 
Rockets

• Unarmoured or lightly 
armoured targets;

• APKWS104 (2012): AH-1Z Viper,  AV-8B 
Harrier II.

• S-25L: Su-25 Frogfoot.

Guided 
missiles

• Anti-infantry, tanks, 
reinforced structures, 
buildings;

• SEAD and DEAD;

“Standard” missiles
• AGM-65 Maverick (1972): F-4 

Phantom II, A-10C Warthog, A-6 
Intruder, AJ37 Viggen.

104 Advanced Precision Kill Weapon System: conversion of the Hydra 70 rockets enabling the laser-
guided employment of the rockets. More information – Wikipedia.
A similar design concepts exists for the ZUNI rockets as well.
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• Anti-ship. • 9K121 Vikr (): Ka-50 Hokum, Su-25 
Frogfoot.

• Kh-25: Su-22 Fitter, Su-25 Frogfoot.
Anti-radiation missiles

• AGM-45 Shrike (): F-4 Phantom II
• AGM-88 HARM (): F/A-18 Hornet
• AIM-122 Sidearm (): AV-8B Harrier II
• Kh-25MPU: Su-24 Fencer, Su-25 

Frogfoot.
Anti-ship missiles

• AGM-84 Harpoon (1977): F/A-18 
Hornet, A-6 Intruder.

• AGM-123 Skipper (1985): A-6 
Intruder, A-7 Corsair II.

• Exocet (1974): Super Étendard.
• Kh-22 (1962): Tu-22 Blinder.
• RB -04: AJ37 Viggen.

Cruise missiles
• CM-802AKG: JF-17 Thunder;

Dumb 
Bombs

• Anti-infantry, tanks, 
reinforced structures, 
buildings;

• Area denial;
• Suppression;
• SEAD and DEAD.

General Purpose
• Mk-81/82/83/84: very common.
• FAB-250/500: very common.

Cluster Bombs
• Mk-20 Rockeye:  very common.
• CBU-97: very common.

Anti-Runway Bombs
• Durandal: Panavia Tornado, 

Aermacchi Mb-339.
Mine dispensing

• CBU-78/B: A-6 Intruder, A-7 Corsair II, 
F-4 Phantom II, F-15E Strike Eagle.

Guided 
Bombs

• Anti-infantry, tanks, 
reinforced structures, 
buildings;

• Anti-ship;
• SEAD and DEAD.

TV Guided
• AGM-62 Walleye: A-6 Intruder.

Laser Guided
• GBU-12/16/10: A-6 Intruder, F-4 

Phantom II, F-14 Tomcat.
GPS Guided

• GBU-31 JDAM: F/A-18 Hornet, F-16 
Viper.

Other • Illumination; Illumination Flares
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• Air defences decoy;
• Several not listed.

• SUU-25: F-14 Tomcat.
Laser Guided

• ADM-141 TALD: F-14 Tomcat, A-6 
Intruder.

Figure 412: Paveway II - RAF Museum London (26/06/2022).

13.2 ORDNANCE WEIGHT AND NOTES      
F-14 Tomcat – Important!
The ordnance weights listed in the table below are taken from the mission editor. 
The weight changes depending on where a weapon is mounted and its weapon rail. 
For example, a Mk-83 mounted on a BRU-32 on pylons 3/4/5/6 weights 1111 lbs. 
The same bomb mounted on a MAK-79 in pylons 4/5 weights 1008 lbs.
Similarly, one ZUNI rocket weights 1378 lbs, two weight much less than the double 
of one, sitting at 2348 lbs.
Therefore, the values reported in the Table 5 are purely indicative.

On top of that, the Drag Index (not reported here) changes depending on the 
station. For example, an AIM-7 mounted on pylons 1B/8B has a DI of 11. When 
mounted in pylons 3/4/5/6, the DI is only 2.

ORDNAN WEIGHT FUZE NOTES
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CE

Mk-81 464 lbs

Nose 

These General purpose bombs are the 
simplest ordnance we can drop. The fuze 
should be set to Nose. Rule of thumb: the 
higher the number, the heavier the bomb 
itself. 

Mk-82 657 lbs

Mk-83 1111 lbs

Mk-84 2097 lbs

Mk-82AIR,
MK-82SE

657 lbs

Nose/Tail 

This variants of the Mk-82 feature a 
retarding device on the bomb’s tail. In 
order to make the device (fins or balloon) 
working correctly the fuze must be set to 
N/T.

Nose 
Retarded bombs can also be dropped as 
conventional freefall by setting the fuze to
Nose only.

Mk-20
Rockeye

615 lbs Nose

The Mk-20 is a cluster bomb that contains
247 anti-tank submunitions. The fuze 
height is set on the ground only (the 
FMU-140 fuze should be introduced later 
on if the necessary code is 
implemented105).

Zuni 1378 lbs Nose
Standard 5″ FFAR rockets, they can be 
fired in single, pairs, salvo depending on 
the settings in the Delivery Mode panel.

GBU-12 732 lbs

Nose

Part of the Paveway II family, it is a laser-
guided bomb based on the Mk-82.

GBU-16 1369 lbs Part of the Paveway II family, it is a laser-
guided bomb based on the Mk-83.

GBU-10 2198 lbs Part of the Paveway II family, it is a laser-
guided bomb based on the Mk-84.

GBU-24 2441 lbs Paveway III upgrade, it is a laser-guided 
bomb based on the Mk-84.

Table 5: Air to Ground ordnance details.

The GBU require a means of guiding the bomb onto its target, in order to exercise their 
advantage in terms or precision. The F-14 can “self-laze” the bombs by means of the 
LANTIRN pod. However, the LANTIRN is not always necessary: if a JTAC on the ground or a 
FAC(A) can designate and mark the targets, then the F-14 can execute a standard delivery 

105 Source – F-14 DCS Manual.
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on the position indicated by the Controller (usually via talk-on), and the Controller can later 
lase post release.

A maximum of four guided bombs can be carried by the F-14 in the pancake, no matter 
their weight or size. Moreover, not every station is capable of carrying any type of GBU. 
Conventional bombs instead can take advantage of multiple rails and pylons, such as the 
MAK 79.

13.2.1 FUZES
The fuses are selectable from the Armament Panel. Besides the safe, the mechanical fuze 
can be set as Nose or Nose and Tail.

The electrical fuse has more options, but most of them are either not implemented or have 
dubious effects in DCS.

Figure 413: Mechanical and Electrical fuze selection from the armament panel.

The only electric fuse available should be the FMU-139.

The FMU-139 (series) electronic bomb fuze (fig. 1-8) is an electronic impact or  
impact-delay fuze. It is used in Mk 80 series general-purpose bombs, including 
laser-guided bombs. The arming times are in-flight selectable, and the  
functioning delay must be set during weapon assembly. There are three arming
times (2.6, 5.5, and 10.0 seconds) and four functioning delay settings (10, 25,  
and 60 milliseconds, and instantaneous).

EXTRACT FROM GLOBALSECURITY.ORG  
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Plate 16: FMU-140/B dispenser proximity fuze (source: globalsecurity.org).

Plate 17: FMU-140/B dispenser proximity fuze (source: globalsecurity.org).

Presently, the FMU-140 fuze is not implemented.

The FMU-140/B (Plate 17) has an optional arm and fire (timer) mode. It is used 
with the Rockeye II and Gator weapons. The FMU-140/B is a self-powered 
Doppler radar device acting as a radar altimeter. Arming times and functioning 
altitudes are variable and are preflight selectable on the fuze faceplate, located
on the side of the fuze. In the proximity mode, if the preselected altitude is 
reached before the fuze has had time to arm, or the dispenser is released below
the pre-selected altitude, the fuze will have the potential to function anytime 
after arming. If the fuze has not functioned by the time it reaches an altitude of
300 ±25 feet, it will function at that time.

EXTRACT FROM GLOBALSECURITY.ORG  
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As mentioned in Paragraph 12.1.1, only a few settings have actual effect in DCS. Even the 
effect of the delayed detonation is arguable. Eventually, the vast majority of the bombs are 
released with the electric fuze set to Instantaneous.

The mechanical has greater impact, as it can turn, for example, high-drag bombs into low-
drag bombs depending on how it is set. It can, in fact, prevent the opening of the retarding 
mechanism, being it a small parachute, or another device. This options provides greater 
flexibility to the crew.

13.2.2 THE MK-20 ROCKEYE

Figure 414: A pair of Mk-20 Rockeys in DCS.

“Pickle!” yelled Rivers into the intercom to key my attention to our altitude. I 
depressed the pickle button on the control stick and felt the hesitating 
lopsidedness as the single 500-pound rockeye was released. I yanked back on 
the stick, broke our rate of descent 800 feet above the water, and snapped the 
Intruder into a left 6½-G turn while pumping out three sets of flares, two at a 
time. I unloaded the G and dumped the nose to keep our airspeed up, 
accelerating away from the Polnokny but turning our hot engine burner 
canisters straight at any heat-seeking SAMs that might be trying to target us. I 
pumped out another set of flares and made a 4-G jink to the right. Back into 
the right-hand turn, Rivers and I both craned our necks to look for missiles and 
mark our hit. It seemed to take forever for the canister to open and dispense its 
hundreds of tiny bomblets, but finally we saw the pattern of the small 
explosions—the majority had gone long, harmlessly into the water, with 
perhaps a dozen of the tank-busting bomblets impacting the deck amidships.

ANGLES OF ATTACK, AN A-6 INTRUDER PILOT'S WAR (P. 271).

The Mk20 Rockeye is a conventional free-fall cluster bomb carrying 247 Mk 118 Mod 1 
bomblets. It is a very effective weapon versus armoured targets, personnel and even ships. 
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Each bomblet weights 600 grams, and has a 180 grams high explosives shaped-charged 
warhead, capable of penetrating about 190 mm or 7.5” of amour. 

ROCKEYES & DCS
There are two versions of the Mk-20 in DCS, but their function is identical106. Although it is 
capable of dealing with armoured targets, the HP-like system currently used by ground 
vehicles means that the Mk-20 loses part of its performance, as it can't score mobility kills 
or disable vital parts of the vehicle.
Since the bomblets scatter on the targeted area, they can be rippled using a low interval to 
cover a greater distance, a-la carpet bombing. However, by doing so, they may not destroy 
an armoured target entirely. In these cases, releasing Mk-20s in pairs can somewhat offset 
the problem.

Figure 415: Mk 118 bomblets spread by a Mk-20 Rockeye.

In DCS, only 21 Mk 118 bomblets are spawned as the canister opens (Figure 415). This can 
be a means of reducing the resources needed to calculate the trajectory of each of them 
(dropping a CBU in a crowded server in 2012 used to crash the server…).

This brief study assumes that there is a correlation between the visual representation and 
the effects on the ground. Following a few dozen tests, there seems to be. Thus, the 
objective is understanding if and how the trajectory of the bomblets can be understood and
manipulated if necessary, to obtain the desired effect on the target.

106 Source: near_blind – Thanks mate!
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Figure 416: Mk-20 - Trajectory of the bomblets.

In particular, it seems that the bomblets' trajectory follows the "mother's" for the most 
part, as shown in Figure 416.

EFFECTS OF RELEASE ALTITUDE AND ATTACK 
PARAMETERS
The altitude, dive angle and speed of the attacking aircraft affect the trajectory of the bomb 
and how the bomblets scatter once they are released.
The following are a few examples of releases, to give you an idea.

Notes:

• ΔT1 is the time difference between the release of the bombs and the time at which 
the canister opens;

• ΔT2 is the time difference between the opening of the canisters and the impact of 
the bomblets;

• Values are collected from TacView and slightly approximated;

• Altitudes are AGL. Test #8 and #12 are level toss and dive toss deliveries (elevation 
~100ft). In the other cases, the elevation of the targeted area is ~1100ft.

# RELS
MODE

RELS
ALT

RELS
SPEED

RELS
DIVE

ANGLE

MK-20
PITCH

AT
OPEN.

CANIS-
TER

OPENING
ALT

ΔT1 ΔT2

1 PLT / Dive 1650 ft 530 kts -22° -24° 1120 ft 2” 3”

2 PLT / Dive 1900 ft 480 kts -8° -15° 1250 ft 3” 4”

3 PLT / Dive 2150 ft 440 kts -38° -44° 905 ft 2” 2”

4 PLT / Dive 2900 ft 490 kts -30° -36° 930 ft 4” 2”

5 PLT / Dive 3200 ft 420 kts -23° -40° 1022 ft 6” 2”
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# RELS
MODE

RELS
ALT

RELS
SPEED

RELS
DIVE

ANGLE

MK-20
PITCH

AT
OPEN.

CANIS-
TER

OPENING
ALT

ΔT1 ΔT2

6 PLT / Dive 3300 ft 440 kts -8° -31° 1080 ft 8” 3”

7 PLT / Dive 3350 ft 670 kts -8° -22° 1090 ft 8” 4”

8 TGT / LT 3450 ft 440 kts +21° -38° 1024 ft 22” 3”

9 PLT / Dive 3500 ft 515 kts -15° -25° 1060 ft 4” 4”

10 PLT / Dive 4000 ft 430 kts -38° -45° 835 ft 7” 2"

11 PLT / Dive 4400 ft 520 kts -16° -32° 970 ft 9” 3”

12 TGT / DT 5150 ft 470 kts +18° -40° 940 ft 25” 2”

13 TGT / Gl 7400 ft 535 kts -16° -44° 805 ft 15” 2”

14 PLT / Dive 7500 ft 390 kts -28° -53° 740 ft 14” 1”

15 PLT / Dive 7600 ft 390 kts -38° -60° 662 ft 12” 1”

16 PLT / Dive 8000 ft 520 kts -10° -45° 833 ft 18” 2”

17 PLT / Dive 8300 ft 360 kts -35° -62° 700 ft 14” 1”

18 PLT / Dive 10000ft 540 kts -32° -54° 690 ft 15” 1”

19 PLT / Dive 10500 ft 530 kts -35° -51° 690 ft 14” 1”

20 PLT / Dive 11400 ft 520 kts -16° -47° 776 ft 22” 1”

21 PLT / Dive 12100 ft 515 kts -15° -51° 610 ft 22” 1”

22 PLT / Dive 13000 ft 570 kts -23° -53° 590 ft 21” 1”

23 PLT / Dive 14000 ft 480 kts -30° -60° 540 ft 20” 1”

24 TGT / Gl 14500 ft 470 kts -13° -57° 560 ft 25” 1”

25 PLT / Dive 15500 ft 540 kts -6° -53° 520 ft 30” 1”

26 PLT / Dive 16200 ft 430 kts -33° -66° 540 ft 23” 1”

Table 6: Mk-20 – Effects of flight parameters onto the bomb.

Unfortunately, it is very hard to measure the area covered by the bomblets. However, it 
seems that higher altitude and steeper dive angles tend to “splash” the bomblets over a 
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wider area, probably due to the greater horizontal component of the bomb’s velocity 
vector.
Take this aspect into consideration when planning the attack.

This also means that the attacking aircraft can “force” the trajectory of the Rockeye (or any 
bomb, really) by, for example, performing a high-speed, almost levelled, low-altitude pass 
and thus providing a considerable amount of forward momentum to the bomb. 
Figure 417 shows one example; only one Mk-20 was employed. However, the high-speed 
pass barely scratched the paint of the three BMPs placed as targets (one of the BMPs lost a 
few decimetres of HP…).

I then performed a CPTR TGT drop, aiming slightly beyond the targets (Figure 418), starting 
from 10,000ft and releasing at ~7500ft AGL. It ended up too long, but it is actually useful in 
this case, as it makes comparing the two results much simpler.

Figure 417: Mk-20 - High-speed, shallow dive release.

Figure 418: Mk-20 - CPTR TGT release from 7500ft AGL.
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Figure 419: Mk-20 - Composition of the two previous results.

Figure 419 is a collage of the two previous images. The difference it terms of area covered 
by the bomblets is remarkable.

This result opens a series of interesting planning considerations: for example, if employed 
against armoured targets, concentrated bomblets may be preferable. If the goal is hitting a 
small moving ship or unarmoured vehicles or infantry, then a wider effect is preferable. On 
the other hand, to improve the effect over a greater area, more Mk-20 can be released at 
the same time, or with a pre-defined ripple interval.

OBSERVATIONS
The only way to have a more meaningful answer (hopefully), is working the maths.
I noticed that there seems to be a linear trend between the angle at which the Mk-20 is 
flying when it opens to release the bomblets, and the altitude at which this happens. This 
relation is, however, affected by the release speed.

Plotting the collected values into a chart gives the result shown in Figure 420. The value 
located above each data point is the Release speed.
If this observation is correct, then the crew can have a general idea of what the result of the
bombing will bring, given defined pre-planned parameters.
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Figure 420: Opening altitude vs Pitch angle.

Another way to look at the results is from the point of view of the delivery parameters, 
rather than the bomb itself. The chart in Figure 421 tries to help in this regard. A higher 
resolution version of the chart is available in Appendix II.

The release speed seems to influence the bomb pitch angle more at lower altitudes, then its
important diminishes at higher altitude.

Figure 421: Mk-20 - Distribution of bomb pitch angle vs release altitude and attacker's pitch.

Data points #6 and #7 are of particular interest. The release parameters are very similar, but
the speed is drastically different, and the impact on the angle is noticeable.
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The impression is that, assuming constant release speed, the top-left part of the distribution
is where the pitch angle is less steep. Moving towards higher altitude and steeper dive 
angles increase the Mk-20's pitch, but for different reasons:

• high altitude allows the bomb to disperse its forward momentum, thus falling like a 
brick thrown horizontally from the window;

• high steep angle transmit a noticeable downwards momentum to the bomb, thus 
reducing the horizontal momentum. Imagine the same brick thrown from the 
window, but this time downwards.

What the release speed seem to be doing, is shifting the chart left and right: releasing faster
increase the area where the pitch is less steep; vice versa, flying slower decreases it.

Figure 422 is an intuitive representation of the concept, not based on actual data, as many 
more datapoints would be required. 

Figure 422: Observations about release speed and angle vs bomb pitch angle.

FUZE SETTINGS
I tested the Electrical fuze options available in DCS, using the same delivery parameters 
each time, and monitoring for any difference in terms of pitch, opening altitude, or timings.

# RELS
MODE

RELS
ALT

RELS
SPEED

RELS
DIVE

ANGLE

MK-20
PITCH

AT
OPEN.

CANIS-
TER

OPENING
ALT

ΔT1 ΔT2

1 INST (1) 5210 ft 425 kts +1° -39° 900 ft 17” 2”

2 INST (2) 5200 ft 420 kts +1° -40° 910 ft 17” 2”

3 INST (3) 5220 ft 420 kts 0° -40° 970 ft 17” 2”
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# RELS
MODE

RELS
ALT

RELS
SPEED

RELS
DIVE

ANGLE

MK-20
PITCH

AT
OPEN.

CANIS-
TER

OPENING
ALT

ΔT1 ΔT2

4 VT (1) 5200 ft 420 kts +1° -38° 900 ft 17” 2”

5 VT (2) 5220 ft 420 kts +1° -38° 950 ft 17” 2”

6 VT (3) 5200 ft 420 kts +1° -40° 970 ft 17” 2”

7 DLY 1 (1) 5230 ft 420 kts +1° -35° 980 ft 17” 2”

8 DLY 1 (2) 5230 ft 420 kts +1° -38° 971 ft 16” 2”

9 DLY 1 (3) 5240 ft 420 kts +1° -39° 980 ft 17” 2”

10 DLY 2 (1) 5230 ft 420 kts +1° -38° 970 ft 17” 2”

11 DLY 2 (2) 5240 ft 420 kts +1° -38° 960 ft 17” 2”

12 DLY 2 (3) 5230 ft 420 kts 0° -39° 965 ft 17” 2”

There is no blatant difference between the different electric fuze settings in DCS at the time 
of writing.

The mechanical fuze should be set to "N" (Nose) to correctly operate the bomb107. However,
setting “N/T” (Nose -  Tail) seem to be work under most conditions.

Using the same data collection scheme used for the electric fuze, I tested three deliveries 
using the N/T mechanical fuze:

# RELS
MODE

RELS
ALT

RELS
SPEED

RELS
DIVE

ANGLE

MK-20
PITCH

AT
OPEN.

CANIS-
TER

OPENING
ALT

ΔT1 ΔT2

1 N/T 5220 ft 420 kts +1° -40° 950 ft 17” 2”

2 N/T 5260 ft 425 kts 0° -39° 945 ft 17” 2”

3 N/T 5230 ft 420 kts +1° -42° 970 ft 17” 2”

Again, there is no immediately apparent difference between the "Nose" and "Nose/Tail" 
settings of the mechanical fuze.

CONCLUSIONS
The biggest take-away of this brief overlook of the Mk-20 Rockeye cluster bomb is the 
understanding of how the delivery parameters can affect how the bomblets spread. In fact, 
condensing the bomblets into a smaller area can improve the odds of hitting the same 

107 Source – DCS F-14 Manual.
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target multiple times, thus increasing the probability of killing a tough target. If the desired 
effect is the destruction of soft-skinned targets over a wider area, the delivery should be 
planned to maximise this aspect, favouring less steep pitch angles.

13.3 GUIDED BOMBS: FROM BULLPUP   
TO PAVEWAY  
LGBs, or Laser Guided Bombs are a very common sight in DCS, partially due to the average 
time-settings of the missions, partially because they are easy to use and provide top results 
with, honestly, quite limited effort. Dumb bombs instead require skill and precision in every 
phase of the mission: planning, flight, bomb release, to obviate their inherent imprecision.

The evolution of the ordnance, from unguided to guided is very interesting and the book 
"U.S. Air Force. Sierra Hotel: Flying Air Force Fighters In The Decade After Vietnam" quickly 
covers it, starting from the "Fritz X", the German bomb that sank the Italian battleship Roma
in 1943. Fast-forward twenty years, the first guided air-to-ground missile was the AGM-12 
"Bullpup": a rocket-powered, radio-controlled bomb, weighting over one ton.
Besides the obvious drawbacks of fielding such a cumbersome weapon, the guidance 
technique was not really different from one used by the "Fritz X": the Bullpup was 
commanded by the pilot, who's job was watching the bright flare attached to the tail and 
steer it onto the target. This task, however, took all the attention and focus of the pilot, on 
top of prevent evasive manoeuvres.

Another weapon developed was the AGM-62 "Walleye": a glide bomb using a different 
guidance, taking advantage of the introduction of a new technology: the optical tracker (it 
may ring a bell to the DCS users of the AGM-65). The bomb was able to track the image 
contrast captured by a small camera on the nose of the bomb, effectively guiding it to the 
target. 

However, the quality of the image was nowhere near as good as a LITENING II or other 
more modern pods, causing a series of misses, falling victim to clutter, shadows, vegetation, 
and others.

A perfect target might be a black building in a snowfield.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
122).

Moreover, both the Bullpup and the Walleye suffered from a lack of explosive punch, being 
both developed for attacking ships, and therefore with limited utility against ground targets.
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13.3.1 ENTERING THE LASER
The genesis of the Laser Guided Bombs is quite amusing: long story short, to avoid 
bureaucracy, the Army played it "cheap", setting a cap of $100k to develop a solution. An 
engineer at Texas Instrument came up in 1965 with a "$99k idea": bolt a guidance kit to the 
nose of a standard bomb and bolt stabilizing fins to the tail. The kit was composed by three 
main sections: a laser seeker, a guidance computer and four small, movable canards.

The  idea was having the seeker spotting a guiding laser beam, then having the guidance 
computer action the canards in order to follow the laser and correct the trajectory of the 
bomb. The fins guided the bomb onto its target by fully deflecting, rather than 
proportionally. This method is called “bang  -bang” control  .

And there it is, the Pave Way.

Pave is an acronym for precision avionics vectoring equipment. The initial laser-
guided bomb program was nicknamed Pave Way, which finally became 
Paveway and is used to describe the entire family of laser-guided bombs. Other 
laser systems, such as the designator family, were nicknamed Pave Spike, Pave 
Tack, and Pave Nail.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
123).

The first Paveways had a number of issues, especially when delivered at low altitude.

Statistically, the results were not impressive. The first two bombs missed their 
targets by wide margins. It is unclear why the first one missed, but the second 
attempt missed because the pilot did not drop it where the illuminator aircraft 
was aiming the laser. Such a breakdown in communications between the 
bomber and the illuminator, who had to circle the target in a left-hand turn to 
keep the spot on the target, were common. Nevertheless, the crews improved 
their procedures, and bombs started shacking the targets some of the time. Of 
the first thirty-five bombs dropped, the average miss distance was beyond that 
needed to destroy a truck, but in this case, the statistics about the accuracy of 
the bombs was misleading. More than making up for the mediocre statistical 
average was the fact that half of the bombs were direct hits. This was 
astounding to pilots accustomed to the difficulty of dropping manual dive 
bombs in the pressure cooker of combat, where a dive error of only two or 
three degrees meant a clean miss of the target.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
124).

The improvements to the system involved the designator as well. Initially, self-lasing was 
not possible, and the designating aircraft (i.e. F-4 Phantom II) had to maintain a constant 
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left-hand manoeuvre at a steady altitude. Besides the precision required, it meant that the 
aircraft was de facto an easy prey to MiGs and air defences.

The introduction of the Pave Knife introduced a welcomed innovation: the designator was 
now mounted on a gimballed turret in the nose of the pod, along a small television camera 
feeding images to the RIO/WSO. The beloved backseater could now action the turret 
through the hemisphere beneath the aircraft, finally allowing the aircraft to self-lase its 
bombs.

Plate 18: Pave Knife pod - Source Wikipedia   (US Army-  
Dana Bell).

As the term "surgical strike" gain popularity, more improvements were being introduced: a 
guidance kit for the Mk-84 and later the Pave Spike. This pod, much smaller and compact, 
provided additional capabilities to the aircraft and was developed with the conditions of a 
European battlefield in mind. The weather, with ceiling at 3,000ft; on top of the 
introduction of SA-3 and SA-6, forced the aircraft to fly low and fast.

Plate 19: F-4D with Pave Spike pod - Source Wikipedia (US Air Force).
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The Pave Spike provided new features and flexibility to the crew, along a new operating 
mode that should sound familiar to every DCS F-14 Tomcat crew:

The third mode, weapons release computer system acquire, was at once the 
most useful and the most difficult to use because of its complexity. During their 
mission planning, the crew measured the distance between a point that was 
easy to find and their intended target. As they approached the target, the crew 
could fly over the preplanned point, whereupon the WSO pushed a button that 
commanded the pod to look directly at the target over the premeasured 
distance.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
130).

One of the issues of the original Paveway I kit, was the set of immovable fins tasked to 
provide stability in flight, but that were so large that the F-4 Phantom II wing pylons could 
only carry one. The second generation of the Paveway had rear fins that folded together, so 
that two 500-pound laser guided bomb could now be carried. The guidance was improved 
as well, and laser code were introduced.

13.3.2 PAVEWAY II VS PAVEWAY III
In DCS, the Paveway III also makes an appearance. The primary difference between the 
Paveway II family (GBU-12, GBU-16, GBU-10) and the Paveway III (GBU-24) is the guidance: 
the aforementioned bang-bang guidance is much less efficient than a proportional one, 
giving the Paveway III a greater range and flight efficiency.
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Plate 20: A GBU-24 Paveway III impacting the ground. Source -
Wikipedia.

13.4 OF LASING, DELIVERY, TIMING      
Whilst working on this Chapter I tested a self-lased dive toss delivery, which is discussed in 
Paragraph 17.4.7. Looking at the trajectory of the bomb, it was evident it was affected by its
guidance after its seeker spot the laser. As discussed before, the bang-bang guidance of a 
Paveway II is rather rudimentary, really requiring a better look. In fact, the bomb tends to 
lose a considerable amount of energy during the final phase, potentially making it falling 
short in certain situation.
This led to the question: how is this situation handled in real life?
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Doctrinal documents dictate to JTACs, or recommend, that the laser should be activated 
during the final seconds of the delivery, about 10" TTI (Time To Impact), sometimes even 
less.
Such a short period, has advantages:

• the JTACs is exposed for a shorter period of time;

• the marking device is identifiable for a shorter period;

• the laser itself reduces risks of overheating.

However, the ability of providing a TTI is fundamental to this.

To find an answers, I bothered a few active or former JTACs and instructors, a couple of 
fighter pilots and crews. They have taken three positions:

• lase TTI 10";

• lase all the way past delivery;

• "it depends".

Note:
After a conversation with サックス(Saxo)#4325 on RIFLE's Discord, he pointed out 
that a fairly accurate TTI (±3") can be obtained by using the LANTIRN pod.
However, the delivery should occur in an unaccelerated flight, maintaining 1G.

13.4.1 EXAMPLE IN DCS
The following is an example of toss, using the TCS, of a GBU-16 on a target lased by a 
Reaper (Figure 423):

• Release distance: 3.16nm;

• Release altitude: 2700 ft;

• Release speed: 546 KTAS;

• Apex: 3622 ft.
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Figure 423: Lasing & Toss test: TacView.

Interestingly, the chart in figure 424 shows that the speed of the bomb decrease during the 
climb. When the laser was captured, some "disturbances" were introduced, caused by the 
rapid swing of the bomb. Eventually, as the bomb adjusted its course, the speed increased.

Figure 424: Lasing & Toss test: Chart.

These conclusions reassure and satisfy the question of whether the lasing could affect 
negatively the energy status of a tossed bomb.
However, different profiles may be affected in different ways, and the guidance of LGB and 
other ordnance may change in the future.
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14. OPERATIONS VI: AIR
TO GROUND OVERVIEW

This and the next two Chapters introduce a few basic concepts related to the 
Air-to-Ground employment of the F-14A/B Tomcat in DCS, some of them later 
expanded in  Operations VII: Close Air Support and Operations VIII: Kill Boxes.

This write-up is very superficial, just a drop in the ocean of the topic: an in-
depth discussion will span onto hundreds of pages, and although the discussion 
will be expanded with future releases of this book, at the moment the goal is 
providing a very brief glance at concepts and procedures (I would spent more 
time on the topic if Air-to-Ground was the primary task of the F-14, or if we had 
an F-14D).

The sources used and recommended for a more complete view and 
understanding of the procedures are the following: 

1. JP 3-09;

2. JFIRE;

3. ATP-3.3.2.1;

4. MCH 11-F16;

5. Multi-service Brevity Codes (for the lexicon).

Additionally, the CNATRA P-828 is a short and easily applicable, and takes 
concepts from both the JP and the JFIRE. It is a good summary of the basic 
concepts, although it does not go as much into the details as the others.

Note also that the point of view from which the topics are presented is dual: 
CAS Procedures (Chapter 15.4) are discussed from the point of view of the 
Controller, so that the F-14 crew can better appreciate the finesses and the 
details of the control.

Other means of weapons delivery and attack patters, applicable in other 
contexts, such as Dive, Toss, Loft attack patters and the Pop-Up Attack 
procedures are discussed from the point of view of the fighter crew in Chapter
17.
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14.1 F-14 CAPABILITIES IN DCS      
The “Bombcat” and the most famous stories of how successful the F-14 Tomcat was as an 
air-to-ground platform link the aircraft to the most recent history, from the late 90s in 
Europe, to its sorties in Afghanistan close to its retirement. However, the F-14 was able to 
employ air to ground ordnance much earlier.

In DCS, the F-14A “Late” and the F-14B share the same capabilities:

1. “Dumb” ordnance;

2. Laser guided munitions;

3. LANTIRN pod.

The Iranian F-14A and the F-14A “Early” should not have access to the LANTIRN, and may 
have further restrictions (we’ll find out when the modules are released), thus sharing only 
point #1 and #2 with their younger brothers.

Nevertheless, the F-14 is an impressive Air-to-Ground platform, especially when played in a 
time setting coherent with the age of the aircraft: when compared to LITENING II or other 
modern pods in fact, the LANTIRN appears outdated.

Even as a “dumb bomb truck”, the F-14 surpasses most of the other modules: no one else 
can carry so much ordnance at the same speed and is able to stay on station for the same 
amount of time.

The F-14 is capable of carry an impressive air-to-ground payload, and maintain a good self-
defence capability. For example, if the LANTIRN is not carried, the stations 3, 4, 5 and 6 can 
be dedicated to bombs (such as, up to 12 Mk82 or 2x GBU-16 and 2x GBU-24), whilst 
carrying 2x AIM-7 or 2xAIM-54 and the almost ubiquitous LAU-138 mounted AIM-9s.

14.1.1 UNEXPECTED REAL LIFE
To balance the LANTIRN, usually an AIM-7 Sparrow is carried on the opposite station (1B). 
However, the F-14 is fully capable of carrying an AIM-54 Phoenix rather than the Sparrow 
there. In DCS, crazy heavy setups can be flown, at the end of the day it is a sandbox, each 
one plays as he prefers.

In real life things are a different. A couple of great examples are described by Dave “Bio” 
Baranek108, in his recent book “Tomcat RIO109”, where he mentioned and displayed pictures 
of operative configurations:

With the variety of missions we could perform, VF-211 configured our F-14s in 
three ways for OSW110:

108 Former F-14 RIO. Bio’s bio   here  .
109 Highly recommend and widely available – E.g. Amazon UK.
110 Acronym for Operation Southern Watch. More info: Wikipedia – Operation Southern Watch.
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•   Fighter-bomber: These F-14s could be used for either counter-air or SFAM111.
The typical weapons load was two cluster bombs, one AIM-54, AIM-7, and 
AIM-9; and a full load of bullets in the gun. We carried a LANTIRN pod on most 
flights. The weapons load was occasionally changed, such as later-guided 
bombs (LGB) instead of cluster bombs.
•   Super-bomber: Similar to the preceding, but with four weapons rails on the 
belly, which allowed us to carry four bombs. We rarely loaded four bombs 
because that would reduce the fuel we could bring back and land with, but if a 
strike seemed likely we would set up several super-bombers.
•   TARPS: Configured for reconnaissance using the large TARPS pod, these jets 
also carried a jamming pod and AIM-7s and AIM-9s for self-defence. We could 
download the TARPS pods and use them for counter-air missions, but TARPS 
aircraft were not LANTIRN-capable, so we didn’t use them for interdiction.

DAVE “BIO” BARANEK – “TOMCAT RIO”. PAGE 130

A picture from the same book shows an F-14 from the VF-211 armed with (hastily recreated
in DCS in Figure 425 ):

1A 1B 2 3 4 5 6 7 8B 8A

AIM-
9M

AIM-
54C

FT Mk-20 - AIM-
7M

Mk-20 FT LANTIR
N

-

Figure 425: F-14 during OSW in DCS. Inspired by Baranek's "Tomcat RIO".

Fun fact: the distribution of the weight is heavily asymmetrical:

• Pylon 1: 754 lbs (17%)

• Belly: 1737 lbs (39%)

• Pylon 8: 1,171 lbs (27%).

111 SFAM: Strike Familiarization missions.
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It’d be interesting to know why such choice: the AIM-9 does not impair the field of view of 
the LANTIRN, and having the missile on station 8B would distribute the weight of the 
aircraft much better, simplifying the Pilot’s job.

A more common configuration instead was the “quad-bomber”, 4x GBU-12, often carried in 
Operation Enduring Freedom112.

14.1.2 TOMCAT: FAC(A)
Acronym for Forward Air Controller (Airborne), it means that a controller supervising and 
coordinating the air-to-ground operations is not feet on the ground but is flying in an 
aircraft. The F-14 often operated in this role, thanks to LANTIRN pod, the clarity of the huge 
PTID113, its endurance and, of course, being a two-seater.

For example, in Operation Enduring Freedom, the F-14s buddy-lased114 targets for F/A-18 
Hornets, guiding laser-guided bombs but also AGM-65E, laser-guided Maverick (“LMAV”) 
onto their targets:

As a FAC(A), I preferred to work with the LMAV, as it was more accurate than 
an LGB. It truly was a “shoot and scoot” weapon for the F/A-18 when terminally
guided by an F-14, as the pilot simply fired the missile and left – we did all the 
targeting for the LMAV with out LTS115. The smoke plume from its rocket motor 
made the missile clearly visible to the F-14 clew. You could also move the LTS 
spot from target to target with ease even with the weapon in flight, as the 
LMAV always followed the laser energy.
You didn’t have such flexibility with an LGB, although the GBU-12 was quite 
manoeuvrable.

LT MARCUS LOPEZ (VF-41 US NAVY) – OSPREY “F-14 TOMCAT UNITS OF OPERATION ENDURING
FREEDOM”. PAGE 49

The FAC(A) Tomcats usually also carried a pair of CBU-99 Rockeye.

14.2 TYPES OF ATTACK: OVERVIEW      
Attacks and subsequent ordnance delivery be conducted in several ways, for example from 
low-altitude, or higher and bombs can be dropped in a dive or tossed.
Factors such as the weather conditions, active threats, terrain, et cetera can dictate the 

112 Operation in Afghanistan versus the Taliban, in response of the attack of 11/09/2001. More info: 
Wikipedia – Operation Enduring Freedom.

113 In DCS we only have the TID. The PTID is a 8”x8” screen placed in the RIO’s cockpit, replacing the 
TID. The combination of LTS and PTID made the F-14 a formidable precision bomber and SCAR / 
FAC(A) platform.

114 Employed their LANTIRN pod to mark (lase) targets for other aircraft.
115 LANTIRN targeting system.
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altitude from which the bombs are delivered. Dropping from 20,000ft implies a series of 
considerations, pros and cons very different from an attack from 500ft.

Table 7 provides an overview of the advantages and the disadvantages and the methods of 
ingressing and attacking depending on the briefed altitude.

MED / HIGH LOW / VERY LOW

PROS • Greater SA;
• Lower fuel consumption;
• Higher TOS;
• Easier navigation;
• Improved formation control;
• Improved mutual support;
• Increased available 

manoeuvring airspace;
• Terrain does not affect 

comms;
• Reduced exposure to AAA 

and IR SAMs;
• Selection of attack axis more 

flexible;
• Easier timing on TOT.

• Decreased chances of being 
detected at long range;

• May be used without air 
superiority;

• May be used in low weather 
and poor visibility;

• Intercept by enemy fighters 
harder;

• May improve target 
acquisition due low shorter 
slant range;

• may allow easier control by 
JTAC / FAC(A).

CONS • Aircraft can be detected at 
longer range;

• Requires local air superiority;
• May require higher weather 

ceiling and good visibility;
• May be harder for the JTAC to

acquire the aircraft;
• Visual target acquisition 

harder to altitude and slant 
ranges.

• Navigation can be 
challenging;

• Terrain avoidance becomes 
the primary task;

• Observation ability 
decreased;

• Higher fuel consumption and 
decreased TOS;

• Terrain can affect comms;
• Attack timing and geometry 

more critical;
• Aircraft exposed to small 

arms, MANPADS and AAA.

INGRESS • Easier control and comms by 
the JTAC / FAC(A).

• IP / CP / other routing fixes 
can be defined and used.

• Planned to maximise terrain 
masking and cover;

• Proper planning fundamental
as comms may be degraded 
or interrupted.

DELIVERY Level Delivery Level Delivery
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• Used for any guided or 
unguided free-fall weapon;

• Release point may be outside
visual range.

Dive Delivery
• Used for guided, unguided 

and forward-firing ordnance;
• Typical diving angle between 

15° and 60°;
• CCIP / CPT PLT provides 

impact point, flying wing-
level is not necessary.

Dive Toss
• Provide standoff similar to 

loft deliveries;
• Target designated at 

extended slant range during a
dive. Ordnance is released as 
the aircraft’s dive angle is 
decreased.

• Ordnance released when 
wings-level passing over the 
target.

Loft Delivery
• At calculated point, aircraft 

pulls up. The weapon 
continues the trajectory. Post 
apex follows ballistic path.

Pop-Up Delivery
• As the aircraft nears the 

target, it pops-up to desired 
altitude and execute level or 
dive delivery.

Dive Delivery
• Used for guided, unguided 

and forward-firing ordnance;
• Dive angle between 5° and 

45°.

Table 7: Med/High vs Low/Very Low attack.

14.3 BASIC CONCEPTS OF ORDNANCE  
DELIVERY  
This Chapter introduces the basic elements of bombing. Although directly involved in their 
entirety only during the manual employment, knowing what is going on "under the hood" 
can provide a tangible advantage to the crew, in terms of basic knowledge, understanding 
and, eventually, proficiency.
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14.3.1 THE BOMBING TRIANGLE

Figure 426: Bombing triangle (T-45).

The geometrical relation between the release altitude, the down range travel and the slant 
range, create a triangle, suitably named, the "bombing triangle" (figure 426).
The polygon is created by the horizontal downrange distance from the release point, to the 
impact point. Its perpendicular side marks the release altitude, and the trajectory followed 
by the released ordnance closes the triangle.

Figure 427: Bombing triangle – Definitions (T-45).

Without going too much into details, as this topic is bread and butter of the lad in the front 
seat, a few important references can be defined (Figure 427):
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• Armament Datum Line (ADL) is also known as Waterline. This is the fixed reference 
line through the longitudinal axis of the aircraft that parallels the flight path at 
planned release airspeed;

• A "mil" is defined as "a unit of angular measurement that subtends 1 foot at 1,000 
feet. It is 1/6400 of a circle. 1 mil = 1 foot at 1,000’. There are 17.45 mils to every 1 
degree."

• The Trajectory Drop is obtained through delivery data tables, and represents how 
much the weapon falls during its ballistic time of flight due to the effect of gravity. It 
is measured in mils.

• The Sight Angle can be found in delivery data tables and consists of the angle below 
the ADL in mils, computed as the sum of the trajectory drop, angle of attack and 
parallax of a particular dive.

14.3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE MANUAL 
DELIVERY
Manual deliveries are rare, especially in DCS, but a general understanding of the basics, and 
especially of affects a successful manual release, help the crews to improve the precision of 
the assisted bombing. In fact, almost any external factor affects the outcome of the release. 
Some of these affect assisted releases as well. 
The role of the Radar Intercept Officer is less active than the pilot in this phase, but by 
understanding these effect, he can supervise and help the work of the pilot much more 
effectively.

Yaw and side-slip
Affect the trajectory of the weapon by causing a false sight picture when the ball is not 
centred.

Figure 428: Yaw effects on manual delivery.

Bank angle
A concern especially in the manual mode of employment, it can cause a false sight picture 
due to the pendulum effect.
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Figure 429: Bank angle effects on manual delivery.

G at release
A tricky parameter to nail in manual release, it can cause a wrong sight picture by changing 
the angle of attack of ADL thus invalidating the mil setting.

Dive Angle
A steeper dive angle than planned will cause a long hit and, vice versa, a shallow dive 
causes a short hit;

Figure 430: Dive angle effects on manual delivery.

Airspeed
Deviation from the planned airspeed can cause a long hit if the airspeed it too high by 
decreasing the AoA, or a short hit, if the airspeed is too low. Moreover, the airspeed affects 
the weapon time to fall.
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Figure 431: Airspeed effects on manual delivery.

Altitude
This parameter directly affects the time of fall of the released weapon. If the release 
altitude is higher than the planned altitude, the time of fall will be higher, thus increasing 
the time during which gravity and drag can affect the ordnance trajectory. Eventually, this 
results in a short hit.

Figure 432: Altitude effects on manual delivery.

ERROR SENSITIVITIES
The three basic parameters, dive angle, airspeed, altitude, must be thoroughly followed. 
Any variation can cause the ordnance to miss.

Consider the following table to have a better idea:

DIVE
ANGLE

AIR
SPEED

RELEAS
E ALTI-
TUDE

ERROR

10° BOMBS ±1° = ±10 kts = ±70 ft = +80 ft
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10° STRAFE ±1° ±10 kts ±100 ft +30 ft

20° BOMBS ±1° ±10 kts ±100 ft +50 ft

20°
ROCKETS

±1° ±10 kts ±100 ft +20 ft

30° BOMBS ±1° ±10 kts ±100 ft +50 ft

30°
ROCKETS

±1° ±10 kts ±100 ft +20 ft

On top of the flight parameters, external factors such as the wind should be considered as 
well, and the attack manoeuvre should compensate for their effects.

The Radar Intercept Officer can help to annul or reduce the error by assisting the Pilot in 
monitoring the flight parameters. Nevertheless, most of the hard work is on the Pilot's 
shoulders.

14.3.3 Z-DIAGRAMS
Z-Diagrams are charts used to describe the attack pattern of a fighter in a specific mission. 
They can be represented following different guidelines (e.g. Navy vs Marines),  and are 
creating taking into account factors such as:

• the minimum altitude;

• weapon characteristics (fragmentation, arming time);

• enemy threat and terrain.

Z-diagrams usually report information such as the dive angle, the roll-in point or the pop-up 
point, depending on the mission, the release altitude, and so on.

The following are two examples from CNATRA documentation for the T-45 Goshawk:

Figure 433: Z-Diagram - T-45 High Angle Manual (P-1209, 3-19).
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HIGH ANGLE MANUAL
250 KIAS 8.0A

30° 2.2 NM

4.5 A

3.0 A

2.7 A

450 KTAS

NTL

1500’

PARAMETERS: 30° / 1500’ MINALT
INITIAL AIM-OFF/CHECKPOINT AIM-OFF: 3°/5°
MIL SETTING: 128
TRACKING TIME: 13”
THROTTLE SETTING: 92-94%



Figure 434: Z-Diagram - T-45 CCIP High Angle (30°) (P-1209, 3-22).

Figure 435: Z-Diagram - T-45 CCIP Low Angle (10°) (P-1209, 3-24).

14.3.4 WIND CORRECTION
The wind affects the delivery of bombs, both high drag and low drag. Modern avionics, 
AWG-15 included, take into account the wind when displaying the release cues to the pilot.
If the automate calculation is not available, then the effects of the wind are considered by 
using maths and relative wind vector charts.

Plate 21 shows the chart used to calculate the wind correction manually.
The examples are reported ad verbatim from the F-4 C/D/E Aircrew Weapons Delivery 
Manual (Non-Nuclear) - USAF 1970.
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Plate 21: Relative wind vector chart. Source: F-4C/D/E WEPS (1970).

EXAMPLE I
Given

• wind direction: 350°
• approach course: -040°

Find
relative wind → 310°

EXAMPLE II
Given

• wind direction: 040°
• approach course: 350°

(Since 350° is greater than 040°, add
360° to the wind direction).

• wind direction: 400°
• approach course: -350°

Find
relative wind → 050°

F-14 COMPUTER TARGET EXAMPLE
Figure 436 shows how the Computer Target mode in the F-14 compensate for the wind.

The Scenario used sees two F-14s flying from East to West (left image) and from West to 
East (right). The wind is set as 20kts direction North (0° in the editor, co-altitude with the 
Tomcats).
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Figure 436: Wind corrections - F-14 CPTR TGT vs 20kts crosswind.

The avionics makes the crews' life much easier, avoiding possibly long and imprecise 
calculations to compensate for the effects of the wind.

When performing a toss attack however, the WCS is incapable of computing an accurate 
solution. Thus, crosswind should be minimised by flying following an attack heading 
appropriate. The shot mark be then adjusted (shorter or longer) to compensate for tailwind 
or headwind.
This precaution should ensure the correct delivery of a buddy-lased ordnance, but the 
accuracy of a "dump" weapon is impacted.

14.3.5 RIPPLE RELEASE COMPUTATION
Similarly to the discussion of Paragraph 14.3.4, modern avionics is capable to automatically 
calculate the ripple interval as a function of the desired distance.

When this is not the case, the crew has to manually determine the release interval to set as 
a function of other flight parameters, id est speed, altitude, dive angle. Luckily, tedious 
manual calculations are not necessary as pre-compiled reference tables are available. Such 
tables can either provide a constant to be used in an equation that spits out the desired 
interval, depending on the chosen flight parameters, or a complete but longer set of tables 
covering most scenarios.

Appendix III and Appendix IV in Chapter 24, show pre-calculated tables for low and high 
drag Mk-82 for two common distances (15ft and 60ft → 5m and 20m). 

14.3.6 DETERMINING THE RANGE
The chart displayed in Plate 22 is the Dive Angle vs Distance Chart. It provides a mean to 
approximate the distance from a target, given dive angle and altitude, to determine the 
slant range.
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The same chart allows the determination of the trajectory drop by placing a mark on the 
chart at the intersection of release altitude and dive angle, then project down to find the 
distance, then subtract the bomb range from the distance to obtain the trajectory drop.

Plate 22: Dive Angle vs Distance. Source: F-4C/D/E WEPS (1970).

The ordinate represents the distance from the target in thousands of feet. The abscissa is 
the altitude above the target, in thousands of feet. One unit equals to 200ft on both axis.

Similar charts can be used to determine the roll-in distance and the pop-up entry 
manoeuvre.
The chart available in Appendix X is approximated from F-14's documentation, and it can be 
used to determine the pop-up entry manoeuvre parameters and rolling distance. This chart 
relates the dive angle with the horizontal distance, flightpath slant range distance and 
height (AGL).
The chart can also be used to approximate the slant range by entering the chart at the harp 
angle (dive angle plus mil sight setting in degrees) and the release height. 

More information about the delivery profiles and techniques can be found in Chapter 17.
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14.4 GATHERING DATA IN THE F-14      
The F-14 Tomcat does not have a suite of air-to-ground tools comparable to modern aircraft 
such as the F-16 or the F/A-18C. Nevertheless, it is much more capable than an 
approximative first look would suggest.
Besides of being a very stable air-to-ground platform, capable of mounting the LANTIRN 
pod, the three main delivery settings provide different ways to achieve the purpose of the 
mission.

On the other hand, they all required the watchful supervision of the crew, and the Radar 
Intercept Officer, in particular, to show their full potential.
In particular, the RIO has to work along the pilot to determine the parameters of each 
attack.

DETERMINING THE AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE
Although this point may be taken for granted by the most, it is another example where the 
wrong altimeter settings can affect the outcome of a mission.  Fortunately, when flying low 
enough, the crew can take advantage of the radalt116.

DETERMINING THE SLANT RANGE
When the LANTIRN pod is not carried, obtaining the slant range from the fighter to the 
target is not an immediate task:

• The INS can be used of course, but it does not show the SR, on top of suffering from 
possible drift.

• Another rather imprecise method takes advantage of the same principle used to 
determine the antenna elevation angle (see Chapter Error: Reference source not 
found). The Radar Intercept Officer can use the same concept by means of the TCS 
and the EL Indicator for the sensor in use (TV).

• The most precise method is part of one of the delivery procedures: Computer 
Target. When the pilot marks the target, the DDD shows the position of the marked 
spot, with the azimuth on the abscissa and the range on the ordinate.
Computer IP follows similar mechanics, but it allows the crew to designate a known 
and visible landmark rather than the target itself.

By using one of these methods, depending on the situation and the needed level of 
accuracy, the RIO can obtain the range as the aircraft moves closer to the target, and use 
this parameter to plan the delivery.

116 AN/APN-194 Radar Altimeter System. Capable of providing altitude information about low-altitude
flight (between zero and 5,000ft). More information: DCS F-14 Manual.
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14.5 NASTY CONSEQUENCES:   
FRAGMENTS  
Dropping iron bombs from an aircraft is not an easy task: besides the enemy defences, and 
the terrain, when the bombs explode they release fragments hundreds of feet in the air, 
depending on the type of ordnance and other parameters.
This is a little considered factor in DCS, but in real life can lead to a damaged aircraft and 
worse:

My aircraft for the mission [..], a steady performer despite the network of 
patches and zinc chromate blotches adorning her aft fuselage and stabilator. 
These were a grim reminder of the bomb fragment damage during the battle 
[..].

One of our planes was a write-off, three others ate bomb fragments, while 
another three took hits from the 23mm guns dug in on the flanks of the valley.

TROTTI, JOHN. PHANTOM OVER VIETNAM.

The fragment pattern and altitude per ordnance type is listed in other documents and 
should be studied by the pilots.

For example, Figure 437 shows the maximum fragment envelope for a Mk-82 static 
explosion at sea level (Altitude in feet AGL vs Horizontal range in feet). The numbers 
indicate the time after the explosion. In this example, the maximum altitude reached by the
fragments is 2598ft at 7.5”. The maximum fragment range is 3050ft at 12.6”, with 22° 
fragments elevation angle.

This type of chart is fundamental to properly planning multiple bombing by different aircraft
on close targets.
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Figure 437: Fragments - Mk-82 static explosion at sea level.

DCS AND OTHER ISSUES
On top of the potential hazard caused by the fragments, DCS has its own additional way of 
killing players. One of the most amusing is the fact that some bombs are armed in the 
instant they are released. For that reason if the fighter is pitching downwards even slightly 
whilst dropping a series of SnakeEyes, they will all go off, taking the player with them.

Another possible issue is the lack of clearance when releasing multiple bombs with a very 
short ripple interval. A good platform to test these scenarios is the F-14 with 14x Mk-82s in 
the pancake.

14.6 CAS, KILL BOXES AND F-14: RIO’S  
SUGGESTIONS  
The concepts of Close Air Support and Kill Boxes are discussed later in Chapter 15 and 16 
respectively. From a RIO's "hands-on" perspective, they have a few points in common, and 
this Chapter briefly discuss a few points that can come handy whilst conducting a mission.

POINT 1: INS, AIRCRAFT AND TARGET POSITIONING
Both procedures involve controlled or uncontrolled delivery of ordnance to a target object, 
whether a specific one, or any target in an area. Consequently, determining the accurate 
position of the target is essential. In the F-14, this is usually tied down to the problem of INS
drift.
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As profusely discussed in the previous parts of this book, the AN/ASN-92 is not a new 
device, and albeit it is surprisingly effective when properly managed, it simply cannot 
provide the same precision of modern, GPS-assisted, Inertial Navigation Systems.

Therefore, the crew should perform a thorough verification of the status of the INS before 
reaching the target (a good moment is whilst on-route to the CP, pre check-in with the 
Controller).
There are several methods to address the problem, they are discussed in Chapter 6.14.
The status of the computed magnetic variation against the manual magnetic variation 
should be checked as well. This is especially important when operating from a carrier (see 
Chapter 4.6).

If the setting of the mission allows, the NS 430 can be used by the crew to augment the 
positional awareness of the crew (see Chapter 21.3).

If the fix is not updated, and the INS has drifted too much, the crew may be completely 
disoriented and unable to fulfil their task. Even worse, they may engage friendlies or 
civilians.
A simple example of the error induced is shown in Figure 20, Chapter 2.7.1 .

POINT 2: CLEVER USE OF STEERPOINTS
Chapter 4.4 discussed the creation and the options available to the steerpoints. One of the 
most interesting, in this scenario, is the possibility of "drawing" on the TID using the HDG 
and SPD settings.

In a CAS scenario, the crew can, for example, create a Steerpoint over the location of the 
Echo point, then draw a line whose length corresponds to the distance the aircraft should 
move as instructed by the Controller. The direction of such line can vary.
For example:

• it can be used to mark the Magnetic North;

• it can mark the cardinal point where the aircraft should go as instructed;

• multiple steerpoints can be used to mark a Kill Box boundaries, or the radius of the 
Kill Box in case its central point is provided. The length of the line can be 
proportional to the size of the Kill Box (remember that this changes depending on 
the TID settings).
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POINT 3: LANTIRN POD AND TCS
The F-14 Tomcat available in DCS is in an odd position when used as a CAS asset. The 
LANTIRN pod (see Chapter 12.4), in fact, has to use the TID to display its output, rather than
the more advanced PTID mounted on newer versions of the F-14.
The result is a very poor level of quality, so bad that identifying objects further than a few 
miles can be very difficult, depending on the target itself117.

Paragraph 17.4.7 discusses the usage of the TCS and the LANTIRN pod to perform a self-
lased dive toss release. Albeit the application is different, it clearly demonstrates how the 
TCS has much better quality, a characteristic that it is hard to take advantage of whilst 
performing CAS, but that can be used when operating within a Kill Box.

When using the LANTIRN on a pre-briefed target, or on BOC (with all the caveats that BOC 
entails with the F-14), create a steerpoint on the target's coordinates, and slew the pod 
there. Naturally, the INS drift can be problematic and should be addressed before 
committing.
When operating in a Killbox instead, the crew has usually more freedom to operate, and INS
drift issues are less important.

The LANTIRN pod provides latitude and longitude of the position it is looking at. Those 
coordinates can be used to verify that the target is within the boundaries of the Killbox, or 
the correct target is being observed.

POINT 4: USE YOUR PILOT
The F-14 is crewed by a Pilot and a Radar Intercept Officer. It is therefore in a position of 
advantage compared to single-seat assets, despite the limited resources.

When operated as FAC/A, the two crew members operated together. For example, it was 
common to have the RIO checking-in assets, whilst the pilot provided tactical control. 
Operating as CAS asset is less intense than FAC/A, but nothing forbids to create a contract to

117 According to the devs and SME, the image quality has been improved compared to the real TID + 
LANTIRN. The real game changer is the PTID.
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handle the process. On the contrary, in such situations the Pilot is a fundamental part of the
team, even if he is not controlling the LANTIRN pod or the comms.
He can, for example:

• visually scan for targets;

• partially or entirely take over comms if the RIO is saturated (of it so contracted);

• monitor and double-check the target position, description, or the talk-on.

14.7 VIDEO RESOURCES      
The following are a few useful videos to better understand the concepts explained in this 
Chapter, along a number of examples (unfortunately I do not have F-14 examples besides 
one, quite old, that was unfortunately tampered by the old clouds not syncing between RIO 
and Pilot).

THEORY VIDEOS
• Close Air Support theory lesson   – 132nd.AssafB;

• RIFLE’s CAS Execution checklist   – RIFLE (YouTube playlist).

TRAINING AND MISSIONS
• A-10C Pop-up Attack with GAU-8   – 132nd Virtual Wing;

• A-10C CAS Training   – 132nd Virtual Wing and RIFLE;

• CAS training (JTAC Point of View)   – 132nd Virtual Wing;

• CAS training (JTAC Point of View)   – 132nd Virtual Wing.

• CAS training with RIFLE and 132nd Virtual Wing  . Quite relaxed but there are great 
comms. At 37:00 there’s a simple but good talk-on to control a sensors-less aircraft 
(although for tech-reason it eventually failed – VR making spotting ground units a 
pain in certain occasions).
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15. OPERATIONS VII: 
CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

15.1 BASIC NOTIONS      
“CAS” stands for Close Air Support, it can be defined as:

air action by fixed and rotary wing aircraft against hostile targets in
close proximity to friendly forces, requiring detailed integration of 
each air mission with the fire and movement of those forces.

P-828/17

Close Air Support takes advantage of the characteristics of fixed-wing and 
rotary-wing aircraft, in terms of speed, range and manoeuvrability to take action
against hostile forces. Contrary to common land vehicles, in fact, an aircraft is 
usually not impeded by the terrain, and it can provide support faster and 
quicker. However, the terrain is still a factor, for example high altitude can affect 
rotary-wing, narrow and deep valleys can affect fixed-wing assets. This and 
other considerations are integral part of a CAS mission.

15.1.1 THE CONTROLLER
The “Controller” is the entity that coordinates the mission. In case of DCS, they 
two common types of controllers are:

1. Joint Tactical Air Controller (JTAC): if you own Combined Arms, you can 
use the JTAC feature to spot, lase and mark targets with smoke.

2. Forward Air Controller (Airborne) (FAC(A)): almost any aircraft can satisfy
the role of the FAC(A), although more modern can use their equipment 
to lase or provide more precise information about the target.

Tip!
Having a fancy pod is not necessary though: for instance I used to play 
as FAC(A) with the Ka-50 ten years ago, using the Shkval and the PVI to 
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get the target’s location, and the ABRIS and ERBL function to compute line 1, 2, 3 of 
the 9-line.
Without a laser designator, other means of marking a target can be rockets (both 
standard and dedicated, such as the S-8TsM), tracers, smoke (from the JTAC “bino 
view”) and so on.

15.1.2 TYPE OF CAS MISSION
There are two macro types of Close Air Support Missions, Preplanned and Immediate, 
which can then divided into additional subtypes:

1. Preplanned: a CAS mission properly planned, briefed and usually scheduled to meet 
a defined number of requirements (such as Time-On-Target – TOT).

2. Immediate: the necessity of the CAS mission is raised by the situation on the 
battlefield. The requirement is usually to get the asset on the target as fast as 
possible to provide relief to the friendly troops on the ground. Hollywood loves 
these, along big explosions and Danger Close118.

In DCS, the type of mission usually follows your preferences (simulation vs random 
experience).

15.1.3 TYPE OF CAS CONTROL
There are three types of CAS control, depending on the multiple factors. In DCS, it again 
depends on the type of experience you are looking for. Speaking out of experience, Type 1 is
the least used, Type 2 is common for simulative groups, followed by Type 3.

The definitions of the three types of control are summarised following this paragraph. The 
higher the level of required control, the greater the freedom of the ground-attack assets 
and the lesser the level of detailed controlled required by the JTAC.

TYPE 1 CONTROL
[...] JTAC/FAC(A) requires control of individual attacks and the situation requires
the JTAC/FAC(A) to visually acquire the attacking aircraft and the target for 
each attack.
Type 1 control should be utilized when the visual acquisition of the attacking 
aircraft and analysis of attacking aircraft geometry by the JTAC/FAC(A) is the 
best means available to ensure mission success and reduce the risk of the 
attack affecting friendly forces and/or collateral concerns.

118 Danger Close: if an ordnance is requested close to the friendly troops, where there is concrete chance 
that a friendly unit may be hit. The chance is defined as Probability of Incapacitation (Pi). Pi is greater than
0.1 in case of Danger Close drop, meaning that 1 in 1,000 troops would be injured if that particular 
ordnance impacted at the specific distance.
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CNATRA P-828, 2-6 

TYPE 2 CONTROL
The JTAC/FAC(A) must visually acquire the target or utilize targeting data from 
another asset with accurate real-time targeting information.

[…] While not required, if the tactical situation allows, the JTAC/FAC(A) should 
make every effort to visually acquire the attacking aircraft and assess attack 
geometry in order to provide an additional measure of safety, enhance SA, and 
be able to abort the attack if necessary.

CNATRA P-828, 2-7

TYPE 3 CONTROL
Type 3 control is used when the controller requires the ability to provide 
clearance for multiple attacks within a single engagement and any or all of the 
following conditions exist:
1.   Controller is unable to visually acquire the attack aircraft at weapons 
release;
2.   Controller is unable to visually acquire the target;
3.   Attack aircraft is unable to acquire the mark/target prior to weapons 
release.

CNATRA P-828, 2-8

15.1.4 METHODS OF ATTACK: BOT AND BOC
BOT and BOC are similar acronyms. They stand for “Bomb on Coordinates” and “Bomb on 
Target” respectively.

BOMB ON COORDINATES
The caveat of this employment method is the accuracy:

The coordinates must be of sufficient fidelity/mensuration to produce the 
desired effect on the target and be used for fires approval. If the aircraft is 
never required to have the TALLY / CAPTURED the target or CONTACT the mark, 
it is a BOC attack.

ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 3-17

The main advantage of this attack is the relative safety of the CAS platform. Moreover, the 
JTAC / FAC(A) does not need to spend time to create SA or guide the aircraft onto the target.
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Examples of Bomb On Coordinates attack include:

a.   LASER guided weapons employed into a LASER attack zone with the intent 
to be guided by a source outside the attacking aircraft flight/section (e.g., 
[JTAC], another close air support [CAS] flight/section).
b.   Unguided ordnance dropped from medium to high altitude above an 
overcast with ability to achieve the supported commander’s intent for CAS. 
c.   Unguided ordnance dropped from low altitude on coordinates provided by 
JTAC/FAC(A) with ability to achieve the supported commander’s intent for CAS.
d.   Initially aided munitions employed on a static coordinate sufficient to 
achieve the supported commander’s intent for CAS.
e.   Weapons employed on a Global Positioning System coordinate and then 
lased by an off-board source/JTAC/FAC(A).

ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 3-17

The F-14A and B currently available in DCS are not capable of performing any attack 
involving GPS-guided ordnance (the F-14D was). The Tomcat is still capable to deliver laser-
guided ordnance on a defined position, then buddy-lased by the mentioned external assets 
(JTAC or another supporting aircraft).

BOMB ON TARGET
Bomb On Target is very different from Bomb On Coordinate. In primis it requires additional 
effort to guide the aircraft onto the target,  then the confirmation that the target (or mark) 
is seen by the aircrew is necessary.

Examples of Bomb On Target include:

a.   LASER guided weapons employed into a LASER attack zone and selflased by 
the delivering CAS aircraft
b.   Unguided ordnance dropped from any altitude under the weather with CAS 
aircraft TALLY or CONTACT and employing off of the correction
c.   Correction from mark or reference point
d.   Weapons employed on a Global Positioning System coordinate and then 
lased by the CAS aircraft
e.   Rockets and guns on positively identified targets, or contact a mark and 
correction.

ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 3-18

The F-14 is more suited to this kind of attack, rather than Bomb On Coordinate.
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15.1.5 RESTRICTIONS I: TIME-ON-TARGET (TOT) 
AND TIME-TO-TARGET (TTT)
TOT and TTT are two means to restrict the operations of specific CAS assets in the area.
Both use “time hacks” to establish coordination.

TIME-ON-TARGET 
The TOT indicates the time at which the bombs are to impact the target. To be effective, it 
requires that every player:

• is aware of the time standard in use (e.g. Zulu time or local time);

• synchronizes by means of a time check.

Note: NATO standard is GPS-provided time.

TIME-TO-TARGET
The TTT indicates the amount of time, expressed in minutes and seconds, that passes 
between the time-hack and the bombs on the target.

This method is used less often the Time-On-Target, the time hack is passed after the CAS 
brief and is read back by the aircrew.

15.1.6 RESTRICTIONS II: ALTITUDE SEPARATION 
AND LATERAL SEPARATION
This two means of restricting the operations of the CAS assets are simple yet very effective: 
they consist is “slicing” the area either on the horizontal plane or the vertical plane, hence 
limiting the assets to operate only in such volumes of airspace.

ALTITUDE SEPARATION
The CAS assets are limited to the airspace where the altitude is constantly higher (“stay 
above”) or lower (“stay below”) a defined value determined by the JTAC / FAC(A).

LATERAL SEPARATION
The Lateral Separation divides the area where, for example, different assets operate to 
ensure safety and enabling coordinated and parallel attacks.

Features used to divide the area must be clearly identifiable and can be either man-made or
natural features, or arbitrary other means, such as Grid lines or latlong references.
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15.2 CAS CONTROL: A CHAT WITH   
REAL AND VIRTUAL CONTROLLERS  
Note: DCS is a game, each Virtual Wing and Group of friends can use their own 
procedures, more or less simulative. Using the reality as reference is cool, but it is not 
for everyone and many find the procedures here discussed quite tedious.
Take inspiration from the reality, but remember to have fun!

When some one with limited understanding of Fixed-Wing CAS employment (yours truly) 
want to write about the topic and provide interesting and accurate methods to successfully 
use the F-14 Tomcat A and B available in DCS in the Air-to-Ground role, the best way is 
asking to someone that deals with the topic either for a living, or as a vocation in the virtual 
skies.

For that reasons, I asked a simple question to my fellow (virtual and non) Controllers of the 
132  nd   Virtual Wing  , 23rd Squadron: “how would you control an F-14 Tomcat with LANTIRN 
pod, with dumb bombs or carrying GBUs but with no self-lasing capability?”. 
Along them, I also asked Rifle, former Canadian JTAC (links to his YouTube channel and 
Discord are in Chapter 14.7), and SkillyJ, an American Joint Fires Observer (JFO).

The combination of LANTIRN and TID, in fact, does not provide the same features and 
performance of the various A-10C, F/A-18C, F-16 and so on. Therefore, the popular 
procedures (such as a 9-line and delivery at stand-off range) are not applicable in the same 
manner of the F-14 and the other mentioned aircraft.

These are extracts from the chat we had:

From a few experiences I’ve had with controlling Tomcats here, I understand it 
to be very limited for CAS (compared to other airframes). Part of it is the pod (I 
regard “the pod” and “it’s display” as same entity)- it’s next to impossible to ID 
a ground target unless slant range is short.
The other part is navigation- inability to get a fix on LATLONG points such as 
IPs, targets and event POINT ECHO makes target correlation difficult at best.
Lengthy correlation for target and preferring Type-1 attacks to positively ensure
that the jet is heading for the target area and not for friendlies, or type-3 on 
targets that are far away and clearly distinguishable from friendlies by some 
terrain features were my solutions but it’s not always possible ofc.

132ND.ASSAFB

What makes it difficult to control them is the significant INS drift, the often high
speeds it needs to fly combined with limited TGP capabilities. I think I would use
tighter restrictions compared to other FW. For example smoke between target 
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and friendlies and restricting the effects to a cardinal direction from the smoke, 
or visual marks on the target, or even a dry pass if the situation allows for it. 
If it carries GBUs, ground lasing would help as well.

132ND.PROFESSOR

Smoke is your best friend with the F14. Bracket the target with smoke. Also, 
Visual ID/Correlation works better than the TGP, using a dry pass for my own 
piece of mind and as a talk on tool works wonders.

132ND.KEPPLER

So speaking from the RL exp. except for the helos, I work the CAS with mainly 
two platforms: the F-16s and Su-22s. You can already tell the difference. The F-
16s will "see" things from the stand-off, the Su-22 is more or less like the 
Tomcat with no pod, all analogue fast attack jet. All sensors they have are the 
binos and unaided eye of a pilot. So we use them mainly for low-level attack 
runs which are the most direct method of attack, often involving overflying the 
target. Usually, they're ingressing from far out like 15-20nm flying over the 
treetops. In the terminal phase of the attack, they pop-up and have seconds to 
acquire and line-up with the tgt then make all the calls and get the clearance to
drop. All is reliant on a good ETD and old paper maps they bring with them to 
the cockpit. The correlation happens when they orbit over a safe IP where we 
talk about how to get from the IP to target and then how the target's vicinity 
looks like and what the target is. That's the old school flying, the tall objects are
used to guide the aircraft in, such as chimneys or antennas, we also use linear 
features like railroads, rivers, long lakes and u name it to guide them into the 
target area. So I basically sit for some time and calculate times of flight on each
leg and turns, times of flight for artillery rounds if I call for fires and so on. 
Those are the most satisfying controls when all headings and timings match up,
the SEAD lands on time and the smoke builds up tall enough to mark the target 
and then finally the bombs hit the target. 
So maybe that's the niche for the Tomcats? If you can't do the stand-off 
correlation, then maybe the low-level will be your environment? Of course, the 
BOC with ground-borne laser designation is another story, definitely will work 
for the F-14s but it's not nearly as finesse as the LL runs.

[ACTIVE JTAC – NAME REMOVED FOR PRIVACY]

Visual talk on for me with the aircraft already overhead, at the end of my 
career I could get eye balls onto tgt before any prep for laser designation and 
marking.

Correlation I’m actually doing a video on it at this time.  Because you need the 
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pilots eye ball they would need to be overhead. When performing a talk on you 
always go big to small.  I've been lucky enough to have been in the back seat of
Alpha jets and F-18s to appreciate the bird eye view perspective.  Its more 
important to understand the cockpit and radio a pilot has to work with.

Talk on:
JTAC "In the target area look for a large lake shaped like the letter P, the stem of
the P points south.
Pilot "Contact the P shaped lake"
JTAC "Bottom of the stem is reference point"
Pilot "Contact reference point"
JTAC "From reference point go north along the west side of the lack to the most
Northern tip of the west side of the lack"
Pilot "Contact North west point of lake"
JTAC "The northern and southern points are your unit of measure (The distance 
between the two points)"
Pilot "Contact unit of measure"
JTAC "From the northern point, 2 units of measure west look for a T 
intersection, stem facing west"
Pilot "Contact T intersection, stem west"
JTAC "In the north west corner of the intersection tell me what you see"
Pilot "I have what appears to be two vehicles facing north, they are side by side
stacked east-west"
JTAC "those two vehicles are your target"
Pilot "tally target"

RIFLE (JTAC)

The most important thing for the controller (JTAC or FAC(A)) is going to be 
assessing the current situation of the local battlespace, the weapons available, 
sensors available, and making a judgement from that on how you want to 
employ the aircraft. I don't think employing the Tomcat is any different from 
any other fixed wing or rotary wing asset, in that regard.
For example, if the Tomcat has already given me his Check In Brief and I know 
he has a LANTIRN and LGB's, I know I can quickly and easily designate with my 
own Laser and have his LST pick up the target well before he gets to requesting 
Cleared Hot. Then I have the option of designating for them, or having them 
self-designate.
However, this method might not always be available due to SAM threats, 
enemy Air, or even friendly aircraft operating in the same killbox. I might also 
not want to reveal my position by using a laser, which an opponent could use to
track back to me (laser pointers at night, for example, are very much a double-
edged sword).
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I also don't find the lack of GPS and subsequent INS drift on the Tomcat to be a 
particular detractor either. In the real world, GPS jamming/spoofing is to be 
expected (if you read any defense news, you'll see it's very prevalent), so 
manual INS updates and fixes are required, and a good RIO in DCS should be 
doing them regularly. TACAN fixes, radar fixes, etc, can keep the Tomcat's 
position updated and reasonably accurate, enough that if I give them a target 
point I can reliably expect them to be within a few miles of error. That's more 
than enough for a high altitude drop or toss bombing with an LGB to be on 
target and guided by a laser for the last 15-20 seconds of its flight.
In the end, the experience and skill of the pilot and the controller are always 
the greatest factor. The more experienced they are, the more complex your 
engagements can be, and the more safely you can deliver weapons on target.

[About non-LANTIRN delivery], most of that comes with the assessment of 
capabilities between the JTAC/FAC(A) and the supporting aircraft, as I 
mentioned above. Smoke, visual reference talk on, at night laser pointer with 
NVG's, an offset from a known point, etc, can all be used. I don't think there's 
one "best" option.

[SKILLYJ – JFO]

OBSERVATIONS
The recurring points raised can be summarize with:

• Necessity of tighter control (i.e. Type I);

• Detailed correlation is required, to accurately guide the F-14 onto the target. 
Understanding the importance of visual cues to compensate for the less precise 
avionics (both TID/LANTIRN and INS). This includes both geographical features (used
in Enhanced Target Description), or visual marks, as the LANTIRN is not able to 
acquire third party’s lasers;

15.3 THE KEYHOLE      
This template is very handy to execute quick CAS missions, by efficiently defining IP / BP. It 
resembles a cross with a letter associated to each cardinal direction (from Alpha to Delta, 
corresponding to North, East, South and West) and typically the Overhead Target (Echo 
point) is the centre.
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Figure 438: Keyhole Template sketch.

The distance from the Echo point to the designated position is expressed in nautical miles 
for fixed-wing CAS assets, and in kilometres for rotary-wing CAS assets. Note that FW 
aircraft should hold outside the designated point, unless otherwise specified.

By means of the Keyhole, the Controller can assign an orbit or holding point by simply 
specifying the letter representing the cardinal and a number for the range. However, the 
radial from the Echo point can be used as well.

EXAMPLES
JTAC: “Stang 11, proceed to Alpha 8, Flight Level 150, report established.”
CAS Player: “Stang 11, established Alpha 8, FL 150.

or

JTAC: “Stang 11, proceed to the 240 at 8, Flight Level 150, report established.”
CAS A/C: “Stang 11, established 240 at 8, Flight Level 150.
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15.4 CLOSE AIR SUPPORT   
PROCEDURE  
This Chapter is a brief overview of the NATO Close Air Support execution procedure119. The 
point of view is the Joint Terminal Attack Controller or Airborne Forward Air Controller (JTAC
/ FAC(A)). 
This short overview aims to provide a general understanding of the procedures, but it is not 
sufficient to apply them in a simulative environment.

The execution template is composed by twelve points. Each one is here mentioned in this 
Chapter, but only the most important are discussed in-depth (a complete dissertation will 
be as long as the whole Air-to-Air part of this book!).

CAS EXECUTION TEMPLATE
1. Routing/Safety of flight – Chapter 15.4.1;

2. CAS Aircraft check-in – Chapter 15.4.2;

3. Situation Update – Chapter 15.4.3;

4. Game Plan – Chapter 15.4.4;

5. CAS brief – Chapter 15.4.5;

6. Remarks/Restrictions – Chapter 15.4.6;

7. Readbacks – Chapter 15.4.7;

8. Correlation – Chapter 15.4.8;

9. Attack – Chapter 15.4.9;

10. Assessment of effects – Chapter 15.4.10;

11. BDA – Chapter 15.4.11;

12. Routing/Safety of flight – Chapter 15.4.11.

HAWG-1, RIFLE!
RIFLE is a Canadian JTAC active in several communities, Discord 
and YouTube. He is one of the experts I asked opinions about CAS 
and Kill Boxes in DCS and about the F-14 Tomcat in those 
scenarios.
He is working on a series of videos covering the 12-point execution

119 This Chapter takes heavily from the sources, especially the ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019 and the JP 03-09-
3. 
Some parts, such as IR Pointer Correlation are not covered yet, some others are skipped 
altogether, such as the Radar Talk-On. Please refer to the sources above for details about the 
missing parts.
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template. I linked his video in various parts of this Chapter.

Speaking of which, the following is his fist video, covering the CAS Execution checklist.

RIFLE VIDEO: “T  YPE   1 C  ONTROL   CAS E  XECUTION   C  HECKLIST  ”

15.4.1 ROUTING / SAFETY OF FLIGHT

RIFLE VIDEO: “ROUTING AND SAFETY OF FLIGHT  ”

This initial part includes the authentication, followed by comms exchange to define the 
routing or the holding position of the aircraft, to ensure safety of flight.

If the Keyhole is used, the centre of the keyhole (Echo point) must be passed before 
communicating additional holding instructions.

Additional important information include immediate whether other aircraft are on station 
or not, immediate threats and significant weather/terrain hazards.

If operating in a low threat environment, the aircraft are commonly brought overhead 
immediately. This allows them to acquire the target visually using Talk-On or other marks 
(e.g. IR pointers).

ROUTING CALLS EXAMPLES
Proceed xxxx and report 
established

Call for aircrew to proceed to a location / 
elevation and verbally report when 
established.

Maintain xxxx Directive call for aircrew to hold at the
specified location / altitude.

Report passing xxxx Call for aircrew to verbally report passing 
the specified altitude.

15.4.2 CAS AIRCRAFT CHECK-IN

RIFLE VIDEO: “AIRCRAFT CHECK IN & SITUATION UPDATE  ”

As the aircraft is en-route to the target, it updates the Controller upon its request 
(directive). The goal is update the control agencies about the status of the CAS asset.
The check-in may be delayed or shortened depending on the current situation in the area 
(such as Controller not ready to copy, attack in progress and so on).

The information included in the check-in are condensed into the acronym “MNPOPCA”.
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• M – Mission Number: the alphanumeric code assigned to each mission in the ATO;

• N – Number and Type of Aircraft;

• P – Position and Altitude: the position of the CAS asset relative to the JTAC / FAC(A).
The altitude is expressed in feet AMSL or Flight Level (see Chapter 2.3.3). For 
example:

1. Control Points established in the SPINS (CPs, IPs);

2. GARS / CGRS keypad (not applicable in the F-14 – if briefed and agreed, latlongs 
can be used instead);

3. JTAC position, in known to the aircrew.

• O – Ordnance: state and number of weapons aboard the aircraft. It includes:

1. Number of rounds for gun;

2. Number and type of bombs, along fuse settings and ability to set them in the 
cockpit, and laser code for Laser Guided Bombs.

3. Number of rockets, along their function if not kinetic (e.g. illumination or 
smoke);

4. Number and type of missiles, with laser code if laser guided.

• P – Playtime / Time on Station;

• C – Capabilities: every specific capability of the aircraft, including type of targeting 
pod, NVG capability and so on. If not declared, the JTAC / FAC(A) may enquire about 
specific features.

• A – Abort Code: used to stop the attack if the JTAC / FAC(A) may require so. Unless 
an insecure net is simulated, it usually “in the Clear”.
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Plate 23: CAS Check-in briefing [Source: ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 5-21].

15.4.3 SITUATION UPDATE
This phase aims to improve the Situational Awareness of the CAS asset to the level 
necessary to conduct the expected mission.

The information provided include evaluations about, for example:

• Threats: location of SAM threats;

• Targets: enemy disposition;

• Friendlies: situation, location if necessary;

• Ordnance: expected ordnance to be employed and restrictions;

• Remarks and Restrictions: JTAC capabilities, weather hazards, etc.
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15.4.4 GAME PLAN
Depending on the scenario, the Game Plan can include instructions for coordinated attacks, 
other parties involved in the CAS missions and their details.

To each attack element is provided a game plan, including at minimum, the type of control 
and the method of attack. Additional information may include the ordnance requested, 
fusing, effect on targets and the interval between attacks.

COMMS EXAMPLES
Deuce 21, Type 1, guns only, advise when ready for CAS Brief

Latch 65, Type 2, bomb on coordinate, one GBU38 instantaneous fusing from 
each aircraft, simultaneous impact, 8-digit grid to follow, advise when ready for 
CAS Brief

Venom 15, Type 3, bomb on target, I need all BRDMs and enemy personnel in 
the vicinity destroyed, advise when ready for CAS Brief

When requesting Laser Guided Munitions, the JTAC / FAC(A) should clarify who provides the
laser designation between the aircraft and the controller / third parties.

Silvo 21, Type 2, bomb on target, 1x GBU-12 self lased, advise when ready for 
CAS Brief

Viper 55, Type 2, bomb on coordinates 1x GBU-12 on my LASER, advise when 
ready for CAS Brief

Pluto 35, Type 2, bomb on coordinates, 1x GBU-12 on Blackjack 13´s LASER, 
advise when ready for CAS Brief

15.4.5 CAS BRIEFING

RIFLE VIDEOS: “9-LINE / CAS BRIEF  ” AND “GROUND LASER DESIGNATION  ”

The 9-line is composed by 9 lines, hence the name, each one providing a defined 
information, following a clear order. 
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The 9-Line Format describe the target to the aircraft, adding important information for 
safety and deconfliction. This standardises the comms and minimizes the risk of accidents. 
To minimize the chance of misunderstandings, information overflow and confusion, the 
lines are read at the minimum in three blocks of three lines each.

1. Line 1 – IP or BP. 

◦ IP for Fixed-wing assets: it is the starting point for the run-in to the target;

◦ BP for Rotary-wing assets: the position where the attacks on target are 
commenced.

2. Line 2 – Heading and Offset.

◦ Heading: in degrees magnetic from the IP to the target, or from the centre of the
BP to the target;

◦ Offset: is the side of the IP-to-target line on which aircrews can manoeuvre for 
the attack.

3. Line 3 – Distance: distance from IP/BP to the target.

4. Line 4 – Target Elevation: in feet MSL, unless otherwise specified.

5. Line 5 – Target Description: verbal description specific enough for the aircrew to 
recognize the target.

6. Line 6 – Target Location: provided by the JTAC / FAC(A). Grid, latlongs or offset from 
a known position can be used.

7. Line 7 – Mark Type / Terminal Guidance: mark type used by the JTAC / FAC(A), such 
as smoke, laser, IR. If using laser, the Controller will also pass the call sign of the 
platform / individual that will provide terminal guidance for the weapon, and the 
laser core in use.

8. Line 8 – Friendlies: cardinal or sub/cardinal from the target (e.g N, NE, E, SE, etc) and
distance of the closest friendlies from the target, expressed in meters. Example: 
South 300.

9. Line 9 – Egress: instructions to the aircrews to follow to exit the target area.

15.4.6 REMARKS AND RESTRICTIONS
These are further instructions sent to the crew to, for example, make sure that the attack 
comes from a safe direction or only certain ordnance is used.

REMARKS
Remarks include:

• Laser to Target Line (LTL) in degrees magnetic;

• Desired type / number of ordnance or weapons effect;
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• Surface-to-air threat and details: type, location, type of suppression, Gun-Target-Line
(GTL) for SEAD, etc;

• Active GTL / Additional fires;

• Weather;

• Hazards to aviation (e.g. powerlines);

• Additional radio calls as requested and remarks, such as:

Report IP Inbound

Push when ready

RESTRICTIONS
All passed restrictions should be read back. Restrictions include:

• Final Attack Heading (FAH), using magnetic heading, a cone, cardinal directions or 
geographical references;

• Danger Close with commanders initials;

• Airspace coordination area, if there are limitations to the use of the airspace that 
have not been briefed earlier (Routing / Safety of Flight);

• Time-On-Target / Time-To-Target (TOT / TTT). Before assigning the TOT/TTT value, 
the JTAC / FAC(A) must perform a Time Check to make sure that all players are on 
the same timeline.

15.4.7 READBACKS
To ensure safety of all players and errors, some critical information are read back by the CAS
asset:

• Line 4: Elevation;

• Line 6: Location;

• Line 8: Friendly position.

• All applicable restrictions;

• Any additional data requested by the JTAC / FAC(A).
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15.4.8 CORRELATION

RIFLE VIDEO: “TARGETING POD TALKS ON CORRELATION  ”

The goal of the Correlation is ensuring that the CAS asset is about to attack the correct 
target passed by the JTAC / FAC(A). This step is as fundamental as complex and detailed.

A simple means of correlating a target is through marks. The mark type depends on the 
aircraft capabilities (the LANTIRN pod available to the F-14, for example, cannot detect 
other lasers) and what is available to the Controller (smoke, tracers, et cetera).

Bomb on Coordinates / Bomb On Target

BOC and BOT are specific cases (both discussed in Chapter 15.1.4):

• In a Bomb on Coordinate scenario, the correlation is completed post read back of 
line 4, line 6 (from the weapon system), line 8 and other restrictions;

• Bomb on Target imposes mandatory correlation between both the Controller and 
the third party / aircraft, which can happen outside of the normal CAS timeline. In 
this phase the Controller sets up the marking, and decides, depending on the 
tactical objective,  whether the aircraft needs to acquire the target or can use an 
offset from a mark.

TALK-ON

RIFLE VIDEO: “CORRELATION TALK-ON  ”

Note: the discussion about the talk-on is lengthy and rich of details but beyond the 
scope of this book (at least at the moment). Only the basic elements enabling the F-14 
to better have an idea of the procedure are mentioned.

The Talk-On consists in the verbal description to guide the aircraft to spot the target, either 
visually or trough sensors.

Unfortunately, the F-14A and F-14B available in DCS at the moment lack the most modern 
technologies which make this phase of the CAS procedure much simpler. For instance, it has
no video downlink capability, the INS is obsolete compared to recent standards and the 
LANTIRN+TID combination lack the detail of modern hardware. This means that the JTAC / 
FAC(A) has to rely more on maps and GRG than sensors.
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GRG – Gridded Reference Graphics
GRG maps are especially useful to break down the area into separated and individually 
identifiable blocks. This is especially useful for Urban operations.

GRG maps allow to reduce the talk-on required to guide the aircraft to visually acquire the 
target, by providing a quick and simple set of common references.

Note: The introduction of the “draw tool” in the DCS Mission Editor120, can make GRG 
and similar solutions more popular in casual servers and non, simplifying players’ life in 
less simulative groups.

120 Patch DCS 2.7.7.14727, 20/10/2021. Changelog.
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Parenthesis: 132nd Virtual Wing GRG Discord bot

In the 132nd Virtual Wing, we use a Discord tool developed by 132nd.Professor to 
automatically generate simple GRG, starting from any image file.

Figure 439 and Figure 440 shows the output of the bot. The GRG-ed map is a simple but 
powerful tool to ease the difficulty of the correlation.

VISUAL TALK-ON
Visual Talk-On is usually conducted “big-to-small” with the aircraft overhead or in a position 
where they can observe the area.

The process can be broken down into the following points:

1. Common Anchor Point: this is the starting point of the process and it should be a 
natural or man-made prominent feature that is clearly visible from the air;

2. Establish Unit of Measure: since distances are hard to estimate, the controller uses 
an ad hoc unit of measure, often corresponding to the distance between the anchor 
point and another prominent feature;

3. “FIDO”: acronym for the technique used the JTAC / FAC(A) to guide the aircrew to 
the target:

◦ F – From an anchor point;

◦ I – In a direction;
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◦ D – Distance to travel (number of established units of measures);

◦ O – Object seen (target or another reference object).

ENHANCED TARGET DESCRIPTION (ETD)
The purpose of this technique is assisting aircrews in finding their target in specific 
situations, and it is usually transmitted after the CAS briefing. The comms are broken into 
multiple messages and encapsulated between “ready for ETD” and “End of ETD”. Each part 
is acknowledged by the pilot with a “Roger”.

Examples of relevant scenarios are:

1. non-permissive or low-altitude scenarios;

2. the aircrew only has a few seconds to acquire the target, due to the altitude or the 
inability of observing and correlating the target before commencing the attack run.

The goal is enabling the aircrew to create a mental picture of the area during the run-in. 
This is not a simple task and the aircrew is encouraged to get more details from the JTAC if 
the correlation with their maps in unsatisfactory, and during the run-in.

A great explanation of how the Enhanced Target Description technique works is the 
following:

An enhanced target description “paints a picture” in the mind of the aircrew 
(some aircrews actually make a sketch of target and it´s vicinity) as to what the
target area will look like as they ingress and describes where they will find the 
target. It must be tailored to match the viewpoint and perspective of the 
attacking aircraft as they approach the target area on the final attack heading 
(i.e. JTAC/FAC(A) must “rotate” the description so as it matches not his, but 
aircrew´s view).

ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 5-45

The procedure takes advantage of predominant features (e.g. vertically developed features) 
such as towers, tall building, trees, located in the area, because they stand out much better 
than roads, intersections, rivers and lakes. 
The description starts follows a decremental approach, starting from the biggest and most 
dominant terrain features (big), through smaller (medium) to target (small). 
A Final Attach Heading (FAH) can be used to tunnel the aircraft and ease the guidance. If 
that’s the case, the familiar clock code can be used, and the direction of travel / FAH 
represents 12 o’clock.
Distances are expressed in meters or kilometres.

Comms Example
The following example is taken from the ATP-3.3.2.1 04/2019, 5-46. 
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JTAC: “Hind 21, advise when ready for ETD”.
Aircrew: “Ready”.
JTAC: “Your target is 3 BMPs on paved road East- West oriented, spacing about 
50 meters.
Aircrew: “Roger”
JTAC” That road the vehicles are sitting on is a demarcation line between green 
field North and brown field South”.
Aircrew: “Roger”
JTAC: “During your attack run you will see a white water tower in western part of
a village, it looks like a ball on a stick, it will be reference point”
Aircrew: “Roger”
JTAC: “From the water tower, NW direction, 800 meters, is your target- three 
tanks in the open. 
End of ETD.”
Aircrew: “Roger ETD”.
JTAC: “Call leaving IP/ Report IP Inbound”.
Aircrew: “Wilco”

15.4.9 ATTACK
This phase is crucial and requires maximum attention from all the players in the area.
The JTAC / FAC(A) must maintain awareness to the aircraft position, which has to match the 
geometry of the attack  from the IP or BP to the target. Along the situation of the CAS asset,
friendly units should be monitored as well and changes must be promptly assessed and the 
effects communicated to the incoming aircraft.
Since the comms can become congested very quickly, proper comms discipline is necessary 
by all players. When an aircraft calls “In”, all other calls should be held until the Controller 
has issued weapons release authority or abort.

CLEARANCE TO DROP / FIRE
The following is a list of Clearance Calls used by the JTAC / FAC(A) to control the delivery.

CALL MEANING

ABORT Cease action/attack/event/mission.

CLEARED HOT Type 1 and 2 close air support terminal attack control 
clearance to release ordnance on this pass.

CONTINUE Continue present maneuver, does not imply a change in 
clearance to engage or expend ordnance.

CONTINUE DRY Continue present maneuver, ordnance release not 
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authorized. Used to provide approval to aircraft to 
continue the pass without expending ordnance during 
Type 1, 2, or 3 control. (Joint terminal attack controller 
must use “Type 3, CONTINUE DRY” for dry Type 3
control.)

CLEARED TO
ENGAGE

Type 3 control clearance. Attack aircraft or flight may 
initiate attacks within the parameters imposed by the 
JTAC/FAC(A). (Joint terminal attack controller must use 
“Type 3, CONTINUE DRY” for dry Type 3 control.)

Warning
The word CLEARED will only be used when ordnance is actually to be delivered. This will 
minimize the chances of dropping ordnance on dry passes, further reducing the risk of 
friendly fire incidents. Non-standard calls must be avoided at all times.

Table 8: Terminal Attack Controller Clearance Calls - ATP-3.3.2.1 04, 5-56.

ABORT PROCEDURES
In case the parameters defined by the JTAC / FAC(A) are not respected, the situation 
changes, the safety of the aircrew or friendlies may be endangered, the attack can be 
stopped by the Controller.
The Abort code briefed earlier is used in this situation.

15.4.10 ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF 
THE ATTACK
Post impact of the ordnance, the JTAC / FAC(A) assess if the objective is completed and may 
instruct the CAS asset to execute a re-attack or issue new plans / CAS briefs as necessary.

A re-attack allows the aircraft to reposition to attack the same attack, whilst maintaining 
compliance with any restrictions in force.
The JTAC / FAC(A) should also consider whether a new gameplan is required, and a new CAS
brief as well.

The type of control affects re-attacks:

• Type 1 and Type 2: requested if additional ordnance is requested on the same 
target;

• Type 3: this type of control grants more freedom to the CAS asset, and the aircraft is 
free to re-attack as long as their “Cleared to Engage” is in effect.
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15.4.11 BDA – BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
The BDA outcome is the determining factor to ascertain the effectiveness of a mission, or 
driving the decision to request a re-attack. The BDA can be hard to judge depending on the 
capabilities of the CAS asset, weather, terrain, threats level and so on.

The BDA report should include the details necessarily to assess the effects of the attack on 
the target:

• Size: number and type of equipment/personnel attacked;

• Activity: Degree of damage, activity after the attack;

• Location: expressed as “Location as per 9-line” if corresponds to the CAS brief. 
Otherwise coordinates or offset from the position defined in line 6;

• Time: hour and minute when the ordnance impacted the target;

• Remarks: other details such as the ordnance used, observed damaged, etc.

15.4.12 ROUTING / SAFETY OF FLIGHT
The Controller is responsible for providing routing and safety of flight instructions to the 
aircraft as they egress. A point and altitude block to provide deconfliction should be 
provided.
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16. OPERATIONS VIII: 
KILL BOXES

Note: Similarly to the Chapter dedicated to the CAS procedures, the 
following is a glance at the topic of the Kill Boxes, but going into the details 
of the procedures is well beyond the purpose of this book. The goal is 
providing a general idea, enough to understand the concept and execute the
procedure, albeit in a simplified manner, in DCS.
Note II: Kill Boxes, in real life, require a hefty amount of coordination, 
planning, communication, on top of long considerations about C2 and the 
chain of command. Although interesting, these aspects are rarely applied to 
DCS in simulative groups, probably nil in other less simulative contexts. For 
this reason, I culled most of those parts.

16.1 KILL BOXES:   
INTRODUCTION  
The definition of a Kill Box is the following:

A three-dimensional permissive fire support coordination measure 
with an associated airspace coordination measure used to facilitate
the integration of joint fires

JP 3-52 2014, C-8.

In very simple terms, the Kill Box is not a mission but a means to coordinate 
operations in an area and the relative airspace above it, where air asset can 
engage targets without the rigid coordination usually required for Close Air 
Support missions. Those mission can still be operated inside the kill box.
In a kill box both air-to-surface and surface-to-surface indirect fire can be 
applied, but in such case, appropriate restrictions must be adopted. The 
restrictions deconflict the aircraft participating from the friendly surface fires 
(ergo, the fly above the friendly fires).
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The goal of the kill box is to:

When established, the first objective of the kill box is to enable lethal attacks against targets
on the ground without requiring additional coordination with the establishing commander 
and without a terminal attack controller.
The kill box can be used to integrated air-to-surface and surface-to-surface indirect fire. In 
this case, the device will have appropriate restrictions.
The purpose is, in primis, to prevent fratricide, whilst increasing the flexibility and cutting 
down the amount of coordination required to fulfil the support requirements.

Note: The discussion about the Kill Boxes touches the concept of Coordination 
Measures, ACM (Airspace Coordinating Measure) and FSCM (Fire Support 
Coordination Measure) in particular.
This Chapter provides a brief look, and the minimum background, at a topic much 
wider than the Kill Boxes: structures and complexities of coordinating air-to-
ground operations.

For further information, refer to JP 3-52: Joint Airspace Control. It is a very 
informative source for virtual planners and controllers.

PARENTHESIS: COORDINATION MEASURES (ACM 
AND FSCM)
Purpose: Coordination measures are employed to facilitate planning and efficient 
execution of operations while simultaneously providing safeguards for friendly forces.

Several categories and subcategories of Coordination Measures are used:

• ACM: Airspace Coordinating Measure;

• FSCM: Fire Support Coordination Measure;

• MCM: Manoeuvre Control Measures;

• ARM: Air Reference Measures;

• ADM: Air Defence Measures;

• MDM:  Maritime Defense Measures;

• ATCM: Air Traffic Control Measures.

The discussion about the Kill Boxes touches ACM and FSCM.

Airspace Coordinating Measure (ACM)
A measure employed to facilitate the efficient use of airspace to accomplish missions 
and simultaneously provide safeguards for friendly forces. Transit of an ACM requires 
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coordination with the owning airspace  control element.

The main types of Airspace Coordinating Measures are:

• Air Corridor. Examples: Air Corridor (AIRCOR), Minimum-Risk Route (MRR), 
Transit Corridor (TC), Transit Route (TR), Low-Level Transit Route (LLTR);

• Restricted Operations Zone. Examples: Restricted Operations Zone (ROZ), Air-
to-Air Refuelling Area (AAR), Airborne Early Warning Area (AEW), Close Air 
Support (CAS), Combat Air Patrol (CAP), Drop Zone (DZ), Landing Zone (LZ), 
Reconnaissance Area (RECCE), Special Operations Force Area (SOF), Surface-
to-Surface Munitions (SSM), Unmanned Aircraft Area (UA);

• Stand-Alone. Examples: Coordinating Altitude (CA), Coordination Level (CL), 
No Fly Area (NOFLY), Airspace Coordination Area (ACA), Coordinate Fire Line 
(CFL).

ROZ, CAS and CAP are well-known concepts. They are defined as:

RESTRICTED OPERATIONS ZONE – ROZ
Definition: Airspace reserved for specific activities in which the 
operations of one or more airspace users is restricted.

RESTRICTED OPERATIONS ZONE – JP 3-52.

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT – CAS
Definition: Airspace designated for holding orbits and used by rotary- 
and fixed-wing aircraft that are in close proximity to friendly forces.

Considerations: Requires detailed integration of each air mission with the
fire and movement of supported ground forces.

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS) – JP 3-52.

COMBAT AIR PATROL – CAP
Definition: An aircraft patrol provided over an objective area, the force 
protected, the critical area of a combat zone, or in an air defense area, 
for the purpose of intercepting and destroying hostile aircraft before they
reach their targets.

Considerations: Established as part of a fighter, missile, or joint 
engagement zone (fighter engagement zone/missile engagement 
zone/joint engagement zone) planning for defensive counterair 
operations.
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COMBAT AIR PATROL (CAP) – JP 3-52.

Fire Support Coordination Measure
A coordination measure employed to facilitate the rapid engagement of targets and 
simultaneously provide safeguards for friendly forces. Fire Support Coordination 
Measure can be permissive or restrictive.

The following are a few FSCM examples: Fire Support Coordination Line (FSCL), Free 
Fire Area (FFA), Kill Box (KILLBX), No Fire Area (NFA), Restrictive Fire Line  (RFL), 
Restrictive Fire Area (RFA), Zone of Fire (ZF).

Of particular interest, besides the Kill Box, is the Fire Support Coordination Line 
(FSCL). This FSCM demarcate the area after which all fires must be coordinated prior 
to the engagement.
This Coordination Measure will be mentioned again in this Chapter.

OTHER COORDINATION MEASURES
Of less interest for the purpose of this book, the other Coordination Measures cover 
other aspects such as movement and manoeuvres or point, area or volume 
definition.
Examples of these measures are:

• Maneuver Control Measure (MCM): Boundary (BNDRY), Forward Line of Own 
Troop (FLOT), Joint Operations Area (JOA), Phase Line (PL);

• Air Reference Measure (ARM): Buffer Zone (BZ), Bullseye (BULL), Contact Point
(CP);

• Air Defense Measure (ADM): Base Defence Zone (BDZ),  Control Zone 
(CONTZN), Fighter Engagement Zone (FEZ), Traverse Level (TL);

• Maritime Defense Measure (MDM): Carrier Control Zone (CCZONE), Ship 
Control Zone (SCZ);

• Air Traffic Control Measure (ATCM): Class A//G Airspace (CLSA//G), Military 
Operations Area (MOA).

PARENTHESIS II: KILL BOXES FROM DESERT STORM
TO MODERN TIMES

After weeks of deep strike and similar missions, on 20 February Marine 
units switched to Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI) as their primary role in 
preparation for the ground assault.
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Central to this mission was the use of ‘Kill Boxes’, which were grids set up
via latitude and longitude where FACs, familiar with their assigned 
territory, would call in aircraft to strike Iraqi army units as they were 
located. The procedure became deadly effective and would help lead to 
the mass capitulation of enemy forces as they realised there was no 
escape from Allied air power.

MORGAN, RICK. A-6 INTRUDER UNITS 1974-96 P. 97

The concept of a Kill Box, and its actual usage in combat, changed over time. Kill 
boxes, in fact, have been used multiple times since the days of Operation Desert 
Storm, and the modern understanding of the concept has somewhat changed and 
refined.

Why bomb the enemy close to our guys when we could bomb them from 
the comfort of 20 miles in front of any friendlies? And so the term 
“battlefield area interdiction” was introduced. The plan was simple: 
Radio contact would be established with whoever happened to be 
controlling a sector; it might be a Marine airborne controller, or a 
command post in some distant bunker where the “big picture” was 
undoubtedly laid out in great detail on a vast table. We would receive 
vectors to a convoy, or general coordinates to artillery or tank 
emplacements, and then it would be our job to find and destroy them 
with whatever our load of ordnance for the evening happened to be.

ANGLES OF ATTACK, AN A-6 INTRUDER PILOT'S WAR (PP. 276-277). KINDLE EDITION. 

[..] Each kill box was not a perfect square, but varied in shape to conform
conform to the concentrations of enemy and friendly positions. The sides 
of each box ranged from 10 to 25 nautical miles, encompassing several 
hundred square miles of terrain.

ANGLES OF ATTACK, AN A-6 INTRUDER PILOT'S WAR (P. 284). KINDLE EDITION. 

The following passage provides a great insight on the evolution of the Kill Box 
concept and its application121.

During Desert Storm the air component employed kill boxes as a way to 
conduct air interdiction against enemy ground forces and mobile targets 
beyond the fire support coordination line (FSCL).  Kill boxes were defined 
as 30 degree by 30 degree grids on the map, which translated to 30 NM 

121 Article suggested by RIFLE. Complete article – ALSA.mil.
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in length and something slightly less in width depending on how far 
north or south of the equator the kill box was located.  Kill boxes 
primarily served as airspace coordinating measures (ACMs) to deconflict 
and control aircraft conducting air interdiction.  US Air Force killer scouts 
provided target information and deconflicted aircraft assigned to specific
kill boxes.
[...] Kill boxes remained 30 by 30 grids during operations in Kosovo and 
during the initial operations in Afghanistan.

[...] In 2002, […] for the first time, these kill boxes could be further 
subdivided into nine 10 NM by 10 NM keypads.  […] air interdiction was 
conducted in an “open” kill box.  When a kill box was “open” the land 
component would not allow surface-to-surface indirect fires into the area
above a previously coordinated altitude.  If a kill box was not open, it 
could be used for any type of activity.  Since all 30 by 30 grids were called
kill boxes, a kill box became a defacto area reference system.

COL (RET) DAVID NEUENSWANDER, USAF, MR BO BIELINSKI, COL (RET) RUSS SMITH, USAF –
ALSA.MIL

The complete article continues highlighting further changes, as the Kill Box moved 
more and more from a ACM tool to a FSCM device.
Considering this article was written in 2008, we can only wonder how the concept of 
Kill box is used in 2022+.

16.1.1 KILL BOX ESTABLISHMENT
The Kill Box can follow pre-defined boundaries using an area reference system, but also 
follow well defined terrain features, grid coordinates or a radius from a centre point. They 
can be planned or immediate, and should be cancelled when no longer needed.

Two types Kill Boxes are used, Blue and Purple:

• Blue Kill Box: permits air-to-surface fires without further coordination;

• Purple Kill Box: same as the Blue Kill Box, but permits the integrations of surface-to-
surface indirect fires.

Characteristics of the Kill Boxes are:

1. Target Area: the location and size of the Kill Box are determined by the expected or 
known location of targets in a specified area.

2. Airspace: the airspace block located above the Kill Box target area is protected and 
extends from the surface (or coordinating altitude, if established), up to a 
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determined ceiling.
The airspace for Purple Kill Boxes include a floor and a ceiling to enable separation 
between the aircraft delivering air-to-surface fire, trajectories of surface-to-surface 
indirect fires, surface-to-air fires, and other aircraft.

16.1.2 REPRESENTATION
Kill Boxes are listed according using the following details:

• type: BKB for Blue Kill Box and PKB for Purple Kill Box;

• measure number: value assigned by the commander, between 001 and 999;

• establishing HQ;

• affected altitudes;

• date-time group (DTG): defines when the kill box is "established" and "cancelled".

On a map, the kill box is portrayed by a solid black line defining its area borders. See Figure
441 and 442.

Figure 441: Blue Kill Box graphical portrayal.
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Figure 442: JFLCC BKB.

• BKB: Blue Kill Box;
• 050: 50th Kill Box established by this command;
• JFLCC: Joint Force Land Component Commander 

(the establishing headquarters);
• 240600ZAug06-241000ZAug06: Established 24 

August at 0600 Zulu. Cancelled 24 August at 1000 
Zulu.

16.2 PLANNING, EMPLOYMENT AND   
CONSIDERATIONS  
Note: planning a Kill Box in real life is incommensurably different from DCS. Security and 
safety of the personnel, logistics and other factors are in fact, for the majority of the 
virtual groups, not a concern. Moreover, since this chapter is written from the 
perspective of the crew, I did not go too much into the details.
As usual, the objective is introducing sometimes complex concepts, then the reader can 
go as deep as they want.

• A Kill Box will not be established for Close Air Support missions. If a CAS mission 
within an established Kill Box is required, that portion of the Kill Box should be 
closed;

• Considerations for using a Kill Box of a determined size, with specific location and 
timing, are based on the situation and the concept of operations122. Other factors 
include:

1. disposition of enemy/friendly forces;

2. anticipated rates of movement;

3. surface-to-surface indirect weapons capabilities;

4. concept and tempo of the operation.

• A Kill Box can contain further measures within its boundaries, such as no-fire areas 
(NFA), restricted operations areas/zones, or airspace coordination areas.

122 CONOPS – a means to clearly and briefly express what the commander intends to achieve, and 
how the available resources will be used.
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• Optimally, there should be no friendly ground forces within or manoeuvring into an 
established Kill Box. If circumstances require otherwise, a NFA should be established 
to cover those areas, or the Kill Box should be cancelled.

• A Kill Box Coordinator (KBC) should be assigned. Its role is to:

1. deconflict aircraft;

2. manage/direct effective target engagement;

3. provide BDA.

• Aircraft not assigned to an active Kill Box are restricted from flying through or 
delivering air-to-surface munitions into the Kill Box, unless coordinated with the 
KBC.

• Authority to engage is not automatically granted by the establishment of a Kill Box.

• Integration of air-to-surface fires and surface-to-surface indirect fires requires 
application of appropriate restrictions: altitude, time or lateral separation.

• Surface-to-surface direct fires are not restricted by the establishment of a Kill Box. 
However, certain direct-fire weapons may be employed from high terrain, and their 
gun-target line (GTL) should be considered.

16.2.1 KILL BOXES: TYPES
This chapter introduces considerations useful for planning a Kill Box.

The sketches below use the following legend:

Figure 443: Kill Boxes - Legend.

BLUE KILL BOX (BKB)
Purpose and features of the Blue Kill Box (Figure 444):

• Permits air interdiction in the Kill Box without further coordination with the 
establishing HQ;

• If the Kill Box is active, Air-to-Surface munitions (and their trajectories) delivered by 
aircraft not assigned to the BKB mus be coordinated;

• Aircraft not assigned to the BKB are restricted from entering unless coordinated;
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• Surface-to-Surface direct fires are not restricted by the establishment of a Blue Kill 
Box;

• A BKB minimizes restrictions whilst protecting aircraft: effect and trajectories of 
surface-to-surface indirect or direct fires are not allowed to pass thought the Blue 
Kill Box.

Figure 444: Blue Kill Box.

PURPLE KILL BOX
Purpose and features of the Purple Kill Box (Figure 445):

• Permits air interdiction with air-to-surface fires, integrating surface-to-surface 
indirect and direct fires without further coordination in the Kill Box;

• The Purple Kill Box allows joint fires in the Kill Box to create synergistic effects with 
maximum potential for engaging targets;

• Surface-to-Surface direct fires are not restricted by the establishment of a PKB;

• Air-to-Surface and Surface-to-surface indirect fires are deconflicted by altitude 
separation.

• Aircraft not assigned to the Purple Kill Box are restricted from entering unless 
coordinated;
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• A Purple Kill Box minimizes restrictions whilst protecting aircraft: effect and 
trajectories of surface-to-surface indirect or direct fires are not allowed to pass 
thought the PKB.

Figure 445: Purple Kill Box.

16.2.2 TERMINOLOGY
A brief recap of the lexicon used when discussing or describing a Kill Box.

KILL BOX STATUS
The Kill Box is a Fire Control Coordination Measure (FSCM) and the terminology common to 
the fire supports is applied.

1. Established: a Kill Box is in effect;

2. On-Order: a Kill Box is planned but does not have an effective time.
Additional information and coordination is required for the Kill Box to be 
Established. Typically, on-order measures are event-triggered (e.g. target time of 
appearance in the operational area is unknown during planning);

3. Cancelled: the Kill Box is no longer Established.

The Kill Box status is either Open or Closed:
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1. Open: a Kill Box (or a portion) is open to fires without further coordination or 
deconfliction required. An Established Kill Box is inherently open, until closed or 
cancelled.
Within an open Kill Box, the airspace is either active of cold.

◦ Active: a Kill Box that has aircraft operating within the confines of the Kill Box 
(UAS123 included);

◦ Cold: a Kill Box with no operating aircraft within the confines of the Kill Box (UAS 
included).

2. Closed: a Kill Box or a portion of the Kill Box where fires or effects of fires are not 
allowed without further coordination. Unless specified, a closed Kill Box does not 
restrict the airspace.

KILL BOX GENESIS: PLANNED VS IMMEDIATE
A Kill Box can be Planned or Immediate.

• Planned Kill Box: the kill box is planned as a support to an operation. Once the 
requirement for a kill box is determined, the initial attributes (priority, location, 
airspace and time) are developed and coordinated; the latter includes the 
determination of target and effect priorities, assets, authority, integration, 
deconfliction and so on.
When the kill box is approved, it is distributed and validated, to re-determine 
whether the planned targets still contribute to objectives, their location and how the
planned actions affect friendly operations.

• Immediate Kill Box: the kill box is established if it is deemed helpful to air 
interdiction onto targets of opportunity. An immediate kill box is one identified too 
late, or not requested in time, to be included during deliberate targeting. Immediate
kill boxes are developed and established using dynamic targeting.

16.3 EXECUTION      
Kill Boxes are not required for all air interdiction missions; but are designed to facilitate the 
interdiction of mobile targets, and the engagement of targets in areas where their location 
is imprecise or unknown.
Kill Boxes also facilitate the execution of SCAR missions, engagement of time-sensitive 
targets and the suppression of enemy air defences (SEAD).

123 UAS – Unmanned Aircraft System.
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16.3.1 KILL BOX ENTRY/EXIT
Planned missions into a kill box should expect minimal C2 comms and coordinating, 
assuming no ATO or targeting priority changes.
Immediate tasking requires some of all the information included in the form represented 
below.

The minimum information required to be passed by C2 are:

• kill box assignment and status;

• targeting priorities;

• working frequency.

COMMAND AND CONTROL AGENCY BRIEFING
(Information Passed from C2 Agency to Aircraft)

Kill box name and status: 
“                                                                                                                 ”

Kill box floor (not required for blue kill box):
“                                                                                                                 ”

Targets:
“                                                                                                                 ”
(priorities, targets being worked, etc.)

Threats:
“                                                                                                                 ”

Friendlies:
“                                                                                                                 ”
(all applicable air and ground assets in vicinity of kill box)

Coordinator:
“                                                                                                                 ”
(call sign and net)

Ordnance Restrictions or Requests:
“                                                                                                                 ”

Remarks:
“                                                                                                                 ”
(Restricted targets, other FSCMs/ACMs, hazards munitions, UAS 
operations, etc.)

Example – Planned interdiction mission assigned to a cold kill 
box:
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“Python 21, cleared to cold kill box 132LN, blue, working 
frequency TAD 15.” (“Blue” denotes air is the only weapons 
platform being used for this particular mission.) 

Example – Immediate Interdiction mission into an active kill box:
[Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS)] “Python 21, 
contact Warhawk for retasking.”
[ASOC] “Python 21, proceed into active kill box 134LV, purple 120.
Target priorities are tanks, self-propelled, and towed artillery. 
Possible SA-8 in quadrant 2. Contact kill box coordinator, Hoss 11 
on Red 10.”

Note: “Purple 120” in this example denotes the kill box floor is 
12,000 ft mean sea level (MSL) due to surface-to-surface fires.

16.3.2 COORDINATION WITHIN AN ACTIVE KILL 
BOX
Aircraft operating within a kill box use an assigned kill box frequency or follow a pre-
coordinated deconfliction plan.

Deconfliction becomes a requirement as soon as multiple flights or formations are 
operating within the kill box. Each aircraft should ensure that their ordnance (trajectory and
effects) stay within the boundaries of the kill box. If additional space is required, the C2 
must coordinate for it.

Kill Box Controller (KBC) tasks are assigned by C2 to the first manned flight entering the kill 
box. Their primary responsibility is deconfliction. When possible, they will also:

• provide expeditiously flow interdiction aircraft into and out of the target area;

• prevent redundant strikes against previously destroyed targets;

• provide targeting information/location;

• provide target marks;

• support laser-guided weapons;

• confirming, locating, suppressing, and/or destroying surface-to-air

• threats;

• providing bomb hit assessment.

If the first manned flight to enter the kill box is a SCARC (Strike Coordination and 
Reconnaissance coordinator), they will also assume the role of KBC, also providing:

• target prioritization and engagement;
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• positive identification (PID);

• collateral damage estimate (CDE), including weapons/target pairing.

Before entering an active kill box, all flights must check in with the Kill Box Coordinator 
(KBC) using the briefing shown below.

KILL BOX CHECK-IN BRIEFING
(Passed to Kill Box Coordinator Before Entering)

Mission Number: “                                                                       ”

Number and Type of 
Aircraft:

“                                                         ”

Position and Altitude: “                                                            ”

Ordnance: “                                                                                  ”

Playtime: “                                                                                   ”

Additional Aircraft/
Aircrew Capabilities:

“                                                             ”

Remarks: “                                                                             ”

(include assigned target from ATO or C2 if applicable, including 
target location and time on target [TOT])

Example: “Hoss 11(KBC), Python 21(flight)-mission # 2301, 4 F-
16s entering 134LV from the south, Angels 15, 4 X GBU 12 ea plus
20 mm, Laser code 1114 in sequence, 35 mins TOS, SADL/Litening
Pod.”

Note: I am not discussing drone operations at this stage, as they have almost zero 
impact in DCS.

16.3.3 TARGET ENGAGEMENT
The briefing shown below is used by the Kill Box Coordinator to relay specific kill box or 
target information to the strike fight aircraft. Note that the deconfliction portion is 
directive.

KILL BOX ATTACK BRIEFING
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(KBC to Striker Aircraft)

Deconfliction Instructions:
“                                                                                                           ”
(Block altitude, keypads/quadrants, georef, flow, timing)

Target Description:
“                                                                                                           ”

Target Location:
“                                                                                                           ”
(Coordinates, geographic references, etc.)

Target Elevation:
“                                                                                                           ”

Remarks:
“                                                                                                           ”
(Buddy-laze plan, mark, time on target (TOT), threats, UAS, etc.)

Example: “Python 21, Hoss 11, remain in Quadrant 4, Angels 15. 
Your target: column of 4 APCs oriented north to south with 
dismounted infantry, location N3701.034 / W07601.089, 
elevation 69 ft.”

The targeting part is not directive, and strike aircraft are responsible for meeting their own 
positive identification and collateral damage assessment following the rules in place. If a 
strike has a target assigned already before entering the kill box, then the KBC is only 
responsible for deconfliction.

When checking out of a kill box, departing Kill Box Coordinator / SCARC assets will execute a
positive hand-off to the appropriate flight and, if applicable, notify C2. If no other flights are 
available, the positive hand-off will be with C2.

16.4 DCS’S KILL BOXES:   
CONTROLLERS’ SUGGESTIONS  
Kill Boxes look, on paper, as a quite handy tool for complex air-to-ground missions in DCS. 
They provide a solid yet simple structure, and have fewer requirements in terms of 
experience and familiarity with the procedures than FAC(A) or JTAC – controlled scenarios.

To have a better idea of how kill boxes can work in DCS I asked again to someone much 
more knowledgeable than myself.
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In case of a have Kill Box with a single flight doing AR (Armed Recon) then all is 
good and simple. The flight knows that every military thing in its KB is a valid 
target and no friendlies are around. So, a decision whether or not to kill it is 
based on the priorities given to the flight.
When there's more than one flight doing AR, then one of them, typically the 
first one on station, will act as SCAR controller.
The SCAR controller deconflicts flights (So that jets don't fly into each other or 
into other flights' ordnance) and targets (So that no target is being shot twice 
by both flights, thus wasting time and ammo).
As AR, you don't need clearance to fire (as is the case in CAS) but each flight 
CAN call ABORT if there's a good reason (like a school bus driving near the 
targets or something like that).
When you do SCAR then each flight coming to the KB checks-in with you, 
similarly to a CAS-check-in, so that you know what type of jet is entering, what 
ordnance and what playtime they have. Then you make sure they are safe 
("keep at IP "x" / Keep South of the ridge line") and deconflict the targets ("kill 
only BMPs / Kill all targets South of that road" et cetera).

132ND.ASSAFB

The following is a recap a conversation with RIFLE about the same topic.

In Afghanistan when submitting DD1972124 “air request” I had to submit the 
killbox my tgt coordinates were in.
I would caution talking about strike right away as it was also used as a place to 
go fly to on the map.

RIFLE

Later, clarifying the meaning and the purpose of the Kill box and expanding what 
132nd.AssafB said:

Kill box is everything you’re saying but also just a place to park aircraft or 
routing.  I would have a circular 5nm ROZ usually, eventually looked like an 
upside down wedding cake.
At times it covered two kill boxes.  Other controlling agencies would control 
everything outside my ROZ and I was completely oblivious to it.

RIFLE

16.4.1 F-14 TOMCAT & KILL BOXES
Although the quote of the A-6 Intruder Kill Box operations in Desert Storm referenced at the
beginning of this Chapter mentioned a delimitation by latlongs, grids are also used, and the 

124 See Join Publication 3-09.3 for more information.
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F-14 does not support them. Against more modern platforms, this and other factors, such 
as the lack of modern INS and the reduce definition of the TID make the F-14 in DCS indeed 
obsolete.  However, it can still be a valid asset once these points are taken into account.

Again, I asked a few experience friends what they think about the F-14 a modern scenario.

I think the main problem for an F14 to work as AR/SCAR is the inability to ID its 
targets. While there's no risk to friendlies, the crew will probably need to be 
instructed exactly to a specific group of targets to attack by a SCAR controller. 
For example, a jet with "proper TGP" to ID the targets like a mechanized 
company or something, and the F14 should only know that it's there and throw 
some bombs at it.
But then again, it tasks the SCAR controller with a more detailed/time-
consuming job of walking the F14 to those specific targets.
It's doable probably, but not very efficient.

132ND.ASSAFB

As expected, in a modern scenario, the F-14 available in DCS shows the same limitations 
that affects its employment in Close Air Support tasks. It is still a valid asset, but F/A-18C, F-
16C, A-10C and others make the process much quicker and simpler thanks do their 
advanced pods and displays, datalink and sensors.
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17. OPERATIONS IX: AIR
TO GROUND ATTACK 
PROFILES

This Chapter touches a series of patters and methods to delivery air-to-ground 
ordnance applicable in contexts requiring more rigid rules and airspace 
organization.
Some of the topics discussed in this chapter are:

• Basic theory;

• Dive Attack;

• Dive-Toss Bombing;

• Level-Toss Bombing;

• Pop-up Attack.

Since each of the mentioned techniques requires a dedicated book to give 
justice to the myriad of parameters, considerations and information they 
involve, consider this (and the rest of the book, really) an overview, aimed to 
provide very basic information and a starting point.

The Radar Intercept Officer, depending on the crew contracts in use, has the 
task of taking the aircraft where briefed to commence the attack, supervising 
the parameters of the action, spot for hostile aircraft and IR missiles / triple-A 
and so on. The protagonist is, however, the Pilot, and he has the hardest job of 
flying following precise parameters, ensuring an accurate delivery and the 
completion of the mission objectives. For these reasons, I did not include in this 
chapter too many details about the procedures involving the Pilot.

Note also that the methods to achieve the parameters necessary for the 
delivery vary between different situations and aircraft. Therefore, each profile 
assumes that the fundamental variables have been met already, whether they 
be the required altitude, target locked via radar, speed, and so on.
Until the introduction of reliable navigation equipment, in fact, enabling the 
delivery of the ordnance onto specific sets of coordinates, the aircraft had to 
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identify and "mark" the target with the avionics in some way. These methods vary, but they 
are surprisingly similar across the board. The two most common are:

• direct LOS lock: by manoeuvring the aircraft directly towards the target;

• lock via offset: by using the radar or other device (e.g. the Television Camera Set on 
the F-14A-135-GR and the F-14B). Once a specific landmark is acquired, the WCS 
determines the position of the target.

17.1 MANUAL DELIVERY      
The delivery of air-to-ground ordnance nowadays is done via a computer-assisted method. 
Before the introduction of such technologies, various alternative means of aiming existed. 
This chapters briefly covers the manual delivery, the most basic and fundamental delivery 
method available to pilots.
Although outdated, it is also a great means to improve the pilot's finesse, as the flight 
parameters must be followed with great precision and attention.

The Radar Intercept Officer is less involved in the "manual" bombing versus Close Air 
Support tasking. The Pilot is the protagonist, whereas the RIO acts as a support, relieving 
the pilot from the necessity of continuously checking its speed, altitude and other 
parameters.

The following passage is from a former F-4 pilot, but gives an idea of the role and the utility 
of having someone helping the pilot.

In the proper form of all traditional single-seat fighter jocks, I was skeptical of 
the value of RIOs at first, believing fuel to be a better use of the space, but after
my first few night bombing missions in the mountains, I became a cautious 
believer. They relieved a large part of the load, allowing the pilot to focus his 
attention outside the cockpit. Because the pilot could concentrate on the task 
at hand, not only were the results consistently better, the odds of staying out of
the trees were greater as well.

TROTTI, JOHN. PHANTOM OVER VIETNAM (P. 28).
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As discussed in the previous Chapter (14.3), three of the most important parameters are:

• reticle mils setting;

• dive angle;

• speed;

• release altitude.

The setting of the reticle in mils must match the planned parameters. The other three vary 
continuously during the manoeuvre.

We were less than three minutes from the target, and it was time to make sure 
one last time that my Radar Intercept Officer (RIO) knew exactly what I 
expected of him. "OK, Terry, keep in mind that the target elevation is 670 feet, 
so we'll be rolling in at seventy-five hundred, and releasing at thirty-five, 
bottoming out at fifteen. I want 30 degrees of dive and 450 knots at release, so 
keep me posted."

TROTTI, JOHN. PHANTOM OVER VIETNAM (P. 26).

From the RIO's perspective, this phase sees him monitoring the parameters determined by 
the Pilot (usually pre-briefed), keeping an eye on the values mentioned above. Since the 
HUD of the F-14 and many other older aircraft does not provide the same great deal of 
information to the pilot, focusing on following and maintaining the attack profile to the 
release point, without having to constantly look around for numbers, greatly him achieving 
a better result. Additional benefits include the much greater awareness in terms of spotting 
and reaction to threats, and improved safety of flight, making sure that the aircraft is not 
damaged by the fragments of its own bombs (see Chapter 14.5).

Note: The detailed planning of the manual delivery is vast topic, thus it is not covered in 
this book at the moment. However, I may include it later, if there is enough interested in 
the topic. 
Let me know what you think!

17.2 DIVE AND TOSS BOMBING      
Although flying an average of 20 CAS sorties into one of best defended parts of 
Iraq, the IRIAF avoided suffering losses due to very careful planning and the 
employment of loft-bombing. The latter saw the F-5s approaching their targets 
at a very low altitude, releasing bombs while in a shallow climb from standoff 
ranges and then immediately returning to low altitude. Such operations proved
very complex to plan and execute because Tiger IIs lacked the necessary 
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automatic systems and pilots had to stick precisely to their flight plans, 
maintaining specific speed, g-force and climb angles until reaching the release 
point. Although errors did happen time and again, Iraqi eyewitnesses 
confirmed the precision of such sorties.

TAGHVAEE, BABAK. IRANIAN TIGERS AT WAR.

This Chapter provides a short overview of a number of bombing methods. The bulk of the 
work falls onto the pilot. He should "work out the numbers" depending on the situation, 
weather, threats and other parameters. The Radar Intercept Officer instead is less directly 
involved post planning, but monitors the parameters indicated by the pilot, whilst scanning 
for threats and configuring the appropriate functions via the Armament Panel (see Chapter
3.3.2).

Dive, Toss and other techniques are used to improve aspects of the conventional bombing. 
Toss bombing, for example, can increase the distance between the attacker and the target, 
usually at the expenses of the accuracy. Albeit this technique does not provide real stand-
off capabilities, it can improve the survivability of the aircraft and its crew.

17.2.1 DIVE BOMBING
The Dive bombing techniques has its roots back in World War I. Compared to a level drop 
from a similar altitude, it provided much more precision and less susceptibility to external 
factors, especially at steep angles.
The technique evolved into dedicated attack aircraft, the Dive bombers, some of which 
were made iconic by the beginning of World War II. Examples are the Junkers Ju 87 
(commonly known as Stuka, from Sturzkampfflugzeug) or the Petlyakov Pe-2.

Figure 446: Ju-87D/G-2 at the RAF Museum London (26/06/2022)

The higher precision of the dive has a costly drawback: vulnerability to enemy fire and 
fighters. The dive bombers tended to be slow and less manoeuvrable aircraft than fighters, 
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and had to fly a fairly stable route before tipping in and, in these phase, they were highly 
exposed to enemy threats.
In time, the dedicated dive bombers were replaced by fighter-bombers, capable of 
delivering with good precision, but with higher flexibility and greater speed and 
manoeuvrability.

During the Vietnam War, the dive-bombing was still the most common practice when 
precision was required. Despite the advantages of fighter-bombers, it was still a dangerous 
task, exposing the fighter to ground fire. Eventually, the Anti-Air Artillery resulted the most 
common cause of aircraft loss during the war.
As the war progressed, smart ordnance and new techniques were introduced, but only 
marginally reduced the problem.

The F-100 was unsophisticated but it had four 20 mm cannon with 1,600 
rounds of ammunition (usually high-explosive, incendiary (HEI) and could carry 
a good load of bombs. It could be very accurate with both guns and bombs if 
you got close to the target.
Our standard 30-degree dive-bombing attack could hit within 30 feet of the 
target under range conditions — and a 500-lb bomb made a 30-ft crater. In 
“high-threat” areas we used a 45-degree dive and released the bomb from 
5,000-ft altitude, and our bombing was very inaccurate.

GORDON, BRUCE. THE SPIRIT OF ATTACK: FIGHTER PILOT STORIES. 

PROCEDURE
The procedure is quite simple: as the name suggests, it consists in a dive from an altitude 
high enough to ensure a safe recovery.
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Figure 447: Dive bombing flow.

The parameters for the dive, the release of the bombs and the recovery vary between 
aircraft.

F–4 pilots dropped their 45-degree dive bombs on the practice range at 4,000–
4,500 feet in order to recover above 1,000 feet and avoid the frag from their 
own bombs. A–10 pilots could do the same from 2,000 feet and still recover 
above 1,000.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
168).

Steeper dives were favourite, especially when the avionics was incapable of calculating the 
exact impact point (or release moment). 
No matter the angle, this procedure exposes the aircraft and the crew to the threats 
previously described, such as:

• the fly path until the dive is predictable, making it a simpler target for the AAA;

• the recovery altitude is usually quite low, hence closer to AAA, MANDPADs and 
other air defences.

Antiaircraft bullets travel about 1,000 feet per second, so at 10,000 feet it took 
ten seconds for a bullet to get to our altitude and even mild weaving meant 
they couldn’t hit us. As we dove, the situation changed rapidly — we dropped 
our bombs at about 3,000 feet and completed our pullout about 1,000 feet — 
bullets took only one second to hit us. Low-level strafe was at 50 feet, where 
even rifles and pistols could hit us. Our pullout was almost directly above the 
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target — the moment of greatest danger. We’d “jink” hard — sudden, random 
turns to throw off the gunners — and climb rapidly back to safety.

GORDON, BRUCE. THE SPIRIT OF ATTACK: FIGHTER PILOT STORIES.

Dive-bombing can be manually computed but relatively modern aircraft can, generally 
speaking, take advantage of a CCIP-like method or a CCRP-like method. This simplifies the 
planning of the attack, as parameters many parameters are automatically computed by the 
avionics.

The planning of the dive-bomb attack has to take into account factors such as the release 
altitude, the recovery altitude, dive angle, speed, plus TOT if required and so on. Many of 
these values change depending on the aircraft in use. After the release, the pullout is 
initiated to clear from terrain, threats and fragments (in the F-4, the pullout is a 4G pull for 
2").
No matter how the avionics assist, to ensure maximum precision, the pilot should stick as 
close as possible to the pre-planned roll-in and release parameters.

LEVEL BOMBING
Level bombing is a peculiar case of dive-bombing where the dive angle is zero; thus making 
the flight path (in theory) parallel to the terrain.

As described by Bruce Gordon (author of "Spirit of Attack"), in the following passage, level 
bombing as its applications, but it potentially exposes the aircraft to even more ground fire, 
depending on the terrain.

We did level bombing at 500 feet when there were “troops in contact” and we 
had to get napalm close to friendly troops. At 500 feet, we were pretty 
accurate. We could look over our target area before starting our bomb run, 
then a descending curve to put us at 500 feet for the run in to the target. At 
that low altitude, we were hidden from the enemy by trees or terrain until we 
were almost over them, dropping napalm or high-drag bombs. There were a lot
of guys down there with AK-47’s who were shooting at us, but I never got hit —
I don’t know why I never got hit — luck is more important than skill!

BRUCE GORDON – SOURCE  

Nowadays, level bombing is very common, but it is generally conducted at medium to high 
altitude, and takes advantage of modern weapons to increase precision, stand-off range, 
and so on.
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Figure 448: Level bombing flow.

The recovery from the level bombing depends on how hard the breakaway turn is, and how 
wide is the heading change.
In case of the F-14, the flight parameters are maintained for 1" to ensure response delay 
after the release of the last weapon:

• 5g breakaway, 90° heading change: the load factor is increased linearly to 5g in 1.5";

• 5g breakaway, 30° heading change: the load factor is increased linearly to 5g in 1.5";

• 3g breakaway, 30° heading change: the load factor is increased linearly to 3g in 1".

Then the Tomcat is rolled as a function of the load factor in order to maintain a level flight 
path turn. This load factor (or the maximum attainable within the angle-of attack limits) is 
maintained until a 30° heading change is achieved. 

17.2.2 DIVE TOSS BOMBING
The difference between Dive and Dive toss is immediate when the definitions of the two 
techniques is considered: a "Dive", in fact, is defined as a negative release flightpath angle 
(less than 1G). A "Dive Toss" instead, is defined as a dive where the release occurs at 2+ Gs.

Dive toss bombing introduces a variable in the standard dive delivery. No matter the aircraft
involved, it implies a dive, followed by a pull-up whilst holding the release button, to give 
the bombs forward and upwards momentum. The weapon computer of the aircraft 
automatically processes the flight parameters and determines when the bombs are 
released.

Dive toss was designed to be used in a diving delivery similar to the normal dive
bomb pass. The pilot rolled in the same way, but pointed his gunsight directly 
at the target. Then the WSO locked on to the ground with the radar. Once the 
radar was tracking the ground, the WRCS computer knew slant range to the 
target. Aircraft altitude and dive angle went to the computer from the aircraft 
navigation systems. 
[...] Once the radar was solidly tracking the ground, the pilot hit his pickle 
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button and held it down while he recovered from the dive. When the computer 
arrived at a proper solution, it automatically released the bomb. 

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
63).

The primary advantage is intuitive: since the bomb is not falling towards the target any 
more, but it has momentum, its range is increased. This factor allows the aircraft to bomb 
from a safer position, ideally immune to small arms fire. The drawback, is the potential loss 
in terms of accuracy. This factor, however, can be compensated by deploying guided 
ammunition  (typically Laser-Guided Bombed lased onto the target by a ground or other 
aerial asset – “buddy lasing”).

This technique is commonly used to deliver low drag bombs, but high drag bombs can be 
used as well. Since the target is visually acquired and locked and the computer calculates 
the correct release point, the target can be attacked from any direction. This important 
factor allows the aircraft to choose the safest approach possible.

For the purpose of this book, three different dive / toss profiles are briefly mentioned125:

• standard dive toss;

• dive-glide manoeuvre;

• level toss manoeuvre.

STANDARD DIVE TOSS PROCEDURES
The application of the Dive toss, and the following Level toss too, drastically change 
depending on the aircraft in use. Usually, the procedure requires a fix reference (usually the 
target), which is then used by the avionics to compute the delivery parameters as the 
aircraft pulls from the dive at a pre-briefed range and speed.

The F-4D Phantom II, for example, required the WSO to perform a radar lock of the target 
placed on the nose by the pilot, before starting the pull (Figure 449).

125 Inspiration for these profiles is the documentation for the F-4D Phantom II.
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Figure 449: Dive toss bombing flow [F-4D].

The Television Camera Set, when controlled by the pilot in Computer Target mode, allows 
him to designate a position on the ground without pointing the nose directly towards it. 
Unfortunately, the TCS cannot be slewed horizontally in this mode.

Discussing the delivery and recovery, the documentation of the F-14 states that a load 
factor of 2Gs is maintained during weapon release and for a 1" after the last weapon is 
released (response delay). After the  response delay, the load factor is increased linearly to 
5g’s in 0.75 second. This load factor (or the maximum attainable within the angle-of attack 
limits) is maintained to achieve a 15° flight path run-out angle.

More information and examples about the application whilst flying the F-14 can be found in 
Chapter 17.4.
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Figure 450: Dive toss bombing - Target acquisition via TCS [F-14A-135 / F-14B].

17.2.3 LEVEL TOSS BOMBING
Level Toss Bombing ensures the advantages of the Dive Toss in terms of increased stand-off 
range but improves the safety of the crew and the aircraft by masking the approach using 
geographical features. The drawback is the increased complexity of the manoeuvre, and the
loss of precision.
The ability of the pilot to follow a very steady and precise approach is fundamental to 
achieve satisfying results.

[..] Although this weapon delivery profile was referred to as ‘loft’ in the 
Tornado force, it was, more correctly, a ‘toss’ attack: starting from an attack 
speed of around 480kt the pilot selected reheat and pulled up at 3 to 4g 
approximately four miles from the target. The weapon was released by the 
weapon-aiming system and flew on towards the target, while the aircraft 
carried out an escape manoeuvre, turning away from the target and returning 
to low level. The loft recovery manoeuvre comprised a loaded roll to 145°, 
reducing to 90° as the nose passed the horizon and to wings level by 5° nose 
down: it was usually commenced at around 2,000ft [..]

NAPIER, MICHAEL. TORNADO GR1: AN OPERATIONAL HISTORY (PP. 29-30).

Although the Iranian F-5s managed to perform successful Dive Toss bombing operations by 
flying accurate parameters and numbers, aircraft such as the F-14 or later versions of the F-
4 Phantom II can improve the bombing precision by using the tools provided by their 
advanced avionics.
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The Tomcat, for example, can mark the target directly via the TCS or CPTR IP, dive, and the 
pull at a computed distance. The ordnance release is commanded automatically by the 
avionics.

Figure 451: Level toss bombing.

Figure 452: Level toss bombing - Computer IP offset.

Modern aircraft require little effort instead, as they can take full advantage of the precision 
of improved Inertial Navigation Systems, GPS and avionics to perform a CCRP delivery 
without requiring the visual acquisition of the target beforehand.

VARIANT: SELF-LASED LEVEL TOSS BOMBING
This technique was developed as the F-4 Phantom II received self-lasing capability thanks to
the Pave Spike targeting pod. It is incredibly fun and simple to use with the F-14 and its the 
LANTIRN pod.

[..] the crew flew directly at the target at very low altitude. As soon as the WSO
saw the target in his TV, he took command of the pod and started lasing the 
target. A cockpit indicator displayed exact laser range to the target, and, at 
precisely two miles from the target, the pilot depressed the pickle button and 
pulled sharply up. The computer would then release the bomb at 10 degrees of 
climb. The whole pull-up and release process took only two seconds. 
Immediately after the bomb came off, the pilot would start a 6-g turn away 
from the target and back to low altitude, while the WSO lased the target until 
the bomb hit.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
132).

The similar principle can be used in a much simpler scenario by means of buddy-lasing 
assets, either airborne (FAC/A) or on the ground (JTAC).
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Figure 453: Low-level self lasing toss bombing.

F-14 Tomcat application
This technique can be used effectively in the F-14, as long as two humans are flying the 
aircraft.

The biggest issue is the lack of integration between the TCS and the LANTIRN. The toss 
bombing can be performed by flying the numbers whilst the LANTIRN (2nm / 10°) is being 
used but, to ensure good precision, the CPTR TGT or IP modes should be used. In this case, 
the once a good release mark has been obtained, the video feed can be switched to the 
LANTIRN. The RIO can mark the target or adjust the location of a pre-created waypoint (the 
order of these two action can be inverted). Then the Tomcat can dive to low-level and start 
the run as a conventional level toss bombing. During the breakaway and egress, the RIO can
lase the bomb to steer it onto the previously-acquired target.

An example of this application is available in Paragraph 17.4.7.

17.2.4 DIVE-GLIDE MANOEUVRE
Figure 454 shows the Dive-Glide manoeuvre as it was suggested for the F-4D Phantom II. 
The "Dive" component was necessary to lock the ground position of the target. The 
following "Glide" allowed the automatic release of the ordnance.

The dive glide, as obsolete as it may look (i.e. with the TCS there is no need to dive to 
acquire the target), serve the purpose of demonstrating how a computed release point 
delivery avoids the necessity of pointing straight towards the target, thus increasing the 
safety of the attacker and its crew versus AAA and similar air defences. Note that if the 
aircraft gently pulls up during the manoeuvre, the ballistic trajectory of the ordnance is 
affected, and the range is increased, albeit marginally. This variation is a good compromise 
between the necessity of introducing minimal stand-off range and precision. In fact, a dive-
toss would result is a greatly increased stand-off range, but the precision of the attack may 
suffer.
Similarly to the previous technique, modern avionics simplify the manoeuvre, reducing or 
removing altogether the necessity of aligning the target with the aircraft. Examples are the 
CCRP (Continuously Computed Release Point) delivery mode in the F-16C or the F/A-18C, or 
the Computer Target mode in the F-14.
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Figure 454: Dive-glide manoeuvre [F-4D].

Compared to the toss techniques, the Dive-Glide Manoeuvre enables the automated ripple 
Delivery: the avionics of aircraft such as the Phantom II or the Tomcat is incapable of 
automatically adjusting in real time the ripple interval (which translates to the separation at 
which the bombs impact the ground). Therefore, flying a pre-defined and constant path is 
necessary.

17.2.5 OVER-THE-SHOULDER TOSS-BOMBING
Calling this technique "peculiar" is an understatement. In consists in a steep climb over the 
target area, culminating with the release of the ordnance which, in theory, should fly 
backwards and eventually hit the ground. And the target, if possible.
More information about this technique can be found in operative manuals. Wikipedia has a 
general walkthough of the procedure.

17.2.6 CONSIDERATIONS: RIPPLE AND TOSS
Bomb toss drastically affect ripple effects, especially when the avionics is incapable to 
automatically calculate the ripple release interval from the desired ripple spacing as a 
function of the current state of the aircraft.
The following examples show the different impact of 8x Mk-82 following different release 
techniques and ripple settings.

Tanks are placed approximately 100ft apart. Settings are default (single, ripple, 50ms).
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Figure 455: Ripple and Toss - Dive Toss.

Figure 456 shows fewer craters than the number of released bombs. Apparently, DCS 
"merges" multiple decals into one.
As expected, the dive delivery (approximately -10°, 500kts, 10,000ft) "condenses" the 
bombs much more than tossing them. 

Figure 456: Ripple and Toss – Dive bombing.

17.2.7 WIND EFFECT
As discussed in Chapter 12.3, the F-14's avionics are capable of compensating and 
accounting for the effect of the wind. However, tossing ordnance is a peculiar case. A 
solution I have found is attacking from an attack heading that minimises crosswind, then 
compensating the headwind by aiming slightly shorter or longer. This, combined with a 
more "relaxed" ripple interval, should ensure that the bombs land close to the target.
It is certainly not a precise method, but works especially well with laser guided bombs.

17.3 ***POP-UP ATTACK      
IMPORTANT
This Chapter is still WIP. I though I could make it in time for Draft V, but I want to do 
a much thorough job and adapting modern aircraft documentation to older 
airframes is not always immediate.
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Thus, only the initial part of the Chapter is here available, the more practical 
discussion is still WIP and not included.

The Pop-up attack consists in the delivery of the ordnance following a low-level ingress, 
followed by a steep climb to gain ground separation, identify the target, drop the ordnance 
and egress.
This type of attack effective against SAM and air-to-air threats, but exposes the aircraft to 
AAA and small arms fire, although the surprise of such tactics may play in favour of the 
aircraft (not in DCS vs the AI, forget it).

As for the entirety of this Chapter, the primary user of these techniques is the pilot; 
therefore this is an introduction to the topic, rather than an in-depth study.

Nota Bene!
The details of profiles and values are taken from F-16 documentation. Keep them in 
mind in case you want to apply them directly to the F-14 Tomcat.

POP-UP ATTACK PROFILES
Different pop-up attack profiles can be classified depending on how wide is the angle 
between the aircraft heading and the heading to follow to get to the target:

• Direct pop-up: angle < 15°;

• Offset pop-up: angle > 15°;

• Indirect pop-up: angle > 90°.

Figure 457: Pop-up attack profiles - Top view.

Important general definitions include:

• Approach Heading: heading during wings-level pull-up and climb;

• Attack Heading (or Attack Axis): heading during the wings-level attack;

• Angle-Off: difference between Approach Heading and Attack Axis.
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17.3.1 POP-UP: DEFINITIONS
The following is a series of recurring definitions, using Figure 458 as reference.
[Source: MCH 11-F16 v5]

Figure 458: Offset pop-up profile.

• Initial Point (IP): the point where the last leg to the target begins. Normally, the IP is 
prominent, unique and 10nm to 20nm out from the target.

• Pop Point. A position at which the pop-up attack is initiated. The point where climb 
is initiated.

• Climb Angle. The angle of climb to be achieved following the initiation of the pop-
up.

• Pop-to-Pull-Down Distance. Distance from the pop point to the pull-down point. 
This distance is predictable for a specific set of delivery parameters.

• Pull-Down Point (PDP). A maneuver point where you transition from the climbing to
the diving portion of a pop-up delivery.

• Dive Angle. The selected angle of dive for weapons delivery.

• Apex. The highest altitude in the pop-up delivery profile.

• Minimum Attack Perimeter (MAP). An imaginary circle centered on the target equal
to the distance from the target at which tracking begins. The radius of this circle 
varies with planned delivery parameters.
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• MAP Distance. Distance from the MAP to the target. Composed of bomb range and 
horizontal distance covered while tracking.

• Tracking. That portion of the weapons delivery devoted to the final alignment of the 
aircraft sighting systems with the target.

• Tracking Time. Wings level time from roll out to weapons release.

• Horizontal Tracking Distance. The distance traveled across the ground during the 
tracking time.

• Vertical Tracking Distance. The vertical distance from the track altitude to the 
release altitude.

• Aim-off Distance (AOD). The ground distance at 12:00 from the target where you 
point your nose during tracking.

• Release Altitude. The altitude above the ground at which weapons delivery is 
accomplished.

17.3.2 POP-UP: MANOEUVRES
A short recap of the common pop-up techniques described in the documentation.

TYPICAL OFFSET POP-UP
1. approach course between 15° and 90° from the final attack heading;

2. pop-up initiated over a pre-planned pop point at a minimum speed of 450KCAS 
(~450 KTAS at 0ft, standard ISA);

3. at pop point, select desired power (reheat or military), make a 3-4 G wings-level pull 
to the desired climb angle and start chaff/flare program. The target should become 
visible in the front quarter of the canopy (in the F-16), slightly off to the side of the 
planned roll-in direction;

4. as the pre-planned altitude is approached, make an unloaded roll in the direction of 
the target. Perform a 3-5 G pull-down to intercept the dive angle, applying 
corrections if necessary. The apex altitude should normally be achieved half-way 
through the pull-down manoeuvre.

LOW ANGLE STRAFE (LAS)
Execution:

1. approach usually between 15° and 30° from the desired attack heading. Minimum 
450 KCAS;

2. at planned pop point, go Buster and begin 3-4G pull-up to desired climb angle 
(normally planned to be equal to delivery dive angle +5°);
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3. at pre-planned pull-down altitude, roll and begin a pull-down to the desired dive 
angle;

4. make an unloaded roll-out with the CCIP pipper (CPTR PLT for the F-14) circa 100' 
short of the target.

LOW ANGLE HIGH DRAG BOMBING (LAHD) (10° – 15°)
This attack manoeuvre is similar to the Low Angles Strafe and designed for low-angle 
delivery of high drag ordnance.
Execution:

1. run-in heading offset 15°-30° from the attack heading at a minimum of 450 KCAS;

2. at the desired pop-up point, pull-up 3-4 Gs at planned climb angle (usually dive 
angle +5°);

3. at pull-down altitude, the aircraft should be rolled towards the target and the nose 
pulled-down as in any low-angle bomb delivery. The manoeuvre allows 3"-5" for 
tracking / designate prior to arriving at planned release altitude.

For CCIP deliveries, roll-out with the target approximately ⅓ down between the flight path 
marker and the CCIP pipper. For manual deliveries, roll out with the flight path marker on 
the correct aim-off point, or plan the roll-out to place the standby reticle to the 
precomputed number of mils short of the target / upwind aim point.

LOW ANGLE LOW DRAG BOMBING (LALD) (10º – 20º)
Manoeuvre designed for low-angle delivery of low-drag weapons. Planned angle-off 
delivery can vary from 15°-90°, although optimum angle is approximately 2x climb angle.
Execution:

1. pull-up at planned climb angle (15° + 5° and 20° + 10° ) and pull-down at a 
preplanned pull-down altitude;

2. apex altitude for LALD delivery is considerably higher than for a LAHD delivery; 
carefully monitor the altimeter to determine the proper pull-up point;

3. for CCIP deliveries, roll out with the target approximately halfway between the flight
path marker and the CCIP pipper.

HIGH ALTITUDE DIVE BOMBING (HADB) (30º – 45º)
Designed for high angle delivery of low-drag weapons in a high-threat environment.
Execution:

1. approach to the target is normally at 500 KCAS (minimum). Action point is 4-5 nm 
short of the target;

2. at this point, execute a check turn between 20°-30° to gain the required offset;
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3. at the desired pop point, pull 4 Gs to reach the planned climb angle (usually dive 
angle +15°) in full reheat;

4. scan for the target whilst the pop-up is established. Monitor the altimeter during the
steep climb;

5. at the apex, the aircraft should be inverted or nearly inverted. Take care to roll out 
with the proper aim-off distance. The attack should be planned to allow 5" of 
tracking/designate time before arriving at the release altitude;

6. the threat will dictate the type of recovery. For peacetime training, recover with a 4-
5 Gs pull until the nose is above the horizon, then execute the egress plan.

VISUAL LEVEL DELIVERY (VLD) (0° – 5°)
Manoeuvre designed to be flown using CCIP when the weather or threat precludes steeper 
dive angles.
Execution:

1. ingress the target area at low-altitude, using terrain masking and jinking until just 
prior to weapon release;

2. if level delivery is planned, arrive at the defined altitude with the CCIP pipper 
properly positioned. If a 5° dive is planned, initiate a 10° pull-up followed by a pull-
down approximately 500' below the planned apex.

17.3.3 POP-UP PLANNING
Several parameters must be taken into account when planning a pop-up delivery, starting 
with:

• ordnance load and target: e.g. a cluster bomb requires less refined final than a Mk-
82 Low Drag;

• weather and environment: terrain and adverse weather may limit avenues of attack.

The crew should determine how much time is required on final. Normally 3"-5" are 
sufficient, with specialized ordnance may require more time. This aspect should be 
considered, and enough time should be allocated. The MAP (Minimum Attack Perimeter) 
distance should be computed and a suitable IP, prominent and unique, usually 1' or 2' from 
the target. This IP should allow the aircraft to get to the MAP on an acceptable attack 
heading.
Two basic options can be used to get from the IP to the target:

1. fly from the IP directly to the PUP (Figure 459);

2. depart the IP and fly directly at the target. At a defined range, turn to create the 
offset and the pop-up (Figure 460).
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The second option sounds more complex, but it is quicker to plan and is used more often: 
the pop portion of the attack is the same for all IP-to-target distances (if Distance(IP-to-TGT) 
> Action range).

Figure 459: IP Direct to PUP.

Figure 460: IP Direct to Target.

ADDING A SECOND ELEMENT TO THE ATTACK
The addition of a second element to a tight-TOT attack introduces a series of issues: 
ordnance fragmentation and flight path conflict. Fragmentation depends on the type of 
weapon employed, the delivery profile and the number of attacking aircraft.

Deconfliction is the primary means to offset those problems, and can be achieved by means
of:

• time;

• altitude;

• lateral separation of aimpoints (see figure xxx);

• distance separation from the target.

• a combination of the previous point.
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The deconfliction method must take into account the envelope of the ordnance fragments, 
both in altitude and horizontally, for the worst-case scenario.

• A direct IP-to-target pop-up planning approach must be modified for a wingman 
who's in tactical formation;

• The flight leader must plan the attack, so each pilot regains mutual support after the
attack while egressing the target area as fast as possible.

Figure 461: Simultaneous attack.

Time Deconfliction
The classic method to achieve time separation is to space the aircraft in elements 4 to 5 nm 
in trail. A simple means to establish the trail from a line abreast is a variation of the 90/90 
manoeuvre:

1. wingman turns 90° off the ingress heading for ~20";

2. after 20", the Flight Leader should have travelled 5nm, and the wingman turns back 
to the target.

Advantages

1. if navigation accuracy or target acquisition is questionable, a more flexible attack is 
possible;

2. subsequent flight members can bomb off of the lead's bomb impact.

Disadvantages

1. the wingman flies  as a single-ship close to the target area;

2. the flight stretches out, reducing visual mutual support, and complicates the post-
attack rejoin;

3. requires several manoeuvres close to the terminal threat area;

4. can disorient the wingman, requiring a 90° turn to the target.
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Altitude Deconfliction
Highly dependent on the vertical envelope of the fragments. It requires the following 
aircraft to recover before such limit.

Advantages

1. the wingman has more time to acquire the target;

2. high release enables a direct, radar-fused CBU delivery126;

3. weapon effects improve with increased impact angle;

4. allows simultaneous attacks on a point target.

Disadvantages

1. weather must permit higher-altitude releases;

2. the wingman exposure time is increased;

3. depending on the release altitude, it puts the wingman in the heart of the threat 
envelopes.

Horizontal Deconfliction
Targets should be separated by a lateral distance value sufficient to ensure safety from 
fragments.
More spacing between target is required if attack headings are not parallel.

Advantages

1. visual contact is maintained throughout the attack;

2. simultaneous attack reduces flight exposure time and saturates defences;

Disadvantages

1. A large target is required;

2. Possible flight path conflict over the target.

17.4 F-14 TOMCAT – EXAMPLES      
The following are a series of examples where I applied the fundamentals of the delivery 
methods discussed in this Chapter to the F-14. The point of view is the pilot’s as the Radar 
Intercept Officer primary task switches from navigation to a more supervisory role during 
the last phase of the attack: designation, appropriate manoeuvres, release and egress are 
action owned by the pilot.
For this reason, these examples do not linger on concepts the pilot should be already 

126 Not applicable to the F-14 Tomcat.
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familiar with, such as CPTR TGT usage and implications and details of the toss / dive / pop-
up manoeuvres.

Note: I have not found any delivery profile for the situation discussed in this Chapter. 
Therefore, ranges, angles and altitudes are all eyeballed and I tried each scenario only a 
couple of times.
Moreover, I have no more than a dozen hours flying the F-14 under my belt. To one 
hand, this fact means that any pilot can get better results than me; to another, it is a 
testament of the intuitiveness to the systems aboard the F-14.
Lastly, note that the egress post release in the following examples is deliberately sloppy. 
In a more realistic scenario, the pilot can pull harder, releasing countermeasures in the 
process.

The scenario used is very simple: a single Client F-14 flying at 15,000ft; loaded with 14x Mk-
82 and spawned ~15nm West of the island of Farur, in the Persian Gulf. The target is a 
clustered group of BMP-2 located near the Farur Island Port.
The air defences depend on the technique demonstrated:

• SA-8, SA-9, ZSU-23-4 for the low level toss;

• A set of several AAA for the dive attack (20mm, 60mm, 88mm).

Figure 462: F-14 delivery examples – Scenario (F-10).

The gameplan is simple: set up a single run in CPTR TGT, dropping all 14 Mk-82 at a very 
short interval. In all cases, the targets are designated at a distance of ~10nm, the 
subsequent actions depend on the scenario.

The F-14 Tomcat cannot rely on its Inertial Navigation System to drop in Continuously 
Calculated Release Point (CCRP). Therefore, the crew's closest option, CPTR TGT, requires 
the manual designation of the target by means of the Television Camera Set (TCS – see 
Chapter 6.6), before being able to calculate a solution and display the release cues when 
necessary.

The TCS is a surprisingly good camera, allowing the crews to identify targets at about 10nm. 
For air-to-ground purposes, the targets can be designated at ~9/10 nm.
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However, the TCS is not a FLIR, and spotting targets in urban or concealed areas can be very 
difficult. Adjusting brightness and contrast may sometimes help.

Figure 463: F-14 delivery examples – Targets.

Note that the TCS chin pod replaced the older IRST. The F-14A and F-14B currently 
available in DCS both mount the TCS. How (and if) the procedure will work with the 
Iranian and early F-14A remains to be seen (I suspect the only difference will be the 
impossibility of visually checking the marked area due to the lack of a camera, thus 
reducing the precision of the attack).
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Figure 464: Pilot's VDI - TV mode, targets at 13nm.

The following scenarios all starts in the situation displayed in Figure 465: the target is circa 
9nm from the aircraft.

Figure 465: Pilot's VDI - TV mode, targets at 9nm with solid designation.
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17.4.1 DIVE BOMBING EXAMPLE
After the designation of the targets, I maintained 15,000ft and initiated a 20°-25° dive 5nm 
(SR) from the target. As usual, I held the ordnance release trigger after the first release clue 
passed the VVI and the drop occurred automatically at a distance of 2.72nm and am 
altitude of circa 10,000ft.

A 25° dive is rather shallow. F-4 Phantom II and A-10 Warthog procedures used 45° dives:

F–4 pilots dropped their 45-degree dive bombs on the practice range at 4,000–
4,500 feet in order to recover above 1,000 feet and avoid the frag from their 
own bombs. A–10 pilots could do the same from 2,000 feet and still recover 
above 1,000.

U.S. AIR FORCE. SIERRA HOTEL: FLYING AIR FORCE FIGHTERS IN THE DECADE AFTER VIETNAM (P.
168).

The advantage of a steeper dive from lower altitude is the drastically increased precision of 
the bombing. However, since I added a good number of AAA of different calibres, venturing 
below 10,000ft did not sound wise and, as visible in Figure 466, 60mm AAA passed quite 
close to the Tomcat nevertheless. 

The following examples hint the utility of toss procedures to avoid this sort of hostile air 
defences. This is especially true considering the “sniper-precision” ability of the AI gunners 
of the ground forces in DCS (euphemism here).

Figure 466: Dive Bombing F-14 Example.
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Figure 467: Dive Bombing F-14 Example.

Figure 468: Dive Bombing F-14 Example.

17.4.2 DIVE-TOSS EXAMPLE
Thanks to the F-14 Television Camera Set, the acquisition of the target for a toss release 
does not require a dive any more, as the aircraft nose does not have to be aligned it with.
Still, a dive before the delivery has two potential advantages:

• increased acceleration, providing greater energy to the bomb and increasing the 
release range;

• TCS gimbal limits. Contrary to a pod such as the LANTIRN, the TCS movement is 
limited to -15° then looking downwards.
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Figure 469: Dive-Toss F-14 Example.

Figure 470: Dive-Toss F-14 Example.

The dive angle is again quite shallow, about 15°. The dive started at 14,000ft with the lowest
point at ~10,500ft. The Mk-82s were dropped at ~11,500ft. At the moment of the release, 
the slant range between the target and the F-14 was 5.28nm, a range considerably higher 
than the other scenarios.

Figure 471: Dive-Toss F-14 Example.
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17.4.3 LEVEL TOSS EXAMPLE
These examples continues post designation, diving to perform a low-level toss.

I changed some parameters of the scenario, replacing the AAA with a series of SAMs and 
SHORADs127:

• SA-8 “Gecko”, using radar-guided missiles with a range of max ~8nm;

• SA-9 “Strela”, using IR-guided missiles, max range ~3nm;

• ZSU-23-4 “Shilka”, iconic self-propelled 23mm triple-A, with a max range of ~1.5nm.

The RWR of the Tomcat detected the threats close to the designation range, but the aircraft 
can make split-S or a hard break turn gain enough space to hit the deck at a very low 
altitude.
Unfortunately, the necessity of visually designating the target limits these techniques (CPTR 
IP can somewhat offset the limitation, but it can increase the inaccuracies of the delivery).

In this example, the attack run was flown at 300 ft ASL, low enough to mask the F-14 from 
the enemy air defences, using the low hills surrounding the port, on top of capitalizing on 
the minimum altitude the air defences can engage at.
The bombs were released at a distance of 2.92nm (SR) from an altitude of 2,500ft. The peak
was close to 4,000ft.

No enemy air defence fired a single round / surface-to-air missile to the F-14.

Figure 472: Level-Toss F-14 Example.

127 Short range air defence: air defence systems design to engage low-flying aircraft, such as rotary-
wings or notoriously low-flying fixed-wings (i.e. Su-25 and A-10).
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Figure 473: Level-Toss F-14 Example.

Figure 474: Level-Toss F-14 Example.

17.4.4 PARENTHESIS: MK-20 ROCKEYE TOSS 
BOMBING
Mk-20 Rockeyes are cluster bombs, thus able to cover a wide area with their bomblets. The 
Mk-20 is a very flexible weapon, and its primary usage is against vehicles, both armoured 
and unarmoured, but it is effective and was used against several types of targets (e.g. 
personnel or ships).
In regards to the context of this Chapter, their primary advantage is the ability to spread and
cover a large area, offsetting the lack of precision of a level or dive toss delivery.

The options available to the crew are somewhat limited, as several settings are applied on 
the ground, before the aircraft departure. However, it can be successfully employed both in 
a dive toss and a level toss; the latter with some caveats. Rockeye, in fact, requires a 
minimal altitude to open and spread its bomblets. If the altitude is too low, the area 
covered may be very limited, or the WCS may refuse to release the bomb altogether.
The following example shows a level-toss of two Mk-20s using the following parameters:

• Pop-up altitude: 500ft;

• Altitude at release: 2300ft;
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• Speed: 450 kts;

• Type and settings: 2xMk20A, 10ms ripple.

Figure 475: Mk-20 Rockeye level toss - Impact.

Figure 476: Mk-20 Rockeye level toss - Effect.

Figure 477: Mk-20 Rockeye level toss – Tacview, Bomblets.
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Figure 478: Mk-20 Rockeye level toss – Tacview, Effect.

VIDEO
The following video shows a couple of examples of level toss and dive toss using the Mk-20, 
and how they can be used to partially compensate for the lack of precision of these 
techniques.
Worth noting that I have not worked the numbers to follow to achieve the best 
performance in terms of stand-off range or release altitude and so on. However, this video 
shows again how the avionics of the F-14 Tomcat make these attacks very simple and 
intuitive.

Figure 479: F-14 Mk-20 toss bombing examples (link).
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17.4.5 SIMPLIFIED POP-UP ATTACK EXAMPLE: 
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH DRAG (LAHD)
This example is different from the others as it requires a bare minimum of planning.

As discussed in Chapter 17.3, the Pop-Up attack requires a series of parameters to be 
followed during the manoeuvre. When stripped down to the minimum, the variables 
necessary are:

1. Pop-Up Profile, Angle-Off and a final heading to follow.

2. Reference point for the Pop-Up.

The first point describes the Pop-up manoeuvre, if it is direct, offset or indirect.
The second point indicates where (and also when) the pull-up starts. It should be an easily 
recognizable landmark, since the F-14 cannot reliably use its INS to define a specific 
location.

The scenario is similar to the previous examples, with some changes:

• The task is attacking the same port, focusing of facilities, troops and transports;

• The BMP-2 in this game are better than Shilkas, in terms of precision. I removed 
them. The site is defended by 4x 60mm and 4x 88 mm AAA located on the slightly 
elevated ground West of the port.

GAMEPLAN

Figure 480: Pop-up example - Gameplan.

The plan was simplified and reduced to:

1. for simplicity’s sake, the Initial Point equals the spawn point;

2. IP direct to PUP;

3. accelerate to 550kts;
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4. pop-up point when the coastline turns right (from the Tomcat perspective);

5. pull-up about 4G to ~35°, then hard-turn conversion toward the target;

6. angle off circa 90°;

7. planned dive angle about 20-30°.

Distances wise, the distance between the pop-up point and the target (straight line) is 2 nm.
The climb should take about 1 nm, then the distance from the apex to the target is about 
1.5 nm.

EXECUTION

Figure 481: Pop-up example - Execution, top down view.

Figure 481 shows the top-down view of the manoeuvre. Compared to the original plan, I 
passed a few meters North of the island, to have a better view of the terrain.

Figure 482: Pop-up example - Execution.

The whole action, from the pop-up to the impact of the bomb, lasted 24”.
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Figure 483: Pop-up example - Execution.

 More details:

• the approach speed was 590 kts (Mach 0.90) at 80ft ASL;

• the apex was as 3330ft at a speed of 500 kts TAS (Mach 0.76);

• 5g pulled in the climb, 6.5g during the turn into the target. Probably too much for 
the ordnance carried;

• at the moment of releasing the Mk-82s AIR, the speed was 565 kts TAS (Mach 0.86);

• the dive angle was about 25°.

The issues of this execution are clear: too fast, too hard. I am quite sure I over-speeded and 
over-Ged the ordnance during the conversion.
Only 5” passed between the moment the wings were levelled (and the CPTR PLT cue was 
visible) and the release of the bombs, whilst flying a -20° dive at 530 kts. No way a single 
target can be spotted, identified and the aircraft manoeuvred to properly engage the target.

I recorded the video as I was testing OBS and the new GPU. You can watch it here (raw 
recording).

17.4.6 A DIFFERENT APPROACH: COMPUTER IP
Besides the pop-up attack, which used Computer Pilot, the other delivery techniques used 
Computer Target. As discussed in Chapter 12.1, CPTR PLT is similar to the modern CCIP 
(Continuously Calculated Impact Point), whereas CPTR TGT resembles CCRP (Continuously 
Calculated Release Point). However, the F-14 can take advantage of another delivery mode: 
Computer IP.

COMPUTER IP: RECAP
Despite the name it does not use a waypoint as reference, rather a specific point, a 
landmark or man-made feature easily identifiable. The Radar Intercept Officer inputs a set 
of values into the WCS via CAP:
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• Distance in miles;

• Altitude difference between the landmark and the target;

• The Magnetic bearing from the landmark to the target.

The pilot then has to slew the TCS onto the mentioned landmark, and the WCS does the 
rest by automatically pointing towards the target.

SCENARIO
The island used in these scenarios lacks any type of easily acquirable landmarks. However, 
there is a tiny patch of land just West of the main island. For the purposes of this discussion,
it will do.
All the previously discussed forms of delivery lack precision, besides perhaps the Dive. This 
example will feature a Level Toss from the sea level, using the offset provided by CPTR IP. 
However, this means that the things that can go wrong increase drastically, and the more 
variables are involved, the greater the overall imprecision.

The three variables needed to execute the attack are obtainable from the F10 map:

• the ruler provides the distance in miles, which can be inputted directly into the WCS.
In this case, the distance is 2.57nm;

• the ruler also provide the bearing, but it has to be converted to its Magnetic 
counterpart before being usable. In this scenario, the bearing is 62°T, so circa 64°M;

• the altitude is calculated by hovering the mouse over the landmark, then over the 
target, and subtract them. Just watch out for features that can affect the reading. In 
this case, the difference is 0 ft.

What this method loses in accuracy, it gains in flexibility and safety:

• safety because the aircraft does not have to capture the target directly, and 
potentially exposing itself whilst doing so.

• moreover, the target may not be visible at all, so the standard Computer Target 
approach would not be feasible. This method, at least, gives the crew a chance to hit
the target.

EXECUTION
The values to be inputted in the CAP to enable the Computer IP mode are easily obtainable 
from the F-10 map, either during the mission planning or in-game. If you fly in any decently 
realistic scenario, the map will be totally blank (besides lines and drawings added by the 
mission designer). In such case, remembering the geographical location or the latlongs of 
the target is important. 
In this example, both the reference point and the target are easily identifiable: the “micro 
island” visible in Figure 484 is the reference to capture with the TCS. The same image shows
distance and bearing computed and inputted into the WCS via the CAP panel.
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Figure 484: Computer IP - Data.

Figure 485: Computer IP - Execution.

Figure 486: Computer IP - Execution.

Figure 487 shows the flow from a god's eye perspective. The F-14 initially points towards 
the reference point (the "micro-island"). Once the Pilot acquires the reference point, the 
avionics switches to the target, and all the pilot has to do is following its cues.
Going forward, the next steps are identical to the standard level toss delivery.
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Figure 487: Computer IP - Top view.

17.4.7 TCS, SELF-LASED DIVE TOSS AND LEVEL 
TOSS: VIDEO
The following video briefly demonstrates the level toss of unguided bombs and a self-lased 
dive toss delivery of a GBU-16.

Caveats
In primis, these techniques are primarily the Pilot's bread&butter. Although 
elementary, they require some practice to get used to fly the appropriate flight 
parameters. For that reason, I was not interested in going too much into the details 
of the pilot’s side because it is already covered in the manual and I didn’t research 
the appropriate delivery profiles to maximise the stand-off range.
The second problem is the lack of a second human crew member. Especially in the 
case of the self-lased dive toss bombing, switching back and forth is time-
consuming, distracting and inefficient. Although a single player can perform these 
easily with some practice, the effort (and the fun!) is still not comparable to the 
work of two cohesive human players.

Click on the image or on this link to open the YouTube video.
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Figure 488: Video - TCS, low-level and self-lased dive toss bombing.

The level toss bombing has been discussed already, and it is a quite straightforward 
procedure, available directly via Computer Target, or through and offset, by means of 
Computer IP.
The self-lased dive toss offers more interesting discussion points.

SELF-LASED DIVE TOSS BOMBING
The delivery of an unguided bomb can be very precise, but it usually requires more effort 
required in terms of planning, flying the correct delivery parameters and potentially 
exposes the aircraft to enemy fire. A guided bomb as simple as an LGB used since Vietnam 
can instead be guided by another asset, for example a FAC/A, a JTAC or special forces in the 
field. The guidance also corrects delivery imprecisions.

Video Example
At timestamp 7'12" of the video, the demonstration of the self-lased dive toss bombing 
begins.
The procedure is immediate, but the workload is increased by the lack of integration 
between the TCS, the LANTIRN and, of course, the fact that the tools for the job are split 
between the front and the back seat.
The flow looks something like this:

1. the target is identified by means of LANTIRN and TCS. The TCS offers a much higher 
resolution, but it is not FLIR-capable and the gimbal limits are quite narrow;

2. the target is locked with the LANTIRN (~15 nm);

3. the target is locked with the TCS (within 10 nm);

4. the pilot starts the dive and release the bomb following the CPTR TGT cues;
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5. as the bomb is released, evasive actions are taken and countermeasures released;

6. if the LANTIRN is masked, it stops tracking. The RIO must be ready to switch to QDES
(previously designated position);

7. the RIO activates the laser to guide the bomb onto the target until the impact. The 
Pilot must avoid any further masking.

OBSERVATIONS

Figure 489: LANTIRN vs TCS - the target area from the same distance (22nm left / 23 nm right).

Figure 489 shows the difference, in terms of detail, between the TCS and the LANTIRN pod. 
The image on the left shows a range to the target of 22nm. The image on the right instead 
was taken at 23nm. The difference between the two devices is staggering. Therefore, the 
Radar Intercept Officer can take advantage of the TCS to better ID the targets, in 
conjunction with the LANTIRN to initially spot their heat signature.

As shown in the video, and shown in Chapters 6.6 and 12.2, the RIO can use the Air-to-Air 
mode of the TCS to mark a position (based on contrast). This works even when locking a 
position on the ground, and serves as a handy indicator to the pilot to align, for example, 
for a TCS CPTR TGT or CPTR IP lock.

It is important to note that the RIO can lock in Air-to-Ground as well, and there are usages 
for these function as well. However, if the position is locked, the Pilot can slew the 
designator and mark a position until the RIO "releases" the lock (half-action with the HCU).
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Figure 490: Self-lasing post Dive Toss - Impact.

TACVIEW ANALYSIS

Figure 491: Tacview - Dive.

TacView offers the usual, fundamental, additional perspective to the action.

As mentioned in the video and above, flying as both crew members in a high-workload 
scenario is not ideal. This has led to delays and imprecisions.
Figure 491 shows the dive, too shallow to give enough momentum to the GBU-16, but still 
enough to increase the range and (almost) perform a safe delivery.

In this case, the issue was the very limited amount of forward speed of the F-14. I tried to 
correct it by going Gate, which did not provide the expected result (Chapter 2.10.2 showed 
how the acceleration provided by the TF30 is quite mediocre when the aircraft is slow 
already). Moreover, the TF30s induced a temporary asymmetry of thrust which introduced 
yaw that I had to correct later.

The trickiest part of the flow is the designation post release. Although the toss extends the 
flight time of the bomb, giving time to the aircraft to complete the toss and start the egress,
the issue of turning cold, defend, scan for threats and self-lase still remains. It takes practice
and good crew coordination to do it properly.
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Figure 492: Tacview - Toss.

Despite the poor induced momentum, comparing the "should-have-been" ballistic 
trajectory at the point of release, versus the toss shows the energy advantage of the latter. 
This is clearly visible in Figure 492.

Figure 493: Tacview - Self-Lasing and impact.

Figure 493 shows the final part of the engagement, with the F-14 turning away whilst self-
lasing the GBU onto its target.

Note the “bend” in the GBU trajectory as it picked the laser from the F-14’s LANTIRN pod. A 
potential issue of this delivery is the energy of the weapon. When it spots and guides onto 
the target, it loses energy. Unfortunately, the TTI indicator on the LANTIRN is not capable of 
taking into account the toss; thus it is not a reliable means of measuring when the laser 
should be activated.

17.4.8 SELF-LASED OVER-THE-SHOULDER 
BOMBING
This technique is… peculiar, so I did not conduct any test, but I have found someone crazy 
enough to actually do it.
Figure 494 and 495 show TacView screenshots of a test flown by Brody Zachary, of Digital 
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Coalition   Air Force  . It depicts a mind-blowing self-lased over-the-shoulder bombing that 
nailed the intended target.

Figure 494: Brody's self-lased over-the-shoulder-bombing.

Figure 495: Brody's self-lased over-the-shoulder-bombing.

The awesomeness of this example is a good testament of the fact that there are people 
more nerd then me around :)

17.5 CONCLUSIONS      
The F-14 is a surprisingly good air-to-ground platform, thanks to Grumman's foresight.

The technique to release ordnance depend on several factors, in primis the required 
accuracy and the presence and type of enemy air defences: flying closer to the ground make
the fighter a harder target for medium/high SAMs, but the lower altitude expose it to AAA 
and MANPADs.
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The precision required dictates the technique: a dive release grants a steeper impact angle, 
usually resulting in a much higher precision than other methods. On the opposite side, the 
low-level toss delivery and the dive toss provide shallower impact angles, less precise, and 
potentially causing more unwanted collateral damages.

In fact, if the maximum precision is necessary, the crew may be forces to opt for laser 
guided bombs, either self-lased, or guided by a capable airborne or ground asset ("buddy-
lasing").

Besides these considerations, two points are immediately evident:

• practice is required: no matter the technique used, any non-guided delivery requires
good understanding of the effects and the mechanics of the engagement.

• DCS AI: the AI tends to be way too precise and reactive and are capable of engaging 
with almost no warning with deadly precision. Looking at you, BMP2!
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18. NAVIGATION I: 
BASIC CONCEPTS

18.1 INTRODUCTION      
The idea of driving between two points on a perfectly straight road sounds easy:
besides the human error (and the fact that a perfectly straight road must be 
terribly boring), there aren’t many external factors that can affect the journey. 
Bad weather or cold can indeed pose a safety hazard, but besides catastrophic 
situations, they can be ignored in this scenario.
When the wheels are not glued to the asphalt, but are part of the undercarriage
of an aircraft, the scenario changes. A lot. The road does not delimit our path 
any more, bad weather and temperature changes are a serious concern and 
affects visibility but also the avionics. All this factor impact the time schedule 
and the fuel consumption, and must be taken into consideration. Heck, even 
planet Earth itself can become a source of confusion.

The first chapters of this book introduced a short set of basic notions, useful to 
increase aviation common knowledge, and to be able to take on the challenges 
of flying an older virtual aircraft.
The subsequent chapters apply these concepts to a more concrete scenario, 
introducing the pilot to more complex situations.

18.1.1 SOURCES AND OBJECTIVES
Some of the basic topics related to flight and navigation have been introduced in
the first few chapters of this book, in particular in Chapter 2.
This chapter expands those topics, adding more details and explaining the 
relations that often intercourse between the different concepts.

The sources used vary:

• PPL material;

• Former crews accounts (RAF and US Navy Navs and RIOs: );
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• Other sources: CNATRA documentation or books such as “Observers and Navigators:
And Other Non-Pilot Aircrew in the RFC, RNAS and RAF” by C. G. Jefford.

The objective is conveying the basic concepts of navigation, why understanding them is 
important, all within the environment of DCS.
However, this is just a drop in the ocean, if the topic fascinates you, I thoroughly suggest to 
go deeper on your own.

18.2 EFFECTS OF WIND      
Winds varied tremendously in both direction and amplitude at different 
altitudes; on the ground, winds might be as slight as 5 knots, while at 15,000 
feet they might be coming from the opposite direction at 100 knots.
[…] The slim chance of hitting the target with “dumb” bombs in a strong wind 
at high altitude could only be compensated for by dropping many of them.

ANGLES OF ATTACK, AN A-6 INTRUDER PILOT'S WAR (P. 242-243).

The impact the wind has on a flying object is something most of us witnessed as kids: ultra-
light football, windy day, trying to pass to a far teammate, you kick the ball just to see it 
change its trajectory in a direction closer and closer to the direction of wind. If not 
backwards entirely.

Something similar happens to aircraft as well, although usually, they are not blown away 
entirely for several reasons: for instance, in such conditions planes are diverted or are 
grounded, and aircraft have a propelling system (although, sometimes, you   can   see hilarious  
stuff over the internet). 

Any flying object is subject to the movement of the surrounding air, and the movement of 
the air relative to ground is called Wind Speed or Wind Velocity. 

Note: that the two terms have different meanings depending on the context, but for the
purpose of this book they are interchangeable. However, when considered as a vector, 
Wind Velocity (indicated as “W/V”) is more appropriate, since it implies a direction, on 
top of the rate of movement.

The wind de facto pushes the aircraft following its direction. The resulting "real movement" 
(represented by TR and GS) of the aircraft can be determined only by combining the motion 
of the air mass relative to the surface (W/V) and the motion of the aircraft relative to the air
mass (HDG and TAS).
In other words:

TR and GS = HDG and TAS + Wind Velocity
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18.2.1 WIND DIRECTION: DCS VS REAL LIFE
At the moment of writing, the new dynamic weather has been shown in the 2022+ list of 
features, but we do not have an ETA yet.

Currently, the weather is quite static, and wind is set via the mission editor as the direction 
the wind is flowing to, plus its speed.

Figure 496: Wind direction in DCS.

The wind direction in-game, reported in the Weather info part of the briefing, was listed in a
similar fashion as the mission editor until a recent patch128. 

Figure 496 shows a simple example of the wind in DCS and how now both the Wind 
direction to and from are displayed.
The F-14A in located on a runway facing South. At the end of the runway I placed a fire 
effect (Insert Object → Effects). I set the wind as 090 at 10kts at ground level. As you can 
see, the wind is blowing towards the left of the South-facing F-14, which is 090.

Important! 
For the purpose of this book, the Wind Direction is considered as the direction to, 
rather than rather than from; since this is how the wind was intended in DCS for 
more than a decade.

18.2.2 WIND COMPONENTS
The wind can be represented in a two-dimensional plane by a vector, hence with a direction 
and a norm. The direction represents the slope of the line, whilst the length is dictated by 
its norm. 

128 Patch 2.7.5.10869  , 11/08/2021.
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Since the direction of the wind is calculated from the North, we can define as ϕ the angle 
between the wind vector and the North and V the norm of the vector. The projections of 
vector on the N-S axis and E-W axis are the two components of the Wind Velocity Vector: VY
and VX (often indicated as u and v).

The value of the two components is obtainable by means of simple trigonometry:

V X=V cos (ϕ )
V Y=V sin(ϕ )

If, instead, we have the two components and we want to calculate the direction ϕ or the 
length V, we use Pythagoras and trigonometry:

V=√V X
2 +V Y

2

ϕ=arctan(
V Y

V X

)

Examples
By applying the formulas mentioned above, we can calculate each component of a given 
Wind vector:

Figure 497: Wind components - Examples.

Figure 498: Wind components - Example A.

EXAMPLE A
WS: 20 kts
WD: to 255°

v=V sin (ϕ )
u=V cos (ϕ )

v=20sin(255 °)=−19.31 [kts]
u=20cos (255 °)=−5.18 [kts]
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Figure 499: Wind components - Example B.

EXAMPLE B
WS: 20 kts
WD: to 135°

v=V sin (ϕ )
u=V cos (ϕ )

v=20sin (135 °)=14.14 [kts ]
u=20cos (135 °)=−14.14[kts]

Figure 500: Wind components - Example C.

EXAMPLE C
WS: 20 kts
WD: to 015°

v=V sin (ϕ )
u=V cos (ϕ )

v=20sin (15° )=5.17 [kts]
u=20cos (15 °)=19.32[kts]

WIND COMPONENTS: FROM THE MATHS TO THE 
COCKPIT
VX and VY, the components of V/W, have precise definitions when applied to aviation:

• the crosswind component;

• the headwind or tailwind component.

The crosswind is defined as the wind blowing perpendicularly to the direction of travelling. 
In layman’s terms is the component of wind that push the aircraft left or right, and it can be 
a serious hazard during take-offs and landings.
Tailwind and Headwind respectively blow following the direction of travel, or in the 
opposite direction. They impact the performance of the aircraft, and the length of take-offs 
and landing.

The magnitude of crosswind and headwind/tailwind depend on the direction the aircraft is 
operating.
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18.3 EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE,   
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE  
Temperature and Pressure are factors often ignored by desk pilots: we set the QNH 
according to the ATIS or the briefing, we then adjust it to 29.92 after a while, and we set it 
back for landing. End of the story.

However, there is an awful lot of things going on under the hood, as temperature and 
pressure affect directly the performance of an aircraft.

18.3.1 PERFORMANCE IMPACT
As the altitude at which the aircraft flies increases, the temperature drops and the pressure 
decreases.

High altitude is often considered being above 25,000ft, or flight level FL250. Flying higher 
brings a series of benefits and drawbacks, such as:

• the air surrounding the aircraft becomes colder as the altitude increases. The 
engines can burn more fuel without exceeding extreme temperatures.

• engines also operate more efficiently because cold air expands relatively more than 
warm air, allowing for more power to be generated using less fuel.

• the drag at high altitudes decreases, thus the aircraft flies faster given a set amount 
of thrust. 

• the lower air density means implicates that to move the same amount of air through
the engines, the aircraft needs to fly faster, and the control surfaces may reduce 
their aerodynamic efficiency.

18.3.2 INDICATED AIR SPEED AND ALTIMETER
The Indicated Air Speed is read through a pitot tube. Without going too much into the 
details, it uses the airflow to determine the IAS, then displayed to the pilot.

As we now, the cold air is denser than the warm air. Therefore, on a warm day, an aircraft 
has to fly faster to move the same amount of air it would do in a cold day. The density 
affects the amount of air displaced, which is reflected in the IAS reading.

In a similar way, an aircraft flying higher (less dense air), will show a lower IAS than an 
aircraft flying at the same TAS but at a lower altitude.

Altimeters function as barometers, and are calibrated using the International Standard 
Atmosphere (ISA).
In cold air, the altimeter over-reads, since air is denser, and the pressure at the various 
levels is lower than the ISA, whereas in warm days the opposite happen.
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In terms of safety of flight, different temperatures and pressures are not a problem as every
aircraft should be on the same page, all affected by the same effects. However, this can be a
concern in terms of terrain avoidance, and the pilot should take this factor into 
consideration when operating in a mountainous area.

18.4 EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD, MAPS  
& NAVIGATION  
The difference between True North and Magnetic, and the effects of the Magnetic Variation
over avionics, navigation, INS update and so on, have been discussed multiple times in this 
book. This Chapter briefly covers some of the practical effects that the Magnetic Variation 
has when it comes to flying between two points.

18.4.1 MAPS: MAGNETIC VS TRUE
Navigational Maps are usually oriented towards the True North. Directions referred to this 
point are indicated with a "T" and are called "true directions".

True directions have the drawback of being hard to use for pilots, especially in order 
aircraft, as the usual primary tool for determining the direction aligns itself with the 
Magnetic North (as a compass does).

Figure 501: Al Dahfra FLIP - RWY 13L
magnetic and true.
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There are two magnetic poles on the planet, the "North Magnetic pole", and the "Southern 
Magnetic Pole". Plate 24 represents Earth’s magnetic field129.

A magnetized object, free to rotate and move, will align itself with the north-south lines of 
magnetic force. Directions referring to the magnetic pole are called "Magnetic directions", 
often indicated with an "M".

Plate 24: Earth's magnetic field - Source Wikipedia.

As discussed in previous Chapters, the difference (angle) between the True direction and 
the Magnetic direction is defined as the “Magnetic Variation”.
This value must be taken into account when using standard Navigation Maps, and even 
when playing a simulation such as DCS.

18.4.2 ISOGONAL LINES
The Isogonal lines reported on maps such as the Navigational Chart in Plate 25 help the 
crew to determine the value of the Magnetic Declination.

129 Source Wikipedia – Relationship between Earth's poles. A1 and A2 are the geographic poles; B1 
and B2 are the geomagnetic poles; C1 (south) and C2 (north) are the magnetic poles.
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Plate 25: Isogonal lines on the Falklands Island map - maps.lib.utexas.edu.

The usage of these maps in for DCS has a few issues, for instance:

• the Earth’s magnetic field changes depending on the year, so you need appropriate 
maps for the time-setting of your mission;

• the maps in DCS, albeit similar, are do not faithfully recreate all the geographical 
features of an area;

• another more practical issue is the size of the maps and the cost, unless you have a 
proper A3 printer or even bigger.

Navigational Charts and maps can be found via a simple query in any search engine.
The following are a couple of sources, from both the community and external agencies:

• https://www.digitalcombatsimulator.com/en/files/3311902/  

• https://www.digitalcombatsimulator.com/en/files/3305623/  

• University of Texas: https://maps.lib.utexas.edu/maps/onc/

• SkyVector, a tool to make flight plans online: https://skyvector.com/

18.4.3 THE DCS MAP: F10
Most DCS players are familiar with the F10 Map. Depending on the server or mission 
settings, it can show every object in the map, or nothing at all. Most casual servers show 
either everything, or at least the player's aircraft location and the friendlies.

The F10 Map suffers from the same issues of a real navigational map: it is oriented towards 
the True North. Therefore, when used for planning or navigation, the player must 
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remember to take into account the Magnetic Variation, especially over long distances and if 
the MagVar is greater than a couple of degrees.

Remember that the Magnetic Variation changes depending on the year the mission is set. 
There are several sources of such value, both in-game (i.e. the Kneeboard of the F-14) or 
online. One of the first results on Google is the Historical Magnetic Declination map made 
by the NCEI (National Centers for Environmental Information).

18.5 NAVIGATIONAL AIDS & AVIONICS      
The following is a recap of the common Navigational Aids and devices available to the crew.

Note that some of them may not be available to every aircraft. For example, the F-14 
Tomcat’s ability to function as a rudimentary Ground Radar is closer to a side effect of the 
Pulse radar function, rather than a fully fledged Ground radar.

Figure 502: Nav aids - TACAN, VOR/DME, NDB.

Figure 502 shows some of the navigational aids available in DCS: TACAN, VOR/DME and 
NDB. The frequency or channel related is displayed next to the symbol.
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Additional details about these Navigation Aids useful for playing DCS are discussed below. If 
you are interested in the topic, a much more in-depth and comprehensive list is available on
the website of the US FAA (Federal Aviation Administration).

18.5.1 TACAN
The most commonly used navigational aid, the TACAN is routinely employed in most 
recoveries, whether on land or carrier, but also to maintain awareness about the range 
(and, in some cases, the bearing) of other friendly airborne assets.

See Chapter 6.1.2  for more information about this device.

Figure 503: TACAN

18.5.2 VOR
VOR stands for “VHF Omnidirectional Range”. These stations use the VHF frequency range 
and provide the azimuth towards the VOR station, but no distance between the aircraft and 
the VOR.
The VOR radio signal requires lines of sight, and offer shorter range and detection altitude 
than, for example, NDB. The working principle is different too: the VOR sends two 
messages, the first equal in all directions, the second differently modulated depending on 
the direction. It is the phase difference between the two signals that reveals the magnetic 
course towards the station. This approach increases the precision of the azimuth.

Although the VOR do not provide the distance to the station, in DCS two VORs can be used 
to determine the aircraft by Triangulating the directions (see Chapter Error: Reference 
source not found).

The VOR is identified by a Morse code identification message.

Figure 504: VOR.

VOR/DME
The VOR/DME are a particular type of VOR stations, able to provide bearing on top of 
distance, thanks to the combination of a VOR and a DME.
VOR/DME are not implemented in DCS at the moment, and the work as VOR stations do.
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Figure 505: VOR/DME.

VORTAC
Another expansion of the original capabilities of the VOR is the VORTAC: the combination of
a VOR system along a TACAN station. Both VOR and TACAN provide the azimuth but, usually,
the TACAN is used by the military, whereas the VOR by the civilians.

Figure 506: VORTAC.

18.5.3 NDB
Non-Directional Beacons are relatively old, and in many ways outdated, means of 
navigation.
NDBs sends an AM signal in all directions, and although they have some advantages over 
other means (for example, they offer a greater range, and in real life they are fairly cheap to
install and maintain), they are quite imprecise. Contrary to the VOR, for example, where the
direction is encapsulated in the message, the NDB requires ad hoc hardware installed 
aboard the aircraft, increasing the sources of imprecisions.
Moreover, the direction provided by the NDB station is related to the course of the aircraft, 
further increasing the chances of imprecisions.

Non-Directional Beacons are identified by a specific name (or callsign) transmitted via 
Morse code. The NBD shown in the bottom-left corner of Figure 502, for example, has 
callsign “SR”. The radio signal will therefore sound like this:

... .-. 

NDB IN DCS
The usage of Non-Directional Beacons in DCS is limited due to the frequency range they 
operate. The F-14, for example, is unable to use NDBs, but the Mi-8 and the L-39 can.
Using the example in Figure 502 again, the VOR/DME frequency 117.80 MHz operates in 
VHF range, but the NDB located at the Shiraz airport has frequency 205.00 kHz, therefore in 
the Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) range. [[double check, writing by heart]].
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Figure 507: NDB.

18.5.4 ADF
The Automatic Direction Finder is the function that enables the usage of radio signals (such 
as the ones provided by Non-Directional Beacons), rather than a navigational aid itself.

The ADF is, in simple terms, a compass pointing (ergo showing the relative bearing) towards
the direction of the selected frequency emitter (normally and NDB). In order to provide 
such value, the ADF typically uses two antennas, the combined output data used to drive 
the ADF needle displayed in the cockpit.

The following is an extract from an ICAO130 document that provides more technical details 
about the ADF antennas and functioning principle.

The Loop Antenna

The loop antenna can be simplistically described as two insulated coils of wire 
wound perpendicular to each other onto a ferrite core. The bi-directional 
antenna is horizontally polarized, and couples with the magnetic component of 
the beacon signal. The maximum voltage is induced when the antenna coil is 
perpendicular to the transmitter. As the antenna pattern contains two nulls, it 
cannot determine whether the signal is from the 0° or 180° position, hence the 
need for the sense antenna.

ICAO – DESCRIPTION OF NDB AND ADF OPERATION AND DEFINITION OF PROTECTION
REQUIREMENTS. PAGE 3.

The Sense Antenna

In its basic form, this can be a long wire antenna, often seen mounted from the 
aircraft cabin roof to the tail fin. For more modern types of antennae, both loop
and sense are located in the same teardrop-shaped housing, mounted as near 
to the aircraft centreline as possible. This omnidirectional capacitive antenna 
couples with the electric component of the signal.

ICAO – DESCRIPTION OF NDB AND ADF OPERATION AND DEFINITION OF PROTECTION
REQUIREMENTS. PAGE 4.

130 ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organization – Website.
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The Composite Effect

In a typical ADF receiver, the signals received by the loop and sense antennae 
are combined to create the equivalent of a cardioid pattern, as shown in [Plate
26].
As is often the case, the resultant signal null is more discrete than the 
maximum zone. Therefore, the ADF equipment can be positively and accurately
tuned to the null. The ADF electronically and/or mechanically aligns the null 
with the transmitter station by rotating a goniometer. If the goniometer coil is 
not exactly in the null, a loop voltage will be generated which is applied to a bi-
phase motor which rotates the goniometer until it is in the null. Since the phase
of the loop antenna signal either leads or lags that of the sense antenna 
depending upon which side of the null the rotor is positioned, the goniometer 
can be rotated in the correct direction to achieve the null.

The output from the goniometer is then used to drive the needle on the ADF 
display in the cockpit.

ICAO – DESCRIPTION OF NDB AND ADF OPERATION AND DEFINITION OF PROTECTION
REQUIREMENTS. PAGE 4.

Loop 
Sense

Composite 

Plate 26: ADF Antenna Patterns - Source
ICAO.

18.5.5 INS
The Inertial Navigation System has been profusely covered in this book already (see Chapter
2.7, and 6.11 and subsequent).
The precision of the INS increased drastically through the years, heavily impacting the job of
the Navigator himself, which now had a reliable tool capable of tracking the position of the 
aircraft even where no visual reference landmarks were available.
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Moreover, being it aboard the aircraft and does not require external references after the 
initialization process, it is immune to jamming and deception – a valuable feature in times 
of war.

18.5.6 GPS
The GPS, acronym for "Global Positioning System", is a common tool in any phone, ad hoc 
device such as the embedded car navs, handheld devices used by hiker and so on. The GPS 
single-handedly revolutionized the way we move or fly in any unknown area.

Most modern aircraft in DCS have an onboard GPS. The F-14 lacks one, and the only way to 
have one currently is by purchasing the NS 430, a GPS module, a replica of the 
homonymous Garmin product.

The GPS is controlled and maintained by the US Department of Defence. It is clear how this 
poses a security, logistical and organizational threat to any non US-ally. For that reason, 
alternative GPS systems are in use and are maintained by different countries.
Examples, with global coverage, are:

• GLONASS: Russian-based satellite navigation system, comparable to the US GPS 
system;

• Galileo: created and maintained by ESA (European Space Agency) and the European 
Union;

• BeiDou: China-based satellite nav system.

On top of these three examples, other regional alternatives exist131.

In a military context, the GPS is an incredible tool, although it can be jammed and in some 
cases spoofed.

18.5.7 GROUND RADAR
Note: this topic is potentially long and complex, so I stick to the DCS perspective.

Most radars in DCS are capable of returning an “image” of the ground, either discernible or 
not. This is usually a problem, as ground returns mask potential hostile targets. However, 
this feature means that most of them can be use as rudimentary mapping tools, whereas 
others, more flexible, can provide fully fledged images of the ground.

Fighters such as the F-14 can benefit from the ground returns of the Pulse Radar mode in 
certain situations, for example when "feet-wet" to spot a ship or the coastline, as 
demonstrated in Chapter 8.2.2.
The radar suite mounted on the F/A-18C Hornet instead, has a dedicated ground mapping 
feature, capable of surprisingly precise and detailed images of the terrain.

131 Souce: Satellite Navigation – Wikipedia.
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The images below show the same scenario from the perspective of the F-14A Tomcat (AWG-
9), and an F/A-18C Hornet (APG-73).

Figure 508: Ground Radar - Scenario.

Figure 509: Mapping - AWG-9 Pulse Radar.

Figure 510: Mapping - APG-73 Ground Radar.
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Figure 511: Mapping - APG-73 Ground Radar (EXP1).

Although even the most basic ground mapping radars can be useful in niche situations, 
radars with dedicated ground mapping features drastically raise the bar in terms of 
navigation, positional awareness and ground target spotting ability.
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19. NAVIGATION II:  
PRE-GPS ERA

19.1 EVOLUTION OF THE “NAVS”   
– BRIEF HISTORY  
The concept of the "Navigator" stretches back centuries, albeit under different 
names. The “Rise of Flight” and the advent of aircraft capable of flying from the 
initial few meters to tens or hundreds of kilometres, opened a vacancy in the 
crew: someone had to have the ability of understanding the position of the 
aircraft, and calculate the information necessary to reach the destination.

Some aircraft required more than one Navigator (such as the famous V-force), 
and in the 70s, the RAF syllabus for a navigator included topics such as celestial 
navigation, using devices such as the sextant to determine the position of the 
aircraft.

As often happens, technological progress revolutionised the role of the 
navigator.

19.1.1 FROM THE SEXTANT TO THE INS
The book "Observers and Navigators: And Other Non-Pilot Aircrew in the RFC, 
RNAS and RAF", by C. G. Jefford, covers in-depth the story and the evolution of 
the role of the Navs.

The 1960s was a decade of change, and when the newly qualified 
navigator was assigned to an operational role, he would more than 
likely find that his aeroplane was equipped with a Doppler radar 
which measured drift and groundspeed. Since heading and airspeed
were already known, the availability of Doppler meant that the 
navigator could always calculate the direction and speed of the 
local wind. In other words, from the 1960s onwards, since the 
navigator (nearly) always knew the dimensions of all three sides of 
the triangle of velocities, he had a permanent solution to the 
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problem which his predecessors had spent much of their time trying to solve.

[..] it was now possible to resolve the output of the Doppler radar around 
heading in a Ground Position Indicator (GPI) which provided a read out of the 
actual (strictly speaking, computed) position of the aircraft. As a result, the air 
plot technique, which had provided the basis of air navigation since before WW
II, was replaced by the track plot.

[..]By the 1970s navigators undergoing basic training were being taught to 
handle Doppler radar and analogue computers.

OBSERVERS AND NAVIGATORS: AND OTHER NON-PILOT AIRCREW IN THE RFC, RNAS AND RAF.
GRUB STREET PUBLISHING.

19.1.2 PARENTHESES: THE F-14 TOMCAT
The F-14 Tomcat has an Inertial Navigation System, the AN/ASN-92, along a TACAN system 
and the ADF, providing a good number of navigational tools to the RIO. The INS in particular,
for the time, was a very good device, used on the A-6E TRAM as well.

Although, for the most part, the routine of the RIO involved mostly updating the fix if 
necessary, operative employment always required careful planning. 
The “TARPS132” mission described by Dave “Bio” Baranek explains in his recent book, 
“Tomcat RIO: A Topgun Instructor on the F-14 Tomcat and the Heroic Naval Aviators Who 
Flew It”, is a great example:

We had an INS, but we couldn't rely on it for this mission. When it worked 
perfectly, INS was like the GPS so familiar today, but on TARPS missions our 
primary navigation was visual. We used the charts we'd prepared and the 
visual navigation techniques we'd learned early in our training: look ahead 
between 10 o'clock and 2 o'clock and pick out landmarks, then come inside and
find them on the chart. [..]

Settled into the mission, I assumed my responsibilities for navigation. "Our next 
waypoint is power lines crossing a road, coming up in twenty seconds. We 
continue heading zero-eight-nine. The next turn point will be at time 5 plus 32: 
six storage tanks. We are two seconds ahead of time. Fuel is above plan." [..]

132 TARPS - Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance Pod System. It is essentially a set of camera mounted in 
a pod, and carried by the F-14. The TARPS pod is not implemented in DCS yet, but Heatblur stated 
that they may look into a simple implementation. It would be a great addition to the F-14, and a 
whole new type of mission no other aircraft can do in DCS at the moment. More information – 
Wikipedia.
Another great source of information is Episode #10 of “F-14 Tomcast”.
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Then, in full compliance with Murphy's Law, something bad happened: ground 
fog.
In an instant we were flying in whiteout. Forget the eyeballing. We had planned
carefully, so we knew we weren't going to hit anything, but we couldn't be 
certain we were on route and on time. [..]

"Where are we, Bio"?
"We're on the route, on time. Continue heading one-zero-six".

DAVE “BIO” BARANEK – TOMCAT RIO. PAGE 102/103.

You can find out how the mission ends in Bio’s book (don’t hate me, get the book!  ).☺

The quote above greatly shows the importance of learning the basics of navigation – at least
what is meaningful and helpful in a simulation such as DCS.

Note: Bio’s book as a very interesting images showing the navigational notes for a TARPS
mission dated 1989. If you have a physical copy of the book, you can find the image at 
page 102.

19.1.3 LATE 80S: FROM MANUAL FIX UPDATES TO
THE GPS
“Observers and Navigators” continues the discussion of the evolution of the Nav role into 
the modern day.
Here comes another revolution: the Global Positioning System.

Since a late-model Doppler/inertial system provided both a precise heading 
reference and very accurate velocities, the only remaining scope for 
improvement lay in fixing. This loophole was finally closed by the introduction 
of the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS) which is capable of 
locating a receiver within a matter of yards. 

[..] So long as it knows its position at the start of a mission, ie the precise 
geographic co-ordinates and the alignment of its dispersal or hardened aircraft 
shelter, the error accumulated during a sortie by a state of the art INS, which 
requires no external reference whatsoever, is measured in yards, not miles. 
Furthermore, the three-dimensional mapping databases which can be loaded 
into a modern navigational computer are now so accurate that they can be 
used both to navigate and to fly at low level on autopilot in the dark and/or in 
cloud by comparing radar altimeter returns

OBSERVERS AND NAVIGATORS: AND OTHER NON-PILOT AIRCREW IN THE RFC, RNAS AND RAF.
GRUB STREET PUBLISHING.
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Although the GPS has its drawbacks, for example it can be locally jammed and can be 
spoofed, it is undoubtedly a great addition to any aircraft navigational toolset. 
Moreover, the GPS is not the only tool available for navigation, and the modern INS are 
incredibly more accurate than the AN/ASN-92 mounted in the F-14A.

Eventually, the evolution of the Navigator later resulted into the genesis of the WSO:

[..] by the late 1980s it was becoming difficult to foresee a situation in which a 
crew might have to revert to the relatively primitive manual techniques of 
yesteryear. In other words, the traditional ‘navigator’ was rapidly becoming 
redundant. The extent to which this was true varied, but the RAF was already 
operating aeroplanes (like the TriStar) entirely without navigators in roles in 
which they would have been considered essential only a few years earlier. 
Furthermore, because navigation was now hyper-accurate and largely 
computer-based, even where they were being retained, few navigators needed 
to devote much time to establishing their aeroplane’s position.
During an operational sortie, the back-seater in an early 21st Century attack 
aircraft will concentrate relatively briefly on the aiming and delivery of 
whatever weapons his aeroplane is carrying, spending most of his time 
monitoring and operating the array of warning and defensive systems carried 
by his aircraft.

OBSERVERS AND NAVIGATORS: AND OTHER NON-PILOT AIRCREW IN THE RFC, RNAS AND RAF.
GRUB STREET PUBLISHING.

Across the pond, the evolution was different, but followed the technological advancements.

Although the figure of the GiB ("Guy in the back") changed across different platforms, the 
book "A-6 Intruder Units of the Vietnam War" provides an interesting and concise overview 
of its development.

The addition of the second seat was critical, as no small part of the Intruder’s 
eventual success was in fact due to its crew of two – a Naval Aviator and a 
Bombardier-Navigator (B/N), the latter being a commissioned officer who was 
initially rated as a Naval Air Observer (NAO).
The concept of the NAO went back to observers in World War 1-era aircraft, 
and it had developed over time to include navigators and gunners, many of 
which were enlisted men or warrant officers, particularly in the Marine Corps. 
The advent of jet aircraft and complex ‘weapons systems’ led to training 
commissioned officers as B/Ns, initially in the heavy attack community. Within 
the carrier US Navy in the early 1960s the introduction of the F-4, A-5, A-6 and 
E-2 all led to a rapid increase in the population of NAOs.
The NAO designation became Naval Flight Officer (NFO) on 1 May 1965. Five 
years later NFOs became eligible for command, something that had been 
reserved for pilots in aviation units up to then.
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[..] In this regard the US Navy, much to its credit, established precedence well 
ahead of its USAF brethren, as it recognised that talent did not depend on who 
held the controls.

A-6 INTRUDER UNITS OF THE VIETNAM WAR: 93 (COMBAT AIRCRAFT).

19.1.4 THE GAMING SIDE: PERSONAL 
EXPERIENCE
In video-games such as DCS, navigation is often simplified by the availability of modern 
avionics, Controllers (although primitive), and other tools, some of which are less-realistic, 
such as the “Kneeboard GPS” or the “F10” map.

However, other games simulate different types of aircraft in a different time settings. For 
example, in the early 2000s, the teenager myself played IL2 Sturmovik and its expansions 
almost every evening. Although I played Falcon 4.0 a bit before setting the clock back 50 
years, the navigational skills I acquired in the Viper were incredibly scarce. 
IL2, on the other hand, forced me to learn to navigate in an "empty" cockpit. The solution I 
found was simple: print the maps of the game, grab a goniometer,  pen and paper, and use 
a combination of Checkpoints plus visual references to determine my position. Back then, I 
did not use any stopwatch, and I had no idea of the effects of temperature, pressure, and 
altitude. All was good… as long as the weather held.

Unbeknown to me, a somewhat similar approach, but immensely more refined, was used in
real life as well.

Fast forward to the 2008, then Black Shark was released. The ABRIS is an amazing tool: it 
has a moving map, and shows all sort of information and details, useful for navigation and 
planning. Why bothering to learn how “it was done”?
Well, the F-14, the upcoming F-4 and the A-6 are a good reason: the missions and their 
planning described in books about the Iranians F-5 and F-4, the Israeli “Kurnass133”, not to 
mention the TARPS mission such as the one mentioned above by “Bio”, are as fascinating as 
neglected in DCS.

Thinking about it, it is incredible how little attention is generally given to the navigation-side
of a mission. Luckily, there are exceptions.

19.2 THE WIND TRIANGLE      
The effects of the wind mentioned in the Chapter XXX can drastically affect the journey of 
an aircraft. Besides the effects in the critical phases of departure and landing, the wind-

133 “Sledgehammer”, the name the Israeli gave to the F-4.
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induced drift can push the aircraft away from its intended course. This impact the fuel 
reserves and can prevent an aircraft from finding its target.

The drift can be measured as the angle between the intended heading and the actual 
course of the aircraft. The protrusion of the heading and course lines can be closed with a 
vector representing the wind, resulting in a triangle.

Figure 512: Wind Triangle - Scenario.

The triangle is called "Wind Triangle". Each side is represented by a vector; thus they have a 
length (norm) and a direction. This allows to use both the basic notion of the Euclidean 
vectors and trigonometry to calculate the effects of wind. Specifically, the parameter 
necessary to compensate for the wind is the angle originated by the Course and the 
Heading and called Wind Correction Angle (WCA).
The WCA is, is simple terms, how much the aircraft has to turn into the wind to compensate
for the drift it induces. Once this value is know, it can be used to adjust the aircraft heading 
and maintain the planned course (ergo the course matches the track).

19.2.1 WIND CORRECTION ANGLE VS DRIFT 
ANGLE
As discussed, the Wind Correction Angle is the angle the aircraft should compensate for to 
maintain its track over the planned course.

The Drift Angle is the angle that describes how off the track is compared to the planned 
course.

Although similar concepts, the Drift Angle changes according to the track. In theory, if the 
track angle is zero, DA and WCA are equal value, but opposite in sign. However, if the track 
is not zero, then Drift Angle and Wind Correction Angle are different.

For the purposes of this simple discussion, Drift Angle and Wind Correction Angle are 
considered equal.
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19.3 DETERMINING THE WIND   
CORRECTION ANGLE  
The following example shows how the Wind Correction Angle can easily calculated using 
simple trigonometry.

Note: The values used in the example have been selected to make the angles more 
apparent and the example simpler, rather than realistic.

TAS = Aircraft True Air Speed;
TC = Aircraft True Course;
WS = Wind Speed;
WD = Wind Direction.

Red line = Wind vector;
Blue line = True Heading vector, norm = TAS;
Green line = True Course vector, norm = GS.

Figure 513: Determining the Wind Correction Angle.

The mathematical approach is probably more interesting and useful to a virtual backseater, 
as it can be easily applied to a spreadsheet, simple mobile app or, in my case a second 2.8” 
TFT data-fed via DCS-BIOS a new feature for my Mission Datacard Generator.

Let’s start by assigning names to sides and angles:

Figure 514: Angles of the Wind Triangle.

WIND CORRECTION ANGLE
The angle η is immediate:
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η=δ−β=95°−225°=−130°

Figure 515: Determining η.

Now, using the Law of Sines, we can calculate α, or the WCA:

b=sin (α )
sin(η )

⋅a

From which we obtain the WCA:

α=arcsin (
b sin(η )

a
)=arcsin (

105⋅sin(−130)
400

)=−11.6°

The sign indicates that the correction is towards the left. In fact, as clearly visible in Figure
513, the wind is coming from the same direction.

For the sake of completeness, we can calculate the Wind Correction Angle for a scenario 
with the same parameters, but different wind direction.
Considering WD = 315°, and the same parameters for the aircraft, for example:

η=δ−β=95°−315°=−220°

α=arcsin ( b sin(η )
a

)=arcsin ( 105⋅sin(−220)
400

)=9.71 °

In this case, the wind comes from the right, and the WCA is positive.

As a final example, we maintain the speed of the wind and the aircraft, but set TC = 190° 
and WD = 120°:

η=δ−β=190 °−120 °=70 °

α=arcsin ( b sin(η )
a

)=arcsin ( 105⋅sin(70)
400

)=14.28°

This last example sees the aircraft flying South, with wind pushing towards the South-East 
(towards the left from the aircraft’s point of view). The correction is therefore towards the 
right.

TRUE HEADING
Once the WCA is obtained, we can proceed and calculate the True Heading the aircraft 
should follow to reach its destination. Keep in mind that this is the true value, the Magnetic 
Variation has not been considered into the equation yet.
The True Heading is the True Course taking into account the effect of the wind, represented 
by the Wind Correction Angle:
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TH=TC+WCA

GROUND SPEED
The last step is the determination of the Ground Speed. It can be calculated via different 
means, for instance Law of Cosines.

Using the same nomenclature expressed in Figure 514, we find:

c2=a2+b2−2 ab⋅cos(γ )

c=√a2+b2−2 ab⋅cos(γ )

γ is not know, but it is immediately obtainable:

γ=180−η−α

Applying the new formula to the original example, we find:

γ=180−η−α=180+220−9.71=390.29°

c=√a2+b2−2 ab⋅cos(γ )=√4002+1052−2⋅400⋅105⋅cos(390.29)=313.83

The resulting Ground Speed is 313.8 kts.

Note: if 390.29° looks confusing, applying the modulo operator should help, resulting in 
30.29°.

PECULIARITY: WIND DIRECTION = TRUE COURSE
A simple case to test the formulas discussed is the wind having the same direction of the 
aircraft or its reciprocal.

SAME DIRECTION DIRECTION = RECIPROCAL

TC = 95°
TAS = 400 kts

WD = 95°
WS = 105 kts

η=δ−β=95°−95 °=0 °

TC = 95°
TAS = 400 kts

WD = 275°
WS = 105 kts

η=δ−β=95°−275°=−180°

Let’s consider the WCA formula:

α=arcsin ( b sin(η )
a

)

In both cases, the Wind Correction Angle is zero because the sin of 0° and ±180° is zero, 
hence the argument of the arcsin is always zero, resulting in α = WCA = 0°. Therefore, 
the True Heading is changed in both cases.
This result is expect: the wind is not “pushing” the aircraft sideways, so no lateral 
correction is needed.
Next step is calculating the Ground Speed, starting from γ.
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γ=180−η−α=180−0−0=180

cos(γ )=cos(180)=−1

γ=180−η−α=180−180−0=0

cos(γ )=cos(0)=1

The values of cos () already hints the final result. When applied to the Law of Cosine 
formula discussed above, we have:

c=√a2+b2−2 ab⋅cos(γ )
For simplicity’s sake:

a2+b2=171025
2ab=84000

c=√171025+84000
Resulting in Ground Speed = 505 kts, 
which matches TAS + WS.

c=√171025−84000
Resulting in Ground Speed = 295 kts, 
which matches TAS – WS.

19.3.1 WIND TRIANGLE: OBSERVATIONS
The mathematical and geometrical relations between the two vectors allow a few 
immediate observations:

• the lower the aircraft’s speed, the more the effect of the wind is pronounced.
For example, considering a True course of 120°, Wind direction 60° at 20 kts, if the 
TAS of the aircraft is 200 kts, the WCA is 4.97°. If the TAS doubles to 400 kts, the 
WCA halves to 2.48°.

• the components of the wind impact the flight in different ways:

◦ the highest lateral drift occurs when as the crosswind increases (the vectors tend
to be perpendicular);

◦ the highest change in ground speed occurs when the headwind or tailwind are 
stronger (the vectors tend to be parallel).

19.4 PILOTAGE AND DEAD   
RECKONING  
Pilotage and Dead Reckoning are two navigation techniques that allow the crew to fly and 
point the aircraft in the planned direction.
Albeit different, the two methods show similarities and work best when they complement 
each other.
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19.4.1 PILOTAGE
This method of navigating uses easily identifiable points (landmarks) to determine the 
position of the aircraft.
The first glaring problem with this technique is its reliance on landmarks or other visual 
points. In non-VFR conditions, when clouds, thick fog, heavy precipitations and other 
adverse weather phenomenon cause low visibility, finding the landmarks can be difficult, if 
not entirely impossible.
Another difficulty, depending on the area where the flight is taking place, is the lack of 
landmarks. In populated areas or peculiar uneven terrain, using a chimney, a large factory, 
or particularly high hill is possible. In the middle of a flat desert, it may not be so simple. 
DCS does not help in this regard, as the next paragraph shows.

We also learned the art of visual navigation. Initially, this was done by standing
between the two pilots to obtain a visual position line from a coastal landmark 
such as Land’s End or Flamborough Head. However, in the latter stages of the 
course, we planned our route on a 250,000 scale topographic chart and ‘route-
crawled’ from pinpoint to pinpoint whilst lying in the bomb-aimer’s position on 
the lower deck. Of course, just as celestial navigation required the aircraft to be
above cloud, visual navigation could only be undertaken when in visual contact 
with the ground!

HERRIOT, DAVID. ADVENTURES OF A COLD WAR FAST-JET NAVIGATOR: THE BUCCANEER YEARS (P.
21).

PILOTAGE: DCS VS REALITY
The differences between navigation and real life and DCS were briefly introduced in Chapter
18.4.2.
DCS maps vary in detail, and older maps tend to lag behind in terms of detail, precision and 
accurate recreation of real life. Even the excellent Syria map, made by Ugra Media, does not
provide enough details to fully take advantage of a real map for planning and navigation.

Example: DCS Syria vs the real Golan Heights
The following photos were taken by 132nd.AssafB in the Golan Heights.
More photos, information and details about the area and its representation in DCS are 
available on FlyAndWire, along the high-res versions of Figure 516, 517 and 518.
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Figure 516: Golan Heights - Part of the Hula valley (Left).
The peak in the middle should be Mount Dov.

Figure 517: Golan Heights - Looking NE towards the
Hermon.

Figure 518: Golan Heights - View from mount Varda,
looking North towards the Hermon.
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It is immediately visible how the map in DCS lacks many details, even taking into 
consideration the possible different year represented.

This makes planning using with real maps a challenging task, as the landmarks represented 
on the map, may not be present in DCS.

19.4.2 DEAD RECKONING
Starting from a known position, Dead Reckoning consists in flying by following a determined
track, calculated factoring external parameters such as the wind and the magnetic variation.

The drawbacks of Dead Reckoning and Pilotage are different. Dear Reckoning can be used in
adverse weather and low visibility, since it does not necessarily need a visual confirmation 
of the position of the aircraft. This puts a lot of emphasis on the piloting skill and the 
aircraft: the precision of the instruments can be a factor, and flying for several minutes at a 
constant speed is not as easy as it sounds.
Moreover, the weather can change in the timespan between planning and flight. Wind 
speed and direction being two important factors.

[..] our training focussed on learning the art of the Manual Air Plot (MAP)! This 
very basic method of air navigation required a continuous plot to be made of 
the true headings steered and the air distances flown, and the identification of 
the resultant track errors based on the discovery of the actual wind. Having 
prepared one’s chart with the tracks to be flown between each turning point, a 
MAP required the navigator to adopt a rigorous and regular fixing cycle, and by
advancing a previous position to a new one on the basis of assumed distance 
and direction moved, known as Dead Reckoning, a prediction of where the 
aircraft will be at a given time in space could be deduced. If successful, a 
heading correction was made in order to regain track effectively and efficiently;
the method is known as ‘DR’ing Ahead’ and was usually based on a six-minute 
cycle. For it to be effective, it was essential that the pilot flew the aircraft at a 
constant Indicated Air Speed (IAS) which, in the case of the Varsity, was 180 
knots or 3 nm per minute.

HERRIOT, DAVID. ADVENTURES OF A COLD WAR FAST-JET NAVIGATOR: THE BUCCANEER YEARS (P.
20).

DEAD RECKONING IN DCS
DCS offers a sense of safety to the crew: failures are non-existent, and the intrinsic 
imprecision of the avionics is not replicated (albeit Heatblur products include a realistic 
deterioration of the quality and precision of signal over distance, affecting for example the 
TACAN).

Currently, the weather is static, and visibility, wind speed and direction are predictable.
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On the other hand, flying in a desktop simulator prevents the pilot from "feeling" the 
aircraft, making understanding when the aircraft is accelerating or decelerating almost 
impossible without looking at the instrumentation.

19.4.3 TRACK ERROR CORRECTION
When the crew realizes they drifted out of the planned track, they have to take action and 
correct. The "scholastic" procedure to correct the track error is the "One in Sixty" rule. 
However, this is classic PPL procedure that probably won't fit a jet flying at 400+ kts.

The following observations are from Hawkeye, Airline Pilot and Flight Instructor.

For the case of arriving at your visual checkpoint and you find that the aircraft's
position is off from where you expected:
1. Correct the aircraft position; Fly the aircraft where to it should be (as close to
the checkpoint as possible)
2. The course to fly to the next checkpoint should be in the navlog already with 
predicted WCA and magvar taken into account. If we don't have time for the 
following quick mental math prior to the turn, get the turn done, then do the 
adjustment while on the new course.
3. Assuming the pilot flew the original course dead on and the aircraft still 
wound up out of position, we need to figure out if it was an incorrect WCA or 
error with the magvar (more often than not I'd bet it's going to be wind)
4. Provided we decide the position error was due to wind: Using the WCA on 
the navlog, the predicted winds aloft, and the actual wind reading from the 
HSD, create a new WCA for the course and have the pilot apply the correction. 
Depending on how far off the aircraft was at the last checkpoint, the correction 
may only need to be a few degrees.
5. If it's a magvar error... I imagine you have a decent solution to suss the 
correct magvar and fix it, but the same logic applies from point 4 once you get 
the correction figured out. In the real world, the magvar is plotted on our 
sectional charts so it's never really an issue midflight since the math is already 
done on the navlog.

Realistically, a correction of a few degrees is going to be within the margin of 
error for a vast majority of pilots' skill level. At the airline transport certification
level in the US, even we get +/- 5 degrees of desired heading when hand flying. 
Thus having visual checkpoints closer to each other reduces the opportunity for 
errors while navigating the course. 
For piston aircraft, typically 10-20NM is appropriate for visual checkpoints.

HAWKEYE
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In the end, the conclusion about how to compensate a track error in a fast jet is rather 
simple: fly to the next fix (calculating true course from a map, and applying MagVar and 
WCA), and resume the flight plan from there.

19.5 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER   
(ADF)  
Note: The DF function in the real Grumman F-14 Tomcat is available for both the radio 
located in the front seat and the one located in the read seat. In DCS, only the radio 
actioned by the Radar Intercept Officer provides ADF functions.

The Automatic Direction Finder allows to navigate using a non-directional beacon (NDB) or 
similar radio navigation systems134. The ADF, in simple terms, “senses” the bearing where 
the signal is stronger, and determines the location (direction-wise) of the transmitter. 
Depending on the aircraft avionics and the station, the distance can be provided as well 
(DME).

Once the frequency of the NDB of choice is set, the aircraft can usually correlate by means 
of the Morse code transmitted by the station.

Practical Test
For this test I used a VORTAC135 located in the Nevada Map. The first test shows the 
Direction Finder tuned to the station, along the TACAN, resulting in every needle pointing 
towards the nav-aid.

134 Non-Directional Beacons transmit a code via radio that, as the name suggests, do not include 
explicit directional information (those info are extrapolated by the avionics / other devices). 
VOR provide similar information but has shorter range. More information – Chapter 18.5.

135 A VORTAC consist in co-located VOR and TACAN stations. Tuning to the VOR provides bearing, 
tuning to the TACAN provides both range and bearing to the beacon.
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Figure 519: ADF test - DF and TACAN tuned.

As the F-14 flies, the needles on the BDHI move towards 1 o’clock, then 2 o’clock and so on.

Figure 520: ADF test - F-14 flying past the station.

The perspective from the cockpit can be deceiving: Figure 521 shows the situation depicted 
in Figure 520 from the F10 map.

The F-10 view is also a good means to get information about the available nav-aid stations 
in the map, such as NDB, VOR, VORTAC, TACAN stations and so on. However, not every 
aircraft can use each of them at (Soviet / Russian aircraft tend to use NDB, NATO aircraft 
tend to use VOR/TACAN stations).
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Figure 522: ADF test - Only DF tuned to VORTAC station.

Tuning to the station without using the TACAN, results in only one needle pointing towards 
the VORTAC station, and no distance is provided (Figure 522).
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20. POST-MORTEM

In case you never had one or it is the first time you run into this term, a post-
mortem in non-anatomy-related contexts is a discussion (or a meeting) usually 
held at the end of a project, or other occasions.

20.1 INTERCEPT GEOMETRY      
Or “Intercept Geometry: is it worth it?”

The discussion about the Intercept Geometry was long and went too deep to be 
applied to DCS out of the box (or in a real situation, for the matter). The topics 
are, in fact, “school” notions, as Victory205 (SME for Heatblur) defined them. 
However, they provide a set of bedrock concepts that have concrete and 
immediate benefits.

Learning the “school stuff”, gives unprecedented understanding of the 
scenario, boosting the ability of generating situational awareness 
faster and better, and therefore facilitates planning ahead and reacting
to changes, ultimately leading to a tangible advantage in a virtual 
battle.

20.1.1 A CONCRETE EXAMPLE
Tactical Pascale recently (at the moment of writing) release a video about a 
simple GCI-driven intercept. In case you have not seen it yet, this is the   YouTube   
link.

It is very well-made, simple to understand and provides a beautiful first look at a
simple intercept.

So, why not take the occasion to a have a chat about what the “school stuff” 
allows you to understand versus the perspective of a player new to this topic?

THE NEW-PILOT’S POINT OF VIEW
Let’s say a pilot unfamiliar with this topic watches the video and take notes. An 
imaginary bullet list would look like this (TP = Tactical Pascale), perhaps:
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1. TP assessed the bearing, if it does not change, there is collision heading;

2. TP realizes the bearing is not changing;

3. TP plans the manoeuvre to create space;

4. TP, once the bearing has changed enough, turned towards the target again, creating 
a triangle, with the angles adjacent the hypotenuse quite similar (20°);

5. TP turns to the reciprocal;

6. TP, at a certain angle, starts the turn into the bandit.

It is a lot to digest for a new player, but there are valuable information here: for instance, 
the importance of a controller (especially a good one, and the AWACS in DCS is not one of 
them), on top of the ability of viewing the scenario from a different perspective, and to plan
ahead using the information the pilot has.

Moreover, the video clearly shows how the mechanic of the intercept is quite simple when 
the target is cooperative:

• understand the situation;

• create space;

• use the created space to manoeuvre and gain a concrete advantage (FOX-2 from the 
RQ).

THE “SCHOOL STUFF” POINT OF VIEW
After studying the “school stuff”, we have a much, much better understanding of what 
Tactical Pascale is doing.

In primis, we understand the ultimate objective: a stern conversion turn into the bandit’s 
rear quarter, enabling both Visual Identification (VID) and FOX-2 employment versus a 
cooperative target.

We can immediately imagine the gameplan: we need a certain amount of Lateral Separation
to make the turn, so we need to gain it (Cut-Away), lose it (Cut Into) or maintain it (Zero 
Cut). However, we do not have information about the Target Aspect, but this is easily solved
by using the drift (which, at range, can take a bit of time – this is another limitation of the 
dreadful DCS AWACS).

Once we have the TA, the range comes from the BRA call, so we can determine the LS. At 
that point, we can implement the original gameplan, obtain a satisfactory amount of LS, 
then turn to Zero-Cut to lock it. Then, either the Counterturn tables (or other means), we 
can execute the conversion.

Now let’s break down the process and have a look at the modus operandi.
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“TP assessed the bearing”
What TP is describing, is the Drift, a recurring phenomenon that is really helpful to assess 
the situation. As we know, when there is no Drift, there is Collision Course. This notion is 
very useful for the RIO (or the pilot, in this case), as they can assess the bearing (or the 
Antenna Train Angle – ATA, as long as the Fighter Heading does not change) to immediately 
tell whether Collision is established or not.

“TP realizes the bearing is not changing”
It looks like that the bandit is coming straight towards to the fighter (ergo, Target Aspect is 
approximately zero). This means that there is no lateral separation, and if he wants to make 
a stern conversion later (at the moment the bandit is still at 70 nm), he needs to introduce 
some.

The problem in this scenario is that he will never build Lateral Separation, as flying towards 
the Bandit Reciprocal captures the Lateral Separation. In fact, the relation between the 
Target Aspect and the Range will be always constant.

“TP plans the manoeuvre to create space”
The explanation he gives is simple and on point: by turning away from the target, the lateral
separation increases. This enables the Counterturn later on.

He does it by adding a ±50° offset (Cut Away). However, when deciding the angles, you 
should consider if the amount of offset is enough (or too much!). This is a good question: 
Tactical Pascale aims for an LS of 7-8 nm before the conversion, so approximately between 
40,000ft – 50,000ft, and at the moment the target aspect is zero. It takes time to build it up.
Just to be on the safe side, Tactical Pascale hit the burners, so the TA builds up quicker.

Note that the Collision captures the TA; therefore the ATA can be increased considerably 
and, when the goal is met, the fighter can simply turn to Collision. This usually works better 
than being very conservative with the offset, perhaps ending up with not enough LS, and 
requiring a Displacement Turn to regain it in extremis.

Back to the video, TP’s objective is to introduce a bearing of 330. Since he knows the BR and
the bearing, he can immediately calculate the Target Aspect: TA = BR → BB = 310 – 330 = 20 
Right.

“TP turns to collision”
Collision has the peculiarity of “locking” the Target Aspect: this is the ideal technique to 
apply when the objective (→building TA) is achieved. Another implication, is that the ATA 
does not change (and since the fighter’s heading does not change either, the BB is still the 
same).

In the video, Tactical Pascale builds an isosceles triangle with the angles at the base of 20° 
each. Those angles are the Target Aspect and the Antenna Train Angle, and this scenario 
occurs very frequently in the basic documentation. However, be careful with the speed: the 
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“CC → TA=ATA, but opposite is sign” relation works only when the aircraft are co-speed. The
relations still kind of holds if delta speed is low enough, but the greater it is (imagine an F-
14A gating whilst intercepting a Tu-95), the wider the difference between the two angles 
(Refer to this study to have an idea of the magnitude of the possible error if the heading of 
the fighter is not constantly corrected).

Back to the scenario, if the angles are maintained, the F-5 will physically impact the target. 
This is not the goal of the Stern Conversion intercept so, at some point, something has to 
change.

The formula TP used is one of the basic CCC (Collision Course Correction) formulas 
discussed in the CNATRA P-825/02 and on the website in the Intercept Geometry Study Part
7 (and the book as well): BR → BB → CC.

“TP turns to the reciprocal”
Flying towards the reciprocal of a target (Zero Cut) has multiple interesting implications:

• in primis the LS is locked: the range decreases, but the TA increases, and they 
balance themselves out;

• then, the ratio at which the angles change is knows: the TA doubles as the range is 
halved, and since TA=ATA in this case, the ATA doubles too. This allows us to predict 
what is going to happen in the future, and at what range (or angle) we should start 
the Counterturn (CT).

In the video, TP turns to reciprocal at about 25 nm. Assuming the TA calculated before is still
more or less correct, the resulting Lateral Separation is: LS = 25 * 20 * 100 = 50,000ft. Spot 
on!

“TP, at a certain angle, starts the turn into the bandit”
This part is the simplest, as the fighter can be flown through a set of known gates until the 
matching parameters (again, those are known values) for the CT are met, and the turn.

The turn is easy at first, then harder as the TA increases. This manoeuvre positions the 
fighter in an excellent spot for a FOX-2 shot from the RQ or, like in this case, allows to level 
off and flying wing-level with the target.

Unfortunately, TP burned a bit of separation when his heading was slightly too hot, but 
eventually the manoeuvre was again spot on.

Fun fact: this happened regularly to most of my pilots, without them realizing: some 
were distracted by the TID repeater, others were trying to Tally the target. You can tell 
that TP knows “a wee bit more” than us, desk pilots!
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20.1.2 CONCLUSIONS
If it is not apparent yet, there’s a metric ton of stuff going on behind the curtains, even in an
intercept as simple as the one showed by Tactical Pascale. To such an extent that we can tell
already that spending some time studying the basics of the intercept geometry really 
provides a more in-depth perspective. Most importantly, it allows the crew to quickly 
recognize and react to changes in the gameplan (e.g. if the target is jinking), and to 
understand the consequences that those changes have on the intercept.

So, to answer the question, is it worth it? Well, you tell me. The mechanical application of 
procedures such as the one described in Tactical Pascale’s excellent video do not require 
any background knowledge, so it is entirely up to the player whether diving into the books 
or not.

Personally, my answer is a sound “yes, definitely!”.

The only “regret”? You can get used to the sources and their availability, but unfortunately, 
the declassified documentation only goes up to a certain point. After that, it’s a wall of “it’s 
classified” or “I can’t talk about it“.
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21. APPENDIX I: 
ADDENDA

This part of the book contains additional information, tests, articles from 
FlyAndWire and other content that does not fall into a specific topic.

For example, the Non-Co Speed Intercepts (Chapter 21.2) is a study not 
designed for operative purposes, but to understand the impact of the speed on 
the intercept. The documents studies so far, in fact, are all restricted to the co-
speed, co-altitude scenario.

The overview of the Garmin NS 430 in DCS (Chapter 21.3) was inspired by the 
operational use of the Garmin Pilot III GPS during the last phase of life of the F-
14. The module is not worth purchasing just for the F-14, but if you have it and 
you are flying in a setting post 90s, why not?

Other Chapters discuss wider topics, such as the IFF usage, a brief introduction, 
dedicated to pilots, about the most basic RIO operations. 

21.1 RIO TRAINING IN SINGLE   
PLAYER  
Training in a multi-crew module in single player is, no matter what you do, not 
as good as practising with two humans in the cockpit: there is always something
missing. The pilot has Jester, which is an amazing feat of software engineering 
by Heatblur, but it will be always a loyal subject of the front seater (excluding 
when he ejects…) and never takes the initiative, and it is not proactive. The RIO 
has Iceman, which is a bare-bone-practice-only AI that does not really do much 
besides turning and changing speed and altitude when instructed to do so 
(although there may be plans to expand its capabilities IIRC – don’t quote me on
that). Therefore, the pilot can fly and train a good chunk of the skills required to 
its role with Jester, but the RIO can’t, and a pilot is required for the RIO to 
practice. Or, at least, that’s what I often read on the internet, in various 
communities.

Personally, I spent the vast majority of my time training offline. If I have to 
quantify, for at least 95% of the time I spent in the cockpit I was with Mr 
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Iceman. How did I practice? The answer is simple, the Mission Editor, and I partially 
covered it already in the past.

21.1.1 TRAINING IN SP: VIDEO
I put together the following video in a couple of hours, so it does not go as in-depth as I 
wanted, but it should give you a couple of useful ideas.

Figure 523: RIO Training in SP Video. Click to open it (You  T  ube  ).

21.1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SCENARIOS 
DISCUSSED
Three main topics are discussed in the video: basics, simplified BVR Timeline and Geometry.

BASIC CONCEPTS
The “basic stuff” is the most important series of concepts you can work on when you are a 
brand new virtual Radar Intercept Officer. An exercise as simple as observing an orbiting 
target, studying how the vector changes in TID GS and AS and how it disappears when 
Notching or in the Zero Doppler Filter (ZDF), can help to understand the limits and the 
strengths of the AWG-9: this is the very bedrock of the RIO job!

The exercise shown in the video is limited to TWS, but there is a lot more you can study. For 
example:

• effect of the aspect in P and PD mode;

• MLC on and off when feet wet and feet dry;

• quickly changing radar mode to maintain SA;
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• change the altitude and the speed of the F-14 (in the video, both fighter and target 
are flying at the same speed);

• increase the range and see which radar mode spots the contacts first and 
understand why.

SIMPLIFIED TIMELINE
The setup shown in the video is extremely simple but allows you to practice the comms, get
used to the avionics and the “content” of each step of the timeline (here is an old article of 
mine about it). Once you are satisfied with the basic setup you can shuffle things around by 
allowing the target to engage you, adding a wingman and try different “Sorts” or having the 
target slightly jinking and so on.

GEOMETRY: TARGET ASPECT DETERMINATION136

This is another very limited example of the many concepts related to the geometry you can 
practice. In this case, the determination of the Target Aspect using the BH → BB formula.

The formula just mentioned is the one I use the most, as in DCS the information provided by
the controller is quite reliable, and it can be applied by calculating the BB manually, or by 
using the Bearing from the controller itself. However, since the AWG-9 returns the True 
Course of the target and not the Magnetic, the magvar has to be taken into account 
somewhere. The alternative is using the True FH obtainable from the TID.

Similar scenarios can be used to practice almost any aspect of the maths behind the 
geometry: you can calculate DOP, Cut, CC, observe the drift and so on. The series of articles 
related to the geometry is available here.

21.1.3 THE NEXT STEP?
The mission editor allows you to create almost any scenario. However, at some point, the 
lack of a pilot will prevent you from being able to practice efficiently. Nevertheless, even 
fairly advanced procedures can be profitably practised.

A few video examples can be found in Chapter 10.5.

21.2 NON CO-SPEED INTERCEPTS      
The declassified and freely accessible documents cover only co-speed intercepts. This is a 
short study that aims to quantify the impact of the difference between VF14 and VTGT on 
the Collision Course. 

136 This video predates the introduction of the TID second readout line that provides the Target 
Aspect.
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As we have seen multiple times, the basic documentation (such as the P-825/17) covers 
only the co-speed intercepts. In such scenarios, the Collision Bearing is determined very 
easily by using the relation:

CBCOSPD=
Cut

2

However, in DCS this is very rarely the case. Therefore, when the speed of the fighter (VF14)
and the speed of the target (VTGT) are different (ΔV > 0), the relation is no longer 
applicable.

This simple study aims to quantify the difference between CB and CBCOSPD. In other words,
help the RIO to better understand this situation by having an idea of how much, what he 
can expect and what he can do to compensate such difference.

Note: The CB is often referred to as CATA: Collision Antenna Train Angle. It makes sense 
since the CB is the ATA value when there is Collision. 

Let’s start from the beloved TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode, as it shows very clearly when 
Collision Course is established no matter ΔV. By comparing that angle and CBCOSPD, we can 
understand the magnitude of the impact of ΔV on CB.

21.2.1 TESTING SCENARIO
These are the parameters set for recreating the TID AS display below. In this scenario, the 
two variables are VF14 and VTGT.

• FH = 360°

• BH = 135°

• DTG = 135° (“ α “)

• Cut = 45L

• DOP Left to Right
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Figure 524 clearly shows how the CB changes depending on the speed of the fighter and the
bandit.

It is interesting to note how the Vector generated by aircraft having the same ratio displays 
the same angle, although the Vector’s length is different.

For example, the Vector angle (and therefore the CB) of a situation where VF14 = 300 and 
VTGT = 200 is exactly the same of a scenario where VF14 = 450 and VTGT = 300:

300
200=

450
300=1.5

21.2.2 CALCULATING THE ANGLES
The question is how we find the angle. The answer can be found in the geometry, by doing 
some poor man’s reverse-engineering on the TID Vector:
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We already know that, then CB is established, the vector points towards the F-14 and the 
triangles defined by the vectors and the one defined by the headings and the CB are 
geometrically similar (my coolest discovery so far :p ).

Let’s consider the third image. The thick black line is the FFP, the red thick line is the FFP 
used to construct the vector. Therefore, they are parallel. CB, the thinner black line that 
connects the vector to the F-14, is therefore cutting two parallel lines. The angles originated
are congruent (“γ”, the green one, plus the red, which is the opposite angle). We also know 
b, c and α.

The Cosine rule allows to easily calculated the hypotenuse (the “length” of the Vector, “a“). 
From there, we can calculate γ:

a 2=b2+c 2−2 bc∗cos(α )

cos (γ )=a 2+b2−c 2
2 ab

I chucked the formulas on Google Spreadsheet (I can share the spreadsheet, but there’s 
really not much to see there) and then filled a table with different values of speed:
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Then determined ΔCB: 
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Figure 528: Δ CB, Cut 45°.

Figure 529: Δ CB, Cut 45° - Chart.

Figure 530: Δ CB, Cut 45° (%).



21.2.3 PRACTICAL TEST
A simple test to check if the model makes sense:

Altitude: Co-altitude, value non-factor;

VF14 = 400;

VTGT = 200;

I set up the geometry a bit randomly, let’s see what the TID said:

True Course: 167

True Heading: 19

DTG = 148°

Cut = 32° → CBCOSPD = 16°

However, due to the speed difference, CB must be adjusted. The model should tell us how 
much:
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Figure 532: Non co-speed intercepts - Test result.

I measured the CATA graphically, htherefore there is a double chance of introducing 
imprecisions: CB in-game and measurement with GIMP. However, the resulting value is 
10.26°, quite close to what the model suggested.

21.2.4 WHAT IS THE PRACTICAL UTILITY OF THIS
STUDY?
The issue here is that there is no linear relation between the parameters (at least I can’t see 
one). If, for example, the values of ΔCB expressed as a percentage were constant for 
different values for DTG, then it would be easy. Unfortunately, this is not the case and the 
simplest solution in this scenario is using the avionics (e.g. the Collision option on the TID).

There are still some interesting things to notice. Let’s start by looking at how the values 
change for different DTG.

VTGT is constant at 400, DTG is calculated between 80 and 170:
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It gets even more interesting when we look at the Δ: 

21.2.5 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
After this quick dive into the geometry, what can we conclude?
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Figure 535: Observations - VTGT = 400. Δ.

Figure 537: Observations - VTGT = 400. Chart.

Figure 536: Observations - VTGT = 400. Δ%.



• No simple relation: unfortunately the lack of a simple relation describing the 
variations of the CATA as a function of ΔV makes the creation of a single model 
impossible (it would require too many pages: assessing the drift and correcting is 
much more efficient);

• Maths & Geometry. The relation between the parameters is purely geometrical. It 
does not matter if the values are IAS, TAS, CAS, GS, mm/day; as long as both speeds 
are measured using the same unit;

• ΔV: considering an equivalent ΔV, CB varies more from CBCOSPD when the target is 
slower than the F-14.

• Higher DGT = Less Variation: it may be taken for granted, but there is more: if you 
look at the Δ percentages of the test right above, they are quite similar after a certain 
magnitude of DTG, although in reality the variation consists of several degrees. For 
example, VTGT = 350, DGT = 80 → -9.1%, DGT = 90 → -8.5%. The same interval 
instead includes from DTG 120 (-7.3%) to DTG 170 (-6.7%). This is important because 
the RIO can expect a greater variation between the Cut / 2 and the actual CB when 
Cut is high.
Therefore, low DTG requires more corrections, since it impacts the angles the most;

• Low Target Speed: when VTGT is low, the difference between CBCOSPD and the new 
CATA is higher.
For example, considering the Δ for DTG = 130, VTGT = 200 → CB = -8.84°; for VTGT = 
600 = 5.33;

• Combining the last two points, we can now identify the case where CB diverges the 
most from CBCOSPD: low Speed, high Cut (or low DTG). This case is the trickiest as 
the two parameters make the CB diverge the most from CBCOSPD. On the other 
hand, the difference decreases along the Cut, to the point where, in extreme cases, 
reference tables are not even useful anymore.

KNEEBOARD PAGE
A Kneeboard page was added, along this article, to the FlyAndWire pack.

Note: This page is not meant to be used during a mission, but can be used to draw more 
conclusions, on top of the ones highlighted in Chapter 21.2.5 . However, in can be an 
interesting diversion for a bored Radar Intercept Officer :)

This page is quite simple to use: the columns’ header with inverted colours is the speed of 
the F-14 (I choose 400, 500, and 600). The headers are the speed of the target. The rows’ 
header is the Cut. The column having a grey background is the co-speed CB.
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Figure 538: Non co-speed intercepts kneeboard page.

Practical Examples
The following are three simple examples of how the page can be used to determine the 
CATA. 

Example I

VF14 = 500 kts

VTGT = 350 kts

Cut = 40°

CBCOSPD = ½Cut = 20°

We use the second table, fourth column, fourth row from the bottom → 16°. The RIO simply
has to command the Pilot to turn until ATA = 16°. 

Example II

This is the same example discussed above in the Practical Test (Chapter 21.2.3).

VF14 = 400
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VTGT = 200

Cut = 30

CBCOSPD = ½Cut = 15°

We use the first table, first column, third row from the bottom → 10°. Again, the RIO simply 
has to command the Pilot to turn until ATA = 10°.

Example III

For the last example I put together a simple scenario:

VF14 = 400

VTGT = 600

Cut = 97

CBCOSPD = ½Cut = 48.5°

Instead, CB in this scenario is ~61°. 

Figure 539: Non co-speed intercepts: practical example of the kneeboard
page.

21.3 NS 430: A PORTABLE GPS IN THE   
F-14  
The F-14B is not equipped with a GPS, neither is the F-14A. Nevertheless, both versions flew
for a prolonged period, even after the introduction of new technologies and standards such 
as digital avionics, GPS, LINK16.

The crews took advantage of the GPS technology on older versions of the Tomcat by means 
of portable GPS. According to the Osprey “F-14 Tomcat Units of Operation Enduring 
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Freedom” (page 10), the hand-held Garmin Pilot III GPS was one of the devices used by the 
crews.

DCS has his own stand-alone, cross-module GPS: the Garmin NS 430. Initially released for 
the Mi-8 and the L-39 (the only two modules featuring a 3D in-cockpit representation of the
Garmin NS 430), it is now available for almost any module as a 2D overlay (it seems to have 
issues for VR players so verify before buying it).

This video shows the Garmin Pilot III used by the RIO for navigation. At 1’32, it clearly shows
the latlong coordinates, details about navigation and the moving map over the Afghanistan.

Since even real crews took advantage of GPS devices, why shouldn’t we?

DCS NS 430 MANUAL & BASIC CONTROLS
The manual of the NS 430 is available here.

To turn on the GPS, rotate the COM power/volume, located in the top-left corner.

Most of the controls are located to the right of the GPS. The large right knob allows 
accessing groups of functions of the NS 430. The small right knob is used to access the sub-
modes of the selected page.

Figure 540: NS 430 - Main Controls.

The following is a quick overview of the basic and most common functions of the NS 430 
combined with the F-14. I don’t use the Flight Planning and Navigation functions of the GPS 
because I mostly rely on INS and TCN; therefore such functions will be barely mentioned.

NAV page
NAV is the first page group and consists of 6 sub-modes. The first and default sub-mode is 
NAVdef, that displays a number of useful information about navigation. If there is no 
destination or flightplan set, most of the fields and the graphic display are blank.

A screenshot of this page is visible above. In this case, a single waypoint has been created 
via the mission editor.

The second sub-mode is NAVmap. This mode shows a coloured moving map centred on the 
aircraft and oriented similarly to the TID in Ground Stab mode. The displayed range can be 
adjusted by means of the two dedicated buttons on the right of the screen.
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Figure 541: NS 430. NAV → NAVmap.

The map can also be panned by means of the right small knob and a position can be 
assigned as the current destination by pressing DIRECT-TO and ENT twice (details at page 19
and 20 of the manual). This function is very useful if the INS is degraded and the airfield 
destination doesn’t have a TACAN station. It can also be used as a sort-of ERBL (a function of
the ABRIS, aboard the Ka-50).

Figure 542: NS 430. NAV → NAVmap. DIRECT-TO steps: selecting the
destination

Figure 543: NS 430. NAV → NAVmap. DIRECT-TO steps: confirming
the destination
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Figure 544: NS 430. NAV → NAVmap. DIRECT-TO steps: FP updated

If the mission has a pre-set FP created in the mission editor, it will be present in the NS 430 
at the beginning of the mission.

The third sub-mode is NAVterrain. This mode shows the terrain in a coloured scale 
depending on the elevation. This in one of the most commonly used modes in the F-14 if 
you haven’t created a FP.

Figure 545: Ns 430. NAV → NAVterrain

The active Waypoint here displayed has been selected in the example above, by means of 
NAVmap and DIRECT-TO mode.

The fifth sub-mode is NAVpos. This modes displays the position of the aircraft along with its 
altitude, ground speed and other info.

Figure 546: NS 430. NAV → NAVpos.
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WPT page
This page and its sub-modes display details about the current waypoint. Usually, unless you 
are flying a pre-built mission or created a FP yourself, you won’t use this page unless you 
have selected a destination by means of DIRECT-TO.

The first and second sub-modes of the WPT page are very useful especially if the 
destination airfield has no TACAN station, as often happens in the northern part of the 
Caucasus map.

The first sub-mode of the WPT page is WPTero. It provides the coordinates of the Airport, 
elevation and other information.

Figure 547: NS 430. WPT → WPTero.

The second sub-mode is WPTrunway. The available runways of the selected airport are 
displayed. 

Figure 548: NS 430. WPT → WPTrunway.

As I mentioned already, the WPT page and its sub-modes are not as commonly used as the 
others unless you plan to create a complete FP or using the DIRECT-TO mode.

More details about those are available in the manual.

NRST page
This is the fourth page and provides information about the nearest airports, VOR, NDB and 
so on, within 200 miles from your current location. It can be useful in case of emergency or 
unexpected situation.
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Figure 549: NS 430. NRST → NRSTapt.

NRSTapt, for example, allows to select an airfield and see its details by pressing the small 
right knob (this operation activates the cursor) and selecting an airport ICAO code:

Figure 550: NS 430. NRST → NRSTapt. Cursor activated.

By pressing ENT, information about the airfield are displayed. Press ENT again to return to 
the previous page:

Figure 551: NS 430. NRST → NRSTapt. Details of the airport

The airport highlighted can be used in conjunction with the DIRECT-TO mode. Select the 
airport and follow the same steps we followed before: 
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Figure 552: NRST → NRSTapt. DIRECT-TO mode

Figure 553: NS 430. NRST → NRSTapt. New destination set by
means of the DIRECT-TO mode.

Other functions
The NS 430 provides information about precision and non-precision approaches and allows 
the creation of detailed Flight Plans. Such topics are beyond the scope of this article so I 
won’t cover them. More info are available in the manual.

Recap of the Main Functions
This is a summary of the functions that I use the most. Depending on your use of the Flight 
Planning functions, you may use the following functions or others I haven’t covered.

1. NAV (first page group)

◦ NAVmap (2nd sub-mode): moving map, can be panned and the destination can 
be used as destination or to measure distances.

◦ NAVterrain (3rd sub-mode): moving map, shows the terrain elevation.

◦ NAVpos (5th sub-mode): displays the position and altitude of the aircraft, time, 
ground speed and other info.

2. NRST (fourth page group)

◦ sub-modes allow selecting between the nearest airports, NDB, VOR, etc.
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NS 430 rotary knobs
When assigned to a joystick button, such as a rotary encoder, the knobs of the NS 430 tend 
to turn more than one page or sub-mode with a single pressure. This behaviour is similar to 
one of the knobs of older modules, such as the KA-50 and its ABRIS.

I found a workaround on ED’s forum, credits to Chic. I suggest you to use it along a mod 
manager such as OvGME.

21.4 IFF AND SRS: PRACTICAL USAGE   
EXAMPLE  

The following article has been written by 132nd.LooneyT about the use of the 
Transponder in the 132nd Virtual Wing.
The original Google Drive file is available here.

With the use of SRS within the wing, the ability was created to start using the Transponder 
in DCS and LOTATC.
This enables fast identification of aircraft on the LOTATC radar screen and airport view, 
allowing a more efficient way of controlling, as well as limiting the number of errors made 
by controllers.

SRS simulates mode 1, mode 3 and mode 4 IFF systems. Since LOTATC can “see”  the 
altitude an aircraft is at, we can say that mode 3/A is also simulated.

Mode 1 provides a 2 digit, octal (numbers 0 – 7), “mission code” that can be used to identify
the aircraft type or mission.

Mode 3/A provides as 4 digit octal identification code for the aircraft, assigned by the 
controller, and is used to identify the aircraft itself.

Mode 4 is a 3 pulse reply, encrypted, based on an encrypted challenge made by a radar. It is 
most commonly used as an IFF system onboard radar-capable aircraft to “challenge” a radar
contact to see if the reply is correct. Usually, when the reply is incorrect, a contact is 
labelled something different to Friend, such as Neutral or Hostile.

LOTATC can “read” mode 1 and 3/A codes and will display this information to a controller. 

Remember, mode 4 is only used by a pilot in a radar capable aircraft equipped with a mode 
4 interrogator in DCS. Aircraft capable of making a mode 4 “challenge”  are, among others,  
the F-16, F-18 and F-14.

This document serves to illustrate the use of the SRS radio overlay and DCS chat commands 
as well as showing the correct use of the IFF related brevity. Airframe-specific description of
the IFF equipment can be described in the squadron’s SOP or other document.
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Plate 27: IFF – A contact showing IFF mode 3 and 4 (3550 FR (Friendly)).

As we are using a mix of NATO and Non-NATO airframes within the 132nd, the use of mode 
1 and 3 is globally provided by the SRS overlay. Aircraft which are capable of using their 
onboard DCS IFF are the A10c, F14, F16, F5 and F14 with more to come at the time of this 
writing.

All other units can use the SRS overlay to set their IFF codes! You can even power on, 
change and set the different transponder options using the DCS chat. We’ll get to that later.
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21.4.1 SRS RADIO OVERLAY

Plate 28: IFF – Example of SRS overlay in an Mi-8.

• Power button: Click this red circle to power on the IFF transponder. It will show 
green once powered. Click again to switch off the IFF transponder.

• Mode 1 code setting: Once powered on, you can set a 2-digit, octal (0 – 7) code in 
this window.

• Mode 3 code setting: Once powered on, you can set a 4-digit, octal (0 – 7) code in 
this window.

• Mode 4 On/Off: Switches On/Off the Mode 4 encrypted radar reply system. It will 
show green once powered On.

• Ident switch: This toggles the IDENT function of a transponder. Once pressed it will 
turn green and the controller will show a red glowing box around the contact’s 
details, indicating it has pressed Ident. The Ident function as active for 40 seconds.

• Window Opacity slider: Slider to set the opacity for the complete overlay.
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Plate 29: IFF – A powered on
transponder.

Plate 29 shows a transponder set to operate, 
mode 1 code set to 11 and mode 3 code set to 
1200. Remember, you must switch on the 
Transponder before you are able to set a mode 1
or mode 3 code. When powered OFF, the M4 
and Ident switch will not work.
Pressing IDENT is usually done at the request of 
a controller. It helps the controller to quickly 
locate an aircraft in the clutter of the radar 
screen. Once pressed, LOTATC will display a 
contact as shown in Plate 30, allowing it to be 
easily identified by the controller. After 40 
seconds, the IDENT will stop automatically. Note,
the 40-second timer may change in the future.

Plate 30: IFF – An aircraft after pressing the IDENT switch on
the transponder.

The M4 button is used to set the IFF to the coalition you are currently in. Presently, the IFF 
in DCS is coalition-based, so anyone will show up as a Friend once M4 is active, and you are 
being interrogated by another friendly pilot.

Note that the M4 button is only used to indicate to LOTATC which coalition you are in. 

21.4.2 DCS CHAT TRANSPONDER SETTING
In order to allow (VR) pilots to set their transponder quick and easy, SRS can be activated 
using the DCS chat.

Simply use the LEFT-SHIFT TAB key combination to bring up the DCs chat window in 
game. Now, a selection of commands are available to fully control the SRS transponder.

All commands are preceded by SRSTRANS. A list of all available commands is listed below.
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Plate 31: IFF – DCS chat window with commands to SRS.

TRANSPONDER / IFF PANEL CHAT COMMANDS
Type in chat (local or global)

SRSTRANS e.g. SRSTRANS POWER:ON or SRSTRANS POWER ON

Commands can be chained so you can do SRSTRANS M3 7777 M1 12 M4 ON IDENT ON to 
set mode 3 to 7777, mode 1 to 12, mode 4 to on and Ident to on.

Complete list is;

• M4 OFF or ON

• M3 OFF or a 4 digit number

• M1 OFF or a 2 digit number

• IDENT OFF or ON

• POWER OFF or ON

21.4.3 BREVITY AND COMMUNICATIONS
With a new function comes new brevity and abbreviations. Within the 132nd the following 
brevity words are used for use with a transponder;

• Parrot – IFF equipment

• Squawk <code> – Set your IFF to a certain code

• Squawk Ident – Press Ident button on your transponder panel or use SRS overlay

• Squawking – Informative call that indicates the sender is responding with a certain 
code or Ident
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• Sweet – Equipment is working correctly

• Sour – Equipment is broken or malfunctioning

The communication for the correct use of the IFF transponder is usually started by a 
controller, all numbers are spoken as separate numerals. 3412 is spoken as Three Four One 
Two.

Viper1-1 this is Kutaisi ground, squawk 3412.

Kutaisi ground this is Viper1-1, squawking 3412 

It is not uncommon for pilots to set their IFF up before contacting a controlling authority 
and stating they’ve set their codes to a certain number;

Kutaisi ground this is Axe2-1 with information Delta on board, squawking 4412

Axe2-1 this is Kutaisi ground, parrot sweet, information Delta is correct… 

If a flight is calling in that has multiple aircraft in it, in this case Falcon flight of 4 times F-16s,
a controller may state the following:

Falcon 4-1 this is Darkstar, squawk 4401 in sequence

This means that Falcon4-1 will squawk 4401, Falcon4-2 will squawk 4402, 4-3 uses code 
4403 and lastly Falcon4-4 will squawk 4404.

If a mode 1 needs to be set, the call is as follows:

Viper1-1 this is Darkstar, squawk mode 1, 14

Darkstar this is Viper1-1, squawking mode 1, 14 

If a mode 1 (code 14) and mode 3 (code 4501) needs to be set, the call is as follows;

Viper1-1 this is Darkstar, squawk 14 4501

Darkstar this is Viper1-1, squawking 14 4501 

Ident is requested as follows;

Falcon4-1 this is Kutaisi tower, squawk Ident

Kutaisi tower, this is Falcon4-1, squawking Ident 

If a pilot reports a code, but it is not showing up in LOTATC, the controller will inform the 
pilot using the sour brevity.

Falcon4-1 this is Tower, your parrot sour
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Falcon 4-1 now checks his equipment and remedies the situation, now he is squawking 
correctly.

Falcon 4-1 this is Tower, your parrot now sweet 

Any flight can declare their IFF equipment not functioning by making the informative call to 
a controlling agency;

Darkstar this is Axe2-1, my parrot sour

21.4.4 SPECIAL CODES
Within the aviation world, there are a couple of modes 3/A codes that are used in special 
cases. These codes are:

TRANSPONDER
CODE

ALLOCATED USE

7000 VFR standard squawk code when no other code has been
assigned

7600 Lost communications (NOCOMMS), radio failure

7700 General emergency

777 Interceptor aircraft on active air-defense missions and 
operating without ATC clearance, e.g. Scramble mission

Use of these codes is at pilot’s discretion and can be set at any time (except 7777), 
regardless of what a controller told a pilot to set. These codes will indicate to a controller 
that something is wrong, except for 7000/7777. Squawking 7700 will also make you glow 
red on the LOTATC screen so be prepared to answer questions from the controller.

Two codes that are not allowed to be set are:

TRANSPONDER
CODE

ALLOCATED USE

7500 Hijack or unlawful interference

0000 Non-discrete code, standard LOTATC code for any 
contact, hence completely unuseful.

When you set your transponder code, care must be taken not to set any emergency code 
during a code change!

For example, when changing from 0500 to 7000 (VFR code); you might set your first digit to 
a 7 (thus squawking 7500) and at this time, set your second digit back to zero. However, 
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since you’ve set 7500 in the meantime, you will draw a lot of attention to yourself by doing 
this.

The recommended method to changing code is to first set your transponder to standby or 
off (in case of in aircraft equipment) or use the DCS chat SRSTRANS method to set a code 
directly or switch it off in the overlay first.

Mode 1 codes will only be given at the discretion of the mission designer, AMC or controller
if it helps to keep things organized. Check the ATO or event page to make sure you set the 
correct code or hand out the correct code in case of being a controller.

21.5 PILOT’S RIOING BRIEF MANUAL      
This chapter has been inspired by the feedback received when hosting workshops about the
F-14. One of the most interesting point raised was about providing enough training and 
documentation to the Pilot so that he can understand the flow, the limitations and the 
capabilities of the platform and provide valuable suggestions and ideas to the RIO.

Ideally, the Pilot should be able to play as RIO as well, at least at basic level. The bare 
minimum is reading the manual at least a couple of times (vice versa, the RIO should be 
familiar with the performance and limitations of the airframe and should actively help the 
Pilot when WVR for instance by making sure that he is faster than the corner speed).

Golden Rules!
1. Don’t do “pilot shit”. Last time a dwarf in the front seat did some pilot shit, 

Goose died. Remember Goose.
2. Don’t take the radar unless you are told so, or you are WVR. It messes up RIO’s

settings and screws up the SA. 

21.5.1 AWG-9 WCS & AIM-54: LONG STORY 
SHORT
This list introduces the AWG-9 / AIM-54 combination:

• Analogue technology from the ’60s, originally meant to be used on the F-111B.

• Two radar modes, Pulse and Pulse Doppler (Low and High PRF).

• Detection range of fighter-sized contacts: ~80nm.

• AIM-54 is available in three combinations of seeker and rocket motors. Mk47 is less 
powerful, C version has digital seeker, hence more resistant to countermeasures.
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• AWG-9 is not the first look-down, shoot-down radar, but it still has some issues in 
such situations. It’s unbeatable when looking upwards.

• Notching targets (ergo with relative speed equal to zero) are filtered by the same 
filter that removes ground returns (MLC). This filter can be manually operated, but 
the RIO and the antenna should look up to avoid unwanted returns.

• If the speed of the Target and the F-14 are similar, the target disappears (Zero 
Doppler Filter – ZDF), the RIO can’t do much about it.

• Information provided by the WCS are fundamentally the same as more modern 
aircraft, but the “human interface” is nowhere near as evolved. Operate the WCS 
takes time.

• The avionics operate in Magnetic only.

• Maintenance procedures, such as re-aligning the INS during very long missions or 
after a dogfight, usually require the cooperation of the Pilot.

21.5.2 THE MEANING OF THIS ALL
• The AWG-9 WCS is very powerful but old, it provides plenty of information and 

tools, but it is not as immediate as modern aircraft. It requires a good deal of 
eyeballing (or time).

• The RIO is usually in charge of comms. On top of the reason above, it means that he 
can be overwhelmed in some situations.

• The avionics, especially the INS, is very sensible to hard manoeuvre. Don’t over-G 
unless it is really necessary.

• The pilot may seem to be the secondary role in BVR, but he is still in charge of the 
aircraft. Moreover, he has the duty of overseeing comms, SOP, timeline, maintain SA,
manage wingmen and so on. The F-14B is as powerful as both its crewman are 
proficient and synergic in their roles.

21.5.3 UNDERSTANDING WHAT YOU ARE 
LOOKING AT
The first step is giving some sense to what the Pilot sees on the TID repeater. The following 
is a fairly standard view. The Pilot must be familiar with these views. 
All the necessary additional details are in the manual.
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Figure 554: TID NAVGRID, contacts and waypoints on the TID repeater.

The “spider-web”-ish thingy is the NAVGRID (commonly used in DCS as the Bullseye). It 
originates from the bullseye location and the RIO can set its Width, Number of sectors and 
Orientation. The image shows one of my usual settings for expected threats from between 
NE to W. Each sector is 30° wide and I always attempt to have a perpendicular set or arms in
order to make the eyeballing process much easier. Each mark on the YY corresponds to 
50nm.

The red “L” is our aircraft, the arms spreading on the sides are the radar cone. The direction 
vector is the bisector of the cone. When this is not the case, the RIO is moving the antenna 
around. Notice how the arms are represented by a dashed line, each of these (even the 
missing one) represent 20nm.

The Blue marks highlight the Waypoints. Displayed are WP1, WP2 and HB.

The yellow mark instead shows a radar or DL contact (in this case, our AWACS). If the 
symbol is shown on the bottom half, it comes from the Datalink. If it’s on the top, it’s picked 
up from our radar. In this case, is marked as friendly from the LINK4, but it is still marked as 
unknown by the RIO. The number on the left represent its altitude (“3” means between 
25000ft and 35000ft).

EXAMPLE
If the WP2 were a target, for instance, its YY would be something like:

Bullseye, 345 33 20000 thousand 
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The bearing from YY is straightforward, being the target between the 360° and 330° arms. 
The range looks to be further than half of the first mark (=25nm), but not between the haf-
mark (=25nm) and the mark (=50nm), which should be 35.7nm. 33 seems a decent 
approximation. The altitude can be established easily by hooking, here I just write a number
that falls into the interval.

Bear in mind that in a real situation the F-14 is moving, the targets are moving and so on. 
We simply do not have the tools to be as precise as a JDAM, we have to do our best with 
what we have.

21.5.4 MORE INFORMATION COMING UP
This is another standard view. It shows a contact hooked by the RIO. The target is 
highlighted and very visible.

Figure 555: NAVGRID reference - TID repeater.

Figure 556: NAVGRID reference - TID repeater.

The top of the screen shows different information (the RIO can select others by means of 
the CAP).
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The information displayed have a different meaning depending on the TID mode used and, 
if in GS, if the NAVGRID is enabled or not. As a rule of thumb, is you see the NAVGRID, that’s
the reference point.

Usually:

• RA: Range from the YY or F-14B to the hooked object.

• BRG: Bearing. In GS+NAVGRID is from the YY, otherwise is the Relative Bearing from 
the nose of the F-14.

• AL: Altitude of the target.

• MC: Magnetic Course of the target.

The “34B” reading near the target is the YY reference: heading is rounded and only the two 
most meaningful digits are displayed (e.g. 337°→”34″). “B” means that the target is in the 
second YY mark: A=0-50nm; B=50-100nm and so on.

The TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode (Figure 557) still displays the YY reference values 
(highlighter in blue). Altitude and MC are still the same, but Range and Bearing displayed 
subsequently (yellow box) are now calculated using the F-14 as reference (compare them 
with the previous image).

This mode also shows the vertical limits of the radar cone (0-99, red circles) on top of the 
antenna elevation angle.

Figure 557: TID in Aircraft Stabilized mode - TID repeater.
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21.5.5 HOW CAN THE PILOT HELP THE RIO
There are several things that the Pilot can do to help the RIO. There are some of those.
These points and others should be discussed by the crew, and appropriate contracts should 
be developed.

MASTER ARM AND OTHER SETTINGS
Most of the preparations for an engagement are done and cross-checked during the FENCE-
IN. Master Arm may be done later (at the Commit phase of the intercept, for example). If 
the RIO doesn’t tell you, don’t sit there when he calls FOX-3, tell him and turn on the Master
Arm.

ANTENNA ANGLE
If the RIO has issues looking for a target, sometimes the reason can be as simple as a wrong 
antenna setting (can happen, due to over-saturation of tasks). If he is looking for a target 
higher than the F-14 and you notice that the antenna elevation angle is very low, tell your 
RIO.

TIMELINE AND RANGE

The Timeline goes fast, really fast. If two fighters are running head-on faster than Mach one,
each step of the timeline may take just a little more than 10″-15″. Reading the Slant Range 
to the RIO may help him a lot, especially if he is new to the procedure.

COMMS HANDLING
The Radar Intercept Officer, especially if new, may be easily overwhelmed by having to 
handle 2 radios, ICS, AWG-9 WCS, follow the timeline, build SA, develop the geometry and 
plan and so on, whilst trying to lock a target that keeps notching and jinking. Handling non-
necessary comms on the radio is a real life-saver in such situations.

PLAY AS A TEAM AND BE PROACTIVE
This is applicable to both and sums everything up. Be positive, be constructive. Mistakes 
happen to people that fly for a living, this is just a game.

The RIO loses the target? Peek at the TID repeater, you may recognize a situation the RIO 
hasn’t (ZDF, for instance). Another example, if you think the geometry is not correct, just say
it, don’t be shy.
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21.6 ***COMMON BREVITY CODES      
The biggest issue I had when I approached this hobby was putting all those cool words listed
here and there over the Internet into an understandable context. There are many sources 
around but the vast majority are never-ending lists of words with little practical meaning 
the first you read them.

In this article I try to separate and arrange by context the most commonly used brevities. 
This is by no means a comprehensive list and it is mostly focused on Air-to-Air operations.

21.6.1 MESSAGE FORMAT
Messages usually follow this structure:

Recipient, Sender, Message.

For example, if the callsign of our F-14B is Diamond 1-1 and the Controller is Darkstar the 
message we will send on the net to get the picture will be:

Darkstar, Diamond 1-1, Request Picture.

21.6.2 BREVITIES
Some brevities are marked with an asterisk. This marks that the meaning may differ from 
NATO brevity word. The brevities marked with a caret ( ^ ) are not NATO brevities.

Important!
The meaning of a few brevities changed through the years. In some parts of this 
book you may find the meaning as the reference documentation used it (see: 
Abort). The following list is instead based on the 2020 Multi-service document.
The context, unless specified, is Air-to-Air.

Definitions FURBALL: non-FRIENDLY and FRIENDLY aircraft are inside 
5nm from each other.
Altitude:

• ANGELS: Altitude in thousands of feet. Friendlies 
only. 

• CHERUBS: Altitude in hundreds of feet. Friendlies 
only.

Radar Returns Definition:
• CONTACT(S): Individual radar return within a GROUP;
• GROUP(S): any number of CONTACT(S) within 3nm in

azimuth or range of each other;
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• PACKAGE: Geographically isolated collection of 
GROUPS outside of briefed range.

STRENGTH: numerical strength of a TRACK or GROUP.
Groups Strength Definitions:

• SINGLE: One GROUP, CONTACT, etc.
• HEAVY: A GROUP known to contain three or more 

CONTACTs.
• GORILLA: Large force of indeterminate numbers and 

formation of unknown or non-friendly aircraft.
Others:
PLAYTIME: amount of time the aircraft can remain on 
station, in hours plus minutes (e.g. one plus thirty → 
1h30’).
SINGLE: One GROUP, CONTACT, etc.;
TRACK (Direction): GROUP or CONTACTS direction of flight 
or movement;
Answers:

• ROGER: radio transmission received. It does not 
indicate compliance or reaction;

• UNABLE: cannot comply as requested or directed;
• WILCO: will comply with received instructions.

ZIPLIP: limit transmission to critical information only.

Controller Status: used 
when a controller starts 
providing or terminates 
services.

• SUNRISE: C2 sensors are available. Opposite of 
MIDNIGHT;
DCS: Controller starting services.

• MIDNIGHT: C2 sensors unavailable due to 
degradation. DCS: Controller terminating services.

Classification (ROE):
classification relative to 
the ROE of a specific 
contact/Group, usually 
filled-in in 
BULLSEYE/BRAA calls. 

• HOSTILE: Contact identified as enemy, fire 
authorized;

• BANDIT: Contact identified as enemy, fire (usually) 
not authorized;

• BOGEY: Unknown identity;
◦ OUTLAW: CONTACT meets point of origin criteria 

for ROE;
◦ SPADES: Interrogated GROUP or radar contact 

lacks all the ATO (or equivalent) IFF or selective ID
features modes and codes for the ID criteria;

• STRANGER: Unidentified traffic not participant in the 
action in progress;

• ^FRIENDLY: Friendly contact.
• ^NEUTRAL: positively ID object whose parameters 
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indicate is neither supporting or opposing FRIENDLY 
forces.

Request Identification *DECLARE (GROUP/BRAA): Request current identification 
for specified BRAA or Group. Responses include FRIENDLY, 
BOGEY, BANDIT, HOSTILE, NEUTRAL, UNABLE, CLEAN or 
FURBALL
(Note: 2020 documentation requires the inclusion of 
Bullseye data.)

Request information: 
different way to obtain 
information. PICTURE is 
default post check-in 
and it provides 
information about the 
tactical theatre using 
BULLSEYE. Other means 
use lower tactical level 
and BRAA. SNAP and 
CUTOFF can be used to 
rejoin / intercept 
tankers or other 
friendlies.

• *PICTURE: Request for air theatre information in 
Bullseye format;

• STATUS (GROUP): Update about the specified GROUP
in Bullseye format;

• BOGEY DOPE: Request closest or specified Group 
information in BRAA format;

• SNAP: Request immediate BRAA to the specified 
GROUP. Indicates fighter intent to intercept of join;

• CUTOFF: Request for cutoff intercept geometry.
• STERN: Request for, or directive to, intercept using 

STERN geometry;
Provide information (Controller):

• NEW PICTURE: used when tactical picture has 
changed. Supersedes all previous calls and re-
establishes PICTURE for all players.

• *POP-UP: GROUP that has suddenly appeared 
between the MELD and the threat range.

• THREAT (Direction): untargeted HOSTILE or BANDIT 
or BOGEY is within briefed range of a FRIENDLY 
aircraft.

• LEAKER(S): airborne threat has passed through a 
defensive layer.

*ALPHA CHECK: request for confirmation of bearing and 
range from aircraft to described point;

Distance, request and 
description

SEPARATION: Request for separation between two Groups.
The response includes the follow-on GROUPS separation, 
altitude and fill-ins.
Variation of separation:

• CLOSING: separation is decreasing (positive VC);
• OPENING: separation is increasing (negative VC).

Positional References: 
typically the answer 

• BULLSEYE: Bearing (magnetic), Range, Altitude form 
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from an enquiry to the 
controller, BULLSEYE is 
used for the picture to 
all the players in the AO,
BRAA for tactical 
control. 

a common reference points.
• BRAA: Position of an objected relative to another 

(Bearing, Range, Altitude, Aspect).

Contact Description Altitude:
• HIGH: Contact altitude over 40000ft;
• MEDIUM: Contact altitude between 10000ft and 

25000ft;
• *LOW: Contact altitude lower than 5000ft.
• HIT(S): Indicates an approximated altitude (e.g. in 

BULLSEYE calls).
Speed:

• VERY SLOW: contact GS than 100 kts;
• SLOW: contact GS between 100kts -250 kts;
• FAST: contact GS between 600kts and 900kts / M1-

M1.5;
• VERY FAST: contact GS higher than 900kts / M1.5.

Aspect:
• HOT: contact aspect stabilized at 160°-180° from the 

tail or 0°-20° from the nose;
• *FLANK (Direction): contact aspect is stabilized 

between 120°-150° from tail, or 30°-60° from the 
nose;

• BEAM (Direction): contact aspect stabilized within 
70°-110°;

• *COLD: contact aspect stabilized between 0°-20° 
from the tail, or 160°-180° from the nose;

• *DRAG: contact aspect stabilized at 0°-60° from the 
tail, or 120°-180° from the nose.

Others:
• CONS/CONNING: aircraft is producing contrails;
• ^MARK: challenge and response term for requested 

aircraft to report contrails.
• *MOSQUITO: low speed and low RCS target.

Taking/Releasing 
responsibility: these are
used for deconfliction 
and space management.
By default, once a 

• *COMMIT: aircrew intercepts the GROUP of interest 
or set briefed intercept geometry. 

• TARGET: directive call to take responsibility for a 
specified GROUP.

• TARGETED: informative call that an aircrew has taken
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friendly has taken 
responsibility for the 
specified Group, other 
friendlies will not 
COMMIT/TARGET it. 

responsibility for the GROUP.
• RESET: proceed to pre-briefed position (disengaging);
• DROP(ING): the aircrew has released monitoring 

responsibility of a specific GROUP and it is resuming 
search;

• MONITOR(ING) (Group or Object): maintain(ing) 
sensor awareness on the specified GROUP or object.
Implies the communication of tactically significant 
changes.

SKIP IT: Directive call for a specific platform to not engage 
the indicated track. Usually followed by other directions.
(Object) NO FACTOR: Object is not a threat.
ABORT: cease action or terminated attack prior to 
weapons release or event or mission.
*POST ATTACK (Direction, Directive): desired direction or 
directives after completion of intercept or engagement.

Friendly Targeting and 
Challenge

BUDDY SPIKE (Position or Heading or Altitude): FRIENDLY 
system radar lock-on indication on the radar warning 
receiver;
BUDDY LOCK (Position, Heading, Altitude): a known 
FRIENDLY is locked. Normally response to a SPIKED or 
BUDDY SPIKE call.
RAYGUN (Position, Heading, Altitude): radar lock-on to 
unknown aircraft OR request for a BUDDY SPIKE reply from 
FRIENDLY aircraft meeting these parameters.

Missile launch call 
(Employment): 
broadcast to alert 
friendlies on the net of a
specified missile launch. 

FOX 1-2-3: Abbreviation from FOXTROT (FIRE) for launch of
ait-to-air weapon.

• FOX-1: semi-active radar guided missile;
• FOX-2: IR-guided missile;
• FOX-3: active radar missile.

(2nd) FOX 1-2-3 OR (Number) SHIP: Missile launch against 
separate targets (assumes one missile per target). If 2nd 
prefix is used, indicates launch of multiple missiles on the 
same target.
GUNS: aircraft guns being used.
^SHOOT: Directive communication to employ weapons on 
a contact. Does not invoke targeting.

Post Employment 
tactics and Situations

• *SKATE: executing Launch-and-Leave tactics at pre-
briefed range. Modifiers can include LONG and 
SHORT. (CNATRA documentation: leave pre-DOR);
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• SHORT SKATE: executing Launch-and-Leave tactics 
(CNATRA documentation: leave pre MAR/DR);

• BANZAI: executing Launch-and-Decide. The intent is 
manoeuvring into the visual arena.

BLOW THROUGH: directive to call to continue straight 
ahead at the MERGE and do not become ANCHORED with 
target(S).
BLOWING THROUGH: informative call, the intercepting 
aircraft is dropping targeting responsibility and 
commencing a BLOW THROUGH.
ANCHORED (Location): turning engagement at specified 
Location.
MERGE(D): FRIENDLIES and targets have arrived in the 
visual arena.

Post Employment 
Missile status

• HUSKY: active radar missile is at HPRF guidance 
range;

• PITBULL: active radar missile is at MPRF guidance 
range (DCS: AIM-54 active);

• TIMEOUT: shooter assesses valid BVR shot 
parameters have been met and missile has reached 
termination;

• TRASHED: FRIENDLY missile defeated.
SPLASH(ED): Target destroyed.

Intercept Control and 
Description

Description:
• COLD: the intercept geometry will result in a roll-out 

behind the target;
• HOT: the intercept geometry will result in passing in 

front of the target.
*JUDY: The crew has control of the intercept and does not 
need additional guidance. The controller minimizes comms
and provides SA information. 

Fuel status JOKER: Fuel status above Bingo at which separation or 
BUGOUT or even termination should;
*BINGO: Fuel status when recovery begins;
TIGER: Enough fuel and ordnance to accept a 
commitment.

Aircraft Status Aircraft status (colour coded):
• GREEN: aircraft is in a weapon and/or fuel pre-

determined state that allows continuation of the 
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mission.
• YELLOW: aircraft is at a weapon and/or fuel status 

that is approaching a level insufficient to continue 
the execution of the mission.

• RED: aircraft is at weapon and/or fuel pre-briefed 
state that is insufficient to continue execution of the 
mission.

Status enquiry:
• STATUS (Phase): request for an individual’s tactical 

situation;
• ^STATUS (Phase): Directive call requesting amplifying

information on current task or aircraft state. E.g. 
respond with WORKING, VOID, CONTACT, TARGETED, 
LOCKED, CLEAN, FUEL (R/Y/G), WEAPON (R/Y/G) 
ready or plain English.

WHAT STATE: Request number of, order:
1. Active: Active radar guidance missiles;
2. Radar: Semi-active radar guidance missiles;
3. Heat: IR guided missiles;
4. Fuel: lbs of fuel or time remaining.

Example, in response to WHAT STATE: “Blue 44 is 3-1-2 by 
7 POINT 5”. Equivalent to 3xAIM-120, 1xAIM-7, 2xAIM-9, 
gun with ammunition, and 7,500lbs of fuel remaining.
Ammunition or oxygen are reported only when specifically 
requested or critical.
^WEAPONS (Status): weapons employment. Fire only:

• FREE: at target not identified as FRIENDLY in 
accordance with current ROE;

• TIGHT: at targets positively identified as HOSTILE in 
accordance with current ROE;

• HOLD/SAFE: in self-defence or in response to a 
formal order.

Ordnance status:
• ^REMINGTON: No ordinance left except gun or self-

protect ammo.
• WINCHESTER: No ordnance left.
• SKOSH: aircraft is out or unable to employ active 

radar missiles.

Sensors Radar awareness:
• CLEAN: no sensor information on a GROUP of 

interest;
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• FADED: sensor data lost on GROUP or CONTACT. 
Requires information of last known position to 
include number of CONTACTS and TRACK direction.

• HIT(S): Momentary radar return
• IN THE DARK: CONTACT is in known radar blind zone.
• JOINED: two or more radar returns have come 

together.
• LOCKED (GROUP label): Radar lock-on, SORT not 

assumed;
• LOCKED (Position): Radar lock-on, correct targeting 

not assumed.
• *SNAPLOCK (BRAA): Informative call indicating that 

the fighter has obtained radar contact inside briefed 
threat range with BEAM, FLANK or HOT aspect and is 
unable to complete sanitization responsibilities 
implying ownership. Response should be BRAA.

• LOST LOCK: lost radar or IR lock.
• GIMBAL: Sensor target is approaching azimuth or 

elevation tracking limits.
• MELD: Drop sanitising responsibilities and gain 

situation awareness on the assigned GROUP.
• SORT: assignment of responsibility within a GROUP; 

criteria can be met visually, electronically (i.e. radar), 
or both.

• SORTED: sort responsibilities within a GROUP has 
been met.

• STROBE(S) (Bearing): radar indication(s) of noise 
jamming;

• HIT(S): momentary radar return(s).
• TIED: Positive radar contact with element or aircraft.
• VANISHED: special case of FADED defined as a 

GROUP or ARM or CONTACT with no available sensor 
data and is: 
1. not in a known sensor blind zone (terrain masking

or Doppler blind zone) AND 
2. correlated to a shot by FRIENDLY forces.

Radar Warning Receiver:
• MUD (Type with direction, range in available): 

Ground RWR indication with no launch indication.
• NAILS (Direction): RWR indication of airborne 

interceptor (AI) radar in search.
• NAKED: No RWR indications.
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• *SPIKE(D) (Direction): RWR indication of an AI threat 
in track or launch.

Eyeballs Mk I:
• *NO JOY: crew has no visual contact with the TARGET

or BANDIT (opposite: TALLY);
• TALLY: sighting of a target, non-friendly aircraft or 

enemy position (opposite: NO JOY);
• BLIND: no visual contact with FRIENDLY aircraft, ship 

or ground position (opposite: VISUAL);
• VISUAL: sighting of FRIENDLY aircraft or ground 

position or ship (opposite: BLIND);
• PADLOCKED: aircrew cannot take eyes off an object 

without risking of losing TALLY or VISUAL;
• SAM (Direction): visual acquisition of a SAM in flight 

or a SAM launch; should include position.
Electronic Warfare:

• SPOOFER: entity employing electronic or tactical 
deception measures.

Others:
• YARDSTICK: use A/A tactical air navigation for 

ranging.

Travelling Speed • GATE: fly as fast as possible, using reheat or 
maximum power;

• BUSTER: fly at maximum continuous speed (military 
power);

• LINER: fly at speed giving maximum cruising speed.
• CRUISE: after BUSTER or GATE, return to cruise 

speed.

Radios and 
Coordination

Radio codes:
• HOTEL FOX: High Frequency;
• VICTOR: VHF/AM;
• FOX-MIKE: VHF/FM;
• UNIFORM: UHF/AM.

PUSH (Channel: Select specified channel (DCS: frequency if
no preset is available). No acknowledgement required.
BUTTON: radio channel setting;
ROLEX (± Time): timeline adjustment in minutes for the 
entire mission; always referenced from original preplanned
mission execution time (“Plus” = later; “Minus” = earlier).
SCRAM (Direction): FRIENDLY is in immediate danger. 
Withdraw clear in the direction indicated for survival. No 
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further mission support from the FRIENDLY asset is 
expected.
^SCRAM (Direction): Cease the intercept and take 
immediate evasive action. Implies that the target is being 
engaged by SAMs or other air defence fighters.

Avionics status • SWEET (Link Name): Equipment indicated is 
operating efficiently (e.g. TIMBER SWEET – confirms 
reception of data link information).
Opposite of SOUR, cancels BENT.

• SOUR (Link Name): Potential problem with net entry;
initiates pre-mission link troubleshooting (e.g. 
“TIMBER SOUR” – issues with LINK16). Opposite of 
SWEET.

• (System) BENT: system inoperative. Cancelled by 
SWEET.

*MUSIC: radar electronic deceptive jamming.

Manoeuvres and 
Postures

CAP(ING) (Location): established a combat air patrol at a 
specified point OR informative call that an aircraft is 
established in an orbit;
Combat Air Patrol:

• COLD: Initiate(ing) a turn in the CAP away from the 
anticipated threats;

• HOT: Initiate(ing) a turn in the CAP towards the 
anticipated threats;

Relative to a Threat:
• IN: Turn toward a known threat. Opposite of Out.
• OUT (Direction): Turn or turning to a cold aspect 

relative to a known threat;
• OFF (Direction): attack is terminated, and 

manoeuvring to the indicated direction.
Tactical Manoeuvres:

• SHACKLE: one weave; a single crossing of flight 
paths; manoeuvre to adjust or regain formation 
parameters;

• HOOK (Direction): Perform in-plane 180° turn.
• SLICE (L/R) or SLICEBACK (L/R): perform high-G 

descending turn in the stated direction, usually 180° 
turn;

Engagement posture:
• SHOOTER: aircraft or unit designated to employ 

ordinance;
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• COVER: establish a posture that will allow 
engagement of a specified track or threat if required;

• SUPPORTING: speaking unit or element is assuming a
supporting role, is in a position to influence the 
outcome, and assumes deconfliction responsibility.

BUGOUT (Direction): separation from a particular 
engagement or attack or operation. No intent to re-engage 
or return.
HARD (L/R, Direction): High-G-force, energy sustaining 
turn in the indicated direction. Default 180°.
BREAK (Direction): Immediately perform a maximum 
performance turn in the indicated direction (usually 180°).
*CRANK (Direction): Manoeuvre in the (Direction) to 
illuminate the target at or near the GIMBAL limits.
CHECK (Number, L/R): Turn (number) degrees left or right 
and maintain new heading.
DEFENDING (Direction): aircraft defends in (Direction) 
from a threat.
DEFENSIVE: aircraft attacked and manoeuvring. Unable to 
provide mutual support or deconfliction.
*NOTCHING (Direction): aircraft is in a defensive position. 
Manoeuvring with reference to threat.
ENGAGED: aircraft is manoeuvring in the visual arena and 
relinquishes deconfliction responsibilities.
EXTEND(ING) (Direction): short-term manoeuvre to gain 
energy, distance or separation with the intent of re-
engaging.
FLASH (ING): activate system for ID purposes (e.g. reheat, 
flare or chaff, etc).
HOLDING HANDS: aircraft in visual formation.
*JINK: Perform unpredictable manoeuvre to negate a 
tracking solution.
PRESS: Requested action is approved and mutual support 
will be maintained, assumes VISUAL.
PUMP: A briefed manoeuvre to minimize closure on the 
threat or geographical boundary with the intent do re-
engage.
PUSHING: Departing designated point.
RESET: proceed to pre-briefed position or area of 
operations.
SADDLED: wingman or element has returned to briefed 
formation position.
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SPLIT: Flight member is leaving formation to pursue a 
separated attack; VISUAL may not be maintained.

IFF / Transponder. 
Supported by SRS and 
LotATC. 

• *PARROT: IFF selecting ID feature transponder;
• SQUAWK (Mode, Code): Set IFF or selective ID 

feature as indicated or IFF or selective ID feature is 
operating as indicated;
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22. APPENDIX II: A 
LOOK AT R. SHAW’S 
“FIGHTER COMBAT: 
TACTICS AND 
MANEUVERING”

Note: Surprisingly enough, I didn’t open this book until very recently, and 
only after working on the P-825/02. I knew there were some BFM and ACM 
considerations, but I had no idea that a chapter about tactical intercepts was
present. 
Considering the simple language and approach, discovering it earlier would 
have saved me a lot of time! For that reason, I strongly suggest you to get a 
copy of this book. The hard-cover version is a bit pricey (£35.50 at the 
moment of writing), but the kindle version is a theft (only £4.33).
That being said, do not expect to learn a lot of technical details. This book 
does not go anywhere near the depth of the P-825s – and those are very 
superficial too!

The drawback of the P-825 2017, 2008 and 2002, is the relative low number of 
scenarios discussed. It makes sense when considering that they are basic-level 
and very academic sources. Although spectacular sources to build the forma 
mentis and the basic knowledge, seeing more variety can be very beneficial. 
Here comes a classic of the aviation literature: Robert L. Shaw’s book, “Fighter 
Combat: Tactics and Manoeuvring: Tactics and Maneuvering”. This book is well 
know in the flight sim community. On top of a lengthy discussion about BFM 
and ACM, it has a chapter solely dedicated to tactical intercepts. 

The goal of this Chapter is to briefly mention the intercepts proposed by Shaw, 
recapping the pros and cons highlighted by the author, and add some 
considerations. I do not intend to cover every detail, so I really recommend 
buying this book.

Before starting, a quick note: Shaw often suggests to split the fighters and 
introduce vertical separation to hide from the radars of the bogeys. This, of 
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course, is hardly applicable in DCS because AWACS see better than they Eye of Sauron, 
without any of the issues that can affect them in real life.

22.1 SECTION TACTICS      
Note: I initially reported only the intercept techniques discussed by Robert Shaw is his 
book. However, many of the mentioned manoeuvres lay on basic fundamentals and 
tactics applicable in simpler scenarios.
For that reason, I split the Chapter into multiple parts and now included 2v1 tactics and 
other considerations into this document.

22.1.1 THE BRACKET

Figure 558: The Bracket.

PROS
• Forces the opponent to choose a 

target. 
• If the bandit does not commit on a 

fighter, both can convert into its rear;
• One fighter is always in a favourable 

position.

CONS
• Maintaining mutual support may be 

difficult due to the wide separation.

CONSIDERATIONS
A classic and “old” manoeuvre, the bracket forces the bandit to commit or turn away.
If the bandit commits onto a fighter, the other is immediately in an advantageous 
position to engage or provide support.
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22.1.2 THE SANDWICH

Figure 559: The Sandwich.

PROS
• Ideal defensive manoeuvre, one 

fighter ends up “sandwiching” the 
attacking aircraft;

• Maintains formation cohesion.

CONS
• Requires awareness before the bandit

gets too close and able to engage;
• Requires that the bandit firmly 

commits to one fighter through the 
manoeuvre;

• To be effective, the manoeuvre must 
be initiated at a distance close to the 
lateral separation of the fighters;

• Compared to a defensive split, it does
not necessarily force the bandit to 
commit onto one of the fighters.

CONSIDERATIONS
This manoeuvre, to be effective, requires a thorough estimation of the distance between
the bandit and the fighters. If start too early it may be unsuccessful. The separation 
requirements may enable the bandit long-range all-aspect missiles, if carried.
In these scenarios, a Defensive Split may be a better option.
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22.1.3 DEFENSIVE SPLIT

Figure 560: Defensive Split.

PROS
• Forces the opponent's hand;

CONS
• Requires awareness before the bandit

gets too close;
• Requires that the bandit firmly 

commits to one fighter through the 
manoeuvre;

• May create an excessive amount of 
separation between the fighters, 
leading to loss of awareness and 
mutual support.

CONSIDERATIONS
Classic defensive manoeuvre, forces the attacker to withdraw or commit to a fighter, 
whilst the other manoeuvres in an advantageous position. The turns are not breaks, 
rather performance turns.
If the bandit switches target post status IV, the second and now engaged fighter is in a 
favourable position, and a 1-on-1 fight can occur. In the meantime, the original 
defending fighter has room to reposition and support, or scan for other bandits.
A variant of this manoeuvre uses the vertical plane, rather than the horizontal. There are
several pros and cons depending on the bandit and the performance of its aircraft, its 
ability of carrying all-aspect missiles and others. However, it has the advantage of 
reducing the amount of separation introduced between the fighters.
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22.1.4 HALF SPLIT

Figure 561: Half-slip - Bogey attacks turning fighter.

Figure 562: Half-split - Bogey attacks extending fighter.

PROS
• Ensures awareness and mutual 

support, whilst limiting the excess of 
separation introduced.

• Forces the opponent's hand;

CONS
• Requires that the bandit firmly 

commits to one fighter through the 
manoeuvre.

CONSIDERATIONS
A combination of the Sandwich and the Defensive Split. The manoeuvre evolves 
depending on which target the bandit commits on. In both cases, the "internal" fighter 
(relative to the turn), executes a performance turn.
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22.1.5 THATCH WEAVE

Figure 563: Thatch Weave.

PROS
• Works against more performing 

aircraft.

CONS
• Short-ranges involved. Besides guns, 

only all-aspect missiles with low 
minimum range can be employed.

CONSIDERATIONS
Historically introduced to deal with more performing aircraft, it is probably too 
convoluted for a modern scenario, due to the low ranges involved. In these cases, a 
Sandwich or Half-Split are likely more appropriate.
The Thatch Weave It is based on the tactics developed by Wildcat pilots to fight the 
Zeros, and uses the superior roll rate and durability of the Wildcat to gain the advantage,
since the Zero out-climbed and out-turned the Grumman fighters.

22.2 INTERCEPTS VS SINGLETON      

22.2.1 FORWARD-QUARTER
As the name implies, this intercept places the fighter into the Forward-Quarter (FQ) of the 
bandit.
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Figure 564: Forward quarter intercept.

PROS
• Can improves the performance of 

missiles;
• Ease Visual Identification of the target

from range;
• Good for hit-and-run tactics;
• Good versus bombers with rear 

defensive guns;

CONS
• The manoeuvre takes time, allowing 

the bandit to penetrate further;
• The range is not considered in this 

technique (as instead does the Stern 
Conversion intercept);

• Easy to counter;

CONSIDERATIONS
The mechanic of the manoeuvre is very simple: from a zero/low TA situation, the fighter 
starts a Cut-away manoeuvre, thus increasing both the Lateral Separation and the Target
Aspect (it is a very common response to a zero TA scenario).
Once the desired value of Target Aspect is achieve, the fighter turn in (Cut Into) and 
captures the value of TA by rolling out on a Collision Course.

22.3 SECTION INTERCEPTS      

22.3.1 STERN CONVERSION
Note: This intercept has been thoroughly discussed already, so I am not reporting the 
intercept flow.
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PROS
• Ends in a favourable position (bandit’s 

rear quarter)

CONS
• Requires more time and fuel than the 

Forward-Quarter intercept (Chapter
22.2.1);

• The conversion turn is long and often 
blind;

• Easily countered;
• Vulnerable to Chaffs in the end game;
• Doppler radars can’t may lose track 

during the beaming part of the 
manoeuvre;

• Potentially dangerous vs bogey in 
significant trail formation.

22.3.2 SINGLE-SIDE OFFSET
This intercept place both fighters on one side of the bandit’s formation. Then the leader 
performs either a Forward-Quarter intercept or a Stern Conversion.

Figure 565: Single-side offset.

PROS
(see Forward-Quarter and Stern 
conversion intercepts)

CONS
(see Forward-Quarter and Stern 
conversion intercepts)

CONSIDERATIONS
This is a simple yet interesting intercept: it is easy to fly, allowing the wingman to 
maintain visual contact, and offering flexibility in the form of FQ or Stern conversion.
The flow is simple: Lateral Separation is created by a Cut away, until a good value of LS is 
capture by turning to Zero-Cut. To maintain a valid Forward-Quarter intercept and 
enabling FOX-1, the TA at a valid range for the weapon is use should not be too high. For 
example, max 20° at 15nm for a late AIM-7, resulting in 30k of LS. More than that, and 
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the AIM-7 probably will arrive without enough energy to be a threat, even with the help 
of a Lead-Collision turn.
30,000 ft of Lateral Separation is sufficient for a Stern conversion, and can be easily 
increased if necessary.

22.3.3 TRAIL
This intercept arranges the fighters in a trail at the merge.

Figure 566: Trail.

PROS
• Good offensive stance;
• Allows VID;
• Can potentially hide the trailer (the 

wingman) to the bogeys;

CONS
• Poor defensively, as the leader can’t 

visually cover the wingman;
• The wingman must make sure he is 

targeting the correct aircraft;

CONSIDERATIONS
This intercept consists in a Leader following the already discussed FQ technique, 
followed by the wingman operating a standard conversion to trail (Yardstick can help to 
train this manoeuvre and rollout at the accurate distance determined by the Leader), 
and the distance should not be too high, or the wingman will not be able to provide 
support.
The wingman can also fly low, to further mask itself from the bogeys.
Post intercept, the fighters can quickly reform by turning hard 90°

22.3.4 SWEEP
This intercept is essentially a Stern Conversion in Trail formation, starting from a standard 
combat spread.
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Figure 567: Sweep.

PROS
• Good mutual support until the 

conversion turn. Effective versus 
bogeys in trail formation;

• Can potentially hide the trailer (the 
wingman) to the bogeys.

CONS
• Wingman exposed during the 

conversion turn.

CONSIDERATIONS
The flow of this intercept is quite intuitive, as the wingman simply has to delay his 
Counterturn and place himself behind the Leader, in a trail formation.

22.3.5 THE PINCER
A wide encircling manoeuvre, it “offers” a fighter to the bogeys whilst the other 
manoeuvres and attack from behind the formation.

Figure 568: Pincer.
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PROS
• Extremely effective offensive 

manoeuvre;

CONS
• Require considerable training and 

practice;
• Lacks mutual support;
• Requires dual radar contact or one 

dedicated AIC per fighter;
• If the bogeys split, there can be two 

1-on-1 fights with little mutual 
support (see Paragraph below);

CONSIDERATIONS
From a “flow” point of view, this is a relatively simple manoeuvre: the Section splits and 
both aircraft Cut-Away to increase separation (pre-briefing the parameters of the 
manoeuvre is fundamental). If one is spotted, it tries to maintain the separation, whilst 
the free fighter “Turns In” from an advantageous position.
Having the fighters flying at different altitudes drastically improve the odds of not being 
spotted by the bogeys.

CONTINUATION
If the bogey Section splits, there can be two 1-on-1 fights. A solution can be focusing on 
a single bogey after each fighter meets “his” bogey. 
However, as you can imagine:

[..] there are a lot of things that can go wrong in such a scenario;

L. SHAW, ROBERT. FIGHTER COMBAT - TACTICS AND MANEUVERING (P. 552).

Figure 569: Pincer isolation tactics.
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22.3.6 DRAG
This intercept takes to extremes the idea of baiting the bogeys into committing on one 
fighter, whilst the other manoeuvres in a favourable position.

Figure 570: Drag.

PROS
• Extremely effective offensive 

manoeuvre;
• Effective versus bogeys in trail: if the 

Lead bogey takes the bait, it can be 
dealt with before the trailer becomes 
a factor.

CONS
• Require considerable training and 

practice;
• Lead fighter vulnerable to surprise 

attacks;

CONSIDERATIONS
Flow-wise, the first part sees the wingman repositioning using a manoeuvre similar to 
Trail. This introduces a certain separation which, added to a drastic change in altitude, 
should help to hide it from the bogeys. Another contributing factor can be the Leader 
climbing whilst the wingman dives.
When the Leader reaches a certain range defined by the threat, MAR and other 
parameters, he Cranks, inviting the bogeys to commit. In the meantime the wingman 
manoeuvres to an advantageous position.
If the bogeys press for the trailer (the wingman), the scenario evolves in the Lead-
Around discussed next.

22.3.7 LEAD-AROUND
This intercept is similar to the Drag discussed before, when the bogeys target to the trailer.
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Figure 571: Lead-around.

PROS
• Good offensive tactic, especially 

versus bogeys in trail;
• The Leader can either do a FQ attack 

or a Stern Conversion;
• Less complex than the Drag;

CONS
• Considerable distance between the 

fighters results in poor mutual 
support;

CONSIDERATIONS
With bogeys targeting the wingman, the Leader is free to manoeuvre to an 
advantageous position.

22.3.8 HOOK
Somewhat similar to the trail, enabling VID (Leader) with a shooter (Wingman).

Figure 572: Hook.

PROS
• Enables VID with mutual support;
• More solid defensively than Trail;

CONS
• The shooter must ensure separation 

between target and Leader;
• Widely spread formations may 
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• Effective versus single bogey or closed
formations;

increase the danger for the Leader;
• Less effective versus trail formations.

CONSIDERATIONS
From the usual combat spread, the Leader turns to collision whilst the Wingman split 
and increases the Lateral Separation and Vertical Displacement (either high or low). As 
the Leader performs a VID, by flying aiming for a close pass, he can enable the shooter 
(wingman) to engage.

22.3.9 THE OPTION
This “factotum” intercept is de facto a Single-Side Offset intercept open to different follow-
up.

Figure 573: "Option" intercept.

PROS
• Flexibility: Abeam is more defensive, 

Bracket and Sweep are offensive.

CONS
• Require considerable training and 

practice;
• A lot of pressure on the wingman.

CONSIDERATIONS
The initial flow is similar to the Stern Conversion or the Forward-Quarter intercept: 
Lateral Separation is needed, so the Section does a Cut-Away. The wingman should be 
on the external side of the combat spread. The next step depends on the decision of the
Leader, and some options  resembles techniques discussed already.
The Leader can perform a:

• Stern Conversion / Forward Quarter: zero-cut to maintain Lateral Separation once 
the goal is achieved;

The Wingman can perform a:
• Bracket: the wingman does a Cut-Into to decrease the Target Aspect and facilitate 
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a FQ shot. Suitable versus bogeys in Trail;
• Abeam: similar to a Stern Conversion or FQ intercept with the wingman holding a 

defensive spread;
• Sweep: similar to the intercept already discussed.

22.3.10 BREAK-AWAY
A “trick tactic” used to confuse the enemy fighters.

Figure 574: Break-away intercept.

PROS
• Very offensive manoeuvre, for the 

cases when offence is the only 
defence;

• Apparently, if it works, it makes you 
cool at the bar, post debrief.

CONS
• Very hard to pull out;
• Wingman is not supported;

CONSIDERATIONS
The initial tight formation serves the purpose of hiding the number of fighters, as they 
should appear as only one target.
The rest of the flow is quite simple: the fighters place the bogeys on collision and, when 
right outside the Within Visual Range boundary, the wingman pulls over and performs a 
Split-S until the aircraft is pointing downwards, with the goal of breaking the SA of the 
bogeys. By the time he pulls up, he should be outside of the enemy radars scan zone.
The intercept then proceeds to the merge, with the wingman is in an advantageous 
position (basically a vertical hook).

22.3.11 CROSS-BLOCK
Also called “Weave”, is another “trick tactic” often successful versus superior fighters that 
have a propensity for independent attacks.
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Figure 575: Cross-block intercept.

PROS
• Effective versus pincer attacks;
• Fairly solid defensively;

CONS
• Require considerable training and 

practice;
• If a fighter loses contact with its 

bogey, the Section can be in danger.

CONSIDERATIONS
The combat spread formation presses until the fighters can expect a radar lock from the 
bogeys. At II, the fighters cross-lock the bogeys (they lock the bogey in the opposite 
side), then turn into each other to distance from the bogey on their side of the airspace.
If the bogey press on their original target, they may cross their flight paths, but the 
fighter answer by turning into each other again and entering the merge in a more 
advantageous position (Rear-Quarter shot).

22.4 FLIGHT/DIVISION INTERCEPTS      
R. Shaw covers a couple of division intercept, where four aircraft manoeuvre to intercept a 
bogey Section. On top of that, any of the intercept tactics discussed so far and used by one 
or two fighters can be employed at Flight / Division level.

The following are a couple of examples of Section tactics applied to a Flight.

22.4.1 DOUBLE LEAD-AROUND
This intercept consists in two Lead-Around tactics applied by each Section on the bogey 
located on their side of the airspace.

Flow, pros and cons follow the same of the standard Lead-Around: the formation splits and 
each Section intercepts its bogey.
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Figure 576: Double lead-around intercept.

22.4.2 DOUBLE PINCER / DOUBLE OPTION
Similarly to the Double Lead-Around, this intercept splits the formation into two Sections, 
each one conducting the intercept on the bogey located on their side of the airspace.

As per the standard Pincer and standard Option, there can be different way to conduct this 
intercept, depending on several parameters.

Figure 577: Double pincer / Double option intercept.

22.4.3 BOX FORMATION
This procedure is not explicitly covered by Robert Shaw, it was mentioned as a note to the 
Trail intercept but, as mentions, the Section Intercepts can be fairly easily applied at Flight / 
Division level.

This is a modification of the Trail intercept aiming to increase the safety of the fighters. The 
flow is identical, but rather than having a single fighter as the Leader, and a single fighter as 
the wingman, two Sections in combat spread replace them.
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Another alternative, if three fighters are available, is forming an inverted “V”, with the 
Leander in front, and the two wingmen in combat spread behind.

That being said, intercepts can really look amazing, as Plate 32 shows!137

Plate 32: F-15s intercepting MiG-29s over Alaska (credit USAF).

137 Credit USAF – Source Wikimedia.
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23. APPENDIX III: 
AIRCRAFT AND 
ORDNANCE

23.1 FRIENDS AND FOES      
The list of conflicts where the F-14 played its role of Fleet Defender / Air 
Superiority initially, then outstanding Air-to-Ground platform, is very long and 
includes138:

• American withdrawal from Saigon (1975)

• Cold War intercepts (1976–1991)

• Military operations directed at Libya (1980–1989)

• Iran – Iraq War (1980–1988)

• The Persian Gulf War (1990–1991)

• Interwar air operations over Iraq (1991–2003)

• Balkans (1994–1995 and 1999)

• Operation Enduring Freedom (2001–2003)

• Operation Iraqi Freedom (2003–2006)

During the 30+ years of deployment, the F-14 has faced a plethora of different 
aircraft. This is a short recap of those and other aircraft, with increased 
attention towards the versions available in DCS (or soon released).

23.1.1 CAVEATS
1. Using the introduction date as the criteria for classifying the aircraft is 

not really meaningful. Therefore, I am considering a buffer for 
contemporaries (1972 – 1976), pre 1971 included for older, and from 
1977 included for newer.
For reference, the F-14A (early) was introduced in 1974, the F-14B in 

138 Source: Wikipedia - F-14 Tomcat operational history.
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~1987. The F-14D was delivered from the 1991.
When possible, I used versions flyable or usable as AI assets in DCS. 

2. Another important factor to take into account is how aircraft are upgraded and 
evolve: the F-16A, for example, was initially a very different beast than what it is 
now replicated in DCS (for instance, it was a point-defence aircraft, not the multirole 
swiss-knife it is today).
The F-14 we have instead, besides the engines, did not see any drastic improvement,
especially from the point of view of the WCS / radar suite, until the installation of 
the new digital goodies.
The differences between the four versions of the Grumman F-14 we have (or soon 
have) have been discussed in Chapter 3.1.

3. Most of the information reported below is from Wikipedia and other sources. 
Different sources often report different values. The goal here is providing an 
overview of these fighters, rather than dive into the details.
The images may refer to versions different from the one discussed. Credits are listed 
on the linked pages.

4. The long-term plan of this Chapter sees the addition of the typical MAR and other 
details of the various types of weapons employed, but gathering those information 
take time and these infos won’t be available initially.

23.1.2 PRE-TOMCAT INTRODUCTION
MIKOYAN-GUREVICH MIG-21BIS  

Introduced: 1958
Introduced (“bis” version): 1970
Role: Interceptor
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 11,496
NATO designation: Fishbed

The MiG-21bis is an early seventies evolution of the venerable MiG-21, first introduced in 
1959. Upgraded in almost any way, from the avionics to the R25-300 turbojet engine, the 
MiG-21bis is a superb interceptor.
Although not as manoeuvrable as other aircraft of the MiG family (for example, the MiG-
17 or the MiG-29), the small size of the aircraft and its speed can  surprise a crew not 
paying enough respect or attention to the Fishbed.

The Aircraft in DCS
Created by Leatherneck Simulations, the MiG-21bis is the first third-party module released
to DCS (store page).

Weapons and Capabilities
The MiG-21bis carries up to 4x R-3, R13, R-13M and/or up to 8x R60 – R60M (two per rail) 
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on four different stations.

Additional Notes
As a testament of the quality of its design, the MiG-21 is still the most produced 
supersonic jet aircraft in history.

MIKOYAN-GUREVICH MIG-23  MLA      

Introduced: 1969
Introduced (“MLA” version): 1971
Role: Interceptor
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 5,047
NATO designation: Flogger

Sweep-wing interceptor, very fast and with good armament for the period, the MiG-
23MLA is part of the second generation of the MiG-23s, featuring an improved radar, 
airframe, engine, datalink (different from the Western counterpart, as it’s meant for 
ground-controlled intercepts and guidance). Compared to the previous versions, the 
second generation vastly improves the initial subpar manoeuvrability.
The Flogger is an underrated aircraft, often misunderstood by the crews that flew the 
exported versions, which tried to manoeuvre it. Instead, the MiG-23 is still very much close
to the older concept of interceptor, playing everything on the speed, rather than the 
manoeuvrability.

The Aircraft in DCS
The AI version is the MiG-23MLD, one of the most recent versions. The MiG-23MLA is 
being developed by RAZBAM.

Weapons and Capabilities
The AI MiG-23MLD carries 2x R-24R or R-24T on pylon 2/6; and up to 4x R-60 on pylon 3 
and 5; plus a centerline fuel tank.

Additional Notes
The F-14 encountered the MiG-23 in the second Sidra incident in 1989.
Two F-14 Tomcat from the USS John F. Kennedy destroyed two Libyan MiG-23s. One pilot 
ejected, the other was killed.
A good analysis of the engagement can be found on YouTube (by Ward Carroll, former F-14
RIO).
This is the unedited video of the incident. The comms are simple to follow even for new 
virtual RIOs.
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23.1.3 F-14 TOMCAT CONTEMPORARIES
F-4  E   PHANTOM II      

Introduced: 1958
Introduced (“E” version): 1973
Role: Interceptor / Fighter-Bomber
Country: USA
Produced (all versions): 5,195

The most iconic Western aircraft of the early Cold War, the F-4 flew in Vietnam and was 
still operated past 2010 by several countries (albeit drastically upgraded).
During its operational life, the F-4 has covered almost any possible role, from land-based 
fighter, naval fighter, capable air-to-ground platform, reconnaissance aircraft, wild-weasel 
and even nuclear ordnance delivery platform.
Some export versions were updated to carry the AIM-120 AMRAAM (F-4F for the German 
Air Force – Luftwaffe).

The aircraft in DCS
No flyable version is not present in DCS yet. The available AI version is the venerable F-4E.
A flyable version was being developed by Belsimtek several years ago. ED has stated that 
they are not interested in it anymore, and a third-party dev may bring it to life. This third 
party developer is Heatblur. They plan to develop and release the F-4 in different modules, 
starting from the F-4E in 2022.

Weapons and Capabilities
The F-4E carries up to 4x AIM-9 (L/M/P) and 4x AIM-7 (E/M).

Additional Notes

NORTHROP F  -  5E TIGER II      

Introduced: 1960
Introduced (“E” version): 1972
Role: Light Fighter / Light attack
Country: USA
Produced (all versions): 1987

Initially a private project, the F-5 was intended as a cheaper and simpler aircraft than the 
F-4, both to operate and maintain, and mainly developed for the export market.
The F-5E is a 70s upgrade of the F-5A, seeking better air-to-air performance against aircraft
such as the MiG-21. The F-5E was improved in many ways, from the avionics (introduction 
of the AN/APQ-153 radar) to the engines (General Electric J-85-21).

The aircraft in DCS
The F-5E-3 is flyable in DCS, easy to fly and very popular in early cold-war servers.
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On top of the features described above, it sports a AN/ALR-87 Radar Warning Receiver, 
based on AN/ALR-46.

Weapons and Capabilities
The F-5E-3 carries up to 2x AIM-9 (B/P/P5) on the wing-tips. The other stations are used by
fuel tanks or air-to-ground ordnance.
The F-5 does not carry the popular M61, rather a pair of M39 cannons (20mm a single-
barreled revolver cannon).

Additional Notes

DASSAULT MIRAGE F1  

Introduced: 1973
Introduced (“C” version): 1973
Role: Fighter / Interceptor
Country: France
Produced (all versions): 720

Born an as interceptor with air-to-ground capabilities, Dassault opted for a swept-wing 
configuration, rather than the delta wing used in the Mirage III.
Compared to its predecessors, it featured a much more advanced avionics with multiple 
features, including terrain avoidance.
The Mirage F1 has seen conflicts all over the world, from the Irani-Iraq war of the 80s, to 
operations in North Africa and South Africa were it was employed against Soviet-provided 
fighters such as the MiG-21139.

The aircraft in DCS
Aerges is creating the Spanish versions of the Mirage F1140:

• F1-CE: older version with simplified cockpit;
• F1-EE: multi-role version with ground-attack and with refuelling capability;
• F1-BE: two seater version of the F1. The modification affected the internal fuel 

capacity, the internal cannon was removed and the empty weight increased;
• F1-M: modernised version. Delivered between 1998 and 2001, it comprises a new 

LCD screen, smart HUD, INS with GPS, radar upgrades and other avionics 
improvements.

The first version to be released will be the F1-CE.

Weapons and Capabilities
The Mirage F1 was able to employ different weapons depending on the version and the 
country it was flown by. For example, the Spanish F1-CE was able to employ the AIM-9, on 
top of French equivalents.

139 In this regard, this is a great interview of a former ZA pilot of Mirage F1 vs a MiG-21. Source – 
Aircrew Interview.

140 More info: Announcement on Facebook.
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Other weapons are, depending on the version, the R.530, R.550, Super 530, conventional 
and cluster bombs, and even the famous anti-ship missile Exocet.

Additional Notes
The first Iranian F-14 shot down during the Iran-Iraq war was claimed by an Iraqi Mirage 
F1with an R.530; with other Tomcats kills to follow.

MIKOYAN-GUREVICH MIG-  2  5PD      

Introduced: 1970
Introduced (“PD” version): 1976
Role: Interceptor
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 11,496
NATO designation: Foxbat

Originally introduced in 1970, the MiG-25 shocked the world when it was revealed and 
prompted the launch for a new program, eventually leading to the F-15.
The Foxbat is an incredibly powerful interceptor, built around its massive engines, robust 
but suffering from very poor manoeuvrability. Its typical intercept speed is Mach 2.5, but 
can fly much faster at the risk of damaging its engines (one was tracked flying at Mach 3.2 
in the 70s in the Sinai).
The improved version, the MiG-25PD was introduced in 1976, following the defection of a 
Soviet pilot141.

The aircraft in DCS
Two AI versions are available in DCS: the MiG-25RBT (air-to-ground) and the MiG-25PD 
(air-to-air). Unfortunately the AI in DCS is not able to take advantage of the impressive 
characteristics of the aircraft.

Weapons and Capabilities
The MiG-25PD have four stations available, it can carry a total or four missiles (4x R-40R or 
T; or 2x R-40 and 2x R-60).

Additional Notes
Some said, it was one of the main reasons why the F-14 was adopted by the IIAF142.
During the 1991 Gulf War, a MiG-25 destroyed an American F/A-18, killing the pilot. In 
another battle, a MiG-25 damaged an F-15C143. Both were hit by R-40 missiles.

141  Lt. Viktor Belenko defected to Japan in 1976. Source: Wikipedia – Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-25.
142 Iranian F-14 Tomcat Units in Combat – Tom Cooper and Farzad Bishop (Osprey Publishing). Page 7.
143 Source: Wikipedia – Samurra Air Battle.
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23.1.4 POST F-14 TOMCAT AIRCRAFT
MCDONNE  L  L DOUGLAS   F-  15  C     
EAGLE  

Introduced: 1976
Introduced (“C” version): 1979
Role: Fighter
Country: US
Produced (all versions): 1,198

The F-15C has a single purpose: air superiority. The F-15A, introduced in 1976, suffered 
from a number of issues, such as the early radar or the F100 engine, which even forced the
USAAF to accept engine-less airframes144.
The F-15C, had its maiden flight on 26/02/1979, and sees major upgrades to the radar 
suite and avionics and, since early 90s, the ability to carry and employ the successor of the 
AIM-7 Sparrow, the AIM-120 AMRAAM.
As a testament of the quality of the design, the F-15 is still being upgraded and flown by 
several countries.

The aircraft in DCS
The version flyable in DCS is “FC3 standard”, without clickable cockpit, and using a 
simplified avionics and so on. The F-15A would be a great addition to DCS.

Weapons and Capabilities
Initially, AIM-9J (first post-Vietnam upgrade) and AIM-7F. Later the AIM-120.

Additional Notes
Besides an Iraqi claim during the 1991 Gulf War (mentioned in the MiG-25 card), no F-15s 
have ever been destroyed in an air-to-air engagement.

DASSAULT MIRAGE 2000  C      

Introduced: 1982
Introduced (“C” version): 1983
Role: Multirole Fighter
Country: France
Produced (all versions): 601

An aircraft with good low-speed characteristics but also speed, the Mirage 2000 comes 
from the prolific French manufacturer Dassault. 
The Mirage 2000 differs from the Mirage F1 by reverting back to the delta-wing design, 
rather than the shoulder-mounted swept wing.

144 Source: Joseph F. Baugher’s website.
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The aircraft in DCS
One of the first DCS modules released by a third party dev, the Mirage 2000C was released 
in 2015 by RAZBAM. Through the years it has seen major improvements, especially after 
the cooperation with the Armée de l'Air.
The Mirage 2000C is one of the most capable multirole fighters in DCS of its era.

Weapons and Capabilities
4x air-to-air pylons, for a total of up to 4x Matra Magic II and 2x Matra Super 530D and 2x 
Matra Magic II.
The Mirage 2000C can use up to 9 stations for air-to-ground ordnance, from rockets to 
dumb bombs and laser-guided bombs.

Additional Notes

MIKOYAN MIG-2  9A      

Introduced: 1982
Role: Fighter
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 1600+
NATO designation: Fulcrum

The MiG-29, iconic and beautiful product of the legendary Mikoyan design bureau was the 
Soviet answer to the new F-15 and F-16.
A drastic changed from the previous pure interceptors, the MiG-23 and MiG-21, the MiG-
29 is very agile, albeit short-ranged, multirole air superiority fighter.
The operational history of the MiG-29 had considerable success in the export market, 
although it was not as popular as the aforementioned predecessors, partially due to its 
higher cost and maintenance complexity. In terms of operative results, in the hands of 
non-Soviet / Russian pilot, the Fulcrum did not meet the expected performance, a theme 
common to the MiG-23.
The MiG-29 has a carrier-based version, the MiG-29K. It is used primarily by the Indian 
Naval Air Arm, whilst the Russian Navy preferred the Su-33 over the MiG until recent years.

The aircraft in DCS
A high-fidelity MiG-29A has been somewhat announced (pending rights and legal stuff) by 
Eagle Dynamics145.
Three versions are available in Flaming Cliff 3 (having lower fidelity, simplified avionics and 
non-clickable cockpits): MiG-29A, MiG-29G and MiG-29S.

Weapons and Capabilities
The six stations aboard the MiG-29 carry different payload depending on the version 
considered. At least in DCS, the common missiles are the usual R-60, R-73, R-27 in different
flavours. Only the MiG-29S carries the R-77 Active Radar Homing Missile.

145 Discussion on ED Forum.
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Additional Notes

MIKOYAN MIG-  31      

Introduced: 1981
Role: Interceptor
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 519
NATO designation: Foxhound

Spiritual successor of the MiG-25, the MiG-31 Foxhound is one of the fastest aircraft in the 
world, but retains the poor manoeuvrability especially when flying supersonic. A notable 
difference instead, is the presence of a second crew member behind the pilot, a role 
similar to our beloved Radar Intercept Officer.
Peculiarity of the MiG-31 is the radar: it mounted one of the very first Phased Array Radar, 
capable of guiding more than one long-range missile at the same time. 

The aircraft in DCS
The MiG-31 is available only as an AI aircraft. It is renown for the lethality of its long range 
missiles. Unfortunately, the AI is not minimally capable of taking advantage of the 
strengths of the MiG-31.

Weapons and Capabilities
The six stations of the MiG-31 somewhat recall the F-14. Station #2 to #5 are the 
corresponding of the pancake, since they arranged in tandem couples, whereas station #1 
and #6 are located under the wings, and recall pylon #1 and #8 of the F-14.
The MiG-31 can carry pairs of the ubiquitous R-60 under the wing or a single R-40 (R or T) 
in each. Under the belly of the aircraft, up to R-33 long range, SARH missiles are mounted.

Additional Notes

SUKHOI SU-27  

Introduced: 1985
Role: Fighter
Country: USSR / Russia
Produced (all versions): 680
NATO designation: Flanker

If the MiG-29 resembles the F-16, the Su-27 is the equivalent of the F-15 and the F-14 
Tomcat. Much heavier and bigger than the MiG-29, the Flanker was conceived as an air 
superiority fighter, later adapted to satisfy multiple roles.
The Su-27 is incredibly manoeuvrable and agile considering its size. It is famous for the air-
show manoeuvre Pugachev’s Cobra (albeit this kind of manoeuvre works only in movies.. 
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or DCS).
The Flanker has a carrier-based version as well, with a few modifications to allow it to 
better operate from the sea (such as a shorter tail).

The aircraft in DCS
The Su-27 and the Su-33 are available in DCS both as AI and as “FC3-level”. Unfortunately, 
no “DCS-level” version has been announced so far.

Weapons and Capabilities
The Flanker carries and incredible internal fuel load, up to 20,700 lbs, and it does not 
require big and draggy external fuel tanks. Therefore, all its 10 stations can be used for 
pods, missiles and air-to-ground ordnance.
The missiles carried are the usual mix of R-73 and R-24 in different flavours. The Su-27 
cannot carry any Active Radar Homing missile (in DCS).

Additional Notes

SHENYANG J-11  A      

Introduced: 1988
Role: Fighter
Country: Russia / China
Produced (all versions): 440
NATO designation: Flanker-L

This aircraft is the Chinese versions of the Su-27 Flanker. 

The aircraft in DCS
The J-11A is available in DCS with Flaming Cliff 3. It shares the low-fidelity cockpit with the 
Su-27 and the Su-33. It is therefore a very limited module but brings the R-77 ARH missile 
to the table.

Weapons and Capabilities
Similar to the Su-27, with the addition of the R-77 Active Radar Homing missile.

Additional Notes
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GENERAL DYNAMICS F-16  C   
BLK50   FIGHTING FALCON /   VIPER      

Introduced: 1978
Introduced (“C blk 50” version): 1994
Role: Multirole Fighter
Country: US
Produced (all versions): 4604

Almost as iconic (but nowhere near as cool) as the F-4 Phantom II, the F-16 is a common 
sight in many Western air forces. Born from the same program that created the F/A-18C, it 
is a tentative to cut costs and increase the number of aircraft produced.
The F-16 incorporates many innovations, from the advanced fly-by-wire and flight control 
system, able to fully take advantage of the aerodynamic instability of the aircraft, to the 
bubble canopy designed to grant an almost unobstructed view.
The F-16 has seen an incredible evolution through the years, from an almost point-defence
aircraft, to the great multirole asset it is now. The evolution has been so wide and drastic 
that, when trying to understand the capabilities of the aircraft, rather than considering the 
versions of the F-16, the single Blocks should be discussed.

The aircraft in DCS
The F-16A, F-16C block 50 and the F-16C block 52d are present in DCS as an AI asset.
The flyable version is the F-16CM Block 50.

Weapons and Capabilities
On top of the plethora of pods and air-to-ground ordnance, the F-16 carriers, depending 
on the version, from the AIM-9L to the AIM-9X, and from the AIM-120B to the AIM-120C5.
The F-16A can carry the AIM-7M Sparrow as well.

Additional Notes
The Iranian Shah, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, placed an order for a considerable amount of 
F-16A before the revolution, in an effort to modernize the IIAF, back then mostly 
composed by F-5 A/B/E/F and F-4D/E. The 1979 revolution blocked the order.

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS F/A-18C  

Introduced: 1983
Introduced (“C” version): 1987*
Role: Multirole Fighter
Country: US
Produced (all versions): 1,480

The naval cousin of the F-16, it was derived from the same set of requirements.
The major upgrades of the aircraft were the C/D version, from the initial A/B (B and D are 
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two-seaters), which saw the adoption of the new AIM-120 missile and several other air-to-
ground weapons (e.g. AGM-65 and AGM-88).
The most important overhaul resulted in the F/A-18E Super Hornet, and its dual-seater 
brethren, the F/A-18F. The redesign includes a larger airframe, more powerful engine and 
upgraded avionics.
The EA-18G instead replaced the venerable EA-6B Prowler in the electronic warfare role.

The aircraft in DCS
F/A-18A and F/A-18C are available as AI assets.
The F/A-18C Lot 20 is flyable in DCS. Launched in 2018, it is a common sight in the DCS 
skies.

Weapons and Capabilities
The Hornet, similarly to the F-16, carries a vast variety of ordnance, from air to ground 
missiles to GPS/laser guided bombs.
Air-to-air wise, the Hornet carries from the AIM-9L to the AIM-9X, from the AIM-7F to the 
AIM-7M and AIM-7MH and the AIM-120, versions from the B to the C-5.

Additional Notes

EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON  

Introduced: 2003
Role: Fighter
Country: EU
Produced (all versions): 571

The Eurofighter is an incredible multirole aircraft, but with a long and somewhat troubled 
history. The original pool of European nations developing it split, as the Cold War ended, 
the demands for a new aircraft waned, leading to delays and the introduction only in 2003.
Nevertheless, the Eurofighter features impressive performance in every aspect of flight, 
and an arsenal (depending on the nation considered) that allows it to cover a wide range 
of missions.

The aircraft in DCS
The Eurofighter was announced by TrueGrit Virtual Technologies. They recently partnered 
with Heatblur to bring the Eurofighter to (virtual) life.

Weapons and Capabilities
The payload carried by the Eurofighter varied heavily depending on the country it was 
used by and the Tranche.

Additional Notes
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CAC/PAC JF-17 THUNDER  

Introduced: 2007
Role: Multirole Fighter
Country: Pakistan / China
Produced (all versions): 132

Designed to replace obsolete French and Chinese aircraft in the Pakistan Air Force, the JF-
17 is a lightweight multirole aircraft. Although flexible and somewhat similar to the F-16 
aesthetics-wise, it is not particularly fast or manoeuvrable: its top speed is mach ~1.6, and 
the thrust-to-weight ratio is below 1, whereas the F-16 is higher (then depends on the 
version considered). On the other hand, it is much cheaper, with an estimated cost of 
~$30m, less than half the price of a Viper.
The JF-17 is capable of conducting air-to-air sorties, but also air-to-ground and anti-ship 
missions.

The aircraft in DCS
The Thunder is the first full-fidelity module created by Deka Ironworks. It is an excellent 
module, characterized by being the first DCS aircraft with glass cockpit.

Weapons and Capabilities
Being a multirole aircraft, the JF-17 carries a wide array of ordnance. Besides bombs, air-
to-surface and anti-ship missiles, the air-to-air selection is primarily a mix of indigenous 
and Soviet / Russian technology:

• The PL-5E is based on the AA-2 Atoll, which in turns resembles an AIM-9;
• the PL-12 (SD-10) is an Active Radar Homing missile, developed by the Chinese 

military, and comparable to the AIM-120 and the R-77.

Additional Notes

23.2 ***AIR-TO-AIR AND SURFACE-TO-AIR   
MISSILES IN DCS  
Notes:

•   Images are taken from DCS’ encyclopedia;
•   Images are not to scale;
•   Guidance is simplified (for instance, an AIM-54 would have ARH guidance, 

although this is not the case when the whole envelope is considered).

This Chapter is a quick overview of the most common missile threats in DCS. 
At the moment, it includes only the designation and the guidance of a few missiles. The 
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objective, later on, is the creation of an empirical study to better appreciate the 
performance of the different missiles.

A now outdated study is available in Chapter 23.2.2 . I stopped the work when ED 
announced the overhaul of the AIM-120 and the missile API a couple of years ago.

23.2.1 COMMON AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES
R-60  
Introduced: 1974
NATO: AA-8 “Aphid”
Guidance: IR

R-  73      
Introduced: 1984
NATO: AA-11 “Archer”
Guidance: IR

R-  23 / R-24      
Introduced: 1974 / 1984
NATO: AA-7 “Apex”
Guidance:

• R-23R/24R: SARH
• R-23T/24T: IR

R-40  
Introduced: 1960
NATO: AA-6 “Acrid”
Guidance:

• R-40R: SARH
• R-40T: IR

R-33  
Introduced: 1981
NATO: AA-6 “Acrid”
Guidance: SARH/ARH

R-77  
Introduced: 2002
NATO: AA-12 “Adder”
Guidance: ARH
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AIM-120  
Introduced: 1991
Guidance: ARH

R.530  
Introduced: 1991
Guidance: SARH

R.550  
Introduced: 1975
Guidance: IR

PL-5  
Introduced: -
Guidance: IR

PL-  12      
Introduced: -
Guidance: ARH

23.2.2 DCS AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES: STUDY 
(OUTDATED)
Knowing the WEZ of the possible missile threats allows the RIO to better understand, 
prioritize and counter different possible air threats.

The following are the initial steps of a series of WEZ diagrams I was putting together in early
2020 but never finished, since ED announced the overhaul of the AIM-120 and other 
missiles. I will produce a new study when the ED completes the new missile API.

SCENARIO
The goal is monitoring the peak speed and at what range it decades, so the envelope of the 
missile can be better understood, along a basic idea of the MAR.

• Altitude: 25,000 ft

• Launch speed: 0.9 Mach. Gate disabled.
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• Distance: non-factor

For consistency reasons, each missile is launched by the AI using the same parameters. 
Their target is “lingering” in the air not moving. This allowed to gather more accurate data 
about the missiles and in greater number. However, the AI does not optimize their launch 
parameters, so these values, although indicative of the missile behaviour, must be taken 
with a gran of salt.

Figure 578: Missiles Mach vs Distance chart.

Figure 578 shows the first steps of the data-collection necessary to gather enough values to 
design the WEZ diagram for some of the common missiles in DCS. Although just the first 
step (furthermore, outdated), it provides a glance of the behaviour of the missiles, and 
which missile is a threat at which distance. 

Some interesting observations can be drawn: for example, at close range (less than 10 nm), 
the  AIM-120 accelerates faster, which can result in the missile connecting before an AIM-7 
or AIM-54 (albeit the latter is active off the rail at such a short range). Similarly, the R-77 
and most of the Soviet/Russian missiles are less than a threat at ranges where the AIM-120 
is: in a NATO vs Russia/China scenario, the main threats at range are the SD-10 of the JF-17, 
the R-24 of the MiG-25 and the R-33 of the MiG-31.

Note that R27 and others have been improved recently and after the creation of these 
charts.

Figure 579 shows the different loft trajectory for the AIM-120C, the SD-10 and the AIM-54C 
Mk47. It is interesting to note how, at medium ranges, the AIM-54 barely lofts, whereas the 
two others “climb” well over 42,000 ft. Crossing the charts in Figure 579 and Figure 578, we 
can obtain a quite detailed picture of the excess of energy of the AIM-54 versus the 
AMRAAM and the Thunder.
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Figure 579: AIM-120, SD-10 and AIM-54C Mk47 – Loft Altitude vs Distance

The plan, once the new missile finalized by ED and implemented by Heatblur146, is working 
on a new PK model for the Phoenix and create a proper study about the other missiles.

146 Unfortunately, it may take a while, as the changes are not superficial, but part of the core of the sim. 
Source: IronMike’s comment - ED Forum.
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24. APPENDICES IV – 
TEMPLATES AND 
TABLES

The following are a series of printable templates and tables, 

For example:

• Air-to-Ground CAS Check-in and 9-Line brief: the check-in part is not as 
necessary when playing as the CAS Asset (most of the information 
should be reported in your mission briefing), but handy when playing as 
the FAC(A) or to better organize the details to send to the Controller.
The 9-Line brief is useful to write down the information sent by the 
JTAC / FAC(A).
Compared to the standard 9-line template that can be found in the 
official sources, I added the keyhole and an area to add notes or a simple
ETD sketch. However, I also removed parts used only in more simulative 
groups (e.g. BDA).

• Ripple Interval Tables: as discussed in Chapter 12.1.1, the F-14 does not 
automatically calculates the spacing between the rippled ordinance by 
adjusting the release interval.
The Radar Intercept Office can set the release interval in milliseconds for 
a certain delivery profile (based on dive angle, TAS, altitude) in the 
Armament Panel (see Chapter 3.3.2). The correct value calculated by 
using a constant obtained from a reference table.
This appendix contains two tables with pre-calculated values for the Mk-
82 LD and Mk-82HD, for a ripple spacing of 15ft (~5m) and 60ft (~20m). I 
choose the two values after discussing with our AG veterans in the 
132nd Virtual Wing.
Note that the values have been calculated by using a script I wrote that 
iteratively went through the possible combinations of parameters and 
spit out the closest appropriate values. As a rule of thumb, the lower the
speed and the higher the dive angle, the more precise the values are.
Lastly, the values are also part of my in-game Kneeboard Pack, freely 
available on FlyAndWire.com.

772

https://flyandwire.com/kneeboard-pack/


• Air-to-Air Intercepts: a series of reference values useful to practice an Intercept or 
rejoining a tanker. For example, timeline flow chart, Displacement Turn and 
Counterturn gates, useful procedures such as the CCC formulas.
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I. CLOSE AIR SUPPORT:   CHECK-IN AND 9-LINE   BRIEF      

ECHO POINT

Lat Lon

ROUTING / NOTES
A – Routing / Holding Instructions
B – Other AC on station
C – Immediate threats
D – Significant WX / terrain

JTAC / Mark: ID/Mission N.

N./Type of Aircraft Position and Altitude

Ordnance 1B 3 4 5 6 8B Gun

Time on Station Abort Code

Capabilities □ NVG     □ LANTIRN     □ GRG+Version

SITUATION UPDATE
A – Situation
B – Intent
C – Threats
D – Targets
E – Friendlies
F – Clearance
G – Ordnance
H – Restrictions
I – Hazards
J – Remarks

GAMEPLAN / NOTES / ETD Sketch

Plan ID / Control Type / Notes

1. IP/BP

2. Heading (Offset)

3. Distance

4. TGT ELEVATION

5. TGT Description

6. TGT LOCATION

7. Mark (Code)

8. FRIENDLIES (Mark)

9. Egress

REMARKS
A – LTL D – GTL
B – Ordnance E – Weather
C– Threats F – Hazards

RESTRICTIONS
A – FAH C – Airspace coordination
B – Danger Close D – TOT / TTT

~  ~♠

Plan ID / Control Type / Notes

1. IP/BP

2. Heading (Offset)

3. Distance

4. TGT ELEVATION

5. TGT Description

6. TGT LOCATION

7. Mark (Code)

8. FRIENDLIES (Mark)

9. Egress

REMARKS
A – LTL D – GTL
B – Ordnance E – Weather
C– Threats F – Hazards

RESTRICTIONS
A – FAH C – Airspace coordination
B – Danger Close D – TOT / TTT

N A

C

B
D E



II. MK-20 ROCKEYE – DISTRIBUTION OF BOMB PITCH ANGLE VS RELEASE ALTITUDE (ORDINATE) AND ATTACKER'S   
PITCH (ABSCISSA).  



III. RIPPLE INTERVAL TABLE – MK82 LOW DRAG      

1200 ft 0° -10°

450 15ft 20 30

60ft 80 140

500 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 130

550 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 130

600 15ft 20 40

60ft 70 140

650 15ft 10 40

60ft 60 140

1500 ft 0° -10°

450 15ft 20 30

60ft 80 140

500 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 130

550 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 130

600 15ft 20 40

60ft 70 140

650 15ft 10 40

60ft 60 140

2000 ft 0° -10° -15° -20°

450 15ft 20 30 40 50

60ft 80 120 150 190

500 15ft 20 30 40 50

60ft 70 120 150 190

550 15ft 20 30 40 50

60ft 70 110 150 190

600 15ft 20 30 40 50

60ft 70 110 140 190

650 15ft 10 30 40

60ft 60 110 140

4000 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30° -40° -45°

450 15ft 20 30 30 40 50 70 90

60ft 80 110 120 150 210 300 370

500 15ft 20 20 30 40 50 80 90

60ft 70 100 120 140 210 310 370

550 15ft 20 20 30 30 50 80 90

60ft 70 100 120 140 210 310 370

600 15ft 20 20 30 30 50

60ft 70 90 110 140 210

650 15ft 10 20 30 30 50

60ft 60 90 110 140 210

2500 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30°

450 15ft 20 30 30 40 70

60ft 80 110 140 180 270

500 15ft 20 30 30 40 70

60ft 70 110 140 170 270

550 15ft 20 30 30 40

60ft 70 110 130 170

600 15ft 20 30 30 40

60ft 70 100 130 170

650 15ft 10 20 30 40

60ft 60 100 130 170

3000 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30° -40°

450 15ft 20 30 30 40 60 90

60ft 80 110 130 160 240 350

500 15ft 20 30 30 40 60

60ft 70 110 130 160 240

550 15ft 20 30 30 40 60

60ft 70 100 130 160 240

600 15ft 20 20 30 40 60

60ft 70 100 130 160 240

650 15ft 10 20 30 40 60

60ft 60 100 120 160 250

3500 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30° -40° -45°

450 15ft 20 30 30 40 50 80 100

60ft 80 110 130 150 220 330 400

500 15ft 20 20 30 40 50 80 100

60ft 70 100 120 150 220 330 400

550 15ft 20 20 30 40 60 80

60ft 70 100 120 150 230 340

600 15ft 20 20 30 40 60

60ft 70 100 120 150 230

650 15ft 10 20 30 40 60

60ft 60 90 120 150 230

4500 ft (A) 0° -10° -15° -20° -30° -40° -45°

450 15ft 20 30 30 40 50 70 80

60ft 80 100 120 140 200 290 330

500 15ft 20 20 30 30 50 70 80

60ft 70 100 120 140 200 290 340

550 15ft 20 20 30 30 50 70 80

60ft 70 90 110 140 200 290 340

4500 ft (B) 0° -10° -15° -20° -30° -40° -45°

600 15ft 20 20 30 30 50 70 80

60ft 70 90 110 140 200 290 340

650 15ft 10 20 30 30 50 70

60ft 60 90 110 130 200 290



IV. RIPPLE INTERVAL TABLE – MK82   HIGH   DRAG      

0° 200 ft 300 ft 400 ft 500 ft

450 15ft 20 20 20

60ft 80 80 80

500 15ft 20 20 20 20

60ft 70 70 70 70

550 15ft 20 20 20 20

60ft 60 60 60 60

600 15ft 10 10 10 10

60ft 60 60 60 60

600 ft 0° -10°

450 15ft 20 30

60ft 80 130

500 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 120

550 15ft 20 30

60ft 60 110

600 15ft 10

60ft 60

800 ft 0° -10° -15°

450 15ft 20 30 40

60ft 80 110 150

500 15ft 20 30

60ft 70 100

550 15ft 20 20

60ft 60 100

600 15ft 10 20

60ft 60 90

1000 ft 0° -10° -15°

450 15ft 20 30 30

60ft 80 100 130

500 15ft 20 20 30

60ft 70 100 120

550 15ft 20 20 30

60ft 60 90 110

600 15ft 10 20 30

60ft 60 80 110

1200 ft 0° -10° -15° -20°

450 15ft 20 20 30 40

60ft 80 100 120 150

500 15ft 20 20 30 40

60ft 70 90 110 140

550 15ft 20 20 30

60ft 60 80 100

600 15ft 10 20 20

60ft 60 80 100

1500 ft 0° -10° -15° -20°

450 15ft 20 20 30 30

60ft 80 100 110 130

500 15ft 20 20 20 30

60ft 70 90 100 120

550 15ft 20 20 20 30

60ft 60 80 90 110

600 15ft 10 20 20 30

60ft 60 70 80 110

2000 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30°

450 15ft 20 20 20 30 40

60ft 80 90 100 110 160

500 15ft 20 20 20 30

60ft 70 80 90 100

550 15ft 20 20 20 20

60ft 60 70 80 100

600 15ft 10 20 20 20

60ft 60 70 80 90

2500 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30°

450 15ft 20 20 20 30 30

60ft 80 90 100 100 140

500 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 70 80 90 100 130

550 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 60 70 80 90 120

600 15ft 10 20 20 20 30

60ft 60 70 70 80 110

3000 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30°

450 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 80 90 90 100 130

500 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 70 80 80 90 110

550 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 60 70 80 80 100

600 15ft 10 20 20 20 20

60ft 60 60 70 80 100

3500 ft 0° -10° -15° -20° -30°

450 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 80 90 90 100 120

500 15ft 20 20 20 20 30

60ft 70 80 80 90 110

550 15ft 20 20 20 20 20

60ft 60 70 70 80 100

600 15ft 10 20 20 20 20

60ft 60 60 70 70 90



V. MAXIMUM BOMB FRAGMENT TRAVEL      

MUNITION
ALTITUDE (FEET) TDA HORIZONTAL RANGE (FEET) TDA TIME OF FLIGHT (SECONDS) TDA

SEA LEVEL 5000’ SEA LEVEL 5000’ SEA LEVEL 5000’

UNITARY WARHEADS

MK-82 All Types 2140’ 2500’ 2550’ 2900’ 24.4” 25.9”

MK-84 All Types 2770’ 3150’ 3260’ 3715’ 28.0” 29.7”

BLU-109 All Types 3465’ 3915’ 4230’ 4795’ 30.3” 32.1”

INTACT CLUSTERS

MK-20 Rockeye 1380’ 1575’ 1645’ 1850’ 19.4” 20.6”

CBU-24B/B; CBU-9B/B; CBU-52B/B; CBU-
58/B, A/B; CBU-71/B, A/B 1895’ 2140’ 2290’ 2595’ 23.0” 24.4”

CBU-87/B 1895’ 2140’ 2290’ 2595’ 23.0” 24.4”

CBU-89B 2340’ 2655’ 2780’ 3165’ 26.2” 27.6”

CLUSTER SUBMUNITIONS

BLU-26/B (CBU-24B/B);
BLU-59/B (CBU-49B/B)

960’ 1085’ 1160’ 1310’ 16.3” 17.3”

BLU-61A/B (CBU-52B/B) 665’ 755’ 775’ 880’ 14.2” 15.0”

BLU-63/B, A/B; (CBU-58/B, A/B);
BLU-86/B, A/B (CBU-71/B, A/B)

430’ 490’ 490’ 560’ 11.6” 12.3”

BLU-118 (MK-20 Rockeye) 695’ 790’ 800’ 915’ 14.7” 15.5”

BLU-97/B (CBU-87/B) 545’ 620’ 635’ 725’ 12.8” 13.7”



VI. ***SIGHT ANGLE CHARTS: LEGEND AND NOTES      

The following charts (altitude vs mils) are used to determine the Mils setting of the sight as a function of the big three parameters: altitude, speed 
and diving angle.

Each charts uses a speed value at the delivery, whereas the sight angle in Mils is represented on the abscissa and the altitude (in feet AGL) on the 
ordinate. The bold curves each represent a diving angle, and the dashed curves the time of fall.
The area filled with hatching pattern represents cases where the combination of the parameters result in an unsafe delivery (e.g. diving angle too 
steep, altitude not sufficient and so on). Some charts may indicated that the speed at release is above the limits below a certain value (indicated by 
a specific horizontal line). This limitation may be not implemented in DCS.

The parameters for the release are:

• delivery: single weapon;

• aircraft gross weight: 60,000 lbs;

• ejection velocity: 21.1 ft/sec;

• recovery: 5G wings level pullup recovery.

Note that the following charts are reported as examples for the RIO to double check the parameters set for the bombing. Pilots should have more 
detailed tables and charts to plan their approach and manual delivery.

Example  



VII. SIGHT ANGLE CHARTS: MK-82, GBU-12 | 450 KTAS      
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VIII. SIGHT ANGLE CHARTS: MK-82, GBU-12 | 500 KTAS      
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25. CONTENTS INDEX

At the moment of writing Draft 64, there are 291 images (besides the ones in 
Chapter 23.1 (Friends and Foes) and Chapter 23.2 (***Air-to-Air and Surface-to-
Air Missiles in DCS): 283 Figures and 8 Plates.

The images labelled “Figures” are made by myself (or taken and edited, in case 
of screenshots). The “Plates” are images that are taken from the sources 
mentioned in the labelled of the image itself.

25.1 ***ACRONYMS AND   
ABBREVIATIONS  
A summary of the most recurring acronyms, alphabetically ordered. 
A few peculiar abbreviations or keywords are included in the list (such as HDG or
BRG).

CTX stands for “Context”, and marks in which context the definition is commonly
used (there can be more than one).

• AA – Air-to-Air procedures (e.g. Geometry, Intercepts);

• AG – Air-to-Ground procedures (e.g. CAS);

• AVIO – Aircraft and Avionics;

• DCS – DCS-related definition (or plug-ins / mods); 

• FLY – Aviation procedures and non-avionics related terminology;

• gen – Generic definition (multiple contexts);

• NAVY – US Navy or Nautical definitions;

• SA/S – Surface-to-Air or Surface-to-Surface

• TECH – Technical details and theory (e.g. radar theory);

• WPN – Weapons and Engagements.

A
ACR MEANING CTX REFERENCE

AAA Anti-Aircraft Artillery SA/S
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ACR MEANING CTX REFERENCE

AA Aspect Angle AA 5.2

ACM Airspace Coordinating Measures ACM

ADF Automatic Direction Finder AVIO

ADL Armament Datum Line AG

AIC Air Intercept Controller AA

AFT Aft – in this document used to refer to the RIO’s radio. AVIO

AHRS Attitude and Heading Reference Set AVIO

AO Angle Off (synonym of ATA, RBRG) AA 5.2

AoA Angle of Attack AVIO

AoB Angle of Bank AVIO

AREO Azimuth, Range, Elevation, Overtake (VC) AA 9.4.3

ARH Active Radar Homing

ATA Antenna Train Angle (synonym of AO, RBRG) AA 5.2

ATC Air-Traffic Control FLY

AWACS Airborne Warning and Control System AA

B
ACR MEANING CTX REFERENCE

BB Bandit Bearing. AA 5.2

BDHI Bearing, Distance, Heading Indicator AVIO 10.2.4

BFP Bandit Flight Path. AA 5.2

BH Bandit Heading. AA 5.2

BR Bandit Reciprocal. AA 5.2

BRA/A Bearing, Range, Altitude (Aspect) AA

BRG Bearing. gen

BVR Beyond Visual Range AA

C
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

CAP Computer Address Panel. AA

CAS Close Air Support. AG

CB Collision Bearing. AA

CC Collision Course Correction. AA

CM Conventional Counter Measures (Chaff, Flares, ..) AVIO
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ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

CSDC Computer Signal Data Converter AVIO

CVW Carrier Air Wing NAVY

D
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

DA Dead-Ahead. AA

DCS Digital Combat Simulator. DCS

DDD Detail Data Display AVIO

DEAD Destruction of Enemy Air Defenses AG

D/ECM (Defensive) Electronic Counter Measures AVIO

DME Distance Measuring Equipment FLY

DoP Direction of Passage. AA

DOR Desired Out Range (synonym of MOR). AA

DR Decision Range. AA

DT Displacement Turn. AA

DTG Degrees-To-Go  (synonym of HCA). AA

E
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

ELF Extremely Low Frequency (30 Hz – 300 Hz)

F
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

FAC /A Forward Air Controller (Airborne) AG

FFP Fighter Flight Path. AA

FH Fighter Heading. AA

FLO First Launch Opportunity. AA

FO Forward Observer. AG

FR Factor Range. AA

FSCL Fire Support Coordination Line AG

FWD Forward – in this document used to refer to the Pilot’s radio. AVIO

G
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

GCI Ground-Controlled Intercept AA
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ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

GS Ground Speed AVIO

H
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

HCA Heading Cross Angle (synonym of DGT). AA

HCU Hand Control Unit. AVIO

HD High-Drag. AG

HDG Heading. gen

HF High Frequency (3 MHz – 30 MHz)

HPRF High Pulse Repetition Frequency. TECH

I
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

IAS Indicated Air Speed. AVIO

ICS Intercommunication System AVIO

IFF Instrumental Friend-or-Foe AVIO

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit AVIO

INS Inertial Navigation System. AVIO

J
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

JTAC Joint Terminal Attack Controller AG

K
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

KBC Kill Box Coordinator AG

L
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

LAR Launch Acceptability Region. AA

LD Lateral Displacement (synonym of LS). AA

LD Low-Drag (ordnance) AG

LPRF Low Pulse Repetition Frequency. TECH

LS Lateral Separation (synonym of LD). AA
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M
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

MANPAD Man Portable Air Defence Systems SA/S

MAR Minimum Abort Range. AA

MER Multiple Ejector Rack

MF Medium Frequency (300 kHz – 3 MHz)

MOR Minimum Out Range (synonym of DOR). AA

N
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

NDB Non-Directional Beacon FLY

nm Nautical Miles. gen

NFO Naval Flight Officer NAVY

P
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

P Pulse (radar mode). TECH

PD Pulse Doppler (radar mode). TECH

PK Probability of Kill. WPN

PRF Pulse Repetition Frequency. TECH

PTT Push-To-Talk gen

R
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

RBRG Relative Bearing (synonym of ATA, RBRG). AA

RCS Radar Cross-Section TECH

ROC Rate of Closure (synonym of VC). AA

RROC Range Rage of Closure. AA

RWR Radar Warning Receiver AVIO

S
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

SA Situational Awareness gen

SAM Surface-to-Air Missile. SA/S

SARH Semi-Active Radar Homing
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ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

SCAR Strike Coordination And Reconnaissance AG

SEAD Suppression of Enemy Air Defences AG

SR Slant Range. gen

SRS SimpleRadio Standalone. DCS

T
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

TA / TAA Target Aspect (Angle). AA

TA Transition Altitude. FLY

TACAN Tactical Air Navigation System. AVIO

TAS True AirSpeed. FLY

TCS Television Camera Set AVIO

TER Triple Ejector Rack

TGT Target gen

TID
(AS / GS)

Tactical Information Display.

• AS: Aircraft Stabilized mode;
• GS: Ground Stabilized mode.

AVIO

TL Transition Level. AVIO

TOT Time-On-Target. AG

TTT Time-To-Target. AG

U
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

UHF Ultra High Frequency. gen

ULF Ultra Low Frequency (300 Hz – 3 kHz). See also VF.

V
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

VC Closure Rate (synonym of ROC). AA

VD Vertical Displacement. AA

VF Voice Frequency (300 Hz – 3 kHz). See also ULF.

VHF Very High Frequency gen

VID Visual Identification gen

VLF Very Low Frequency
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ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

VOR VHF Omnidirectional Range

VUL Vulnerability Time / Window FLY

W
ACR MEANING TPC REFERENCE

WCA Wind Correction Angle FLY

WEZ Weapon Engagement Zone. AA

WD Wind Direction FLY

WS Wind Speed FLY

W/V Wind Velocity FLY

WVR Within Visual Range AA
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26. ANTE POST SCRIPT

This used to be the very first chapter of the book. Since Draft 65, it is 
now at the very bottom. I figures that very few care about the personal 
notes: how often do you skip them in book. Heck, there’s even a 
popular meme about recipes and cooking websites!

I played DCS since day-one on the Ka-50, back in 2008. Before, LOMAC and 
Falcon 4.0 quite randomly, and mostly Il2 FB. The F-14  therefore, has been my 
first modern Fixed Wing aircraft, and I zero meaningful knowledge of anything 
related to air-to-air. I was frustrated by my lack of understanding of what was 
going on.
The only solution was diving into the problem itself and slowly put bits and 
pieces together.

I launched FlyAndWire in 2019 for a completely different reason (it was meant 
to host Arduino discussions and firmware), then the F-14 was released by 
Heatblur, and everything changed.

This book is a tentative to convey the sense of organization and progression that
my website cannot convey, given its blog-style format.

CORE POINTS OF THE BOOK
The level of the discussion, both in terms of contents, maths and procedures, is 
intentionally kept somewhere between simulative and “inspired to the reality”. 
In a few occasions, I diverted from the doctrinal sources to propose solutions I 
deemed more appropriate to DCS. When it happened, I usually added a note.
There’s a lot of room to go deeper!

This book often links the F-14 Manual written by Heatblur. That excellent book is
the primary source of technical information about the F-14, more than enough 
to cover all the basic operations. Do not expect to understand much of this book
without reading the manual first (or having some relative background). Learning
takes a bit of effort, this book is not for people with no patience and that want 
everything right-away.

On the other hand, almost everything you find here, besides the minor details 
and especially procedures, can be applied to other aircraft.
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CONTENTS
Initially, due to time constraints, the book will vastly take content from my website, in a 
30/70 ratio between new content and older. Later, every paragraph and sentence will be 
review and normalized.

The result is a hands-on approach to the backseat, however, a good chunk of theory and 
background needs to be discussed before getting to the actual employment.

NOTES ON LANGUAGE AND LEXICON
I am not a native English speaker, so you will find mistakes (typos, grammar, lexicon, et 
cetera) and sentences structured in some funny way. If you ran into those, please point 
them out, and I will fix them in the next review.

The contents and lexicon, especially when it comes to Maths, are the same I learnt in 2nd 
and 3rd year of high school (uh, I feel old now). Friends pointed out that some terms and 
rarely used in other countries or outside specific contexts, so do not take them as a 
tentative to sound fancy or original. If I were writing in my native language, those terms 
would probably sound less alien, but English is de facto the nouveau lingua franca, ergo… 

MAIN SOURCES
I used a considerable number of sources, all original, no work done by peers or other 
content creators (unless they collaborated to this project).

The main sources are:

1. F-14 manual by Heatblur;

2. P-825, rev 2017, 2008 and 2002;

3. Other documentation.

It is important to understand that sources such as the P-825 are very basic: their goal is 
introducing the bedrock concepts, and the described procedures are often too monolithic 
to be applied as they are. Nevertheless, they provide an incredibly interesting point of view 
for both neophytes and seasoned pilots looking to providing a more solid structure to their 
missions.

THANKS TO…
• Dave “Bio” Baranek  , for the clarifications and the permission to include quotes of his

book in this document;

• Scott “Weird” Altorfer  , former F-14A RIO. Thanks for the great discussions!

• 132  nd   Virtual Wing   Sabre squadron, for listening to my nonsense (and being my 
Guinea pigs)!
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• Digital Coalition Air Force (DCAF), especially Peter, Rob and Brody. Peter has recently
posted a couple of articles on FlyAndWire. Thanks mate!

• witcohe, former A-6 B/N. One day I’ll understand why AN/ASN-92 ≠ AN/ASN-92! :)

• Kip, Ce_Zeta, Don H., Snappy and BlackDragon for feedback, corrections and the 
suggestions;

• AssafB, Professor, and others for their input in the CAS discussion;

• Rifle (Canadian JTAC), check his Discord and YouTube channel;

• SkillyJ (US JFO) for his input in the CAS discussion;

• LynxOfTheSky for prompting the INS/MagVar in-depth discussion and his great 
observations.

FEEDBACK / QUESTIONS / COMMENTS
My Discord ID and other forum profiles are listed here. You are welcome to get in touch!

26.1 RELEASES AND   CHANGELOG      
The first releases will be incomplete. Non-completed Chapters (checks for typos and 
grammars excluded) are stripped from the public version and re-integrated only when 
complete.

Examples of such Chapters are:

1. Operations: Air to Ground – an overview of the Air to Ground procedure that can be 
used by the F-14 Tomcat. For example, a discussion about the 9-line CAS brief and 
others;

2. Appendix: Friends and Foes – most of the aircraft operative in the years around the 
arrival of the F-14 are mentioned in this Chapter. Each aircraft has a picture, 
description, a few notes both for DCS and historical. Later, each will have a typical 
MAR and other useful parameters.

3. Appendix: Comms & Pictures – a series of sketches and examples to explain how the
Picture is passed to the committed fighters.

4. Intercept Geometry Study: Other Sources – a brief mention of intercepts from 
different sources. From the F-4, to the intercepts described by R. Shaw in his book. 
The goal is providing more ideas and apply what studies to those intercepts.

5. Cockpit Introduction and Startup – a more detailed version of the startup checklist, 
plus the startup and the INS alignment from a Carrier.
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RELEASE HISTORY AND LOG
1. 10/09/2022 Draft 113: Public Draft V;

2. 05/05/2022 Draft 108S: Public Draft IV update;

3. 24/03/2022 Draft 103S: Public Draft IV;

4. 08/12/2021 Draft 71b: Public Draft III;

5. 08/12/2021 Draft 71: Public Draft III, RC1;

6. 24/10/2021 Draft 61: Draft II released;

7. 21/10/2021 Draft 60: Public Draft II, RC1;

8. 09/10/2021 Draft 54: Draft I released;

9. 09/10/2021 Draft 53: Public Draft I, RC2;

10. 06/10/2021 Draft 51: Public Draft I, RC1;

11. 05/10/2021 Draft 47: first private release for feedback;

12. 02/09/2021 Draft 1: opera start.

Support FlyAndWire
Are you enjoying this book? Consider supporting FlyAndWire via Buy  MeACoffee  ; PayPal or 
Patreon.
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